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Preface

As its title indicates, this guide is designed to provide reference 
to texts and secondary literature as a starting point for further study of 
the works of Armenian authors bom between 1500 and 1920. Although 
the reader may encounter occasional references to writings in manuscript 
form, this book is a guide to Armenian texts in printed form only. Authors 
of Armenian descent writing in other languages have been excluded.

The term “literature” has been employed in its broader sense for 
the years 1500 to 1800; so historians, for instance, have been included. 
But for the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the focus has been strictly 
on belles-lettres. It is important to remember that in Armenian, as well 
as in many other systems of periodization, the Middle Ages conclude 
with the eighteenth century. One could, then, argue for the validity of 
designating the period covered by this book as the “late medieval and 
modem” era. In fact, internal chronological divisions and accompanying 
commentary in many ways reflect the traditions of Armenian scholarship. 
But, for a number of reasons, such as familiarity and convenience, I chose 
to adhere to the more formal and common, though by no means universal, 
periodization of history.

Of the five principal parts of this volume, the first consists of two 
sections: a brief background to each of the six periods into which the 
modem era has been divided, followed by a cursory glance at the works 
of some of the authors bom between 1500 and 1920. In addition to this 
general evaluation, an effort has been made to point to some similarities, 
characteristics, and trends in the works of both modem and earlier writers, 
and to some external influences. On occasion, certain biographical details 
have been introduced to elaborate a point; but fuller portraits are to 
be found in the second, bio-bibliographical part, followed by a list of 
a given author’s works and their translations, and a section on critical 
literature.
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14 Preface

When this work was planned as part of the larger project, the amount 
of time allotted and the resources available to us had to be apportioned 
and employed in a practical fashion. This meant two things. Firstly, cut
off dates had to be set for both the authors and sources (1920 and 1990 
respectively). Secondly, the sources had to be reduced to a manageable 
quantity while maintaining their chronological sequence and continuity. 
Many secondary sources, dailies, weeklies, and periodicals of general 
nature, as well as a number of post-World War II journals published in 
the Middle East, Europe, and the United States, have thus been left out. 
Reviews, as a rule, have been excluded for major authors, but this rule 
has been disregarded especially in the case of lesser writers on whose life 
or work such pieces remain the only source of criticism and information. 
Both the traditional and reformed systems of orthography have been 
maintained. A question mark in square brackets renders the Armenian 
question mark which, as is known, is always placed on the interrogative 
form. Periodicals are cited by year of publication followed by issue 
number. Volume numbers, when used, appear first and are followed by 
year of publication and issue number.

I alone bear full responsibility for all imperfections, and all faults 
of omission or commission in this first attempt ever of its kind. I put 
my shoulder to the wheel in the hope that this introductory guide will 
be of benefit to reader, student, and scholar alike. If it arouses interest 
in Armenian literature, and if it leads the general reader on to more 
books, the beginner on to more advanced research, and the scholars of 
neighboring traditions on to comparative studies, my efforts will have 
been worthwhile.



Transcription of Armenian

111 p 4 n- b 4 t D p d fl L
a b g d e Z e

V

e t6 Z i 1

|u 6 u A a 2$ lr j ti 2 n
h tz k h dz 1

v
c m y n
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* 2 a u 4 U1 n 9 L $ P
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o $  m

O f U

The alphabetical sequence always follows that of the Latin script. 
Diacritical marks and phonetical values of Armenian have been disre
garded (thus es, for instance, comes before ez); and the four ligatures 
fashioned for this system (CH-Ch-ch; DZ-Dz-dz> TS-Ts-ts, TZ-Tz-tz) have 
been treated as separate letters (dez-dzayn-dzuk; tseh-tsol-tsolk; fuz-tzap- 
tzirari).
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1

A General History of 
Armenian Literature, 
1500-1990

What follows is an introductory history that sketches out in the 
form of individual portraits nearly five centuries of Armenian literature 
in six chapters. Each chapter begins with a discussion of some relevant 
aspects of the political, social, and cultural realities prevailing in the 
homeland and the Armenian communities abroad, followed by a brief and 
general outline of the literature of the age and some of its characteristics. 
Each part is arranged chronologically (and whenever possible by genre, 
or thematically), but such sequence in general and within each part is 
neither wholly consistent, nor has it been possible to follow strictly, 
especially for the sixteenth through the eighteenth centuries. In addition 
to similar divisions, nineteenth- and twentieth-century authors have been 
also distinguished in four categories: Eastern, Western, Soviet Armenian, 
and post-genocide Dispersion literatures. When no exact dates have been 
available for the writers of a particular century, an effort has been made to 
group them thematically. Authors whose dates overlap the chronological 
units imposed here have been assigned, somewhat arbitrarily, to the era 
most consonant with their outlook, age, or productivity (nineteenth- and 
twentieth-century authors and survivors of the genocide in particular).
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The Sixteenth Century

An Overview of the Armenian Realities of the Age

Following the fall of the Kingdom of Cilicia to the Mamluks of 
Egypt in 1375, the Armenians lost statehood until 1918. Armenia proper, 
deprived of independence since the eleventh century, in the sixteenth cen
tury became a battlefield for two Muslim but mortal enemies, the Ottoman 
and Safavid empires. Their violent rivalry had devastating consequences 
for Eastern Anatolia’s economic, social, cultural, and demographic re
alities, and many Armenians sought safety beyond the homeland. But 
long before such setbacks, they had been dispersed in large numbers 
in neighboring and distant lands. The rise of Armenian Cilicia was but 
an eloquent expression of the magnitude of such displacement. Most of 
those who had left or had been made to leave Armenia in the tenth and 
eleventh centuries had gone in a westerly and a northwesterly direction, 
settling in Russia and later in Crimea and in southern and eastern Europe 
(in regions now known as Bulgaria, Rumania, Ukraine, Hungary, and 
Poland). Special mention should be made of the old Armenian community 
of Constantinople, which grew rapidly after the fall of Byzantium and 
was destined to exercise a formative influence on Armenian realities 
in the ensuing centuries. These settlements were active in the sixteenth 
century and would soon form a belt of communities, the largest ever in the 
history of Armenian Dispersion, extending from southeast Asia to western 
Europe and from St. Petersburg to northern Africa and Palestine. Needless 
to say, the dominant Armenian element in the homeland dwindled due 
to such adverse circumstances. And as newcomers from the East (Turkic 
elements) and the South (Kurds) settled in the region, its demographic 
make-up altered dramatically, with pernicious consequences for posterity.

There were by the sixteenth century six hierarchies within the 
Church of Armenia: the Catholicosate of All Armenians at the Mother 
See of Ejmiatzin; the Catholicosates of Cilicia (or Sis), Alfamar, and
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24 General History

Gandzasar (the former Church of Aluank4, i.e. Caucasian Albania), all 
three with limited regional jurisdiction; the Patriarchate of Jerusalem; 
and the bishopric of Constantinople, which slowly evolved into an uni
versal patriarchate for the Armenians of the Ottoman Empire. Although 
conflict among these centers, with rivalry, corruption, ignorance, and 
superstition within each, seriously weakened the Church’s authority and 
administrative unity, it still remained the most important and influential 
institution, the sole custodian of Armenian culture and, together with 
trade and the mother tongue, the strongest national bond holding her 
flock together. In the absence of national political structures, the Church’s 
power transcended the religious realm; it now played a greater political 
role, representing her adherents before local rulers, kings, shahs, and 
sultans. Such aspects of the Church’s activities slowly and imperceptibly 
rendered the Church into a symbol of nationhood, seriously rivaling faith 
and religion as the essence of her mission.

Perhaps the gravest concern for Church leaders were the activities 
of Catholic missionaries. Close contact between the two churches had 
been initiated in Cilicia in the twelfth century as a result of the powerful 
leverage the Pope and the Latin principalities held in local and regional 
politics. The Church of Armenia in Cilicia had indeed on occasion recog
nized papal supremacy, despite the failure of most Armenian historians 
to admit to such union, and some considerable Roman Catholic influence 
proved inevitable. But the astonishing frequency with which communion 
with Rome was reaffirmed must call its effectiveness into question. Those 
who adhered to it sincerely came largely from the ranks of the clergy and 
were very few in number. Many Armenians looked upon the idea of 
papal supremacy as a political expediency, but most fiercely resisted it, 
especially those who resided in the homeland. For the latter, the national 
church still embodied their ancestral faith and identity. Attitudes toward 
Rome continued to be a divisive issue in the sixteenth century as well. 
Some Cilician patriarchs, like many of their predecessors, adhered to a 
pro-Catholic line in sharp contrast to those of Ejmiatzin, who in general 
keenly guarded the integrity and autocephalous state of the Church of 
Armenia. It was precisely for this reason that the seat of the Catholicosate 
of All Armenians had been moved from Sis back to Ejmiatzin, barely 
two years after the Council of Florence (1439), where, yet once more, an 
attempt had been made at cementing union with Rome.

Ironically, the Church of Armenia, twice in the sixteenth century, 
helplessly pinned her hope on the person of the Pope and his influence 
throughout Europe to have her flock delivered from Muslim yoke. It is 
believed that Stephanos V, Salmastetsi, Catholicos of Armenia, roamed
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western Europe in the late 1540s, presumably to submit to papal su
premacy in return for some practical, if undefined, European support for 
Armenian aspirations. His successor, MilCayel I, Sebastatsi, convened 
a secret meeting in Sebastea (Sivas) in 1562, and a plenipotentiary by 
the name of Abgar Tohafetsi (or Ewdokatsi, d. cl572), believed to have 
descended from ancestors bom in the purple, was sent to the West for 
the same purpose. Reliable details are lacking. What is certain, though, 
is that both attempts bore no fruit.

That the supreme patriarch of Armenia should resort to such rather 
credulous steps, despite the strained relationship between the two 
churches, spoke clearly of the desperation that had gripped the Arme
nian ecclesiastical hierarchy and its willingness to accommodate Roman 
Catholic terms. As Armenia suffered under Turks and Persians fighting to 
control the region, the leadership placed some hope in Christian solidarity, 
most probably in the form of a new crusade. There were some very

V

shaky grounds for such optimism. Nerses Snorhali’s expectations for a 
new crusade in his lament in the wake of the fall of Edessa (1144) had 
indeed been fulfilled (although Edessa itself was never recovered), with 
some benefits for the Armenians of Cilicia. Pope Pius IPs efforts, albeit 
abortive, to generate European support for a new crusade after the fall 
of Constantinople and the Council of Florence may or may not have 
been fresh in Armenian memory, but a document doctored in Cilician 
Armenia certainly was. This was the Dasants tu lt  (a “pact,” or a “letter 
of concord”), allegedly concluded between Grigor Lusaworich (Gregory 
the Illuminator) and King Trdat the Great of Armenia on the one hand and 
Emperor Constantine and Pope Sylvester I on the other, during a visit of 
the former two to Rome. The redactions of this forgery granted the Church 
of Armenia ecclesiastical autonomy in the East (or a standing at least equal 
to that of the Patriarchate of Antioch) and promised Western political- 
military support for Armenia in the future. Not only was a copy of the 
text submitted to Rome by Abgar Tbhafetsi, but the promise it held for 
assistance was entertained by some sixteenth-century authors. According 
to some travel accounts, some ordinary Armenians also anticipated help 
from Western Christendom. A more pious expression of popular belief, 
with its roots deep in the early period of Christianity in Armenia and 
echoed by many Armenian authors, held that their plight was a visitation 
of God for their sins. There is a long record of ordinary Armenians choos
ing death over apostasy, the ultimate betrayal of ancestral faith. Although 
the much longer list of those who under duress renounced their faith has 
not been handed down, martyrdom also had its roots in the Christian 
ethos. All this, together with a host of various factors, long failed to
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shake Armenian optimism in Christian solidarity, which most Armenians 
seem to have distinguished from submission to Constantinople or Rome, 
and hindered, in no small measure, political imagination and intellectual 
creativity.

As for the written word and wisdom, several famous scriptoria and 
monastic schools had been active in Cilicia. In Armenia proper, Nor Getik 
(founded by Mhifar Gos, and later known as Gosavank4), Arakelots vank4 
near Mus, Gladzor (1290s-1330s), Tafew (1370s-1400s), and Metzopf 
(1390s-1440s) had been some of the renowned centers of learning. Since 
the twelfth century, illustrious (and mostly itinerant) teachers had taught 
and trained students converging upon such schools from all parts of 
Armenia, at once disseminating knowledge and establishing channels 
of transmission to posterity. It was in such schools that the dogma of the 
Church of Armenia was fortified against Catholic penetration. The effort 
almost completely consumed the intellectual energy of the learned few. 
Added to the problem posed by the pro-union line of the Church in Cilicia 
was that of the Franciscans and Dominicans, who established missions 
in Iran and Nakhichevan in the fourteenth century and gave rise to the 
Armenian Fratres Unitores (Elbark4 Miabanolk4, i.e., Uniate Brothers), 
a group of clerics given to extreme zeal that was eventually absorbed 
into the Dominican Order. As will be seen from this introduction, the 
conflict between the two camps continued for a very long time, assuming 
larger proportions and social-political significance. It should be noted 
that for the Armenians the confrontation was not one between “pro- 
western” and “anti-western” or “pro-eastern” orientation, nor between 
progressive and conservative elements. For there was no “eastern” (in 
this case Islamic) or “anti-western” alternative for the Armenians, and 
most of those who defined the Armenian position were reasonably well 
versed in Latin traditions. In fact, much of the intellectual vigor of the 
period was generated by the activities of the Catholic missionaries. In 
essence, then, the question was one of identity and loyalty to the ancestral 
religious tradition, embodied by the Church of Armenia.

By the tenth century, Classical Armenian had long ceased to be the 
spoken language but continued, in a progressively corrupt form, to be the 
vehicle of expression for learned poetry and certain ecclesiastical texts for 
many more centuries. Middle or Cilician Armenian became the standard 
in Cilicia, and with certain variations it prevailed as the literary medium in 
Armenia and in the Armenian communities abroad. It introduced two new 
letters (d  and/) to the original script and exhibited considerable deviations 
from the Classical tongue (in the phonetical system and the formation 
of compounds; some new forms of inflexion and the plural, etc.). What
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with the fall of the kingdom. Dispersion and the decline of city life in 
the homeland further diminished such features. Dialectal and spoken 
patterns prevailed, and the amount of loan words from Persian, Arabic, 
and Turkish increased rapidly. Since Middle Armenian was used for non
religious or “profane” expression, it would not be at all unreasonable 
to suggest that the distinction in some ways added to the veneration in 
which Classical Armenian is still held by many Armenians. From about 
the sixteenth century, it also marked, along with other factors (such as 
literary genres, thought, social habits, and attire, etc.), an almost complete 
break with many aspects of the old tradition, as the Armenians found 
themselves amid a sea of Muslim nations and overlords.

Armenian printing ushered Armenian letters into the sixteenth cen
tury. It began with the publication of five books in Venice by a priest 
known only by his name, Yakob, to which the sobriquet melapart (sinner) 
was later attached. Urbatagirk (Friday book, essentially a medical collec
tion), Pataragatetr (missal), Altark  (a collection pertaining to astrology, 
the horoscope, and medicine), Parzaytumar (a compendious calendar), 
and Talaran (songbook, with works by Nerses Snorhali, Frik, Yovhannes 
Tlkurantsi, Mkrtich Nalas, and others) are the first five books that appeared 
in Venice in 1512 and 1513. More than half a century lapsed before Abgar 
Tbhafetsi printed the next batch of books: two in Venice (1565,1566) and 
five or six in Constantinople (1567-69), where he had returned shortly 
after printing his second book, leaving his son, Sulfansah, behind. Next, 
Yovhannes Terzntsi (a priest, whose dates are unknown) and Sulfansah 
translated Pope Gregory XHTs Gregorian Calendar and published it 
in Rome in 1584. In 1587, Terzntsi published a Salmosaran (Psalter) 
in Venice.

Armenian printing gathered momentum in the seventeenth century. 
In the mid-1630s, a printing press was set up in Nor Julay (New Julfa, 
Isfahan), the first in Iran, to print the Armenian Bible when the Pope 
forbade the printing in Catholic Europe of any version but the Vulgate. 
The plans for printing the Bible did not materialize, but a number of books 
of a religious and moral nature were published. After a very long hiatus 
following Abgar Tohafetsi’s short-lived activities, Armenian printing was 
revived in Constantinople in the 1680s, and a number of distinguished 
printers (Grigor Marzuanetsi, whose exact dates are unknown, Astuatzatur 
Kostandnupolsetsi, d. cl748, Polos Arapean, 1742-1835, Yovhannes 
Miwhentisean, 1810-91, who designed Turkish type faces as well) made 
invaluable contributions to Armenian printing. A large number of ti
tles were published in Rome and Venice, particularly in the eighteenth
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century, including textbooks and reference works to facilitate Catholic 
propaganda among the Armenians. Armenian publishing in Amsterdam 
is held in particular distinction for printing non-religious books and the 
first Armenian Bible. It was in March 1666 that the Armenian Bible began 
to roll off the presses in the land of the “heretical Dutch,” who had allowed 
and helped its printing, bringing a long-standing Armenian dream true. 
It was published by Oskan Erewantsi (1614-74), from the Bible (1295) 
of King Hefum II of Cilicia, but with additions and changes to the old 
canon of the Armenian Bible (e.g., Oskan added the Fourth Book of 
Esdras, the Book of Sirach, and Epistle of Jeremiah). Mhifar Sebastatsi 
(q.v.) and a few others based their edition on Oskan’s, but Yovhannes 
Zohrapean (1756-1829) reinstated the old canon in his 1805 edition. 
Even though Oskan moved his press to Livorno and then to Marseilles, 
some members of the Vanandetsi family (from the village of Vanand 
in the old Armenian region of Golfn, i.e., Nahijewan) carried on his 
mission in Amsterdam, printing some twenty books by the second decade 
of the eighteenth century. In Armenia proper, the first press was set up in 
Ejmiatzin in 1771 by Catholicos Simeon Erewantsi (q.v.). There followed 
other centers of printing from Madras (where Azdarar, the first Armenian 
periodical, appeared, 1794-96) to Constantinople (in firstplace with some 
350 titles to 1800) and to western Europe, and from St. Petersburg to 
Jerusalem and Cairo. In the nineteenth century there were over a hundred 
Armenian printing presses in Constantinople alone. An estimated one 
thousand titles appeared between 1512 and 1800, and fifteen thousand ti
tles appeared between 1801 and 1920. It is interesting to note that printing 
initially supplemented rather than supplanted manuscript copying, which 
continued well into the nineteenth century.

With its origins deeply rooted in antiquity and nurtured by Iranian 
civilization, Hellenistic culture, and Christian literature in Greek and 
Syriac, the new written phase of Armenian tradition began with the 
invention of a script by the monk Mastots around the year a .d . 400. 
The enterprise was undertaken in large part with a view to boosting the 
sluggish progress of Christianity in Armenia. Immediately, important re
ligious texts were rendered into Armenian. The Bible, patristic, liturgical, 
and similar texts in Greek and Syriac were made available in Armenian. 
In due course, the movement encompassed a larger number of languages 
(Arabic, Old French, Latin, etc.) and a wider range of fields: theology, 
philosophy, grammar, rhetoric, science, homiletic and exegetical writings, 
commentaries, martyrologies, natural sciences, medicine, law, etc. There 
was a long hiatus in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, but this venerable 
tradition subsequently resumed with renewed zeal.
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Almost simultaneously an original literature was developed, ex
pressed in many a genre and mirroring a wide range of Armenian interests 
and concerns. Historiography stands out as both popular and influential. It 
was in such writings that historians with a strongly pronounced Christian 
orientation formulated the new ethos. Thus, Agatangelos spoke of the 
miraculous conversion of Armenia and the glorious beginnings of her 
Church. Depicting a single episode, the Armenian revolt of 451 against 
Iran, Elise in an eloquent, dramatic, and inspiring narrative sanctified the 
two principal pillars on which the Armenian collective self rested: abso
lute loyalty to ancestral faith and fatherland. Movses Horenatsi, whose 
date and person are some of the most controversial issues in Armenian 
historiography, wrote the first comprehensive history; provided his fellow 
countrymen with an elaborate biblical pedigree, filling in the missing links 
in the works of Christian genealogists and Armenian sources; placed 
Armenia in a much larger regional and international context; promoted 
patriotism; and recorded for posterity some precious relics of oral pagan 
lore. Many a notable historian followed in the footsteps of these masters, 
writing regional or short accounts or histories of particular noble families. 
In addition to established patterns of historiography, especially after the 
tenth century, chronicles become a common format, and increasingly 
elaborate colophons supply reliable local and regional information.

Not surprisingly, prayers and hymns were composed in abundance. 
Although restricted in purpose, imagery, and imagination, they nonethe
less came closest to literary expression. But poetic utterance found its 
greatest master in the person of Grigor Narekatsi (tenth century), whose 
Book o f Lamentation (also referred to as Narek, or Book o f Prayers) 
laments the separation of the mystic from God. Its style is convoluted 
in many instances, but its spontaneous, torrential flow, allied with the 
author’s spiritual anxiety and burning desire to attain communion with 
God, simply overwhelm the reader. Its solemn mood and diction contrast 
with the lighter, festive colors and tone of his poems, allegorically reflect
ing spiritual and certain aspects of human and natural beauty. Following 
Narekatsi’s death at the turn of die eleventh century, Armenian literature 
underwent some profound changes. The rise of cities in Bagratid Armenia, 
international trade and travel, Byzantine policy in Armenia, the appear
ance of the Turks in the region, demographic changes (both voluntary and 
involuntary), the arrival of the Crusaders, the rise of Armenian Cilicia, 
and some other factors accounted for new trends in Armenian letters.

The intense antagonism between the two churches notwithstanding, 
Armenian interest in Greek learning was revived in the eleventh century 
(Grigor Magistros, Grigor Vkayaser). The cosmopolitan population of
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Cilicia (Greeks, Syrians, etc., and the numerous monastic communities 
on the Black Mountain near Antioch) and immediate contact with the West 
had a tremendous impact on Armenian thought. Cilicia gave birth to one 
of the giants of Armenian literature: Catholicos Nerses TV, Klayetsi, more 
commonly referred to as Nerses Snorhali (cl 100-73), who is remembered 
for his earnest efforts to remove the rift between the churches of Eastern 
Christendom and for his hymns, commentaries, theological, and literary 
writings. He seems to have been among the first authors to write riddles 
and to use acrostic patterns and rhyme (following Grigor Narekatsi and 
Grigor Magistros). Of his numerous poems, the lament (olb) on the fall of 
Edessa is particularly memorable. The origins of this genre may be traced 
to Movses Horenatsi’s prose lament at the conclusion of his History and 
to Dawtak K'ertol’s abecedarian elegy on the murder of Juanser (seventh 
century). Another noteworthy Cilician clergyman, Nerses Lambronatsi

v
(1153-98), commemorated the death of Nerses Snorhali with an elegy, 
while Grigor IV, Tlay (cl 133-93) grieved over the fall of Jerusalem. In 
Greater Armenia, Aristakes Lastivertsi and Hachatur Kecharuetsi (also 
Kecharetsi) bewailed the misfortunes that befell Armenia, as did the 
historian Stephanos Orbelean (thirteenth century) in his elegy on the 
Cathedral of Ejmiatzin, in which he longed for the revival of Greater 
Armenia as the overall homeland and Ejmiatzin as the overall spiritual 
center. The fall of Constantinople was yet another occasion that at least 
two authors mourned: Abraham Ankiwratsi and Arakel Bafisetsi. Mhitar 
Gos, who also compiled the secular law code, and Vardan Aygektsi wrote 
the earliest fables; Hachatur Kecharuetsi renewed Armenian interest in 
the Alexander Romance.

From about the thirteenth century onward, Armenian authors 
touched upon a wider range of topics. Frik, a layman, who suffered under 
the Mongols and wrote in Middle Armenian, spoke of social injustice 
and inequality. Yovhannes Erznkatsi Pluz, a widely traveled vardapet, 
was one of the originators of the genre of hrat (“advice,” usually on 
moral topics, a common genre in the region), who wrote with regret of the 
transience of human life. Kostandin Erznkatsi offered advice and wisdom, 
sadly noted the impermanence of life, and excelled in his hymns to the 
spring and the sun, to love and light, and made use of the allegorical 
device of the rose and the nightingale. Arakel Siwnetsi was attracted 
to the story of Adam and Eve, which he recast with a certain degree 
of originality in many a dainty fine. Mkrtich Nalas wrote religious and 
didactic poems, but his poignant songs of the exile, about languishing 
away from home and friends, helped establish a new trend in Armenian 
poetry. Yovhannes Tlkurantsi (also Thlkurantsi), enamored of life and
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fearful of death, composed impassioned poems of love. Intoxicated with 
amorous sentiments, Grigoris Alfamartsi, Catholicos of Alfamar, wrote 
his poems celebrating life and love, with a bursting passion unusual for 
a monk. He also rendered into Armenian the story of the City o f Copper 
from One Thousand and One Nights.

Among the literary forms that were in circulation by the sixteenth 
century, mention should be made of a form of anonymous poem called 
hayren (presumably from hayeren, i.e. ‘in Armenian’), dealing with a 
variety of topics pertaining mainly to urban life, which surfaced in the 
thirteenth century but was abundantly attested from the fifteenth to the 
eighteenth centuries. M. Abelyan (Hin gusanakan zolovrdakan erger, 
Erevan, 1931) believes that hayrens evolved from old Armenian folklore, 
more specifically from the tradition of gusan folk songs. A variation of 
the hayrens is the antuni (“homeless,” in the sense of being away from 
family or ancestral home), recorded from the sixteenth century. Unlike the 
simple eloquence of hayrens, antunis are usually in a florid style, with the 
plight of the panduht (exile) as one of their most common subjects. Kafa 
(from the Arabic qdfiyah) originated in the eleventh century and fell into 
disuse after the sixteenth century. An eight-fine stanza, it is attached to 
the end of a chapter or an episode in texts, usually in prose or translations 
(e.g. The Alexander Romance; The Story o f King Pahlul), as a peroration, 
interpretation, or meditation, mostly on moral issues.

Scattered far and wide and subject to diverse influences, the Armeni
ans at home and abroad mirrored trends of both creation and emulation in 
their literature. Secular themes, with a steadily growing range of topics, 
were articulated in Middle or Cilician Armenian. The imitation of old 
masters was poor and pale, especially in the religious realm, but their 
imposing presence fingered on nonetheless. So did some of their concerns, 
particularly their preoccupation with human fate after the trump of doom 
had sounded. Not surprisingly, therefore, choosing between the tempta
tions of this world and the awards of the next posed a sad and serious 
dilemma for a number of Armenian authors. Although certain didactic 
purposes still prevailed, some authors now stood on firmer ground on 
this planet, with earthly rather than celestial concerns; a few of them 
even wrote for joy and entertainment.

The sixteenth century was an age of transition and regrouping rather 
than one of doom and gloom, as is commonly held. What with political and 
economic instability, dispersion, demographic shifts, and the eclipse of 
centers of learning, the ties finking the Armenians weakened considerably 
and the old tradition was forgotten. Islamic elements surfaced in more 
ways than one. Religious persecution was by no means uncommon. Yet
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the monastery of Hndrakatar in Bales (Bitlis), for instance, showed con
siderable activity. Efforts to collect, repair, and copy manuscripts began in 
this century. Bridges were extended to the past. The Mamikoneans, mili
tary leaders in the past, were periodically remembered. Grigor Lusaworich 
was featured prominently in literature. One of the earliest references to 
the Armenian national epic Sasuntsi Dawit {David o f Sasun, consisting 
of four cycles, but generally identified by the name of the hero, David, 
of the third cycle) was made in this age. Faith in Christian solidarity and 
in Western assistance persisted. While some writers looked at earthly life 
with apparent disdain, expounded themes of faith and piety, composed 
“passions” of martyrdom, and bewailed their “sinful” fellow countrymen, 
many poems were written in praise of wine and love. Humor was not 
lacking, nor was allegory. Above all, whether in allegorical poems or in 
works of nostalgia for the past, there was definite hope for a revival.

A Survey of the Literature of the Age

Some of the themes discussed above are also found in the work of 
zak âria Episkopos gnuneats, Bishop of the old Armenian region of 
Gnunik, north of Lake Van. The exact dates of this sixteenth-century 
author are not known. He hailed from the Armenian princely family 
Prosean and may have been a distant relative of Hachatur Kecharuetsi 
and a student of Grigoris Alfamartsi.

There is one more link that brings these authors together and that 
is their common attraction to the Alexander Romance. Interest in the old 
Armenian translation of this work was renewed by Hachatur Kecharuetsi, 
and dozens of manuscripts, written in various Armenian communities 
from Europe to India, attest to its continued appeal well into the nineteenth 
century. The purpose was to cloak Alexander in Christian garb. Zakaria 
visited Constantinople in the mid-1540s, where he copied and illustrated 
this celebrated story at the request of his friend, patriarch Astuatzatur. 
At an unknown date, he made another illuminated copy of the same in 
Rome for one of his teachers by the name of Esayi, of whom nothing is 
known. Hachatur Kecharuetsi, as well as Grigoris Alfamartsi and Zakaria, 
all wrote kafas to sum up, interpret, or meditate on Alexander’s career, 
emphasizing the vanity of life, the fleeting nature of glory and wealth, and 
other moral points. Although most of their kafas have been distinguished, 
it is still difficult to decide with absolute certainty the authorship of some 
of them.

There is a similar uncertainty regarding a number of poems at
tributed to Zakaria. Of five poems (on the Blessed Virgin, Christ, and
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some religious themes, published in Bazmavep in 1910), Nerses Akinean 
(1883-1963) found four to be of doubtful origin. On the other hand, 
he ascribed to Zakaria some anonymous poems of whose authenticity he 
himself was skeptical. One of these is dedicated to the luminous apparition 
of the Holy Cross to a hermit at the celebrated monastery of Varag, near the 
city of Van. The other noteworthy poem deals with the plight of emigrants 
(;larip or larib, from the Arabic gharlb) and shares imagery and many 
verbal affinities with similar verse by Mkrtich Nalas. The story of the 
rose and the nightingale found expression in three poems, all comparable 
in some respects to similar poems by Kostandin Erznkatsi. Only in one of 
them did Zakaria see the matter as a religious allegory and fashioned it, 
unlike the other two, in good Classical Armenian. Zakaria could not resist 
the temptation of using simple acrostic devices, popularized by Nerses 
Snorhali, which (in numerous other forms such as mesostich, telestich, 
alphabetical, or abecedarian, etc.) were widely employed by subsequent 
Armenian authors. Despite such limitations, Zakaria on the whole wrote 
in a fine style, noteworthy for its warmth and spontaneity.

If one is to judge by the colophons of some of the manuscripts he 
copied or repaired, karapet baeisetsi, a native of Bales (Bitlis), seems 
to have spent most of his life in the old Armenian province of Taron to 
the west of Lake Van. His dates are not certain (d. c!520?), nor is the 
short list of his poems. N. Akinean has attributed some of his work to 
Karapet Farhndetsi and has made him the author of a poem by a namesake, 
Karapet vardapet, titled “Tal araratzots” (On mankind). It depicts the 
descendants of Sem, Ham, and Japheth; provides topographical, eco
nomic, and political information on the respective regions in which they 
dwelt; and concludes with the sorrowful state of the Armenians, evoking 
some glorious Armenian figures and expressing hope for deliverance. 
This as yet dim sentiment, devoid of political connotations, is echoed 
in his poem on Lazarus’s rise from the dead where he supplicates the 
Virgin to intercede on behalf of all nations, but most of all on behalf of 
the Armenians.

The deliverance he sought was from the conquerors and invaders 
of his country, as illustrated by his poem opening with “Park anelin 
astuatzufean” (Glory unto the Uncreate God), to which N. Akinean 
gave the title “Olb i veray arsawanats Sah Ismayeli” (A lament on the 
invasions of Shah Ismayel). This poem speaks of the rise of shah Isma’il 
I (1501-24), his initial conquests and defeat of Alvand, grandson of Uzun 
Hasan and the sultan of the Ak Koyunlu (“White Sheep,” Turkmen tribes 
that controlled Eastern Anatolia in the fifteenth century), but focuses
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mainly on the siege and capture of Bitlis. The local Kurds, Karapet says, 
went on a looting rampage, confiscated and stored provisions in their 
fortifications and burned everything else before Isma’iFs forces arrived. 
After this ordeal, the Armenians suffered heavy taxes, cruel treatment, 
and dispersion at the hands of the Qizilbash (“Red Head,” Turkmen tribes 
that initially supported Safavid Iran) when Bitlis fell to them. His fellow 
countrymen were victims of a conflict they had nothing to do with. Yet 
Karapet, like almost all of his predecessors, interprets these calamities as a 
manifestation of God’s displeasure with the sinfulness of the Armenians. 
His wrath engulfs the guilty and the innocent alike, just as the sun rises 
for all, the rain falls for plants both useful and unuseful, and the fire 
bums both the wet and the dry. A despondent Karapet sees no hope 
for the Armenians in this long lament (236 lines), which flows rapidly 
and smoothly but lacks the emotional depth and tragic streaks of his 
old masters.

Karapet finds himself to be as unrighteous as his errant nation (in 
“My God, Jesus Christ”), and seeks, on their behalf as well as his own, 
God’s protection against satanic wiles and His mercy on the terrible 
day of the Last Judgment. His vision of salvation through piety, sense 
of pride in the Church of Armenia, and belief in Christian solidarity 
crystallize in his hymn to Grigor Astuatzaban (theologian, i.e. Gregory 
Nazianzenus). He begins with the Creation and brings his narrative down 
to Jesus Christ, the Apostles, and the church fathers, among whom were 
Basil of Caesarea, his colleague Gregory Nazianzenus, and the latter’s 
equal (“hamanman”) and namesake, Grigor Lusaworich (Gregory the 
Illuminator), whose Cappadocian connections obviously were not lost on 
Karapet. There follows a brief biography of Nazianzenus as the militant 
but quintessential Christian, whose intercession and help Karapet seeks.

One instance of the rare insights we get into the aesthetic standards 
of the time is Karapet’s unsophisticated, spontaneous poem on singing, 
written in a limpid and succinct manner, and remotely echoing similar 
views expressed by Vardan Areweltsi (cf. Vardan Areweltsi, Meknutiwn 
terakani, Erevan, 1972, p. 78). The jarring rendition of a chanter could 
conceivably have prompted him to state his preference for “sweet” and 
“thin” (i.e., fine and subtle) voice. But equally important for him was 
the fluency of recitation; for hesitation or inability to read rendered a 
song an “extinguished lamp” and made the singer an object of ridicule 
for the multitude. One needs, Karapet averred, two oxen to a plow and 
to cut straight furrows in soil, just as a bird needs two wings to fly. The 
third element, the melody, gave a song its harmonious appeal. Another 
poem (“Hrat tal ergeloy,” Advice on singing a poem), exhorting singers to
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handle and maintain manuscripts with utmost care, reinforces the reader’s 
image of Karapet as a passionate man of letters.

Only two poems by g rig o r  vanetsi( 16th-17th c.) have come 
down to us. One is an exhortation to spend this short life in a manner 
pleasing to the Lord, so as not to be caught napping at the unannounced 
arrival of death and the day of retribution. The other, titled “A spiritual and 
allegorical advice on a cart” (“hrat hogewor ew arakawor vasn sayli”), 
is one of the best poems of the period, with vanity of life and conceit 
as its central concerns. It is a carefully crafted creation, dramatic and 
engagingly nonchalant, with alluring imagery and a lingering atmosphere 

of helpless nostalgia for life.

A wider range of topics such as love, historical and moral-meditative 
poems, and the calendrical system are covered by yovasap6 sebastatsi, 
a sixteenth-century poet and scribe bom cl510. The date of his death 
is not known. He was a married deacon with some education but with 
little or no reputation among his contemporaries. His father, Tadeos, 
also a scribe, taught him the art; though Yovasap put it to good use, his 
penmanship remained inferior to his father’s. Only a few manuscripts 
Yovasap copied and illuminated are extant, including a collection of his 
own work and a copy of th t  Alexander Romance (1535). Nothingis known 
of him after 1564, the date of a colophon inconclusively attributed to him. 
V. P. Gevorgyan’s monograph (introduction and texts) leaves out fifteen 

unpublished pieces.
Seven love poems form a cycle that he said he wrote “for joy,” and 

may wine-drinkers delight in their hearts so as to remember and speak 
well of him. His imagery is colorful, his sentiments warm and disarming. 
He is overwhelmed by a woman’s fiery disposition; her eyes are as large 
as a sea, and her graceful body is likened in one instance to a palm tree 
and in another to a pomegranate tree. He desires her, and she is prepared 
to become his “slave”; yet Yovasap repels his amatory temptations and 
their charming source. Like some of his great predecessors, whose robust 
passion he lacked, he concludes by renouncing mundane pleasures and 
extolling spiritual love and piety.

This contradiction, which has been expressed by many authors 
in many forms, is not so dramatic and central to Yovasap as it is to 
some other poets, whose rejoicing-and rejection in their next breath- 
of fleshly feelings has been viewed by some Soviet Armenian critics 
as a contrivance to cover up or mitigate their worldly sentiments, or to 
placate the ubiquitous and heavy-handed control the Armenian Church 
supposedly exercised over intellectual life. In fact it was a genuine conflict
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between human needs and religious tenets that elicited varying reactions 
from Armenian poets faced with changing realities.

For an unquestioning Yovasap‘, who reconciled himself with the 
inevitability of death with equanimity, hope in salvation lay in piety and 
the Lord’s mercy. Man, whom Yovasapf casts in the metaphor of a city 
with five gates, is vulnerable to satanic tricks through his five senses; 
hence, his call for spiritual and moral vigilance. Some of his best kafas 
elaborating on this theme are impressively succinct, limpid, and serene 
in tone. Birth and death, he observes, form a cycle through which life 
maintains a balance and assures continuity to itself on earth. This image, 
if not the thought, comes from Yovhannes Erznkatsi Pluz, who compares 
life to a carpenter and a wheel, as does Hachatur Kecharuetsi in some of 
his kafas on the Alexander Romance (they had both been anticipated by 
Omar Khayyam). Just as a certain spot on a turning wheel now goes up 
and now down, so a carpenter makes both cribs and caskets for those 
who arrive and those who depart. There is a similar thought in one of 
the episodes of the History of King Pahlul (.Patmutiwn yalags Fahlul 
tagaworin, Tiflis, 1857, pp. 57-58), and its first line becomes the opening 
refrain for each of Yovasajf s kafas in octastichs: “Such is life” (“asharhis 
sahmann e hants”). It is a “house of pains” and of satanic wiles, where 
life is but a dream, happiness a fleeting second, and aspirations vain and 
all but unattained since Adam. Piety and prayer, humility and integrity, 
and constant mindfulness of one’s mortality and the day of reckoning are 
sure steps to please the Almighty.

v

Nerses Snorhali and, to a lesser degree, Grigor Narekatsi left their 
mark on Yovasapf’s religious poetry. His poem on the voluntary beggar 
Yovhannes is an extensively abridged adaptation of “Vark* eranelwoyn 
Yovhannu ordwoy Ewtropiosi” (cf. Vark srbots harants ew kalakavaru- 
fiwnk notsin, Venice, 1855, i, 126-38). His elegy on the martyrdom of 
Kokca, a victim of vicious calumny who is tortured to death when he 
refuses to convert to Islam (reproduced in Manandean’s and Acarean’s 
Hayots nor vkanere, pp. 373-75), is similar to the martyrdom of Paron 
Loys of Caffa, mourned by Vrfanes Smketsi (q.v.). He also has a poem 
commemorating the Forty Martyrs of Sebaste and an elegiac kafa on the 
death of his brother Grigor at age thirty-two.

Of the historical poems Yovasap wrote, two reflect the rebellion of 
Alqas Mirza against his brother Tahmasp I and his collaboration with the 
Ottomans, the ensuing Ottoman attack on Persia, the short-lived capture 
of Tabriz, and Tahmasp’s retaliatory strikes in 1548, during which he 
laid waste, according to Yovasapf, eastern Anatolian cities such as Mus, 
Erzurum, Erzinjan, Derjan, and Bitlis. A fearful Yovasapf found much
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consolation in the fact that his native Sebastea (Sivas) was spared by 
the grace of God and the Forty Martyrs of Sebaste, but he lamented the 
destruction of churches and innocent Christians in neighboring towns.

Two historical poems glorify the fourth-century military leader 
Musel Mamikonean. Alarmed by the forlorn state of his nation and the 
devastation and hardship caused by the Perso-Ottoman clashes, Yovasap 
recalls with pride and nostalgia how the forefathers of the Persians 
“shuddered” before the magnanimous Mamikonean and suffered military 
setbacks at his hands. Yovasap4 claims that the Armenians were then a 
“happy” lot under King Pap and Patriarch Nerses the Great, and admon
ishes his “foolish” fellow countrymen for killing Musel and poisoning 
the Patriarch.

A flicker of Yovasap’s patriotism and his naive concept of a world 
flourishing in peace as a result of the anticipated eventual triumph of 
Christianity over Islam are outlined in his poem on the vision of Nerses 
the Great, Patriarch (“Catholicos”) of Armenia. The prophecy is only 
one of many such traditions of prescience and originates in the his
tory of Fawstos Buzand (i.e., The Epic Histories, as rendered by N. 
Garsoi'an). According to this text, Nerses called down curses upon the 
Arsakuni (Arsacid) kings of Armenia and foretold their destruction. In 
an embellished version, written by Mesrop Vayotsdzoretsi and found in 
a twelfth-century manuscript (cf. Patmufiwn srboyn Nersesi Partewi, 
Venice, 1853, “Soperk4 haykakank4,” vi; and other editions), Nerses also 
divines the Byzantine control of Armenia; the fall of Jerusalem to the 
Persians; the decline of Byzantium and the destruction of Armenia by 
the “archers” (the Mongols); and, in an optimistic conclusion, the revival 
of Christendom through “frankish” military might, the final defeat of the 
infidels, and the restoration of a reign of peace, justice, and prosperity. 
This new, blissful world, however, would come to an end with the 
appearance of an Antichrist. The story grows taller with new additions, 
but its rosy prospects-also found in Nerses Snorhali’s lament on the fall 
of Edessa-and its basic elements, with some omissions, changes, and 
a greater role envisaged for Armenian kings and forces, provided the 
model for Yovasap’s account. Yovasap may have benefited from the 
Armenian version of Mesrop’s source and from Stepanos Orbelean’s 
history (Patmufiwn nahangin Sisakan, xxxii).

Was Yovasap aware of the efforts undertaken at this point by Ar
menian Church leaders to generate “frankish” interest in Armenia? It 
seems unlikely that he was, given the surreptitious nature of the contacts 
initiated with the West. But his poem on Nerses the Great’s malediction 
unmistakably shows that he and perhaps many around him shared the
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dream and considered renewed crusades by the “Franks” to be a distinct 
possibility.

azaria julayetsi (16th c.?), to be distinguished from the Catholi- 
cos of Cilicia bearing the same name and from another namesake, ex
pressed a burning desire to be a tenant of Paradise, that eternally lumi
nous abode, as he envisioned it, with luxuriant trees and colorful and 
fragrant flowers. In two poems, one on the Nativity and Epiphany and 
the other on Paradise, a sinful but repentant Azaria hoped to be among 
the chosen on the terrible day of the Last Judgment. Although filled with 
apprehension, his fears were in many ways lighter than those that seized 
the earlier masters. Grigor Narekatsi in his Lamentation envisioned his 
death, the cataclysmic collapse of the universe, the day of reckoning, and 
appealed to the Lord for mercy, all with blazing agony and formidable 
imagination. Nerses Snorhali, in Jesus the Son (Yisus Ordi), described 
the day of retribution and sought mercy almost as powerfully, but with 
awe rather than agony and with melancholy rather than pain. Yovhannes 
Tulkurantsi dreaded death (he visualized decomposition of the body) as 
a bitter end, but still more bitter was Hell. Hachatur Kecharuetsi, in his 
simple but dramatic style, resented death but lamented the evanescence 
of life, holding one’s soul, rather than body, responsible for one’s fate (he 
likened the body to a horse and the soul to its rider). The tragic drama 
of life and death, of this life and the next, though still a painful concern, 
gradually lost its petrifying, macabre impact.

Azaria’s namesake, Catholicos Azaria I, Julayetsi (1534-1601, 
reigned 1584-1601) of Cilicia, accepted the Roman Catholic creed in 
1585 to the dismay of most Armenians. This was part and parcel of 
futile attempts to secure European help through the good offices of 
the Holy See. Since Azaria’s exact dates are unknown, we may only 
assume that his poem dedicated to Grigor Lusaworich may have been a 
reaction to Azaria I’s pro-Catholic stand. This short poem is an assertion 
of the Apostolic origin and autocephalous state of the Church of Armenia 
and narrates the mission and martrydom of Thaddaeus in Armenia and 
the succession of his illustrious heir, Grigor Lusaworich, the God-sent 
illuminator of Armenia.

Azaria wrote with greater verve on the monastery of Julfa and on 
wine, holy and immaculate, which held the promise of absolution for 
sinners through confession and communion. He called for moderation 
and control of tongue and temper, warning against the consequences 
of intemperance; physical decline and excessive weight, he observed, 
made one too lazy to pray or go to church. Azaria is also known for his 
calendrical works.
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vrT anes srnketsi (16th c.) wrote some of the earliest “epistles” 
in Armenian literature. Four private letters (the author alternately calls 
them tult, “epistle,” and namak, “letter”; and once, nomos) in verse are 
extant. They are addressed to a Grigor, presumed to be Grigor Varagetsi 
(also Vanetsi), then Archbishop of the Armenians of Lemberg (now L’viv, 
Ukraine). By calumny and gossip, some unknown and unnamed enemies 

caused estrangement between these two old (and now aged) friends, and 
Vifanes is beseeching with tenacity to forgive and forget. He heaps all the 
blame on himself, while with touching humility showering his erstwhile 
friend with pious praise. His hurtful anxiety comes to an end in his fourth 
letter, in which we learn that peace and friendship have been reestablished 
between them.

Vifanes has a poem on the famine of 1560 in Caffa, focusing on the 
misery suffered by its inhabitants. He interprets the disaster in terms of 
their impiety and views it as a warning by God, rather than a retribution, 
for the population to come to their senses. But perhaps Vrtanes’s best 
piece is his derision of an illiterate but possessive owner of a book who 
is unwilling to lend it to others; a case of “a dog in the manger” par 
excellence. A little protracted by the numerous analogies it draws, the 
poem speaks of its author’s belief in sharing and disseminating wisdom. 
In Caffa in 1567, Vifanes witnessed the martyrdom of Paron Loys and 
interred his remains. Ill-wishers imputed apostasy to this eighteen-year- 
old. When Muslims sought to confirm it, Paron Loys denied the allegation 
and was decapitated. With sorrow but controlled emotions, Vifanes 
marked the sad occasion in verse and prose (reproduced in Manandean’s 
and Acarean’s Hayots nor vkanere), venerating and taking pride in the 
martyr who, he maintained, derived fortitude from Grigor Lusaworich.

Praise of the Holy Trinity, the sad business of life, vices, and 
repentance are only some of the themes expounded by a group of four 
poets all hailing from Tokat: Minas, Tadeos (Tafos), Stephanos, and 
Yakob. minas t̂ ohaT etsi (c1510-?), a scribe, copied, illuminated, and 
repaired many an Armenian manuscript. He was the secretary at the 
Armenian Archdiocese at Hackatar Monastery and the registrar of the 
Armenian court register (in Kipchak) in Lemberg (L’viv, Ukraine) during 
the tenure of Grigor Vanetsi (or Varagetsi). It is believed that the Grigor 
to whom Minas dedicated an encomium is the same Grigor Vanetsi who 
also appears in Minas’s humorous poem spirited by his passionate love 
for harisa. We are told by Minas that this most popular national dish 
was the staple food of the epic hero Sasuntsi Dawif (David of Sasun) 
and that its original recipe was created by Grigor Lusaworich! In  three
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other poems, Minas approves of the competence of the twelve Armenian 
judges of Lvov (N. Akinean believed these were an introduction to the 
Armenian court-register in Lvov); bemoans his loneliness at old age; and, 
wondering how short life can be, especially when spent merrymaking, 
repents and asks for prayers to allay his fears of the eternal blazes.

Minas's better known work is his elegy on the persecutions the 
Armenians of Wallachia (Rumania) suffered at the hands of Stefan Raresh 
VII (1551-52), who forcibly imposed Greek Orthodoxy on them. Stefan, a 
“Chalcedonian,” and his underlings desecrated the Church of the Blessed 
Virgin in Seczow (Suczawa), confiscated the utensils and decorations, 
sealed up this and all the other churches, and imprisoned the priests. The 
next day his artillery pounded the same church, and as the Armenians 
fled the city, Stefan made a bonfire of their religious texts. Then they 
were forced to be rechristened and were made to wear Wallachian attire; 
Armenian priests were “defrocked” and Wallachian priests were sent to 
their homes. Neither Valens, Julian, nor the pharaohs, Minas noted with 
smoldering anger, had committed such cruelties.

Both Yakob Tohafetsi and Tadeos TohaP etsi (16th c.?) wrote, 
the former in a more trenchant style, of sins and piety, repentance and 
salvation, and hymns to the Father Almighty and Jesus Christ. Some 
influence by Grigor Narekatsi and Nerses Snorhali is noticeable on both 
authors. Tadeos (whom N. Akinean identified with Tfideos Kolonatsi) 
wrote a rhymed narrative from the Creation to the Resurrection, a dialogue 
between his body and his soul, and about the Last Judgment, all with 
simple spontaneity.

In order fully to understand his poem on the Nativity, the brief 
discussion above of the Dasants tu lt must be complemented with some 
details. According to this twelfth-century concoction, the Pope conse
crated Grigor Lusaworich as a patriarch equal to the rank and primacy of 
those of Jerusalem, Antioch, and Alexandria, and the emperor crowned 
Trdat the Great as King of Armenia. Constantine requested (and Trdat 
obliged) three hundred valiant “Armens” to serve at his court and pre
dicted the future fall of Armenia and its regeneration with the assistance 
of his successors (i.e. the “frankish” kings). A related prophecy, named 
after Agafon or Agadron, the “invincible philosopher,” tells us that the 
four dignitaries went on a pilgrimage together to Jerusalem. Constantine 
built the Holy Sepulchre, and Trdat the Nativity in Bethlehem. Then they 
all returned to Rome, accompanied with sixty-four thousand Armenian 
troops (or seventy thousand, cf. Arakel Balisetsi’s Lament on the Fall o f 
Constantinople, “Olb mayrakalakin Stampolu”), of whom Constantine



retained two hundred before seeing his allies off to their country. It was 
from among these soldiers that a new Constantius would rise and come to 
the rescue of the Armenians. A very short and garbled conflation of these 
two stories is integrated by Tadeos Tohafetsi in his poem on the Nativity 
(a sort of Christmas carol). Thrilled to have seen Golgotha with his own 
eyes, he in essence praises his nation’s orthodox creed and glorifies Grigor 
Lusaworich.

In his Encyclical (Tult endhanrakan), Nerses Snorhali speaks of 
clerics engaged in wine growing and wine making. Wine has always 
been popular in Armenia, but Snorhali’s is among the earliest written 
references to clergymen for whom, it seems, wine had by now become 
new wine in old bottles. Still, Yovhannes Tlkurantsi spoke of wine as 
the symbol of Christ’s blood. On the few occasions he wrote of wine in 
a social context, he called for temperance, viewing wine as the mother 
of all evil and calling on all those who loved God to “hate” wine and 
whores-not to wench, that is. In the sixteenth century, sacramental wine 
was still solemnly revered as a symbol of Christ’s blood, celebrated on 
the altar as well as in literature. But now wine was also distinguished as a 
favorite tipple, astuatyatur (16th c.?), known only by his name and for 
a single poem on vineyards, grapes, and wine, makes his case eloquently. 
He views wine in its biblical and Christian context as a life-giving symbol 
of absolution (i.e. wine consecrated in the Eucharist). He then describes 
the beauty and charm of vines and grapes in vivid colors and how they 
are made into wine. Whether wine had anything to do with this poem’s 
smooth flow, it is not possible to say with certainty, but Astuatzatur, fully 
aware of the unpleasant consequences of toping, leaves it to his readers’ 
discretion to decide how to enjoy wine, which is good for prince and 
peasant alike.

sarkawag berdakatsi (16th c.), also remembered by a single 
poem on wine, similarly projects it as a God-given gift beneficial for 
all (including kings, the poor, the blind, the dumb, the sick, the sinners, 
and mourners). His subtle and sensitive description in luscious colors 
brings the grapes to life and adds sparkle to the wine. He too fortifies 
his reasoning by upholding the religious symbolism of wine, and his 
poem rejoices in the “cup” (i.e. the chalice with wine consecrated in 
the Eucharist) that illuminates souls. In these two poems, wine as a 
sacred symbol and wine as such are equated, since it is earthly wine 
that is elevated to divine symbolism. If as a spiritual symbol it appeals to 
and inspires the spirit, then as wine it appeals to the palate and inspires 
the mind.

The Sixteenth Century 41
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martiros harasartsi (16th c.?), who may have been a married 
priest, was a veritable devotee of Bacchus. His poems, written in a rather 
slipshod style, employing numerous forms of acrostics and commonplace 
imagery, betray a lively, unsophisticated character for whom social- 
religious events (weddings, christenings, etc.) turn out to be occasions for 
carousal. He has a panegyric on the Armenians of Caffa and a few love 

poems, one of which is in four languages (a sort of “macaronic verse”); 
the first fine of each quatrain is in Armenian, the second in Turkish, the 
third in Greek, and the fourth in Persian.

tAZAR sehastatsi (16th—17th c.) should not be confused with a 
number of contemporary namesakes. He was a priest of whom only a 
few love poems survive. Not distinguished for their diction and teeming, 
not surprisingly, with Persian, Arabic, and Turkish loan words, their 
special character lies in his boiling passion, unusual for a clergyman. A 
strikingly uninhibited soul, he finds the only meaning of life in love, more 
specifically, in a particular woman’s manners, walk, figure, and intimate 
body parts. Oblivious of his vocation and the day of reckoning, he finds 
the light bursting out of her bosom to be as bright as that emanating from 
the Holy Sepulchre.

A native of the village of Aparank4 in the old Armenian province of 
Mokk4 (south of Lake Van), simeon aparanetsi (d. 1615?), “Metzn” 
(i.e. the elder), studied at the Hndrakatar monastery in Bales (Bitlis) 
and attained fame both as a poet and a peripatetic teacher in monastic 
schools in Armenia proper. With pride and sadness, he wove a poem on 
the cross and religious relics brought to the monastery of Surb Nsan in 
his birthplace. The story had been told by Grigor Narekatsi, but Simeon, 
following the great master, rephrased the story in verse, adding nothing 
to the older narrative either by way of information or inspiration.

A deeper and more spontaneous sense of regret and forlomness 
inspired his elegy on Metzop, once a flourishing monastic school and 
scriptorium (1330s-1440s) where bright figures such as Grigor Tafewatsi, 
Mhifar Sasnetsi, Yovhannes Metzopetsi, Grigor Hlafetsi Tzerents, and 
Tovma Metzopetsi had taught. Simeon likens it to Athens as a center of 
wisdom and learning admired by many a nation, both neighboring and 
distant, and notes with regret that when sins accrued and evil prevailed, it 
was trampled by Turks and Kurds, who turned it into a stable. Although 
he calls on the Armenians to bewail its decline, he expresses hope that 
with God’s grace the place may be renewed and may even shine brighter 
than before.
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Simeon observes many an event in historical perspective, and it is 
in this context that his patriotism must be seen. In a poem on the occasion 
of the Ottoman conquest (under Osman pasha) of Tabriz in 1585, Simeon 
reflects on the tribulations of the Armenians at the hands of the Ottomans 
and interprets Persian defeat as Providential dispensation. The Persians 
fled before the Ottomans like foxes before a lion, and they got a taste of the 
bitterness and agony which they themselves had perpetrated on Vardan 
Mamikonean and his comrades-in-arms and the Armenians in the middle 
of the fifth century. Unbearable though the situation of the Armenians 
was, spring, Simeon hoped, would soon arrive.

In his poem dedicated to King Trdat’s summer residence in Garni 
(southeast of Erevan), Simeon with decorum makes a loud appeal to sister 
churches and the “Japhethian” nations to mourn in Christian solidarity 
the fall of the Armenian nation. His heart aches, and his tears inundate 
his ink pot at the sight of the ruined palace, as he ponders the inescapable 
fate of the mighty king that built it. In view of its abrupt end, one is left 
with the impression that the poem is incomplete.

Simeon recapitulated in rhyme and rhythm a History often referred 
to as that of Lazar Parpetsi. Although Simeon makes no reference to 
Movses Horenatsi, he owes him a profound debt for the earliest part 
of his history. Simeon begins with the Creation and goes on to narrate 
Xisuthros’s voyage to Armenia, Zruan’s tyranny and his conflict with 
Titan and Yabef, Hayk and Bel, Aram, Ara and Samiram (Semiramis), 
the descent of the “Pahlawuruk” (or “Palhawunik4”) from Abraham and

V

the arrival of the Mamikoneans from Cenastan, and concludes with 
the appearance of the Arabs. Simeon was certainly inspired by Nerses 
Snorhali’s “Vipasanut’iwn,” a versification of Armenian history with 
particular emphasis on the “Pahlawuni” family from Grigor Lusaworich 
to Catholicos Grigor Vkayaser. While Snorhali wrote the poem to glorify 
his family and ancestors (some 150 years later the story was updated 
by Vahram Rabun to the year 1275), Simeon wrote his for the joy and 
amusement of his readers at the request of two of his students, Kirakos 
Ayraratetsi and Anania Nahavkayetsi. Writing in a simple style, Simeon 
certainly pursued some didactic, mnemonic, and patriotic purposes (in
voking some proud moments of past triumphs). The poem has generated 
a keen interest on the part of historians and philologists in view of the 
numerous sources it draws upon.

Historiography, traditionally a main genre in Armenian literature, 
seems to have been totally neglected in the sixteenth century. There are 
simply no historians from this age; at least, no histories are extant. The gap
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is partly filled by colophons and chronicles, which by this time emerge 
as important supplementary sources, particularly for regional and local 
history. From the more usual format consisting of date, place, name of 
scribe and Maecenas, and title of copied manuscript, colophons after the 
tenth century gradually expand into detailed and generally trustworthy 
records of political, social, and cultural events. V. Hakobyan has published 
a two-volume collection of chronicles, and many volumes of colophons 
have been and are still being published.

An important chronicle is that by yovhannisik tzaretsi (c1560- 
?), covering the years 1572-1600, which Arakel Dawrizetsi (q.v.) in
tegrated into his History. There are two people with this name, and 
V. Hakobyan in Manr zamanakagrufyunner (Minor chronicles) distin
guishes Yovhannes Tzaretsi, son ofJhansah (d. 1583), from Yovhannisik 
Tzaretsi, son of Melkon, a distant relative of the former and the actual 
author of this chronicle. He was from Tzar (in Artsah), belonged to 
the brotherhood of the monastery of Tade, and studied at the feet of 
Nerses Gnunetsi (or Hetewak, or Hetiotn, or Amketsi) and his namesake, 
Yovhannes Tzaretsi. Of the numerous monasteries bearing the name Tade, 
the one in Artaz (Maku, Persarmenia), also known by the name Tzortzor, 
is certainly the most celebrated. Although the tendency is to affiliate him 
with Tade in Artaz, Yovhannisik, as a native of Artsah, could have been 
a monk of the Tade monastery (better known as Dadivank) in Artsah. 
True to the best traditions of some of his fellow monks, Yovhannisik 
copied, renovated, collected, and commissioned the copying of manu
scripts. His chronicle, which has no title, describes some major events 
in Transcaucasia, such as the Ottoman campaigns (1578-90) and the 
Georgian-Ottoman clashes.

hachatur ewdokatsi (16th-17th c.) has a verse description of 
Venice that captures a fleeting moment in the city’s history sometime 
between the end of the sixteenth century and the beginning of the sev
enteenth century. A keen observer with an artistic bent and a vivid style, 
Hachatur was enchanted by the beautiful and bounteous Serenissima. 
Its economic prosperity, magnificent edifices, mechanical devices, and 
public discipline left him aghast. He witnessed the carnival and the Holy 
Week. So many candles were lit on Good Friday that the streets seemed to 
him to have been covered with snow, while at night the entire sea surface 
undulated with their fight. But certain aspects of their lifestyle violated 
his social-moral norms. Most were venial violations, but some were 
incomprehensible or disagreeable. He disapproved of women’s dress, 
the public display of affection between lovers, and Venetians’ tolerance
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for prostitutes. He was astonished to see women use urine for cosmetic 
purposes and the Venetians eating almost anything that came out live 
from the sea. Although he marveled at the services dogs performed, he 
was struck by the Venetians ’ passion for pets and by the sight of a woman 
breast-feeding a puppy.



The Seventeenth Century

An Overview of the Armenian Realities of the Age

The seventeenth century opened with disastrous calamities. The 
maelstrom of M ali rebellion continued to rage, bringing devastation to 
Armenia. Although the revolts had begun much earlier, they erupted with 
renewed force in the concluding years of the sixteenth century and in 
the first decade of the seventeenth century. Similarly destructive were 
the Perso-Ottoman clashes and the policy of scorched earth pursued in 
the region. In the late autumn and winter of 1604, Shah Abbas I ordered 
the Armenian population of Julfa and neighboring regions in Eastern 
Armenia to be driven to Iran and resettled in his new capital, Isfahan, and 
its vicinity. Contemporary accounts speak of the heart-rending suffering 
the ancestors of the large Armenian community of Iran endured en route 
to their destination. At long last the treaty of Zuhab in 1639 put an end to 
the hostilities between the two empires and brought peace to Armenia.

Plagued by rivalry, disunity, and corruption, the Church experienced 
one of the most turbulent phases in her history. It was by no means 
uncommon for any given hierarchy to have more than one incumbent 
office-holder at the same time. But the most serious internal threat was 
that posed by Bishop Eliazar Aynfaptsi, who created an anti-catholicosate 
(1664) to wrest from Ejmiatzin the overall spiritual authority it held over 
the Armenian hierarchies of the Ottoman Empire. In addition to such 
internal challenges, the Church had to combat the Catholic missionaries 
now active throughout the Ottoman Empire and Iran. Their renewed zeal 
provoked strong reactions from the Armenian Church and her apologists, 
and an unrelentingly hostile attitude long gripped both parties. Such 
confrontation also took place in some communities abroad. A case in 
point was the Armenian community of Poland, which was manipulated 
by what turned into a religious conflict and was forcibly converted to 
Roman Catholicism in the middle of the century.

46
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Ironically, the Armenians still looked to Rome and to her favorite 
daughter, France, and her Sun King for liberation from Muslim dom
ination. There is some evidence of a vague initiative inspired by the 
war of Candia and of contacts (both during the siege and after the 
fall of Crete to the Ottomans) with Louis XIV, regarding the liberation 
of Armenia, but the period has not yet been fully explored. Similarly 
uncertain and controversial is the role played by some of the leaders who 
conceived of and pursued the plans for restoring Armenia (Yovhannes 
vardapet Areweltsi, also known as Tiwfiwnci, d. 1703, who for two 
very short terms became Patriarch of Constantinople; Eliazar Aynfaptsi; 
Hachatur III, Galatatsi, Catholicos of Cilicia, etc.). The last attempt in 
this century was made by Yakob IV, Julayetsi, Catholicos of Armenia, 
who convened a secret meeting in Ejmiatzin in 1677, with a view to 
approaching the West for assistance. He is believed to have coordinated 
his political scheme with the Georgians and to have corresponded with 
Poland’s John III, Sobieski, among others. The Catholicos, already an 
octogenarian, left for Europe via Constantinople, where death overtook 
him in 1680.

Despite adversity, learning and scholarship were revived in the 
seventeenth century thanks to some monastic schools (often referred to as 
“universities”) in Armenia and Iran. Of the four monasteries in and near 
Bales (Bitlis), those of Hndrakatar and Amlordi (also known as Amrdol, 
Amrtol) attained prominence, the first in the sixteenth century and the 
second in the seventeenth century. Some scholars trace the origins of 
the Bales tradition of learning to students of Grigor Tafewatsi (1346- 
1409). In Bales, particular attention was paid to collecting, repairing, 
and copying old manuscripts. Such efforts proved to be of incalculable 
value, as the texts of some early Armenian historians have survived in 
these copies. Amlordi flourished particularly under Vardan Balisetsi (d. 
1705), and among some of its better known students were Yovhannes 
Balisetsi Kolot, the future patriarch of Constantinople (1715^-1), and 
Grigor Siruantsi Slfayakir, the future patriarch of Jerusalem (1717-49). 
The school eclipsed after Vardan Balisetsi’s death.

When Bishop Sargis (also known as Sargis Paronter, or Salmosava- 
netsi, or Amberdtsi) and the priest Kirakos Pontatsi (or Trapizontsi) 
met in Jerusalem and had occasion to hear from the historian Grigor 
Daranaltsi (q.v.) about monasticism, especially in Egypt, they at first 
thought of founding an hermitage in the region (there is no written 
indication that they were mindful of Catholicos Grigor H, Vkayaser’s 
visits and activities). But soon they had second thoughts, returned to 
Armenia, and organized an hermitage cl610, the Siwneats Metz ana-
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pat (the Great Hermitage of Siwnik4) or Harants anapat, at a remote 
spot near Tafew in the region of Siwnik4. Known for its discipline 
and asceticism, the hermitage rekindled learning through distinguished 
men of religion such as Movses Tafewatsi (later Catholicos of Ar
menia, 1629-32), Melkisef Vzanetsi, Polos Mokatsi, Nerses Mokatsi 
(or Bellu, q.v.), Hachatur Kesaratsi (founder of the monastic school 
in Nor Julay), and others. The hermitage led to the rise of similar 
centers in Yovhannavank4, Ejmiatzin, Sewan, and elsewhere. In 1622 
Nerses Mokatsi left it for the islet of Lim in Lake Van, where he set 
up a new school. His successor, Stepfannos Mokatsi (or Satahetsi), was 
instrumental in founding a similar school on Ktuts, also an islet in 
Lake Van.

Students trained at the Siwneats Metz anapat carried the torch to 
various centers of learning in Armenia and beyond. The aforementioned 
Hachatur Kesaratsi (1590-1646) established a school at the Amenapridch 
monastery in Nor Julay in the 1630s. In due course there were set 

up a scriptorium, a library (still in existence with some six hundred 
manuscripts), and a printing press (cl638), the first in Iran, where a 
number of books of a religious and polemical nature were published. 
Apart from the traditional topics, a few subjects of practical relevance to 
mercantile activities were also taught. There developed a particular style 
of architecture and painting (especially murals), and there took place a 
considerable degree of cultural interaction between Iranian and Armenian 
civilizations.

Most of these schools and some lesser ones gradually lost their initial 
momentum or were short-lived, but there is every reason to consider the 
age as one of “awakening.” Peripatetic teachers played an important 
role. The seeds of learning had been sown, and education’s benefits 
had been observed. Not only did these teachers serve a most valuable 
purpose, but they also helped some learned Armenians to see Armenian 
realities in perspective. Understandably, and perhaps inevitably, they 
spent much effort on restoring, emulating, and providing continuity to the 
received tradition. Hence the broader approach to culture and the renewed 
interest in certain traditional disciplines (e.g. philosophy), heretofore in 
regress. In this and in other instances, Armenian men of learning in the 
homeland drew upon accumulated wisdom. But they must have also 
realized, no matter how vaguely, that certain aspects of the tradition had 
exhausted themselves. Grigor Tafewatsi had long since sealed an entire 
epoch. Peace in the region underscored the need for viable structures, 
cultural and otherwise. Armenian communities abroad, travel, extensive 
mercantile activities, contact and conflict with Catholic missionaries, and
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the challenges posed by Islam and its culture all had an invigorating effect 
on Armenian letters, dictating the need for fresh approaches.

While some able supreme patriarchs of Ejmiatzin, such as Movses 
m , Tafewatsi, Filippos I, Albaketsi and Yakob IV, Julayetsi, had the 
foresight to undertake reform and renovation, with an emphasis on edu
cation and learning, historians, who outnumbered poets in this century, 
revived historiography. What these historians created—chronologies, 
chronicles, and travel accounts reflecting Armenian as well as non- 
Armenian realities—was a far cry from the works of their classical 
masters. But the upsurge of interest in history, in sharp contrast to the 
previous century, was indicative of a slowly but surely growing sense of 
national awareness, unity, and a shared present, especially among men of 
learning. The cultural, chronological, and other distances now separating 
them from their ancestral tradition were greater than ever, and they almost 
exclusively focused on contemporary events, highlighting the urgent need 
to respond adequately to challenges and threats posed to a dispersed nation 
by changing times and superior adversaries. Polemical works continued 
to appear as the sole weapon to counter Roman Catholic claims (e.g., 
the work of the Theatine missionary and Orientalist Clemens Galanos, 
Conciliationis Ecclesiae Armenae cum Romana).

In literature there was a preponderance of secular themes and the
matic variety. Besides the laments occasioned by the calamitous Jelali 
rebellions, one finds many poems dedicated to nature (flowers were a 
favorite), love, and merrymaking; verse in a satirical-humorous vein; 
anti-clerical criticism; elegies on the death of family members; and a 
few poems echoing national pride and some as yet general political 
aspirations. Individual martyrologies and religious themes were still 
common. Some of these themes were taken up by writers in the Crimea

the Jelalis. The community here made many valuable contributions to 
Armenian culture in this age through its schools, scriptoria, and writers. 
In sharp contrast to the sixteenth century, during which only a few works 
were rendered into Armenian, the seventeenth century witnessed a revival 
of the art, thanks to the efforts of a small group of translators such 
as Yovhannes Holov (1635-91) and, perhaps the most prolific of them 
all, Stephanos Lehatsi (d. 1689). The Armenians of Ukraine and Poland 
left a vast amount of literature (a very considerable part of which is 
made up of court records) in Armeno-Kipchak (Kipchak in Armenian 
script), dating from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, which has 
been the subject of more serious studies since about the middle of the 
twentieth century.
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A Survey of the Literature of the Age

nerses mokatsi (cl575-c!625) was an illustrious figure and cele
brated itinerant teacher in the educational network that rapidly expanded 
in the early seventeenth century. It would therefore be most fitting to 
start with his poem marking, in learned and graceful style, the founding 
of the Siwneats Metz anapat by four luminous figures whose efforts the 
poem elaborates with elation. Of these, the only layman was “prince” 
Haykazn (son of Hahnazar from Nor Julay), a soldier honored and given 
local power in Siwnik4 by Shah Abbas I and a generous Christian who 
took the hermitage under his wing. Nerses lionized him as a giant who, 
while equal in strength and skill to the legendary Tigran Haykazn, the 
slayer of Azdahak (cf. Movses Horenatsi’s History), was of even greater 
exaltation by virtue of his belief in the triune Godhead. Nerses then paid 
tribute to Polos Mokatsi, a peripatetic preacher and teacher, revered for 
his saintly character, stamina, and pious defiance of the persecutions of 
CatholicosMelldsedek, who usurped the patriarchal throne briefly (1618— 
23) but disrupted church and communal life for long decades. The two 
actual founders, however, were Sargis, a bishop, and Kirakos Pontaisi, 
a priest (cf. the discussion above of the Siwneats anapat). For Nerses, 
all four were the very embodiment of God’s grace on Armenia and the 
Armenians, who promoted piety and wisdom, leaving the nation with a 
great legacy and disciples to carry on their worthy cause. Their death 
he likens, with inspiration and imagery from Grigor Narekatsi, to a ship 
wrecked by a sudden storm.

Six more poems are known to have been penned by Nerses. Of these, 
the elegy on the fall of Jerusalem to Saladdin is an adaptation of an older 
version in the vulgar tongue (“geljuk bariw”), which Nerses “animated” 
and “added” to. In the poem, Nerses avers that the failure to reclaim 
Jerusalem was preordained by the Lord as a punishment inflicted on the 
arrogant and sinful crusaders. As usual, his style is neatly polished and his 
emotions impressively controlled. It is difficult to say whether Nerses was 
familiar with an elegy Grigor IV, Tlay composed on the same occasion 
more than four centuries earlier, as no distinct influences are discernible 
in his poem.

Nerses is the author of only one fourth of a poem 1,572 lines long 
(completed by Stephanos Mokatsi or Satahetsi, founder o f the monastic 
school on the islet of Ktuts in Lake Van) celebrating the Assumption of 
the Blessed Virgin and transportation of her image to “Hogeats vank*,” a 
monastery near the Korduk* mountain to the south of Van (Nerses’s native 
region). This is a well known traditional account (cf. “Patashani tffoyn
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Sahakay . . . attributed to Movses Horenatsi in the Venice edition of 
his Matenagrufiwnk; Nerses Lambronatsi’s “Nerbolean i verapohumn 
amenorhneal Astuatzatznin” in H. Oskean’s Matenagrakan knnutiwnner, 
Vienna, 1926; and Arakel Dawrizetsi’s History, where he basically fol
lows Movses Horenatsi’s version), which holds that St. Bartholomew, 
who had been away at the time of the Virgin’s Assumption, is given her 
image, which he carries to a spot known as Darbnakar in the region of 
Andzewatsik southeast of Lake Van, where it is housed in a chapel later 
built into a magnificent shrine by Grigor Lusaworidi.

The story of an Armenian priest by the name of Andreas who 
declined to renounce his faith and was put to death by the Persians 
during a visit in 1617 of Shah Abbas I  to Agulis, Nahijewan, was greatly 
appealing to Nerses (the story is also recorded in Arakel Dawrizetsi’s 
History, XXVII; is reproduced inManandean’s and Acarean’s Hayots nor 
vkanere; and is the basis for a short novel, Andreas Erets, by Muratsan, 
q.v.). The elegy is written in short, five-syllable lines, limpid and mellow, 
and flows rapidly sobbing out the author’s grief at the death of a martyr 
who rekindled the flame of faith.

In two poems Nerses engages in self-flagellation, requesting the 
prophets’ and patriarchs’ intercession in one, and heaping sins upon 
himself in the other. It is in the latter poem that his impressive command 
of the classical tongue and his vivid imagination find eloquent expression.

There are some doubts about the authorship of the sixth poem 
dealing with an intriguing theme: the contest of heaven and earth (a 
device in various forms common to old neighboring traditions). It was 

Lewond Alisan (q.v.) who first attributed it to Nerses Mokatsi without 
any elaboration of his sources. This has been accepted by many critics, 
including A. G. Doluhanyan, author of the monograph on Nerses Mokatsi. 
Garegin Yovsepean (1867-1952) has pointed out (in an article in Ararat, 
1898) that the theme was popular in Mokk4 and that Nerses was the first 
author to write an adaptation of it. A number of versions are found in 
As. Mnatsakanyan’s collection of medieval Armenian songs (Haykakan 
mijnadaryan zolovrdakan erger, Erevan, 1956). It is written in pseudo- 
Classical Armenian, employing quite a few Persian, Arabic, and Turkish 
loan words. The contest ends with the triumph of earth over heaven; 
for earth is where ordinary mortals live and are interred. And it is on 
earth that the Church was founded, prophets and apostles were bom, and 
where the Lord will descend for the Last Judgment. There seems to be 
some ground here to question the authorship of the poem, since in both 
manner and matter it does not seem to square with Nerses’s outlook and 
style; judged by his other writings, he was too devout a monk to busy
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himself with such literary exercises. True, Nerses did rework the poem 
on the fall of Jerusalem (wherein, incidentally, he is recognized as just 
Nerses, not Nerses Mokatsi), but given its theme and style, the Jerusalem 
piece was in line with, not alien to, Nerses’s literary bent and habits. Still, 
the quaint contest of heaven and earth for superiority, despite its limited 
imagery, is a lively and lovely exchange.

A number of writers dwelt on the consequences of the Jelali ravages 
with regret and alarm, azaria sasnetsi (d. 1628), a gentle, devout soul 
(his sobriquet “hlu” means “obedient”) from Sasun, composed a 532-line 
lament on Jelali turpitude in “the eastern provinces and Armenia.” It is 

.a mini-history of the Jelalis, the initial depredations of Kara Yazici and 
his brother Deli Hasan from Urfa to Janik. Azaria then tells us that Deli 
Hasan received the sanjak of “Tmshuar” from the sultan but that the latter 
had him killed two years later. Hasan’s troops dispersed, crossed over to 
the Asiatic part of the empire, and converged in Armenia. There follow 
brief sketches of ten Jelali leaders and the destruction of Armenia at their 
hands. The story ends with Shah Abbas I reclaiming (1603-07) from the 
Ottomans Armenia and the eastern regions of Tabriz, Ganja, Derbend, 
Shamakhi, Erevan, Kars, etc.; the resettlement of Eastern Armenians in 
Persia; and the forcible return of Armenian refugees from Constantinople 
and neighboring cities to their original homes in the provinces (described 
in detail by Grigor Daranaltsi, q.v., in his Chronology).

With profound pain expressed in a somewhat terse and simple style, 
Azaria speaks of the havoc the Jelalis wrought in the region. His major 
concern is for his country, now completely destroyed, and its population, 
a headless flock, entirely uprooted. Even though he attributes all this to 
sinful Armenian conduct, Azaria at the same time incisively observes that 
it was due to corruption, economic hardship, and the very short tenure of 
pashas appointed at brief and overlapping intervals to the same position 
in the provinces. Azaria himself barely escaped death at the hands of 
Jelali brigands and found refuge in Constantinople, which attracted him 
for yet another reason: Armenian law codices. He had heard that Grigor 
Kesaratsi, the Armenian patriarch of Constantinople (for three terms 
1601-09, 1611-21, 1623-26) had a fine copy in his possession. Grigor 
Kesaratsi became his teacher and consecrated him vardapet. Azaria knew 
Italian (N. Akinean claimed that he at one point visited Italy) and trans
lated a commentary of Ptolemy’s Geography into Armenian. This and 
his calendrical, astronomical poems as well as his church canons remain 
in manuscript form. The historian Grigor Daranaltsi (q.v.) who had an 
extremely unfavorable view of patriarch Grigor Kesaratsi, maintained
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that the patriarch treated Azaria badly. So much so, Grigor Daranaltsi 
claims, that when Grigor Kesaratsi ascended the patriarchal throne for a 
third time, Azaria decided to flee to Egypt and boarded a ship at Antioch. 
He died aboard the ship of thirst and the cold weather and was buried at 
sea. Grigor Daranaltsi reported that pious Maronites (who surmised from 
his haircut that he had been a priest) interred him when his body washed 

ashore near Tripoli.

stei ânos Tohatetsi (b. 1558-?), a priest and a scribe, repaired 
and copied a number of manuscripts and completed at least one manu
script left incomplete by his brother when death carried him off at the age 
of thirty-five. Stephanos remembered him as a devout priest dedicated to 
his flock in a somewhat verbose but affectionate elegy. His other laments 
are less impressive. One is a standard “keen,” with the deceased’s name 
left blank to be filled in by would-be mourners as part of the obsequies. 
The second, written by request, commemorates a young merchant. The 
third mourns the murder by Russian pirates of a merchant from Erzinjan, 
who bought goods in Marzuan (Merzifon) and shipped them to Caffa 
from Trebizond. The latter two contain a number of phrases, even stanzas, 
lifted verbatim from Stephanos’s monody on his brother. Much livelier, 
both in form and content, are his two facetious poems: one, a persiflage 
on the priests of Caffa (personal weaknesses and appearance); the other, a 
comical attack on fleas and flies. Stephanos manages to prove to his readers 
that a flea bite is really more than just a flea bite, especially at night.

His talent finds its fullest expression in his lament on his birthplace, 
Tokat (“Olb . . . i veray Ewdokia metzi kalalrin”). Stephanos had escaped 
death by the skin of his teeth at the sacking of Tokat by the Jelalis in 1602. 
He was caught by seven of them, who at first wanted to lynch him, then 
shoot him, but they ended up beating him up and leaving him for dead. 
He fled to Constantinople and thence to Caffa. Stephanos chose to omit 
this close encounter with death, and he crafted his poem with a good eye 
for the picturesque and a sharp sense for contrast. First, he with deep pain 
and genuine concern described the unmerciful ransacking of churches 
and, indeed, the entire prosperous city of Tokat. Then, he imaginatively 
restored Tokat to its former charm, amid its splendid natural surrounding, 
with its bustling life, commerce, and material wealth, magnifying, in a 
moving fashion, the enormity of the loss.

Almost as memorable is yakob TohaTetsi’s (c1560-1660s?) la
ment on the same occasion. Yakob, though, sees the Jelali destruction of 
Tokat as an expression of Providential wrath: its inhabitants are sinful and 
indifferent to Divine warnings, such as an earlier famine. He also wails the
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misfortunes of the Armenians of Wallachia (Rumania), particularly those 
of Yash-Bazar, who were victims of the political intrigues and military 
confrontations of the early 1590s, which pitched the Wallachians, the 
Cosacks, the Turks, and the Poles against one another.

Yakob wrote touchingly of human decrepitude, but this world for 
him, just as for Yovhannes Erznkatsi Pluz before him, was a place for 
beasts. He found confidence, consolation, and courage in his unalloyed 
love for the Redeemer and believed in the rewards awaiting the just in 
the afterlife. This outlook permeates his two eulogies for his teacher 
Yakob Ayvafents, whom he generously characterizes as a wise, just, 
learned, and humble priest. No less sagacious than his teacher was Yakob, 
who translated the Seven Sages from Latin and sought knowledge in 
accordance with his belief that God in His mercy laid the mysteries 
of knowledge before human beings for self-knowledge and for them to 
recognize their Benefactor.

Traditional patterns are still dominant in the verse of some poets such 
as asapov (17th c.), presumed to have been a blind native of Isfahan. 
Five of his seven extant poems, written in a reasonably good style, are 
dedicated to the Blessed Virgin as an encomium or supplication for inter
cession and salvation, yakob ssetsi (17th c.), from the Ajapahean family 
(custodians of Grigor LusaworidTs right arm reliquary) was presumably a 
native of Sis, Cilicia (now Kozan, Turkey), who on the death of his wife 
became a vardapet and later could possibly have been created bishop. 
Noteworthy among his few poems are his simple but interesting elegy 
on the death of his wife; his poem heaping reproaches upon Armenian 
clergymen from patriarch down to deacon, local lay leaders, and the 
public at large for corruption and arrogance, and for smoking tobacco 
and “afyun” (i.e., afyun, opium); and his brief and general description of 
Gharasu (Belogorsk, the Crimea).

No biographical details are available for andreas artzketsi 
(17th-18th c.), save that he had studied at the feet of the celebrated 
vardapet Vardan Balisetsi of Amrdol. In two of his poems, the second and 
fourth lines in each quatrain are in Armeno-Turkish (Turkish in Armenian 
characters). He has two poems on the subject of panduht (exile) and both 
are rather maudlin and lugubrious. His other two poems on the theme of 
the rose and nightingale are inferior to the accomplishments of the older 
masters. What stands apart in his poetry is his description in enumerative 
verse of a long list of a very large variety of foods and fruits at a banquet, 
a grande boujfe, which very likely would have satisfied the passion of 
Archestratos for rare and varied foods. The dishes are served all at one
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time in a  manner reminiscent of service a lafrangaise (rather than service 
a la russe), but the participants in the feast and for the breakfast next 
morning savor quality and variety rather than indulge in gluttony.

hachatur haspek erets kafatsi (1610-86), a native of Caffa, 
studied under a priest by the name of Yovhannes and learned the art 
of copying and illuminating manuscripts from a deacon by the name of 
Galust. Numerous samples of his handwriting have survived. Contem
poraries speak of him with respect and with appreciation for his musical 
talent. He spent a couple of decades (1640s-60s) in Gharasu (Belogorsk, 
the Crimea), a few years in Constantinople (1668-71) and at one point 
became a married priest. His commemoration of the martyrdom of a 
Sargis in 1642 in Gharasu is written with sympathy and simplicity. His 
four poems on the Virgin Mary display some originality and a skillful, 
sometimes innovative use of previous imagery. One of them (“Gluh 
hanur azgin kanants,” First among womankind) is a particularly detailed 
and imaginative interpretation of the colors, shapes, and allegory of a 
portrait of the Virgin with the Child. One immediately wonders if this 
could have been the same portrait as that placed at the alter of the St. 
Toros Church in Caffa in 1620 (cf. Hachatur Kafayetsi’s chronicle, Manr 
zamanakagrufyunner, i, 209).

Hachatur’s praise of love and merrymaking is attractive for its 
simplicity and naivete. It uses the theme of the rose and the nightingale, 
but with no symbolic coloring; this sets it apart from most other poems 
elaborating this story. Spoken Armenian forms are preponderant in this as 
well as his poem dedicated to flowers—his best. It is an ethereal descrip
tion of the rose and some other fragrant flowers, with a refrain, internal 
rhyme, phrases, and imagery in spoken Armenian, all put to effective use.

dawiT saladzoretsi (17th c.) was an orphan from the village of 
Saladzor in Erzerum. In two separate letters written on 7 August 1718, 
Elia Muselean (q.v.) reported that an earthquake shook the region of 
Erzerum on 7 July 1718 and that die village of Saladzor was one of the 
four villages that “sank” totally (Elia Kametsu divane, pp. 37-38). Dawif, 
whose birthdate is not known (cl630?), would in most likelihood have 
written something had he survived the earthquake, but the date of his 
death still remains unknown. He lived away from his birthplace at least 
for a while. He was a deacon, but there are no indications that he ever 
became a priest or a vardapet.

Dawif’s most celebrated poem “Govasank4 tzalkants” (in praise of 
flowers) opens with the author as a frail person, sunken into sadness 
and darkness, seeking wisdom and ability from the Almighty to praise
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“a few things” and to distinguish good from evil. His general debility 
is in sharp contrast to the fascinating feast of colors he describes with 
exuberant imagination. Dawit4 sees parallels between the four elements, 
the four major units of time (day, week, month, year), the four principal 
stages in human life (infancy, childhood, old age, and death), and the four 
seasons. It is in the month of March that the Everlasting orders mother 
earth to wake up from its slumber and let the plants out, and for dew to 
be showered down from the clouds. Heaven and earth rejoice, and the 
“fragrance of immortality” suffuses the earth as hundreds of thousands 
of flowers appear, each more beautiful than the next. Then, treading on 
air, Dawit4 speaks of some eighty flowers, each with its particular color 
or character, and there unfold before the eyes of the reader mountains 
and valleys flowering, “clapping,” and undulating in myriad of colors. 
Dawit4 likens the flowers he describes to the stars, good and beautiful, 
and his sinful self to a short-lived flower (“nanir”) that germinates in the 
morning and withers in the evening. (As an adjective, “nanir” means vain, 
useless; although this meaning would also fit the context, it seems that 
Dawit4 used it as a name for an unidentified flower, which, according 
to unsubstantiated accounts, has a dawn-to-dusk lifespan and which 
kings reportedly kept in sight as a constant reminder of the vanity of 
life.) Dawit4 modestly concludes that he praised only a few flowers 
and that many are left for future masters to describe, but no one yet 
has appeared in Armenian literature to complement Dawif’s fascinating 
floral tableau.

His two poems for Husnihan, the woman he loved, are forceful and 
dignified, and have a lingering appeal partly explained by his effective 
employment of refrains, his winning sincerity of emotions, and a touch 
of drama. His poem to a “hanum” gone astray (i.e., converted to Islam) 
is a powerful plea to return to the fold. Dawit4 felt that she brought shame 
upon the Armenians and that she would no doubt end up in the lower 
regions. But most interesting is his unflagging loyalty to the faith of Grigor 
Lusaworich (Gregory the Illuminator) and his national identity: like tiny 
but precious stones, small yet as dearly cherished is the Armenian nation 
(an image that would find a fuller expression in Gevorg Emin’s poem, 
“Menk4,” in Ksanerord dar). Although composed with characteristic 
verve, somewhat less impressive are his other poems on emigres, his 
eulogy for the Virgin, and his poem on the Creation.

The death of Dawif’s daughter, Nranay, cut him to the heart. A 
world-weary Dawit4 believed this was a visitation from the Supreme Being 
for his impiety. Dawit was inconsolable. There was no one or nothing 
around him from which to derive solace. Every object Nranay touched or
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used—her room, the cellar, the domestic animals, the fields, hills, valleys, 
and streams—mourn her in multiple voices of lament. Sad and sonorous, 
this threnody flows quietly from Dawif’s “clouded heart,” arousing tender 
sympathy in the reader.

martiros tRiMETSi (d. 1683) was at the very center of some 
dramatic events in the second half of the seventeenth century. He was 
bom at Caffa, studied at the feet of Stephanos Tohafetsi (q.v.) and Patri
arch Astuatzatur Taronetsi of Jerusalem (three terms: 1645-64,1665-66, 
1668-71). Martiros himself became patriarch of Constantinople (1659- 
60), bishop of the Armenians of Crimea (1661-64), and patriarch of 
Jerusalem twice (1668-71, 1681-83), even though during the first term 
Astuatzatur held office nominally. He was early associated with Efiazar 
Aynfaptsi (d. 1691), an ambitious and dynamic character, who held the 
patriarchal thrones of both Jerusalem and Constantinople and eventually 
became Catholicos of Armenia (1681-91).

The first cause Martiros fought for in league with Patriarch Astuatza
tur and Efiazar Aynfaptsi was the serious confrontation in the 1650s that 
pitched the Armenians against the Greeks over the St. James monastery 
and Ethiopian presence in the Holy Places. This was only one, albeit ma
jor, battle in the perennial conflicts between the three principal custodians 
of the Holy Places: the Armenians, the Greeks and the Latins.

Martiros turned against Efiazar Aynfaptsi when the latter created 
a hierarchical schism within the Armenian Church. In 1664 in Aleppo, 
Hachatur III, Galatatsi, Catholicos of Cilicia (1657-74?), consecrated 
Efiazar Catholicos of the Armenians of the Ottoman Empire, and many 
communities recognized him as their pontiff. Efiazar’s move posed a 
serious threat to the unity of the Church of Armenia, and Martiros 
immediately left Crimea to head the opposition to topple him. Having 
spent much effort and pelf, Efiazar managed in 1671 to impose himself 
as both Catholicos of the Armenians of the Empire and Patriarch of the 
Holy City. Ousted from Jerusalem, Martiros returned to the Ottoman 
capital and until 1679 held the nominal title of patriarch or prelate of 
Jerusalem.

Meanwhile, Yakob IV, Julayetsi, Catholicos of Armenia, arrived in 
Constantinople on his way to Europe. Here, two of Yakob’s confidants 
were Martiros and Eremia fCeomiwrcean (q.v.), a well-known and a 
highly respected figure. Martiros was dispatched to Jerusalem with plans 
to remove the rift between the two hierarchies. Martiros and Efiazar buried 
the hatchet, and Efiazar left Jerusalem but returned to his seat when, half 
way through his journey, he learned of Yakob’s death in Constantinople in
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August of 1680. In July of 1681, Eliazar himself was elected Catholicos 
of Armenia, and the rival seat he had forged seventeen years earlier was 
thus abolished.

Embroil himself though he did in many a conflict, Martiros found 
time to copy and commission the copying of some manuscripts and 
to compose a number of literary pieces. A. A. Martirosyan, author of 
Martiros Lrimetsi (E., 1958), enumerated but excluded fifteen pieces, four 
poems in Armeno-Turkish, and a number of letters by Martiros found in 
a manuscript collection in Jerusalem containing letters by seventeenth- 
and eighteenth-century figures. Of the sixteen or so published poems, 
seven deal with married priests, and all but one are distinguished by 
their satirical vein. His satire is caustic and at times not averse to vul
garity, especially when dealing with priests violating the tenets of their 
vocation. Such profane practices were common at least to some celibate 
priests (vardapets and bishops) as well, but Martiros kept them at a safe 
distance from his whip. The priests5 pettiness, gluttony, and inefficiency 
he treated in a teasing banter. And he wrote affectionately of the sad 
plight of a widowed priest, who was forbidden to remarry in observance 
of the customs of the Church of Armenia. In a few poems marking 
certain occasions such as merrymaking and Mardi Gras, Martiros called 
for temperance.

Martiros has a history in verse of Crimea with particular emphasis 
on Armenian emigration to the peninsula. It has a certain historical value 
despite the fact that it is based on oral traditions rather than historical 
accounts. Attributing the dispersion of the Armenians to their sinful 
conduct, Martiros begins its history with file destruction of Ani and 
traces the routes along which Armenian emigration branched off to 
Julfa and Van, and along the Caspian to an “insignificant place” called 
“Ahsaray,” whence to Caffa and Wallachia, Poland, etc. Armenians flee
ing the Jelali disturbances formed the second major wave of emigration 
to the Crimea.

Martiros Lrimetsi’s rhymed chronology of Armenian kings (“Karg 
ew tiw fagaworats hayots”) begins with Hayk and concludes with the fall 
of Cilicia. Movses Horenatsi was his source for the earlier period; as for 
the later period, it seems that he benefited from a similar text by Nerses 
Palients (“Ishanufiwnk4 ew fagaworutfiwnk* Hayots” in V. Hakobyan, 
Manr zamanakagrufyunner, ii, 196-206). Martiros Lrimetsi’s work is 
a purely descriptive poem, which, he says, he wrote for the Armenians 
to emulate and derive consolation from, and he concludes with deep 
regret for the western half of his fellow countrymen languishing under 
the “haughty nation of Turks.”
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A historian, poet, and man of high station, eremia chelepi k*eo- 
miwrcean (1637-95) was a moderating force in the ecclesiastic im
broglio referred to above. He was intimately associated with Eliazar 
Aynfaptsi, Martiros Lrimetsi, Yakob IV, Julayetsi, and Abro (“Apr5,” 
i.e. Aproyean) Chelebi (1621-76), an entrepreneur with vast commercial 
undertakings in Europe and the Ottoman Empire and a most influential 
banker to the grand vizier Kopriilu-oglu Ahmed. This was the group 
that in many ways pulled the strings of contemporary Armenian affairs, 
and Eremia often found himself in awkward situations created by these 
powerful personalities. On the whole he seems to have been motivated by 
overall national interests, not to have minced matters and to have mediated 
adroitly. When Hachatur III, Galatatsi, Catholicos of Cilicia on a visit to 
Constantinople to stave off threats by an aspirant to his seat intimated 
Eremia of Eliazar’s plan to create a rival catholicosate, Eremia, appalled 
by the disclosure, traveled to Aleppo in a futile attempt to dissuade Eliazar 
from his design. He later (together with Abro Chelebi) appealed to Yakob 
IV, Julayetsi to show flexibility and share authority with Eliazar, but Yakob 
politely and persistently refused to compromise. Earlier, he had been the 
only one to dare accompany Eliazar to gaol, when the latter was arrested in 
his secret residence in the vicinity of Constantinople, barely a few months 
after his escape from the rebellious associates of Abaza Hasan in Asia 
Minor. Eliazar had appealed to them for assistance to restore Armenian 
control over the St. James monastery in Jerusalem, and he was forced to 
stay at their camp for almost a year.

Eremia was the son of a priest, and his two younger brothers were 
also ordained into priesthood. His daughter and son, a vardapet, died 
young. He did not live long enough to witness the tragic decapitation 
in 1707 of his youngest brother, Komitas, whom Armenian Catholics 
regard as a martyr of their faith and whom Malakia Ormanean considers 
a faithful son of the Armenian Church. Komitas was certainly associated 
with Catholics and was influenced by Catholic principles at least to some 
degree. His death came as a result of the somewhat still obscure fate of 
Patriarch Awetik Ewdokatsi (1657-1711) of Constantinople, who at this 
time was reportedly abducted by the French and sent to Mont S aint Michel 
in Brittany. (Patriarch Awetik has been identified by some as The Man 
Behind the Iron Mask.) According to Ormanean, Komitas was among 
the detractors of Awetik and when the Ottoman government, incensed 
by Awetik’s disappearance, arrested a number of Catholic Armenians, 
Komitas was among them. Unlike his colleagues, who all professed 
Islam to save their skins, Komitas paid the ultimate price for his Chris
tian creed.
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Eremia was a secretary at the Armenian Patriarchate in Constantino
ple, and his counsel was eagerly sought by Armenian leaders both within 
and without the Patriarchate. He was well versed in scribal art and, apart 
from his native tongue and Turkish, is said to have had a good command 
of Greek, Persian, Arabic, and Hebrew. He set up a very short-lived 
printing press with, it seems, the help of Abro Chelebi. His extensive 
travels in the Ottoman Empire and in Transcaucasia must have in some 
ways contributed to his enlightened approach to church and religion.

Eremia was a prolific author who wrote in Armenian and in Turkish. 
A considerable part of his Nachlass is unpublished and some works 
are presumed lost. He translated into Turkish the New Testament and 
parts of the Old Testament, the Alexander Romance, and a good many 
other writings all from Armenian sources. Other pertinent details are 
found in Avedis K. Sanjian’s extensive introduction in Eremya Chelebi 
KomiXrjianArmeno-Turkish Poem “The Jewish Bride. ”

Noteworthy among his historical work but non-extant is a history 
of Armenia, which he reportedly translated into Turkish (cf. Mik*ayel 
Chamchean, History, iii, 723). Eremia used Movses Horenatsi for the 
earlier part of this history that he concluded with Cilicia. It has been 
suggested that the historian Miinedjdjim Bashi relied on Eremia’s narra
tive for his account of the origin and history of the Armenians in Saha’if  
al-akhbar.

An important but unpublished manuscript is his “Taregrakan pat- 
mut’iwn” (Annals), based in part on his Oragrufiwn, and which covers 
the years 1648-90 in three parts: the first part reports fires and natural 
disasters in Constantinople and the Asiatic provinces; the second part 
tells of a local history of the Ottoman Empire with references to its wars 
in Europe; and the third part examines contemporary Armenian realities 
with a close scrutiny of rivalries among Armenian hierarchical sees.

His Oragrufiwn (Diary) encompasses the years 1648-62. Eremia 
began to commit his thoughts and observations to paper at age eleven. 
His initially short entries expanded to include detailed notes on his 
daily routine and his family; his involvement in and observations of the 
Armenian and Ottoman scenes social, political and otherwise; intrigue 
and the rise and eclipse of politicians in the Ottoman Empire; visits of 
dignitaries; janissaries and their disorderly conduct in the capital; sultans’ 
unannounced tours in disguise; obituaries and funerals; fortifications in 
the city against possible attacks by rebels; religious issues; and a number 
of other aspects of contemporary life.

Similarly detailed is his rhymed history of Constantinople, made 
up of eight long chapters. Eremia started writing this poem in 1661, put 
it aside for twenty years, and completed it in 1684. It is a description,
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not inclusive, of Constantinople beyond the walls of the old city, where 
Eremia, acting as a guide to a friend identified as Vardan (who could con
ceivably be the celebrated Vardan Balisetsi of Amrdol), tours the city and 
its vicinity by sea and land. A lively panorama of Constantinople emerges 
with minute geographical and topographical information, along with in
formation on government edifices, churches and mosques with particular 
traditions, Catholic Orders and churches, embassies, historical references 
and Byzantine connections, Armenian and Greek Gypsies, various eth
nic groups, bakeries, food and cuisine, accounts of traditional Ottoman 
ceremonies, economic realities, exports and imports, the seaport and 
quays, comical episodes, etc. Although the history is written in Classical 
Armenian, Eremia’s style teems with modem forms and Persian and Turk
ish loan words and phrases. The historical value of this straightforward 
descriptive poem is greater than its artistic merits. But it reads well, and it 
is light in tone, peppered with some humor and facetious, trivial, episodes. 
In the three-volume publication of this history by Vahram Tbrgomean 
(1858-1942), the poem takes up only about one fourth of the first volume, 
the rest of the volume and the second and third parts comprise annotations 
to the text. Read against the commentaries and background provided by 
Tbrgomean, Eremia’s poem brings alive the “Armenian” city of Con
stantinople of old with its churches, institutions, and famous figures.

Eremia is the author of the first Armenian history of the Ottoman 
Empire (Patmutiwn hamardt). It begins with Osman I and concludes 
in the year 1678 during the reign of Mehmed IV (1648-87). The only 
extant manuscript was commissioned by Abraham HI, Kretatsi (q.v.), 
Catholicos of Armenia, 1734-37, and was copied by Hachko Galipoltsi. 
The history itself was originally commissioned by Catholicos Yakob 
IV, Julayetsi, and was completed in the years 1675-78, in the form of 
a rhymed narrative made up of 1,811 couplets in Classical Armenian 
contaminated by a good many Turkish words and phrases. It covers four 
centuries of Ottoman history, with the dates in either HijrT or the Armenian 
era. For the period down to the accession of Mehmed IV, Eremia drew 
upon Turkish and Armenian sources; for the last thirty years he relied 
on himself as a witness and contemporary to current history. Eremia 
seems to have been familiar with ‘Ashik-Pasha-Zade’s Tawdrlkh-i dl-i 
‘Uthmdn, Mehmed Neshn’s Djihdn-nUma, Lutfi Pasha’s TawdrTkh-i dl-i 
‘Uthmdn, Katib Celebi’s Fedhleke, and the work of other historians. In 
addition, Eremia made use of old as well as seventeenth-century historians 
(Grigor Daranaltsi, Arakel Dawrizetsi, q.q.v.), chronicles, colophons, and 
eyewitness accounts.

Despite his belief in the Omnipotent as the arbiter of human destiny, 
Eremia interprets historical events in the light of economic, political, and
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military factors. To his way of thinking, there were some disconcert
ing aspects to Ottoman rule: wars, violence, and sacking; destruction 
or conversion of churches to mosques; instances of forcible apostasy; 
and corruption and rivalry in the Ottoman Palace and officialdom, with 
dire consequences for the population. His mood darkens when outlining 
setbacks suffered by Christendom at the hands of the Ottomans, who were 
newcomers to the region (e.g. the fall of Constantinople and Candia). 
Unlike many an Ottoman historian, Eremia does not delight in Ottoman 
might, nor does he see eye to eye with them. Eremia also includes a 
great deal of information on the Armenians (especially of Constantino
ple), the Greeks, and the Jews and their relationship with the central 
government.

Eremia’s literary work for the most part is in the form of poetry. His 
longest poem, titled “Vasn ektoekchi afnawut Timoyi umemn or sireats 
zaljik mi hrei Mrgatay anun . . (“On the Albanian baker Dimo who 
fell in love with a Jewish maiden by the name of Mrkada . . .”), has as 
its plot a love story, but is in fact a thinly veiled attempt to establish the 
superiority of Christianity over Judaism. At least one critic has suggested 
that in view of Eremia’s sympathetic disposition towards Jews in this 
poem and elsewhere in his works, Islam had been Eremia’s intended target 
but that he for obvious reasons depreciated the Jewish faith instead. A 
Turkish version, again by Eremia, and twice as long as the Armenian, was 
discovered by A. K. Sanjian at the New York Public Library; the title “The 
Jewish Bride” had been “arbitrarily employed” to identify the text. We 
learn from the editors of this text (Avedis K. Sanjian and Andreas Tietze) 
that the story has an anonymous Greek version as well, first published at 
Venice in 1668.

Eremia composed numerous occasional poems, elegies, and letters. 
Some of his laments betray the detached and firmly controlled contem
plation of a thinking poet. This is not to say that they lack spontaneity 
altogether (his sincere sorrow is all too evident in poems mourning the 
death of his parents and the six-year-old daughter of Abro Chelebi, for 
instance). Entirely different in nature are his two elegies on the death 
of Catholicos Yakob IV, Julayetsi. This was an occasion for Eremia to 
take stock of Armenian realities with pain and pessimism, patriotism and 
pride, but with very little else. Movses Horenatsi’s famous lament and 
Nerses the Great’s curse had both come true, he averred: The original royal 
(Arsacid) and patriarchal (Grigor Lusaworidi) families had disappeared 
and their successors had been unworthy leaders; the Armenians since 
the battle of Awarayr in 451 had been vanquished and dispersed. He 
noted with satisfaction, however, that more recently some saintly figures
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had appeared: Catholicos Movses Tafewatsi and his successors Pilippos 
Albaketsi and Yakob Julayetsi.

A number of encomiums and some thirty letters (six in Turkish) 
by Eremia are extant. Of his eulogies noteworthy for its anti-Ottoman 
undertones is his panegyric for John III (Sobieski) of Poland, in which he 
wishes that the Armenians had been under the protection of this Christian 
king. Eremia’s letters do not shed much light on his life, either public or 
personal. To be sure, no billets-doux are to be found among them, but the 
ones he addressed to Eliazar Aynfaptsi are interesting and informative. 
Astonishing, to say the least, is one particular letter he wrote to Eliazar 
on the death of Abro Chelebi, their erstwhile protector and benefactor, 
casting him as a villain of the blackest dye.

Eremia was one of the major figures of his age with many links to 
the old traditions yet also forward-looking in many ways. His historical 
writings are of much value. Some of his literary pieces betray affinities 
with Armenian asulakan literature (minstrelsy), already popular by this 
time, while others unmistakably attest to the meticulous attention this 
urban poet paid to the formal aspects of poetry— a trend which continued 
well into the nineteenth century.

Bom cl600 in Julfa, simeon jueayetsi (d.1657) was as a child 
among the Armenians who were forcibly resettled in Isfahan by Shah 
Abbas the Great. He studied under Hachatur Kesaratsi (1590-1646), one 
of the learned vardapets of the time and founder of the monastic school 
in New Julfa. The Girk hartsmants of Grigor Tafewatsi Simeon copied 
in 1623 had a notable influence on his thought. His interest in learning 
was to receive impetus from unlikely quarters in Poland, where he had 
gone in 1629 in the company of his teacher, Hachatur Kesaratsi. Here, 
in encounters and disputes with Catholics, both pupil and professor were 
badly bruised in matters grammatical. Determined to do something about 
the flaws in their education, they (and Oskan Erewantsi) sat in on lectures 
by Melkisef Vzanetsi, who had replaced his teacher, Nerses Mokatsi 
(q.v.), as the leading authority on “artakin” (i.e. non-religious, profane) 
sciences. It was a brief course, as death overtook Vzanetsi at the end of 
1631, but Simeon carried on through disciplined self-instruction and soon 
made a name for himself as the expert on the subject. Simeon taught at 
New Julfa and assisted Hachatur Kesaratsi in his efforts to establish what 
was to be the first printing press in Iran. By the request of Catholicos 
Pilippos Albaketsi, Simeon was teaching at Yovhannavank by the early 
1640s, and then at Ejmiatzin a little later, attracting a number of serious 
students, such as Arakel Dawrizetsi (q.v.) and others.
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As he taught, Simeon felt the need for some practical materials. 
He first wrote his grammar of Armenian in a clear and concise fashion, 
making an effort to rid it of the artificial patterns of Latin. The favorable 
reaction of some contemporaries and the abundance of extant manuscript 
copies of the work lead one to conclude that it was a fairly well-known 
and extensively used grammar. Similarly well received was his textbook 
on logic, Girk tramabanutean, written cl650, which he said was based 
on Aristotle’s work. Paltasar Dpir (q.v.) published it in Constantinople in 
1728 with his own comments on its sources (there are textual differences 
between this and the 1794 edition). Simeon also has an unpublished com
mentary on Salkapk astuatzabanakank {Elements ofTheology) of Proclus 
(“Diadochus”), a fifth-century Neoplatonist philosopher. H. Mirzoyan, 
the author of a monograph on Simeon, offers a comprehensive analysis 
of Simeon’s philosophical views and talks at some length of the Georgian 
translations of this as well as his other two works, maintaining that they 
left their mark on Georgian thought.

Another eminent representative of the New Julfa school was yov
hannes julayetsi (1643-1715, nicknamed Mrkuz, also Mrguz, i.e., 
“worthless”), a scholar and theologian who studied under Bishop Dawif, 
father-superior of the Armenian monastery in New Julfa. Yovhannes per
sistently declined ecclesiastical preferment offered by his former school 
fellow, Catholicos Aleksandr I, Julayetsi (q.v.). But he was not as popular 
with some of his “envious” fellow monks who burnt a number of his man
uscripts and whose hostility forced him to abandon his monastic cell. The 
historian Hachatur Julayetsi (q.v.) in his history of Persia devotes sixty- 
five pages to Yovhannes’s work, extant and non-extant. We learn from him 
that Yovhannes held theological discussions with Shah Sulaiman (Safi 
H, 1666-94) and Shah Sultan Husain (1694-1722), and that the respect 
he commanded at the Safavid Court enabled him to spare his fellow 
countrymen forced conversion. His skills in horology and painting (some 
of the paintings attributed to him have survived) must have also been 
appreciated by the rulers of Iran. He was fluent in Persian and Arabic 
(which he studied in “Arabia”) and translated the New Testament into 
both languages (so says Mesrop Taliadean, q.v., in the periodical Azgaser, 
Calcutta, 1845/12, 94, adding that the manuscript of this translation into 
Persian in Armenian characters was given to the Bishop’s College in 
Calcutta).

Julayetsi’s Hamardt kerakanutiwn is a very brief treatise on logic 
and the grammar of Classical Armenian. His Girk hamardt vasn iska- 
p e s . . .  is an apologetic work on the orthodoxy of the Church of Armenia
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Church. His Girk patmutean is essentially a summary of the theolog
ical discussions he conducted with the shahs and Muslim theologians, 
which promotes and elaborates the biblical tradition and Christian tenets. 
We again learn from Mesrop Taliadean (Azgaser, 1845/12, 94) that the 
original manuscript was in both Armenian and Persian and that it too was 
given to the Bishop’s College in Calcutta. The published text of his major 
work Srbaznagortzutiwn, dealing with the sacrament of communion as 
interpreted by the Church of Armenia, represents less than half the original 
manuscript.

aeek&andr i, jUEAYETSi (d. 1714) was a childhood friend, fellow 
student, and a brother in Christ of Yovhannes Julayetsi (q.v.), whose anti- 
Catholic zeal he also shared. When Aleksandr ascended the throne in 
Ejmiatzin (late 1706), the conflict between the Armenians on the one hand 
and the Armenian Catholics, the Catholic missionaries, and the French 
ambassador on the other had been raging intensely. Patriarch Awetik 
Ewdokatsi of Constantinople had reportedly been banished to Mont Saint 
Michel and thence to the Bastille. The Armenians of Constantinople wrote 
to Aleksandr requesting that he write to the Pope to demand the release 
of Awetik, that he appoint Yovhannes vardapet Zmiwmatsi as Patriarch 
of Constantinople, and that he excommunicate a number of Armenian 
Catholics and sympathizers whose names they appended to their letter. 
Aleksandr wasted no time. He immediately dispatched Yovhannes and 
wrote to both the Pope and the grand vizier, £orlulu Ah Pasha (1706- 
10). The latter acted promptly, had a dozen or so suspects arrested, tried, 
and sentenced to death. All but Komitas Keomiwrcean, brother of Eremia 
Keomiwrcean (q.v.), turned apostates and saved their lives. As mentioned 
earlier, Komitas was decapitated in October, 1707.

Aleksandr wrote to Pope Clement XI to protest the inimical activi
ties of Catholic missionaries, who labeled the Armenians as “schismatic” 
and 'heretics.” Contrasting the benevolence of Muslims (especially those 
of Persia) to the unrelenting antagonism of the Catholic missionaries, 
Aleksandr demanded, in a conciliatory spirit, that an end be put to the 
trials and tribulations of his flock at the hands of the Pope’s subordinates. 
But Aleksandr wrote a second letter to the Pope (cf. Ter Yovhaneants, Y., 
Patmutiwn Nor Julayu or yAspahan,, ii; and Galemkearean, G., Ken- 
sag rut iwnner erku patriarkneru . . . , Vienna, 1915). Apart from the 
conclusions, the differences between the two texts are negligible. The 
former corresponds more or less to what has already been outlined. The 
second concludes with an interesting paragraph regarding Israyel Ori
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(1659-1711). Aleksandr informs the Pope that his envoy, Israyel Ori, has 
arrived in Ejmiatzin, that he is rewriting his earlier letter in the hope of 
deriving solace in these troubled times, and that Israyel Ori will personally 
convey to the Pope many of Aleksandr’s confidential thoughts. It has 
been suggested that Aleksandr may have written the second letter at the 
urging of Israyel Ori, who was acting as a papal envoy to Persia and 
was anxious to promote peace and harmony between the Armenians and 
Rome to secure success for his plans for the liberation of Armenia.

Aleksandr had much earlier assailed Roman Catholicism in his 
Girk or kochi atenakan vicabanutiwn. In it, he elaborates on the three 
Councils (Nicaea, Constantinople I, and Ephesus) recognized by the 
Church of Armenia and launches a fierce attack on Chalcedon, the 
Council that “destroyed the world” (asharhakortzari). He then defends 
the Christological position of the Church of Armenia and challenges the 
supremacy of Rome. His G rtoyk or kochi alotamatoyts is a collection 
of prayers to be said at mass and during various times of the day, with 
explanations of the officiating priest’s vestment and the symbolism and 
mystery of mass.

stei ânos dastetsi (17th-18th c.) was an articulate opponent 
of both Yovhannes and Aleksandr Julayetsi, but his polemical works 
against theirs are still in manuscript form. He was the son of a priest, 
but it is not known when or under what circumstances this audacious and 
venturesome merchant, who roamed half the globe from India to Holland, 
defected to Catholicism and became its ardent propagator and defender 
of “the nation of the Franks.” He could conceivably have done so while 
studying at Rome.

Dastetsi has also written poems in a satirical vein. He has particularly 
harsh words for the pugnacious bigwigs of New Julfa, who honor the 
“mullas” but dishonor the “patri,” and who are notorious for their bad 
and disorderly conduct, hypocrisy, and corruption. His anti-Armenian 
invective includes the vardapets, who to him are ignorant and preach 
and teach things they know nothing about. He has caustic remarks for 
the speakers of the dialect of Julfa, who consider themselves and their 
dialect superior to all other dialects and their speakers. In his bitter 
criticism of a renegade it is not possible to say whether the apostate 
abandoned Catholicism for another Christian denomination or for Islam. 
He is outraged by his treatment at a prison in Livorno but we do not know 
exactly how he ended up there.

Dastetsi’s moral poems, most of which he wrote in tajnls (pun, 
“paronomasia”), are far less impressive. His good and flexible command
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of Classical Armenian is still evident, and his style (he also wrote in 
the New Julfa dialect) on the whole contains much useful linguistic 
information of historical value. But anumber of his poems lack emotional 
depth and display a touch of pedantry and impenetrable obscurities and 
allusions. Some of his poems do not match the mold of his mind or style, 
leading one to question their authorship and underscoring the need for a 

closer examination of his somewhat enigmatic personality and work.

Historiography is revived with vigor in the seventeenth century, 
responding to and promoting a sense of national awareness, grigor 
daranaetsi or kamahetsi (1576-1643), a native of Daranalik4 (south
east of Sebaste), studied under a hermit by the name of Paron in the 
Sepuh mountains and at the monastery of Sahnosavank4 (north of Astarak, 
Armenia), where he met bishop Sargis Paronter (also Sahnosavanetsi or 
Amberdtsi), one of the founders of the Siwneats Metz anapat. He was 
created vardapet soon after copying the History of Kirakos Gandzaketsi 
and made his first pilgrimage to Jerusalem via Egypt in 1604 (he made a 
second trip in 1616, a third in 1625). There he again met bishop Sargis 
Paronter and Kirakos Pontatsi (or Trapizontsi), and all three (and some 
others) agreed to return to Armenia and establish an hermitage. While 
Sargis and Kirakos left for SiwniiC, Grigor hastened to Constantinople 
to help his half-sister and her daughter. Here he met Grigor Kesaratsi, 
the patriarch of Constantinople, but the two became lifelong enemies. 
This certainly accounted for Daranaltsi’s hostile view of Kesaratsi, who 
is otherwise recognized as an able and learned vardapet with a long record 
of unrelenting anti-Catholic labor.

One reason for this inimical relationship was the issue of refugees 
fleeing the Jelali ravages. Daranahsi claimed that they had been treated 
rather poorly by Kesaratsi. His supporters managed to obtain an Ottoman 
berat proclaiming Daranaltsi as the religious head of all Armenians 
from Erzerum residing in Constantinople (1607-09). Daranaltsi was 
intimately involved in the subsequent rivalries over the patriarchal throne, 
collaborating with two other contenders, Yovhannes Hul (patriarch for 
four terms; 1600-01,1610-11,1621-23, and 1631 to his death in 1636) 
and Zakaria Vanetsi (patriarch for two terms: 1626-31 and 1636-39), 
despite his intolerance for their pro-Catholic views. When an Ottoman 
edict forced the Armenians to return home, Daranaltsi led a group of 
seven thousand refugees to their ancestral homes in Marzuan (Merzifon), 
Kamah (Kemah), etc. In about 1609, Daranaltsi became the prelate of 
Rodosto (Tekirdag) and remained in office presumably to his death in 
1643; very little is known of him after 1628.
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Drawn into the vortex of national affairs, Daranaltsi was in a perfect 
position to observe the contemporary scene. His work is, in fact, a detailed 
chronology that he started recording in 1634 and completed in Rodosto in 
1640. The first part, covering the eleventh through the sixteenth centuries, 
is a compilation of little value. The second part is the account of a 
passionate and partisan observer, who often finds himself in the thick of 
the action he describes; the work is a diary in many ways. It is a panorama 
of national-ecclesiastical history embracing the Ottoman Empire from 
Rodosto to its easternmost provinces and is set against a background of 
the history of the empire itself. It is a mine of information on religious 
leadership and centers (Ejmiatzin, Constantinople, and Jerusalem); on 
demographic changes, the era being marked by instances of forcible 
resettlement of Armenians; on the founding of the Siwneats Metz anapat; 
on the martyrdom of three Armenians; and on profiles of celebrated 
vardapets such as Malakia Derjantsi, Srapion Urhayetsi (or Edesatsi), 
Nerses Hetewak (or Hetiotn, orGnunetsi, or Amketsi), Simeon Aparanetsi 
(q.v.), Barsel Bahsetsi, Azaria Sasnetsi (q.v.), and many other figures and 
events that shook and shaped Armenian realities. He wrote in a corrupt 
mixture of Middle and Classical Armenian, teeming with loan words and 
dialectal forms. But his testimony, with his belief in miracles left to the 
discretion of the reader, is on the whole trustworthy, and it is one of the 
earliest texts heralding a spiritual revival, a renewed interest in learning, 
and a greater awareness of national identity.

Such aspirations and concerns are more forcefully embodied in 
the Histories of arak<el dawrizetsi (d. 1670), arguably the most 
important historian of the age. It was commissioned in 1651 by Catholicos 
Filippos I, Albaketsi (1632-55), on whose death Dawrizetsi interrupted 
his work, only to resume in 1658 at the urging of Catholicos Yakob TV, 
Julayetsi (1655-80), bringing it to a successful conclusion in 1662. Oskan 
Erewantsi (1614-74), a celebrated cultural figure and the first publisher of 
the Armenian Bible (1666-68), printed Dawrizetsi’s manuscript in 1669 
in Amsterdam, making him the first Armenian author ever to see his work 
in print (although Ormanean, Azgapatum, ii, 1527, gives the distinction 
to Yovhannes Thlkurantsi, whose many poems appeared in the Talaran 
printed by Yakob Melapart).

Dawrizetsi’s work covers a period of sixty years (1602-62), but it 
is not a closely knit narrative. Rather, it is a compilation made up of 
fifty-seven chapters, some of which were written by different hands at 
different times. So it lacks internal unity; its general framework is one of 
time and scope only. Nor is it free of tautology. He wrote it in Classical
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Armenian, but many elements of Middle or Cilician Armenian crept into 
his account. As for textual accuracy, some have maintained that Oskan 
may only have had a preliminary version of Dawrizetsi’s Histories at his 
disposal. Not to put too fine a point on it, but he seems to have made 
some arbitrary changes such as omitting certain sections; conflating or 
rephrasing others; making stylistic changes so as to bring Dawrizetsi’s 
style into conformity with Classical Armenian but in fact Latinizing it 
instead; and, last but not least, by adding to the original manuscript two 
chapters penned by him, an autobiography and a philosophical piece. A 
long-overdue critical text appeared in Erevan in 1990.

A genuine desire to revive and disseminate learning and an inspired 
patriotism and uncompromising loyalty to the Church of Armenia (the 
Catholic Church moved swiftly to suppress the dissemination of his book) 
permeate Dawrizetsi’s Histories, which mirror almost all contemporary 
principal events: the Jelali nightmare, the ordeal of the Armenian com
munity of Poland with Nikol Tbrosovidi as a central hero, corruption 
and decline in Ejmiatzin under Catholicos Melkisedek, the forcible re
settlement of the Armenians in Iran by Shah Abbas I and its aftermath, 
the founding and history of famous monastic schools such as Amrdol 
(or Amlordi) in Bales and Siwneats Metz anapat in Siwnik4, biographical 
sketches of the learned vardapets of the time (e.g. Simeon Julayetsi, q.v., 
MelMset Vzanetsi, Stephanos Lehatsi), numerous martyrdoms (including 
that of Andreas Aguletsi, also mourned by Nerses Mokatsi, q.v.), four 
chapters dealing with contemporary Georgian history, a chapter on the 
Jews of Isfahan and their forced conversion to Islam, another chapter 
on Shabbetai Zevi, and so on. Dawrizetsi was a devout Christian who 
believed in and reported miracles. His history, based on the accounts of 
his contemporaries and detailed colophons, has proved to be reliable.

Simeon lehatsi (b. cl584-?), also known as zamostsatsi, was 
a cheerful traveler who at once indulged his curiosity and provided 
practical information for pilgrims. From an early age, he says, he had 
a desire to tour “foreign and unknown regions” and go on pilgrimages 
to Jerusalem, Rome, and Mus, where the monastery of Surb Karapet 
(saint or holy forerunner, i.e. St. John the Baptist) had been a most 
venerated place of pilgrimage. In 1608 he left Lvov for Constantinople, 
where he spent a year and a half visiting Armenian refugees along the 
shores of the Marmara and the Aegean. For six months he was hosted 
by Patriarch Grigor Kesaratsi (of whom he speaks very highly), during 
which time he met the famous vardapet and future Catholicos Movses 
III, Tatewatsi (1629-32) and Azaria Sasnetsi (q.v.), for whom he copied
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the Dqtastanagirk of Mhifar Gos. In 1611 he left for Rome with Zakaria 
Vanetsi, a contender for the patriarchal throne and future ally of Grigor 
Daranaltsi (q.v.). After a two-month stop in Venice, he continued on to 
Rome via Ancona and was received by Pope Paul V. After nine months 
in Rome, he returned to Venice (1612), whence he went on to Smyrna 
and to the monastery of Surb Karapet via Brusa, Marzuan, Amasia, Tokat, 
Sebaste, Malatia, Harput, andMus. He then spent a year in Constantinople 
copying manuscripts to raise money for his trip to Jerusalem, where he 
arrived in 1615 via Alexandria, Cairo, and Gaza. In 1616 he took the 
overland route back, arriving in Constantinople in 1618 (via Aleppo, 
Marash, Fmuz, Zeitun, Kayseri, Engiirii, Konia, Sivrihisar, Karahisar, 
and Izmit). Two months later he returned to Lvov, married in 1620, and 
moved back to Zamostsa (Zamosc, Poland), his birthplace, where he was 
met with open and rather nasty hostility and was told that by playing 
truant he had forfeited his right to become the local priest. In 1624 he 
took up a teaching position in Lvov. It is now believed that he made a 
second trip to the Middle East in the years 1632-36, but nothing at all is 
known of him after 1636.

Simeon is not the first Armenian author to write of foreign lands, 
but his account is the most detailed on both the countries he visited and 
the Armenians they hosted, and it is written in a reasonably lively, if 
somewhat poor, blend of Middle and Classical Armenian. He is a naive 
observer and faithful recorder who complements the work of historians 
by describing peoples, places, lifestyles, and traditions. For the benefit 
of pilgrims he provides distances, outlines holy places and traditions 
associated with them, and describes the main buildings and whatever 
else that catches his eye. He has detailed descriptions of Constantinople, 
Venice, Rome, Cairo, Jerusalem, Lvov, and some other cities. One en
counters rare and intriguing information, for instance, on the two-hundred 
Armenian families who fled the Jelalis and settled in Cairo, on the few 
Jewish families in Tokat who spoke Armenian, and on the “Arewordik4” 
near Merdin. One also comes across visions and miracles. Simeon was a 
believer whose elation upon crossing the Ottoman borders over to Europe 
(Christendom!) and realization that he is beyond the grip of the hated 
“hondLar” (the sultan) is memorable for more reasons than one.

hachatur or hachgruz kafayetsi9s (cl592-1659?) chronicle 
records historical, social, and religious events as well as natural disasters 
in Crimea in the years 1608-58. In addition, it sheds light on the suc
cession and conflicts of khans among themselves and with neighboring 
regions, with occasional references to the Ottomans, and comments more
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extensively on local economic issues, politics, and Armenian realities. 
Three simple, even simplistic, but sincere poems are attributed to him, 
dealing with the vanity of life and salvation. He is credited with handing 
down to posterity some twenty Armenian songs that he had been taught 
as a boy, which seems to be the first collection ever of such songs.

yovhannes kamenatsi’s (16th—17th c.) history (Patmutiwn pat- 
erazmin Hofinu) focuses on a single event, the Polish-Ottoman war in 
Hotin (now in Ukraine). It is made up of eighteen chapters depicting the 
war from its beginning to the armistice and to the strangling of Osman II 
in Constantinople in 1622. The history, written six years after the war, is a 
significant complement to similar Polish and Turkish materials. Although 
an eyewitness to certain stages of the conflict, Kamenatsi gathered some 
of his information from firsthand sources and based the larger part of it 
on the account of Oksent, an eyewitness to the war, whose chronology 
in Armeno-Kipchak covers the years 1611-21 (cf. L. Alisan, Kamenits, 
pp. 68-112). Ter Yakob, brother of Oksent, compiled the initial years of 
this chronology.

yakob karnetsi (1618-?), the son of a priest and himself a priest, is 
the author of a topography of “Upper” Armenia (Telagir Verin Hayots), 
which largely concerns the province of Erzerum. In the 1903 edition 
of the text, Karapet Kostaneants (1853-1920), the owner and publisher 
of the now non-extant manuscript, left out certain “repetitious” mate
rial. The text published by V. Hakobyan in Manr zamanakagrufyunner 
(Minor chronicles) differs considerably from this and other manuscripts. 
Although a topography, the work, written in 1668, also deals with many 
geographical, economic, political (Perso-Ottoman wars, Ottoman internal 
policy), and ethnographic issues, and contains accounts of Armenian 
churches in the region with traditional stories of their founding. The 
author wrote with verve in simple, tolerable Classical Armenian. He used 
and acknowledged works by Movses Horenatsi, Nerses Snorhali, etc., but 
also benefited from Agafangelos, Fawstos Buzand (The Epic Histories, 
as rendered by N. Garsoian), and others.

As part of this same text, K. Kostaneants also published the story 
of twelve Turks who broke into an Armenian church in Karin (Erzerum) 
and stole precious utensils. The pasha hunted them down and had them 
so severely punished that all twelve died.

Yakob is the author of two more pieces: a chronology (1482- 
1672), with the years 1627-1672 authentically mirroring Ottoman and 
local Armenian realities; and a short biography of his father, Georg, for 
purposes of edification.
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A reflection of Armenian mercantile activities at this time is zak*a- 
ria aguletsi’s (1630-91?) Oragrutyun, i.e. diary, covering the years 
1664-91. Zakaria was a native of Agulis (Nahijewan), a merchant who 
traveled widely in the Ottoman Empire and Iran and made a trip to western 
Europe that took him to Italy, Holland, and Spain. His diary, in dialectal 
Eastern Armenian, is made up of three parts: the first gives geographical 
distances in units of “mil” and “alaj” ; the third is a history of his own 
family, the K‘rdunts; and the second, the main body of the text, is a record 
of business transactions, economic realities,. pilgrimages, renovation of 
churches, local religious leaders, and his birthplace and its immediate 
vicinity. The Erevan edition of this work was prepared and annotated 
by T. Avdalbegyan (1885-1937), but was published anonymously in 
1938, by which time Avdalbegyan had already been eliminated during 
the Stalinist purges.

zak*aria sarkawag i ânai êrtsTs (1627-cl699) History in 
three parts in some ways reminds one of Arakel Dawrizetsi (q.v.), whose 
person and work Zakaria respected and benefited from. But Dawrizetsi 
had a critical-analytical approach and a distinct ability to organize his 
material. Not so in Zakaria’s case. His Historyf also based on oral sources, 
has many merits indeed, but the material is disorganized and unsifted. He 
conveys to the reader every bit of hearsay he has heard from the fantastic to 
the puerile. He even has a chapter of witty entertainment for the intellect.

The first part is an interesting repository of Persian traditional stories 
on some shahs, such as Abbas I. The second contains important historical 
information on some people and events contemporary to Zakaria: the 
capture of Erevan by Murad IV in 1635 and its recapture by the Persians 
in less than a year; the three bishops who ascended the patriarchal throne 
in Ejmiatzin, Pilippos I, Albaketsi, (1632-55), Yakob IV, Julayetsi, (1655- 
80), and Nahapet I, Edesafsi, (1691-1705); numerous martyrdoms, etc. 
The third part is the history of the founding of Yovhannavank (which he 
traces back to Grigor Lusaworich), the premises of the complex, inscrip
tions, and a list of fathers-superior and prelates. The aforementioned are 
some of the most valuable parts of Zakaria’s work.

MINAS AMDETSI (also AMT̂ ETSI, HAMDETSI, C1630-1704) Was the 
Armenian Patriarch of Jerusalem for about ten years (with interrup
tions) and died in office in 1704. He traveled widely in western and 
eastern Armenia and managed to publish Grigor Narekatsi’s Matean 
olbergutean and homilies, to copy Samuel Anetsi’s chronicle and Mhitar 
Gos’s Datastanagirk, and to write two works of historical nature. His 
Azgabanutiwn. . . Hayots. . .  (a genealogy of Armenian kings) is an
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insignificant compilation of lists of Armenian rulers (Arsacids, Bagratu- 
nis, Rubenids, based on Movses Horenatsi for the earlier period) and 
emperors (Roman, Byzantine, etc.) with some brief commentaries. His 
more important work, “Oragrufiwn” (Diary), is unpublished (a very 
brief outline is to be found in M. Nsanean’s Oragrufiwn Eremia chelepi 
Kedmiwrceani. . . ,  Jerusalem, 1939). This manuscript was written at 
various places (Jerusalem, Constantinople, Ejmiatzin, Tokat, Erzerum, 
Aleppo, etc.) and contains brief but valuable autobiographical and topo
graphical references as well as information on contemporary Armenian 

realities.



The Eighteenth Century

An Overview of the Armenian Realities of the Age

The appeal for help made to the papacy, initiated by Catholicos 
Stepanos V, Salmastetsi, emulated by Mil^ayel I, Sebastatsi and subse
quently taken up by Yakob IV, Julayetsi in the seventeenth century, is 
now carried on by laymen too. Among Yakob IV Julayetsi’s companions 
headed for Europe via Constantinople was a young man by the name of 
Israyel Ori (1659-1711). When Yakob died in Constantinople in 1680, 
his delegation returned home, with the exception of Ori, who left for 
Europe to pursue the dream of liberating Armenia. In Diisseldorf he first 
approached Johann Wilhelm of the Palatinate, and the idea of involving 
the Holy Roman Emperor Leopold I, the grand duke of Tuscany, and 
the Pope was entertained. Ori then turned to Peter the Great for similar 
assistance, since the would-be liberators of Armenia would have hastened 
to the Perso-Ottoman border via Poland, Russia, and the Caucasus. None 
of Ori’s fantastic plans materialized.

In the mid-1720s there was a short-lived uprising to clear Siwnik4 
(in the southeastern part of modem Armenia) from Persians and Ottoman 
Turks. The defiant elements were led by an Armenian professional soldier, 
Dawit4 Bek (d. cl728), from the ranks of the Georgian military, andMhiTar 
Sparapet (d. 1727), who, with considerable help from the Armenians of 
Artsah (Karabagh) and inspired by the Russian advance into Darband, 
initiated a series of successful military operations against the Persians 
and the invading Ottomans. An account of this rebellion is found in 
Patmutiwn lapantswots. . . (q.v.). This early episode of armed struggle 
in modem Armenian history inspired the historical novel Dawit Bek, 
by Raffi (q.v.); an opera, Davit Bek, by Armen Tigranyan (1879-1950); 
and another historical novel, M hitar Sparapet, by Sero Hanzadyan (q.v.). 
Movses Arazi wrote an eponymous novel based on Israyel Ori’s political 
orientation and plans.
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Israyel Orris vision inspired Yovsepf Emin (i.e., Joseph Emin, 1726- 
1809), who initially pinned his hope on Great Britain, but like Ori 
appealed to Russia for military assistance when the British showed no 
enthusiasm for his patriotic schemes. The Russians proved to be as 
indifferent as the British. Emin then tried to organize armed resistance in 
various Armenian regions from Artsah to Mus and to forge an alliance 
with the Georgians, but neither plan generated any practical external 
support. Emin’s autobiography in English details his activities.

At some point in the early 1770s, Emin established contact with the 
Armenians of Madras and found them to be receptive to his political 
and patriotic ideas. This as well as other Armenian communities in 
India had seen an influx of Armenians leaving an increasingly intolerant 
Persia towards the end of the seventeenth century. A printing press was

v

established in 1772, and a priest by the name of Yarufiwn Smawonean 
(1750-1824) published the first Armenian periodical, Azdarar (1794—96), 
and a number of books. As British trade gradually dislodged Armenian 
merchants from their powerful positions in the Indian trade, the support 
and protection a homeland, an empire, and a mighty fleet extended to 
its citizens became glaringly apparent to the Armenians. Inspired by 
patriotism, by economic realities and interests, and by Emin, a group 
of Armenians took a closer and collective interest in politics.

The revival of Armenian statehood was contemplated and made 
public in two books. Nor tetrak or kochi yordorak, of uncertain author
ship (Yakob Sahamirean and Movses Balramean have been suggested), 
outlines a history of Armenia and probes into the causes that led to 

its downfall. It is also, as its title proclaims, an exhortation for young 
Armenians to shake off apathy and lassitude and to liberate their country. 
(The Madras group envisaged the active participation of the Armenian 
meliks of Artsah, the alliance of the Georgians, and the assistance of the 
Russians with the blessing of Ejmiatzin to bring about the restoration 
of Armenia. But Catholicos Simeon Erewantsi (q.v.), a conservative and 
circumspect monk loyal to established authority, repudiated the book, 
called for making a bonfire of its copies, and severely reprimanded its 
authors). This call for struggle was complemented by a book titled Girk 
anuaneal orogayt parats (The snare of glory) and published in the late 
1780s, and not in 1773, as the title page indicates. Inspired by the French 
Enlightenment, it projects a detailed political, legislative, and judiciary 
system for the future independent republic of Armenia.

In view of the geographical proximity of Russia, a Christian power, 
and its expansion and wars with the Ottoman Empire, a Russophile 
orientation inspired the Armenians with some hope, despite the strong
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disinclination of the Russians to act in any manner other than that dic
tated by their own interests. Russia’s pretension to being the guardian 
of Christians in the Ottoman Empire boosted such hopes. A plan for 
the liberation of Armenia (that of Movses Sarafean, a merchant, whose 
project called for the restoration of Armenia through Russo-Georgian- 
Armcnian military action against the Ottoman Empire and Iran) was 
submitted to the Russians in 1769, and a plan for the revival of the 
Armenian monarchy under Russian patronage was promoted by Arch
bishop yovsei* ARtui^EAN (1743-1801) in 1783. The Archbishop was 
well placed to keep Ori’s and Emin’s dream alive by virtue of his close 
connections to the imperial family and the religious positions he held 
in Russia. (His eminence was instrumental in the founding in 1780 of 
the Armenian town of Nor Nahijewan, next to Rostov na Donu, for 
the Armenians emigrating from Crimea, and the founding in 1792 in 
Moldova of the town of Grigoriopol(is) for Armenian refugees from 
Moldova and Bessarabia). Both Count Grigory Potyomkin and Count 
Alexander Suvorov were involved in these plans. Such efforts, despite the 
fact that they bore no immediate fruit, continued and intensified as many 
Armenians looked to the northern giant with anticipation as it inched its 
way south to Transcaucasia.

But the absolute majority of the Armenians were still under Persian 
and Ottoman domination. If in the upper echelons of Armenian leadership 
in Russia, India, and to some extent Persia, pro-Russian sentiments had 
been in the ascendant, such was decidedly not the case with the western 
Armenians, who were subjects of the Ottoman Empire. The deadly Perso- 
Ottoman wars, political animosity between the two empires, political 
expedience and circumspection, Ottoman internal policy, and a number

the Patriarchate of Constantinople into a position of preeminence in 
the Ottoman Empire. Its standing gained in power and prestige in the 
eighteenth century, especially under Patriarch yovhannes baeisetsi 
kolot (1715^-1). He was still a vardapet and only thirty-seven years 
old when he was coaxed into accepting the position.

Kolot brought stability and added luster and dignity to the Patri
archate. He was instrumental in the election of a fellow monk, Bishop 
grigor siruantsi seTAyakir (i.e., the “Chainbearer”), as Patriarch of 
Jerusalem (1717-49), who similarly established peace and prosperity in 
his insolvent see, vexed by a multitude of problems. Kolot was tactful in 
his dealings with the Catholics and a period of relative restraint character
ized Armenian-Catholic relations in Constantinople after the stormy years 
of Patriarch Awetik Ewdokatsi. Both Yovhannes and Grigor had studied
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at the feet of the celebrated Vardan Balisetsi vardapet at Amrdol in Bales 
(Bitlis). Kolot left his imprint on the history of Armenian letters at this 
juncture, and his cultural activities ushered in an era of educational and 
intellectual renewal. In practical terms he sponsored numerous publica
tions, the translation of many books (mainly from Latin), and personally 
collected and commissioned the copying of manuscripts. He also set up 
a school and a library at the Armenian church at Kumkapu and saw to 
it that worthy disciples carried on the torch. Indeed, his administrative 
abilities and cultural initiatives consolidated Constantinople as the major 
Armenian center in the Ottoman Empire.

Far more organized and far greater in impact in the cultural realm 
were the efforts of mhiTar sebastatsi, a contemporary of Kolot. 
Mhifar founded a Catholic order (Mhifarean Miabanurtwn) in Con
stantinople, which later (1717) moved to the islet of St. Lazarus in Venice 
and has since, with its split-branch in Vienna (1811), made invaluable 
contributions to Armenian culture. Mhifar’s vision was to bring about 
a religious and cultural revival among the Armenians, which he and his 
followers set out to accomplish through periodicals, printing, translations, 
a network of schools, and painstaking research into Armenian language, 
literature, and history. At the same time they channeled Western thought 
and progress into Armenia. So thorough was their influence that it went 
beyond M hifar’s original scope and control and constituted one of the 
main factors that stimulated change and progress in Armenian realities 
in the eighteenth and, particularly, the nineteenth centuries.

Mhit*ar’s enterprise and abilities are too great to be judged by what he 
committed to writing. Teaching and attending to his congregation left him 
with little time for creative compositions. Yet he managed to write twenty 
or so books. The overwhelming majority is of religious-moral nature 
(hymns, prayers, commentaries, etc.), and a high value is still attached to 
his commentary on the Gospel of Matthew. He has grammars of Classical 
and Modem Armenian, the latter being the first attempt to describe (in 
Turkish) the structure of Modem Armenian in its rudimentary stages. 
Mhifar took the lead in the field of Armenian lexicography as well; his 
dictionary of the Armenian language, Bargirk haykazean lezui (surpassed 
by another monumental Mekhitarist accomplishment, the NBHL, i.e. 
Nor bargirk haykazean lezui, Venice, 1836—37), is the first scientifically 
compiled Armenian dictionary.

Mhifar’s movement helped bring the thorny and ultimately divisive 
issue of national identity into sharper focus. The distinction he made 
between his national and religious allegiances was irrelevant and un
acceptable to most Armenians, for whom national and religious issues
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formed an inseparable fusion, symbolized by their non-evangelistic na
tional church. Any threat to her unity was a threat to the unity of the 
Armenian people, especially since a subject’s identity or status in the 
Ottoman Empire was determined by his religious affiliation rather than 
ethnic-national background. Dispersion and the lack of a political focus 
had further reinforced the Church’s position as the only national institu
tion, as yet irreplaceable. Not surprisingly, therefore, friction and outright 
hostility between the Armenian Church on the one hand, and the Catholic 
missionaries and the French embassy on the other, continued unabated 
throughout the century, giving rise to a number of polemical works.

Armenian cultural relations were not confined to the West alone. A 
telling indication of interaction between Armenian and Islamic cultures 
was the birth of a new genre, that of the asulakan poetry (minstrelsy). 
The word asul derived from the Arabic ‘ashiq (lover), and despite the 
limitation implied by the word, it denoted an itinerant poet-musician 
who sang in public on a very broad range of themes. The genre, common 
in Middle Eastern (including Transcaucasian) literatures, initially arose 
under Islamic-Persian impact, with the first am is emanating from Nor 
Julay. The extent of such Islamic influences and the elements of Armenian 
popular poetry that shaped the tradition have been studied neither ade
quately nor dispassionately. It was by no means uncommon for Armenian 
asuls to write in non-Armenian languages, especially Turkish. Sayeaf- 
Novay (q.v.), in whose work the art attained its finest expression, wrote 
in Armenian, Georgian, and in what in more recent times has been called 
Azeri-Turkish. The a$uls employed local dialects, teeming with Persian, 
Turkish, and Arabic loan words. But Jiwani (q.v.), who is recognized 
as the founder of the “national school” of minstrelsy, used the written 
standard. In the second half of the twentieth century, the appellation asul 
was discarded; the old Armenian gusan, by which Armenian minstrels 
were known in olden times (and which despite some fanciful etymologies 
is almost certainly an Iranian loan) was revived.

In matters intellectual and literary, certain trends emerge more 
clearly in the eighteenth century. The Mekhitarists channel Western 
thought methodically and in various forms, such as by way of encyclo
pedic compilations and books for practical purposes, the use of Western 
sources and methodology, and translations, literary and otherwise, never 
neglecting the fundamentally religious and educational essence of their 
mission. Unlike the western Armenian communities, political aspirations 
dominate the thoughts and activities of a number of prominent Armenians 
and ecclesiastic leaders in Transcaucasia and Russia, as well as India. The 
asulakan genre reigns supreme. In western Anatolia, Armenian poets pay
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a greater attention to form within the confines of traditional verse. They 
are still unaffected by European trends, but in general take a much closer 
look at Europe. The publication in Armeno-Turkish of some books of 
essential national significance (religious and historical) and the writing 
of verse in Turkish clearly indicate the gradual rise of a Turkish-speaking 
stratum in Armenian communities well to the west of Erzurum. As the 
Armenian Patriarchate in the Ottoman capital consolidated its power, it 
acquired the semblance of a central national authority for the western Ar
menians. A reformist catholicos will a little later in the century add luster 
to Ejmiatzin. The latter’s spiritual supremacy would not be challenged, 
but rivalry between the two seats would continue unabated. Perhaps most 
important of all, M. Chamchean’s lavishly embellished history of Armenia 
would completely recover an idealized past. It would have a tremendous 
impact generating romantic visions and expectations. Such sentiments 
would, especially in the first half of the nineteenth century, be heightened 
by the publication of the works of early Armenian historians.

A Survey of the Literature of the Age

Nothing is known of sargis apuchehtsi’s (17th-18th c.) life save 
that he was from the village of Apucheh near Akn (Egin, now Kemaliye, 
Turkey). He is believed to have flourished in the first half of the eighteenth 
century. His poems sing of nature and love and elaborate on some religious 
themes (the Virgin, Jesus Christ, and John the Baptist). Like all his other 
verse, his compositions treating the latter theme are subdued in tone, 
sparing of words, but sincere in belief and expression. Similarly gentle 
is his voice in his descriptive songs dedicated to the awakening of nature 
in spring with the splendor of its colors and flora. But nature is a distant 
world and no threads seem to link him to it. Much closer to the real world 
are his words of affection for a woman who seems to have caused him 
a great deal of tribulation and doubt. Unlike Yovnafan Nalas (q.v.), he 
sings not of the joys of love, which must have remained a dream, but 
of its indispensability for mutual happiness, as illustrated in his poem 
fashioned in the traditional pattern of the rose and the nightingale.

Yovhannes Kametsi (q.v.) knew grigor osakantsi (c 1756-98) 
personally and sketched his biography (still in manuscript form) with 
some help from the elderly members of the Ejmiatzin congregation. 
From an early age, Grigor was sent to Ejmiatzin, where Catholicos 
Simeon Erewantsi (q.v.) ordained him a celibate priest, and Catholicos 
Lukas Kametsi (1722-99) a bishop. He was sent as nuncio (“nuirak”
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in Armenian) to several Armenian communities including that of Karin 
(Erzurum), where a plague claimed the life of his brother and later, 
his own. An, able preacher, Grigor enjoyed respect for his immaculate 
character, modesty, and devotion to his flock. Grigor has left a number of 
poems and inscriptions at various churches and monasteries, all of which 
have been collected in a single manuscript.

Grigor’s twenty or so inscriptions are of some social and historical 
value. Quite a few of his poems are commonplace, with acrostic patterns 
and lyrics composed to certain popular tunes doing most of the damage 
to his art. But he has a number of poems, such as those dedicated to 
Grigor Lusaworich, Christ and the Virgin, and friends since separated 
from him, which memorably reveal his poetic gift. Equally enjoyable 
are his poems on the four seasons, particularly those on the summer and 
autumn, which capture the colors of nature with a spirited subtlety and 
a touch of melancholy. His poem on the summer in a way anticipates 
Daniel Varuzan’s (q.v.) Hatsin erge with its grasp and glimpses of life in 

the countryside. Grigor is among the earliest Armenian poets to sing of 
Mount Ararat as the resting place of Noah’s Ark (in his poem on winter).

PAtTASAR dpir (cl683-cl768) is among the last poets of the native 
tradition whose work is untouched by Western concepts that were then 
slowly penetrating Armenian letters. His verse is polished, much like that 
of Eremia Keomiwrcean (q.v.), but with a greater attention to rhyme. 
Paltasar introduces variety to form with a sensitivity to euphony and 
with a view to enhancing the artistic merits of his verse. He employs 
numerous schemes of repetition, echo, and mosaic rhyme, though not 
always successfully. Aware of the monotony repetition might generate, 
he hastens to alert the reader that such lyrics were composed to be sung. 
The device is particularly common in his love poems, which refer to a 
number of unidentifiable objects. This poses a problem of sorts, especially 
in view of his note to the readers that his poems of “love and longing” 
concern the spiritual sphere of human life, not the physical. This cannot be 
entirely true. Alongside some poetry of a general and personal, meditative 
nature, some of his lyric poems with their elegiac tone and impassioned, if 
controlled, sentiments are unmistakably intended for an individual from 
whom he has been long separated.

In half a dozen or so poems, the rose and the nightingale appear 
as symbols of unrequited love; though their conventional story is not 
told. “I nnjmaned arkayakan . . . ” (“From your royal repose”), the best 
in the cycle, is one of his memorable poems and certainly his most popular 
song. Also among his best are the ones onMammon, gold, wine, and some
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of his meditative pieces on life in general, himself, and his tribulations 
caused by unidentified ill-wishers. He has a few macaronic poems (Arme
nian and Turkish) and a praise for two contemporary patriarchs: Grigor 
Slfayakir of Jerusalem and Yovhannes Kolot of Constantinople (not for 
the “theologians Georg and Yakob” as surmised in Paltasar Dpir, Erevan, 
1958, p. 253). Paltasar writes in a simple Classical Armenian, almost free 
from Persian-Arabic-Turkish loans, as well as in the emerging Modem 
Armenian (in works such as his Grammar of Classical Armenian). What 
makes Paltasar one of the important men of letters of his age is not just 
his good poetry.

Paltasar studied at the feet of Astuatzatur vardapet Julayetsi (nick
named Alawni), a nuncio of Ejmiatzin in Constantinople. What he ex
actly learned from Astuatzatur, a man known for promoting printing, 
is not certain, but we can safely assume that his teacher instilled in 
him or encouraged his passion for books and printing. For Paltasar was 
for decades actively engaged in printing books by himself as well as 
by other authors. Of his own books, Grguks sahawet. . .  is devoted 
to Christian tenets; G rkoyk . . . tsankgirk. . .  is sort of a concordance 
for the New Testament; Krtufiwn kristoneakan . . . (Turkish in Arme
nian characters) also concentrates on Christian principles; Pu patmufiwn 
g irk i . . . (Turkish in Armenian characters), is the story of the conversion 
of Armenia; Parzabanutiwn kerakanutean . . .  is a grammar of Classical 
Armenian, as is Girk kerakanutean (in Modem Armenian); and Orinakk 
barewagrats is a letter-writing manual.

There is practically no biographical information regarding petros 
eap ântsi (d. 1784), an eighteenth-century vardapet and poet, save that 
he acted as nuncio of Ejmiatzin in the Crimea, Rumeli, and Nicomedia 
(Izmit, Turkey) and spent many years in the Ottoman capital, far away 
from Lap‘an, if that was his native region. Internal evidence gleaned from 
his poetry lead one to believe that he lived to a ripe old age and that 
he composed his poetry in the last decades of his life. There is some 
ambiguous evidence to this effect in the author’s preface to the publication 
in 1772 of his Grkoyk or kochi ergaran. Be that as it may, we are dealing 
with one of the more prominent poets of the age with a keen eye for 
nature, a sensitive ear for euphony, and a noteworthy skill to manipulate 
form to reinforce content. Sharply articulate, he is engagingly capable 
of swinging between extreme moods from the lightheartedly jubilant to 
heart-rending ululations. Some of his songs (the first thirty-six poems 
in his Grkoyk are songs) have been very popular; a few are still sung 
today.
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The interpretation of Lapfantsi’s allegorical poems is not yet satis
factorily resolved. S. Nazaryan, author of the monograph on Lap^antsi, has 
tried to refute earlier views that tapftntsi sang of love. In her view, the 
poems are all of a patriotic nature. There is certainly much to be said for 
her theory, and she is probably right; but more evidence will be needed 
for such conclusions to become convincing. These are some of Lapfantsi’s 
most passionate poems; and if the titles of some of them clearly establish 
them as a praise for the Patria, the allegorical nature of many others, 
especially where the allegory of the rose and nightingale is employed, 
render it difficult to determine whether Lapfantsi’s sentiments are for a 
person or the personified fatherland.

A considerable number of Lapfantsi’s poems are on occasional top
ics. He writes in a simple but eloquent Classical Armenian, which is 
not entirely free from elements of Modem Armenian. There are certain 
instances, notably in his longest poem dedicated to Constantinople, in 
which Lajfantsi violates his own normative prescription to maintain a 
sense of proportion. But he has a distinct ability to make most effective 
use of rhyme, rhythm, and meter, which allied with his spirited sentiments, 
place his work among the best of the age,

yovna^ an NAtAS (1661-1722), founder of the celebrated Yov- 
nafanean family of artists, distinguished himself as both a poet and 
painter. His jovial poems light up the concluding decades of the sev
enteenth century and usher in the eighteenth century. There are many 
elements of the asulakan genre in his lyric pieces, some of which he 
himself set to music. One can also glean certain aspects of the lyric 
tradition shaped by masters such as Kostandin Erznkatsi, Yovhannes 
Tulkurantsi, and Grigoris Altamartsi, but no trace whatsoever of the 
duality that tormented them. His sensual poetry shows greater affinities 
with the hayrens attributed to Nahapet fCuchak, embraces the secular 
spirit with glee, and paves the way for the distinct and distinguished art 
of Sayeaf-Novay (q.v.).

Yovnafan composed love, moral-religious, satirical, elegiac, and 
mirthful poetry. In both his moral and satirical works, clergymen are 
one of his targets for their laziness, avarice, ignorance, and hypocrisy. He 
teased banteringly fishwifely, headstrong, superstitious, slovenly women, 
and the impious; but expressed disgust for egocentric men. Definitely a 
man of urban tastes, he had a low opinion of the then squalid Erevan. 
The artist stood tall in him, as he dismissed the importance attached to 
money and derided those who subordinated to Mammon, the creations of 
artists and artisans. In poems published by S. Simonean (1914—86, q.v.),
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Yovnafan has a description of the water blessing on Epiphany; of Ar
menian churches in Sorof and Agulis, and praise for the benefactors of 
the former; and elegies on the death of two clergymen and a certain 
mahtesi (i.e., from the Arabic maqdisi, one that had made the pilgrimage 
to Jerusalem), Sahbaz Erzrumetsi.

Apart from satire, eulogy, and elegy, Yovnafan’s fame lies princi
pally in his poems of love and merrymaking, the vivid and convivial 
expressions of a frolicsome soul. Many a mixed metaphor, some haste, 
repetition, and at times a slipshod style, tell us of a sprightly man carried 
away by the visible and attainable, colors and nature, women and wine, 
kindness and fraternity, all of which gave this transient life its meaning. 
Mortifying the flesh was an alien concept to him; he praised the Lord, 
called for compassion, but relished the delights of the temporal. Yovnafan 
and his descendants, who made noteworthy contributions to Armenian 
art and literature, were receptive to Persian and other Middle Eastern 
influences. His son, Yakob (d. 1757), a painter and minstrel who wrote in 
Armenian, Georgian, and Turkish, mourned his father’s death in an elegy 
that remains the principal biographical source for Yovnafan.

In a little over half a century after his murder during the Persian 
invasion of Tiflis in 1795, sayeaT novay s (17227-95) poetry was 
partly recovered in an 1852 Moscow edition of his poems by Georg 
Ahverdean (1818-61). Research into SayeaT Novay’s life and work 
has since been conducted continuously, bringing him an ever-growing 
popularity. Especially in the last decades of the Soviet regime, his poetry 

was promoted as a symbol of fraternity for the Transcaucasian republics 
of Armenia, Georgia, and Azerbaijan.

There are a number of uncertainties about Sayeaf Novay’s life and 
work. His birth date is unknown, though 1722 seems to be gaining 
ground. There is some doubt concerning his birthplace too, but most 
biographers consider him a native of Tiflis. His mother’s family were 
qmani (Georgian for serfs), and his immigrant father, having married 
into that family, must have become a qma too. It follows that Sayeaf 

Novay himself was a samkvidro qma (“hereditary” serf). He seems to 
have served his apprenticeship with a weaver. His formal education, if 
any, did not go beyond the elementary, and his knowledge he owed to self- 
instruction. Apart from Armenian, Georgian, and Turkish, he probably 
knew some Persian and may have had a rudimentary knowledge of Arabic. 
Even though he copied Grigor Narekatsi’s Lamentation, he had only a 
smattering of Classical Armenian. It is presumed that his teacher in the 
asulakan art was Dosti, an asul from Tiflis. It is also presumed that he
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was captured in his early teens during a raid and was sold into slavery 
in the Ottoman Empire, that in 1741 the future king Erekli II (Irakli) of 
Georgia ransomed him, and that during his years of slavery he likely saw 
many countries, including India. The story of Sayeaf Novay’s travels was 
probably a topos common to minstrels and so were a number of related 
issues, all of which need more evidence to be taken seriously.

Most critics agree that Sayeaf Novay became a resident musician 
at the Georgian court. Here he fell in love with Anna Batonishvili, a 
daughter of Taimuraz, king of Kartli (1744-62), and a sister of Erekli 
II, then king of Kakheti. This affair between an ordinary mortal and a 
noble woman led to Sayeaf Novay’s fall from favor and his eviction from 
court some time in the early 1750s. He was readmitted a few years later 
but was thrown out of the royal court for good cl759. Not only that, he 
was sent into exile and the priesthood. Although central to understanding 
one of the dominant themes of Say eat Novay’s poetry, unrequited love, 
this story needs further evidence. He married a certain Marmar who 
bore him two sons and two daughters. Upon his wife’s death (1768) 
he became a celibate priest, a member of the brotherhood of the Halpat 
monastery.

For the historians of Armenian literature, the Middle Ages conclude 
with the eighteenth century. Sayeaf Novay is seen as the last poet of the 
age and as the greatest Armenian asul In many ways, the Soviets had 
good reason to promote him as a symbol of fraternity: he wrote in all 
three major languages of Transcaucasia, Armenian, Georgian, and Azeri 
Turkish; his poems are totally free of even the slightest hue of nationalism; 
and he was a classic victim of class conflict. One hundred and twenty of 
his poems are in what is now referred to as Azeri Turkish, seventy or so 
in Armenian, and about thirty in Georgian. There can be very little doubt 
that he began by writing in Turkish and Georgian and began writing in 
Armenian in his thirties. Turkish was the prevalent vehicle for the genre, 
and Georgian the local standard; together they gave him a much wider 
audience and the opportunity to compete with other asuls. It has been 
noted that his poems in Turkish more faithfully reflect the traditional 
Islamic patterns of the genre in terms of style and devices. Interestingly, 
it is in these poems that he most frequently speaks of his religious loyalty 
and religiosity. He had a good command of colloquial Georgian, which 
emerges as a flexible medium in his poems, especially the ones written in 
a humorous vein. But most of all, he was at home in his mother tongue, 
the Armenian dialect of Tiflis.

The patterns of rhyme, rhythm, and meter he employed all derive 
from the established practice of the tradition, the most intricate of which
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he used in his Turkish poems. His imagery and literary references re
flect Armenian and Middle Eastern folklore and many common tradi
tions (Majnun and Layla, Farhad va ShMn, Rustam, the rose and the 
nightingale, the Alexander Romance, etc.). Certain descriptive patterns 
of women’s appearance bear resemblance to those used by Kostandin 
Erznkatsi, Yovhannes Tulkurantsi, Grigoris Alfamartsi, and, particularly, 
Nalas Yovnatan (q.v.). His imagery is somewhat restricted; the object of 
his love is most frequently likened to the rose, or to precious stones and 

metals.
Sayeaf Novay is an original asul, head and shoulders above all 

his confreres. Despite his use of features common to the tradition, his 
lyric verse stands out with its effusiveness, spontaneity, and dramatic 
force. Oblivious of the world, he is consumed by his unrequited love, 
which inspires his contemplative philosophy, his views of the human 
condition and social inequality, his aesthetic principles, and the values he 
upheld. His noble sentiments, majestic suffering, stoical optimism, and 
charming sincerity in large measure account for the continuing popularity 
of his songs, which are practically free from bilious emotions, despite the 
unhappy course of his life. The verbal forms he tends to use endow his 
verse with momentum and energy. And his long lines (sixteen syllables) 
do not at all slow the pace of his rhythm; each foot is almost complete, 
self-contained, and the reader feels the prolonged progression of his 
smoldering agony.

Distilled in Sayear Novay’s verse are the accomplishments of Arme
nian minstrels. It simultaneously refracts and marks the apogee of long
standing, though not so profound, Islamic literary influences on Armenian 
poetry. The imprint of neighboring traditions is most conspicuous in 
the asulakan verse and finds expression in form, prosody, appellation, 
and certain standard phrases and imagery. Sayeaf Novay absorbed and 
blended the best in Islamic minstrelsy with Armenian traditions and 
created his own profile with inimitable distinction.

eeia museeean (1689-?), a restless and adventuresome character, 
was caught in the murky world of international intrigue and conflicting 
interests. He was bom in the village of Krman, near Hotoijur in the region 
of Erzerum, to a wealthy merchant father. He was sixteen when his father 
died and his paternal uncle consigned him to a Jesuit who made an ardent 
Catholic of him. Elia, fond of the “Franks” and full of desire to study 
in their country, preached Catholicism for a while. He also engaged in 
trade, which took him to numerous parts of the Ottoman Empire, Iran, 
and Russia; he later joined British and Dutch companies working for the
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East India Company at its Tabriz branch from 1718-20. We later find him 
in Isfahan, breaking through the Afghani siege line, and a little later as the 
French consul in Mashhad. By now well-known and well-connected to 
the Persian ruling circles, Tahmasp dispatched him to Europe with letters 
for its monarchs and the Pope. But he was arrested by the Russians and 
incarcerated for thirteen years (1724-36).

Elia blamed his personal foes, French intelligence, and Catholic 
missionaries for his detention. But further details come to light in his 
unpublished manuscript Patmutiwn imn karcarot i veray andzkufeants 
Eliayis Astuatzaturean Museleants, zors kretsi i azgen frankats, man- 
awand i habebay kronaworats notsa ew i surb ehpayrts ew barekam 
kochetselots (On his tribulations at the hands of the nation of the Franks, 
their treacherous clergymen, the holy brothers and so-called friends). 
It transpires that both the Armenians and Georgians accused him of 
obstructing Russian assistance to them; the Turks suspected him as an 
agent of Persia; Nadir and Tahmasp distrusted him as a partisan to the 
other; the “Franks” feared that he might seek vengeance to retaliate for 
their mistreatment of him; and the Armenian Catholics despised him 
for his return to the fold of the Armenian Church. But Elia claimed 
that the Capuchins were his deadliest enemies, who denounced him and 
masterminded his imprisonment. When the Russians finally released him, 
Elia headed for Europe in the hope of finding assistance from former 
friends. This being a fruitless journey, he returned to Constantinople and 
spent some time in Tiflis. From 1740 to 1744 he was back in Persia with 
a view to recovering his position and restoring his business. This, too, 
proved unsuccessful, and Elia returned to Karin in 1745, where he died 
cl751, in utter poverty and obscurity.

Elia spoke in his papers of his desire to meet Peter the Great for a 
Russian effort to liberate Armenia. But there are no details concerning 
his actual plans nor the extent of his participation, if any, in the liberation 
movement of the time. Such references are not to be found in his Divan 
either. Published in this volume is a selection of Elia’s correspondence 
in the years 1718-24. Elia was in the habit of keeping copies of his 
letters and summaries of the ones he received. He was in touch with 
wealthy and influential merchants, high-ranking clerics, political figures, 
and diplomats (e.g., the French ambassador to the Porte), and discussed 
contemporary economic and political realities in the region. There is thus 
a great deal of historical information here on almost all the countries of the 
Middle East (e.g., the Lezghis, political upheavals in Iran, Russo-Persian 
diplomatic relations, Catholic missionaries, Ottoman and French policy 
in the region, political events in Transcaucasia, etc.) and the Armenian
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communities. Such economic aspects of the region as trade, industry 
and production, prices, transportation costs, and the effects of European 
imports on local markets are also covered, at times in minute detail.

Most of Elia’s other works are unpublished. These include transla
tions of two medical treatises; an astronomical text; a treatise on crafts; a 
collection of songs, Girk halits, in Azeri Turkish in Armenian characters 
by seventeenth- and eighteenth-century authors whose works appearing 
here are not known from any other source; works by Armenian minstrels 
who also wrote in Turkish such as Miran, Majnun, Lazar, Sargis, Kuchak, 
and Mirak; an old version of K‘yor Olli; translations from French of fables; 
and a drama. Elia has compiled Armenian-French, Armenian-Persian, 
and Armenian-Russian glossaries. His Turkish-Armenian dictionary was 
published in Erevan in 1986 by B. L. Chugaszyan. This was compiled 
before his arrest in 1724 and contains some two thousand entries, mostly 
on trade terminology, the crafts, means of transportation, precious stones, 
weights and measures, plants, animals, etc., with some instances of in
correct translations from Turkish. In the Armenian explanations there are 
some dialectal words and loans from Pahlavi, Persian, Arabic, and Turkish 
not found in the standard Armenian dictionaries. Reportedly among his 
non-extant manuscripts were works on the Jesuits in Tabriz and Isfahan 
in the years 1717-21, French policy in the region, trade in India, and other 
writings.

petros di sargis gilanents (d. 1724) was educated at the Ar
menian monastery at Nor Julay (New Julfa) and spoke a number of 
languages. He was intimately involved in plans for liberating Armenia 
through Russian assistance, and he himself recruited and led a squadron 
in Russia’s campaign for the Caspian. His chronicle, consisting of 133 
sections in two major parts and written in the dialect of New Julfa, 
provides information on the political, military, and social aspects of 
the region. Gilanents also relied on a number of informants, but he 
compared and sifted the material before integrating it into his chronicle 
and forwarding it to Bishop Minas Tigranean (cl658-1740), a staunch 
proponent of Russian orientation and a close collaborator of Israyel Ori, 
who in turn passed the information on to the Russian authorities.

abraham erewantsi (18th c.) is the author o f a history that 
surveys political events in Transcaucasia, Iran, and the Ottoman Empire 
in the years 1721-36, from about the time of the Afghan invasion to 
Nadir’s coronation at Mughan. It provides very detailed and mostly 
reliable information on the Perso-Ottoman-Afghan wars that raged in 
the region for the control of Erevan, Ganja, Shamakhi, Tabriz, Hamadan,
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etc., with accounts on local rulers, conflicts, alliances, and Armenian 
realities. It is a continuous narrative in the Eastern Armenian dialect.

The text as first published in Erevan in 1938 is now of little value. 
(M. Avdalbegyan has maintained that her father, Tadevos Avdalbegyan 
[1885-1937], prepared this edition and that a “critical” text of the his
tory is found in his papers, but she gives no further details in her arti
cle discussing Zakaria Aguletsi’s case.) It is believed that the Erevan 
edition was based on a copy made by the historian Leo (q.v.) of an 
altered version of the original manuscript by Abraham Erewantsi. The 
author’s manuscript found its way to St. Lazarus, where a monk, Matfeos 
Ewdokiatsi Garagasean (1691-1772), somewhat liberally edited Abra
ham’s text, rewriting it in Classical Armenian, expanding or expunging 
certain passages and restoring traditional forms of names or suppressing 
them altogether. The 1977 Venice edition by S. Cemcemean includes both 
the authentic and doctored versions by Garagasean.

abraham in , KRETAT5I, Catholicos of Armenia (1734—37), is the 
author of an interesting history, in many ways a memoir, of his reign and 
his relations with Nadir Shah. There are sketchy biographical details 
about Abraham. We know that he was primate of the Armenians of 
TVakia (Thrace, i.e. Rodosto = Tekirdag) from 1709 to 1734. He made 
a pilgrimage to Jerusalem at one point and in 1734 fulfilled his hope of 
visiting popular monasteries in Armenia proper. At Ejmiatzin, Catholicos 
Abraham II, Hosabetsi (1730-34) detained Abraham Kretatsi longer than 
he wished to stay, and in the event long enough to preside over Abraham n , 
Hosabetsi’s funeral. Within a few days, Abraham Kretatsi was proclaimed 
Catholicos, despite his unwillingness.

Abraham met Nadir for the first time in May of 1735 near the 
town of Aparan. From this point on there developed a warm relationship 
between them. Nadir honored him as a “father,” readily acceded to 
his requests regarding the needs of the Catholicosate, and frequently 
sought his company and counsel. They met for the last time at the Plain 
of Mughan a few days before Nadir was proclaimed Shah. Abraham 
left before the actual ceremonies, but a priest from his entourage who 
had remained behind provided him with a description of the festivities. 
Abraham’s narrative deals with the military campaigns of this period, his 
encounters with and observations of Nadir and his activities, the Persian 
court, and such contemporary information. Abraham also has a history 
of Ani (attached to the 1870 Valarsapat edition of his History), which 
ascribes the destruction of the Bagratid capital to the wrath of Providence 
aroused by the corrupt lifestyle of its inhabitants.
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Only a few details are known of hachatur juuayetsi’s (18th c.) 
life. A native of Nor Julay, Isfahan, he studied at the local Armenian 
monastery. He died in Basra on his way to India. His History o f  Persia 
was written at the request of a friend by the name of YaruHwn Isahakean 
Atanureants (who was bom in Basra, died in Bombay, and left both prose 
and verse writings, all unpublished). Yarufiwn Ter Yovhaneants men
tioned in his History o f  New Julfa (Patmufiwn Nor Julayu oryAspahan) 
thatMikayel Chamchean (q.v.) wrote to Alanureants in 1787, requesting a 
chronology of Persian rulers. It is presumed that Alanureants approached 
Hachatur for the task, although the latter makes no reference either in his 
dedication or introduction to Chamchean’s request.

The history was to be in two volumes, but apparently death overtook 
him before he could complete the second. The extant volume is divided 
into two parts, the first dealing with Iranian history from the earliest times 
to Karim Khan Zand, and the second dealing with Karim’s career to his 
death. He begins with the earliest dynasties, relying on biblical, Armenian, 
and unspecified Persian sources; Cyms to Darius; the “Arsakuni” dynasty, 
from Arsak to the murder of Artawan by Artasir, son of Sasan; the 
Sasanians; the Arab period with a chronology of Arab rulers; the Seljuks; 
the “Tafars ” i.e., the Mongols; Tamerlane; and the Safavid. By far the 
longest sections on Persian rulers are those on Shah Abbas I and Nadir 
Shah. Hachatur leaves out Nadir’s exploits in India, referring the reader 
to an unnamed English historian’s work (which was almost certainly 
Jonas Hanway’s An Historical Account o f the British Trade over the 
Caspian S ea . . . ,  London, 1753, the fourth part of which dealt with 
Nadir and was translated into Armenian by R Mirzaean as Patmagrutiwn 
varutsn ew gortiots Nadr sah tagaworinparsits, Madras, 1783). Hachatur 
is unaware of Abraham III, Kretatsi’s history; he moves from Nadir to 
Ali Mardan Khan to Karim Khan Zand and concludes with a list of rulers 
of Iran.

From the outset, Hachatur includes his fellow countrymen in his 
account, but the volume of such information increases following their 
forcible resettlement by Shah Abbas the Great. Some of the most valuable 
parts of his history are those dealing with the Armenians of Persia in the 
seventeenth century (unfavorable treatment by the successors of Shah 
Abbas, the printing press in New Julfa, and portraits of famous monks 
such as Hachatur Kesaratsi, Dawit", father-superior of the local monastery, 
etc.). There is a very long section on Yovhannes Julayetsi (q.v.) with 
paraphrased summaries from his disputes with the shahs. Hachatur’s 
earlier history of Iran is of little value as it duplicates Armenian sources. 
The closer he gets to his own time, the greater the importance of his
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account becomes. But it is difficult to pinpoint his sources for eighteenth- 
century Persia. Hachatur writes in a turgid Classical Armenian, with 
mistakes and tautologies, and with little sympathy for Muslim Persia.

Not all historians of the age had Persia as the sole concern of 
their compilations. stePanos rosk â (or kamenitsatsi, stePanos 
stef*anosean, etc., 1670-1739) was an author with a wider range of 
interests. A native of Kamenits, he studied at the college De Propaganda 
Fide (1691-cl700), where Hachatur Erzrumetsi (or Kametsi, q.v.) was 
one of his fellow students. He was acquainted with Mhifar Sebastatsi 
(q.v.) and corresponded with him. Holding religious positions in Poland, 
he served the Armenian communities of Kamenits and Stanislavov, first 
as a decanus and later as an oficial.

RosLa’s Zamanakagrutiwn kam tarekank ekeletsakank (i.e., Chron
icle or Annales ecclesiastici) is a record of the Roman Catholic Church, 
with a brief, complementary, and concurrent history from a Catholic point 
of view, including the chronology of the Armenian ‘heretics,” namely the 
Church of Armenia. It begins with the birth of Christ and concludes with 
the year 1739. The format records the year, the reigning Pope, emperor 
(Roman, Holy Roman, etc.), head of the Armenian Church, and Armenian 
king, followed by pertinent ecclesiastical-religious and political infor
mation. There is much on the Armenians of Poland and an emphasis on 
the wayward doctrinal deviations of the Armenian Church. His entries 
expand as he deals with events closer to his own time. Rosfca used a 
limited number of Armenian sources and a large number of non-Armenian 
sources (of which there is a detailed discussion in H. Oskean, A.-Stepanos 
v. Roskab.-Matteosv. Julayetsi, Vienna, 1968). Not surprisingly, his most 
reliable guide is the Conciliationis Ecclesiae Armenae cum Romana by 
C. Galanos. H. Oskean’s Vienna edition selects the parts pertinent to 
Armenians, narrated in a rather poor Classical Armenian. The Chronicle 
is important. H. Oskean somewhat generously qualified it as an “unique” 
work, presumably in view of its inclusion of parallel events and the use 
of a large number of sources.

Rosk^a is the author of a number of unpublished works, origi
nals and translations, mostly of a religious and philosophical nature. 
His Armenian-Latin (comprising three-fourths of the text) and Latin- 
Armenian (taking up one-fourth of the manuscript) dictionary has been 
of some interest and controversy. According to Lewond Alisan (q.v.), who 
compared it with Nor bargirk haykazean lezui, it has 4500-5000 words 
not listed in the NBHL; his etymologies are imaginary; and the passages he 
claims to be translations from Greek or Latin are unverifiable, as are those
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he supposedly extrapolated from Armenian sources. Mesrop Canasean 
(1908-74) has made an attempt to mitigate some of this criticism.

simeon i, erewantsi, Catholicos of Armenia (1763-80), is re
membered as one of the bright figures in the modem history of the 
Armenian Church. He reorganized Ejmiatzin, invigorated its spiritual 
authority and cultural force, and boosted its economic prosperity and 
political standing. Simeon set up a printing press in Ejmiatzin (1771), the 
first ever in Armenia, and systematized the archives of the Catholicosate.

Jambr (from chambre, which Simeon used for record or archives) 
is a mine of information on the Supreme Patriarchate of Ejmiatzin. This 
is the work of a patriot-administrator-reformer, keen on strengthening 
the central authority of the Church of Armenia, its independence and 
particular character. The historical part begins with the apostolic origins 
of the Armenian Church and the building of Ejmiatzin, and moves on to 
the return of the Mother See from Cilicia, followed by biographies of his 
predecessors from Movses III, Tafewatsi onwards (with a stinging attack 
on Yovhannes Balisetsi Kolot, whose “machination,” he averred, forced 
Ejmiatzin to deal with the Ottoman authorities through the Patriarchate of 
Constantinople, rather than independently) to his own biography, which 
was sketched by a different hand. Then comes a detailed description 
of the jurisdiction of Ejmiatzin and other Armenian hierarchies, tithe 
and taxation, property owned by Ejmiatzin, the irrigation system and 
water resources, etc. There follows a list of Persian raqams, farmans 
and such documents with summaries of their contents, and a list of 
Ottoman fermans and similar formal records. The final, twenty-fifth 
chapter enumerates Armenian monasteries in the region of Erevan with 
their jurisdiction and properties.

His Yisatakaran (published by G. Alaneants in Diwan Hayots pat- 
mutean, vols. 3, 8, 11) is a record of the correspondence conducted by 
the Mother See of Ejmiatzin in the years 1763-79 (compiled, with major 
lacunae, by Archbishop Isahak Gelamatsi and Yovhannes vardapet). It 
is a comprehensive record of Ejmiatzin’s relations with the Armenian 
sees (in Russia, Iran, Georgia, the Ottoman Empire, India, etc.) and local 
chieftains, rulers, and dignitaries. It covers such matters as pilgrims to 
Ejmiatzin, especially from the Ottoman Empire; disciplinary measures 
(defrocking, etc.); nuncios (“nuirak,” in Armenian) and their activities; 
Armenian Catholic communities (especially in Akhaltsikha); personal 
letters; modes of operation and channels of communication maintained 
by Ejmiatzin; finances of the Catholicosate; transfer of moneys across 
borders in coded messages; regional politics and appropriate bribes; the
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printing press in Ejmiatzin; Simeon’s furious opposition to novel ideas 
emanating from Madras to liberate Armenia through armed struggle; and 
his request to shut down the printing press and bum all the copies of 
Nor tetrak or kochi yordorak. In a word, it paints a detailed picture of 
the Armenian realities of the time, and of Simeon and his activities, with 
most useful information on Transcaucasia, the eastern provinces of the Ot
toman Empire, northwestern Iran, and certain parts of India. Simeon also 
maintained a special tile for his encyclicals and bulls, which is not extant.

Perturbed by his Church’s vulnerability to Catholic inroads, Simeon 
sought to introduce certain protective measures. In fact, most of the steps 
he took were reactions to Catholic activities. He made changes in the 
Armenian calendar of feasts (Tonatsoyts) to counterbalance that published 
by the Mekhitarists of Venice, and to ensure uniformity of observation, 
he prepared a calendar for a cycle of 532 years. He moved the feast 
days for Nerses the Great, Trdat the Great, Sahak Paifew, Mastots, the 
Translators, and others to Saturdays and called for solemn celebrations. 
He also replaced a number of non-Armenian saints with Armenian saints, 
some of whom had been unwavering defenders of the Armenian dogma 
(e.g. Yovhannes Odznetsi, Yohan Orotnetsi, Grigor Tafewatsi).

His prayer book, Girk aid fits . . . ,  radiates piety and patriotism. The 
prayers, meant for various occasions, express his solicitude for his flock 
and their monasteries, abandoned or trampled by heathen overlords. But it 
is in his praise for Ejmiatzin that his religious-national creed crystallizes. 
Ejmiatzin to him is a God-built, luminous church; the Armenians a nation 
“cleansed” through the passion of Grigor Lusaworich; and the Armenian 
alphabet a God-given script. Very popular and still sung in churches, 
especially on solemn days and in times of uncertainty, is the first stanza 
of one of his songs opening with, “Rise, O God of our fathers” (“Ari 
Astuatz hartsn merots”).

The last great historian of Armenian traditional historiography and 
its first major modem figure is mik âyel chamchean (1738-1823), a 
Venice Mekhitarist. No Armenian historian since Movses Horenatsi had 
ventured to undertake what Chamchean accomplished in a grand, magiste
rial fashion: a three-volume history of Armenia (Patmutiwn Hayots) from 
the Creation to the year 1784, narrated with exuberant imagination and 
exultant pride. Each of the three parts consists of two books, representing 
Chamchean’s system of periodization: the era of the Armenian ancestors, 
the Arsakuni (Arsacid) dynasty, the era of “marzpans and ostikans” 
(the Arab period), the Bagratunis, the Rubenids (Cilicia), and the era 
of vanished statehood and anarchy (anishanufiwn, used in both senses).
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Chamchean listed in his introduction some of the difficulties he encoun
tered: the inaccuracies, interpolations, and inconsistencies in Armenian 
sources; the unreliability of non-Armenian sources; the discrepancy be
tween the two materials; and a general lack of specific chronology. He 
compared Armenian variants, sifted the material, and used non-Armenian 
sources to fill the gaps. For the earliest stages of Armenian history, 
Chamchean (with some inspiration from Josephus) emphatically asserted 
the primacy and absolute authenticity of Armenian histories (which meant 
Movses Horenatsi’s sources), assaulting all other information (especially 
early Greek and Latin historiography and literature) as fanciful and, 
therefore, unreliable. One of the simple reasons for this was that no 
historian of either tradition gave a record of his own Greek or Latin 
forebears and their descent from Noah. As for a veracious system of 
dates, Chamchean used biblical chronology and well-established histories 
of famous figures and events as signposts for his chronology. The initial 
part of Chamchean’s history, then, has no solid historical basis and is a 
traditional account at best.

Chamchean consulted a very large number of sources, more than 
twenty Armenian and over sixty non-Armenian accounts, apart from 
countless documents such as colophons and letters. No critical editions 
of the Armenian texts existed yet, and a number of records were still un
available to him. In some instances he relied on later historians for earlier 
periods and wrote from a Roman Catholic perspective. Frequently, the 
reader finds no clear or complete indication of Chamchean’s sources, some 
of which are now undetectable or untraceable. As the first modem attempt 
at writing a comprehensive history of Armenia, the work has many merits 
indeed, and it is of extraordinary significance for the seventeenth and the 
eighteenth centuries. It was also a labor of love on the part of a patriotic 
monk, for whom the Garden of Eden and Mount Ararat (the resting place 
of Noah’s Ark) were both found in his homeland, Armenia, the cradle of 
mankind before and after the Flood.

Chamchean held that the Roman Catholic Church never anath- 
emized the Church of Armenia. This line of thought, which Malakia 
Ormanean (1841-1918) considers a major, if not overt, characteristic of 
the Mekhitarists of Venice, prevails in Chamchean’s history and other 
works. Ormanean (Azgapatum, ii, 2165) avers that Chamchean, with the 
approval of his Order, prepared a work titled Vahan hawatoy (Shield of 
the faith), theoretically to justify and tactfully to promote this concept that 
did not sit well with Latin and Latinizing quarters in Rome and elsewhere. 
This is not to say, however, that Chamchean or his fellow monks retreated 
from the Roman Catholic dogma by so much as a hair’s breadth; they
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simply reinterpreted and reconciled the Armenian position with that of 
Rome. Being opposed to the creation of a separate Armenian Catholic 
community and to direct confrontation, they emphasized similarity and 
union rather than dissimilarity and schism. Chamdiean’s position would 
have had far-reaching consequences (e.g., Armenian Catholics frequent
ing Armenian churches and receiving sacraments), but it was one of the 
few practical ways in which they hoped gradually to forge a rapproche
ment between the two churches. In fact, in the early nineteenth century 
Chamchean was personally involved in unofficial talks in Constantinople 
to bring about a reconciliation.

Of great importance was Chamdiean’s grammar of Classical Ar
menian, which went through fifteen editions in little over half a century. 
In order to reinstate its earlier structure, Chamchean tried to refute the 
patterns of Latin fancifully imposed on Classical Armenian—a trend 
that was carried further by subsequent Mekhitarist linguists of both the 
Venice and Vienna Orders. Among his published works, special mention 
should also be made of his ten-volume commentary on the Psalms, 
with comparative references to Greek, Syriac, Latin, Arabic, and other 
versions. Still unpublished are some of Chamdiean’s works including a 
Latin-Armenian dictionary and an account o f his travels.

hachatur erzrumetsi (1666-1740) was educated in Rome and 
in Catholic circles and was held in high esteem by them, becoming a 
monk, a theologian, a philosopher of vast erudition, and a prolific author. 
Unlike Mhifar Sebastatsi (q.v.), with whom he was intimately acquainted, 
Hachatur seems to have been a man of reflection rather than action. He has 
a grammar, a rhetoric, a book of sermons, and at least two works in Latin, 
one on Christianity and the other on theology, both of which were trans
lated into Armenian by Mariam K‘arakasean and published in Venice.

But perhaps his most practical contribution is his compendium 
on philosophy, which made some aspects of the accomplishments of 
European thought in many a field accessible to his fellow countrymen. 
Brought together in two thick volumes in verse (not without some artificial 
rhyming) are large sections dealing in detail with topics in the humanities 

and file sciences, with each major field (e.g., poetry, rhetoric, logic, 
metaphysics, music, physics, mathematics, geometry, medicine, plants, 
etc.) divided into subsections. Although Hachatur misses no opportunity 
to inject his interpretations with a goodly dose of Catholic doctrines, 
his encyclopedic scope is quite unique to his age. One of the largest 
sections treated seriously is on astrology; it drew fierce criticism from an 
implacable opponent, Georg Mhlayim (q.v.).
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arsen dpir  kostandnupolsetsi’s (18th c.) exact dates are not 
known. His family had its roots in Kayseri, but he was bom in Con
stantinople, where he became a student of Patriarch Yakob Nalean (1702— 
64). He is remembered for his “encyclopedia.” The printing of this book 
began when Nalean was still Patriarch (1741-49,1752-64), butmusthave 
been completed when Patriarch Minas Aknetsi (1749-51, later Catholi
cos of Armenia, 1751-53) had succeeded Nalean. Strictly speaking, his 
encyclopedia is a book of about twelve hundred definitions of concepts, 
facts, and phenomena of a theological, natural, moral, and political nature, 
based on the works of “theologians” and “philosophers,” as he put it. 
It opens with an introduction elaborating man’s natural aspiration to 
desirable ends, such as knowledge which dispels ignorance, endows man 
with wisdom, and makes him an heir to eternal life. There follow two 
prayers seeking mercy, grace, and inspiration from the Virgin. The main 
body of the text concludes with a short section made up of forty-three 
descriptive entries for animals (“bark4 kendaneats”), which is believed to 
have been taken from Lukas Vanandetsi’s /  ezbosans haykazuneats ( “bark 
omants kendaneats”). Especially extensive are headings for spiritual, 
religious, or ritual significance. Occasionally, the Greek and Latin roots 
are given, and sometimes synonyms in Greek, Latin, Arabic, and Turkish 
are also noted. Although in certain ways his work reflects some aspects of 
Western advances, especially in the fields of science and natural phenom
ena, Christian tenets and traditional Armenian interpretations dominate 
Arsen’s approach.

eazar jahketsi (d. 1751), an inspired opponent of RomanCatholi- 
cism, came from Jahuk (now in Nahijewan), a stronghold of Catholic 
Uniates. He was not the leading candidate to succeed Abraham IH, 
Kretatsi (q.v.) to the throne of Grigor Lusaworich, but Grigor Sltayakir, 
the Patriarch of Jerusalem, declined, as he had on a number of occasions 
before, to head the Church of Armenia. Following this, the choice fell 
upon Lazar, who was then at Smyrna as a nuncio of Ejmiatzin. MiLayel 
Chamchean (q.v.) reckoned that Lazar’s trip from Smyrna to the Mother 
See with his entourage was the most extensive and expensive procession 
by an elected Catholicos. Lazar was rich, enjoyed pomp and ceremony, 
and was not at all averse to traits of vanity and tyranny. Although a man 
of many gifts, he was in thrall to his passions.

He wrote his theology (Girk astuatzabanakan. . . )  at the request 
of Catholicos Abraham (most probably Abraham n , Hosabetsi, 1730- 
34), to counter Catholic claims that the Armenians had no independent 
tradition. Made up of twenty chapters, the treatise is a blistering attack on
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Chalcedon, the Roman Catholic Church, and such figures as Nestorius, 
Eutyches, Pope Leo I, the Great, Albertus Magnus, C. Galanos, and others, 
with supporting quotations from Clement of Alexandria, Athanasius, 
Gregory Nazianzenus, John Chrysostom, Grigor Tafewatsi, and others 
in defense of the dogma of the Armenian Church and her apostolic 
origin. The twentieth chapter is a review of the Armenian tradition. He 
begins with the story of Hayk and Bel, i.e. the origins of the Armenian 
nation and Armenia (from Movses Horenatsi), and moves on to Grigor 
Lusaworich and Trdat the Great (Agafangelos, Movses Horenatsi). He 
sketches an outline of the Armenian Church, beginning with Thaddaeus 
and Bartholomew; a history of the four hierarchies (Ejmiatzin, Cilicia, 
Alfamar, Gandzasar); an outline of the “translators and theologians” and 
“pillars of the Church of Armenia,” from Mastots to Yovhannes Orotnetsi, 
Grigor Tafewatsi, and Yovhannes Julayetsi (q.v.); and a list of Armenian 
historians to Arakel Dawrizetsi (q.v.), Eremia Kostandnupolsetsi, and 
Lukas Vanandetsi (c l650-?). He concludes with a garbled version of 
Abraham III, Kretatsi’s History ofAni, with the references to Yovhannes 
Erznkatsi Pluz.

Lazar’s prayer book (G irt aldfits . . . ) is a collection of Psalms, 
chapters from Grigor Narekatsi’s Lamentation, sarakans, a few poems by 
Lazar himself, one piece by Yovhannes Gafnetsi, another by Mhifar Gos 
(abridged), and Nerses Snorhali’s most popular “Hawatov hostovanim” 
(“With faith do I confess”). His song book, (Girknoraboys . . . ), includes 
his poems inspired by biblical themes, Ejmiatzin, Grigor Lusaworich, 
Nerses the Great, Sahak Parfew, Mastots, and other great figures and 
saints, and three poems marking his trials and tribulations. Unlike his 
forcefully and passionately apologetic work on the Church of Armenia, 
his poems do not convey any originality.

Purely polemical are the works of georg  mhlayim (18th c.), a 
native of Constantinople and a vardapet, a student at the “Royal School” 
(College Louis-le-Grand?) in Paris (1706-11?), and a prisoner in one of 
the gaols of the French capital (1711-13?). It has been speculated that he 
may have been incarcerated for attempting to contact or rescue Patriarch 
Awetik Ewdokatsi. Georg’s great-grandfather was killed in Sivas during 
the Jelali disturbances. He is known to have toured Armenia at some point 
and to have spent some time in Kayseri and Tokat after his return from 
France. He knew Greek, Latin, French, and Turkish.

To prove the validity of the Armenian Christological position, 
Georg culled “Testimonies from Church Fathers . . in the “writings 
of Latins” (VkayutiwnkhayrapetatsyalagsmioybnuteanKristosi. . . ),
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which are very brief and paraphrased extracts from Clement of Alexan
dria, Athanasius, and Gregory the Theologian (Nazianzenus), with a 
heavy emphasis on the Council of Ephesus and passages from Grigor 
Narekatsi, Nerses Snorhali and Grigor Tafewatsi. In the introduction to his 
‘The true meaning of Catholicity” (Csmarit nsanakutiwn kafulikeutean), 
Georg felt that C. Galanos’s work (Miabanutiwn. . . ,  i.e., Conciliationis 
Ecclesiae Armencte cum Romana . . ,  ) must not be left unanswered. 
Having explained the origins and true meaning of the Universal Church, 
he expounds on ten signs or characteristics (nsank) distinguishing the 
“schismatic” (Roman Catholics). Up to this point, the content of this 
work is, with slight stylistic variations, the same as the first eighty-three 
pages of his dispute against the Dyophy sites (Girk vicabanuteon enddem 
erkabnakats), which makes up the first part of this book in two sections. 
This part is basically a diatribe (especially against Catholic practices 
of proselytizing), with some explanation of the Armenian version of 

’ the Trisagion (the addition of “who were (was) crucified for us” in the 
“thrice holy”) and a sarcastic criticism of Hachatur Erzrumetsi (q.v.) 
for his inclusion of a section on astrology and the horoscope in his 
Philosophy (Hamafotakan imastasirufiwn . . . ), which he condemns as 
an un-Christian piece of sorcery. The second part of this book, titled 
“Yalags pahots,” is a justification of the Armenian position on fasting 
and even includes an Armenian translation by Georg (“Tulf s[r]boyn 
Ogostinosi, Ar Kasulanos eretsn, enddem hromayetswoy urumn. or greal 
er v[a]s[n] paheloy zawurs sabafu”) of St. Augustine’s letter on fasting on 
the Sabbath (cf. Epistola XXXVI, “Augustinus Casulano presbytero . . . 
dissertationem pro sabbati jejunio . . . , ” in J.-P. Migne’s edition of Au
gustine’s Opera Omnia, vol. ii, 136-51, Patrologia Latina, xxxiii).

Georg’s homily on the Nativity, the Passion, and Grigor Lusawo- 
ridi’s vision (Car amenamakur Tznndean . . . ) was popular at the time 
and went through eight editions. It is in Turkish in Armenian characters 
(but with some passages and many words in Armenian) and reflects 
the position of the Church of Armenia (e.g., justification of Armenian 
observation of Christmas and Epiphany on 6 January). All passages from 
the Gospels are in Armenian. The Crucifixion contains laments in verse 
in both Armenian and in Turkish. The vision of Grigor Lusaworich is 
accompanied with commentary.

manuel d pir  KOSTANDNUPOLSETSi (18th c.) was also absorbed 
and motivated by the Armenian-Roman Catholic confrontation. The main 
purpose of his Girk or kochi lutzich tarakusanats is to dispel doubts about 
the Church of Armenia. It was commissioned by a barber from Agulis
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by the name of Yovhannnes, who converted to Catholicism at age seven 
or eight, and in his late teens agitated against the national church by 
encouraging many to renounce it. Yovhannes was “deservedly punished” 
by Patriarch Yakob (Nalean, two terms: 1741-49,1752-64); he returned 
to the fold of the Mother Church soon thereafter and collected many 
writings. He then supplicated Manuel to make the truth public in this book. 
It deals in the main with some of the controversial issues that separate the 
two churches: baptism, communion, the Eucharist, mixing water with 
the wine, the Holy Chrism, the Trisagion, etc. In his “The foundation 
of authenticity” (Girk or kochi himn stugufeari), Manuel discusses the 
Universal Church, feasts, rites, liturgy, and the Councils, and launches 
an assault, not free from vulgarity, on C. Galanos and Mhifar Sebastatsi 
and his followers, who to him are nerayink and not merayink (“they 
belong to Antichrist, not to us”). His Girk or kochi akn lusatu contains 
a similar onslaught in Turkish on Chalcedon, the papacy, Albert the 
Great, Yovhannes Holov (1635-91, an Armenian Catholic grammarian 
and translator educated at Rome), Mhifar Sebastatsi (q.v.), and others.



The Nineteenth Century

An Overview of the Armenian Realities of the Age

The annexation in 1828 of the Khanate of Erivan by Russia eventu
ally proved to be a fateful political event with momentous consequences. 
The Russians created a new administrative unit, called the Armenian 
Region {oblast'), which comprised the Khanates of Erivan and Nahijewan 
and the province of Ordubad. Although the unit was abolished and the 
Khanate of Erivan integrated into a new administrative structure in 1840, 
the roots of modem Armenian statehood lie in this stretch of territory, 
formally recognized as Armenian for the first time in modem history. 
Thus, what had remained of the historically much-larger Eastern Armenia 
entered the orbit of Russian-Slavic civilization. The Armenians now be
longed to two distinctly hostile camps, the Russian and Ottoman empires, 
with two different political systems and civilizations. This entailed a 
number of crucial implications.

As Ottoman sultans and mlers tried to hold their tottering empire 
together, they instituted a number of reforms. Two such schemes were 
adopted in 1839 and 1856. The latter sanctioned the reorganization of 
the non-Muslim communities in the empire. The Armenians, who had 
themselves been agitating for reform, were quick to take advantage of the 
legal bases this document provided. For some years, the public had been 
disenchanted with the arbitrary government of the patriarchs and their 
unofficial partners, the amiras, men of enormous means and of almost 
unrestricted influence within the community. Students returning from 
France and Italy and some educated local elements formed a loose group 
of liberals, who in due course informally organized the public into a vocif
erous movement of protest, calling for reform in the administration of the 
community. A “constitution” was drafted within the framework provided 
by the Ottoman scheme, the final version of which the Porte promulgated 
in 1863. This set of regulations sanctioned the formation of a National 
Assembly and various councils to help the patriarch run the community.

99
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The “constitution” (which in fact institutionalized the millet system) 
was created to regulate the internal affairs of the community, not the 
inter-communal relations in the empire. But complaints poured into 
the Patriarchate about oppression and misgovemment in the Armenian 
provinces. A detailed report of the conditions was submitted to the 
Porte by the administration of Patriarch Mkrtich Hrimean (q.v.), but it 
fell on deaf ears. Rebellion shortly broke out in the Balkans, and amid 
talk for reform in the region, the Armenians approached the Porte for 
a similar plan for the entire empire. (According to some very sketchy 
and unsubstantiated claims in the Records of the Armenian National 
Assembly, i.e., Atenagrutiwnk Azgayin zolovoy, the central Ottoman 
authorities themselves orchestrated the Armenian request.) Indeed, the 
Ottomans soon proclaimed their own constitution, formally doing away 
with the need for regional or local reforms. The document did not prevent 
the Russians from going to war to rescue their Slav brethren. The defeated 
Ottomans and their despised northern adversary in 1878 signed the Treaty 
of San Stefano, which included an article (16) on certain measures in 
Armenia. The treaty was revised at the Congress of Berlin, and the new 
Armenian article (61) vaguely and inconclusively alluded to the need 
for the amelioration of conditions in Armenia. An indifferent Europe 
and an unwilling Porte thus effectively shelved the issue of reform in 
the Armenian provinces. Very soon, in the 1880s, the Armenian political 
parties came into existence, one after the other. The century concluded 
with the Armenian massacres of the mid-1890s.

The inimical relations between the Armenian and Roman Catholic 
Churches continued well into the nineteenth century. After some well- 
intentioned, if overly optimistic, attempts at reconciliation, the final rift 
came in 1831, when the Porte, under pressure from some European 
powers, recognized the Armenian Catholics as a separate community. 
Proponents of Latinization and ecclesiastic administration of the new 
millet clashed with the proponents of semi-secular and autonomous local 
leadership, and the conflict soon rent the community apart for many 
decades. The whole problem reflected negatively on the conciliatory 
attitude of the Mekhitarists of Venice, who were eventually rebuked into 
conformity with directives from Rome. By the closing decades of the 
century, then, passions had died down considerably, and a peaceful phase 
marked the relations of the Church of Armenia with Armenian Catholics.

The nascent Armenian Protestant community was granted formal 
recognition by the Porte in 1850. Small and well-organized, the com
munity contributed its share to the dissemination of secular concepts of 
government and to the emergence of Modem Armenian as the national
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standard. Here too, after a stormy relationship from about the 1870s, 
reason and tolerance prevailed in the Armenian-Armenian Protestant 
relations. By the middle of the century, then, the Armenian population 
of the empire was divided into three formally recognized religious com
munities. The Church in Russia suffered no such rupture and disunity, 
but experienced severe restraints on the nature and extent of her national 

mission.
In 1836 the Russians promulgated the Polozhenie (“Statute”) to reg

ulate the affairs of the “Armenian Gregorian” Church (this designation, 
intensely resented by the Armenians, originated in this document) in the 
Russian Empire. The regulations severely restricted the overall rights and 
authority of the Mother See of Ejmiatzin. Unlike the Ottoman Empire, the 
Armenians here were not regarded as a separate religious community, and 
questions of personal status were dealt with by the Russian bureaucracy. 
The Church was stripped of her social-political and-—to a large extent— 
her cultural functions; her role being confined in the main to the spiritual 
sphere and parochial schools. The Western Armenians on a number of 
occasions unsuccessfully tried to modify the method of electing the 
Catholicos of All Armenians to secure the elevation to the throne of 
their own candidates. The hope was that their protégé would have the 
Polozhenie revised for the better. Such timid and haphazard attempts 
invariably met with failure.

The Western Armenians moved in the opposite direction. Their con
stitution to a certain degree secularized the Patriarchate of Constantino
ple; the overwhelming majority of deputies to the National Assembly 
(“Azgayin zolov”) were laymen and the various councils (Judicial, Edu
cational, etc.), except for the Religious Council, were made up of laymen. 
But the system, it must be emphasized, served a formal purpose. The 
sultan still recognized the patriarch as the sole head of the Armenians 
of the empire. The Patriarchate espoused, in a  tactful and flexible way, 
the cause of reform in Armenia to be implemented by the Porte in a 
peaceful fashion. In this spirit, Patriarch Mkrtich Hrimean (1869-73) 
unsuccessfully tried to revise the constitution, in effect envisioning ex
ecutive powers for the Patriarchate. His successor, Nerses Varzapetean 
(1837-84), during his ten-year tenure (1874-84), personally pursued the 
cause of reform, but his efforts were in vain. After Varzapetean’s death, no 
patriarch raised the issue. It was left to the political parties, the rivals of the 
Church; and the parties attracted many Armenian writers into their ranks. 
But some conclusions were drawn from the experience long before the 
death of Varzapetean and the birth of the Armenian parties. Commenting 
on the redrawn Treaty of San Stefano in Berlin, Mkrtich Hrimean, who
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had been called upon to head an unofficial delegation to the Congress, 
unequivocally illustrated to his audience at the Armenian Cathedral in 
Constantinople that the old adage, “might is right,” was still valid.

European nationalism, and similar concepts flowing from Europe 
to Armenian circles in Constantinople, underscored for a number of 
enlightened Armenians the importance of practical communication with 
the population at large. A dispute, mostly of a theoretical and academic na
ture, over whether Classical or Modem Armenian should be the national 
standard intermittently continued from the 1840s to the 1880s. Modem 
Armenian had long since been used in inscriptions, chronicles, and books. 
More recently, it had been used by Catholic (especially the Mekhitarists) 
and Protestant missionaries, the Armenian Church, and the periodical 
press, above all for purposes of religious propaganda. Its ascendance 
alarmed the traditionalists and prompted the reformists to hasten to its 
defense in the early 1850s. The Armenian Church, the Mekhitarists, and 
conservative elements stood up for Classical Armenian, the scriptural 
tongue of the ancestors, which to them was a fully developed, uniform 
vehicle of expression and, possibly, a unifying bond for the Armenians 
dispersed far and wide who spoke various, often mutually unintelligible, 
dialects. For this informal coalition, Classical Armenian was an end in 
itself, an abode of cultural nationalism that most of the time replaced 
the physical homeland. By contrast, they held, there were many forms 
(i.e., dialects) of Modem Armenian, a rudimentary and vulgar language, 
contaminated with numerous loan words from Turkish, Persian, and 
Arabic. For the youthful liberals on the other hand, Modem Armenian was 
a readily available means that afforded them direct access to the public, 
and reviving the Classical idiom among a dispersed nation was well-nigh 
impossible in their view. The dispute, ostensibly a “linguistic-cultural” 
disagreement, in addition reflected the ideological-political clash of the 
two camps. But life dictated its own, and the dialect spoken in Con
stantinople, itself an amalgam of dialectal elements introduced by “lo
cal” and “immigrant” Armenians, was in the second half of the century 
developed into a flexible tool, the Modem Western Armenian standard. 
There was a similarly passionate controversy in Transcaucasia, but it was 
short lived; the Eastern Armenians were in smooth waters as they made 
the transition to Modem Eastern Armenian in the 1860s.

In every sense of the word, the nineteenth century marked a new 
phase in Armenian realities. “Renaissance” and its synonyms have been 
used to describe the age. By the middle of the century the Armenians had 
fully recovered an idealized past and were poised to pursue some as yet 
dim aspirations. The superficial Islamic influences were discarded and the
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Armenians briefly looked back for inspiration. But soon they were in a 
race against time to catch up with Europe; their current identity, although 
valid in many respects, had to be revised and renewed. Many factors 
opened education to the public, increased its awareness, enhanced its 
solidarity, and sharpened its sense of purpose. Various institutions and in
dividuals set up a vast network of schools in Europe (Mekhitarist schools 
in Padua, Venice, Paris), the Ottoman Empire (e.g., Smyrna, Constantino
ple, etc.), the Russian Empire (e.g., the Alababean in Astrakhan, 1810, 
the Lazarean in Moscow, 1815, the Nersisean in Tiflis, 1825, and various 
other schools in Erivan, Susi, Alexandrapol, etc.), India (the Mardasirakan 
in Calcutta, 1821), and elsewhere. There existed a printing press in almost 
every Armenian community and in many of the schools. Periodicals in
creased in number, especially in the second half of the century. Bazmavëp 
of the Mekhitarists, still being published, was launched in Venice in 1843. 
Some of the more important ones that followed were Hayastan (1846- 
52, absorbed by Masis, 1852-1908, with interruptions), Meiu (1856- 
65, 1870-74), Tatron (1874-77), Areweik (1884—1913, continued under 
different names), Hayrenik (1891-96), all published in Constantinople. 
Crakal (1853-62) and Hiwsisapayl (1858-62, 1864) were published in 
Moscow. Ararat (Ëjmiatzin, 1868-1919), Meiu Hayastani (1858-86), 
Msak (1872-1921), Nor dar (1883-1916, irregular and infrequent after 
1903), and Mure (1889-1907) were published in Tiflis. Arewelk (1855— 
56) and Arewmutk (1859, 1864-65) were published in Paris. Arewelean 
mamul (Smyrna, 1871-1909, 1919-22) andHandës amsöreay (Vienna, 
1887, still being published) were important periodicals of the day as 
well. Numerous cultural and educational societies promoted knowledge 
throughout the Armenian communities. The translation of Western au
thors into Armenian continued with a feverish zeal. A worthy competitor 
to the Mekhitarists, who were selective in their approach, was a group 
of translators in Smyrna, who in the second half of the century trans
lated more than two hundred volumes, mostly from French and a few 
from English, German, and Italian. The writings of many old Armenian 
historians were rendered into European languages, and Armenian was 
established as an Indo-European language by European linguists and 
historians who now took a closer interest in Armenian studies. Grammars 
of Armenian (both Classical and Modem) and non-Armenian languages, 
dictionaries (Armenian, especially the celebrated Nor bargirk haykazean 
lezui, Venice, 1836-37, and multilingual), histories, and geographical 
and topographical works were published in abundance. Of the several 
histories and surveys of Armenian literature that appeared in Italian, 
German, Russian, and Armenian, Garegin Zarbhanelean’s Patmufiwn
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hayeren dprufeants (2 vols., 1865,1878) should be singled out. Numerous 
valuable collections of folkloric and ethnographic material and studies 
were made public, helping the Armenians restore continuity to their 
tradition. In this respect, particularly noteworthy was the impact of the 
theater.

The theatrical presentations of Mekhitarist students were emulated 
in other schools in Constantinople. Local talents organized performances 
in the middle of the century, and the first Western Armenian professional 
theater (“Arewelean fatron”) was established in Constantinople in 1861. 
Artists trained in this theater formed the Gedikpaga (“Osmaniye”) Theater 
under Yakob Vardovean (cl840-98?, better known in Turkish sources by 
the Turkified form of his name, Giillii Agop), who in 1868 was given a 
ten-year monopoly on Turkish performances. The Armenian theater of 
Tiflis originated almost simultaneously. When Abdulhamid II suspended 
performances at the outbreak of the Russo-Ottoman War of 1877-78, a 
most talented group of actors and actresses from Gedikpa§a revived the 
Armenian theater of Tiflis. The repertoire, most of which is non-extant, 
was made up of translations of the works of the giants of European theater 
and original plays in Armenian.

A vast corpus of literature in the form of books, periodicals, and 
pamphlets in Armeno-Turkish (Turkish in Armenian characters) appeared 
in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The practice was put to ex
tensive use by Catholic and Protestant missionaries and by the Church of 
Armenia in counter-propaganda literature of religious nature. But in the 
second half of the century, numerous works by European authors (mainly 
French) were rendered into Armeno-Turkish. Of the few books originally 
created in Armeno-Turkish, the novel Agapi (i.e., Agape, Constantinople, 
1851) by Yovsëpf pasha Vardanean (1815-79) should be mentioned. The 
tradition continued well into the twentieth century but was totally confined 
to religious literature.

By the end of the century, most of the usual European genres were 
being emulated by Armenian authors. Beginning in the middle of the 
century, literary reviews, at times in the form of extensive essays, began 
to appear in the periodical press, which initially also hosted a great many 
literary pieces. But it was only in the 1890s that criticism acquired some 
semblance of sophistication and professionalism. Gradually, small circles 
of readership were formed, especially in big cities such as Constantinople 
and Tiflis, and clearer perceptions of literature as belles-lettres emerged. 
These urban centers were inundated with translations, Venetian editions 
of early Armenian historians, and some work of original composition. 
The latter, poems long and short, were mainly of a patriotic nature in
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the first half of the century and were dominated by Mekhitarist literary 
theory and verse, which does not merit attention here. Classicism, jejune 
and removed from life, is what the Mekhitarists preached and practiced. 
But it was one of them, Lewond Alisan (q.v.), who broke the mold and 
helped accomplish the transition to romantic verse in Western Armenian 
literature. The volume containing this cycle of poems appeared in 1858, 
and although exact dates are generally unhelpful in tracing the evolution 
of literary trends, it so happened that the year saw the publication of 
two other books: “Hayk the Hero” (Hayk Diwtsazn) by Arsen Bagratuni 
(q.v.), a senior fellow monk of Alisan; and the “Wounds of Armenia” 
(V ert Hayastani) by Hachatur Abovean (q.v.). The former, a poem more 
than twenty-two thousand lines long, a noble effort indeed, was stillborn 
and at once signified the apogee of the age of classicism and its demise. 
Abovean’s creation, on the other hand, proved to be an epoch-making 
novel that pointed to the future path of Eastern Armenian literature.

Mention has been made of the periodical press’s hosting a great 
many literary works. This led to a certain degree of confusion, polariza
tion, and monopoly, especially in Eastern Armenian literature. On the 
one hand, the periodical press helped disseminate and promote literature; 
on the other it confined literature to social-political issues, reducing 
it to a tool almost completely devoid of purely literary and aesthetic 
aspects. This certainly contributed to the already prevailing view of the 
tendentious nature of literature. Secondly, a spirit of parti-pris gripped a 
number of writers who identified with the outlook of certain authoritative 
papers (soon to be replaced by political parties). This blurred the fine 
line separating partisan from tendentious literature. Hence, some writers 
greeted the appearance in the 1890s of purely literary journals in Eastern 
Armenian with adeep sigh of relief. In terms of literary “schools,” V. Hugo 
was immensely popular; Zola, too, had by this time become a household 
name, and the distinction between realism and naturalism was an overrid
ing concern. In Western Armenian prose, with Paronean’s satire and the 
appearance in the mid-1880s of realist writers around the daily Arewelt 
(A. Arpiarean and his circle), a more or less swift transition to realism 
had taken place. But romanticism lingered on in Eastern Armenian prose 
throughout the 1880s (Raffi) and beyond (Muratsan). At the same time,
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and especially on into the 1890s, realists (e.g., Sirvanzade) made their 
literary debut.

We now come to the larger cultural context enveloping both liter
atures. The duality between East and West in Armenian tradition that 
had manifested itself in political, social, cultural, religious terms, and 
in various other forms since the dawn of Armenian history had more
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or less corresponded to the geographic division of Armenia proper into 
such parts. Perennially, Armenia was a field where the two civilizations 
clashed, competed, or fused with no grave or permanent threat to its over
all cultural unity. But the Armenians faced new realities in the nineteenth 
century, and political factors (Russo-Ottoman antagonism), geographical 
distances, religious-hierarchical disunity, the formation of mind under 
different circumstances and influences (e.g., Eastern Armenian students 
attended Russian and north European, primarily German, universities, 
while Western Armenians went to Latin Europe, mainly France), and 
the rise of two national standards rendered the growing gap between the 
Eastern and Western Armenians somewhat unbridgeable. This happened 
despite some conscious efforts on the part of such writers as A. Arpiarean 
(q.v.) to build bridges between the two literatures, and despite the im
mense popularity of Y. Paronean and Tzerents among Eastern Armenian 
readers and Raffi’s reputation among Western Armenian readers. (Though 
hard evidence is lacking, it is quite tempting to those familiar enough 
with the era as to capture its “mood” by putting the pieces together, to 
speculate that a few Western Armenian intellectuals with affection and 
nostalgia reflected upon the idea of Cilicia as their homeland. One of the 
eloquent and indeed evocative testimonies is Nahapet Rusinean’s moving 
and still-popular poem, “Kilikia,” i.e., Cilicia, an adaptation surpassing 
the original model, “Ma Normandie,” by Frédéric Bérat, a French poet- 
musician, 1801-55. Initially, the wish may have been father to the thought, 
but the dream was pursued in the wake of World War I, under entirely 
different circumstances.) Moreover, in the second half of the century, 
Russia witnessed social and political turmoil and underwent profound 
cultural changes, all of which had an immediate and widespread impact on 
Eastern Armenian literature and political thought. Such was not the case 
in the Ottoman Empire, where the Armenian provinces (the easternmost 
part of what is today called Turkey) were a particularly stagnant region. 
The Armenians had nothing to learn from their overlords, except, perhaps, 
to master the art of survival under oppression and maltreatment, a result 
of the very nature of the Ottoman political system. They looked up to 
their newly formed leadership stationed in far away Constantinople to 
ameliorate their conditions. Here, the situation was very different from 
that in the provinces, and at least one intellectual (Grigor Ötean, i.e., 
Krikor Odian Efendi, 1834-87) participated in the Ottoman constitutional 
movement. But it soon became glaringly apparent to Armenians and non- 
Armenians alike that Ottoman imperialism had no prospects of survival as 
a multi-ethnic and multi-religious system. The Eastern Armenians, now 
subjects of a Christian power and soon of cultural oppression, focused
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their attention on delivering Armenia from the Ottoman yoke. They 
pinned their hope on the Russians to remove the borderline that separated 
the two halves of the Armenian people. Literature played a prominent role 
in this and all other national affairs.

By the middle of the century, cultural conditions were in place 
in Constantinople for a neto era in the long history of Armenian lit
erature. The tradition had not been interrupted, and there were new 
stimuli, emanating mainly from the West, a new impetus generated by 
the clash of the old and the new and an inspiring sense of renewal and 
anticipation. There was a small reading public and an audience whose 
taste for the theater had been cultivated by European troupes. The Arme
nian theater needed, and was indeed provided with, a native repertoire. 
Much groundwork was done by a number of public figures, literati, 
and intellectuals. Nikolos Palean (1826-58), Nikolos Zörayean (1821- 
59), Nahapet Rusinean (1819-76), Grigor Ötean (1834-87), Servichën 
(Serovbë Vidiënean, 1815-97), and a few others played a vital role 
in the cultural, educational, and social-political activities of the time. 
Resistance to novel ideas came from the conservatives and their theorist, 
Karapet Tëroyents (also known as Tër Karapetean and Chamurcean, 
1801-88), an erudite and polyglot Christian apologist, who saw mainly 
ritual differences between the Armenian, Greek, and Latin churches that 
together formed the Catholic Church to the exclusion of the Protestants. 
The Mekhitarists, conservative in matters religious, cultural, and political, 
certainly contributed their share by popularizing European translations. 
In the early 1850s, they published a two-volume collection of their own 
verse (Talk mhifarean vardapetats, Poems of the Mekhitarist Fathers), 
followed by A. Bagratuni’s poem Hayk Diwtsazn, all in conformity with 
the norms of classicism. But their poetic output (with the exception of 
Alisan’s) had a limited scope and influence.

One of the earliest prose pieces was a penny dreadful novel (Y. His- 
arean’s Hosrov ew Makruhi, 1851). But together with Lewond Alisan 
(q.v.), whose fame and influence lingered on, romantic poets and play
wrights (M. Pësiktaslean, P. Durean, q.q.v.) led the way. Y. Paronean 
(q.v.) dominated the 1870s with his satire, and Tkerents (q.v.) wrote the 
first historical novel. In the early 1880s, S. Tiwsab (q.v.) in her novels 
called attention to the plight o f women, a concern echoed by a number 
of woman writers in the 1890s (e.g., Mariam Hatisean, Mari Svacean), 
whose work is yet to be explored. The decade saw the rise to prominence 
of a younger generation of writers, the realists (A. Arptiarean, T. Kam- 
sarakan, G. Zôhrap, q.q.v., et al.), who in their novels and short stories 
looked at the social realities of the community in Constantinople and the
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dismal predicament of migrants from the provinces. The massacres of the 
mid-1890s concluded the era as Armenian authors, fleeing the carnage, 
sought safety in Europe and elsewhere, and just as fresh voices were 
beginning to mirror life in the Armenian provinces.

The development of modem Eastern Armenian from a dialect into 
a literary standard owes much to the Lazarean and Nersisean schools. 
Both had printing presses and both in the late 1820s published the initial 
literary experiments (verse in Classical Armenian) of their students. 
In some ways, the Armenian communities of India, which had always 
maintained active channels of communication with Eastern Armenia, 
helped promote progress, providing additional impetus to belles-lettres. 
The first serious effort in prose, in the form of novels, was made by 
M. Taliadean (q.v.), for whom India was a second home. Here as well as 
in Western Armenian literature, the initial novels lacked originality and 
were mostly adaptations. But the laurel has been given to H. Abovean 
(q.v.) as the father of modem Eastern Armenian literature, though some 
critics have unjustifiably proclaimed him to be the founder of modem 
Armenian literature in general. His work, with an emphasis on active 
patriotism, the homeland, and the Armenian ethos, inspired many subse
quent writers. From the middle of the century on, Russian social, political, 
and literary realities exercised an eminent influence on Armenian thought 
and letters. Not only did Armenian authors (most of them graduates of 
Russian universities) admire the magnificent accomplishments of Russian 
literature, they also lived much closer to the homeland, which similarly 
felt the weight of the radical changes sweeping Russia. Narodnichestvo 
(“populism”) resonated in some Armenian political and intellectual cir
cles, as did its cry, khozhdenie v narod (to go to the countryside, to the 
people). Not surprisingly, then, there took shape a socially committed 
literature, with poets (R. Patkanean, S. Sahaziz, q.q.v.) far outnumbered 
by writers of prose. Sundukean’s talent shone in vaudevilles and comedies 
mirroring the Armenian community of Tiflis. The intellectual battles 
between various currents of thought (revolutionary-democrats, liberals, 
conservatives, and in Soviet Armenian terminology, “clerical-feudalistic” 
circles) were fought in the periodicals where many a literary piece was 
originally published. Apologists for the traditional and proponents of 
change passionately disagreed on the national standard, the nature and 
role of literature, the elements of Armenian identity, and the part the 
Church was to play in it. The land reform in Transcaucasia, the arrival 
of the railway and telegraph, and the Baku oil fields transformed rural 
Armenia rapidly and profoundly. For many a writer the disintegration 
of Armenian peasantry meant the destruction of traditional society and
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moral degeneration. At the same time as impoverishment struck the 
countryside, the Armenian bourgeoisie, the wealthiest in Transcaucasia, 
attained a dominant position in the economy of the region. Things soon 
took a turn for the worse when, in the wake of the Russo-Ottoman War, 
Russian chauvinism raised its head and a ruthlessly rigid censorship 
stifled Armenian intellectual creativity. Heretofore, the Armenians had 
looked up to Russia expecting, with euphoria before the outbreak of 
the war, the liberation of Western Armenia from Ottoman domination. 
Instead, abandoning all tactful appearances, the Russians now openly and 
in a hostile fashion pursued a policy of Russification and colonization. 
The intelligentsia turned inward in an attempt to maintain the precarious 
unity of their nation, Church, and culture, which was now subject to the 
severest political, cultural, and economic repressions in both empires. 
Younger patriots founded the political parties. R. Patkanean with his 
declamatory patriotic verse, Sundukean with his theater, and Prösean, 
Alayean, and Raffi with their novels and short prose examined the social- 
political conditions and turned to history and the magic world of folk tales 
to reflect and react to these challenges. A romantic Muratsan clung to 
traditional values and invoked the past. Sirvanzade analyzed the ravages 
of industrial capitalism, Nar-Dos explored the psychological effects on 
the alienated individual, and H. Hovhannisyan, with his fresh, lyrical 
poems, conquered a new frontier in Eastern Armenian verse, paving the 
way for the next generation of poets.

A Survey of the Literature of the Age

yovhannës SEBASTAT5I (d. 1830) has left a history of the mon
astery of Surb Nsan (Holy Cross) in Sebastea (Sivas), published in 
Erevan in 1974 by B. Chugaszyan under the title Patmutiwn Sebastioy. 
It is essentially a history of the monastery from its building in 1021 to 
1829, with a list of the Armenian prelates of the area, cast against a 
background of abundant information on the region about government 
and governors, economy, demography, Armenian craftsmen, Armenian 
amiras, fourteen martyrologies, events in and around Sebastea, and many 
other useful and reliable information. Yovhannës drew upon the work of 
Grigor Magistros, Matfëos Urhayetsi, Samuel Anetsi, Vardan Areweltsi, 
Kirakos Gandzaketsi, and others for the earlier period of his history, and on 
Mikayël Chamchean (q.v.) and various chronologies, bulls, inscriptions, 
colophons, crosses, ornaments, and such religious utensils and furniture 
for the more recent and contemporary period of his history. Some of
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the religious-moral poems and epitaphs he composed are found in his 
Nerbolakan nuagergufiwnk. . . (Tiflis, 1825).

yovhannës lrim etsi (Fofisantsi, d. 1848) is the author of a history 
of the monastery of Halpat to 1827. It is a topographical, geographical, 
and historical record of the monastic complex and churches in Halpat 
and its neighborhood, and of famous monks, fathers-superior, and local 
dignitaries and leaders. Among the sources he used for the earlier period 
are Vardan Areweltsi, Kirakos Gandzaketsi, Stephanos Asolik, Stephanos 
Örbelean, and inscriptions.

A native of Gümü§hane, manuel kiwmiwshanatsi (1768-1843), 
is the author of an “autobiography,” Andznakan patmufiwn Manuel Ki
wmiwshanatsi vardapeti, Altuneani kam Sahinovi. The published part 
concludes with the year 1836, and the work is a detailed description of 
himself and of his travels and work in St. Petersburg, Crimea, Tiflis, 
Ëjmiatzin, and Sewan. He deals extensively and at times colorfully 
with the pastoral positions he held in Armenia and Crimea. There are 
interesting parts on the conquest of Erevan, for instance, by the Russians 
(1828), when he was the librarian of Ëjmiatzin and made laudable efforts 
to repair and preserve old manuscripts; his role in recruiting students 
for the celebrated Lazarean Institute (established in Moscow in 1815 
and in 1827 renamed the “Lazarevskii institut vostochnykh iazykov”), to 
which he donated his collection of manuscripts ; and the Dawif-Daniëlean 
imbroglio over the succession to the throne of Ëjmiatzin, in which Russia 
and Persia were closely involved.

Kiwmiwshanatsi has a history of the monastery of Sewan {Pat
m ufiw n antsits antselots Sêwanay vanuts). Following Movsës Horenatsi, 
he begins with etymologies of toponyms (Gelam, etc.), the building of the 
chapel allegedly erected by Grigor Lusaworidi and Trdat the Great, and 
a curious popular etymology for the name “Sevan” (from “sa ë van,” i.e., 
this is [a] monastery). He then moves on to the Arab period, the building of 
the complex, renovations and traditions (with some criticism of Mikayël 
Chamchean’s “Chalcedonian” views), inscriptions, the founding of the 
hermitage, the succession of fathers-superior (one of whom, fearing the 
wrath of Catholicos Simëon Erewantsi (q.v.) on the eve of his visit to 
Sewan, threw into the lake some old, disintegrated manuscripts and 
records !), and a list of relics and utensils with their donors or provenance.

Kiwmiwshanatsi also has a Lutz armatoyn meroy (literally, The yoke 
of our root) on fasting. The “root” is Adam, from whom emanates the 
tradition of fasting, which Kiwmiwshanatsi promotes with supporting 
material from the Old and New Testaments, Basil of Caesarea, Ambrose,
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Jerome, Augustine, Nectarius, Grigor Narekatsi, Nerses Snorhali, and 
many other Armenian and non-Armenian authorities, guided by the 
maxim “fasting is the mother of all virtues, gluttony is the mother of 
all vices.” The book concludes with a poem by his “spiritual father,” 
Yovhannës Sebastatsi Chertezean (d. 1796), archbishop of Amasia and 
Marzuan (Merzifon), and one-sentence quotations against drinking from 
Seneca, Ambrose, Jerome, and others.

yovhannës karnetsi (cl755-1820s?) is remembered as a scribe, 
a celebrated teacher in Karin (Erzurum), and a poet whose verse (still 
mostly in manuscript form) is yet to be fully evaluated. His manuscript 
on the life and work of Grigor Ösakantsi (q.v.) is not extant, but two later 
copies of the original have survived. His love poetry shows influences 
from Turkish poetry and would certainly be a good case for the study of 
Armeno-Turkish literary relations at this juncture. A considerable part of 
his work consists of translations from Turkish into Armenian and vice 
versa. His poem on the famine of 1813 in Karin (Movsës Horenatsi and 
Dawir Anyalf, “the Invincible,” figure among the city’s founders!), which 
had devastating social and economic consequences, is of a descriptive 
nature. His imagination and verve are memorable in his poems on the 
occasion of the martyrdom of Sahak manuk (Sahak Mësër Kametsi) in 
1778; Yarufiwn Kametsi in Smyrna in 1806; Lazar in Baberd in 1809; and 
those of Dvnik (a village near Karin) in 1810, with Varvafë as the central 
heroine. Like most other martyrs, these too die for their ancestral faith 
and identity, and like many other poems written on similar occasions, 
they have a social and political significance in that they highlight, among 
other things, the ways in which conversion to Islam was at times imposed 
on Armenians.

tUNKiANOS (d. 1841 ?), bom probably inErzurum, moved at a young 
age to Tabriz with his father where he learned Persian. He was then sent 
to the Antonean Catholic monastery in Lebanon, but he never took the 
vows of celibacy. He spent some years in Egypt, where he learned Arabic, 
engaged in trade, and lost his fortune aboard a ship destroyed by the Greek 
fleet. He lived in Aleppo for a brief period and moved to the Crimea in 
1828. He returned to Lori, Armenia, via St. Petersburg and Tiflis, by the 
time the Armenians of Karin had retreated with the Russian Army to Sirak, 
where he spent some time teaching. He journeyed to Constantinople on 
several occasions, but spent most of his time in Akhalkalak, where he died.

He wrote in Armenian and Turkish, but only his Armenian poems 
on religious themes have been published. He wrote “divânl,” “ilâhî,” 
“destan,” “dü-baitï,” and in other forms. The central theme is the Blessed

v
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Virgin. He sings of her as a lover would sing of his love, and as H. 
Thorossian has with good reason suggested in his Histoire de la littérature 
arménienne, he may have had carnal love in mind. He is tired of this life 
and longs for the next. Although sincere, tunkianos is monotonous and 
lacks depth. He also has a few pieces of occasional poetry, such as the one 
on the dispute between “baht and helk4,” where Fortune and Intelligence 
eventually agree that only he who possesses them both may succeed in 
life. He writes in a Western Armenian mixed with elements from the 
Sirak dialect.

A native of Van, educated at the hermitage at Ktuts (an islet in 
Lake Van) and at Constantinople, yovhannës vanandetsi (1772-1840) 
lived chiefly in Smyrna, where he became a priest and taught at the 
famous Mesropean school. Well-versed in Armenian letters, he also knew 
Turkish and taught himself Arabic and Persian. But he knew no European 
languages and his training, the best the Armenian educational system 
could offer, was inferior to that of a Mekhitarist monk or to European 
standards. Although a gifted poet, his lack of sophistication in literary 
craftsmanship decidedly limited the artistic appeal of his poetry. Not 
only that, he had no masters to learn from as he composed three long 
poems, seminal in many ways and pointing to two dominant topics for 
subsequent authors: piety and patriotism. This partly emanated from the 
themes he tackled, but the Greek War of Independence and Russian 
expansion and victories against the Ottoman Empire could have alerted 
him to the urgency of national identity, unity, and pride.

In Vanandetsi’s Arpiakan Hayastani (i.e., the celestial or luminous 
age of Armenia), narrated in nearly ten thousand lines, is Agafangelos’s 
History in verse (including St. Gregory’s Teaching), which employs a 
certain degree of poetic license. Needless to say, Grigor Lusaworich is 
the central hero, and here, as in his other poems, Armenia is considered 
the cradle of mankind with a pronounced emphasis on the orthodoxy and 
primacy of the Church of Armenia. It concludes with Grigor Lusaworich 
laboring over his Yacahapatum c a r t  (“multifarious homilies”), a work, 
in fact, of uncertain authorship. .

His Tesaran handisitsn Haykay, Aramay ew Arayi (a review of the 
brave deeds of Hayk, Aram, and Ara) is based on the first part of Movsês 
Horenatsi’s History, in which the origins of the Armenians and the exploits 
of their legendary forefather and his successors are narrated. Vanandetsi 
does not adhere to Horenatsi’s chronology, but in his master’s spirit he 
sings, in some six-thousand rhymed lines, of their valor and virtues and

v

castigates the “lascivious” Samiram (Semiramis) with an elegy for Ara, 
a victim of his innocence and handsome appearance.
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Oski dar Hayastani (The golden age of Armenia) is a history in 
verse (nearly fifty-six hundred lines long) of Armenia beginning with 
Adam and descending down to the modem times. It is a conflation of 
facts and fiction culled from Armenian historians and traditions, with a 
resounding patriotic message and a stream of invective against American 
missionaries mentioned just as an afterthought. This marks the initial 
stages of a new front of battles with the missionaries, who professed to 
have arrived in the region with a view to reforming the “corrupt” and 
“degenerate” Church of Armenia from within, but who soon helped es- 
tablishanew, separate Armenian community: the Protestants. Vanandetsi, 
for one, looked at them with grave suspicion; he thought that they should 
have taken their proselytizing zeal to un-Christian lands, such as China 
and Japan.

There are some very good parts in all three of Vanandetsi’s poems, 
illuminated by the bright flashes of his poetic talent. He was among the 
earliest writers to introduce political elements into poetry; to exhort his 
fellow countrymen to be patriotic and pious, deriving inspiration from 
the past splendor of their country; to promote knowledge and learning; 
and to resort to self-defense should they or any aspect of their identity be 
threatened by hostile forces.

Although belles-lettres as such was not a primary concern for the 
Mekhitarists, Arsen  bagratuni (1790-1866), a gifted poet and an 
erudite man of letters, stands out among the few who engaged in literary 
activities. He is acclaimed as the best representative of Armenian Clas
sicism, with a few more feathers in his hat as a linguist, translator, and 
teacher. The occasional poems he wrote to elegize or eulogize certain 
dates or figures and his two posthumously published plays call for no 
special attention here. But there is a clue to understanding his magnum 
opus, HaykDiwtsazn (Hayk the hero), in the fact that Bagratuni remained 
a staunch supporter of Classical Armenian to the very end of his life.

Bagratuni had a passion for all things classical. He loved his Greek 
and Latin, and imitating Homer and Virgil, he created the Armenian 
classical epic, HaykDiwtsazn. It is perhaps the longest poem in Armenian 
literature, made up of more than twenty-two thousand lines, and embodies 
his cherished dream to glorify the origins of his people. His choice for 
a hero naturally fell upon Hayk, who for well over a millenium had 
been lionized as the legendary forefather of the Armenians. Whatever 
the original content and contour of the pagan myth, the so-called Primary 
History had placed Hayk’s story in the biblical context; Movsës Horenatsi 
had worked out an elaborate pedigree for Hayk as a descendant of Japheth, 
and Mikayêl Chamchean (q.v.) put the finishing touches to the myth in
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his History. Pushing poetic license beyond its limits, Bagratuni fleshed 
out the story into an intricate plot with a resounding message of piety and 
patriotism.

Briefly told, the Lord chooses Hayk to fight His battles against the 
ungodly Bel. The latter makes three requests for Hayk to worship him 
as god, to recognize his political supremacy, and to give his daughter 
to him for wife. Hayk rejects all three demands (the first two are later 
dropped), and hostilities follow. Bel is aided and abetted by forces of 
evil, Hayk by the goddess Astlik, biblical patriarchs, saints, and a celestial 
host. There follow numerous clashes and sea battles, and conflicts and 
clashes of personalities within Hayk’s camp. Haykak, son of Hayk, is 
killed in action; Hayk is wounded, but an attempt on his life is foiled. 
Many other events lead to the Almighty’s displeasure and, therefore, to 
a state of disastrous flux. Here, Noah intercedes with prayers, and as 
Heaven triumphs over the forces of evil, Hayk downs Bel with his arrow.

Bagratuni is heavily indebted to Homer, Virgil, Ovid, Tasso, Mil- 
ton, Chateaubriand, and many others for the form and structure of his 
eponymous poem. The basic elements of the story he borrowed from 
Armenian historians, but the elaborate plot was the brainchild of his own 
imagination. He must have been familiar with a play bearing the same 
title by another Mekhitarist monk, Elia Tbmacean, either through reading 
it in manuscript form or attending its performance at St. Lazarus in 1805. 
He must have also been aware of Tesaran handisitsn Haykay, Aramay ew 
Arayi by Yovhannës Vanandetsi (q.v.). Both works may have inspired the 
conception of Bagratuni’s poem, but the plots, save the traditional outline 
of the myth, bear no resemblance to it. Bagratuni’s greater gift, skill and 
eloquence, make his poem distinctly superior to either model.

Yet, despite Bagratuni’s masterful command of Classical Armenian, 
his fertile imagination, the putative appeal of his message, the magnificent 
Armenian customs and traditions he created, and the splendid triumph of 
Hayk, the poem was met with total indifference. A number of factors 
accounted for this. First and foremost, very few Armenians could read 
Classical Armenian. Secondly, the religious-biblical aspects were so 
overwhelming that blending them with a decidedly heroic, pagan past 
turned the poem into a toyland where, in a sort of deus ex machina fashion, 
nothing moved without divine dispensation. This religious thrust did not 
resonate with the political aspirations of the Armenians; there was, for 
instance, no real threat to the faith of the Armenians at the time. Thirdly, 
the microcosm he created was not recognizably Armenian and seemed 
distant and unrelated to the Armenian ethos, past and present. Last but 
not least, the poem suffered from numerous technical flaws: protraction,
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harangues, and many an excursus in a frequently convoluted style. It was 
a monumental effort, indeed, with many attractive passages, which has 
forced the historians of Armenian literature to regard it as the masterpiece 
of Armenian Classicism. But both this school and its best expression 
arrived rather late in the day; not surprisingly, it had few readers and still 

fewer imitators.

YARimwN araratean’s (1774-1830s?) memoirs cover the years 
1751-97. He was well connected to a number of influential Russians 
and Armenians in St. Petersburg, and his story is an imaginative and 
at times imaginary account of his own life, intimately woven into a 
background of contemporary events. Somehow, things are either black 
or white to him as are the portraits he depicts. Particularly negative is his 
attitude towards the rich, the military, local rulers, and men of religion. 
His positive profiles, on the other hand, are bestowed with an angelic 
character; his indulgence in self-aggrandizement, therefore, comes as no 
surprise. A proponent of Russian orientation, Araratean supported the 
Russian advance in Transcaucasia, fully expecting that it would bring 
relief to his people and country.

Gabriel  patkanean ( 1802-89, father of Rapayël Patkanean, q.v.), 
was a savant who made contributions to many aspects of Armenian 
cultural and social life. Although his literary output was mainly composed 
in the first half of the nineteenth century, much of it was published decades 
later, and much still remains in manuscript form. In addition to teaching, 
translating, and editing, he wrote a number of works in prose and an 
even greater number in verse. There is a touch of suspense to some of 
his prose writing, and the bulk and best of his poetry invokes figures 
from the pagan past and mythology. He was one of the earliest writers to 
employ modem Armenian in almost all of his oeuvre, making his own 
modest contribution to Armenian literature at this period of transition, 
which according to most Armenian scholars signals the beginning of the 
modem era in Armenian letters.

yaruH wn alamdarean (1796-1834), a priest, poet, patriot, and 
teacher, was closely associated with three famous Armenian schools in 
the nineteenth century that have left their mark on generations of Ar
menian students: Alababean in Astrakhan (1810), the Lazarean Institute 
in Moscow (1815), and the Nersisean School in Tiflis (1825). He stud
ied under Serovbë Patkanean (1769-1836), father of Gabriël Patkanean 
(q.v.) and grandfather of Rapfayël Patkanean (q.v.), and became a teacher 
himself before completing his studies. He was then invited to Moscow
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and taught at the Lazarean for almost ten years. The Nersisean in Tiflis 
opened its doors in January, 1825, with Alamdarean as its principal at the 
request of Catholicos Nersës V, Astaraketsi (1843-1857), then primate of 
the Armenians of Tiflis. Here, under the supervision of Nersës himself, 
he was active in recruiting men and support for the Russian Army in its 
wars against the Persians and Ottomans in the late 1820s, which brought 
Eastern Armenia under the czar’s control. In conjunction with his teaching 
activities, Alamdarean prepared a number of primers on Armenian and 
Russian and Russian dictionaries, most of which (with the exception of 
his Russian-Armenian dictionary, Moscow, 1821) remain unpublished.

Some thirty poems and an incomplete play have secured a niche 
for him in the history of Armenian literature. He is a poet of transition, 
associated with previous verse in some ways, but departing from it in 
others, a fact that has led many critics to see him as a representative o f Ar
menian classicism. Religious concerns and love nurture his imagination. 
The single most important event inspiring him was the death of his wife, 
reincarnated in his poetry as a beautiful woman in both body and soul. 
It is the grief of her untimely departure, which leaves him inconsolable, 
that informs his sentiments on love and companionship. His pain grows 
all the more deeper following his banishment to the monastery of Halpat 
(1830), which he soon left to become father superior of the monastery of 
Holy Cross in Nor-Nahijewan (Rostov-na-Donu). He writes in elegiac but 
simple Classical Armenian, with a warm imagination and sincerity that 
made some of his poems popular. His use of the “rose and nightingale” 
device, unlike earlier practice, is in a lucid Classical Armenian free from 
Persian imagery and words and holds no hope for the nightingale: no 
spring will ever bring the rose to life again.

Western Armenian Literature
tEWOND alisan (1820-1901) wasboth a voluminous and luminous 

author who commanded profound respect among his fellow countrymen 
and enj oy ed wide recognition in European scholarly circles. What initially 
brought him popularity was the collection of his poems, Nuagk, published 
in 1857-58, and Yusikk hayreneats hayots, a collection of inspiring por
traits and episodes from Armenian history. There followed his massive 
volumes on the history, geography, topography, and flora of Armenia 
(Sirak, Sisuan, Ayrarat, Sisakan, Hay busak, etc.); works of historical and 
philological nature (Hay-Venet, Snorhali ew paragay iwr, Hayapatum, 
etc.); and the publication of numerous texts, including the series titled 
Soperk haykakank. Alisan made a number of translations such as Canto 
IV from Childe Harold, Schiller’s “Die Glocke,” and a collection titled
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Knar amerikean (i.e., American Lyre with works by N. P  Willis, Andrews 
Norton, Bryant, J. G. Whittier, and others).

Nuagk appeared in five volumes. The first volume, Mankuni, in
cludes prayers and religious exhortations for children. The second con
tains a number of occasional verse of little value, but also some of his 
better, reflective poetry, as well as his still better poems dedicated to na
ture. The third volume, Hayruni, represents his patriotic songs, including 
the cycle of eleven poems subtitled “Ergk Nahapeti” (i.e., Songs of the 
patriarch), long recognized as the crown of his verse. Volume four, Tëruni, 
is made up of poems on religion, religious feasts, and saints. Volume five, 
Thrum, has human suffering, death, and the plight of émigrés as its main 
subjects.

Religion, faith, and patriotism dominate Alisan’s work. Any search 
for dissension from Christian tenets on the Creator, the Creation, and 
human behavior would be a futile attempt. He cared, he said, not a whit 
for life on this planet, especially his own; but earthly concerns such as the 
misfortune of his fellow countrymen always troubled his compassionate 
soul. This frail and frugal monk himself in his early thirties extinguished 
the brilliant fire fueling his creative imagination, forever silencing the 
poet in him. His lavish poetic gift and his passionate disposition combined 
to create a formidable force, too dangerous for a monk. He marked the 
occasion with a moving poem bidding farewell to the muse (“Husk ban 
ar Ogin nuagahann,” Nuagk, v) and wishing eternity would immediately 
swallow him up.

Save for the cycle titled “Patriarch’s Songs,” all of his poetry is in 
Classical Armenian and has since been inaccessible to the public at large. 
Mekhitarist theorists are not entirely alone in their contention that Alisan 
is at his best in the ancient tongue. What has been appealing to them has 
been his subject matter (religious, moral, and meditative) and his form and 
style (classical, majestic). The influence of Chateaubriand, Lamartine, 
Hugo, Goethe, Schiller, and Byron has been noted as beneficial. Those 
who read Classical Armenian will most likely agree that his talent does 
indeed shine in many poems, though the quality is strikingly uneven 
overall and much of it is difficult to salvage. The “Patriarch’s Songs” are 
overrated and overemphasized by Soviet Armenian critics and somewhat 
berated by Mekhitarists as the asulakan strain in Alisan’s verse.

Most of Alisan’s patriotic songs as well as his “Patriarch’s Songs” 
appeared in the third volume of his verse titled Hayruni. Figures and 
episodes from Armenian history sparked his imagination (King Trdat the 
Great; the military leaders Musel, Vardan, and Vahan Mamikonean; King 
Asot B, Erkaf; the Arsakuni [Arsacid] dynasty; the battles of Dziraw and
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Vardanank, etc.). The boisterous noise in some of his poems often seems 
to replace, or cover up, rebellious sentiments unutterable by a monk. His 
best poems, though few in number, are memorable. Of particular note are 
the ones dedicated to nature, to the heroes of the battle of Awarayr, and to 
the sad fate of his fatherland, in which he ponders over or thunderously 
complains of the afflictions befallen his people, in a tone of glowing pride 
and patriotism. Alisan’s patriotism, it must be noted, despite its not-so- 
infrequent militant strains, was a cultural and in many ways a passive 
patriotism. It nonetheless had an enormous impact on the reading public, 
arousing a sense of unity, pride, and patriotism throughout the 1860s.

Alisan is among the earliest authors to write romantic verse (of 
nationalism and nature) in Modem Armenian, and thanks to this he has 
clinched a permanent niche in the history of Armenian literature. Ironi
cally, he was a profound admirer of Classical Armenian and considered it 
far superior to the spoken idiom. His fame has far outlived his influence, 
for he has had some impact on a number of contemporaiy writers in terms 
of style, as well as topics he chose from Armenian history.

Mkrtich  pésikt âslean (1828-68) found himself in the midst 
of some dramatic developments in the 1860s. In 1862, Zeitun (now 
Siileymanli, Turkey) empted against the local Ottoman authorities. Pësik- 
taslean marked the occasion with a cycle of poems, but suggestions 
that he was involved in organizing this bold act of defiance seem to be 
unsubstantiated. Soon thereafter the so-called Armenian “constitution” 
was promulgated (1863), generating unrealistic expectations of a political 
nature. Both events, allied with the theater and patriotic poeüy of the 
period, account for much of the romantic euphoria of the 1860s, to which 
Pësiktaslean himself contributed to some degree.

Pësikfaslean was active in organizing some of the earliest theatrical 
performances and in founding two societies: Hamazgeats (‘‘National”) 
and Baregortzakan (“Beneficent”), both of which promoted education 
and agricultural work. One of the loudest cries heard at this juncture 
was the call for unity transcending religious-denominational boundaries 
as the Armenian Catholics and Armenian Protestants had by now been 
formally recognized by the Ottoman government as separate communi
ties. Pësikfaslean’s “We are brothers” (“Elbayr emk mek”) echoed and 
embodied such sentiments and brought him popular acclaim. His transient 
glory also partly rested on his dramas, some of which he acted in himself.

Sensing public dissatisfaction with the performances he staged in 
Classical Armenian (original and translations), Pësiktaslean increasingly 
relied on the emerging new vernacular, but never fully shed the influence
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of the Mekhitarists, His first play, Kornak (which he called a tragedy), is 
in Modem Western Armenian, as are his other three plays. It takes place 
in fourth-century Armenia (in the wake of King Trdat the Great’s death) 
and depicts a deadly conflict between unselfish patriots and treacherous 
traitors. His second tragedy, Arsak [II], is only one of the numerous 
interpretations of the intriguing story of this enigmatic king. Very popular 
throughout the decade, it too revolves round unity and selfless patrio
tism. In both Vahan [Mamikonean] and Vahë, the clash of personal and 
national interests is illustrated. Similar preoccupations seem to have led 
Pësikfaslean to translate Voltaire’s La Mort de César and Alfieri’s Saul 
among others.

In many ways, Pesikfaslean’s tragedies conform to principles of 
Classicism, yet in other ways they depart from the canon. His are among 
the earliest in Modem Armenian, and at the time they intrigued and illu
minated, delighted and inspired enthusiastic audiences. But his tragedies, 
like many of his poems, have not withstood the test of time.

Most of Pësikfaslean’s poems are in Classical Armenian, and be
sides occasional elegies, eulogies, epitaphs, etc., they primarily express 
the patriotism and love sentiments of a sad, sensitive soul. The four poem 
cycle on Zeitun was and still is popular, as are his “Tzem Vanay” (The 
old man from Van), “Elbayr emk‘ mek” (“We are brothers”), and particu
larly, “Garun” (Spring; beginning “Oh, inch anus ew indipës zov . . . , ” 
believed to have been put to music by Tigran Chuhacean, 1837-98). Two 
of the Zeitun poems are adaptations: one of Hugo’s “L’Enfant” from 
Les Orientales and the other of Charles Wolfe’s poem “The Burial of 
Sir John Moore.” Pësikfaslean has made some other adaptations and a 
noteworthy translation of a popular romance, “Ma Normandie” (rendered 
as “Erg hayreni,” A song of the homeland), by Frédéric Bérat, a French 
poet-musician ( 1801-55), which inspired a far more popular and enduring 
adaptation by Nahapet Rusinean (“Kilikia,” Cilicia). Few though they are, 
Pësikfaslean’s best poems are attractive for their sincere emotions and 
lyricism, sympathetic concerns, and subtle and occasional humor, and are 
among the earliest exemplars heralding the rise of the Romantic tradition 
in modem Armenian literature.

Petros durean  (1851-72), a poet, playwright, and aspiring ac
tor, broke new ground in Armenian poetry. In many ways, the modem 
lyric tradition originates in his work; both in manner and matter it is 
removed from the then prevalent Mekhitarist patterns. Despite flaws in 
the technique, it is unfettered by conventions and concerns, and thus it 
is innovative and splendidly spontaneous. His imagery and metaphors
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are fresh and eloquent, his immediacy charming, and his diction limpid. 
Beneath his predominantly elegiac and seemingly subdued style, there 
lurks a tempestuous soul, eagerly but vainly trying to cling to a life sadly 
cut short by consumption. In his slim collection of verse shines some of 
the best lines ever uttered in Armenian.

Durean’s patriotic sentiments forcefully manifest his genuine con
cern for his fellow countrymen and their uncertain fate. Unlike Lewond 
Alisan (q.v.), he is preoccupied with their present and future, and in a burst 
of rebellious sentiments, he urges them to protest. In another instance he 
calls on the sultan either to curb disorder and depredations or to allow 
the Armenians to carry arms for purposes of self-defense. He knew that 
his death was imminent and expressed regret that his contribution to 
national aspirations would be as short-lived as his life. Unrequited love 
and personal agony, failing health and unfulfilled dreams, intense feelings 
of loneliness and forlomness, and his own life so quickly slipping through 
his fingers inspired his lyrical poetry. He exploded in an awesome protest 
(“black torrent”) against God for his cruel fate in one poem, and mitigated 
in repentance with calm and pride in the next. Despite his regret he did 
not expunge the former poem from the record.

The Armenian theater in Constantinople fascinated Durean. De
spite his father’s opposition, he frequented performances and engaged 
in acting. Given the financial hardship his family suffered at the time, 
practical purposes may also have been one of the factors attracting him 
to the theater. He collaborated with the leading theatrical figure of the 
time, Yakob Vardovean (later also referred to in Turkish sources as Giillii 
Agop). Most of his plays were staged in his own lifetime, bringing him 
instant recognition that was to be sustained and multiplied by his poems 
after his death. Durean’s plays, too, departed from established molds. 
His Vard ew Susan . . . (Rose and lily . . . ) is an intensely emotional 
melodrama in the earlier sense of the term. His second play, Artasës 
asharhakal (Artashes [ft] the Conqueror], a historical play on the founder 
of the Artaxiad dynasty in Armenia, mostly conforms to the rules of 
classicism. Sew holer. . . (Black soil, but the word figuratively could also 
mean “tomb”), his most frequently staged tragedy, illustrates patriotism 
against a background of Tamerlane’s destructive raids. Durean transcends 
the limitations of classicism in Ankumn Arsakuni. . . (The fall of the 
Arsakuni dynasty), which depicts the end of the Arsakuni royal fine as a 
result of the treachery of Armenian naharars (nobles). Another historical 
play of intrigue and betrayal is Aspatakutiwnk parskats i Hays . . . (In
cursions of the Persians into Armenia, or the destruction of the Bagratid 
capital of Ani). Durean’s last play, Tatron kam tsuarner (Theater or
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wretched people), tackles social injustice and moral corruption through 
the story of two lovers, who as actors commit suicide on stage. These 
plays are reckoned to be among the earliest works of romantic drama. 
They enjoyed wide popularity and certainly had an impact on the rising 
tide of patriotism at the time. But they were the initial experiments of a 
teenager, and even though they occasionally glisten with his genius, they 
have not worn well.

matTëos mamurean (1830-1901) was a writer, translator, edu
cator, public figure, celebrated editor and publicist, and one of the more 
prominent representatives of the Armenian community of Smyrna, the 
second largest center of Armenian culture in the Ottoman Empire. He 
was well-versed in English and French letters, and played an important 
role in promoting Western literature and cultivating a readership. He also 
contributed to the emerging Western Armenian standard. His Angliakan 
namakani (English letters) highlights patriotism and the cause of enlight
enment in Armenia and the dire consequences of emigration. Haykakan 
namakani (Armenian letters) focuses on the contemporary Armenian 
scene, especially the issue of the so-called Armenian constitution and 
constitutionalism, and portrays some of the well-known public figures of 
the time, including Grigor Ötean (Krikor Odian Efendi) among others. His 
Sew lerin mardë (The man of the black mountain) remained incomplete. 
The background to the novel is the Russo-Persian War of 1826-28. The 
novel is intensely anti-czarist, partly because of the failure of the Russians 
to compensate in tangible political terms the assistance the Armenians had 
given them during the campaign in Transcaucasia. In his popular monthly, 
Arewelean mamul, which he founded in 1871, Mamurean covered a very 
wide range of social, cultural, literary, educational, and political issues of 
considerable importance.

yakob paronean (1843-91) is the first great master of sweeping 
satire, vivid humor, and comedies of unsurpassed popularity. An ethical 
purist and a self-appointed arbiter of the social scene, this expert of demo
lition left hardly any contemporary person or issue of import untouched. If 
the public respected him, many of his victims looked daggers at him, and 
some denounced him. The periodicals he published, although popular, 
never paid the bills as the not-so-numerous copies sold circulated among 
wider circles of non-subscribers. No source of supplementary income 
ever enabled him to free himself of the clutches of poverty. This and the 
failure of his campaign to reform society through whiplash words seem 
to a certain degree to have affected the mood and mode, if not pertinacity, 
of his satire.
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Paronean’s political criticism is found in his minor journalistic 
pieces and columns, particularly in “Ksmifner” (“Pinches,” published 
in Tatron) and “Im dzeratetrë” (“My notebook,” published in Fordz 
of Tiflis). In the early 1870s, he threw his unqualified support behind 
Patriarch Mkrtich Hrimean (q.v.) and his efforts to have the Armenian 
constitution revised. From Europe he chose Don Carlos (1848-1909) and 
the Carlist risings (1872-76) to poke fun at freely, with no restrictions 
imposed by the Ottoman censorship. But both issues receded from his 
sight as he exposed the consequences of maltreatment and inequality 
in the Armenian provinces of the Ottoman Empire, arising from the 
corruption and inefficiency of Ottoman officialdom and the nature of the 
Ottoman political system. As the Balkans erupted in rebellion, leading 
to the Russo-Ottoman War of 1877-78, which in turn gave rise to the 
Armenian Question as an international issue, Paronean punctured the 
pious pretensions of the European powers in pithy chronicles and with bit
ing sarcasm. He ferociously attacked Ottoman internal policy, especially 
with regard to the Armenians. No contemporary Armenian observer has 
so perspicuously evaluated the diplomatic entanglements and political 
rivalries of the time, maintaining all along that the very foundation of 
such selfish policies was the same old adage: might is right.

The National Big-Wigs (Azgayin jojer) contains some of Paronean’s 
brightest satirical pages. Paronean owes its conception to the biographies 
published in the French periodical Le Polichinelle rather than to Plutarch’s 
Lives or Mattëos Mamurean’s Haykakan namakani (Armenian letters). 
Some writers such as Ötean andZöhrap (q.q.v.) benefited from Paronean’s 
experience in their satirical and non-satirical biographies. All biographies 
begin with the birth of a given celebrity and evaluate the negative aspects 
of his activities. Except for a few, all portraits are critical. Some are 
written with annihilating satire. The portraits include figures active in 
public affairs, priests, editors, artists, writers, and celebrities. There were 
some omissions, such as Grigor Ötean (Krikor Odian Efendi, 1834- 
87), Yarufiwn Tatean (Artin Pasha Dadian, 1830-1901), and Servichën 
(Serovbë Vichënean, 1815-97), who all served the Ottoman government. 
All portraits are cast against a background of contemporary Armenian 
realities that come alive in these lives. There are portraits with some 
protraction and verbosity, and a reading of them without appropriate 
annotation of the contemporary scene is difficult. But overall they are 
highly original, despite the obscurity of their circumstances, and they 
scintillate with wit or elicit sardonic smiles with their devastating satire.

Paronean’s comedies mark the earliest stages of the genre in modem 
Armenian literature. His first experiment seems to have been Erku tërov
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tzaray me (A servant of two masters), a comedy with a very simple 
plot, inspired by the second and third acts of Goldoni’s work of the 
same title. His next comedy was a musical (in the European sense) 
called Atamnaboyzn arewelean (The oriental dentist), and it bears much 
brighter marks of his comical genius. It ridicules quacks as well as the 
predictable consequences of incompatible marriages. Solokortë (The 
flatterer), lacking a concluding scene, was later completed by Eruand 
Ötean (q.v.). The structure of this comedy and some of its protagonists 
echo Molière’s L ’Avare and also reflect Paronean’s continuing search for 
his own comic characters. This he accomplished some fifteen years later 
with his best comedy, Paltasar Albar (Uncle Balthazar).

Paltasar Albar is a most, if  not the most, popular play in the Arme
nian comic repertoire. Not surprisingly, Balthazar has been interpreted 
both as a stupid wealthy man, who is made a laughingstock, and as a 
simple honest person worthy of sympathy. The former is the result of the 
considerable resemblances this work bears to Molière’s Georges Dandin 
and is typical of the Western Armenian theatrical tradition; the latter is a 
tendency one observes among the Eastern Armenians, which, ideological 
changes and pursuits notwithstanding, has found expression in the acting 
of such celebrated Soviet Armenian actors as Hrachya Nersisyan (1895- 
1961) and Mher Mkrtchyan (1930-93). Nersisyan accentuated the tragic 
aspects of this character, and Mkrtchyan stressed the comical ones. Balt
hazar is decidedly not a replica of Georges Dandin; nor is he, to be sure, 
a tragic figure. He is a victim of many a circumstance and a comical hero 
derided for many a reason, despite Paronean’s express aim to lampoon the 
Armenian Judicial Council for its incompetent handling of divorce. The 
whole work is an enduring tribute to Paronean’s vibrant wit, so brilliant 
that it alone sustains the third act, despite its insignificant relevance to 
the plot.

Paronean was the first to introduce satirical biography, and the 
laurel for the first satirical novel goes to him, too. There can be little 
doubt that Molière’s Les Fâcheux prompted the form of Paronean’s The 
Most Honourable Beggars (Metzapatiw muratskanner). Both works are 
collections of portraits, but their similarity ends there. Paronean wrote 
the novel to illustrate the misery of the men of letters and the cruel 
indifference of the wealthy to literature. No sooner does Abisolom Ala, 
the central figure of the novel, arrive in Istanbul from Trebizond in search 
of a wife, than the “intellectuals” stand in a long queue to pay him their 
respect and pilfer money from him. Most of the characters disappear after 
making a memorable appearance. Paronean had sympathy but no kind 
words for most of the intellectuals, particularly the poet, whose portrait,
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along with the numerous excursuses Paronean makes in the novel, reveal 
many aspects of Paronean’s literary views. No less well-liked than Uncle 
Balthazar, the text of The Most Honourable Beggars has been tampered 
with in Soviet theaters in Moscow and Erevan for political purposes. 
Both the Eastern and Western Armenians have converted this work of 
rich dialogues into an ever-popular comedy.

A greater sense of urgency and an unrestrained invective charac
terize most of Paronean’s works written in the 1880s. Ptoyt më Pölsoy 
talerun mëj (A walk in the quarters of Constantinople) is a detailed 
description of thirty-four city districts, touching nearly upon all social, 
cultural, and economic realities of the Armenian community. Tzitzal 
(Laughter), it has been suggested, was conceived under the influence 
of Cash’s Gli Animali Parlanti, but the two works have nothing in com
mon besides animal characters. Tzitzal is a collection of fables tackling 
social and moral issues against an exclusively Armenian background. 
Ahtabanutiwn baroyakan (Moral pathology) is an incomplete portrayal 
of Hypoptos (suspicious), Stenokardos (“narrow-hearted,” impatient) and 
Philargyros (avaricious). Paronean’s Hösaktsutiwnk merelots (Dialogues 
of the dead) appeared after he had translated parts of Lucian’s work. He 
drew on the Greek author’s work only for the form of his allegorical 
work. Personified here are virtues such as Compassion, Truthfulness, 
Charity, and Merit who have assembled in the World of the Dead to 
analyze aspects of moral decline that resulted in their banishment from 
the World of the Living. Kalakavarutean vnasnerë (The disadvantages of 
courtesy) sparkles with Paronean’s wit and shows in uproarious dialogues 
the inconveniences a  polite person suffers for the impoliteness of others. 
Paronean also published a periodical, Tiyatro (1874-75), in Ottoman 
Turkish, treating mainly issues of social nature pertinent to the Ottoman 
public at large.

Almost simultaneously with Raffi (q.v.), tzerents (1822-88) inau
gurated the genre of the historical novel. Armenian history had captured 
his imagination at St. Lazarus, where the Mekhitarist monk and play
wright Petros Minasean (1799-1867) taught him history. If Minasean 
instilled in him a love for Armenian history, what he saw in Constantino
ple in large measure gave shape to his interpretation of that experience. 
Particularly in the 1850s and the 1860s, tension, to put it mildly, ran high 
between the Armenian Apostolic community on the one hand and the 
Armenian Catholics and Armenian Protestants on the other. The former 
two were also rent apart by internal strife. The Catholics were divided 
into two camps: a Latinizing faction that called for direct control by
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the Holy See, and a more “nationalistic” faction that demanded a say 
in running the affairs of the community. This is often referred to by 
historians as the “haka-Hasunean,” i.e., anti-Hasunist, movement (after 
Cardinal Anton Hasunean, or Hasun, 1809-84). Tzerents was a Catholic 
and he soon found himself heading the anti-Hasunist faction. So he was 
well-positioned to observe the ravages of denominational disunity. Unity 
became an agonizing concern and an elusive dream-a dream that he 
shared with an intimate friend, Mkrtich Pësikfaslean (q.v.).

Tzerents wrote three historical novels. The first, Toros Lewoni (Toros 
[son] of Lewon), appeared in 1877. It recounts the restoration and expan
sion in the mid-twelfth century of Armenian political power in Cilicia by 
Toros II, Rubinean, son of Lewon I. The second, Erkunk T. daru (Ninth 
century travail), focuses on the anti-Arab rebellion in Armenia proper in 
the middle of the ninth century, one of the leaders of which was Yovnan 
from Hoyf to the south of Mus, who was beheaded for declining apostasy 
(cf. Tovmay Artzruni, Patmutiwn Tann Artzruneats = History o f the 
House o f the Artsrunik, iii, 11, translated into English by R. W. Thomson). 
The third novel is titled Tëodoros Rstuni, so named after the commander- 
in-chief of the Armenian Army and marzpan (“viceroy”) of Armenia 
(approximately 630s-54). The country is threatened by Byzantium and 
the Arabs, and the Armenian nobility, divided by conflicting political 
orientations and interests, is indecisive amid the uncertainty. Tëodoros 
Rsturn’s efforts to forge unity ultimately bear no fruit.

The episodes and protagonists Tzerents lifted from critical periods 
in Armenian history gave much food for thought to his contemporaries. 
The vital importance he attached to strong and dedicated leaders, his 
fierce denunciation of centrifugal forces, and above all, the emphasis 
he laid on national unity-a concern that runs almost like an ostinato 
throughout his work-resonated with the patriotic fervor and political 
expectations of the time, making his novels {Erkunk, in particular) very 
popular. Despite this, his work is flawed. His Armenian heroes distinguish 
themselves by extraordinary feats of prowess, but some of them are barely 
distinguishable from one another. Elements of deus ex machina appear 
here and there, as does artless propaganda in his last book. Still, the novels 
are interesting, reasonably well-built, and are written with verve in a tidy 
modem Armenian; they progress at a good pace and make for enjoyable 
reading.

srbuhi tiwsab (cl 841-1901) embraced the cause of emancipation 
of women. Educated in a French school, she reclaimed her national roots 
under the tutelage of Mkrtich Pësikfaslean (q.v.), her tutor in Armenian
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language and literature. Her mother was active in the fields of education 
and charity and in some ways left her imprint on her views. But the 
impetus for the cause and some of the themes she chose seems to have 
come mainly from George Sand. She launched her career with a few 
poems in the 1860s (including one dedicated to Arsen Bagratuni and 
another to Mkrtich Pësikfaslean, q.q.v.), only to realize quickly that she 
was not made to be a poet. After a long silence (during which she attended 
to her family), her work appeared again in the early 1880s in the periodical 
press, flashing signals of the tone and scope of her novels to come. 
Indeed, she soon wrote three books declaiming against social prejudice 
that reduced women to “serfs” or to objects “owned” by their spouses.

Mayta, a romantic epistolary novel, outlines the plight of a helpless 
widow. Totally dependent on her husband before his death, Mayta is now 
kept in fetters in an unequal and intolerant society and is unable to have a 
life of her own. She corresponds with Sira, an advocate of full freedom for 
women and essentially a mouthpiece of Tiwsab. The novel polarized the 
Armenian intellectuals. Some authors unequivocally supported Tiwsab, 
others (e.g., Grigor Zöhrap, q.v.) questioned the social and moral premise 
of the novel, and still others (e.g., Yakob Paronean, q.v.) criticized its form 
and style. Pointing to elements of deus ex machina, for instance, when 
Mayta is rescued in extremis by a total stranger, Paronean argued that 
the plot was unconvincing. As the debate lingered on, Tiwsab published 
her second novel, Siranoys, casting the character of yet another victim 
deprived of free choice, love, and identity. She too, like Mayta before 
her, is unable to break through the barriers of convention and meets a 
tragic end. Not so Araksia, the heroine of Tiwsab’s third and last novel, 
Araksia kam varzuhi\ she is lucky enough to marry the man she loves. 
Despite some serious flaws in both form and content, Tiwsab’s romantic 
vision of women was the spirited expression of a genuine concern that 
Armenian writers could no longer ignore.

Mkrtich  hrim ean  (1820-1907), affectionately recognized as 
“Hayrik” (Armenian for “father,” with the endearing dimunitive “ik”) 
was a luminous religious and political figure throughout the second half 
of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. But he has been given 
a spot in this introduction for his literary effort, which in the history of 
Armenian literature is distinguished on two accounts. He was among 
the earliest writers to turn his attention to the soil of Western Armenia 
proper, rather than to the communities in the Armenian Dispersion. Thus, 
he paved the way for a generation of authors who mirrored life in the 
homeland (Sruandzteants, Tlkatintsi, R. Zardarean, q.q.v., and others).
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Of his two long poems in Classical Armenian, Hrawirak araratean 
tells of the land of Ararat, and his Hrawirak erkrin aweteats tells of 
the Holy Places. He lamented the deliberate burning of the Armenian 
section of Van in Vangoyz, and the anti-Armenian atrocities in the 1877- 
78 Russo-Ottoman War in his Haygoyz. Drahti entanik (A family of 
paradise) reflects his concerns for the family. Sirak ew Samuel offers 
words of wisdom for the young on a wide range of topics. His Papik 
ew tornik (Grandfather and grandchild) speaks with profound love of 
land and husbandry and of the interdependence of man and land (and 
homeland). In a sentimental and romantic frame of mind he cast himself as 
the continuator of Movsës Horenatsi’s lament in his Olbatsol Horenatsin 
(The mourning Horenatsi) and promoted peace and prosperity for all 
nations, big and small, in his Tagaworats zolov (A meeting of kings).

GAREGIN SRUANDZTEANTS (1840-92) is the author of a number of 
poems and two historical plays, all of which are insignificant except for the 
poem dedicated to the “Martyrs of Awarayr,” the Vardanank (beginning 
“Të hayreneats psakadir . . .”)* But his efforts to attract the attention of 
observers, literary and otherwise, to the realities of life in the Armenian 
provinces of the Ottoman Empire, and perhaps more importantly, his 
boundless diligence in collecting and introducing Armenian folklore 
materials, have been of inestimable value. In a span of ten years (1874- 
84), he published five collections containing topographical, ethnographic, 
and statistical information, as well as folk tales, songs, riddles, customs, 
excerpts from manuscripts, colophons, and other such material that has 
had a noteworthy impact on the course of Armenian literature. There 
followed a generation of Armenian writers who wrote from life in Arme
nia proper, rather than life in big cities to the west (e.g., Constantinople) 
or north (e.g., Tiflis) of the country, and writers such as Tumanean and 
Alayean (q.q.v.) wrote adaptations of many of the folk tales he published. 
The first and one of the best versions of the oral Armenian epic tale, 
Sasuntsi Dawif kam Mheri dur (David of Sasun), recited in the dialect of 
Mus, was published by Sruandzteants in 1874.

ARrtAR ARrtAREAN (1851-1908) owes his popularity as much 
to his oeuvre as to his literary and cultural activities. He has come to 
symbolize Armenian realism as both the mentor of the generation of 
realist writers and as one of the earliest authors to write in a realist vein. 
Initially, the forum was the daily Arewelk (East or Orient) founded in 
1884, and the new prose found expression predominantly in the new 
genre of the short story, called noravëp, the equivalent of nineteenth- 
century French nouvelle or conte (Flaubert, Maupassant), or in novels
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appearing in Arewelt, and later in Masis and Hay renit under Arpdarean’s 
editorship and intellectual leadership. His image of a writer was that of 
a clairvoyant who faced reality in all its ugly and painful aspects, met 
the needs of society and the challenges of change and progress, and put 
literature to practical and aesthetic use. He regarded language as a means 
rather than an end and was, not surprisingly, unequivocally in favor of 
Modem Armenian.

Compulsive and communicative, Arpiarean wielded public influ
ence with passion and compassion, boldly raising issues of common 
interest in public forums. His favorite form was the journalistic chronique 
(the Armenian form being “kfonik”), which he developed into an effective 
vehicle for social and political criticism and to extend bridges between 
the Eastern and Western Armenians, their literatures, concerns, and as
pirations. A genuine warmth, a consuming interest in all aspects of life, 
and a spare, unadorned style radiating with subtle irony account for the 
charm of his chroniques (especially his “Oman keankë,” a sort of “daily 
life,” or “goings-on in a day,” which have yet to be collected in a single 
volume).

His short stories are of uneven quality. Although the romantic streak, 
plainly visible in his early work (e.g., Erazi me gine, The price of a 
dream), diminishes considerably, it never quite vanishes. He wrote from 
life, mainly from that of the urban middle and poor classes, highlighting 
the consequences of economic hardship, moral degeneration, old customs 
(e.g., pre-arranged marriages), snobbish class-consciousness, and the vain 
aping of European mores that struck at the very roots of the family. His 
stories usually end on an unhappy note, but happy endings are by no means 
uncommon. James Etmekjian, in his The French Influence on the Western 
Armenian Renaissance, noted a few common traits in both Daudet and 
Arpiarean..

One of Arpiarean’s better stories is Oski aprjan (Golden bracelet), 
which is a recast version of his earlier short story, Hndamolik aijike 
(The gleeful gal), and which in a number of ways typifies his concerns. 
Armik, an orphan adopted by Lukas, is to marry the unemployed Artakf, 
who hopes to start his own business with Armik’s dowry, consisting of a 
number of railway company shares. But Lukas is soon laid off, and he is 
forced to sell the shares to feed his family. Arfalri annuls his engagement 
to Armik, who becomes heartbroken, succumbs to illness, and dies.

Karmir zamuts (The crimson offertory) is Arpiarean’s best short 
novel. It illustrates the clash of two opposing philosophies held by two 
strong personalities: Hayrapet Efendi and Ter Yusik, a priest “from 
Armenia” (i.e., the Armenian provinces). Hayrapet, the acknowledged
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leader of the Armenians of his quarter in Istanbul, is extremely careful 
not to provoke suspicion or reprisals on the part of the police chief. The 
priest, who has more faith in Jehovah than Christ, believes in and has 
devoted himself to organizing self-defense. This was a grave dilemma 
that haunted all Armenians from the 1890s to 1915. In a crisp and 
elegant style, Arpfiarean, in this absorbing narrative, delves deep into 
the mentality of both protagonists who, mindful of the deadly threats 
looming overhead, develop two different strategies for survival. Through 
Arpftarean’s detailed analysis, Hayrapet acquires an imposing and yet 
sympathetic presence. What endears Ter Yusik to the reader is the calm, 
matter-of-fact approach of a man of strong convictions facing matters of 
life and death, and the significance of the mystery shrouding the sketchy 
details of his life and activities. He comes through as the personification 
of something larger than his self: his people.

Tigran kamsarakan (1866-1941) at the age of twenty-two rose 
quickly to fame with his novel Varzapetin aljike (The teacher’s daughter). 
Referring to this work, he once revealed that it was only after reading 
Daudet’s Fromont jeune et Risler aîné and Jack that he was tempted to 
write his artistically “weak, naive,” but “so very spontaneous” novel. The 
work generated a good deal of controversy. Kamsarakan’s comrades-in- 
arms, the realists, hastened to his assistance, praising it and defending him 
against his detractors. Judging the novel now from a chronologically and 
ideologically safe distance, it is very difficult fully to justify Kamsarakan’s 
modesty. True, the plot is simple, and there are certain flaws to the 
structure. But the story is true to life, so very real and typical of the period, 
that the flaws are nearly indistinguishable in the flow of the narrative, 
which Kamsarakan ably darkens and deepens, as his authentic characters, 
drawn with moving affection, bring alive the Armenian community of 
Constantinople of the 1880s.

The novel is a profoundly touching story of a sort of mésalliance. 
The characters are inextricably indigenous to the variegated and faith
fully encompassed setting, and Astlik, the angelic heroine, meets an 
inescapable though predictable end. This is why the novel, despite certain 
shortcomings, romantic strains, and a few instances of mawkishness, was 
hailed as a first-rate expression of the nascent realist tradition. Although 
anticipated by many novels, Varzapetin aljikë was head and shoulders 
above them all, and it challenged Armenian novelists to new standards 
of excellence.

Kamsarakan’s tendency, not so clearly perceptible at this stage, 
to ponder over human bondage in the form of general contemplation,
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rather than in specific or localized expression through plot and characters, 
emerged as a preponderant feature of his short novels. Yard, Hovkul, and 
Ènkuzin kotovë (The walnut basket) written in a refined style free from 
Classical Armenian forms, illustrate the point and stand out as some of 
the best short novels to mark the concluding part of his literary career. 
During the Armenian massacres of the mid-1890s, like so many of his 
colleagues, he fled Constantinople, never to return. He contributed to 
Masis and Arewelt from abroad, and in 1910 he wrote a drama jointly 
with Mikayêl Kiwrcean (q.v.), F rkant (Ransom), about a marriage of 
convenience that does not materialize when the dowry is lost. Regrettably, 
to his death almost three decades later, Kamsarakan abandoned literature 
for business.

grig o r  ZÖHRAP (1861-1915), acclaimed as the prince of noravëp 
by Arsak Chopanean (q.v.), sought insight into the unusual and unex
plored realms of human behavior, especially that of women. He began 
his literary career as a polemicist, composed some poetry, launched his 
notorious attack on Srbuhi Tiwsab’s views of women’s emancipation, and 
wrote one of the earliest novels. But it is with his shorter novels and stories 
that he made a permanent name for himself. Allied with his literary fame 
was a bright public side to this man of shining intellect, tempestuous 
emotions, and impeccable appearance and manners, which put him in 
the limelight as one of the foremost, if not the leading, writers and public 
figures from the early 1890s onward. He practiced and taught law, and was 
an articulate and outspoken member of the Ottoman Parliament and the 
Armenian National Assembly. He was active in promoting the Armenian 
Question, particularly immediately before World War I. Shortly after 
hundreds of Armenian intellectuals had been rounded up on 24 April 1915, 
Zöhrap too, despite his close connections to some of the highest ranking 
members of the Young Turk clique, was arrested, shipped to the interior, 
and put to death in a most brutal fashion somewhere between Diyarbekir 
and Urfa. (One prominent Young Turk, Halil Mentege, claimed to have 
attempted to arrange for Zöhrap’s return from the interior, while another, 
Sait Halim, spoke of his protest, cf. Harp kabinelerinin isticvabi [The 
interrogation or rather “hearings” of the wartime cabinets], Istanbul, 1933, 
214-16,295-96).

His earliest poems are of no memorable merit, and the few he 
wrote much later had an almost lubricious touch to them. Anhetatsatz 
serund më (A vanished generation), his first and last novel (since Nardik 
remained incomplete), reckoned to be the first novel in a realist vein, was 
well received. It tackles the issue of unalloyed love as the foundation of
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happy marriages. The theme was not new, but Zöhrap’s approach was. 
Although he himself qualified it as an unsuccessful experiment, a mixed 
bag of romantic and realist sensibilities, it was nonetheless unmistakably 
a very promising beginning. His bright talent, though, would blossom in 
his short novels, noravëps, three dozen or so in number. When Srbuhi 
Tiwsab (q.v.) published her Mayta and raised the question of women’s 
emancipation, Zöhrap, then in his early twenties, countered the novel with 
a vitriolic attack denying women equality. He believed that the happiness 
promised by a woman was nothing but an illusion women exploited to 
gain power. Furthermore, he believed that women were a source of misery 
and misfortune in social life. Echoes of this negative attitude are audible in 
some of his prose. In anumber of his noravëps, Zöhrap deliberately sought 
out anomalous positions and exceptional, or rather untypical, characters, 
which shocked some of his readers, especially those with deep-seated 
convictions who were impervious to change, inquiry into the unexplored, 
and taboos. His sinewy style-simple, direct, precise, dispassionate, and 
often laced with irony-was yet another element contributing to such 
rejection. Moreover, Zöhrap’s work generally exhibits a disdain for the 
conventional, a sense of boredom on the part of a man for whom life 
seems to have no more veiled secrets, and an anxious search for the 
more fulfilling aspects of existence. But that Zöhrap conceded no social 
role to women, and that he saw their beauty as their greatest charm is 
an undeniable fact. Yet it is also true that in most of his work, women, 
whether good or wicked, weak or strong, fleshly or decent, are of pivotal 
importance and are paradoxically depicted with profound sympathy.

Many other themes attracted Zöhrap’s attention: the Armenian es
tablishment (i.e., the Patriarchate and the rich), the victims of economic 
hardship, the plight of immigrants from the provinces, poverty, the shift 
in moral standards, religion, feigned piety, and so on. All this he wove 
into an economical prose that delved into the human soul in a limpid 
and elegant Modem Western Armenian, with little or no attention to 
context and plot. He was intimately versed in French culture, which had a 
formative and lasting impression on his thought. In forging the Armenian 
tradition of noravëp, Zöhrap creatively assimilated the accomplishments 
of A. Arpriarean (q.v.), Maupassant, and to a lesser degree, those of Zola 
and Daudet.

Ëjer uîewori me oragrën (Pages [or Excerpts] from the diary of a 
traveler) is an intellectual annotation to his own world view, occasioned 
by his travels in Germany and France. A keen power of observation, 
disarming wit and reason, and a noteworthy ability to sketch characters 
in a few broad strokes distinguish his collection of seventeen portraits
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of contemporary or newly deceased public figures, titled Tzanôt dëmker 
(Familiar names). Still scattered in the periodical press are most of his 
literary reviews and articles of diverse nature, bursting with energy and 
informed by a critical spirit, in support of the cause of progress and public 
interest.

lewon  basalean (1868-1943) was recruited into journalism early. 
Together with A. Arpharean (q.v.), but somewhat overshadowed by him, 
he was the moving spirit behind Arewelt, Masis, Hayrenik, and Nor 
keank, the first three of which pioneered and propagated the realist 
movement. In his articles and chroniques, he covered with lucidity and 
intensity the whole gamut of topical issues, making ceaseless efforts to 
rid his diction of Classical Armenian forms. For the 1880s witnessed 
a revival of sorts in the usage of Classical elements and phrases with 
ideological (i.e., conservative), rather than linguistic, undertones. These 
writings form an essential part of his literary heritage and embody, as do 
his short stories and noravëps, his realist credo of literature as a mirror 
of human life.

There is, though, a glowing, romantic touch to some of his short, 
uncomplicated stories, lit up by his talent in bright but brief emissions. 
Here he is at his best, writing with precision and grace. He was among 
the earliest authors to focus almost exclusively on working-class and 
poor people, their trials and tribulations and lifestyle, in the closing 
decades of the nineteenth century. A call for spiritual fortitude permeates 
his work, of which the following comprise some of the best aspects of 
his literary effort: “Nor zgestë,” “Lalafioy Resté,” “Kaland,” “Tselin 
dzaynë,” “Siwzëni varpetë,” “Ays ë eler,” and “Hmayafapfê.” He engaged 
in business in the last forty years of his life, completely disengaging 
himself from literature.

eeia  tëm ircipasean  (1851-1908) was a popular and gifted writer. 
He was frail and eccentric; the death of his father, his younger brother, 
and particularly his mother precipitated his mental derangement, and clear 
symptoms of insanity appeared by 1900. A somewhat schizoid recluse, 
Tëmircipasean maintained that Goethe's Die Leiden des jungen Werther s 
was one of the greatest influences of his life as was Positivism (Auguste 
Comte, Herbert Spencer). Above all, however, Emile Littré was a demi
god for him. He devoted his energy entirely to literature and literary 
journalism. Many of his works are still scattered in the periodical press.

“Elia,” as he was affectionately referred to by his contemporaries, 
wrote both verse and prose (short stories, literary criticism, articles, es
says, diaries, etc). His poems (personal anguish, death, love, nature, philo
sophical contemplation) are of a descriptive-analytical and often cerebral
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nature and have been written with little imagery, but with imagination and 
in a distinct style. Pain and occasional elation contrast sharply, and many 
elements of Symbolism, though not musicality, are found in his subjective 
poetry. His prose, similarly subjective and often egocentric, suffers from 
technical flaws; it has no characterization, construction, reasonable plot, 
or denouement. Yet it is highly charged with emotion and permeated 

by his dreams and visions, his thoughts and everchanging mood, and 
a romantic sentimentalism. His language is heavily overburdened by 
Classical Armenian, and maudlin feelings and expressions often mar his 
still highly regarded oeuvre, parts of which have had an enduring appeal.

Eastern Armenian Literature
m esrop T aeiadean (1803-1858), a native of Erevan, spent most 

of his life in Calcutta, India. Endowed with an inquisitive mind, an 
adventuresome disposition, and a yearning for learning, his desire to 
study in Paris never materialized. Instead, he satisfied his intellectual 
curiosity at the Bishop's College in Calcutta, with financial and moral 
support from Bishop Reginald Hebert (1773-1833). The college also had 
an Armenian press, where for a while Taliadean worked as a compositor. 
Before making India his second home, Taliadean had studied at Ëjmiatzin 
at the feet of Polos vardapet Laradaltsi (Nersisean) and had toured his 
fatherland extensively on two occasions. The deep affinity he felt with 
the land of his ancestors moved his pen, and his intellectual contacts with 
non-Armenians inspired his imagination.

In his travels and sojourns abroad, Taliadean came into daily contact 
with the British in India and Iran and American missionaries in Con
stantinople. He was always suspected of pro-Protestant tendencies, and 
this caused him a great deal of inconvenience, especially in Constantino
ple, where at the time of his visit in the late 1830s the relations between the 
Armenians and the small community of Protestant Armenians were ex
tremely inimical. But his most fruitful years were spent in Calcutta. From 
1845 to 1848, he published the periodical Azgasêr, which ceased with the 
death of his friend, who was the publication’s benefactor. Taliadean then 
launched another periodical, Azgasêr araratean (1848-52). He also set 
up a school for girls in Calcutta. Besides his journalistic activities, he 
was also engaged in printing some of his own work and the work of other 
Armenian and non-Armenian authors.

Taliadean’s thoughts and activities were geared towards enlighten
ment. Although he spared no unworthy cleric, he was a Christian and 
a deacon of the Armenian Church and regularly read scripture. He was 
obedient to God and ruler. He fought superstition, promoted enlighten
ment, and believed that a heightened sense of duty and responsibility
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would result in prosperity for society with the family as its basic cell. He 
was full of envy of educated foreigners and urged his fellow countrymen 
to emulate them. Education, learning, and “love and unity” were the 
keys to political and economic advancement. He had a special fascina
tion with English literature. He translated and published his mentor’s 
(Reginald Hebert) “Palestine” in Armenian, along with a good many 
pieces by Shakespeare, Milton, John Locke, Alexander Pope, and Robert 
Bums. Other translations and publications by him included a considerable 
amount of Chesterfield’s “Letters” to his son Philip Stanhope, many works 
by Byron (his favorite poet), and Legh Richmond’s The Young Cottager 
(published posthumously in Diwan, 1979). He also translated from Latin 
and published Hugo Grotius’s Csmartutiwn kristonëakan hawatoy {De 
Veritate Religionis Christianae).

Taliadean has a history of ancient India; a comprehensive history 
of Persia, with information on the Armenian communities; a selection 
of fables and anecdotes translated from the Persian; a pamphlet on the 
education of girls; a booklet on mythology; primers of Armenian and 
English; a short grammar of Armenian; a pamphlet on the martyrdom 
of St. Sanduht and another against the Roman Catholic Church (Hrestak 
azdetsutean. . .  ); a concise glossary of about two-hundred mostly di
alectal words (first published in Diwan, 1979); descriptions of his travels 
in Armenia and Persia; a “diary” (first published in Diwan, 1979) of his 
travel to Armenia (via Dhaka, Calcutta, Ceylon, Bushehr, Shiraz, Isfahan, 
Teheran, Tabriz, Erevan, and Ëjmiatzin); and a number of minor works.

Taliadean’s novel Vëp Vardgisi T[ear]n Tuhats is among the earliest 
samples of modem Armenian fiction. Vardgës is known in ancient Arme
nian history and lore as the husband of the sister of King Eruand I and 
as the builder of a town he named after himself. In the second century, 
King Valars I rebuilt and renamed it Valarsapat (now Ëjmiatzin). But 
Taliadean’s plot has very little in common with this story, because it is 
an adaptation with minor changes of Heinrich Zschokke’s Abällino, der 
grosse Bandit, which Monk Lewis had translated into English (Abaellino, 
The Bravo o f Venice). Taliadean is illustrating loyalty to king, national 
unity, and personal integrity in his work. The latter theme, along with 
persistence, industry, and self-reliance are the leitmotifs of his other novel, 
Vëp Varsenkan, which is fashioned after a tale common in Middle Eastern 
traditions. Both novels exhibit a good deal of action and suspense while 
propagating the author’s purposes.

Taliadean’s adaptations and translations illustrate some of the ways 
in which the earliest experiments in novel writing were conducted in the 
history of Armenian letters. He was familiar with the work of British
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novelists and was fond of Gothic novels. One may venture to suggest 
that he was familiar with M. G. Lewis’s own work, too. His novels speak 
to this, and from his introduction to Vëp Varsenkcw, it is obvious that he 
wittingly strove to combine entertainment with practical purposes. His 
effort to cultivate a love for reading among the Armenians was a challenge 
for many contemporary and subsequent writers.

The epigrams he wrote are witty, and his subtle and warm poetry 
reflects trends of romanticism. Love and patriotism are central themes to 
him, and religious motifs are not found in his work. Most of his long poems 
are incomplete. The best, perhaps, is Sös ew Sondipi, in which the central 
figures’ love transcends national and ethnic boundaries, and healthy 
patriotism promotes harmony. Taliadean’s passage from classicism to 
romanticism is best illustrated in this poem written in Classical Armenian, 
structured in accordance with the norms of Classical poems, and has gods 
among its heroes. It also has an adventuresome plot with action and sus
pense; it uses short, lyrical lines; and it probes the individual’s inner life.

hachatur abovean (c1809^18) has been placed on a pedestal as 
the father of modem Armenian literature. Although there is much to be 
said for this posthumous veneration, many have questioned the wisdom 
of such zealous ranking in literature and other fields of culture. This is not 
an uncommon practice, but it was carried to extremes, especially during 
the Soviet years, leaving many worthy contemporaries in the shadow of 
the chosen “fathers” or “masters.” At the very least, such rigid adoration 
easily turned into a sort of cult and precluded objective evaluation and 
revisionism. Abovean, an original, prolific, and multifarious writer, did 
indeed usher in a new era in Eastern Armenian literature. But it is 
not possible to speak of any palpable influence on his part on Western 
Armenian literature, especially in its formative stages. With much of his 
work (books, essays, articles, and collections of a historical, educational, 
linguistic, ethnographic, and folkloric nature) published decades after his 
death, its implied impact remains open to question. His chef d'œuvre, V ert 
Hayastani (Wounds of Armenia), alone, also published posthumously in 

1858, is good enough to recognize him as the founder of modem Eastern 
Armenian literature.

Abovean launched his literary career by writing verse in Classical 
Armenian. Patriotism, love, nature as well as meditative themes preoccu
pied him initially. He jettisoned the traditions of classicism and gradually 
wrote in a romantic mood, especially during his years at Dorpat (Tartu, 
Estonia). There his exposure to European, especially German, culture 
and literature came to inform his poetry and dramatically exposed the
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appalling backwardness that prevailed in his fatherland. The duality in 
his work in these same years was a reflection of his encounter with the 
West, as he simultaneously composed poetry akin to that of Armenian 
minstrels. His satirical bent found its best expression in “Hazarpfesen” 
(a sort of wine pitcher), in which he criticized the Russian bureaucracy. 
Parap vahti hatalik (“Pastime,” or “Entertainment for spare time”) he 

reportedly adapted from notes he took in public gatherings. It is a collec
tion of fables in verse, written in a lucid style with many dialogues that 
castigate moral degeneration, vice, injustice, and the corrupting power 
of money. Classical Armenian gradually gave way to Modem Armenian, 
well stocked with dialect and slang, which eventually emerged as the 
literary standard for the Eastern Armenians.

His use of the spoken dialect, especially in his Wounds of Armenia, 
has been one of the predominant factors Armenian critics have cited 
to justify his exalted position. What emboldened Abovean to challenge 
tradition was his desire to reach “hundreds of thousands” of people, as 
he put it in his preface to the novel. But two points must be emphasized 
here: he was not the first author to use Modem Armenian; and like many 
of those who supported the modem vernacular, he looked upon it as a 
temporary means or as a stage of gradual transition to Classical Armenian. 
But his immediate concern—to bring knowledge to the masses—totally 
submerged this distant and somewhat impractical expectation.

Abovean considered the vernacular and faith as the very pillars of 
the Armenian ethos. The Wounds of Armenia is, among other things, a 
hymn to the Armenian language, whose loss, Abovean averred, would 
be tantamount to losing national identity. His concern for the fate of his 
people was inextricably intertwined with that for the mother tongue. But 
there were other factors in addition, concepts and aspirations that could 
be conveyed only through this cherished national idiom.

Vërk Hayastani is a heart-to-heart dialogue between the author and 
his people. Abovean, who unlike many of his colleagues was bom and 
spent most of his life in what was left of Armenia, fully understood 
and shared the mentality of his people and grasped all too well the 
consequences of ignorance and corruption within the ranks of Arme
nian priesthood. The political plight of his fellow countrymen under the 
Persian khans was profoundly painful to him. And the survival of his 
nation against overwhelming odds throughout its history was a delightful 
source of pride and respect for Abovean. All this inspired him to write 
a novel that extolled patriotism, loudly justified self-defense, castigated 
ignorance and illiteracy, and called upon his fellow countrymen to break 
away from their ignoble lassitude to restore Armenian statehood.
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V ert Hayastani, one of the earliest novels in Armenian literature, 
has a simple plot. Its idealized central hero, Alasi, the first rebel in modem 
Armenian literature, fights and dies for the liberation of his country. In this 
case it was the annexation of the Khanate of Erevan by Russia in 1828, the 
background against which the novel is set. This was the deliverance from 
Persia that many Armenians, Abovean among them, had been waiting for 
with great anticipation. So excessively zealous is Abovean’s praise for 
Russia that one might be tempted to mistake his gratitude for undignified 
cringing. The fact is that Abovean was already disillusioned with Russian 
policy in Armenia when he wrote the novel in the early 1840s. In 1836 the 
Russians had instituted the Polozhenie, which imposed severe restrictions 
on the Church of Armenia. In 1840 they had abolished the Annianskaia 
Oblast’ (Armenian Region) as an administrative unit and were now 
interested in an Armenia without Armenians. Was Abovean being faithful 
to his intoxicated sentiments some fifteen years earlier? Probably. He 
would most likely have moderated his tone had he written the novel a 
year or two before his disappearance, when his attitude toward Russia 
had turned openly and bitterly hostile. He had envisaged the Russian 
presence in Armenia as the first step towards the revival of Armenian 
statehood under the wing of the northern power. By then, that vision 
must have vanished into thin air.

Despite its flaws, such as didactic digressions and protracted dia
logues and descriptions, the novel’s sustained intensity, animated style, 
colorful imagery, patriotism, and overwhelming outpouring of sincere 
emotions have made it a highly popular novel that has had considerable 
impact. Historically speaking, it tackles a burning issue, that of the future 
of his people, and depicts rebellion against foreign domination in sharp 
contrast to Christian Armenian traditions of pacifism and passivity. It 
captures a momentous period in Armenian history; true, one imperialist 
was being replaced with another, but Russian annexation proved benefi
cial in the long run in that, unlike their brethren in the Ottoman Empire, 
the Eastern Armenians were physically safe. Understandably, then, much 
was made of Abovean’s political orientation later in Soviet Armenia, 
and his disappearance added a touch of mystery to an unfortunate life 
given to lofty ideals. Nonetheless, his retrospective aggrandizement, 
well-deserved in many respects, was often unnecessarily tainted with 
ideological motivation. Wounds of Armenia, his cri du cœur, is a gem in 
the Armenian literary tradition with or without such idolization.

mh^ayël nalbandean (1829-66) was an impassioned author and 
a propagandist of reform and renewal. His travels widened his horizon,
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and his entanglement in national and political affairs led to conflicts 
with local Armenian dignitaries and religious authorities and eventually 
with the czarist government. He met some of the leading publicists of 
the day abroad, including Stephan Oskanean (1825-1901), the editor of 
the biweekly Arewmutk (Paris), and Yarutiwn Sëvacean (1831-74), the 
founder and editor of Meiu (Constantinople). He also came in close 
contact with the so-called “London Propagandists,” notably Alexan
der Herzen and Nikolay Ogaryov, and with Mikhail Bakunin and Ivan 
Sergeyevich Turgenev. He was arrested in his birthplace in 1862 and 
found guilty of association with the “Propagandists,” of disseminating 
their literature in Russia, and of inciting anti-government sentiments 
among the Armenians. After his initial internment in St. Petersburg, he 
was exiled to Kamyshin in the region of Saratov, where he died within 
months of his arrival.

Nalbandean attracted attention as an outspoken publicist and pole
micist whose lively and bold style, at times crude and arrogant, was almost 
invariably laced with irony or sardonic in tone. Early on, he collaborated 
with Stephanos Nazarean (1812-79), a bright intellectual and founder of a 
new and influential periodical, Hiwsisapayl (“the northern lights,” aurora 
borealis, 1858-62, 1864), in which Nalbandean published some of his 
prose. In both his literary and journalistic pieces, Nalbandean emerges 
as an unrelenting champion of freedom and equality; a fearless opponent 
of despotism, imperialism, and serfdom; an interpreter of human life 
from materialistic positions; a tireless propagandist of enlightenment, 
science, and scientific approach; a believer in agriculture as the key 
to prosperity and independence; uncompromisingly anti-clerical; and 
a zealous supporter of Modem Armenian. A large body of literature 
and evidence, amassed by Soviet Armenian critics, establishes him as 
a revolutionary democrat.

His writings are not extensive in number or volume. His short novel 
Minin h o s t miwsin harsn (i.e., a bride promised to one but given to an
other) negates superstition and promotes enlightenment. Merelahartsuk 
(Necromancy) is among the earliest urban novels, but is incomplete; it 
would likely have dealt with ignorance had it been finished. His popular 
Yisatakaran. . . (something akin to a journal) deals, in a sarcastic and 
sometimes polemical fashion, with a very wide spectrum of topical 
issues of a social, political, and cultural nature. His literary views are 
distilled in his criticism of Perc Pfosean’s novel, Sös ew Varditer. For him 
literature was a vehicle for reform, a harmonious amalgam of the natural 
with the creative, brought together with a sound unity and structure and 
skillful characterization. He called for the creation of a national literature
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(reflecting the realities of a given nation and its concerns and aspira
tions), good examples of which were H. Abovean’s V ert Hayastani and 
P. Prösean’s Sös ew Varditer. Of his non-literary prose, mention should be 
made of Erkragortzufiwne orpês ulil canaparh (i.e., Agriculture as the 
right path, published under the pseudonym Simëôn Manikean), which 
summarizes his views on economic, social, and political injustice and 
disparity, on nationalism and nationhood, on Armenian emigration and 
inter-communal and international relations, and on the 1861 reform in 

Russia.
Nalbandean has a small number of poems, with the earlier ones in 

Classical Armenian, fashioned mainly in a patriotic-political, satirical, or 
reflective mood. He has poems dedicated to Apollo, Mesrop Mastots, and 
Rousseau, among others. But his poems in praise of liberty and his “Song 
of the Italian girl” brought him enduring fame and found some imitators. 
The latter, believed to be an adaptation, was adopted with some textual 
patch-up as the national anthem (“Mer hayrenik”) of the Third Republic 

of Armenia.

raï âyël patkanean (1830-92) was a compatriot of Nalbandean 
who believed, like his confrère, in the utilitarian role of literature. Encour
aged by Nikolay Karamzin’s views, he chose to use the spoken vernacular 
for poetic expression; learning from Nikolay Nekrasov he strove to 
become a “poet-citizen.” This descendant of a family with a distinguished 
tradition in Armenian letters combined teaching with writing-a dual role 
characteristic of some of the authors of the age, including H. Abovean, 
S. Sahaziz, R Prösean, and L. Alayean (q.q.v.). As part of his literary 
mission, he sought to bring enlightenment to his fellow countrymen and 
to ignite their patriotism. He had no time for poetic form or craftsmanship. 
He felt that it was a time for immediate action on what he perceived as 
essential needs of a people in distress. Although too many of his poems 
read like rhymed speeches, his sincere and emotional patriotic appeal 
resonated with the prevailing mood. Some of his better poems brought 
him wide public acclaim and propelled him to the forefront of poetry for 

a number of decades.
Launching the initial phase of his career with a series of merrymak

ing and drinking songs in the best traditions of the Armenian students at 
Dorpat (Tartu, Estonia), Patkanean formed a literary coterie in Moscow 
with two colleagues for the purpose of publishing their own literary 
works. The group called itself Gamar Karipa (a combination of the 
initial letters of their first names with the vowel a inserted between them: 
Gëorg, Mnatsakan, Rapfayël; and the first two letters of their last names:
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ÄAnanean, JYmurean, PAtkanean). Patkanean soon assumed the group’s 
name as his pen name, as the overwhelming majority of poems published 
in the series (in five parts, 1855-57) were written by him. Following this 
and the appearance of his collection in 1864, there occurred a hiatus in 
Patkanean’s literary career.

But by then he was a well-established name. Two poems in particular 
met with immediate success and have been among his few enduring 
pieces. “Araksi artasukë” (The tears of the river Araxes) is a dialogue 
between the poet and the river. The river is in an utterly despondent 
mood in view of the misery and dispersion of its children, and has 
avowed to remain in mourning until the causes have been removed. 
Personification and dialogue generate an intimate dynamism; grief and a 
sense of irretrievable loss, which never quite explode into anger, convey 
an unspoken yet audible sense of optimism and sustain the appeal of this 
song. The other poem, titled “Vardan Mamikoneani mahe” (The death of 
Vardan Mamikonean), owes something to Eewond Alisan (q.v.) and to 
his poem on Vardan Mamikonean (“Plpuln Awarayri”) for its conception. 
This time it is the moon that narrates Armenian history, down to the Battle 
of Awarayr that pitched the Armenians against the Persians in 451. One 
of the more popular parts of this long poem is “Vardan’s Song” (Vardani 
ergë), a call to arms against the treacherous oppressors of Armenia.

Patkanean expressed his contagious patriotic enthusiasm in a num
ber of other poems, attacking clergymen for lulling the faithful into 
inaction, castigating the apathetic to national concerns, and condemning 
the formal, impractical aspects of national identity and its detractors. 
But there is frustration, anger, and embittered sarcasm in the poems 
he wrote following the Russo-Ottoman War of 1877-78. Often crude 
in diction, these poems capture the mood of utter disappointment that 
gripped the Armenians in the wake of the Treaty of San Stefano and 
the Congress of Berlin. The cause of reform in the Armenian provinces 
of the Ottoman Empire, whether through direct appeals to the Ottoman 
government or through European pressure upon the sultan, was now dead. 
As the maltreatment of the Armenians worsened, Patkanean was among 
the first to express sympathy for the Western Armenians in the heartland 
aroundMus andVan. Echoing H. Abovean andM. Nalbandean and paving 
the way for Raffi (q.q.v.), Patkanean urged his fellow countrymen to resort 
to self-defense, a trend that gathered rapid momentum. Europe got a piece 
of his mind too; he denounced it in harsh and contemptuous terms for 
selfishly abandoning the Western Armenians.

Patkanean’s social and patriotic concerns found expression in the 
verse (Nor Nahijewani knar) and prose (mainly short stories from life
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in his birthplace and a few set in St. Petersburg and Moscow) he wrote 
in his native dialect of Nor Nahijewan. One frequently encounters his 
satirical vein and biting impatience in these writings that deal with 
dehumanizing social and political injustice, incompetent and corrupt 
local officials, wicked and greedy merchants, illiterate and incompetent 
priests motivated by material rather than spiritual ends, and a degenerate 

youth.

A junior contemporary of Patkanean and Nalbandean, smbat sa- 
haziz (1840-1907) was of a more modest talent. His first collection 
of verse (in Modem and Classical Armenian) touched on historical and 
patriotic themes, nature, and love. His second collection was markedly 
better than his first and mirrored his social concerns and patriotic aspi
rations. The dominant piece in this collection is his long poem “Lewoni 
vistë” (Levon’s grief), a distillation of his literary vision, notable for 
expounding a contemporary theme. It is the story of a young patriot 
dedicated to the welfare of his homeland. He sets out from Moscow and 
arrives in Armenia through Nor Nahijewan and Tiflis. Throughout, the 
reader hears Lewon’s observations regarding superstition and ignorance, 
intellectual, moral, and religious decline, servility, corrupt leadership, 
etc. Lewon’s fervent wish is to do away with all such evils and brighten 
the skies of Armenia with enlightenment and progress. Even though the 
poem concludes without the reader ever seeing Lewon engage in any kind 
of action to bring about change, and despite its lack of drive and action, 
passion, and punch, it was very well received and certainly left its mark 
on its readers. Although Sahaziz ascribed the birth of the poem to the 

“reformist” atmosphere in Russia of the 1860s, which we have no reason 
to disbelieve, and despite the fact that he received his intellectual nourish
ment mainly from Russian writers (Pushkin, Lermontov, Nekrasov, etc.), 
Byron looms large in the formal aspects of the poem’s conception.

Sahaziz the journalist dealt with a variety of topics: from literature to 
the plight of the Armenians in the Ottoman Empire and from imperialism 
and China to an evaluation of self-centered European civilization (he once 
branded it as an intellectual “syphilisation”). In his articles as well as in 
his romantic poetic output, Sahaziz’s style is sluggish and his technique 
gauche. He saw himself as a servant to the cause of enlightenment 
and liberty through a literature expressed in simple (simplistic, in fact) 
language. His poetry did serve its purpose at the time, and together with 
the work of M. Nalbandean and R. Patkanean (q.q.v.) it paved the way 
and set the agenda for the next generation of poets. Very few of his poems 
are now remembered. Of these “Eraz” (Dream; opening line: “Es lsetsi
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mi anus dzayn” = I heard a sweet voice . . .  ) will most certainly outlast 
them all and seems destined to remain an all-time favorite.

Gabriel  sundukean (1825-1912) set new, remarkable standards 
for the Armenian stage. His student years at St. Petersburg must have 
given him a foretaste of the theater. He knew French, Georgian, Italian, 
Latin, and Russian (and may have had a passive knowledge of Tatar or 
what is now called Azeri Turkish, and Persian, since his dissertation at 
St. Petersburg was on Persian prosody). Some of these languages opened 
up before him the splendid world of theater. There is at least one note 
from V. Hugo in response to his letter; he met Dumas fils in Paris, and he 
came to know Alexander Ostrovsky personally in Tiflis. Some striking 
similarities between the art of Sundukean and Ostrovsky (characters, 
situations, and the use of colloquial speech) suggest that Ostrovsky may 
have prompted and inspired Sundukean with some guidance.

Nonetheless, Sundukean created his own theater, a microcosm all his 
own. With no noteworthy native tradition to draw upon and the emergent 
Armenian repertoire still largely limited to translations and to plays of a 
historical, religious, and moral scope, Sundukean turned to contemporary 
issues afflicting his own community in the cosmopolitan city of Tiflis. 
He wrote comedies in the sense of French comedie and drame. He 
employed the local Armenian dialect, adding touches of authenticity, 
dynamism, and appeal to his characters, the likes of whom the audience 
encountered daily in the Armenian quarter of Hawlabar or Sololak(i) in 
Tiflis. For all this, Armenian critics see in him the first master of realistic 
theater.

Sketched in Hatabala (Trouble; or, “A can of worms”) is his first 
memorable negative protagonist, Gerasim Yakulidi Zambahov, a mer
chant with an uncomely spinster daughter. Zambahov, a traditionalist 
tyrant at home and a cringing wretch before the bureaucracy, is unable to 
marry off his daughter for all his monetary prowess and scheming. The 
worship of Mammon, feigned piety, moral degeneration, and the clash 
of old and new are issues common to this and to most of Sundukean’s 
other plays. In Eli mëk zoh (“Yet another victim”; initial version titled 
Mahlas), a father unsuccessfully tries to force his son to marry a wealthy 
girl instead of the woman the son is in love with. This open rebellion 
against patriarchal authority in violation of long-standing traditions, a 
clash of “fathers and sons” as other observers put it, aroused a good deal 
of controversy. The conservatives saw it as an artificial conflict irrelevant 
to Armenian society and damaging to its fabric and the unity of the family. 
While such concern may have had some legitimate aspects, what they did
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not like was what they saw of themselves in the mirror Sundukean held 
up to them in this and in his other plays.

Sundukean’s next work, Pepö, has been acclaimed since its first 
performance as the crown of his literary labor. Sundukean himself was of 
like mind. He dictated the work with elation to Georg Chmskean (1837- 
1916), an actor (who played the title role in Pêpô's premiere) and a friend 
and amanuensis whose counsel he held in high esteem. He also left a 
description in his will of the statue of Pepö he hoped would be built in 
the future. Mutatis mutandis, the theme of this play is similar to that of 
Sundukean’s major comedies. The wealthy merchant Arutin Zimzimov, 
aware that proof has disappeared, willfully denies the debt he owes to 
Pëpô’s family. Following an altercation during which Pepö humiliates 
Zimzimov, and just before the former is arrested by police, the promissory 
note is recovered. Zimzimov is now prepared discreetly to cough up even 
more than the amount he owes, but Pepö heads for jail anticipating a 
public showdown with his famous enemy. Sundukean judiciously left the 
conflict unresolved, a fact that has added so much to its continuing appeal. 
Unlike his other comedies, here two powerful adversaries speaking for 
two very different social groups clash, endowing the play with dynamism, 
gripping power, and revealing depth. So colorfully real in both speech 
and behavior are its characters, so deep did Sundukean probe into their 
minds, that the play conquered the hearts of multi-ethnic audiences in 
Transcaucasia.

Kandatz öjah (“A shattered family,” 1873), the last of this series 
of four attractive plays on money, marriage, and mores, was followed 
by a long hiatus. Amusinner (Spouses, 1890), Sundukean’s first play 
in the literary standard, focuses on divorce, moral decline, and, as the 
author confided to a contemporary, on rather dimly delineated political 
and patriotic aspirations. His last two plays, S ir  ew azatufiwn (Love and 
freedom, 1910), which deals with biased divorce rules favoring men, and 
Ktakë (The will, 1912), which depicts a rich merchant bequeathing his 
wealth to charity and the ensuing conflict among his heirs, are dull and 
very poor in craftsmanship. The only short story he wrote, Varinki vecherë 
(An evening at Varinka’s), is an impressive piece on the misery of the 
downtrodden. His numerous “maslahaf” (a sort of “heart-to-heart talk”), 
published in the periodical press, tackle mainly topical issues of a social 
nature. Sundukean had earlier written a number of vaudevilles that were 
quite popular. But what truly lit up his imagination was a particular 
category of characters, whose colloquial speech and way of life were 
masterfully animated in his first four comedies. His Pepö remains one of 
the best Armenian plays of all time.
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perc  PRÖSEAN (1837-1907) profoundly admired and derived in
spiration from H. Abovean (q.v.), but he had neither his master’s scope 
nor his impact. His prose was prolix and often plain. His first novel, Sös ew 
Vardifer (proper names), brought him fame and prompted an important 
critical review by M itayel Nalbandean (q.v.). This love story revealed 
his power of observation, his fascination with ethnographic and “national 
traditions,” and an as yet dim awareness of some changes affecting rural 
Armenia. Only sixteen years later did his second novel appear. Titled 
Kruatzalik (“A bone of contention”; two men competing for the same 
woman) and mirroring the closing decades of the eighteenth century, it 
speaks of Persian maltreatment, makes a faint call for self-defense, criti
cizes local Armenian dignitaries and clergymen, echoes social biases and 
inequality, and pictures an ideal village reconstructed by traditionalists. 
Being fond of the traditional lifestyle in the countryside, Pfösean dreaded 
urban life. He recorded faithfully and regretfully its disintegration under 
the impact of some evil factors to which he never reconciled himself 
(Soviet Armenian criticism has seen in him a writer immune to class 
consciousness), but he hoped that decent, thoughtful, and enlightened 
men might still salvage the vanishing world of his childhood and dreams.

Three years later, Pfösean penned his masterpiece, Hatsi hndir (“A 
matter of bread,” i.e., struggle for survival). The novel, qualified as 
realistic, documents the destruction of traditional lifestyle and changing 
economic and social values in rural areas due to the penetration of 
monetary relations and mores. The novel is head and shoulders above 
all else Pfösean wrote; it reads well and has enriched Armenian literature 
with a few memorable characters (notably Mikitan Sakto). Similar in 
theme and structure and almost as good was his fourth novel, Tsetser 
(tsets = moth, i.e., “parasites”). His next novel, Bide, also has some merits, 
such as a certain degree of psychological insight into Blde’s criminal 
obsession with money. His Yunon is a kind of Armenian Robin Hood and 
in many respects marks a departure from some of his literary patterns. 
Pfösean has two more novels and numerous short stories. As a respected 
teacher, he made valuable contributions to the cause of education; as an 
individual endowed with considerable administrative skills, he lent much 
support to the Armenian theater.

Few modem Armenian writers can rival the impact and appeal of 
RAFFi (cl 835-88). He began with poetry of no particular merit save for 
one popular poem, “Dzayn tur ov tzovak” (Respond, O, Lake), which is 
reminiscent of Lewond Alisan’s personification of the moon and Rapfayël 
Patkanean’s personification of the river Arak*s. A romantic to the marrow,
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he moved on to prose and captured his readers ’ imagination and, arguably, 
the foremost spot in the genre with some of his historical novels. His 
numerous short stories and short novels of a social nature are set mainly 
in Iran (depicting both Armenian and Persian realities) and Tiflis and are 
a savage attack on the social injustices, predatory landowners and mer
chants, tyrannical bureaucrats, moral corruption, superstition and igno
rance, tradition and submission that account for the sad life of the trampled 
and dispossessed. Perhaps his best works focusing on such concerns are 
Oski a ta la i (Golden rooster) with its protagonist, a petty bourgeois who is 
a slave of money and the quintessence of such vices as fetishism and cruel 
inhumanity, and Hachagoli yisatakaranê (The memoirs of a robber), in 
which poverty drives men into criminal conduct. In Raffi’s view, human 
behavior is shaped by its milieu; removing or improving bad conditions 
will transform human character for the better. Hence his firm conviction 
that enlightenment and education is an all-powerful recipe for social and 
moral progress. Only such enlightened individuals, collectives, or nations 
can sue for political justice.

When the Russo-Ottoman War of 1877-78 broke out, the Eastern 
Armenians expected Russia to wrest Western Armenia from the Ottoman 
Empire. Though the Russian victory brought bitter disappointment to the 
public, the war and its aftermath ignited Raffi’s imagination. Responding 
to political situations in a string of historical novels, he formulated his 
vision of the ultimate mission: the gradual liberation of Armenia. Jalaled- 
din is named after a Kurdish chieftain who drowned Armenian villages 
and towns in blood with impunity. Raffi pits sons and fathers against one 
another; Sarhat, the central hero, blames his father for not opposing evil 
and dies fighting for his family and country. Raffi’s disapproval of all 
religions, particularly Christianity (as a “passive” creed) and Islam (as an 
“aggressive” religion), his intolerant criticism of Armenian clergymen as 
ignorant parasites who preached blind obedience to oppressors, and his 
promotion of self-defense as a legitimate right form some of the basic 
elements of his political thought and are reinforced in all his novels.

Having faith in neither Europe nor Ottoman nor Russian imperialism 
or in the Armenian leadership and organizations, Raffi looked'up to the 
“crowd,” the educated and well-informed masses, to bring about radical 
change. Part of his mission was to cultivate a readership, because the 
reading public was so small. The elements of suspense, mystery, and 
adventure that occasionally appear in his work are meant to sustain 
interest in reading and thereby feed the public with new concepts of 
social and political justice. Social reform, as said, would breed reformed 
individuals, and reformed individuals would build a new blissful world.
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This and certain elements of his ideology of liberation are the two 
essential messages conveyed to readers by Raffi’s Hentë (The fool), 
whose plot unfolds during the Russo-Ottoman War o f 1877-78. Raffi 
never quite called for armed rebellion; the Armenians were not ready for 
that yet. But he zealously promoted self-defense as the most dignified 
and legitimate human right. This and a myriad of ideas pertaining to the 
unenviable plight of his fellow countrymen in the Ottoman Empire, along 
with possible ways of bringing political relief, are raised and discussed 
in Raffi’s Kay tier (Sparks), which many an observer have considered 
the bible of the modem Armenian liberation movements. Indeed, its 
impact on contemporary political thought and action has been enormous. 
Although not a novel in the conventional sense, it is the story of a 
group of students (including a number of characters who also appear 
in Hachagoti yisatakaranë) who work in or visit Western Armenia. They 
observe and analyze the Armenian realities under the Ottoman yoke and 
explore options and possible ways of alleviating the plight of their fellow 
countrymen.

Next, Raffi turned to the latest episode of self-defense, still fresh 
in Armenian memory: Dawif Bek’s successful, short-lived struggle in 
Siwnik4, Armenia. This was a more sophisticated novel and brought 
into sharper focus two elements in Raffi’s thought: that disunity had 
been a major factor in the downfall of Armenian statehood, and that 
treachery had been a national trait. He interrupted Dawif Bek and delved 
into his “melikdoms” of Khamsa (Hamsayi melikutiwnnere), a study 
of the history and fall of local Armenian rulers in Artsah-Karabagh, 
who had been autonomous well into the nineteenth century. The project 
was undertaken with a view to collecting additional material for Dawif 
Bek and to reviving and evaluating the latest manifestation of Armenian 
political power in the region. Soon thereafter, Raffi completed his Paroyr 
Haykazn (i.e., the rhetorician Proaeresius, a .d. 276-367/8), a short prose 
work contrasting Movsës Horenatsi’s dedication to the progress of his 
own nation with Paroyr Haykazn’s contribution to the progress of an 
alien society.

On the surface, the 1880s looked strikingly tranquil and uneventful. 
Following the failure of the Armenian Question, the Armenians and their 
hopes seemed to have sunk into a miasma of despair. In fact, it was 
a pregnant tranquility. The Armenian political parties were bom, and 
major shifts marked a new course for Armenian literature, most notably 
the rise of realism. What came as a sudden and painful jolt was the re- 
emergence of Russian chauvinism, one of the ominous consequences of 
which was the closure of Armenian schools. Samuel was Raffi’s response
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to this unjudicious Russian measure. Construing the Russians’ acts as a 
devastating attack on the Armenian language, which in his eyes was 
comparable to an attack on the very essence of the Armenian ethos and 
the sole bond of unity for a nation in dispersion, Raffi recalled the specter 
of a similar threat by Persia in fourth-century Armenia.

Armenian historians speak of Samuel, the central hero, in only a 
few terse phrases. He was a descendant of the venerable Mamikonean 
family and killed his own father, Vahan Mamikonean, for apostasy. Raffi 
expanded this act of patricide into an extensive novel cast against the 
background of a massive Persian campaign to supplant the native tongue 
and culture with their own. The novel illustrates selfless patriotism; 
transforms the abstract concept of Armenia into a geographical and 
topographical entity, a peopled land bustling with traditions and collective 
experiences; promotes national unity; restores continuity to Armenian 
identity by viewing the Christian tradition as both a modified version and 
a continuation of the pagan Armenian lifestyle; and endorses militant 
action in defense of country and identity.

Raffi publicly complained that Armenian authors had no clear pic
ture of the Armenian society of old. He was envious, he said, of such 
writers as Sir Walter Scott and Georg Ebers (whose Eine ägyptische 
Königstochter and Samuel share certain remote resemblances), who were 
fortunate to have ample historical material at their disposal. (Actually, 
Ebers himself collected much of the information he used in his novels.) 
To create a semblance of fourth-century Armenia, Raffi relied on his own 
imagination, on whatever information he could glean from Armenian 
sources, and on lifestyles he observed in remote regions, especially in Iran 
where change would have crept in rather slowly, he contended. It may 
never be possible to determine how close or off the mark Raffi was in his 
re-creation of daily life in fourth-century Armenia. Given the benefit of 
the doubt, it may be assumed that he was satisfactorily imaginative if not 
altogether authentic. But his reading of this very intricate era in Armenian 
history is revealing. He was one of the earliest writers, perhaps the 
earliest, to peer at the realities of the time and make incisive observations 
on a number of issues: the decentralized nature of political power in 
Armenia, the negative effect centrifugal forces had on Armenia, and the 
bloodstained conflict between church and state in the fourth century.

There are a number of instances of anachronism and protraction in 
this work, but some of the lateral connections are of practical importance. 
Raffi’s women are virtuous patriots, and Meruzan Artzruni, whom we 
know to have been a powerful political personality, comes through as 
a rather petty quisling. Raffi removes Samuel from the thick of action
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for a long stretch of time to illustrate the calamities the traitors and 
the Persians inflict on the country and to justify Samuel’s inescapable 
decision to commit patricide amid harrowing mental agony. This renders 
Samuel’s character somewhat remote. But as the novel races to its dra
matic conclusion, he re-emerges as a heroic, if tragic, patriot owing much 
of his charm and force to the character of Vahan Mamikonean, his own 
father and arch enemy, whom Raffi portrays in masterful strokes as an 
intelligent and determined man of strong convictions. Raffi wrote in an 
excellent Modem Eastern Armenian.

tAZAROS At aye AN (1840-1911), endowed with an energetic talent, 
was a multifarious writer but not as voluminous as some of his contem
poraries. There is something utopian about the sum total of his work. 
He liked Edward Bellamy’s projection of a new social and economic 
order and translated the initial parts of Bellamy’s Looking Backward: 
2000-1887 into Armenian. When admonished by his younger colleague 
and protégé, Yovhannës Tumanean (q.v.), he replied that Bellamy made 
much more sense than Marx and Engels. Like Bellamy, he particularly 
liked to juxtapose the idealized future with the ugly present and longed 
for the disappearance of private enterprise and the appearance of some 
kind of a communal lifestyle. His adaptations of Armenian folk tales, 
well-suited to his own edifying purposes, inaugurated a trend emulated 
by Y. Tumanean, A. Isahakyan, and later by S. Zoryan (q.q.v.). They 
also illustrated his belief in well-rounded education and the importance 
of acquiring dexterous skills or practical crafts (e.g., his folk tale titled 
“Anahit”). He prepared numerous popular textbooks and taught tirelessly. 
He thoroughly enjoyed teaching children and took the lead in creating 
wonderful poems and rhymes for them, many of which are still fondly 
recited. His best piece in verse is his adaptation of the tale of Tork Angel 
(from Movsës Horenatsi), whom he recast into a patriot and a loving, 
gentle giant in a community of a similarly colossal creatures, but one 

where there are no masters and slaves.
His first novel, Arutiwn ew Manuel (proper names, 1867; revised 

and supplemented 1888-93), is actually an autobiographical collection of 
vignettes. Elaborating on his use of the form “Aruriwn” for “Yarutiwn” 
(resurrection, John), he said it stood for the Armenian word arutiwn 
(courage, fortitude) and not for the popular or corrupt form of YaruHwn. 
From these sketches emerge the sad childhood and early years of Alayean, 
who launches a “courageous” assault on old ideas and teaching methods. 
His next work was a shorter novel titled Erku koyr (Two sisters). It is the 
unhappy love story of two sisters, a cry for social justice, equality of men
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and women, and the problem of land-tenure in the Armenian realities of 
the 1870s. Like R. Patkanean (q.v.) before him, he tried an incomplete 
adaptation of Kyor-Ölli (Köroghlu, a bandit, or perhaps a Jelali rebel, 
and central character of a romance, reminiscent of older accounts of a 
hero avenging the blinding of his father; these older accounts, it has been 
suggested, are also echoed in the story of Arsak II, King of Armenia; cf. H. 
Përpërean, Arsak B. ew Keöföllu, [Paris, 1938]). But unlike Patkanean, 
he wrote it in prose and portrayed Kyor-Ölli not as an Armenian patriot, 
but as a hero with no specific ethnic identity, who wages wars against 
oppressors, rulers, and sultans to protect the poor and champion the cause 
of freedom.

Alayean has numerous articles discussing various aspects of the 
emerging literary standard. He was carefully attentive to language and 
the subtleties of its use and wrote in a neat, simple, and flexible Eastern 
Armenian, providing a model for his younger colleagues to emulate 
and improve into a fine tool. But the charm of his idiom is only one 
of the elements making his literature attractive. In questions of form 
and substance, literary values and approaches, his literature was distinct 
from that of his contemporaries and certainly illuminated a more clearly 
delineated path for the future of Eastern Armenian letters.



The Twentieth Century: 
The First Two Decades

An Overview of the Armenian Realities of the Age

As the twentieth century turned, Armenian letters were still sub
ject to unrelentingly harsh censorship in both the Ottoman and Russian 
empires. Both tyrannies made a conscious effort to subdue and terror
ize their Armenian subjects. Some cataclysmic events with catastrophic 
consequences soon shook both the Eastern and Western Armenians. In 
1903 the Russian government confiscated Armenian Church properties 
and closed Armenian parochial schools. Protest and defiance forced the 
government to reconsider its decision in two years, but there followed 
the “Tatar [Azeri]-Armenian” clashes (1905-06) and the Stolypin repres
sions in the aftermath of the first Russian revolution. Despite their anti- 
Armenian domestic policy, the Russians revived the issue of reform in the 
Armenian provinces of the Ottoman Empire shortly before World War I. 
But the outbreak of the war enabled the Young Turk clique to cancel such 
arrangements and to implement a premeditated state policy of resolving 
the issue once and for all by eliminating the Armenian population of the 
empire. When Lenin called home the Russian troops, the Caucasian front 
disintegrated, and the Ottoman Army, recovering the eastern provinces, 
marched east in pursuit of the Pan-Turanian fantasy. The Armenians made 
a last stand in May of 1918 and were able to stop the Turkish onslaught, 
but not the massacre of the Armenians of Baku. Immediately after the 
fateful battle of Sardarapat and following the example of Georgia and 
Azerbaijan, Armenia declared its independence. It survived for only thirty 
months and became a Soviet republic at the end of 1920.

In the Ottoman Empire, Abdulhamid IPs repressive anti-Armenian 
policy continued until the Young Turk coup of 1908, which, amid joy 
and jubilation, promised a new start for all elements of the empire. 
But Armenian hopes and lofty ideals of equality and fraternity were
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drowned in the bloodbath in Adana (1909). The Young Turks had their 
own imperialistic fancies and pursued a policy of Turkification now 
that neither Ottomanism, Islam, nor any other artificial common identity 
imposed from above could hold the empire together. Shortly after the 
Balkan wars, the militants and fanatic ideologists in the government 
and the Committee of Union and Progress {Ittihad ve Terakki) managed 
to drag the country into a war it could not fight. But it provided the 
leadership with a pretext and cover for the genocide they perpetrated 
against the Armenians. Deportations began in March, and it was on the 
night of 24 April 1915 that the Armenian intelligentsia was rounded up 
and shipped to the interior. Slaughtered in a most brutal fashion were the 
glories of Western Armenian literature: G. Zöhrap, D. Varuzan, Siamanto, 
Eruhan, R. Sewak, M. Kiwrcean (Hrand), R. Zardarean, Tlkatintsi, A. 
Yarutiwnean, T. Chëôkiwrean, S. Biwrat, G. Barselean, and hundreds of 
intellectuals. A precious few either survived (E. Ötean), dodged capture 
and eventually slipped away (Y Ösakan), or happened to be abroad on 
the night of the simultaneous arrests (V. T^këean). But for all intents and 
purposes, Western Armenian literature was extinguished in 1915.

In the early 1880s it became clear to the Armenians that Abdulha- 
mid II had an implacable aversion to reform and progress and that Europe 
had its own interests. The rise of the Armenian political parties was partly 
due to a desire on the part of young Armenians to take matters into their 
own hands. The “sick man of Europe” though it was, the empire was still a 
deadly tyranny, especially for the Armenians. Abdulhamid and the Young 
Turks had proved this in no uncertain terms. The Armenians in Russia 
fared no better, save that there had been no threat to their lives. Perplexing 
anxiety is perhaps what best describes the state of mind that prevailed at 
first. But soon the Armenians realized that things were coming to a head. 
Frustration, compounded with a sense of despair and impotence, set in 
as they pondered their uncertain future. All this, in varying forms and 
degrees, resonated in the works of contemporary authors, amid feverish 
scholarly and cultural activities.

In the field of Armenian studies, European linguists (e.g., A. Meil- 
let, J. Karst) continued their remarkable contributions, inspiring a new 
generation of Armenian scholars (H. Acaryan, 1876-1953; M. Abelyan, 
1865-1944). Critical editions of old Armenian texts appeared, as did col
lections and studies of Armenian folklore. Professional inquiries towards 
reconstructing a more detailed and factual history of Armenia were more 
actively pursued (Leo, q.v.; N. Adonts, 1871-1942). T. Tbramanyan 
(1864—1934) shed new light on the monuments of Armenian architec
ture. Komitas Vardapet (Solomon Solomonean, 1869-1935) popularized
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Armenian folk songs, enchanting large audiences. The Armenian theater 
and the arts in general enlivened the scene. Literary activities were revived 
with relative freedom after the return of most of the writers from exile in 
the wake of the Young Turk coup. New periodicals were published, some 
of a purely literary character. At public gatherings the latest creations of 
Armenian writers were discussed. Finally, after decades of groundwork, 
a discerning reading public and a fine infrastructure was in place. Literary 
criticism and history made an impact. Criticism developed from popular 
journalistic reviews to more intricate critique and to monographs, mostly 
on contemporary writers. A. Chöpanean, A. Yarufiwnean, and the most 
famous of them all, Y Ösakan (q.q.v.), forged the canon in the West; 
a promising Vahan Nalbandean (1876-1902), Nikol Albalean (1873- 
1947), Simeon Hakobyan (1880-1942), Arsen Terteryan (1882-1953), 
Harufyun Surhafyan (1882-1938), Tsolak Hanzadyan (1886-1935), and 
Polos Makintsyan (1884-1938) formulated the Eastern Armenian critical 
creed. Held in high esteem later in Soviet Armenia were also a number 
of prominent Bolsheviks who practiced criticism from a Marxist point of 
view: Stepan Sahumean (1878-1918), Suren Spandarean (1882-1916), 
Aleksandr Myasnikyan (1886-1925), etc. Their views reflected a very 
wide range of conflicting or complementary convictions and diverse 
influences. A number of histories were written on both eastern and western 
literatures, taking stock of their accomplishments.

If prose, both long and short, had dominated the concluding three 
decades of the nineteenth century, poetry ruled supreme in the open
ing decades of the twentieth. A constellation of poets, the likes of 
which Armenian letters had not experienced before, adorned Armenian 
verse with exquisite work in form and content: Siamanfo, D. Varuzan, 
M. Metzarents, and Y. Tëkëean in the west, and Y  Tumanean, A. Isa- 
hakyan, V. Tërean, and E. Charents in the east. Certain aspects of sym
bolism, naturalism, and futurism left their mark on the work of some of 
these poets who tried to keep abreast of literary trends in Europe and 
Russia. H. Hakobyan and S. Kurlinyan in their engagé verse founded the 
proletarian style. In short lyrical prose pieces, a few writers contemplated 
fife in a philosophical mood; others, in similarly short but allegorical 
writings, gave expression to some concerns and aspirations. Drama was 
revived in Sirvanzade's and L. Sant’s plays.

This was a time when the politically doomed Western Armenians 
found their spiritual fortitude. There was a return to the pagan past, when 
aesthetic beauty and physical prowess were extolled. The movement 
generated a good deal of controversy and was denounced by some 
Eastern Armenian writers. Nonetheless, it was a firm bridge of legitimacy



and continuity that extended into antiquity, above and beyond the very 
symbols that defined the status of Armenians in the empire, namely, 
the Church and Christianity. This was yet another attempt to foster the 
political element in the Armenian self-image. Abovean had long since 
proclaimed language and the Church as two of the most fundamental 
pillars of the Armenian ethos, and many writers were of like mind. But 
Raffi, and now Siamanfö and Varuzan, placed much emphasis on pre- 
Christian Armenian culture, the homeland, and the vernacular. A number 
of short-lived periodicals, such as Nawasard and Mehean (both published 
in Constantinople on the eve of World War I), promoted national and 
literary rejuvenation and similar concepts. Nawasard covered literature 
and the arts in general. Mehean focused on literature, and, proclaiming its 
allegiance to the Armenian-Aryan spirit, called for a cultivated, purified 
Armenian as the vehicle for a new literature, free from politics and the 
ravages of journalism. But the most striking literary expression of such 
shifting values at this juncture was Siamanfö’s poem “Mesrop Mastots,” 
published just as the Armenians in Constantinople celebrated with pomp 
and pride, before the envious eyes of the Young Turk leadership, the 
fifteen-hundredth anniversary of the invention of the Armenian script 
and the four-hundredth anniversary of Armenian printing.

A Survey of the Literature of the Age

Western Armenian Literature
arsak CHÖPANEAN (1872-1954), a prolific and multifarious au

thor, wrote both poetry and prose {noravëps, short stories, prose poems, 
etc.), as well as essays, articles, and literary criticism. With unflagging 
determination, he promoted the literary and artistic accomplishments of 
his nation through lectures, studies, and translations from Armenian into 
French and vice versa. He also founded and edited the celebrated literary- 
cultural periodical Anahit, cited extensively in this work. So wide was his 
embrace that he left barely any topical issues untouched. Such activities, 
conducted in an almost missionary zeal, may indeed have drained his 
creative, literary energies.

Nonetheless, Chöpanean remains an important figure in the history 
of Armenian literature, particularly verse. His poetic oeuvre is adorned 
with few first-rate poems, but as a whole it helped pave the way for sub
sequent Western Armenian poets. Counterbalancing the treacly clichés of 
sentimental poetry and the rigidity of formal poetry, Chöpanean empha
sized the significance of image and emotion and supplanted the exces
sively flowery, convoluted expression, often mistaken for sophistication,
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with a simple and at times ordinary diction. In this sense, he played 
for Western Armenian verse a role somewhat akin to that played by 
Hovhannes Hovhannisyan (q.v.) for Eastern Armenian poetry. He was 
also among the earliest poets to take to Western forms, taste, and sen
sibilities, channeling such aspects and accomplishments into Armenian 
letters. In a similar vein, he emerged as the central figure in forging the 
formative stages of literary criticism. His studies of Grigor Narekatsi, 
Nahapet Kuchak, Nalas Yovnafan, Mkrtich Pësikfaslean, Petros Durean, 
and others laid the groundwork for the tradition.

Personal sentiments, universal suffering, love, nature, and patriotism 
are some of the themes he sang in his poems in a warm, spontaneous 
style. He was well-versed in world, especially French, literature. And 
Yakob Ösakan (q.v.) has seen traces of influence of the Romantics, the 
Parnassians, and the Symbolists in his work. His short prose pieces tackle 
social themes pertaining principally to the lower and poor classes.

siamant ö̂ ’s (1878-1915) verse is unique in a number of ways. 
Thematically, it has a very limited range; almost exclusively it tells of 
the horrors suffered by his nation. In terms of form, it has been suggested 
that his free verse (which is not quite that) owes something to Verhaeren’s 
vers libre and Paul Fort’s experiments in poems in prose and the emphasis 
he placed on cadence. The suggestion needs further elaboration, but it is 
true inasmuch as Siamanto wrote in free verse. In the 1890s and 1900s, 
many Armenian writers searched for and experimented in new ways of 
expression.

Siamanfö’s first work, a slim cycle of poems, Diwtsaznôrên (Hero
ically), in effect prefigured his poetic world. It speaks of centuries-old 
persecution and butchery of his people (particularly the massacres of the 
mid-1890s), and evokes and justifies the espousal of defiant aspirations for 
the ideal, the dream, and the sacred aim. Long-dead martyrs for the cause 
of freedom rise from their tombs and triumphantly pursue the struggle 
with the still oppressed crowd. Morbid images (akin to “deep images”) 
and scenes, ghosts, apparitions, and selflessly fighting masses mingle 
to create an atmosphere of haunting hyperbole. The abstract symbolic 
forces of fighters for freedom are replaced by contemporary heroes in his 
next collection, Hayordiner (Armenians), made up of three cycles. The 
background is once again the gruesome images of death and destruction, 
blood and corpses, and chilling terror that deny mercy and laxity, nurture 
vengeance, and urge unceasing struggle until victory. The poet calls on 
the “masters of thought” to come out of their “halls of dream” to sow 
the seeds of heroism and on the “hooded mystics” (the monks) to arm
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themselves with the arms of the shattered cross, all while pouring bitter 
contempt on the hypocritical West. There are tender moments that bring 
the gloom into even darker focus. But the author never lets go of the 
thread of hope. Amid unbearable anguish, his apocalyptic voice thunders 
messages of determination, self-reliance, and relentless pursuit of the 
ultimate dream.

His third collection, titled Hogevarld ew yoysi jaher (literally, 
Torches of dying breath and hope; i.e., something like Rickering flames 
of death and hope), is also a threnody on the carnage of his people, but 
one that lacks the exhortations to revenge and rebellion he had made in 
his previous collection. The slaughter of Armenians in Adana (Cilicia) in 
1909 prompted his next book, Karmir lurer barekamës (Red news from 
my acquaintance, i.e., Bloodstained reports from a friend). It consists of 
twelve reported episodes, which Siamanfö recast in his own style into 
deeply disturbing narrative poems (e.g., in “Pare,” The dance, naked 
women are made to dance to exhaustion and then burnt alive). On a visit 
to the United States in 1909, he wrote and published his last collection, 
Hayreni hrawër (An invitation to [return to] the native land, 1910). In 
twélve moving pieces, in a lyrical style not always entirely free from 
sentimentalism, SiamanVö admonishes his fellow countrymen residing 
abroad, making an impassioned, heartfelt appeal for them to return to 
their families and the homeland they have abandoned.

In the early 1910s, Siamanfö very slowly moved away from the 
realm of pain and darkness. The theme must have seemed to have run 
its course, and new sources of spiritual fortitude had to be explored. Sia- 
manfö turned to pagan Armenia, like Daniel Varuzan, in whose Hetanos 
erger (Pagan songs) the trend found its fullest expression. Having rejected 
Christian tenets of pacifism and passivity, Siamantö in his poem dedicated 
to Anahit, the goddess of fertility, supplicates her to give birth to a new in
vincible god, begotten by the sun. His last major poem was an effusive en
comium for Mastots, originator of the Armenian script, commemorating 
the fifteen-hundredth anniversary of its invention. (Nerses Mezpurean, 
1841-80, and Stephanos Nazarean, 1812-79, had earlier written odes to 
Mayreni lezu, i.e., mother tongue, sharing similarities so striking as to 
suggest a common source of inspiration or adaptation, but neither had 
the impact nor the symbolic significance of Simanto’s poem). As usual, 
Siamanrö wrote these two poems in an epic breath and a sonorous style. 
But they both lacked the emotive power of his formidable imagination, 
his foremost strength in his earlier collections. On the whole, his work 
suffers from a certain amount of verbosity and repetition, declamatory 
patterns, mixed metaphors, and a lack of depth. Today, many of his poems



make for difficult, monotonous, and uneasy reading. It is difficult to say in 
what new spheres his imagination would have hovered, had he not been 
silenced at age thirty-seven in a conflagration unlike any he described.

Misak6 metzarents (1886-1908) is one of a handful of Armenian 
poets who redefined and refined the Armenian poetic canon with vision 
and finesse at the turn of the century. His two collections, Tziatzan 
(Rainbow) and Nor taler (New songs), published in the spring and autumn 
of 1907, were met by some with harsh, if  distasteful, criticism claiming, 
among other things, that his work was infested with Symbolism, an 
alien malaise unacceptable to Armenian traditionalists. A larger army 
of admirers went to the other extreme, refusing to acknowledge all traces 
of Symbolism in his art.

Metzarents knew by his early teens that his years were numbered (he 
suffered from consumption), but unlike Petros Durean (q.v.), he neither 
allowed the black specter of death visibly to color his utterances, nor did 
he defy fate rebelliously. Nor did he escape into Vahan Tërean’s distant 
visions, undulating in the mist of melodic melancholy. There was an air 
of elevated and deeply moving insouciance about the way in which he 
touched upon his destiny, women, and love. The real world was the abode 
of his noble sentiments, refracted in a bright, but never dazzling, interplay 
of colors. This is to say that he read nature particularly well, viewing its 
vitality with a discerning eye and listening to its rhythm with a musical ear. 
A heartening optimism mitigated his profound sorrows, channeling them 
away into the light enveloping him, and grief gave him renewed strength 
to carry on with the business of life. He worshipped the sun-as a flame, 
not as a massive conflagration-and caught the infinite manifestations of 
light, releasing them in varying shapes and shades into many of his poems, 
including the nocturnal ones. His unalloyed, boundless altruism, now in 
the form of the wind touching everybody on the forehead in sympathy; 
now as the cuddlesome evening descending upon all; and now as a hut 
awaiting the arrival of weary travelers, was at once a source of inspiration 
and solace for him. His amatory expressions are dreams, prompted by a 
heart languishing in an unquenched thirst for love. This is perhaps best 
illustrated in one of his most popular poem-songs “Gisem anus ë . .  .” 
(“Sweet is the n igh t. . ; titled “Sirerg” = Lovesong) where the author, 
inundated with kisses from the sea, air, and the light embracing him, longs 
for the “only” kiss, the ultimate seal of happiness.

Like his predecessor, Petros Durean, and his contemporaries Tuma- 
nean, Isahakyan, Siamanfö, Varuzan, and Tërean (q.q.v.), Metzarents 
formed new compound words and endowed some old words with new
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nuances. He paid meticulous attention to form and wrote effortlessly, in 
a crystal clear, elegantly compact Western Armenian with fresh, vibrant 
imagery all his own.

DANIEL varuzan s (1884-1915) first collection of verse, titled 
Sarsufner (Sensations, or Frissons), is a small volume that expresses 
some social concerns. His next book, Tsetin sirte (Heart of the race, i.e., 
nation), deals with a much wider variety of concerns and aspirations. It 
opens with a poem dedicating it to the fatherland, the Armenian émigrés 
(panduht), the victims of sword and fire, his home and parents, and the 
Armenians fighting for the national cause. There follows a prologue titled 
“Nemesis,” depicting the carving of a statue of the goddess of retribution. 
Varuzan calls on his people to worship the goddess, but to destroy her 
statue and cult as soon as tyranny is abolished. Having set the tone to the 
entire collection, Varuzan then groups his poems under three headings: 
“Baginin vray” (on the altar of sacrifice), “Krkësin mëj” (in the arena), 
and “Diwtsaznavëper” (epic poems). With passion and verve, Varuzan 
asserts in the first part that his fellow countrymen have long been victims 
of Ottoman religious fanaticism and chauvinism. He juxtaposes some of 
the darkest moments in the Armenian experience with spiritual vitality 
and moral strength (e.g., the poems on the ruins of Ani, the spirit of the 
fatherland, the red soil, the massacres of the mid-1890s and Adana, 1909), 
while he unceremoniously buries “the God of Lusaworich [Gregory the 
Illuminator] and Nerses [the Great, a.d . fourth century].” In the second 
and third parts, he amplifies the theme of spiritual fortitude: e.g., Revival 
(“Veratznuriwn”), The Victor (“Yalfolë”), etc.; invokes the god Vahagn 
for his prowess and calls on him to make peace with his “renegade” 
people; and promises justice and liberty to the Armenian victims of the 
Armenian-Tatar (i.e., Azeri) clashes of 1905-06.

Enamored of pagan life, many elements of which are found in this 
collection, Varuzan wrote a whole new cycle of poems, Hetanos erger 
(Pagan songs). The second part is titled Golgotayi tzalikner (Golgotha 
flowers), and in contrast to the first it is a bitter indictment of the 
machine age and its devastating consequences of cruel exploitation, 
poverty, moral corruption, and other manifestations of human degradation 
in ugly, monstrous urban centers. The first is a splendid, if controversial, 
hymn to life in luscious (and at times even lascivious), glittering imagery, 
fusing the colors of the East and the art of the West. Sirvanzade (q.v.) 
attacked it (the poem “Ov Lalagë,” in particular) as pornography, but 
numerous colleagues and critics came to Varuzan’s rescue. He is singing, 
in innocent elation, of passion and sensual sensations and the beauty of the
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female body, at times in somewhat suggestive settings. It is the concept 
of fertility and cycle of life, the inextricable intermingling of pleasure 
and pain, that endow the collection with a putative air of eroticism. It 
is decidedly not pornographic, though in an instance or two Varuzan 
does sing of Eros rather than Agape. Nor is there on the part of Varuzan 
a call to return to an era he brought to life in such bright colors as in 
the narrative poem, “Harcë” (The concubine), the collection’s brightest 
jewel. Varuzan’s intention was to unveil and liberate the pagan tradition, 
perceived by him as an age of prowess, valor, and the aesthetically 
beautiful, to undermine the bleak aspects of Christian tenets that clipped 
the wings of human spirit, and to shape and solidify the will to live. The 
influences of E. Verhaeren, M. Maeterlinck, Rig-veda, and the rich colors 
of the Flemish masters have been pointed out. To these influences one 
should perhaps add Parnassian poetry, with its emphasis on formal and 
visual, rather than emotive, aspects.

Varuzan’s last collection was Hatsin ergë (The song of bread), which 
tells the entire story of obtaining flour, from ploughing the land to the 
water mill. The cycle is believed to be incomplete, lacking the six poems 
that would have put the baked bread on the table. The manuscript was 
confiscated at the time of his arrest by Ottoman Turkish police on 24 
April 1915, but it was recovered after his murder and published in 1921. 
Bucolic poems of an idyllic setting, ablaze with the colors of sunrise 
and sunset and various other hours of the day, recount the routine of 
industrious peasants engaged in the “sacred” labor of producing bread. 
It opens with the poet’s appeal to the muse to teach him all about bread, 
followed by twenty-eight poems, interspersed with songs, romantically 
idealizing a tranquil, blissful lifestyle. This is the fatherland in its simplest, 
most precious form. Popular expressions, sparingly applied, add charm 
and authenticity to his style. He conjures up delightful images infused 
with light, colors, and warmth-one of the most celebrated, enduring, and 
endearing aspects of his poetic genius.

Ruben sewak’s (1885-1915) output is small in quantity but con
tains a good many impressive pieces in both verse and prose. His Karmir 
girkë (The red book), made up of three poems inspired by the Armenian 
massacres in Adana, was the only collection to appear in his lifetime. He 
was not in the same league as his great contemporaries, but his warm, 
sincere, and spontaneous poetry, like theirs, marked a turning point in 
the history of Armenian verse in a modest way. Social inequality and 
injustice, corruption, human bondage, the transience of life, and issues of 
universal harmony and the aesthetically beautiful emerge as some of his
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major concerns. His sentiments are rebellious in poems (which seem to 
have been bom in a hasty outburst), protesting, with a tinge of pessimism, 
the brutal way in which his fellow countrymen were treated.

The short pieces he published in the periodical press were put 
together posthumously as a volume under the title Bziskin girkën ÿrîsuatz 
ëjer (Pages, or Extracts from the diary of a physician). It is an uneven 
medley of short stories, noravëps, articles, and narratives that speak of the 
observations of a physician who encounters matters of life and death daily. 
The theme was new, as was the setting for many of the sad episodes. One 
of Sewak’s intentions was to show that death could be delayed or defeated 
if  certain conditions were met (change in personal lifestyles, removal of 
ignorance, etc.). Sewak’s immense sympathy for those in affliction, his 
thoughtful reflections on human life, and his rapid narrative style make 
some of these writings enjoyable reading.

artasës yaruT iwnean (1873-1915) attained fame as both an 
influential literary critic and as a gifted poet who sang of love, dreams, 
and nature with a vexed heart. But his poetic glory faded as rapidly as 
it had risen, some years before his life was brought to an end in 1915, 
and it is his critical sketches of contemporary authors and analyses of 
particular literary works that are still of value. An incisive observer, with 
a subtle artistic discretion, he wrote short reviews that are distinguished 
for their insight, wit, and élan, never mincing matters and never shying 
away from giving his detractors some of their own medicine in terms of 
temperamental responses and repartee in the periodical press of the day. 
To him, the role of a critic was to detect, publicly appreciate, and, if need 
be, propagate the intrinsic values of a literary piece as a consummate 
individual creation. He designed the famous survey, published in the 
form of a questionnaire in the literaiy periodical Masis, on the future 
of Western Armenian literature. Looking at literature as a repository 
and as a reflection of the past and present experiences of his people, 
expressed in and consonant with the particular and paramount aesthetic- 
literary character of the Armenian people, Yarutiwnean publicly raised 
a long-standing concern regarding the future of Armenian literature. 
More to the point, the question he asked the Armenian intellectuals was 
whether Constantinople (an alien, cosmopolitan home of an Armenian 
community) or the eastern provinces (the original homeland and thus a 
“purer” Armenia) of the Ottoman Empire were the genuine and, therefore, 
the more fertile ground for Armenian letters. Yarutiwnean unequivocally 
favored the latter. The response to the questionnaire was disappointingly 
meager. But regardless of the answers, no power would have deflected the
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course of this natural trend, which was initiated by Mkrtich Hrimean (q.v.). 
Were it not for 1915, “provincial” literature, it seems, would have rivaled 
and complemented that produced in Constantinople as an indispensable 
part of the national tradition.

It is difficult to say in what other ways Yaruriwnean’s flair for 
criticism would have manifested itself had his life run its normal course. 
But what we have from him is a string of short evaluations confined 
to contemporary literature, lacking the sweeping grasp of canon-shapers, 
such as that of his close friend, Yakob Ösakan, or that of Arsak Chöpanean 
(q.q.v.), the forerunner of them both and chief originator of the tradi
tion. For all three, intellectual sustenance and guidance came mainly 
from French sources. Yaruriwnean had a masterful command of French, 
and according to Ösakan, he contributed to French periodicals under a 
pseudonym. Ösakan also mentioned that Yarutiwnean read seldom but 
deeply. Based on what the former has recorded and on what one can glean 
from Yarufiwnean’s own writings, Yarutiwnean was familiar with Kant, 
Heine, Schopenhauer, and, particularly, Nietzsche; Byron and H. Spencer; 
and among French philosophers, the writers and critics Joachim du Bellay, 
Ronsard, A. Comte, V. Cousin, H.-F. Amiel, Littré, Leconte de Lisle, 
Gabriel Tarde, A. France, the French Symbolists, and especially Remy 
de Gourmont. He read the Mercure de France religiously, but had no 
particular interest in Bergson and chose to disregard Taine, maintaining 
that his influence had already waned.

VAHAN T ëkÆean’s (1878-1945) army of admirers is probably 
outnumbered by those indifferent towards his art. His first collection 
produced two sharply contrasting reviews but mainly went unnoticed. The 
second appeared when Metzarents, Siamanfö, and Varuzan had already 
published their best work. When his third book saw the light of day, the 
Armenians were still mortified by the harrowing and continuing trauma 
of 1915. No new aspects of his talent shimmered in his fourth and fifth 
volumes. The aforementioned poets struck a chord with their readers, 
who basked in optimism. TBkeean’s second book, arguably his best 
collection, appeared in a tense atmosphere on the eve of World War I. 
Perhaps his technique had something to do with it, too. Most of his verse 
lacks internal rhyme and abounds with enjambment and grammatical 
inversion, often requiring a second reading to fathom the depth of his 
contemplation. Ironically, he was a painstaking perfectionist when it came 
to form and precision of words, meter, and rhyme and invariably revised 
(often repeatedly and over long periods of time) the initial forms of his 
inspiration. Yakob Ösakan (q.v.) proclaimed him to be the most original 
poet of the Armenian Dispersion.
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He was off to a rough start with his first collection, which brought 
to light his youthful dreamy anxieties and aspirations. But his second 
and third (.Hrasali yarufiwn, Wonderful rebirth; Kësgiserën minchew 
arsaloys, From midnight to dawn), firmly established him as a first-rate 
poet. The identity of the object of his affections, which deeply agitated 
his heart and mind, remained mysteriously ambiguous. Unrequited and 
privately cherished love, haunting memories, unattainable dreams such 
as fathering a son, and terrible blows of fate, all gnawing at his heart, 
are major themes in the latter two volumes. More or less the same topics, 
expressed in an uneven voice, make up the next book, Sër (Love). Patriotic 
sentiments and Armenia predominate his penultimate collection, titled 
Hayergutiwn (Songs on, or a celebration of, Armenia and the Armenians), 
which brings together numerous poems culled from his earlier work, those 
interspersed in the periodical press, and a considerable number of new 
ones. Tataran (Songbook) contained the poems, mostly sonnets, he wrote 
in the twilight of his fife (he is often referred to as the Armenian Prince 
of Sonnets).

In his patriotic lyrical verses, many of which were inspired by his two 
visits to Armenia, TëLëean sought the spirit of his nation, rather than its 
splendor, and echoed its aspirations, old and new (e.g., “Zuaitnots tacarin 
mëj” = At the Zvartnots Cathedral). He was one of the few intellectuals 
fortuitously to escape 1915, because he happened to be in Jerusalem on 
the night of April 24 when the Armenian intellectuals were rounded up. 
The destruction of the Western Armenians remained a bleeding wound to 
the end of his life and gave rise to a number of commemorative, tryingly 
painful, indignant but dignified poems (e.g., “K‘san kahalanner” = in 
memory of the twenty members of the Hnchakean Party sent to the gallows 
in June of 1915; “Suetia”; “EpTat” = Euphrates; “Ahawor ban më . . =
Something terrible . . .  ; “Erb ôrë gay verjapës = When the day finally 
comes; “Gaman giser” = A spring night; “Ov Hayastan” = O, Armenia; 
“Piti ësenk4 Astutzoy” = We shall say to God; etc.).

TëLëean’s poetry was on the whole cerebral, austere yet poignant, 
subtle and elegiac, distressful yet lyrical and dignified. There was some
thing of the stoic in him; personal love remained elusive, and only dreams 
and hopeful anticipation of reciprocal affection periodically illuminated 
his otherwise sad life. His mental and artistic steadfastness was remark
able. His attractive verse was expressed in an elegant and meticulous 
Armenian, with a voice all its own.

MATPËos zarifean (1894—1924) published two collections of 
poetry in his lifetime. The Beirut edition of his collected works, edited 
jointly by Siran Seza (sister of Zarifean) and Vahë-Vahean (q.v.), contains
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unpublished poems, diaries, and letters not found in his two poetry 
collections. His diaries cover mainly his days of service in the Ottoman 
Army (1916-18), with two very short sections on his days as interpreter 
in the British Army and teacher at the Përpërean School. His two verse 
collections made him a celebrity overnight; his poems struck a responsive 
chord particularly in the hearts of young readers. For, although the war 
had long since ceased, what was left of the Ottoman Empire was still in 
turmoil, and the fate of the Armenians was still uncertain.

Death overtook Zarifean before he could refine his poetic gift into 
a distinct style. His romantic poetry is intensely subjective and revolves 
around unrequited sentiments in matters of the heart, mental anguish, 
unfulfilled dreams, and a yearning for tranquility. He faced death with 
courage, although in many a poem sentimentality and self pity are a touch 
too obvious. Nature and the night, the sea, trees, and a certain locale in 
Istanbul form the basic elements of his imagery. His poems suffer from 
a number of imperfections. But they are written with genuine sincerity, 
simplicity, and a good feel for rhyme by a sensitive soul enamored of life.

Aharon taturean (1886-1965) became a familiar name to the 
Western Armenian reading public in the years 1908-15 through his 
poems published in the periodical press. His fame lingered briefly after 
the Armistice of Mudros, but rapidly dissipated after the early 1920s. 
The publication of his first collection in 1938 revived his reputation to a 
certain degree. Although more collections followed, Aharon, as he was 
often called, never regained the modest prominence he had achieved in 
the pre-genocide era. His poetry was uneven, and much of it was outdated 
or irrelevant. But a few poems, particularly from his first two collections, 
stand out for the elegance of their style, the vividness of their imagery, and 
the intensity and spontaneity of his emotions. From his first collection, 
Magalatner (Parchment), the cycle “gehenakank” (Infernal [songs]) is 
written with verve; the cycle “Sirts karmir varderov” (My heart with 
red roses) is a spirited hymn to love; and the cycle “Giwli siwker, earoj 
erger” (Country breezes: songs for the beloved) is a fascinating imitation 
of folk-style poetry. From his second collection, Pohemakank (Bohemian 
[songs]), so named after a cycle he wrote while a student in Prague), the 
cycle “Hogis cermak varderov” (My soul with white roses) speaks of love 
in mellow and melancholic lines that run deep.

eruhan (1870-1915), a junior contemporary of the realist writers, 
wrote noravëps and novels conforming to the literary creed of his senior 
colleagues. Like most of them, he also contributed to the periodical press 
and taught, but he never enjoyed as wide a recognition as they had, despite
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the fact that his Amirayin aljike (Amira’s daughter) is considered by many 
as the best realist novel. That was perhaps due to the fact that realism 
had outlived its age by the early twentieth century; prose was gradually 
relegated to a secondary position by poetry, and authors explored new 
literary realms. Nonetheless, he is reckoned to be one of the important 
prose writers of his age.

Like Eruhan himself, many of his characters (fishermen and fish
mongers and poor people of humble origin who owe to Eruhan their 
existence in Armenian literature) came from the district of Hasköy in 
Istanbul, which at one point had also been the home of some amiras 
(self-made dignitaries in the service of sultans and the higher echelons 
of Ottoman bureaucracy, who wielded considerable power within the 
Armenian community). There are no variations in craftsmanship in his 
short stories, which almost exclusively deal with the inner life and external 
appearance of a neglected class of people. He is both unquestioning 
and unmindful of their social standing or realities; in an unembellished 
fashion and with vigorous strokes, he paints little action and pays even 
less attention to the world they inhabit.

Amirayin aljike (initially titled Merzuatz sër, Rejected love, or A 
jilted lover, which better describes the plot of the novel) is in fact the story 
of an amira’s grandchild by the name of Arsak, a quack given to self- 
indulgence. He abandons Sofi, his servant, and takes off to Paris, returning 
with a French woman. The latter abandons Arsak when he shows renewed 
interest in Sofi, who sought out an old admirer of hers, Hambik, while 
Arsak was gone. As Arsak and Sofi revive their relationship, Hambik 
goes insane. Far more interesting than the central protagonist are the 
secondary characters, who are mostly sincere, simple, poor, though not 
always pure, and whose well-drawn profiles testify to Eruhan’s intimate 
familiarity with such people. In his other novel, Harazat ordi (Legitimate 
son), a dissolute and impotent husband, Beniamin, commits suicide upon 
realizing that his child has been fathered by someone else. In addition 
to unnecessary epithets that encumber his novels as well as his shorter 
works, the former also suffer from excessively prolonged description of 
tedious details. His best pages are those that captured for posterity what 
society and other writers had disregarded: the particular group of the poor 
and forgotten he knew best.

MELK?on kiw rcean’s (1859-1915) work is limited in scope but 
original in many respects. There was in Constantinople a large number of 
immigrants who had left their families and homes in Armenia in quest of 
employment and security. A new influx of such young men poured into the
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Ottoman capital immediately after the Russo-Turkish War of 1877-78. 
They lived in squalid conditions, were mostly shunned by the established 
community, and engaged in menial jobs, many of them working as porters. 
A number of contemporary writers had touched upon their plight, but with 
inspiring encouragement from Arptiar Arpiarean (q.v.), Kiwrcean made 
it the central theme of his literary output. As a provincial Armenian, 
Kiwrcean had firsthand experience of their lives and mentality; he is said 
to have closely associated with them.

There were some dramatic aspects and consequences to this phe
nomenon. Migration destroyed families and sapped the strength of the 
Armenian people in the provinces, somewhat altering the demographic 
balance in the region. Insecurity, extreme economic hardship, and sepa
ration for uncertain periods of time were all profoundly painful for those 
who remained behind and those who emigrated to the Ottoman capital, 
where many of them died of starvation, illness, or emotional distress. 
Kiwrcean movingly chronicled their wretched existence in his kroniks 
0chroniques), short stories, and vignettes, reviving and enriching in prose 
the long-standing tradition of émigré verse. His talent shone in his kroniks, 

each of which captures the bare essence of contemporary realities and 
mentality in an austere, economical, and down to earth manner. It is 
difficult to speak of full-fledged characters in his work; they are, rather, 
authentic portraits, sketched with sensitivity, spontaneity, and wistful 
concern. His Armenian, limpid and flexible (though he was never able 
fully to jettison the influence of Classical Armenian, the passion of his 
early years), captures in its rapid flow a lifestyle that perished with its 
chronicler in 1915.

t̂ lkatintsi (cl860-1915) introduced to Armenian literature the 
distinct flavor of his native region, Harberd (Harput), and its environs. 
Mkrtich Hrimean and his student, Garegin Sruandzteants (q.q.v.), had al
ready provided a glimpse into life in Armenia proper, but it was Tlkatintsi 
who turned his attention fully to native Armenians. This grew into a 
warmly received trend in the works of his students and emulators (e.g., 
R. Zardarean, B. Nurikean, and Hamastel, q.q.v.), which enriched Ar
menian literature in more ways than one and has often been referred to 
as the authentic expression of the soul and soil of Armenia. Although 
Tlkatintsi had read some European literature in translation and was up 
to date on the literary output and activities in Constantinople, Tiflis, and 
elsewhere, the content of his writings, if not the form, was virtually free 
from influences. He wrote with spontaneous pride of the noble aspects 
of the lifestyle he was bom to, but pounded with unforgiving alacrity its
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vices, failings, and pompous detractors, in a sinewy and vivacious style 
permeated with lyrical Sadness, contagious humor, and a biting sarcasm. 
Although some o f his pieces are verbose, on the whole he had a good 
sense of proportion and a very fine feel for the beautiful. He employed 
standard Western Armenian for most of his work, but wrote a few pieces 
(especially plays) entirely in, or peppered with, his native dialect. The 
Armenian massacres of 1915 claimed not only his life but also most of 
his unpublished manuscripts.

Tlkatintsi wrote half a dozen poems (all in 1908) imitating the 
popular folk style, and three noravëps: M ut ankiwnnerë (From dark 
comers), Gawat me miayn (Only one glass [drink]), and Es kataretsi 
im partts  (I fulfilled my obligation). These are well-written short novels 
dealing with the very sad plight of women, nuptial infidelity, and religious 
antagonism (actually, anti-Protestant sentiments). But the bulk of his work 
falls under the genre of chronique. Many contemporary masters (e.g., A. 
Arptiarean, q.v.) had been using the form skillfully. Tlkatintsi developed 
his own approach of writing profiles, pictures, scenes, short stories, and 
childhood reminiscences, where customs and traditions, daily routine 
and lifestyle, along with a wide range of characters, sad and funny, cruel 
and tender, ugly and attractive, capture an authentic moment in Armenian 
life in the town of Harberd and the neighboring villages. Topical issues, for 
instance, were the often-tragic consequences for young women shipped 
to the United States as wives for men they had only seen photographs of, 
the rapidly increasing rate of emigration to America, and certain aspects 
of the activities, religious and educational, of American missionaries. His 
Geli namakner (Village letters) revolves around village life. The second 
letter is a detailed description of village dwellings and daily life in the 
countryside.

In the play Ëndi dëmën (From the other world), a dead man returns 
to the world of the living to solicit recommendations to alleviate his 
suffering in the nether world, but makes his journey back with empty 
hands. Zalëm tlan (The cruel boy) is a more complicated story. An 
Armenian returns home to many a local girl. But he abandons her and sets 
sail for America, and his would-be bride dies amid scandalous monetary 
and moral corruption. Ktake (The will) is a one-act play highlighting the 
clash of heirs to the wealth and property of a dying man. Dëpi artasahman 
(Going abroad) in two scenes illustrates the disintegration of the family 
due to emigration to America.

rubën  zardàrean’s (1874-1915) Tsaygaloys (Twilight or, twilit 
night) was his first and last collection. From about 1908 to his murder
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shortly after he and the Armenian intelligentsia were arrested on the night 
of 24 April 1915, he wrote very few pieces, giving himself almost entirely 
to editorial work instead. The volume brought him immediate acclaim 
and secured him a visible spot in the modem Armenian canon as one 
of the brightest stars of a generation of writers (Hrimean, Sruandzteants, 
TLkatintsi, and others) whose literature placed an increasingly greater 
emphasis on life in Armenia proper, instead of the Armenian Dispersion 
(e.g., the Armenian community of Constantinople). Folk tales, prose 
poems, and short stories make up the bulk of his output.

His literary vision had certain affinities with the work of a number 
of contemporaries with otherwise diverse aesthetic principles: Siamanfö, 
Metzarents, Varuzan, and Sant (q.q.v.). He shared their belief in spiritual 
renewal and fortitude, especially in view of the ravages of ignorance, 
religious superstition, social lassitude, fatalism, and a demoralizing sense 
of servitude. He averred that a relentless pursuit of lofty ideals-selfless 
but healthy patriotism was one such virtue-was what rendered existence 
meaningful and fit for human beings; he paid a warm tribute to noble 
souls who rose above petty ends, braved deadly odds, rebelled against 
tyranny, and pointed the way to human dignity, freedom, and progress. 
His folk tales reverberate with these themes and an unmistakable political 
undertone, as do his prose poems, which are also cloaked in allegory. 
This was a congenial device, but one that also enabled him to avoid the 
suffocating restrictions of Ottoman censorship. The title of the collection 
was in fact a reference to Abdulhamid IFs reign before 1908, a night
mare that the Logos (“ban”), as Zardarean put it in his preface, barely 
survived. His short stories offer saddening insights into the drab, rotten, 
and dehumanizing realities in the Armenian provinces (principally in the 
Harberd, or Harput, region).

Aspects of authentic Armenian life in many of Zardarean’s works 
come alive through local color, mores and mentality, customs and tra
ditions, captured and drawn skillfully. The lack of action or characteri
zation is compensated for by a contemplative and dramatic symbolism, 
expressed in vivid yet austere imagery, with a lyrical touch and elegantly 
controlled emotions. Personification and abundant descriptions of nature 
play a significant role in achieving effective contrast. He wrote in a 
felicitous and sumptuous, inornate, Armenian.

Tigran CHËÔKIWREAN (1884-1915) wrote a number of short nov
els and stories, of which Herosë (The hero) and Vante (The monastery) 
brought him recognition as a promising writer. While the former with 
irony and a tinge of sarcasm revives a certain mood in Constantinople at
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the turn of the twentieth century, the latter in the form of a diary narrates 
the temptations and tribulations of a celibate priest as the principal of 
an orphanage sheltering children who have survived the Armenian mas
sacres of the mid-1890s. Here, as well as in some of his other short stories, 
his prose is economical and immediate, warm and subtly melancholic. 
Yakob Ösakan, in his Hamapatker, noted the influence on Herosë and 
Vankë respectively, of Maupassant’s Boule-de-suif and L. Andreev’s 
Krasny smekh (The red laugh), both of which Chëôkiwrean translated 
into Armenian.

eruand ÖTEAN (1869-1926) was a prolific and popular satirist, 
novelist, and editor-publicist, with a considerable amount of writing scat
tered in the periodical press. His celebrated predecessor, Yakob Paronean, 
had just died when Ötean started his literary career in the early 1890s. 
Ötean stood on Paronean’s shoulders, but their styles and scopes were dis
similar in many respects. Paronean’s spontaneous wit sparkled brightly, 
and his sweeping satire was annihilating; Ötean’s satire was distinguished 
by subtlety. The former roared with laughter, often through tears, and was 
embittered when his whiplash words failed to bring people to their senses; 
the latter smiled, frequently provoked a good laughter, and lackedhis elder 
colleague’s reformist tendencies. Paronean focused almost exclusively on 
the Armenian community in Constantinople; Ötean’s purview, by virtue 
of his nomadic life, encompassed wider geographical areas and a greater 
variety of characters. Paronean concentrated on humor and satire alone, 
while Ötean also wrote novels and short stories. As contributors to and 
editor-publishers of periodicals (almost a mania for Ötean), they both 
wasted a good deal of their time and talent on topical issues, and had 
neither the time nor desire, it seems, to revise their writings.

His novels dealing with social themes depict Armenian realities 
in Constantinople and frequently have merchants as their protagonists. 
Ëntanik, patiw, baroyakan (Family, honor, morality), Talakanin knikë 
(Wife of the parish council’s chairman), Mijnord ter papan (The match
maker priest), are some of his better known works. The first is the story 
of an immoral man, hiding behind the values making up the title of the 
novel, who wants those words for his epitaph after Sister Atropos has 
cut off the thread of his life. In the second book a termagant, Safen, 
wife of the wealthy Margar, feels terribly insulted when the wife of 
the chairman of the parish council is offered a chair at church while 
she is disregarded. She runs off to her husband, plots her revenge for 
this outrage, and the chairman is eventually forced to resign. The third 
novel shows the unscrupulous ends to which a priest goes to make money
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through matchmaking. Ötean has raised more or less similar concerns in 
numerous well-knit and rapidly moving short novels and stories (e.g., 
“Vacarakani me namaknere kam katareal mard ëllalu aruestë” = The 
letters of a merchant, or the art of being a perfect [i.e., successful] person).

Ötean wrote some of the earliest detective stories. The novel Aptiwl 
Hamit ew Serlok Holms (Abdulhamid and Sherlock Holmes), which he 

categorized as a contemporary historical novel, has as its sequel Saliha 
hanëm kam banakë brnaworin dëm  (Miss Saliha or the army against the 
tyrant), a novel of “Ottoman revolutionary life.” Action, suspense, and 
all the other usual elements and devices are used by Ötean to highlight 

multinational political opposition to sultan Abdulhamid II. In Matnichë 
(The traitor), yet another roman feuilleton, a handful of Armenians are 
seen pursuing similar aspirations. Mention should also be made of T ’iw 

17 haften (Spy number seventeen), despite the fact that it is not a purely 
detective story. The backdrop is the Young Turk regime, World War I, 
and the wholesale slaughter of the Armenians in 1915-16.

Most critics regard Otean’s “socialist” tri-part novel as his mas
terpiece or at least as one of his best works, made up of A ratelufiw n  
me i Tzaplvar (A mission to Tzaplvar), Ënker Fanjuni Vaspurakani mëj 
(Comrade Panchuni in Vaspurakan), and Ënker Fanjuni taragrutean mëj 
(Comrade Panchuni in exile). There is much room under this umbrella 
for some other works, such as some of his short novels and novels 
(e.g., Es drsetsi chem am er  = I  shall not marry an outsider, a central 

theme of which is the contempt in which the provincial Armenians 
were held by the “indigenous” Armenians o f Constantinople, a deep- 

seated and multifaceted attitude with a long history) and Yelapohutean 
makaboytznere (Parasites of the revolution). Ötean, as a witness to the rise 

and activities of the Armenian political parties and as one who intimately 
knew many of their leaders and followers, derided, in his tri-part novel 
referred to above, the extreme expressions of formalism and mechanical 
approach to political theory. Described here are the activities, actually the 
ravages, of Fanjuni (pronounced Panchuni in Western Armenian, a kind 
of malapropism for Armenian ban [pronounced pan] chuni = brainless), 

a Marxist propagandist who audited social sciences at Geneva, returns to 
Constantinople and, finding the field crowded, sets himself the destruc

tive task of mobilizing the Armenian proletariat against the bourgeoisie 
and capitalists, none of which truly existed in the Armenian provinces, 
especially the rural areas. There is neither passion nor bitterness nor alarm 
to Ötean’s narrative, which exposes the absurd activities of his bizarre 
character through caricature. In this and in a number of other respects, it 
bears some resemblance to Don Quixote, though it lacks such depth and
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tragicomic elements. Also, unlike the Knight of the Lions, one feels no 
degree of sympathy for Fanjuni; yet one does not detest him either. He 
is pernicious because he is thoughtless. As Ötean parodies the confusion 
of socialist terminology with theory, its broader misinterpretation and 
misapplication, hyperbole puts certain parts of the novel beyond the realm 
of the real and fosters in the reader a benevolent intolerance for anything 
leading to such absurdities.

Yelapohutean makaboytznerë (Parasites of the revolution) strings 
together brilliant satirical portraits of a number of charlatans who pose 
as revolutionaries to benefit from the respect and hospitality accorded 
to such activists by the public. Mer eresÿohannerê (Our deputies) is a 
collection of profiles of some of the deputies to the Armenian National 
Assembly. With humor and sarcasm and some help from Paronean, Ötean 
has handed down to posterity an amusing and incisive commentary on the 
intelligentsia and Armenian realities of the period. Tasnerku tari Polisën 
durs (Twelve years spent away from Constantinople, i.e., 1896-1908) is 
an intimate, spirited, and humorous account covering half a dozen years 
or so of Ötean’s peregrination in Europe and Egypt, his encounters with 
Armenian intellectuals (most of whom, like the author himself, had fled 
the Armenian massacres of the mid-1890s), and interesting anecdotes, 
episodes, and events. As usual, Ötean writes in excellent Armenian, with 
a light, delicate touch and a broad smile (“the divine laughter” as he put 
it “free from grudges and hatred”), entertaining no illusions about the 
power of satire and humor to transform human life.

zapël asatur (1863-1934) emerged in the 1890s as the leading 
woman writer at a time when Srbuhi Tiwsab (q.v.) maintained long 
years of silence to her death in 1901. Asatur wrote both verse and prose 
(noravêps, short narratives and a novel), the bulk and best of which was 
published by the early 1900s. She launched her career with her only novel, 
Atjkan me sirtë (The heart of a girl), which was well received. This is the 
story of a girl who acts on the prompting of her heart, but is abandoned and 
wastes away in desolate grief. Asatur’s short stories highlight mothers 
and motherhood, the temptations women find themselves exposed to, 
their vanity, and what women expect from men—namely love, attention, 
and dedication. Although her craftsmanship was less distinguished than 
some of her celebrated contemporaries, Asatur’s prose bears witness to 
the mores and mentality of the times.

Asatur’s early poems were overburdened by a heavy dose of Clas
sical Armenian, which she discarded over a relatively short period of 
time. A considerable part of her verse is made up of narrative poems
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and concentrates on the sadder aspects of women’s lives and on nature. 
Contemplative and retrospective elements of a general nature come to 
govern her vague poetic energies a little later in her life. A romantic to 
the marrow of her bones, Asatur paid meticulous attention to form and 
diction. And it is in this realm that she made her modest contribution to 
Armenian verse, in some measure anticipating the accomplishments of 
the greater talents who were about to burst onto the literary scene.

intra’s (i.e., Indra, 1875-1921) two volumes, one in prose and 
the other in verse, stood outside the mainstream of literature of the day. 
Their appearance generated a good deal of controversy and still await 
a credible interpretation, especially of the sources that inspired them. 
The first collection, Nerasharh (Inner world, i.e., Inner self), is a prose 
narrative in which the author speaks in first person of impressions, ideas, 
symbols, states of mind, and of spiritual, mystical, and metaphysical 
sensibilities. In an attempt to escape the real world by defining his 
relationship to society, nature, love, and the “eternal,” he longs for 
the “light” and the “infinite.” Beside excellent passages there are some 
nonsensical ones. His ability to articulate abstract ideas is remarkable. His 
Armenian, employed with unusual flexibility, is replete with caiques, new 
compounds and syntactical patterns, reinterpretation of words, colorful 
images, and intricate metaphors. There is a certain degree of lyricism to his 
style, but it is often circuitous, repetitive, and tortuous. Both Theosophy 
and Gongorism, along with a score of other movements, have been 
suggested as possible sources of influence. Certain trends of Theosophy 
(Mme Blavatsky’s version) seem to be plausible. As for the latter, though 
unlikely, it may partly explain some aspects of his book, particularly the 
intricate metaphors, vivid images, and strangeness of language.

His Nocastan (A cypress grove) is a collection of verse (sonnets) 
spoken in Intra’s distinct voice. They have been composed in an intel
lectual vein and lack warmth and immediacy. Rhyme and meter seem to 
have restricted the flight of his imagination. Still, his very own senses and 
sensibilities, his fine receptiveness for sound and shades of color, images, 
and his unmistakable identity set this not-so-popular volume apart from 
the verse of his contemporaries.

zapel esayan (1878-1943) holds an illustrious place in the front 
rank of modem Armenian prose. She attained fame early, and her attrac
tive literature generated much critical interpretation. She contributed to 
the periodical press, too, though it is not only her writings that kept her 
in the limelight; she was also very active in public life. She championed 
the cause of women’s emancipation in numerous articles, pressing for a
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radical and comprehensive re-evaluation of women’s standing in society 
and conjugal life. Of similar central importance for Esayan were a number 
of social-cultural issues and the destiny of her people.

The sophisticated exploration of the human spirit in general, and 
that of women in particular, is a favorite domain of Esayan’s, and the 
most charming, original, and enduring aspect of her short novels and 
stories. Introspection (but not introversion); fulfillment through self- 
expression, literature, and the arts; and communion with others and 
mother nature, all against a background of the human condition, are some 
of the elements that inspired adulation of her work. Esayan’s ebullient 
journeys into the human psyche, needs, and aspirations are expressed in 
a simple but elegant, trim and trenchant, style aglow with warmth. Her 
short pieces that appeared in the first decade of the twentieth century 
consolidated her growing fame and attested to the wide embrace of her 
shimmering talent. Spasman srahin mëj (In the waiting room) analyzes the 
sad plight of a young mother; Skiwtari verjaloysnere (Scutari twilights) 
is a delightful description of nature intertwined with some literary and 
aesthetic concerns; Hlunerë ew ëmbostnerë (Conformists and dissidents) 
deals with some socio-political issues under Abdulhamid II’s oppressive 
rule; Snorhtov mardik (Decent people) exposes the degenerate Armenian 
bourgeoisie; and Keltz hancamer (Phoney [i.e., unrealized] geniuses) 
castigates, though with regret, ignorance in some circles of Armenian 
society and the slothful arrogance of some Armenian writers, principally 
the precocious Intra (q.v.).

There followed Aweraknerun mëj (Amid the ruins), a soulful record 
of the aftermath of the 1909 massacres of the Armenians in Adana and 
neighboring towns. Esayan toured the area on a relief mission, observed 
the devastation, and met with survivors. The motives for the calamity 
were beyond her scope, and her account is free of political or racial- 
religious commentary. Beside slain and charred bodies, houses, and 
churches, Esayan’s testimony with dramatic sensitivity articulated the 
anguish of those who witnessed the carnage, mainly women and elderly 
people. Many of the victims had come from the Armenian provinces in 
the East. Having fled the Armenian massacres of the mid-1890s, some 
of them had settled in the region, and some had come in search of 
temporary or seasonal employment. Although Esayan portrays a number 
of defiant Turks, the unavoidability of self-defense dawns upon some 
of those who had been taken by surprise or had shunned the idea of 
resistance before the carnage. But perhaps Esayan’s greatest triumph was 
her optimism, generated by her people’s wonderful resilience, with which 
she illuminates her disquieting narrative.
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Ver jin  bazakë (The last cup) and Hogis aksoreal (My soul in exile) 
are among Esayan’s best pieces. The former lays bare the sentiments 
and sensations of a woman, unhappy after a somewhat hasty marriage. 
Esayan explores in a luminous prose the power of unalloyed love as an 
expression of perhaps the only freedom one can attain, and the clash of 
individual liberties with social duties and conventions. Hogis aksoreal 
is a sophisticated discussion of the intricate universe and relationships 
of individuals with one another on the one hand, and with the arts and 
literature, society, and the homeland on the other. War, love, cultural 
influences, glimpses into the frame of mind of Turkish women, and 
Armeno-Turkish relations are touched upon in Meliha Nuri Hanëm. Traits 
of the latter’s cold-blooded character appear in Ewpimë, the heroine of 
Erb aylews dien sirer (When they no longer love), who banishes her 
original love for another in anticipation of a marriage of convenience.

Esayan wrote a number of other outstanding short novels and stories 
before settling in Soviet Armenia. She also published “Zolovurdi më 
hogevarkë” (A people in the agony of death), the testimony of a survivor 
of the genocide; Nahanjol uzerë (The retreating forces), a novel of 
political nature; and Prometews azatagruatz (Prometheus unchained), 
her very sympathetic impressions of a visit to Soviet Armenia. In the last, 
Soviet phase of her literary career, Esayan created two exquisite works: 
Krake sapikë (A shirt ablaze) and Silihtari parteznerë (The gardens of 
Silihdar; an incomplete work), both of which are reminiscences of an 
autobiographical nature. Barpa Hachik (Uncle Hachik), an extensive 
novel, appeared posthumously and suffers from a number of flaws. Had 
she supervised its publication, Esayan would undoubtedly have made 
substantial revisions to it.

surén  parTewean (1876-1921), a writer of short prose pieces, 
editor, publicist, and a spirited polemicist, in the main reflected the 
effects of the Armenian massacres of the 1890s and that of Adana on the 
Armenian Dispersion. Passionate and partisan, somewhat cantankerous 
and condescending, Parfewean nonetheless made a name for himself 
early in his literary-journalistic career. To a large extent, he owed this 
to his short stories, vignettes, and short prose forms, which encapsulated 
the physical agony and mental anguish of the survivors who were left 
with a hollow life devoid of human and national identity. His otherwise 
confident and forceful style is now and then marred by rhetorical elements 
and contrived eloquence.

Aram antonean (1875-1951), primarily an editor-journalist, was 
also a historian, critic, and the author of a considerable number of prose
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pieces, both large and small. His non-literary volumes are important but 
beyond the scope of this brief survey. What clinched him a spot in the 
history of Armenian letters was his small collection of short stories, 
titled Ayn sew örerun (During those dark days). Antonean was among the 
Armenian intellectuals deported in 1915. He fortuitously escaped certain 
death and recorded a number of episodes he had witnessed on the trek 
of deportation and death across the Syrian desert. Narrated in a direct 
and simple style, the stories capture in an unembellished fashion some 
chilling instances of man-made tragedy.

yakob ösakan (1883-1948) is a celebrated novelist and a key fig
ure to understanding both modem Western Armenian literature and that of 
the Dispersion. No serious study of the former can be undertaken without 
his extensive literary survey, Hamapatker arewmtahay grakanutean (A 
panorama of Western Armenian literature). His own novels, some of 
which rank among the best, added a new dimension to Armenian prose 
and signified a principal, albeit inimitable, trend in the literature of the 
Dispersion. Aspiring after originality, he, together with Kostan Zaryan 
(q.v.) and Gelam Barselean (1883-1915), founded the short-lived literary 
periodical Mehean, devoted to innovative approaches to Armenian litera
ture. The bloodbath of 1915 claimed Barselean’s fife and radically altered 
the outlook of those very few writers who fortuitously escaped it. Ösakan 
and Zarean were among the survivors. But these erstwhile colleagues of 
like mind in quest of innovation pursued their literary experiments in very 
different ways.

Honarhnerë (The humble), Osakan’s first collection of short stories, 
depicts marginal characters from his native village in the vicinity of 
I/nik (the Nicaea of olden times). In a limpid and trenchant style and 
with soulful sympathy, Ösakan probes the psychological depths of his 
protagonists, almost all of whose passionate yearnings remain unfulfilled. 
They eventually lose their sanity, soul, or life to unrequited love and 
passion. It was in this collection that one of Osakan’s fundamental tenets 

took a clear-cut shape: that the libido was the most potent driving force 
behind human behavior. Despite the fact that the reader can easily discern 
the effects of poverty, ignorance, and traditions, such social issues were 
in themselves of no concern at all to the author, who maintained that the 
sole domain of literature was the human soul.

A thematic kinship, indeed oneness, marks his novels wherein there 
emerges in varying shades one other cardinal element central to Osakan’s 
creed: “blood,” by which he meant heredity, atavistic patterns, customs, 
myths and traditions, and overall racial characteristics. As he once put it
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in his self-portrait, for him the elements of true art are derived from blood. 
This concept informs his analysis of human behavior, including that of 
the perpetrators of the genocide. Not surprisingly, the massive butchery 
of his nation haunted him throughout his life (on several occasions he 
had escaped death by the skin of his teeth). Before his very eyes, the 
pre-1915 intellectual substratum had been destroyed, and its architects, 
the glories of Western Armenian literature, most of whom Ösakan knew 
intimately, had been slaughtered in cold blood. A lifestyle, a culture, 
and its monuments had perished and a homeland lost. His people were 
decimated and dispersed. And the Dispersion that arose offered him but 
cold comfort. Ösakan had always felt that the response of Armenian 
writers to the massacres of the mid-1890s, those of Adana, and the 
inferno of 1915 had been, with few exceptions, inadequate. Now a new 
generation of writers, many of whom were orphaned by the calamity, 
turned inward, rejected old Armenian ways and values, and tried, albeit 
unsuccessfully, to circumvent the genocide. Ösakan believed that he had 
to help Armenians and non-Armenians understand this crime against 
humanity—lest it strike mankind again—especially in view of the apathy 
of the West and Turkish denials of this wholesale slaughter, in which, he 
averred, the Turkish masses had actively and extensively taken part. The 
key to understanding this man-made tragedy, Ösakan held, lay in the 
Turkish psyche. Overwhelmed by the enormity of the loss and consumed 
with wrath, he delved into the Turkish soul in search of the roots of the 
terrible evil, as he put it, that gripped it during and after the massacres of 
the mid-1890s. He did so with unforgiving passion.

Siwlëyman Ëfenti (Süleyman Efendi), perhaps the least successful of 
his novels, is an attempt to project his image of the Turk. The protagonist, 
a man of unspeakable cruelty, utter corruption, and base instincts, rises 
rapidly to eminence, power, and wealth. His son, totally unlike his 
ghoulish father, is a decent young man (taking after his mother, who 
came from a fine urban family) with enlightened political views. He 
disowns and kills his father and is sentenced to 101 years in prison. Haci 
Aptullah (Haji Abdullah), a far better work, is the sad and lurid story of 
Abdullah, who has two wives: one of whom bears him five children that 
all die in infancy. Misled and inspired by his superstitious and fanatical 
father-in-law, Abdullah commits ghastly murders. He too, is sentenced 
to 101 years in prison. In the same gaol, the reader meets Haji Murad, 
the Armenian protagonist of Haci Murat, a lone wolf unjustly wanted 
for murder. Recruited by Armenian revolutionaries, Murat is eventually 
disillusioned with them. He falls for a Circassian woman and is dragged 
to prison straight from her bed. Tzakptukë (The incontinent woman; the



moral-traditional context of this idiomatic phrase is not possible to capture 
in a single English word) is arguably Osakan’s best novel. There is much 
more to it than just the dramatic life and demise of a lascivious young 
woman. In this novel, as well as in Haci Murat and some earlier works, 
including Kayserakan yaltergutiwn (Imperial exultation; a series of five 
abstract and rather dull stories), Ösakan outlined certain trends, factors, 
and metamorphoses in Turkish mentality on the eve of World War I, 
all of which were to have been amplified in his grand novel, Mnatsordats 
(acclaimed by almost all observers as his chef-d’oeuvre), which remained 
incomplete.

Mnatsordats is the classical, genitive-dative plural form of mnats- 
ord t (i.e., remnants, relics, fragments and, hence, Paralipomena), and the 
Armenian appellation (as in the Greek version, 1 and 2 Paralipomenon) 
of the two books of Chronicles. But Ösakan, despite some very obvious 
parallels (e.g., destruction and exile), makes no reference to the books 
of Chronicles and simply uses the word in the nominative, in the sense 
of “remnants,” “fragments” or “relics.” The reader is left to surmise on 
the basis of the extant version and Osakan’s comments on the unwritten 
parts of the plot that what he principally had in mind was not so much 
the survivors, as the collective self of those who perished in 1915. He 
wished to perpetuate as many traits of this identity as he could, in a 
manner creatively adapted from Proust. The period he planned to cover 
stretched from about the 1850s to 1915, but the published text brings the 
story of some Armenian peasants and urban Turks up to the early 1900s, 
well within Abdulhamid II’s reign. The third, inachevé, volume, was to 
deal with the crime in Bursa and Çankin, the final destination of some 

of thé luminous intellectuals rounded up on the night of 24 April 1915, 
concluding the narrative in the Syrian desert.

The novel juxtaposes the Armenian mentality and Turkish psyche 
and illustrates the corrupting effects of the latter on the former, according 
to Osakan’s lights. It shows, at a certain locale near Bursa, the transfor
mations in Armenian character under oppression and terror. As in the 
Armenian, so in the Turkish case: Ösakan resorts to psychological anal
ysis to probe the metamorphoses in the Turkish soul, tracing its genetic 
characteristics, social and political structures, music and architecture, and 
the rise of atavistic patterns among German-educated leaders (Ösakan 
firmly believed in German complicity in the genocide), which, he averred, 
also seized the Turkish masses and gave rise to a pervasive state of mind 
that conceived and carried out the genocide. There is little action in the 
novel, but its intriguing plot, penetrating analyses, and the torrential flow 
of Osakan’s narrative make for gripping reading. Such, however, may not
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be the case for readers (of Osakan’s prose in general) unfamiliar with his 
style, which has been severely criticized for its unconventional patterns 
and studied complexity. In fact, unusual syntax, ellipsis, inversion, pe
riphrasis, and parallelisms are common, as are exceedingly short nominal 
sentences, tortuously long sentences, vague interrogative phrases, new 
semantic nuances, and unorthodox punctuation. He argued convincingly 
that his sophisticated style was unstudied and urged the first-time reader 
to be patient. In addition, Osakan’s dissection of human behavior from 
his own perspective has not been popular with some readers. As more 
and more of his works are made available to the public, there is a growing 
recognition of his experiments, his contribution to the genre, and of his 
novel as one of the remarkable accomplishments in twentieth-centuiy 
Armenian literature. Although Ösakan named three contemporary Ar
menian writers (cf.'his Hamapatker, vol. 10, 133-34) and certain factors 
to explain his failure to complete the novel, one should look elsewhere 
for such mitigating circumstances. In all likelihood, what clipped his 
wings and crippled his mental stamina was of a technical, structural, and 
emotional nature.

The Armenian theater had forged a remarkable tradition by the 
time Ösakan appeared on the literary stage. Nonetheless, he found the 
accomplishments of playwrights, including those of the most celebrated, 
Sirvanzade and Sant (q.q.v.), to be unsatisfactory, particularly in content. 
According to him, the former resorted to cheap effects and vulgar realism; 
the latter paid excessive attention to form, and his plays were removed 
from life and rather cinematic. (From what one can glean from sporadic 
comments, Ösakan had no taste for the cinema.) The plays he fashioned 
were to expose the inner recesses of the human soul and to imitate human 
life in a genuine fashion. Although he never said as much, they also 
partly illustrated his criticism of his colleagues. He wrote a number 
of plays and many a knarahal, (literally, a “lyrical play”), which, he 
once said, were meant to be read and staged. They are interesting and 
mostly enjoyable to read as the expression of a different and creditable 
experiment. But they all suffer from technical flaws that call into question 
their suitability for stage and their power to convince. Ösakan relied on 
the utterances of his characters to unveil human drama, conflicts of base 
instincts, sexual drive, etc.; yet styling effective dialogues was not one of 
his foremost strengths. In some cases his characters lack credibility, and 
intensity withers in protracted, repetitious conversations. One of his best 
“lyrical” plays remains Stepannos Siwnetsi, a most attractive knarahal 
in verse, based on the life of Stejfanos Siwnetsi (d. 735), metropolitan 
of Siwnik4, who was killed by a harlot and whose life is related by



a number of historians (Movsës Kalankatuatsi or Dashurantsi, Kirakos 
Gandzaketsi, Mhifar Ayrivanetsi, and Stephanos Örbelean.) Having been 
shunned, privately as well as in public, by the metropolitan, Osakan’s 
Princess of Siwnik (replacing the historical harlot) commits a crime of 
passion. Three plays of Osakan’s were published in 1990: Norpsake (The 
new wedding) deals with love and loving in wedlock; Knkahayrë (The 
godfather) is the story of a wealthy old man who “charitably” unites a 
couple in matrimony, only to use the bride as his mistress and the husband 
for public appearances; andAkloramartë (The cockfight) illustrates love 
and patriotism and juxtaposes, in the catastrophic days of World War I, 
those who sink deep into the mire of utter corruption and dishonor to save 
their skin with those who face death with courage and dignity.

Ösakan attached no importance to literary criticism, regarding it as 
an ephemeral effort with no appreciable impact on literature (he once 
called it a “parasitic genre”). Yet with his critical thought molded by 
Sainte-Beuve, Taine, Jules Lemaître, and Remy de Gourmont, among 
others, he wrote a monumental panorama of Western Armenian literature, 
which has since become an indispensable tool for its history, from its 
birth in the 1840s to its extinction in the wake of its man-made eclipse in 
1915. It is a gallery of some fifty portraits drawn against a background 
of the period, with unique insights into the person, life, and work of 
the authors. Such sharp perception Ösakan owed not only to his bright 
intellect, keen memory, and erudition, but also to his active participation 
in Western Armenian literary-cultural life in the early twentieth century 
and to his personal acquaintance with most of the illustrious and the not- 
so-illustrious writers of the period. Given his propinquity to them, Ösakan 
took pains to maintain exacting standards of objectivity—one of the main 
merits of this work. Vastly improving the tradition initiated by Arsak 
Chöpanean and Artasës Yarufrwnean (q.q.v.), Ösakan developed his 
highly personal approach to literary history and criticism. He recreated the 
era as seen through his own eyes, and he forged the complex environment 
that nourished its own literature, bringing to life multitudes of characters 
and colors, texts and tools, ideas and idiosyncrasies, impressions and 
impulses, and national moods and spirits. The work certainly took the 
pulse of Armenian intellectual life and, together with elements of inquiry 
and judgment (such as analysis, comparison, craftsmanship, simplicity, 
sincerity, and depth), and what he considered national ethnic features, has 
been an interesting and unique touchstone by which to judge the accom
plishments of Western Armenian authors. Still, many have disagreed and 
will undoubtedly continue to disagree with some of his principles and 
pronouncements, though never without help from Ösakan himself. His
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sweeping, if audacious and candid, generalizations and criticism are at 
times parochial, contradictory or naive. But the chief reason for discord 
lay in Osakan’s definition of literature and his principles of critique. And 
when it came to that, both he and his opponents took intolerant and 
intransigent stances. An extra element of contention and recrimination 
was Osakan’s almost total failure to appreciate Eastern Armenian verse, 
whether pre-Soviet or Soviet. In truth, Ösakan was similarly censorious 
towards Western Armenian poets, but in the final analysis, he did indeed 
have a bias in favor of Western Armenian poetry and criticism. If one 
looked at the larger picture, such polarity ultimately reflected the cleavage 
between the Eastern and Western Armenian mentality and outlook.

yakob mndzuri (1886-1978) was already a septuagenarian when 
his first collection of short stories and prose pieces appeared in 1958. He 
has since been ranked among the chief masters who have chosen the Ar
menian countryside as the setting for their literature. A  fine tradition had 
been gradually shaped in the works of Hrimean, Sruandzteants, Tlkatintsi, 
R. Zardarean, Hamastel (q.q.v.), and many others. What Mndzuri revealed 
to his readers was a new and enchanting tiny universe that had all but 
vanished in 1915. To age thirteen, Mndzuri had lived in his native village 
of Armtan (Armudan, Turkey). He then spent nine years in Constantinople 
and returned to his birthplace in 1907. He taught in the winter and worked 
in the fields the remainder of the year. In 1914 he left his wife and four 
children behind for medical treatment in Istanbul. As World War I broke 
out within a short period of his departure, he was unable to return home. 
In the meantime, his entire family perished in 1915. Mndzuri settled in 
Istanbul, remarried, and took odd jobs to earn a living. And he set forth 
quietly on a long, nostalgic journey to his native village and its vicinity 
in the years 1890-1914, recreating its era and aura in short stories and in 
short descriptive pieces.

Mndzuri must have led a double life; his mind fled his body, an 
exile resident of Istanbul, a kind of pied à terre, for total immersion 
in the routine of his native village. The chronological and geographical 
distances that stood between him and his cherished home were reduced 
to almost nil. His image of his birthplace is one large, detailed, and 
variegated picture, where people, places, nature, and animals are painted 
as an organic whole. But even to the naked eye, certain details of the 
larger canvas look fuzzy. In many a piece, Mndzuri left the denouement 
(actually, “conclusion” would be a more appropriate word) unresolved; 
they come to an abrupt and uncertain end. This helps explain one cardinal 
facet of his literary postulate. He was interested in recalling real life, as



he had lived and remembered it, with a view to saving it from oblivion. 
And if a particular scene or event was devoid of drama or conflict, it still 
revealed certain details that contributed to the larger picture. Hence, it 
seems he was indifferent to the niceties of literary devices and plot, since 
the overwhelming majority of his pieces do not conform to conventional 
definitions of the short story.

In adhering to the tenet of recreating true life, Mndzuri closely 
courted the danger of mechanically descriptive reproductions. But he 
was able to bring his characters to life. They are seen in their habitat 
and quaint customs, in their intimate relations to nature and animals, in 
their follies and foibles, in their affectionate desires and infidelities, in 
their failures and triumphs, in mourning and feasting. Many of them are 
non-Armenians (Kurds, Syrians, Qizilbash, etc.), but they all belong to 
and are shaped by the same milieu; they are invoked with the same tender 
love by the author, who was and remained one of them to the end of his 
life. He saw them through their own eyes and employed their own modes 
of thought, but his descriptions of them are those of a lavishly gifted 
narrator. The universe he recreated was not one of consuming passion, 
though it lacked neither drama nor conflict. Mndzuri sought out no class- 
consciousness, class conflict, or explicit instances of social and political 
injustice. But his prose is subtly infused with such complications and 
implications. The author made no deep excursuses into the psyche of 
his characters; their telling behavior and curt utterances speak volumes 
to the reader. He wrote in the spoken tongue (using dialect abundantly, 
especially in his dialogues), in a taut, concise style that is unusual in many 
ways; a single complex sentence is often loaded to the full capacity of a 
paragraph or a whole page, rapidly leading the reader from one point of 
culmination to another, with graceful simplicity and a sensitive touch of 
melancholy and humor. Some of his best characters, the last of a vanished 
world, leap out of his pages with memorable vivacity and veracity, setting 
his art apart from that of other acknowledged masters of the genre in terms 
of style and treatment.

Eastern Armenian Literature
hovhannes hovhannisyan’s (1864-1929) melancholic poetry, 

though small in quantity, set the tone for a number of major poets. His 
wistful, impersonal yearning that captured the mood of the age was a 
marked change from the patriotic poetry of Rapayël Patkanean (q.v.)

v

and that of his teacher, Smbat Sahaziz (q.v.). Nature, love, patriotism, 
exhortation for his nation not to be given to despondency, some his
torical figures, and the Armenian massacres of the mid-1890s inspired 
Hovhannisyan’s gentle, lyrical verse. Some observers have found some
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Nadson (1862-87). Hovhannisyan’s diction is purer and more flexible 
than that of his predecessors, and contains elements of vivid popular 
expressions and idioms thrown into some of his better known songs. 
Hovhannisyan also distinguished himself by his sensitivity to fonn-an 
early experiment that was built upon by subsequent masters.

alekSandr tcaturean’s (1865-1917) work has affinities with 
both his generation of writers and the work of his junior contemporaries, 
who were soon to emerge as the pre-eminent poets of the age. Love, na
ture, the countryside, emigrants, patriotism, the plight of the unfortunate 
and the working class, and his championing of the truth and the beautiful 
inspired his imagination. His imagery is ordinary and his work, popular 
at the time, lacks an overall strong note of authenticity, but his winsome 
sincerity and lively style add charm to some of his poems, of which half 
a dozen or so have been put to music and gained popularity, as have his 
humorous-satirical poems. He seems to be the only author to have written 
a series of marine poems (notably the cycle “Lrimi albomits, 1896-1898,” 
i.e., From the Crimean album, 1896-1898), which, it is tempting to note 
(however unfair the comparison may be) have been overshadowed by 
the marine paintings of his senior contemporary and fellow countryman, 
I. K. Ayvazovski (1817-1900).

yovhannés P umanean (1869-1923) is one of the most popular 
writers of the twentieth century. His poems, epic and lyric, his short 
stories, tales, and folk tales are all drawn from the soil of Armenia, 
especially the region of Lori, where he spent his childhood feasting his 
eyes on its pristine nature and listening to haunting tales and the fury of 
the elements dinning in his ears. His Armenian is a luminous, unadorned 
idiom, felicitous and dynamic in flow. There is an Olympian calm to 
his tone, particularly in his contemplative stanzas, and bare drama in his 
longer poems of epic nature. The unobtrusive presence of the elegiac is 
always felt, and a mourning mood pervades some of his monodies and his 
“Hogehangist” (Requiem) inspired by the grief of his nation. But overall, 
an unflinching optimism subtly illuminates his whole work, written with 
unstudied charm. Tumanean was initially under the spell of R. Patkanean 
and L. Alisan, but later felt closer affinities with H. Hovhannisyan and 
A. Tzaturean (q.q.v.). He considered Shakespeare and Pushkin the greatest 
masters, and he certainly owed the latter something for the craftsmanship 
in which he fashioned his delightful, homespun tradition.

A serious social concern provides the context for some of his best 
narrative poems: the devastating consequences of superstition, ignorance,
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and long-standing customs. “Maron,” “Loretsi Sakon,” and Anus (or 
Anoys) eloquently illustrate this point. Unable to tolerate her forced mar
riage, Marö sets herself free, but is cruelly shunned and snubbed by friend 
and foe alike, driving her to utter desperation. Despite skepticism on the 
part of some critics, “Loretsi Sakon” is a convincing and poignant psycho
logical probe into the anguished soul of an ignorant, superstitious Sakö, 
whose imagination magnifies and multiplies imaginary beings, sounds, 
and threats that drive him insane. Anus, the most popular opera (put 
to music by Armen Tigranyan, 1879-1950), is considered Tumanean’s 
masterpiece by most critics. Until the breakup of the Soviet Union, the 
Armenian national opera house inaugurated and concluded its annual 
season performing Anus.

Anus has a simple plot. Sard and Mosi are friends, and Anus, sister 
of Mosi, and Sarö are in love. Catching Mosi off guard at a traditional 
wrestling match, Sard topples him to the ground with the rashness of an 
unreasoning lover. Mosi hunts down and shoots Sard dead, avenging his 
public humiliation; Anus goes out of her mind. Surprisingly, some have 
construed the poem (and a number of other works dealing with similar 
themes) as a nostalgic elegy for yesteryear. If there is any nostalgia here 
on the part of Tumanean, it is for noble love and the moral purity that 
characterized the peasantry. In all other respects, it is a total negation 
of outdated and disastrous notions of honor and tradition. In Anus, as in 
other works revolving around similar subjects, Tumanean’s characters 
are entrapped by convention; they have no life of their own beyond 
the long-standing code of behavior, and are thus victims of ineluctable 
fate. Any act of defiance entails a deadly or tragic punishment. This 
has been seen as a manifestation of Tumanean’s realism, which assumes 
even greater sophistication when it documents the ravages of money and 
industrialization in this essentially backward and conservative society.

Tumanean congenially tapped the wellhead of Armenian folklore, 
especially folk tales, legends, and popular accounts. His adaptations are 
as vivid and varied in approach as the original material. In some cases he 
made only minor changes, leaving the plot untouched; in other instances 
he made major modifications, and on a number of occasions he blended 
his stories into a synthesis of varying details. Dawit4 in “Sasuntsi Dawif” 
is a composite character, with details of his portrait taken from the 
various recensions available to Tumanean. The poem, left incomplete, 
recreates the third cycle of the Armenian national epic and illustrates 
what Tumanean thought were the essential aspects of Dawif’s character: 
a relentless struggle against invaders and despots, and the promotion of 
peace and friendship.
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The “wandering” am i's  account recorded in E. Lalayeants’s ethno
graphic collection, Jawahki burmunk, is the subject of Tmkaberdi arume 
(The capture of Tmkabert), a poetic hymn to love and prowess, and the 
sad story of a woman’s fickleness. The evil aspects of human nature and 
the power of love found expression in “Ahfamar,” an Armenian echo 
of Hero and Leander. A traditional account of faith and patriotism, and 
perhaps an allegorical commentary on Armenian resilience, is the essence 
of “Alawnu vank*e” (The dove monastery). “Farvana” (i.e., parväneh -  
moth) illustrates the elusive nature of happiness and how lofty aspirations 
often remain unattainable. “Mi kafil melr” (A drop of honey), taken from 
Aluësagirk (a medieval collection of fables), mocks the stupid aspects 
of human behavior, petty parti-pris, rash action, and mob mentality. 
Tumanean wrote a  few yams and adaptations of some twenty Armenian 
fairy tales and translated nearly as many into Armenian, mainly from 
German.

The mysteries of the universe and life claimed a good deal of 
Tumanean’s thoughts. His long poem “Dëpi anhunë” (Journey to infinity) 
and his quatrains, close to seventy in number, explore such concepts in 
relation to time and space, revealing something of the cosmic pantheist in 
him. To him, the soul was immortal; it merged in eternal union with the 
only immutable constant-time-just like the wavelets of a tributary river 
with the ocean. The vanity of life, the joy of giving, altruism and lofty 
human values, and “the biography of his soul” are vividly framed in his 
philosophical quatrains, in effortless and rhythmic lines. Not surprisingly, 
the elegiac mood in his patriotic verse (“Hayots lefnerum,” “Mer uhtë,” 
“Hayots vistë,” “Hayrenilds het,” etc.) is free from chauvinism or extreme 
partisanship, and though at times overwhelmed by grief, racial and racist 
distinctions are inundated by his opulent spirit.

Of his short stories, “Erkafuîu sinutfiwnë” (The construction of the 
railway) laments the negative consequences the train carried in its train 
into rural areas, spoiling nature, polluting the air (and driving the deer 
away), and precipitating industrialization, thus drastically changing the 
moral and social fabric of society. “Nesoyi îdarabalnisë” (Neso’s steam 
bath) is the sad story of victims of ignorance. In “Im ënker Neson” (My 
friend, Neso), cruel social conditions transform Neso from a kind soul 
into a villain. And “Gfieor,” wherein the boy of the title is uprooted from 
his native village only to wither away in the big city, is an exquisite 
accomplishment, the crown of his short stories.

Avetik6 isahakyan’s (1875—1957) first poems and verse collection, 
Erger u vërker (Songs and wounds), were greeted with acclaim, as were



his subsequent collections. If Lori was Tumanean’s source of inspiration, 
then Sirak, with its landscape and lifestyle, was Isahakyan’s. Even though 
Tumanean, the brightest star of his generation, had only just made his 
promising appearance, heralding the arrival of a new generation, Rapayêl 
Patkanean and particularly Hovhannes Hovhannisyan (q.q.v.) were still 
the dominant poets. There were some innovative qualities to Isahakyan’s 
literary effort in both form and content, instantly acknowledged by the 
public and recognized by the historians of Armenian literature. A far more 
emotional, fiery, and transparent lyricism than that found in H. Hov- 
hannisyan’s verse distinguished Isahakyan’s poetic profile. He sang of 
love, often juxtaposing its ineffable joys with its rejections, sorrows, 
and deep pain. There was drama and color to his poems, of which a 
few (a greater number than any of his predecessors) celebrated mothers, 
motherly love, and devotion-a theme later picked up by Hovhannes Siraz 
(q.v.). Some of his songs were so sorrowful that they bordered on maudlin 
sentimentality. He used the spoken dialect of his native region, which was 
flexible, simple but highly idiomatic, and richly adorned with popular 
expressions of native provenance, along with many non-native phrases 
that originated in neighboring Islamic traditions. Thus, aspects of his 
style and facets of his sensibilities reveal a certain affinity with the art 
of the Armenian asuls. Isahakyan had an excellent feel for rhyme and 
rhythm. He frequently used compound adjectives (somewhat akin to 
the Homeric epithet), incremental repetition, and, particularly, internal 
rhyme to impressive effect. On some occasions this led to monotony 
and repetition, but on the whole it introduced musicality to his stoically 
melancholic poems. This, perhaps, explains why a large number of his 
poems were put to music.

Isahakyan wrote numerous narrative poems, fables, and legends 
on a wide variety of topics: love, patriotism, liberty, selfless maternal 
dedication, and human values and virtues. Such verse was rendered in 
a lyrical, contemplative mood, employing the literary standard, as in 
the case of almost all of his non-amatory verse. He also wrote short 
fiction, a kind of prose poem blended with elements of poetic prose. 
He was attracted to and recast legends and traditional stories of various 
countries from Finland to Arabia, from Serbia to Iran, India, and China. 
One cannot help likening him to a wayfarer with an insatiable appetite, 
in search of the bright moment, the fleeting second of happiness; for life 
for him was “the fleeing shadow of a cloud.” It is on this premise and a 
few other philosophical concerns that his long poem, Abu-Lala-Mahari 
(named after the celebrated Arab poet-thinker, Abü al-‘ala’ al-Ma‘arri, 
973-1058), rises.
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The poem opens with a brief prologue followed by seven sürahs 
(so named are the chapters in the Qur'an) and a final sürah. The nu
meral seven (which has many symbolic values), the camels (symbolizing 
humility, prudence, but also nymphomania), the palm trees (a symbol 
of triumph), and the sandy desert, all frequently visible in the poem, 
do not seem to convey a pronounced symbolic significance. The word 
sürah {surah in the poem) and a number of other Arabic words are 
interspersed in the text for purposes of characterization. There is no story 
to narrate; Abu Lala Mahari is seen at night fleeing Baghdad in disgust 
and baring his soul to the reader in a soliloquy of morbid damnation and 
vituperation against society. The great Arab poet’s profound pessimism, 
his denunciation of society, women, worldly pleasures, and the unstop
pable reign of evil in the world all resonate in the poem. In the harshest 
terms, Isahakyan also condemns women and dismisses man-made laws, 
friendship and loyalty, evanescent glory, wealth, power, cities and urban 
life, the masses, tyrants, and corruption. There is some repetition and 
verbosity as his breath occasionally falls short of loading to capacity 
the twenty-syllable lines, which serve his purposes well and help him 
hammer his message home. Human beings incur Isahakyan’s wrath for 
their failure to grasp and appreciate in practical terms the transience of 
human life and evanescence of beauty, pursuing instead petty ends and 
rendering life an insufferable experience for all. Soviet Armenian critics 
have seen the poem as a reaction to the abortive Russian revolution of 
1905. There may be some truth to this, but Isahakyan had also been

religions. These obviously suggest alternative or at least complementary 
sources of influence and inspiration.

vahan tërean’s (1885-1920) distinct poetic voice ranked him 
among the elite of Armenian writers at the turn of the twentieth century. 
Both Tumanean and Isahakyan warmly greeted his first collection (the 
latter had earlier taken him under his wing), which differed so very 
much from their poetry and ushered in a new approach to verse. Titled 
Mfnsali anurjner (Twilight or crepuscular reveries), it appeared in 1908 
and reappeared in a 1912 volume bringing together his subsequent series, 
written between the two dates: Giser ew yuser (Night and recollections), 
Oski hê tia f (Golden fairy tale), and Veradardz (Return). These collec
tions, containing a good dose of romanticism, established the Symbolist 
tradition in Armenian verse, traces of which were already perceptible in 
Isahakyan’s work.

Fairy tales were very much a part of Tërean’s childhood. The magic 
fantasy in them, unreal and distant yet palatable and palliative, must have
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strongly impressed his mental disposition. During his student years in 
Moscow (at the Lazarevskii or Lazarean Institut and the university) and 
St. Petersburg, he avidly and in the original read Baudelaire, Mallarmé, 
Verlaine, Verhaeren, and the Russian Symbolists: F. Sologub, K. Balmont, 
V. Ivanov, V. Briusov, and A. Blok. Receptive to impulses from these po
ets, Terean’s poetic genius invented an état d'âme, all autumnal music. His 
bitterness, he once said, resulted from the incompatibility of his inclina
tions with the circumstances of life around him. The realm where his fancy 
and sensibilities fused is a distant one, set mostly in the twilight, where his 
imagination, transcending objective realities, conjures up misty visions of 
memories and a mystical experience of love, in rapidly changing moods ; a 
fleeting second of perceived exaltation is instantly submerged in sadness, 
agony, disillusionment, forlomness, and nostalgia. He felt that the remote 
and the unreal were peaceful and attractive shelters for his indefinite 
sensations. He found “eternal liberty” in death, a tranquil realm of reprieve 
where he would feel relatively free of the burden of his emotions and an
guish, which, together with love, he averred, were the only links bonding 
human beings together. In the poems where Tërean has given himself 
up completely and blissfully to gloom and pain, some Soviet Armenian 
critics have seen a miasma of despair and a plunge into decadence.

In the early 1910s, Tërean wrote a number of articles (in particular, 
“Hay grakanutean galik ore” = The future of Armenian literature, and 
“Hogewor Hayastan” = Spiritual Armenia, both in 1914) severely criticiz
ing the parochial aspects of Armenian intellectual life, the political parties, 
and the creation in nineteenth-century Armenian literature of a romantic 
and material (as opposed to cultural) Armenia. Every aspect of social, 
political, and cultural life, he held, was geared solely towards the political 
future of the Western Armenians. It was time the Armenians stopped 
gazing expectantly at the summit of Mount Ararat and at the ramshackle 
dome of Ëjmiatzin and turned their sights to the revolution brought about 
by capitalism, the bustling cities, the machine age, and the crumbling of 
the barriers separating national cultures. It was important that a spiritual 
Armenia be created, bringing her out of her languorous and debilitating 
insularity into the mainstream of civilization by shattering the fetters of 
chauvinism and thoroughly assimilating European civilization. Although 
somewhat harsh and one-sided, there was much truth to Terean’s obser
vations, which also offer clues to understanding his series titled Erkir 
Nairi (Land of Nairi), the mythical, spiritual homeland, conceived in his 
heart and projected in his visions as a magnificent apparition.

Echoing Lermontov, who loved the land and people of Russia rather 
than its glory (“Rodina” = Homeland, 1841), Tërean sang Armenia’s
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soul and songs, misery and prayers, the sad sound of her tolling bells 
and the dim light of her huts, not the dazzle of her ancient glory. This, 
he felt, illustrated how his approach contrasted with backward looking 
“traditional” patriotism and its symbols of Armenia. He sought through 
his art to release and ennoble the soul of Armenia, to brighten the prospects 
of her survival. The land of Nairi, as spiritual Armenia incarnate, and his 

. heart and mind mingle into one entity, simple yet mysterious, drowned 
in blood yet invincible. What is perhaps more important still, despite 
the grief, gloom, and the black mist shrouding Nairi, is that an uplifting 
optimism aesthetically and emotionally informs the poems, most of which 
were written during World War I, when the Armenians looked death in 
the eye. (It is interesting to mention here that Tërean had been politically 
active since his student days. A Social-Democrat, he became a Bolshevik 
in 1917 and served in the higher echelons of the Soviet government. As 
the voice of Armenia, he met with Lenin on several occasions, went to 
Brest-Litovsk with Trotsky, and worked under Stalin at the Nationalities 
Commissariat.)

There is splendor and captivating mystery to Tërean’s lyrical style. 
Limpid and elegant, it flows melodiously, in pulsating rhythm and rhyme. 
He employed synesthesia, onomatopoeia, assonance, and alliteration 
(with an abundance of sibilants) to impressive musical effect and formed 
new compound words. Although Armenian verse is syllabic, he experi
mented stress patterns, and introduced forms such as the triolet and ghasel 
(ghazal).

awetis aharonean’s (1866-1948) literary output consists of short 
stories, reminiscences, travel notes, plays, some poetry, and ethnographic 
studies. Among his better works are his short stories and novelettes set 
in his native province or in other parts of Armenia proper. He received 
immediate recognition for his initial works such as Patkemer (Scenes), 
in which he depicted refugees fleeing the Armenian massacres of the 
mid-1890s, and Azatutean canaparhin (On the road to freedom), which 
became a part of the revolutionary canon, depicting the activities of 
Armenian revolutionaries. Portrayed in his other short novels and stories 
are peasants clinging to traditional values in a world where they are treated 
as second-class subjects. In this gloomy and cmel microcosm, sometimes 
characterized by massive scenes of destruction, Aharonean’s anguished 
characters, often given to fatalism, almost invariably meet a tragic end. 
His main preoccupation here lies not so much with the reasons for his 
heroes’ misery as with psychological analyses probing the tortured depth 
of the human soul.
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Given entirely to imagination, Aharonean pays hardly any attention 
to characterization or construction-flaws that are characteristic of even 
his best short stories. His solicitude for his fellow countrymen and for 
human suffering are revealed in his haunting descriptions, which are 
further dramatized by his notable skill in depicting nature. His style, 
highly emotional throughout, is often marred with mawkishness, but is 
colorful and flows smoothly. His lyricism and analytical abilities have 
led some critics to draw parallels between him and the Russian writer 
Leonid Andreev. It has also been noted, more appropriately perhaps, that 
his patriotism and style are more in tune with those of one of his celebrated 
masters: Hachatur Abovean (q.v.).

muratsan (1854-1908) was one of the few leading authors who 
swam against the tide of progress and reform sweeping the Armenian 
intelligentsia in the closing decades of the nineteenth century. With little or 
no regard for socioeconomic and political factors, he saw the responsible, 
mature, and inward-looking individual, and the subordination of the per
sonal to the common good, as the basis for human prosperity. Appalled by

damage he claimed it caused to Armenian solidarity, Muratsan appeared 
on the literary scene as a convinced conservative and a staunch proponent 
of national unity, tradition, and religion.

The debate since the 1840s between the Russian westemizers and 
Slavophiles, and its subsequent manifestations, stimulated similar dis
putes over Armenian identity and the role of the Church of Armenia in 
defining and perpetuating the national ethos. Unlike the Armenian liber
als, Muratsan held that loyalty to the Church of Armenia was of utmost 
importance. Three of his short novels illustrate the point in an intolerant 
fashion. Hay bolokakani ëntanikë (The family of an Armenian Protestant) 
elaborates how the conversion of an Armenian to Protestantism leads to 
the destruction of his family and his own demise. Im kafolik harsnatsun 
(My Catholic bride-to-be) is an attack on Roman Catholicism, as is 
Andréas Erêts (Andreas the priest), which is based on the story of Andreas, 
a martyr whose death is commemorated in an elegy by Nerses Mokatsi 
(q.v.) and recounted by Arakfel Dawrizetsi {History, xxvii).

The countryside occupied a prominent place in Muratsan’s thought, 
because he believed a purer form of life and the best elements and 
traditions of nationhood had been preserved there, holding the only hope 
for a bright future. And Muratsan sounded the alarm at its decline. It was 
also partly in response to the then prevalent calls for young people to go on 
missions of enlightenment in rural areas that he wrote three of his better
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known novels. Horhrdawor miandznuhi (A mysterious sister) is the story 
of Sister Anna, who has moved away from the city to promote literacy 
and religious zeal in the countryside. In Noyi agrawe (Noah’s raven), a 
peasant educated in Tiflis and St. Petersburg refuses to return to his needy 
parents in his native village. In Arakealë (The missionary), an inspired 
volunteer determined to illuminate and serve the peasantry flees back to 
the lap of luxury from the very first village on the shores of lake Sewan.

One of the attractive qualities of Muratsan’s literature is his attempt 
to probe the depths of human behavior, the sole domain where human 
destiny takes shape, almost independently of objective factors. His creed 
that the individual ego should be submerged to achieve social harmony 
found its best expression in his historical novel, Georg Marzpetuni, whose 
eponymous character is a military leader. Action unfolds in the first half 
of the tenth century, the twilight of Arab rule, with King Asot Erkaf 
and Catholicos-historian Yovhannës Drashanakerttsi as two of the more 
prominent characters in the novel. Muratsan plunges the reader into a 
dramatic situation, where all but the central hero are in thrall to their 
passions and personal ends. King Asot Erkaf is in love with a noble’s 
wife and has thus alienated her husband as well as his own queen, father- 
in-law, and a number of other powerful and vengeful figures, while he, the 
desperate king, is in a state of agony and debilitating apathy. It is Georg 
Marzpetuni, Muratsan’s ideal character, a patriot at peace with himself 
and motivated only by overall national interests, who tries to keep the 
country together. The work, certainly one of the best historical novels, 
makes for a tense and gripping reading, in a flexible Eastern Armenian 
with a good deal of Classical Armenian forms.

siRVANZADE (1858-1935) is one of the pre-eminent masters of 
prose and drama. He is a chronicler, with a cold clear eye and probing 
psychological insight, of the Transcaucasian cities, large and provincial, 
and the profound economic and social changes that propelled the region 
into an era of bustling economic activities and attendant consequences, 
particularly after oil fields lit up the skies of Baku, attracting capitalists 
and workers alike. Abiding by the tenets of realism as he saw it (he 
detested naturalism), he held his heroes hostage to the socioeconomic 
conditions enveloping them. Traditional values crumbled, bringing down 
with them all those individuals and families who clung to them, while 
simultaneously opening up opportunities for agile entrepreneurs with 
little or no regard for anything but wealth and power. He shed no tears 
for the old, but observed and negated the new with forceful skepticism. 
His sympathy certainly lay with the victims of economic oppression and
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social injustice, but even the slightest expression of sentimentality was 
always firmly held in check. There occur in his narrative at times annoying 
instances of hollow aloofness. His somewhat inflexible objectivity as 
an author might be one of the factors accounting for this. His belief in 
reproducing the unadorned truth might be another. And the occasional 
unevenness of his aesthetic feel for the language might be the third 
element. For he never had formal instruction in Armenian, and initially, 
if very briefly, he wrote for Russian periodicals. Yet the sweep of his 
work is so broad, evincing so many merits, and his insight into human 
character and actual realities is so incisive that his exalted position among 
the shapers of the canon is permanent.

v

Sirvanzade began by contributing to the periodical Msak of Tiflis 
on the oil fields of Baku and wrote his first, touching short narrative on 
the degradation and worthlessness of workers in the oil fields (Hrdeh 
nawfagortzaranum). Namus (Honor, or good repute), his first major 
novel, was widely recognized. It takes place in Shamakhi, the author’s 
birthplace, and is artistically documented by his intimate familiarity 
with the local mores and mentality. The two heroes, Susan and Seyran, 
fall victim to circumstances generated by uncompromising adherence 
to traditional customs and concepts of personal dignity, poverty, moral 
degeneration, and the power of money. Fatma and Asad (in Fafman ew 
Asadë) meet a similar fate for more or less identical reasons. Arambin (A 
married woman), with elements of romanticism, deals with the issue of 
divorce. Varvara, the heroine, is abandoned by her husband and subjected 
to cruel intolerance. She is unable and unwilling to remarry due to rigid 
divorce laws, and to avoid “staining” her father’s honor, she wastes away.

The 1890s were a productive decade for Sirvanzade. Of his many 
works, Zur yoyser (Vain hopes), Arsën Dimatsean, Tsawagare\ or Char 
ogi (The epileptic, or evil spirit) stand out and precede his masterpiece, 
Kaos (Chaos). The first is an intriguing novel in which the hopes and 
expectations of lovers and aspirants dissipate in the moral, social, and eco
nomic confusion of the time with dire consequences. Arsën Dimaksean, a 
dedicated social educational reformer but a physically unattractive char
acter, faces mighty foes with murky ends and fails in matters of the heart. 
Mesrop Canasean (1908-74) in his history of modem Armenian literature, 
Patmutiwn ardi hay grakanutean, has seen in the situation arising from 
Arsen’s ugly appearance a possible parallel with E. Rostand’s Cyrano de 
Bergerac. The unfortunate epileptic is Sona, a wonderful, innocent young 
woman, who meets a violent fate in an evil and superstitious society.

Kaos is set in Baku at the end of the nineteenth century, by which 
time the oil industry had done away with all the hues and colors of a
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backward, indolent society, repainting it starkly in black and white. It 
is the story, or rather the chaos, the savage feud over money, that rends 
Markos Alimean’s family apart after his death. Markos, an oil magnate, 
has designated his son, Smbat, to oversee the execution of his will, which 
calls on Smbat to rectify the mistake he committed by marrying a Russian 
(as opposed to an Armenian) woman and to extricate his brothers Mikayël 
and Arsak from the mire of dissipation. The discord in Smbat’s own 
family, the passion he shares with his brother Mikayël for the same 
woman, Susanik, and a doctored will provide the main springs of action 
and suspense in the novel. Numerous other characters and families form 
part of the conflict, which Sirvanzade blends into the larger social picture 
in a magisterial fashion, as his memorable protagonists undergo profound 
transformations under the impact of industrial capitalism.

A number of shorter works followed Kaos. Melania is the sad 
story of a beautiful young woman bursting with life, married to an older, 
physically incapable man who attempts to maim her to ward off potential

v

suitors. Sirvanzade had shown his ability to explore the inner recesses of 
women’s soul in an earlier short story, ÖriordLiza (Miss Liza), in which 
Liza, in sharp contrast to Melania, responds to the promptings of her heart 
rather than her mind. It must be remembered, though, that the situations 
in both stories are very different and that Liza was an unmarried woman 
when she promised to marry a person she loved, before succumbing to 
the mysterious charm of another. Artiste (The artist) tells of an ebullient 
teenager, Lewon, intoxicated by his love for music and the theater, and 
of the eventual collapse of his dreams and his suicide in a society where 
money, not art, sets standards and priorities. In sharp contrast to Lewon, 
another teenager, Vardan of Vardan Ahrumean, which Sirvanzade wrote 
in a semi-satirical vein a year after Artiste, is obsessed with money like 
his father and is groomed, under his tutelage, as a would-be vampire.

V*

Sirvanzade also enjoys fame as one of Armenia’s leading play
wrights. His Ewginë attracted much attention, despite his as yet unfocused 
views on women. Ewginë, an innocent soul, is in agony for having loved 
someone else at one point in her teen years, and eventually bares her 
heart to her husband. Mihran, after an almost violent reaction, forgives 
her, recalling his sinful associations before his marriage to Ewginë. Unêr 
irawunk [?] (Was she right?) is a far more sophisticated discussion 
of women’s emancipation. Hersilë, artistically gifted and a believer in 
women’s independence, is pitted against an older husband who thinks of 
her as only a wife and mother. She wittingly avoids the traditional, self- 
defeating denouement (suicide) and walks away from him. Of a piece with 
this drama is Armenuhi, in which the title character, who is all “poetry,”



is captive to her dull, tyrannical husband, Samson. With her husband’s 
unexpected consent and with assistance from her admirer, Armenuhi is 
able to begin a new life.

Patui hamar (For honor; or, A debt of honor) had its premiere in 
Baku in 1904, and it has been a most popular drama ever since. It sketches 
conflicting characters in a family, the Ëlizbareans, who are on the verge 
of disintegration amid the social, economic, and moral disorder afflict
ing a society, usually defined as bourgeois by Soviet Armenian critics. 
Margarit, a genuine champion of truth and honesty, pays dearly for her 
principles in a deadly conflict with her father, Andréas Ëlizbarean, who 
has amassed wealth and gained social standing by ruthlessly trampling 
partners and rivals alike. The characters, victims all of the changing rules 
of the business of life, drift helplessly to a sad confrontation, some driven 
by their passion for money and desire to maintain their public reputation, 
and some (Margarit, Artasës) by an inbred sense of integrity.

In a way, Awerakneri way (On the ruins) is a sequel to Patui hamar. 
It chronicles the collapse of a family, in this case due to the inability of a 
traditional merchant-businessman to compete with a new breed of sophis
ticated capitalists and the nouveaux riches whose enterprises rise on the 
ruins of the old. Arhawirki örerin (In the days of terror) takes place near 
the borders of “Turkish Armenia” and depicts one aspect of the Armenian 
massacres and deportations: the participation of Armenian volunteers in 
the initial Russian thrust and withdrawal at the outset of World War I. The 
play reflects the hopes the Armenians pinned on Russia for deliverance 
from certain death and concludes with the retreat of the Russians and 
Armenian refugees. Morgani hnamin (Morgan’s in-law) is Sirvanzade’s 
only full-length comedy (the other being Saflatane, The charlatan; or, 
Humbug, a one-act comedy, 1908), which he wrote after Armenia had 
become Soviet. It derides wealthy émigrés who fled the Bolshevik Rev
olution and settled in Paris, but who are still bent on maintaining their 
corrupt lifestyle by trafficking in cocaine and dreaming about selling off 
the oil fields and property they left behind to wealthy Americans. The 
main characters are Petros Mintoyean and his son Zorz (Georges), who 
is heavily in debt and bamboozles his father into believing that he is about 
to marry the niece of [J. Pierpont] Morgan. Of great literary and historical 
significance is Sirvanzade’s memoirs, Keanki bovits (From the crucible 
of life), a lively and insightful account of people, places, and events.

LEO (1860-1932), a prominent cultural figure with remarkable 
impact on Armenian intellectual activities, is best known for his history 
of Armenia, a vibrant account in a most engaging style. He is also known
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for his history, documents, and ideology of the Armenian Question; 
studies of the life and work of outstanding individuals, religious, and 
intellectual leaders (MesropMastots, Catholicos Yovsëpf Arfufean, 1743- 
1801, Stephanos Nazarean, 1812-79, Grigor Artzruni, 1845-92); history of 
certain schools in Karabagh and Erevan; history of Armenian printing and 
merchants (hojas), etc.; and many other works still in manuscript form. 
After Armenia became a Soviet republic (Leo was invited to lecture at 
the State University of Erevan), he revised some of his views and works. 
It was a hasty revisionism with unconvincing results.

Leo also engaged in literary activities as an adherent of the school 
of realism. He wrote some literary criticism; sketched the portraits of 
some eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Armenian writers; introduced 
Russian, French, and English authors to Armenian readers; wrote a history 
of Eastern or Russian Armenian literature from its origins to the 1900s; 
and formulated his own literary vision in the form of short stories, novels, 
and plays, almost all of which he wrote at the earlier stages of his career. 
Armenian rural regions, sad and squalid, impoverished and forlorn, where 
superstition, ignorance, and old traditional values had a strong hold over 
peasants, make up the central theme of some of his short works, which are 
narrated in a lively style. His stories in an urban setting depict innocent 
victims of the “monstrous” bourgeois system. But a large part of the blame 
for many a misfortune Leo placed on religious (i.e., Christian) passivity 
and pacifism, despite the occasional, favorable stance he had for similar 
traditional values. Artsah (Karabagh) forms the backdrop, either partially 
or wholly, to a few of his short stories and his patriotic novel Meliki aijikë 
(The Melik’s daughter).

lewon MANUËLEAN (1864-1919) tried his hand in poetry, plays, 
and prose. His verse, covering such issues as honesty and the defense of 
truth, the Armenian massacres, social and other topical concerns, bears 
the marks of H. Hovhannisyan’s influence and now mostly seems rather 
turbid. Shakespeare was his idol and he wrote drama and “dramatic 
poems,” as he called them, which are thought-provoking and have a 
greater appeal than his collection of poems. “Tigranuhi,” based on Movsës 
Horenatsi’s account (Tigranuhi, sister of Tigran and wife of Azdahak), 
illustrates the clash of personal and public interests. In “Galiley ew Mil- 
ton,” aDominican (i.e., the Inquisition), science, and free thought (Galileo 
and Milton) confront one another (Manuëlean must have been aware 
of Milton’s Areopagitica). In “Foüorik” (Storm), an indomitable poet, 
Diagoras of Melos, is seen rebelling against the gods. “Sasuntsi Dawif ew 
Msray Melik4” illustrates one episode from the Armenian epic. Similarly,
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“Dëpi ver” (Upward climb) represents a dramatic stage in H. Abovean’s 
life. Manuelean’s novels (Chalabineri arsawantë, The Chalabi invasion, 
and Hortakuatz keank, A shattered life) are insignificant. His dramas, 
which, broadly speaking, tackle the dangers threatening the family, were 
staged in many cities. His Rusahay grakanutean patmufiwn (A history 
of Russian Armenian literature) covers the nineteenth century and was 
for a while used as a textbook.

vrF anës FaFazean (cl866-1920) was a prolific writer despite his 
constant peregrinations in the Armenian communities of the Caucasus, 
Iran, and the Ottoman Empire. Perhaps this was partly due to the reputedly 
Armenian gypsy blood running in his veins and may to a degree explain 
his attraction to the wide range of topics and lifestyles he covered in 
his short stories, tales, allegories, novels, plays, essays, literary criticism, 
and ethnographic and social articles. He made the first attempt to narrate 
the history of Armenian literature from its origins to his own time. His 
contributions to both Eastern and Western Armenian periodicals brought 
an even greater degree of public familiarity with Armenian affairs on both 
sides of the Russo-Ottoman border. His first short stories and narratives 
revolve around social injustice and inequality, usury, excessive taxation, 
moral decline, and economic hardship in the Armenian provinces of the 
Ottoman Empire. These stories are uneven and often characterized by 
verbosity, yet they contain some of his better works.

There was a marked turn in Fapazean’s literary style and approach, 
and some formerly vague trends became more pronounced after his return 
from a nearly four-year sojourn as a student in Geneva. While his prose 
became more economical, his embrace grew wider, and he raised issues 
of broader regional and universal importance in Persian, Kurdish, or 
Armenian settings and short allegorical works. In his blistering attack 
on old values and stagnation (Embost erger, Rebellious songs), some 
saw the influence of Nietzsche, which Fapazean vehemently, but not 
altogether convincingly, rejected. But he readily admitted his admira
tion for and the influence of Ibsen (Brand and The Master Builder, 
in particular), which was embodied in his heroes, whose drive and 
aspirations (and eventual destruction) distinctly recall some of Ibsen’s 
unusual characters. Among some of his better shorter works, most of 
which conform to the principles of realism, while some are in the ro
mantic mold, are: “Nkarichë,” “Enicheri,” “Laloy,” “Beram,” “Rasid,” 
“Hat4 Saba,” “Mi giser Karachobanum,” “Lur-da-lur,” “Ayisa,” “Anna,” 
“Henfë,” “Sanfoy,” “Ëmbosti mahë,” and “Visap.” His novel Emma 
discusses currents of thought and Armenian life in Transcaucasia; Asi is
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dedicated to Luristan’s rebellion against Nasreddin Shah;Alemgir is about 
the turbulent Teheran in the 1890s (following the granting of tobacco 
monopoly to the British), and in its sequel, Azerfeza., the “worshippers of 
Mithra” are told to use fire to consume or eradicate corruption and tyranny.

Of Fapazean’s plays, Zayr (Rock) was well received after its pre
miere in 1905 and was quite popular in Erevan for a few decades after 
World War H  Beyond a shadow of a doubt, ideological considerations 
played a role in staging this production, and Gurgen Janibekyan’s (1897- 
1978) interpretation of Grigor Ala’s role much enhanced its popularity. 
Indeed, Grigor Ala, a vast landowner and a ruthless usurer, is a powerfully 
drawn character, who manages to frustrate the efforts of an inspired young 
man bent on defeating the system and restoring justice in a provincial 
Caucasian town in czarist Russia. As in much of his later work, so in 
this drama, Fajfazean observed and exposed the old world order in good 
and frequently elegant Eastern Armenian and portrayed (despite Soviet 
Armenian claims of his inability to grasp the pivotal role of the proletariat) 
individuals, groups, and masses struggling for a better life.

Wide public recognition was slow in coming to nar-dos (1867- 
1933), who belonged to the conservative circle of Armenian intellectuals 
and contributed to their mouthpiece, the periodical Nor dar. His moderate 
outlook, it has been suggested, led some to consider him and his confrères 
less talented than the liberal intellectuals. Although he witnessed the 
Sovietization of Georgia, all of his work except for a few insignificant 
additions belongs to the pre-Soviet era.

In his prose, in the form of short stories, short novels, and novels, 
Nar-Dos is concerned mainly with the psychological profiles of his heroes 
rather than plot and action. All his protagonists are contemporary types, 
and almost all appear as fully developed characters. Although they may 
at times seem simple, transparent, and somewhat indistinguishable, they 
are complex and subtly dissimilar. Conflict and action spring from the 
irreconcilable nature of their mentalities, which was what attracted Nar- 
Dos most.

Through his tendentious literature, Nar-Dos sought to mirror life 
“as it was,” to offer psychological analysis, and to inspire and guide. 
In his early pieces, his heroes subordinate the personal to public inter
ests. The unhappy and the poor, the illiterate and the superstitious, the 
consequences of drinking and uncivil behavior, and similar topics make 
up the main themes in his series titled Mer tale (Our quarter). With his 
Anna Saroyean, Nar-Dos began to chart the depths of human emotions. 
This is the tragic story of a sensitive soul, Anna, and the impoverishment
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and destruction of her formerly wealthy family. But his Spanuati alawni 
(Slain dove), Paykar (Struggle), and Make (Death) are among his best.

When Nar-Dos converted his Spanuatz alawni into a play, there 
were suggestions in the Russian press that it might have been inspired 
by Chekhov’s The Seagull Nar-Dos went on public record to refute the 
suggestion and maintain that it was based on his own work published years 
earlier. Nevertheless, despite his assertion, there are certain similarities 
common to both works but not enough, perhaps, to claim a formative 
influence by Chekhov. Safa, whose honor and innocence have been 
violated by Tusean, is now married to Sisakean, Safa’s obsession with 
revenge is an expression of her insistence on respecting the rights of 
individuals, the flagrant violation of which is glossed over by society. 
Tuscan believes in unrestricted, egotistical freedom and acts on his 
principles. Sisakean is the spineless and spiritless husband unable to 
understand, let alone respond, to his wife’s emotions, concerns, and 
humiliation.

Paykar is about the clash of the old and the new. The representatives 
of the modem reflect the formal aspects of change, denying the traditional 
as totally incompatible with the progressive. Caught between these two 
tides is the heroine (Mane), who, although not a conservative, is not 
prepared to sacrifice the better aspects and accomplishments of the old 
for the falsehood and formal sophistry of newfangled concepts. The novel 
was partly inspired by the rivalry between the conservative periodical Nor 
dar, to which Nar-Dos contributed artistically and administratively, and 
the liberal periodical Msak.

Mahë was to echo the rising patriotic sentiments among the Eastern 
Armenians in the 1890s, but with changes forced by the czarist censorship, 
it was transformed into a psychological novel with only vague references 
to the movement. The central theme, as the author himself saw it, was 
that of life and death seen from the perspectives of active optimists and 
passive pessimists, which remotely echoed some of the serious dilemmas 
facing the Armenians at the time.

lewon Sant* (1869-1951) wrote prose, verse, and drama. A few 
of his poems were popular in his time, but almost all of his poetry 
is now part of his less-read oeuvre. This is also true of his novels. 
Drawn to universal values and Symbolism, Sant increasingly looked 
beyond the immediate Armenian scene, receiving his intellectual and

approach largely in his plays. There is something of Greek tragedy, 
Nietzsche, Ibsen, G. Hauptmann, and Maeterlinck in his work. Many,
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if not most, of his characters are brought to life from within, with little or 
no attention to the locale, mores, action (with the exception of his plays), 
or other means of characterization. They are, especially his dramatis 
personae, individualistic and passionate; they symbolize and cling to 
certain concepts, pursue lofty aspirations, dream in ever changing moods, 
and suffer in dignity as they search for the meaning and mode of their 
existence. Herein, perhaps, lies the disquieting charm and intellectual 
elegance of some of his work.

His novel Dursetsinerë (The outsiders) illustrates the clash of public 
interests with personal interests. Similarly, Derasanuhin (The actress) 
elaborates the conflict of individual aspirations in personal relations. 
Dardzë (The conversion) outlines the contrast of religious and mundane 
philosophies, which foreshadows one of the main themes in his Hin 
astuatzner (Ancient gods). His last work, Hoginerë tzarawi (Thirsty 
souls), deals with marriage, family, and fidelity. His first three plays were 
variations on the aforementioned themes. Esi mardë (The man of the I) 
deals with the issue of national and personal ends through the characters 
of a revolutionary and a traitor. Urisi hamar (For others) is the story of a 
woman sacrificing her own happiness for that of her father, brother, and 
sisters. And Cambun vray (On the road) depicts a fighter who has given 
his life to his country, submerging his own happiness and aspirations.

To many, Hin astuatzner is his best drama. It marked a fresh phase 
in his creative work in that Sant now turned from the real world to the 
realm of ideas. It revived, in a new form, the clash of body and soul, a 
long-standing dilemma in Armenian literature. The leading characters, 
Vanahayr (Abbot) and Abelay (Deacon), have turned away from the 
world, the flesh, and the devil. With the financial assistance of an old 
flame, the princess, Vanahayr has erected on the islet of Sewan (now a 
peninsula!) a new church on the ruins of an old temple as a monument 
to their old love, but also as an irrevocable renunciation of worldly life. 
Seda, niece of the princess, falls off the boat taking them to the monastery 
for a visit and plunges into the waters of Lake Sewan. Abelay rescues her, 
gives her a new life, but fatally compromises his own as fleshly desires 
tear him apart. To eradicate his past root and branch, Vanahayr envisions 
replacing the church he had built with a new one.

Kaysrë (The emperor; literally, The caesar) portrays the reigns of 
emperors Nicephorus II Phocas (d. 969) and his successor John I Tzi- 
misces (d. 976), who was of Armenian stock, and their drives for power 
and fame. A timid Nicephorus ascends the Byzantine throne with the 
help and prodding of an ambitious and adventurous John, who shortly 
thereafter overthrows Nicephorus with the help of Empress Theophano,



consort to Nicephorus. John, “the emperor,” is a restless character, who 
thrives on danger and challenge, and for whom life is but a game. He 
abandons Theophano, but his love for Hanna, although mutual, remains 
unattainable. Hanna, a forceful and interesting character, shuns evanes
cent glory and sentiment, withdrawing to a monastery with her love for 

John intact and immune to all threats and temptations.
Nominally, the person referred to in Slfayuatze (The chained one) 

is Artawazd I, son of King Artasës I. According to a traditional story, 
Artawazd is bound in chains in a cave in Mount Masis (Ararat) with his 
two dogs gnawing at his shackles to free him. There are two interpretations 
to this legend, both of which are articulated by characters in this play. 
Eznik Kolbatsi sees Artawazd in a somewhat positive light: He will one 
day emerge and rule the world. But Movsës Horenatsi relates that he will 
destroy the world. In the play, the fictitious events take place in Ani. 
The mob rises against its ruthless rulers and seizes power, but this bold 
initiative brings no advantages to the simple folk. The play illustrates the 
corrupting effects of power and the futility of attempting to gain freedom 
with the help of others or external forces. Symbolically, therefore, the 
title of the play is a reference to all human beings in whose chest there 
lives a tyrant whom the individual must kill if he is to be free. Yakob 
Ösakan (q.v.) found this play to be reminiscent of G. Hauptmann’s Die 
versunkene Glocke.

Inka tz berdi ishanuhin (The princess of the fallen fortress) has Cilicia 
as its background and pits a prince, Gol Vasil, against Princess Anna. 
Vasil kills Anna’s husband and children and captures their fortress with 
an eye towards possessing her too. Bent on revenge, Anna weaves a  web 
of intrigues that eventually lead to grisly crimes, including the murder 
of Vasil’s two sons by their own father and Anna’s suicide. Ösin PayVs 
plot echoes some sad events in Cilicia in the 1320s. Prince Ösin, Lord 
of Kofikos, and Rita, daughter of Prince Smbat, admire one another, but 
Cilicia is rent apart by religious strife of political significance between 
those faithful to the national church and the followers of the papacy. 
Putting national interests above all else, Ösin becomes regent and tries to 
restore peace in the land, but his efforts are frustrated. He declines Rita’s 
assistance to rescue him from gaol, and they both meet a tragic end.

kostan zaryan (1885-1969) abandoned French for Armenian 
at a time when a search for new aesthetic and national values was 
already under way. After the 1915 slaughter of most of the explorers and 
innovators, Zaryan carried on the mission with intriguing experiments. 
If the originators of the pagan movement (Varuzan, Siamanfö, et al.)
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raked up their roots in polytheist Armenia, Zaryan sought to uncover 
the essence and mystery of the Armenian soul. Steeped in Western 
culture and contemporary literary trends, Zaryan embarked on a literary 
journey that was at once aesthetic, metaphysical, contemplative, and 
cultural. Armenian letters was enriched by his craftsmanship, style, and 
interpretation of the artistic, the beautiful, and the mysteries of the human 
soul. Like that of any committed writer, Zaryan’s oeuvre indeed has its 
flaws and failures, but his detractors have no leg to stand on.

An acquaintance of many contemporary European giants of die 
arts and literature, Zaryan was respected by some Armenian intellectuals 
but shunned by others and never attained widespread popularity. All his 
works were listed in the Soviet Index and prohibited until the early 1960s, 
when he returned to Soviet Armenia after a forty year exile; only a few 
were published thereafter. Many of his writings, especially those of the 
1920s and 1930s, appeared in installments in the periodical press and still 
remain inaccessible to the public at large, though quite a few have been 
recently disinterred. His literary commentary on the human condition and 
his own nation attracted sophisticated readers, but few others. Since the 
1970s there has been a revival of interest in his work. That his art was 
shaped under the formative influence of Western thought is beyond the 
slightest shadow of doubt. Although some of the sources of this influence 
are clearly evident to the informed reader, no detailed scrutiny has yet 
been undertaken to pinpoint them in a more specific and comprehensive 
fashion.

Zaryan’s first collection of verse in Armenian was Öreripsake. (It is 
difficult to say what exactly he had in mind by the Armenian word psak, 
which has numerous meanings: crown, prize, circle, accomplishment, 
wreath, garland, halo, etc. Perhaps he meant something like the “crown” 
in the sense of “circle,” or “course of the days,” since poems 1, 5, and 
10 in the series of poems for which the collection is named are titled 
“Morning,” “Noon” and “Evening,” respectively.) The cycles making 
up the collection express varying and contrasting moods, captured with 
vivid imagination through sensations and impressions of light, color, 
and sound. The collection was a bold experiment with words, imagery, 
form, and style, but it suffered from repetition, infelicity, instances of 
studied effect, and choppy sentences (which, in this case, was not an 
expression of Zaryan’s favorite tenet of omitting details to put the reader’s 
imagination to work). But Zaryan’s poetic talent found its best expression 
in a long poem titled Tatragomi harsë (The bride from Tatragom), one 
of his two best known works and which still generates controversy. It is 
the story of a newly married young man, Yovan, who shortly after his
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marriage joins Armenian guerilla fighters (hayduk or fidayi) to defend 
their village against Kurdish attacks. He leaves behind his wife, Sana, 
who for long years hears nothing of her husband and, overpowered by 
her carnal desires, succumbs to a Kurd, a man from the ranks of the 
mortal enemy. Yovan’s comrades-in-arms decide that Sana must die and 
that Yovan must carry out the verdict. Written with verve in a laconic and 
eloquent style, this exquisite poem mingles epic elements and symbols 
with bare drama, offers revealing insights into the hearts and minds of 
its heroes, and boldly raises a host of sensitive issues and values of a 
political, social, and cultural nature. Sana’s frailty and fate, seen in the 
wider context of national and Ottoman issues of the 1900s, has been the 
subject of sharply conflicting and unsettled interpretations.

Zaryan’s prose is a rewarding chronicle of countries and cultures 
that he came to know intimately as the wandering Armenian. Such 
observations and analyses are invariably suffused with keen insights into 
the Armenian experience both in Armenia and abroad. Himself an émigré 
par excellence, Zaiyan incessantly pursued his quest for the underground 
roots of Armenian vitality and the spiritual forces of the nation. He had 
candid criticism for the failings of his fellow countrymen: the obsessive 
importance they attached to tradition, which Zaryan regarded as merely 
a graveyard; their tendency to adapt and imitate rather than discover and 
invent; their obliviousness to universal principles and values; and their 
shallow approach to culture. Yet, he identified with this very culture even 
as he sought to transform it by impressing on the Armenians the need for 
introspection in the search for the intrinsic national values that made up 

the Armenian quintessential self.
In Antsordë ew ir campfan (The wayfarer and his route), Zaryan 

depicts the Armenian atmosphere and mentality in Istanbul, then under 
Allied occupation, shortly before his departure for Armenia in 1922. He 
then speaks of his three-year sojourn in Soviet Armenia, under rather 
rough and rigid terms, and his return to Europe. Conditions in Armenia, 
the Armenian community of Tiflis, repatriated Armenians in Armenia, 
Armenia-Diaspora relations, Armenian hopes vainly pinned on Europe, 
anti-Russian sentiments, flashbacks to his childhood, and reminiscences 
of colleagues put to death in 1915 are some of the moments and elements 
Zaryan masterfully captures in his eloquent and engaging narrative. 
Bankoopë (i.e., banvorakan kooperative) ew mamuti oskomerë (The 
bancoop [i.e., workers’ cooperative] and the bones of the mammoth) 
brings together Soviet Armenian impressions and reminiscences, along 
with descriptions of Turkey, Greece, Italy, France, Switzerland, and 
Spain. Here too, Armenia, Armenians, Armenian culture, the search
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for the Armenian soul, philosophical reflections, writers, literature and 
society, irreconcilable conflict between religion and science, and nations 
and nationalism are topics that Zaryan discusses in an illuminating and 
entertaining fashion. Similarly, Kizin ew mi mard (The island and a man) 
consists of a string of meditations on man and his alienation from himself, 
the earth, and the universe (written on the island of Corfu, where the 
author made the acquaintance of Lawrence Durrell). It also concerns the 
intricate relationship between man and nature and the latter’s powerful 
impact on the former’s thought, countries, art and literature, and many of 
the topics mentioned above. Continuing his effort to unravel the mysteries 
of universe and man, Zaryan suggested, in these and in other works not 
discussed here, that man would find much gratification if he restored the 
old bonds that once finked him to the earth.

One of Zaryan’s best known works is his novel Nawë leran vray 
(The ship on the mountain). Ara Herean, the central hero, is a profes
sional sailor, who is intent upon operating a boat in Lake Sewan as his 
contribution to the rebuilding of Armenia in the years 1919 to 1921. 
He purchases a ship in Batumi but is unable to transport it beyond the 
heights of Kanaker, to the north of Erevan, due to the political situation. 
When Zaryan settled in Soviet Armenia in 1962, he expunged the anti
communist and anti-Russian aspects from a revised edition of the novel 
and added an epilogue enabling Herean to realize his dream with the 
help of the newly established Soviet regime. It was a regrettable and, 
perhaps more importantly, unnecessary redaction. Some critics, particu
larly Soviet Armenian ones, have seen the ship, stranded on the heights of 
K'anaker, as an indictment of the pre-communist system of Armenia. The 
revamped version lent much support to this interpretation. But political 
orientation may not have been Zaryan’s foremost concern, as he was 
also critical, if less bitterly, of the political chaos in the first Republic of 
Armenia. The ship embodied one of Zaryan’s principal remedies for the 
revival of Armenia and Armenian spirit: self-reliance. Ara Herean’s ship 
was not built in Armenia. By contrast, another character in the novel, 
Mikayël Tumanean, builds a boat on the very shores of Lake Sewan and 
uses it for military purposes. Hence, it seems that Zaryan’s sympathy lay 
with the enterprising local and national elements, with no pronounced 
concern for their political persuasions. The novel, certainly one of the 
best in the Armenian literary tradition, masterfully encompasses most 
of the vital aspects of the Armenian realities of the day, giving a large 
role to Armenians of the dispersion. As usual, Zaryan provides incisive, 
provocative, and at times controversial analyses of cultural, social, polit
ical, and philosophical nature.
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Soviet Armenian Literature

An Overview of the Soviet Armenian Realities

Armenia became Soviet at the end of 1920. Initially, together with 
Georgia and Azerbaijan, it made up the Federal Union of Transcaucasian 
Republics, which in 1922 was replaced by the Federalist Soviet Socialist 
Republic of Transcaucasia. In 1936, all three republics were individually 
incoiporated into the USSR. The events that led to the collapse of the 
Soviet Union, the rise of the Armenian National Movement, and the 
emergence of Armenia as an independent republic are well known. As 
a sovereign state, Armenia elected as its first president in October, 1991 
Dr. Levon Ter-Petrosyan, a prominent scholar of Armenian studies. With 
his tenure there began a new era for Armenia, which is beyond the scope 
of this introduction.

In the early twenties, Armenia appealed to Armenians abroad for 
assistance. The Committee to Aid Armenia (Hayastani ögnutean komite) 
was setup in 1921 (and was dissolved in 1937), with branches in Armenia 
as well as abroad (Greece, France, Germany, Bulgaria, the United States, 
Iran, Rumania, England, etc.). Many intellectuals responded to the appeal 
of the government to return and help rebuild the country. Between the 
years 1921 and 1982, an estimated two hundred thousand Armenians 
were repatriated from the Middle East, Europe, and the United States. 
Some of them, along with tens of thousands of local Armenians, lost 
their lives to the Stalinist terror, as did scores of intellectuals and some of 
the best writers. Hundreds of thousands of Armenians were killed fighting 
against Nazi Germany, and the Church experienced a catastrophic period 
of persecution. Only after the last wave of terror in the late forties and 
the death of Stalin in 1953 did Armenia slowly recover relative freedom 
in matters cultural and intellectual.

Soviet Armenia’s relations with the Armenian Dispersion were 
governed by politics and ideology. The twenties saw a relatively open
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relationship with the Dispersion, which was not the case in the following 
decade. During World War II, Armenia appealed to Armenians every
where to help defeat the Nazis. The Dispersion responded immediately 
and generously, raising considerable monetary funds to help the Red 
Army war effort. During the cold war era, Armenia maintained practically 
no relations with the Dispersion. The sixties saw a rapid thaw and acti
vation of relations: Armenia sent books and textbooks, dance ensembles, 
writers, and soccer teams abroad and offered free higher education to 
Armenian students from abroad. At first rigidly selective, such exchanges 
acquired ä flexible, broader scope in time, but they were never entirely 
free of political considerations.

The Church of Armenia was fortunate indeed to have Archbishop 
Georg Chorekchyan (1868-1954), a student of philosophy and theology 
(Leipzig, 1889-94), as locum tenens (1941^-5) at a most dramatic and 
fateful period in her history, following the murder of Catholicos Horen I, 
Muradbegyan (1873-1938, supreme patriarch from 1932). A sagacious 
administrator endowed with a keen mind, he seized upon a number 
of favorable circumstances in the concluding years of the war, rallied 
the Armenians of the Dispersion to the Soviet war effort, and initially 
took part in abortive Soviet diplomatic moves to reclaim Armenian 
territory from Turkey. Unanimously elected Catholicos (Georg VI, 1945), 
he actively promoted the repatriation movement (1946-48), reopened the 
theological seminary and the printing press in Ëjmiatzin, launched the 
periodical Ëjmiatzin,, and securely placed the Church on an irreversible, 
though slow and limited, course of regeneration.

Soviet rule was in many ways beneficial to Armenian culture. A 
centralized system, despite its many serious drawbacks, and substantial 
state subsidies helped create within a relatively short period of time a 
solid cultural infrastructure in an utterly destitute Armenia. Armenian 
was proclaimed the state language. A policy to obliterate illiteracy was 
adopted in 1921, the orthography was reformed in 1922, and elementary 
education was made mandatory in 1930. The state theater, the national 
public library, and the state museum were established in 1922 and were 
followed by the film studio, the conservatory (1923), the national opera 
(1933), the Academy of Sciences (1943, in existence since 1935 as 
the Armenian section of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR), the 
repository of manuscripts (1959; the Matenadaran, named after Mesrop 
Mastots on the basis of the Ëjmiatzin holdings), and numerous other 
centers and institutions of culture, education, and research. Anniversaries 
of writers and cultural figures were observed. Books were published in 
massive runs to meet the needs of a cultured and demanding reading
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public. Annual literary prizes named after Y. Tumanean, A. Isahakyan,
D. Demircyan, G. Sundukean, M. Nalbandean, and S. Zoryan (q.q.v.) 
were instituted, all in 1980. Anniversaries of major figures and events 
(such as the millennial of the epic Sasuntsi Dawit, David of Sasun, in 
1939) were observed locally, by Moscow, and at times throughout the 
republics of the Soviet Union.

Literatures of the peoples of the Soviet Union, especially Rus
sian, were rendered into Armenian, and Armenian literature was made 
available to a much wider audience through translations into Russian. 
Most of the leading writers and intellectuals visited Armenia: M. Gorky,
A. Akhmatova, N. Tikhonov, M. Shaginian, V. Shklovsky, A. Lunach
arsky, A. Fadeev, K. Fedin, V. Kaverin, S. Gorodetskii, Vyacheslav 
Ivanov, A. Bely, O. Mandelshtam, V. Grossman, I. Erenburg, K. Simonov,
E. Evtushenko, and many others. Armenian literature was rendered into 
Russian by, to name but a few, Gorodetskii, S. Marshak, Akhmatova,
B. Pasternak, Tikhonov, M. Svetlov, A. Tarkovsky, I. Sel vinsky, N. Greb- 
nev, Evtushenko, V. Zviagintseva, and M. Petrovykh. Earlier, V. Briusov 
and M. Gorky had published anthologies of Armenian literature. As 
for Western literature, thought, and culture in general, Moscow was the 
sole arbiter; it selected and disseminated what it saw fit. For many long 
decades, Western literature was rendered into Armenian from Russian 
translations.

The assumption was that the Soviet Revolution was to bring in its 
wake a new way of life and, therefore, a new kind of art and literature. Old 
traditions were to be discarded. The twenties was a decade of experiments ; 
the old was rejected with enthusiasm, and the search for the new was 
intense, bringing fresh approaches to literature both in form and content. 
Lyric poetry was neglected; instead, general or universal values and 
sentiments were embraced. A feverish preference for depicting daily 
life, the building of irrigation canals, mechanization, electrification, and 
other such changes that characterized Soviet economic policy, as well 
as a strong sense of solidarity with the “anti-imperialistic” East (Muslim 
countries from Algeria to Iran), inspired some Armenian writers. On the 
other hand, Elise Charents (q.v.) and many others realized the importance 
of the past and aesthetic and technical aspects of poetry; they knew they 
could contribute to world civilization only through Armenian culture.

With no literary theory yet firmly formulated by the Party, things 
were in a state of flux in the twenties. An overriding concern was the 
nature and role of the new “proletarian” literature and how to create a 
literature that was national in manner but socialist in matter. Borrowing 
certain elements from the Russian futurists (especially V. Mayakovsky),
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the imagists, and the principles of “proletarian culture” (“proletkult”), 
three writers, E. Charents, A. Vstuni, and G. Abov, proclaimed a manifesto 
( 14 June 1922, since known as the Declaration of the Three). They rej ected 
the pre-revolutionary literature, which they claimed was a dying tradition, 
afflicted by such maladies as nationalism, romanticism, pessimism, and 
symbolism, and infected by such concepts as the “fatherland,” “immac
ulate love,” “desert and loneliness,” “twilights,” “oblivion and dreams,” 
and the like. They saw themselves as “disinfectors” who wished to bring 
in fresh air and to counterbalance bourgeois nationalism with “proletarian 
internationalism” and immaculate love with “healthy instinct.” They also 
sought to bring literature, heretofore immured in “salons,” out into the 
streets and to the masses, and to focus on subjects of actual importance, 
such as class struggle, all in a style and imagery characteristic of the new 
lifestyle.

The group disbanded quickly, with E. Charents disowning its non
sensical creed. But the Association of Proletarian Writers of Armenia 
came into existence at the end of 1922, and extreme views led to acri
monious disputes. The Party, while recognizing the importance of a free 
atmosphere for literature to develop, denounced insularity and parochial
ism and called for an universal socialist literature in 1925. In April of 
the same year, G. Mahari (q.v.) and others formed a splinter group in 
Gyumri, named Hoktember (October), to oppose the appalling rigidity of 
the Association’s members. That autumn, E. Charents initiated Noyem- 
ber (November), and members of the short-lived Hoktember joined the 
group. There were at least two other literary associations, including the 
circle of ulekits (“companion”) writers (D. Demircyan, V. Tofovents, 
S. Zoryan, et al.), who steered clear of these bitter partisan clashes. But 
the lines of battle were drawn. Although the two warring parties merged 
into the Union of Proletarian Writers of Armenia (1926), they failed to 
bury the hatchet. The members of the former Association continued to 
adhere unimaginatively and stubbornly to dogma and violently attack and 
denigrate Charents and his camp. The gap widened and the two groups 
became implacable foes even after the Party had decreed the Union of 
Soviet Writers of Armenia (1932, actually founded in 1934) and had 
defined its literary theory. In due course, Armenian writers unions were 
established in Georgia, Azerbaijan, and Nagomo-Karabagh.

This most pernicious confrontation continued into the thirties. The 
central concept for Charents and his circle was that the local or na
tional proletariat was the concrete basis of literature, not the abstract 
and “homeless” international proletariat. In other words, national tradi
tions and literature formed the foundation on which an “internationalist”
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literature would rise. One of the bizarre aspects of the situation was 
that their opponents, the Proletarians, by form understood mainly the 
language, which they also rejected as the former vehicle of capitalist 
values. Having no substitute, they vulgarized the literary standard, using 
the spoken idiom, a dialectal mishmash with a strange phraseology. A far 
more ominous problem was the relationship between a writer’s ideology 
and the topics he chose to illustrate; the choice of the latter, they held, 
clearly mirrored his political profile. He who wrote, for instance, about 
the past was denounced as a propagandist of the old, stigmatized as an 
enemy of the Revolution, and called a “class enemy,” a “people’s enemy,” 
“nationalist,” “individualistic,” “bourgeois,” and so on. Thus, the Party 
amassed much “ideological” ammunition to justify the ruthless annihila
tion of the intelligentsia in the late thirties. From the mid-thirties to the 
early forties, the arena was left to political propagandists and “political 
minstrels,” literally and figuratively speaking, who sang Stalin’s praises 
in dreadful poems. The war period brought a torrent of patriotic, rhetorical 
propaganda and some satire. To fuel patriotism, Moscow winked at local 
manifestations of national pride as expressed in historical novels.

But restrictions were reinforced and reprisals ensued immediately 
after the war. In the second congress of the Union of Soviet Writers of 
Armenia ( 1946), works dealing with the past and written in the concluding 
years ofthe war were condemned: Demircyan’s Vardanant, itwas pointed 
out, overemphasized the role of church and religion in the national 
liberation movement; King Pap in Zoryan’s eponymous historical novel 
was lionized as a democrat; Zaryan’s Ara Geletsik idealized the past; and
V

Siraz was sternly warned that he was following an extremely pernicious 
path by making excessive use of religious, mystical references, and 
imagery, and by elaborating only on national themes. During this period, 
literature depicted Soviet society as being free of conflicts; the only 
conflict was the one between man and nature. Repatriation and repatriated 
Armenians and Mount Ararat as a symbol of lost territory and culture were 
also fairly common themes.

The post-Stalin era in Armenia began with Anastas Mikoyan’s 
speech in a meeting with his “electorate” in Armenia on 11 March 1954. 
R. Patkanean, Raffi, E. Charents, A. Bakunts (q.q.v.), and others were 
rehabilitated. There followed a period that witnessed the gradual return 
of lyric poetry and the exploration of human behavior. The next phase 
in Soviet Armenian literature was the drive launched by a new gener
ation, spearheaded by Paruyr Sevak (1924-71) and others, to broaden 
the thematic scope beyond love, nature, and patriotism, to destroy the 
shackles of parochial insularity, and to explore the universal context of the
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human condition in this age of sweeping changes and giant technological 
advances. The trend, existing side by side with the traditional, was taken 
up by yet a younger generation, excluded from this book.

Armenian literature developed under considerable influence from 
Soviet Russian literature. In general, especially after the war, socialist 
realism set the tone. Love, patriotism, humanitarian concerns, World 
War II, Soviet solidarity and fraternity, and Soviet routine (which only 
suffered from “correctable” and “temporary” flaws) were some of the 
prevalent themes. The basic premises of ideology, Party, and government 
were believed to be faultless and were never questioned. With the excep
tion of pro-Soviet, pro-peace praise, and anti-imperialistic propaganda, 
political criticism was a taboo, as was the genocide. Noteworthy changes 
began to appear in the mid-sixties, especially in the wake of the mas
sive demonstration in Erevan, commemorating the fiftieth anniversary 
of the genocide. Historians and writers alike elaborated on this man
made tragedy, and the past, both immediate and distant, became a popular 
theme. In fact, the historical novel had not been discontinued after the 
war, and Armenian authors continued to evoke historical figures and 
events, which they invariably reinterpreted and often embellished beyond 
recognition. Earlier, a number of literary experiments had been introduced 
by Charents in rhyme and rhythm, prosody, and literary devices and 
technique. There were other changes. The term “ballad,” for instance, 
acquired a new meaning in Soviet Armenian literary terminology. It 
became, especially for Charents, a kind of Soviet martyrology. It depicted 
the heroics of contemporary heroes, most of whom had served the cause 
of the Revolution.

Eastern Armenian underwent the influence of Russian, too. The 
dramatic increase in Russian schools in the sixties was a factor. But 
overall, Russian was simply indispensable for communication, educa
tion, learning, career and social advancement, information, and daily 
routine. An extreme but telling case of the ravages of Russian was that 
of the newspaper Sovetakan Hayastan, the Party organ, which daily 
translated leading articles and official texts from the central organs, such 
as Pravda. Lack of time was obviously a difficult challenge to overcome, 
but religious faithfulness to the original resulted in some absurd words, 
expressions, and patterns that were alien to Armenian, bringing to mind 
some parallels, often remote, from the long history of the Armenian 
tongue (e.g., Hellenizing Armenian, or the arbitrary application of the 
patterns of Latin). As said, this was an extreme case, but Russian patterns 
of expression slowly and imperceptibly penetrated the literary standard as 
well. Loan words and place names that were borrowed “through” Russian
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were caiques or simply Russian forms, reflecting their endings and gender. 
Eastern Armenian was regulated by a number of academic committees.

A Survey of Soviet Armenian Literature

Damned and banned since the mid-thirties, eeise  charents 
(1897-1937) was rehabilitated following Anastas Mikoyan’s speech on 
11 March 1954, delivered at a meeting in Erevan. Soon thereafter, Soviet 
Armenian criticism restored him to the foremost position in the Soviet 
Armenian literary canon. He is often thought of (with Mayakovsky as 
the leading originator) as one of the principal founders of Soviet verse. 
His works are now seen as signposts and symbols of his time, and his 
turbulent life, cut short at forty, as a record of both literary and political 
developments in the opening decades of Soviet rule in Armenia. Some of 
his fiery propaganda verse (e.g., his “Leniniana”), embodying the sincere 
hopes millions of people pinned on the October Revolution, now have 
only a historical value. Such poems are considerable in number, and 
although ideology resonates through most of his work, it contains a great 
many of the brightest pages of literature ever written in Armenian.

Traditionally, critics associate the origins of Soviet Armenian lit- 
erature with Hakob Hakobyan and Susanik Kurlinyan, the first to write 
“proletarian” literature. But the laurel for forging a new literary tradi
tion must be given to Charents, who labored passionately to fashion an 
aesthetic realm for the Red Regime, for which he fought with word and 
weapon. It was a tortuous, somewhat erratic, and eventually fatal process. 
There was the pull of his national identity. It had of late, especially 
since the beginning of the twentieth century, given rise to visions of 
a homeland: the remote, misty land of Nairi that fed romantic political 
expectations. Charents was given to such dreams until his shocking march 
in 1915 in the ranks of Armenian volunteers supporting the Russian war 
effort against the Ottoman Empire. It inspired his long poem “Danfeakan 
araspel” (Dantesque legend), wherein Charents leads the reader through 
the Armenian inferno of 1915. Death, devastation, and innocent optimism 
contrast sharply in the poem. A little later, in his “Vahagn” (whom 
some contemporary poets had invoked triumphantly), Charents buried 
the remains of this old god, humiliated and slain by Armenia’s enemies. 
The symbolic end of Vahagn’s myth marked the beginning of a new phase 
in Charents’s political orientation. He soon committed himself, body and 
soul, to Bolshevik Armenia.

But charting his own literary course was not to be as simple a task. 
The great masters of Armenian literature, past and present, crowded his 
path. Particularly in his early years, he was under the spell of Vahan
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Tërean’s poetic output (e.g., “Erek* erg thradaluk aljkan,” Three songs for 
a pale girl). He repudiated Tërean’s art, only to repent many a time. 
He was then attracted to the Russian symbolists (e.g., his collection 
“Tziatzan,” Rainbow). Seized by revolutionary fervor, he wrote two long 
poems in 1918, “Soma” and “Ambohnerë helagarvatz” (The frenzied 
masses), while fighting for Tsarytsin in the ranks of the Red Army. 
Both were sheer dynamite, an indictment of the old world order and 
a romanticized panegyric of the revolution and the power of the masses. 
These were followed by his “radio-poems” and the first of his three 
celebrated “visions” of death. The latter took shape in the autumn of 1920, 
during the Turkish onslaught on Armenia. In it, Charents offers himself 
as the ultimate sacrifice in hopes of sparing his country further suffering. 
There followed his “Amenapoem” (a sort of “Everyone’s poem,” sharing 
certain similarities with Mayakovsky’s “150.000.000”), a reflection of 
the fateful events of the time, and “Charents-name,” an autobiographical 
poem intertwined with contemporary realities to 1921.

By the early twenties, Charents had certain obvious affinities with 
the principles of the Russian Lef (Left front of art). Furthermore, Armenia 
had become Soviet and the matter of re-evaluating or discarding the 
old literature and fashioning a new one had emerged as an imperative. 
Although he had already introduced some innovative trends, Charents, 
with G. Abov and A. Vstuni, issued in June of 1922 the “Declaration of the 
Three,” totally rejecting old Armenian literature. This brought him much 
closer to the Russian futurists. But as always, Charents rapidly shifted 
between extreme moods and remained a knotty bundle of contradictions. 
As an artistic expression of the new principles (class struggle, sexual 
instinct, iron, technology, die color red, style, movement, rhythm, speed, 
etc.), Charents wrote the long poem “Romans anser” (Loveless romance), 
a brilliant vulgarity. In the same nihilistic vein he worked on his novel, 
ErkirNairi, and soon completed his “Talaran” (Songbook).

Erkir Nairi placed Charents in the thick of the most pernicious 
controversies and the most painful dilemmas of the day. It was meant to 
deliver the coup de grâce to an ailing romantic mentality that, as he saw 
it, had turned into a demoralizing malaise, epitomized by an amorphous, 
nonexistent fatherland, Nairi. He went all out to define and destroy the 
inebriating myth of Nairi as a web o f associations of antiquity, legitimacy, 
national vainglory, parochial patriotism, indolent nostalgia, debilitating 
insularity, and unfulfilled rosy dreams. Ever since the annexation of 
the Khanate of Erivan by Russia in 1828, the issue of reviving historic 
Armenia had by the 1870s slowly risen to the top of the national agenda, 
reducing almost all other concerns into insignificant issues. An intense,
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dramatic period of alternate hopes and utter disappointments had begun 
with the Balkan Wars, only to end with the cataclysm of 1915. And the first 
Republic of Armenia had survived for barely thirty months. For Charents,

identity, and, above all, leadership that he saw unfit for attaining national 
aspirations in this rotten, odious old world. Now that a new world was on 
the rise, with Armenia a part and parcel of the larger historical processes, 
it was time to jettison, once and for all, the old legacies that weighed 
down heavily on the Armenian spirit, impeding its wholesome progress.

ErkirNairi is a politically charged satirical novel. Kars, a provincial 
city, is the setting, just before the outbreak of World War I. Though not 
a novel in the conventional sense, it ably captures the atmosphere in 
Charents’s birthplace. In a rapid tempo, in short and sharp sentences, 
Charents describes Kars, a typical Nairian town, ramshackle and squalid 
with a deadly dull routine-a far cry from the romanticized vision of 
Nairi. In the second part of the novel, Kars and its leadership are seen 
during the war; in the third part, the fall of Kars and the destruction of 
the dream are described. The tragic backdrop to all this is the heinous 
crime perpetrated against the Armenians during the “imperialistic” war, 
with Charents plunging into unforgiving criticism of the leadership for its 
incompetence, naivete, and petty bourgeois romanticism. But the author 
looked forward to the remaining tiny stretch of Nairi, now a Soviet 
Socialist Republic, where the country was being built anew. This un
usually dynamic experience of soul searching, sustained throughout with 
an invigorating honesty, was controversial. Charents’s demolition work, 
some of his views and generalizations, and his technique (caricature, 
hyperbole, a sarcastically cutting style, etc.) have all been seen by some 
as unnecessarily extreme.

As Erkir Nairi appeared in installments in the periodical press, 
Charents completed the cycle “Talaran” (Songbook), a collection of lyric 
poems. This was an abrupt return to the moods and modes of the old 
literature he repudiated, an imitation in many ways of Sayeaf-Növay’s 
style. But the series bore the imprint of Charents’s artistic character and 
appeared at a time when a trend to banish lyric poetry was restricting the 
imagination of Soviet Armenian authors, who were now entirely given 
to the political and economic agenda of the new system. The collection 
concluded with a most popular poem, “Es im anus Hayastani arevaham 
bam [or barn] em sirum” (“1 love the sun-drenched fruit [or name] of my 
sweet Armenia”; there is some uncertainty as to which of the two words 
Charents used, but the academic edition of his works opted for bar). 
No Armenian poem treating the same theme in modem times seems to
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be as popular as this poem, whose figurative and connotative epithets 
powerfully and memorably evoke Armenia's spirit and story. At this 
juncture, Charents wrote poems for Lenin and other politically motivated 
works (Poezozufna, Kapkaz tamasa, Komaimanah), still rejecting the 
legacy of the past.

In late 1924 Charents left for a seven month tour of Europe (mainly 
Italy, Germany, and France). The West had a benevolent impact on 
his thought. Qualifying his literary position as vulgar and erroneous in 
letters from abroad, Charents noted that the great masters of the past had 
faithfully but creatively echoed their respective epochs, and the mentality 
of the ruling classes reverberated in their work. The new proletarian 
literature, he went on, lamentably lacked this essential quality and had 
become a lifeless literature in the form of pitiable agitkas. Having set aside 
“the drum of the L e f” he was now ready to imbibe imaginatively the art 
of the masters and, maintaining the highest professional and aesthetic 
standards, to fashion anew literature as a mirror of the socialist mentality 
and lifestyle. Two of the memorable poems bom during the trip were 
“Stambol,” which to the author was an “international prostitute” and 
stood as a symbol of bloody conquests, decadence, and anti-communism, 
and “Ëlegia grvatz Venetikum” (Elegy written in Venice), evaluating the 
political and poetic stance toward Soviet Armenia of Avetik* Isahakyan 
(q.v.) and like-minded Armenians in the Armenian Dispersion.

In 1926, having shot and wounded a sixteen-year-old girl, Mariana 
Ayvazyan, Charents ended up in the Erevan House of Correction. (It has 
been suggested that Charents committed this violent act to draw the party's 
attention to his insupportable plight. Cf. A. Zakaryan, ed., Elise Charentsi 
datavarutyunë, Erevan, 1995 (Banter Hayastani arhivneri, 1995/1].) He 
published his sympathetic diaries under the title Hisolutyunner Yerevani 
ullich tnits. He attained a high level of artistic creation with his “Hmbapet 
Savarsë” (Captain Shavarsh), which offers revealing psychological in
sight into the life of a soldier against a background of the harrowing events 
of the day. By now, Charents had ruefully made peace with his predeces
sors and had outdistanced a very talented group of young contemporaries. 
His only quarrel now was with a host of rigid adversaries (e.g., Nairi 
Zaryan, q.v., and the critics Gurgen Vanandetsi, 1898-1937, and Norayr 
Dabalyan, 1904-55), who similarly aspired to chart a fresh literary course. 
In the early twenties, especially after the appearance of his two volumes 
in Moscow (1922), Charents had already come under venomous attacks 
that denounced him as a nationalist-bourgeois-chauvinist-individualist- 
egotist-pomographer-reactionary, among other things. The gap grew ever 
wider as Charents unequivocally adhered to his losing proposition that the
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national tradition was the irreplaceable premise on which a new literature 
with universal dimensions and international significance would rise.

In Epikakan lusabats (Epic dawn, 1930), which consisted of the 
poems he wrote in 1927-30, Charents evaluated his maturing art. He 
passed harsh judgment on his wayward experiments and paid tribute 
and aspired to the art of Yovhannës Tumanean, Vahan Terean (q.q.v.), 
and Pushkin— a genuine echo of their own time that was distinguished 
by dazzling sophistication and amazing simplicity. Charents continued 
his public polemic against his antagonists, who paradoxically advocated 
the same principle. But most of them were mere versifiers who barely 
touched the inner world of their contemporaries, and who shunned lyri
cism and sang in a bombastic version of the spoken dialect the praises of 
metal, tractors, vulgar physical love subordinated to instinct and ideology, 
communist solidarity, revolutionary figures, the Muslim East, and North 
Africa and the Orient as rising anti-imperialistic powers (especially in 
the early and the mid-twenties). Alternating between a lyrical and epic 
tone in this collection, Charents contemplated Armenia’s immediate and 
revolutionary past, and the various stages of his fife and accomplishments, 
always predicated on the contemporary history of his fellow countrymen.

His last collection, G irt canaparhi (The book of the road), was 
printed in 1933, but its distribution was delayed. Additions and revisions 
were forced before it was made available to the public in 1934, at a 
most unpropitious period in the history of the Soviet Union. Its content 
provided much ammunition for ill-wishers, rivals, and critics, who, as 
before, unleashed a heavy barrage of hostile criticism for his ideological 
failures. Broadly speaking, in this book Charents summed up his bold 
revisionist views on some fundamental aspects and epochs of Armenian 
history, thought, and letters; offered wisdom and guidance to generations 
yet to come; and ruminated in a lyrical vein on the meaning of life, the 
human soul, and the elements of abiding artistic creation.

The cycle of historical pieces in largely chronological order eval
uates the principal stages in the Armenian experience. It begins with 
the long poem “Sasuntsi Davifë,” in which Charents claims that obse
quiousness and conformity accounts for the hazy and gloomy past of 
his country. (He made Dzenov Öhan into a pusillanimous and cringing 
character and released Fokr Mher from his captivity to destroy the forces 
of evil, an unmistakable reference to the advent of communism.) His 
attack on the Armenian ruling classes is particularly virulent in the 
next poem, “Patmutyan karufinerov” (Along the crossroads of history). 
Charents heaped all the blame on them for the misery of his people. In 
“Depi lyafe Masis” (Heading for Mount Masis), Charents imaginatively
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recreated H. Abovean’s last night before his disappearance. Abovean is 
seen reviewing his papers and life, dismissing renewed doubts-doubts 
that have been gnawing at his heart for a long time now-and questioning 
his political orientation. In thinly veiled critical allegory, “Mahvan tesil” 
(Vision of death) assesses the views of writers, intellectuals, and other 
figures (e.g., L. Alisan, P. Durean, R. Patkanean, Raffi, D. Varazan, q.q.v., 
and others) who shaped Armenian mentality in the second half of the 
nineteenth century and the early part of the twentieth. The break with 
the sad, uninspiring past, both distant and immediate, and adherence to 
the new revolutionary era and the Soviet regime occurs in “Zrahapat 
‘Vardan Zoravar’ ” (The armored car ‘General Vardan’), thus completing 
Charents’s sweeping review of the Armenian experience.

The second cycle (“Taler ev horhurdner”) is made up of poems for 
the travelers, the sick, the illuminators of manuscripts, the dead, masons 
and architects; it counsels future generations, city builders, tillers, and 
song makers. This is followed by “Arvest kertufyan” (The art of poetry) 
and “Girk imatsufyan” (Book of the intellect), made up of rubaiyat, 
distichs, and other poems, and which includes the famous “Patgam” 
(message) that alerts the Armenians that their only salvation lies in 
their unity (literally, “collective power”). A wide range of topics is 
covered under these subtitles, including words of wisdom, philosophical 
contemplation, literature as art, polemical lines, politics, history, cultural 
topics, and self-evaluation. Some critics have suggested that Charents was 
aware that this would be his last book (based on his line “Du gites, or ko 
matyann ays veijin .. . “You know, that this last book of yours.. . .” 
However, the Armenian for “last” could also mean “latest”). There is 
clearly a pervasive sense of urgency and anxiety and a good many parting 
words to lend support to this suggestion. Charents, who sang the new as 
the old crumbled around him, now saw the new degenerate into cruel 
totalitarianism. That he was disillusioned with the central leadership and 
apparatus (Beria had already embarked on his monstrous mission) is 
beyond doubt, but whether or not he was disillusioned with the lofty 
ideals of the new political philosophy cannot be said with certainty.

The book is among the very best collections and is unrivaled in many 
respects. Not only does it distill the contributions (new patterns of meter 
and rhyme, rhythm and cadence, and genre and diction) of a genius who 
had just begun to mature, it is the brightest reflection of the latest, albeit 
thorny, phase of the Armenian experience. Here, as elsewhere in his work, 
Charents unveiled new aspects to the Armenian soul and audaciously 
explored fresh grounds for a new literature and identity with cruel but 
salutary honesty. There is some noise and rhetoric in some of his works,
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but such flaws are far outweighed by the better part of his oeuvre, which 
remains one of the best responses yet to calls made by Vahan Tërean and 
other contemporaries to elevate Armenian literature to a higher plane of 
universal significance.

aksel bakunts’s (1899-1937) life was cut short at the terribly 
young age of thirty-eight. The usual array of ideological charges were 
brought against him, including chauvinism, idealization of the past, 
rejection and alienation from socialist society, and so on. Such attacks 
were unleashed early in his career and intensified immediately after the 
appearance of his first collection of short stories, Mtnadzor. The eighteen 
pieces included here set the tone, scope, artistic principles, and interests 
of the author. The majestically mountainous region of Zangezur was one 
of the principal settings, and fife in this remote, primitive rural area came 
under his artistic scrutiny. Out of the drama and anguish of the individual, 
whether inflicted by the harsh rules of fellow individuals, religion, custom 
and tradition, political upheavals, or nature, sad stories come to fight of 
suffering that speak of the brutal truth in a context free from feelings of 
pity or maudlin sentimentalism. This proved to be a bitter pill to swallow. 
It was obvious that Bakunts, despite treating the topic in his own way, was 
not going to proclaim loudly and falsely the advent of a new lifestyle. The 
latter had as yet had no effect on the countryside, and Bakunts was not 
prepared to swallow the blanket ideological prescriptions hook, fine, and 
sinker. Nor was he prepared to give up his uplifting aesthetic principles, 
the in-depth exploration of the human soul, or his literary creed and 
freedom.

The stories dealing with the Soviet period far outnumber those 
focused on the pre-revolutionary era. In the opening decades of the new 
regime, no changes were visible in the remote parts of the Armenian 
countryside (in Bakunts’s “Mrots,” for instance, some families are still cel
ebrating the pagan Armenian New Year, Nawasard). This was Bakunts’s 
domain. With keen eyes, he looked deep into the inner world of the 
Armenian peasant and into the complex relationships with his fellow 
human beings and nature. His aim, emanating from his literary creed, 
was to capture the essence of all this—a task which in his better stories 
he accomplished brilliantly.

A tragic picture of the Armenian peasantry emerges from Bakunts’s 
artistic accounts. “Alpiakan manusak” (Alpine violet) brings together 
some of the finer aspects of Aksel’s craftsmanship and literary-aesthetic 
principles. It has a simple plot. An archaeologist and a painter visit a 
remote village, where they encounter a beautiful woman whose picture the
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artist paints. The woman’s husband returns from the fields after the visitors 
depart and, in a rage of jealousy, hits his wife with a club. Night falls, and 
another day in thqir lives comes to a close. The author concludes the story 
by describing a beetle, intoxicated by fragrant pollen, who seems to think 
that the world is an alpine violet. Out of these bare elements, Bakunts 
fashions a dramatic story on the rough life in inaccessible and forgotten 
villages, the ugly plight of beautiful women, and the still-existing gap 
between rural and urban areas, which looks beyond deceptive appearances 
in search of the deformities and beauties of the human soul.

“Namak rusats fagavorm” (A letter to the king of the Russians) is 
the story of a saintly old man whose son is in exile in Siberia. In infinite 
faith and hope, he writes a letter to the czar to have his son released. After 
a long wait, he is told to appear at the police station. He is beaten and 
thrown out, his mouth bleeding. Yet he still awaits a reply, and on his 
dying day he requests his wife to announce the good news at his grave 
as soon as she hears from the czar. In “Bruti tlan” (The potter’s son), 
the peaceful and creative life of a potter is shattered and his wife dies 
when their son is killed fighting for the Bolsheviks. Dilan dayi and Sona 
of “Mirhav” (Pheasant) have an unspoken love, but she is married off to 
someone else and dies within a year. Dilan dayi sustains himself into old 
age with memories of his unalloyed and unfulfilled love. The characters 
in “Tzirani ptol” (The apricot wood flute; pol, here, is a flute-like wind 
instrument) are survivors of the Armenian massacres and deportations 
in Sasun who have settled in Eastern Armenia. Pining for home in the 
mountains of Sasun, Hazro, the central character, plays his instrument to 
alleviate the painful longing that smolders in his heart. In “Spitak dzin” 
(The white stallion), horses are requisitioned from the villagers. To save 
his horse, Simon cuts a wound in its back. The horse is taken away anyway 
and remorse cuts Simon deeply. “Mtnadzor” is a dark story öf the evil 
aspects of human nature.

Kyores (i.e., the city of Goris, Armenia) is a work of biting satire, a 
kind of chronicle that has no plot or individual characters in the true sense. 
It deals with the clash of the old and the new before the Soviet era, and it is 
close in tone and intent to Charents’s monumental Erkir Nairi (The land of 
Nairi), which seems to have sparked Bakunts’s imagination, and Gurgen 
Mahari’s Ayrvol aygestanner (Burning orchards), which was written long 
after Bakunts’s death. This work was an expression ofBakunts’s desire to 
try his hand at novels. His first attempt, Karmrakar, remained incomplete; 
only its initial part was published. The central theme was to be the changes 
that reshaped social life in rural areas at the turn of the twentieth century. 
Bakunts undertook extensive research into the life and work of Hadiatur
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Abovean before embarking on a novel dedicated to him, of which only 
fragments have been published.

Certain elements of Gogol’s “Nevsky prospekt” are found in Ba- 
kunts’s “Provintsiayi mayramutë” (The sunset of the province). His work 
shares certain similarities with that of Knut Hamsun and the Russian 
Mikhail Prishvin (1873-1954), whom Bakunts knew personally, but nei
ther seems to have had a formative influence on him. Although he learned 
much from both Armenian and non-Armenian masters, he fashioned 
his own distinct tradition. Bakunts’s nature imagery is fresh, epic, and 
hauntingly beautiful. His lyricism is vibrant, and his touch is delicate in 
his exquisite observations of the innermost realms of human nature, its 
drama, frailties, defeats, and triumphs. Modem Armenian prose attained 
crystalline elegance in his best stories.

vahan 1 *0 1 *0 vents (1894—1938) tried his hand at verse early on, 
but later emerged as one of the notable masters of Soviet Armenian prose. 
Although he wandered far and wide before settling in Armenia, he was 
a prolific author of short stories, novels, plays, essays, and articles in 
the periodical press. The latter dealt with topical issues of importance in 
the early Soviet years of Armenia. His short novel, Doktor Burbonyan 
(original title Hayastani Ton-Kisotë, The Armenian Don Quixote) is a 
satirical writing with a hallucinating caricature of a windbag political 
propagandist as its central character. The novel owes something of its 
structure to Eruand Ötean’s similar works. His impressions of life in 
the early twentieth-century United States, articulated in the form of 
short stories, scenes, and personal experiences, appeared under the title 
Amerika. Perhaps the only bright note in this collection is his heartfelt 
sympathy for the plight of black people, which is demonstrated in three 
of the twelve stories making up the cycle. The remaining pieces are a 
bleak commentary on the “gilded” dirt of capitalism and its dehumanizing 
effects on society. A similar condemnation of capitalist and bourgeois 
lifestyles is found in his most extensive novel, Baku, an attempt to 
depict the proletariat and its struggle at the turn of the century. The 
novel suffers from a number of major flaws and confirms that Tbfovents 
excelled in more compact formats. Of his shorter works, Hovnatan ordi 
Eremiayi (Jonathan, son of Jeremiah) is an impressive piece. Through 
the life of a potter-sculptor, it sings the praises of human creativity 
and industry, art and liberty, and deplores outdated values, views, and 
religious shackles. One of his best works in this category is Bats-kapuyt 
tzalikner (Light blue flowers), which was made into a film by Armenfilm 
in Erevan (Henrik Malyan, 1980), titled “Ktor më erkink4” (A piece of
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sky). It is the touching story of an unconventional marriage between a 
prostitute and an orphaned young man in a remote region steeped in 
conservative traditions. His best play, which met with great success at 
the time, remains his Nor Byuzandion (New Byzantium). It won an all- 
Union prize, was translated into several languages, and was performed 
on many stages both inside and outside Armenia. The plot unfolds 
in Constantinople immediately after the 1819 beheading of the male 
members of the celebrated Tiwzean Armenian Catholic family (more 
commonly known as Duzian, its Western Armenian pronunciation) on the 
orders of the sultan (Mahmut II, 1785-1839). Survival, rivalry, revenge, 
and intrigue sustain a chilling sense of turpitude, dramatically illustrating 
the precarious fate of individuals and societies under arbitrary rule in an 
atmosphere of religious fanaticism.

Tofovents’s unsurpassed effort was his K yantë hin hrovmeakan 
canaparhi vra (Life on the old Roman highway). Consisting of frag
mented memories of his birthplace, the work is written with broad strokes 
in robust colors and sharp contrasts. The locale, the small circle of 
characters, and the constant presence of the author endow the narrative 
with a considerable degree of unity. In a trenchant, warm style, sparingly 
laden with lyrical metaphors and imagery, with thinly veiled nostalgia, 
poignant emotions, humor, and sarcasm, he evokes a quotidian routine, 
mores, intriguing characters and events, and glimpses into the mental
ities of ruler and ruled, Turks and Armenians. In form and scope, the 
novel is very different from the autobiographies of S. Zoryan (Mi kyariki 
patmutyun) and G. Mahari (Mankutyun; Patanekutyun). But this is not 
its only distinction, nor does it explain its immense popularity. Besides 
its historical value as an absorbing record of a lifestyle that has all but 
vanished, the book is an illuminating inner and geographical journey 
by a candid pilgrim with a keen eye for the bleak and the beautiful in 
human life.

DERENIK demircyan (1877-1956) began his literary career long 
before the Bolshevik Revolution, but flourished after the establishment of 
the Soviet regime in Armenia. At first he wrote verse, but he later moved 
on to prose, writing comedies, dramas, short stories, novels, art reviews, 
and essays in the periodical press on various topics. He was thus a prolific 
and multifarious writer, touching on a wide range of topics, but until the 
twenties he was outshone by the younger glories of Armenian literature 
such as Y. Tumanean, A. Isahakyan, V. Tërean, and E. Charents (q.q.v.). 
Ideological considerations were yet another barrier. Demircyan was one 
of the leading figures of the so-called “companion” writers who adhered
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to neither of the two main factions of writers competing to set the tone for 
the new Soviet Armenian literature. At least for a while, he tried to steer 
clear of politically motivated literature, and official criticism was more 
often than not unfavorable towards him. Another factor was the uneven 
quality of his literature. Although a re-evaluation of his oeuvre (as well 
as those of all other Soviet Armenian authors) would be a timely review, 
it would in all likelihood still sustain the prevailing judgment.

Demircyan was given to philosophically analyzing his topics of 
interest and to probing the depths of human behavior and its infinite 
manifestations, rather than characterization. This is true of many of his 
writings, with the notable exception of his best works, for which he gained 
a bright and permanent standing in modem Armenian literature. His 
comedy, K aj Nazar (Nazar the brave), finally brought him wide popular 
acclaim. This was a rather bold undertaking on his part, because some 
famous authors (Tumanean, Isahakyan, and others) had already written 
adaptations of this folk tale. Strictly speaking, Nazar was more than just 
an adaptation; Demircyan fleshed out its bare plot with new details and 
episodes, creating a remarkably witty comedy. The main concept was 
to show the catastrophic consequences of the incompetent despots and 
timid, cringing rulers who held arbitrary power. Social realities and some 
philosophical tenets were also satirized. The denouement (Nazar's for
tunes eventually eclipse) proved to be somewhat controversial, especially 
in view of the fact that other versions of the story end with Nazar’s 
triumphant reign. There can be no doubt that the Armenian political 
leadership and parties were one of Demircyan’s main targets, but some 
critics have sensibly argued that many political arbiters of human destiny 
are exact replicas of Nazar. A telling example of such political terror was 
the fate that befell Demircyan’s comedy, Napoleon Korkotyan, which, in 
a story reminiscent of Gogol’s Revizor, mercilessly exposed corruption 
at a sovkhoz, a new economic institution created by the new system. 
Official criticism shot down the play as a distortion of the bright realities 
of Soviet life.

The history (old and new, e.g., the drama Hovnan metzatun on 
1915 and its impact) and destiny of his own people were among the 
dominant themes in Demircyan’s work. This took on a more pronounced 
importance in the thirties, when (from positions of “vulgar socialism”) 
the past and patriotism were still seen as expressions of “bourgeois 
nationalism.” Demircyan’s G irt tzalkants (The book of flowers), a short 
piece of prose written with inspiration from Kostandin Erznkatsi, told its 
readers about some of the creative principles and continuities in Armenian 
culture. What exactly Demircyan meant by the title is difficult to say with
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certainty. He may have had in mind a very special kind of florilegium, 
a repository of some of the facets of Armenian culture. But it is also an 
unmistakable reference to the illuminated manuscript created by the abbot 
of a monastery, a novice by the name of Zvaif, and a scribe named Tade, 
The abbot, a former architect, writes an illustrated treatise on creating 
and building as two elements of vitality in life. Inspired by him, Zvarf 
composes a poem on flowers as symbols of eternal beauty and revival, 
and Tade illuminates the manuscript with floral patterns. The manuscript 
survives for centuries through overwhelming odds and is at last salvaged 
at a market in Damascus. The work was a synthesis of Demircyan’s views 
of the intellectual and artistic creativity of his people, a hymn to those 
often anonymous monks, creators of the tradition, and to the touching 
ways in which such treasures were fostered and handed down to posterity.

In 1938 Demircyan wrote an enthusiastically received (and splen
didly staged) drama, Erkir hayreni (Fatherland), about eleventh-century 
political life in Armenia. King Gagik II, the central hero, is seen fighting 
for his country and crown against deadly Byzantine threats. But the jewel 
of Demirëyan’s literary endeavor is Vardanant, an extensive historical 
novel that he completed in about four months in 1943. The event (the 
battle of Awarayr, a .d. 451) and the theme are well known from the work 
of the historians Elise and Lazar Farpetsi. Successive Armenian historians 
have also elaborated on the episode, and more recently playwrights have 
invoked it on stage. The Armenians’ resolve to die rather than renounce 
their Christian faith has emerged as one of the fundamental aspects of 
the Armenian self-image. Nonetheless, the purpose for which the war 
was fought and the course advocated by the two most influential figures 
of the time, Vardan Mamikonean (commander in chief of the Armenian 
forces) and Vasak Siwni (marzpan, i.e., “viceroy” of Armenia), have been 
reinterpreted.

While faithful to historical accounts, Demircyan placed a far greater 
emphasis on the political rather than the religious interpretation of the 
battle of Awarayr; the Armenians, he averred, fought to maintain their 
national identity. Vasak Siwni remained a traitor to Demircyan, who 
explained but did not mitigate Vasak’s betrayal. He held that Vasak had 
a carefully considered political agenda that called for compromise, a 
line that brought him into a collision with Vardan Mamikonean, who 
favored ourtright confrontation with Ctesiphon. Furthermore, Vasak’s 
two children were held hostage at the Persian court. Therefore, as a 
father and as an ambitious and vainglorious politician, Vasak, his name 
now synonymous with treason, had a limited range of choices. (A more 
or less similar explanation is found in Stephanos Örbelean’s Patmutiwn
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nahangin Sisakan.) The plot revolves round essentially one minor and 
two major conflicts: Armenia-Persia, the partisans of Vardan and Vasak, 
and the disenchanted masses and their rulers (the naharars, the nobles) in 
Armenia. The novel is written with gripping verve, in an excellentEastern 
Armenian with appropriate Classical Armenian forms for purposes of 
characterization. The initial parts are protracted, there is some repetition, 
and certain social aspects are covered in an inadequate fashion. But 
Demircyan ably recreated the political and cultural atmosphere of the 
era that generated wide support for the Armenian military by the public 
at large.

stef*an zoryan’s (1889-1967) prose reflects the changes that 
shaped Eastern Armenian realities in the opening decades of the twen
tieth century. His initial short stories, permeated with melancholy and 
subtle humor, tell of the mentality of ordinary people, dispirited by the 
harshness of a dull life. Zoryan chooses ordinary situations and seemingly 
insignificant events, and viewing his subjects from fresh angles, opens up 
the inner life o f his heroes with penetrating details. These are sad people, 
enslaved to the circumstances surrounding them, living by inertia with no 
awareness or prospects for a brighter present or future (notably his first 
collection, Thur mardik, Sad people). His subsequent short stories deal 
with a wider variety of characters, good and bad, honest and dishonest. 
The clashes here occur for monetary considerations or for apparently 
unimportant issues, with serious, sometimes fatal, consequences. His 
lyrical but detached tone adds to the inner drama, especially in his portraits 
of rebels who refuse to tolerate or give in to corruption and moral decline. 
Zoryan was unable to match these fine accomplishments in his works 
that mirrored the dramatic events of the years 1918-21. His Helkomi 
nahagahë (Chairman of the revolutionary committee), for instance, is 
somewhat shallow. A better work, though still inferior to his earlier 
achievements, was Amiryanneri ëntanikë (The Amiryan family), which 
pitches fathers against sons, the traditional and the parochial against the 
new and progressive, all against a revolutionary background. Zoryan’s 
eloquence in the short story owes something to Chekhov and, to a lesser 
degree, Dostoevsky.

When Moscow unofficially relaxed restrictions on literature during 
World War II, Zoryan seized the opportunity, as did D. Demircyan, to 
write his historical novel Pap tagawor (King Pap [c368-c374]). This 
was followed by Hayots berdë (The fortress of Armenia) in 1960 and 
by Varazdat [Arsakuni, ca. 374-378] in 1967. In terms of historical 
chronology, Hayots berdë dealt with the earliest period of this trilogy. It
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depicts the reign of King Arsak II (c350-c367), father of King Pap. The 
novel focuses on Arsak’s policy and the building of Arsakawan, a city 
of refuge. Zoryan’s purpose was to reinterpret the extremely unfavorable 
view Armenian historians held of Arsak. Indeed, Zoryan believed that 
Arsak initiated a centralized and independent policy (vis-à-vis Rome and 
Ctesiphon) in an attempt to consolidate the hold of the monarchy over 
the country and the centrifugal tendencies of the naharars. Arsak, Zoryan 
reasoned, embarked on the building of Arsakawan with a view to making 
it into an impregnable fortress for all of Armenia, a fortress that was to be 
far stronger than those of the naharars, and an effective focus of loyalty 
and unity. But foes from within and without disabled Arsak and destroyed 
his plans.

As Zoryan saw it, Pap of Pap tagawor shared his father’s concerns 
and adhered to his political principles. But unlike his father, who never 
hesitated to put to the sword entire houses of naharars, Pap tried to 
appease them and to win them over. Pap also attempted to curb the 
immense power of the Church of Armenia while at the same time trying to 
make her an independent national church. In Varazdat, the concept of self- 
reliance is propounded. This novel lacks the flare and depth of the former 
two. In all three works, Zoryan on some occasions wanders away from the 
historical record and in many instances reinterprets the received tradition. 
To him, as to many of his contemporaries who surveyed the scene of 
Armenian history and its bitter lessons, the future of a prosperous Armenia 
lay in its unity. In these novels, the masses and representatives of social 
classes emerge, in the best traditions of socialist realism, as one of the 
most vital, indispensable forces shaping the destiny of Armenia. Almost 
all of his characters are lively and skillfully sketched; save for some dull 
ideological passages, the novels, especially Hayots berdë, rank with the 
best in the genre. Zoryan wrote in a vivid, incisive, and limpid style.

Gurgen mahari (1903-69) was one of the writers forging a new 
literary tradition in the twenties and thirties. After a brief association with 
the proletarian writers, he collaborated with Charents. Mahari came under 
mauling attacks and was twice exiled for long years. Yet, the corpus of his 
literature is considerably large and contains some of the luminous pages 
of twentieth-century Armenian literature.

Going through the usual phases, by the early thirties Mahari had 
found his own voice. His rhymed lines, in the form of both short and long 
poems, were at first pessimistic in tone. Seized by the fervor generated 
by hopes pinned on the new system, Mahari, in the manner of all his con
temporaries, sang songs of steel and the color red and wrote agit-operets
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(“operettas”) and agitkas (propaganda in various short literary forms) 
from positions of Russian futurism and the L ef (Left front of art). But 
soon, swimming against the tide in the company of daring souls, he 
turned to lyric poetry, arguing for and asserting his own literary creed. 
He excelled in short forms of verse, distinguished by refined sensibilities, 
bright and captivating colors, an enchanting sense of humor, and a serene, 
dreamy nostalgia. He wrote of love and nature and of the childhood he 
was forced to leave behind in the city of Van, his birthplace. Throughout 
Mahari’s life and work, this beloved city remained a hovering presence 
and a focus of identity, fit up by fond memories or scarred by indelible 
scenes of death and destruction. Even though his longing for his birth
place was never touched by chauvinism, pessimism, or idealization, it 
occasioned fierce criticism by his ideologically motivated adversaries, 
among whom was Nairi Zaryan (q.v.), ironically also from the region of 
Van and who had similarly experienced and survived the 1915 massacres 
and deportations.

From the early twenties, Mahari simultaneously tried his hand at 
prose, which some critics believe better suited his talent and temperament. 
Love, the family and its structure (a burning issue at the time), and the in
dependence of the individual within society attracted Mahari’s attention. 
He established himself as one of the masters of Soviet Armenian prose 
with a cycle of short novels: Mankutyun (Childhood); Patanekutyun 
(Adolescence, 1930); and Eritasardutyan semin (On the threshold of 
youth), published a quarter of a century later. The next anticipated part, 
Eritasardutyun (Youth), remained unfinished. The first novel once again 
took him to his native Van; the second depicted the flight of the Armenians 
of Van to Eastern Armenia in the Russian Empire; and the third illustrated 
Mahari’s first years in Armenia and certain parts of Transcaucasia. All 
three reflect the harrowing ordeal and its devastating impact on the Ar
menians. From 1937 to 1954, Mahari was exiled and forced into silence.

After his rehabilitation, Mahari put together a collection of verse 
and his Lfufyan dzaynë (The sound of silence, 1962), a collection of 
short stories from life in the early decades of the Soviet regime and 
in Siberia. Perhaps the best short novel of the Siberian exile cycle is 
Tzalkaiz psalarer (Barbed wire in bloom). This work was first published 
in 1988, though its smuggled manuscript had been serialized much earlier 
in Beirut. It tells of the author’s trial in Erevan and the years of exile 
he spent at a camp in Vologda, north of Moscow. Mahari’s last novel 
was Ayrvol aygestanner (Burning orchards), which immediately aroused 
indignant criticism for “distorting” certain aspects of recent Armenian 
history (the revised version appeared posthumously in 1979). The novel
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concentrates on Van, especially the year 1915, and illustrates its self- 
defense and eventual fall. It is an indictment of Ottoman Turkish policy 
towards the Western Armenians in general and the Armenians of Van in 
particular. But it is also critical of Armenian political leadership, hence 
the hue and cry when the book first appeared. All this takes place against 
a vividly detailed background of social, political, and cultural realities in 

the city of Van.
Many of Mahari’s works appear fragmented and seem to lack unity 

and meticulous plot. The author appears to be narrating in a kind of 
relaxed stream of consciousness, seeking and revealing the truth as he saw 
it. Prescriptions, guidelines, and genres never really restricted either the 
flight of his imagination or the inquisitiveness of his mind. Sparkling wit, 
teasing humor, and biting sarcasm are characteristic of his unconventional 
style, as are his lyricism and emotive powers. A spontaneous optimism 
renders his work memorably charming.

Mk rtich  armen (1906-72) was actively involved in the search 
during the twenties and thirties for a new literature to rise from the ashes of 
the old. His collections in verse echo such concerns, prevalent at the time 
when praise of technology and iron emerged in the works of many writers 
as a politically, socially, and aesthetically predominant theme. His initial 
short stories also elaborate on the rise of a new mentality, new criteria 
for human relationships, and new economic and socio-political realities. 
Among his better short novels are Skaut No 89 (Scout no. 89), a criticism 
of the institution he came in touch with during his years at the American 
orphanage in Alexandrapol (Leninakan, now Gyumri); Gagatneri erge 
(The song of the summits); and Erg kalaki masin (A song for the city), 
both of which depict the conflict of the old and the new and illustrate 
Armen’s pronounced preference for urban life. One of his earliest novels 
was Yerevan, a juxtaposition of the old and the newly rising Erevan. (The 
plan for rebuilding Erevan was then a burning issue, and almost all the 
writers expressed their views on the architectural future of the capital.)

Armen was among the intellectuals exiled to concentration camps 
during the Stalinist purges and one of the very few to return home 
in the early fifties. His observations took shape in a collection titled 
Patviretsin handznel dzez (roughly, “I was requested to deliver this to 
you”), which contains a few brilliant sketches about the shockingly tragic 
life at camps in the freezing north. This was followed by a novel titled 
Zirayr Glents, the story of a victim returning to his family after his 
release from a concentration camp. But Armen’s best and enduring work 
remains his short novel Hefriar albyur (Heghnar fountain), one of the finer
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accomplishments in Armenian prose. Ultra-orthodox communist writers 
such as Nairi Zaryan (q.v.) were inflexible and fiercely denounced the 
work, but the public and most critics greeted it warmly. The plot unfolds in 
Alexandrapol, Armen’s birthplace, and illustrates the destruction of some 
honest, ordinary people by the formidable powers of traditional values 
and religious intolerance. Love, wedlock, the family, individual dignity, 
and contributions to society as the ultimate personal fulfillment are the 
basic issues presented in this moving piece. His characters are original, 
good-hearted, and lively natives of Gyumri-Leninakan, a provincial town 
with an authentic Armenian lifestyle. Armen knew its dialect (it was his 
own) and put it to excellent use. Drama, lyricism, an incisive analysis of 
the heroes’ behavior, and a spare but forceful style all combine to make 
this work a rewarding read.

A good deal of controversy surrounds the life and work of nairi 
zaryan (1900-69), the censorious literary crusader of the pre-World 
War II period. He was the most prominent, passionate, and talented 
writer of the Association of Proletarian Writers of Armenia, a hotbed 
of the “Proletkult” (Proletarian culture), or the “Left,” and the informal 
leader of the relentless opposition (with devastating, sometimes deadly, 
consequences) to some of the greatest authors of the Soviet era: Charents, 
Bakunts, Mahari (q.q.v.), and others. Zaryan called for a new, ideologi
cally motivated literature that was epic in tone, international and universal 
in character, and focused on the rebuilding of the country and people 
of the Soviets. He found lyric poetry to be abominable, untimely, and 
therefore unacceptable; employed a bombastic rhetorical style; and paid 
very little attention, if any, to the aesthetic and artistic aspects of form. 
Zaryan made extended visits to many a kolkhoz and sovkhoz, factory and 
construction site, for inspiration and authenticity in depicting the rise of 
the new communist world. In his verse of the twenties, Zaryan described, 
mostly in the spoken language, the changing economic picture (irrigation, 
hydraulic power plants, etc.), the unrest and conflicts in Armenia from 
1918 to 1921, the revolution and its heroes, and the might and promise 
the new regime held.

His long poem Rusani karapë (1935), named after a stretch of land 
(a kind of frontage), was considerably original and marked a turning point 
in his literary career. It depicted the early stages of collectivization and 
its attendant problems. Unlike his earlier works, many of his characters 
here are lively and credible, as are his imagery and his description of 
the countryside. A number of critics suggested, and the author agreed, 
that there is something of Tumanean’s style in this poem. Shifting to
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prose, in 1937 Zaryan published the first part of his novel Hatsavan (a 
village in Armenia), which in a way was a sequel to Rusani karaÿë in that 
it dealt with covert resistance to collectivization by former landowners 
and saboteurs. Here again, most of Zaryan’s characters grow out of 
circumstances and are deeply affected by the new economic order. If 
the first part of Hatsavan was a noteworthy accomplishment, its second 
part (1947) left much to be desired. In the thirties, Zaryan also wrote 
humorous and satirical verse, mostly tackling literary matters.

World War II inspired Zaryan to change the manner and matter 
of his verse. Stalin received his fair share of panegyric and so did the 
soldiers of the Red Army, Armenian and non-Armenian. He had earlier 
dismissed Grigor Narekatsi and other old glories, but now he turned to 
them and to Armenian history, language, and culture (e.g., his Dzayn 
hayrenakan, Voice of the fatherland) to inspire his fellow countrymen 
at home and on the front. But his best effort remains Ara Geletsik 
(Ara the fair, 1944), an adaptation for stage of Movsës Horenatsi’s 
account of the legend. Writing in a solemn style and an epic breath, 
Zaryan made many changes in Horenatsi’s version. For instance, Ara 
and Samiram (Semiramis) are mutually attracted; Nuard, wife of Ara, 
plays an important role as a patriotic mother and a devoted wife; and the 
whole atmosphere in the drama is politically charged (there are echoes 
of German-Soviet relations, such as the emphasis on the abrogation by 
Samiram of the peace treaty between Urartu and Assyria). A patriotic 
and faithful Ara is eventually able to rise above personal ends in order 
to fight and die for his country. Some aspects of the denouement and 
characterization have been criticized, but the play has been popular since. 
Zaryan was prolific after the war too, writing many plays and lyric poetry, 
some of which casts a retrospective glance at his past and clarifies some 
of his extreme views.

SERO hanzadyan (1915-1998) was one of the prominent Soviet 
Armenian novelists of the post-World War II era. Hanzadyan early 
abandoned his initial attempts in verse and wrote a large number of 
short stories, short novels, and novels of contemporary life in Armenia, 
the past, and World War II (during which he fought in the ranks of the 
Red Army). He elaborated on the latter theme in novels such as Mer 
gndi mardik (The men in our battalion) and Erek tari 291 ör (Three 
years and 291 days). Some of his novels tackled contemporary social, 
economic, and agricultural issues, including Hole (The land), Kajaran, 
and Sevani lusabatsë (The dawn of Sevan). What spread his fame far and 
wide, however, was his first historical novel, Mhitar Sparapet (Mekhitar,
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commander-in-chief), an extensive book illustrating the struggle of the 
Armenians of Siwnik4 and Artsah in the 1720s under the leadership of 
Dawit4 Bek and his successor, Mhifar. The novel was a labor of love, 
a record of valor, dedication, patriotism, and not-so-subtle praise for 
Russian might, assistance, and the fraternity of the two peoples. Despite 
Hanzadyan’s gripping style, the novel is protracted and suffers from a 
number of flaws.

Hanzadyan’s next historical novel, Hoset, Hayastani lerner (Speak, 
you mountains of Armenia), focuses on the Armenian genocide during 
World War I. Apart from depicting death and destruction, the work is an 
indictment of the Young Turk leadership as well as German leadership 
(for its complicity in the crime perpetrated against the Armenians by 
the Young Turk regime). The novel also highlights the pro-Russian 
orientation of the Armenians and their resistance despite disunity and 
dispersion. In Taguhin hayots (Queen of the Armenians), Hanzadyan 
zooms backwards from the twentieth century into obscure periods of Ar
menian history to prove that the Armenians were indigenous to Armenia 
and that their origins as a unified nation occurred much earlier than is 
generally assumed. The setting is Hayasa in the fourteenth century b.c . 

under Huganna (i.e., Hukannas) and his heir Karanni[s] and the Hittite 
Empire under Mursilis II. It is the aim of Karanni[s] and particularly his 
wife, Mari-Luys, to unite the Armenian tribes and introduce monotheism 
into Hayasa-Armenia. For his fiction, Hanzadyan may have relied on 
I. M. D ’iakonov’s Predistoriia armianskogo naroda (The pre-history of 
the Armenian people) and, since there are a number of parallels, on the 
history of Egypt under Akhenaton (Amenhotep IV).

Hanzadyan’s Andranik had been suppressed for years before its 
publication in 1989. It appeared as the Soviet Union raced towards its 
collapse and the movement for Karabagh and independence gathered 
momentum in Armenia. With General Andranik (Özanean, 1865-1927) 
as its central hero, the novel analyzes the course of events in the recent 
history of Armenia, illustrating the plight of his small nation and its 
inability to control its destiny, despite its heroic struggle and military 
contributions to the war effort on the side of the Allies. Hanzadyan has 
nothing but furious contempt for Western apathy to the predicament of 
his nation and disdain for czarist Russian policy during World War I. 
He dwells at some length on British disapproval of Andranik’s plans for 
military assistance to the Armenians of Artsah (Karabagh), implying that 
the map and fate of both Armenia and Artsah would probably have been 
very different had Andranik been allowed to extend military assistance 
to his fellow countrymen in 1918. Despite his anti-communist statements
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in the late 1980s, Hanzadyan called in this novel for self-reliance and 
alliance with Bolshevik Russia. Some lurid scenes, verbosity, haste, and 
infelicities mar this novel. Such shortcomings are found in many of his 
extensive works, but Hanzadyan was an experienced craftsman who wrote 
with verve and imagination. c

hovhannes siraz’s (1915-84) first collection of verse was met 
with wide and warm acclaim. Amid rhymed euphoria for steel, tractors, 
industrial technology and the like, he delighted his readers with his 
lyrical microcosm, ablaze with dazzling colors of nature. This was shortly 
followed by Siamanto ev Hjezare (also Hacezare, or Hcezare), perhaps 
his most popular narrative poem, which has an Armenian shepherd and a 
half-Armenian, half-Kurdish girl as the central characters of a tragic love 
story. In more ways than one, it established his style and foreshadowed 
some of the themes that would fascinate him most: love, human destiny, 
nature, and patriotism. Siraz’s first book unfolds for the reader the natural

v

beauty of his native region, Sirak, in Eastern Armenia, and his poem has as 
its backdrop the area around Lake Van in the historical Armenian province 
of Vaspurakan in Western Armenia. In the context of Armeno-Kurdish 
relations, land and landmarks, oppressive traditions and history, religious 
and social injustices are all fused into one with Siamanfo’s suffering 
and unhappy fate, in a powerfully emotional and highly romantic style 
adorned with an endless string of fresh, vivid metaphors and imagery. The 
topographical and geographical designations that emerge as appealing 
symbols still in captivity under Ottoman rule would have an even greater 
presence in his verse composed after the fifties.

Many threads in Siraz’s art intimately linked him with folklore, pop
ular mentality and expression, Avetik Isahakyan, Sayeaf Növay (q.q.v.), 
and the minstrelsy. But Siraz, like most of his predecessors, had his 
own distinct literary personality. He once said that he felt the tumult 
of the “white element of Niagara” in his chest and that the colors of the 
rainbow made up the strings of his lyre. Indeed, passion and emotional 
lyricism are the two salient features of his verse through which he sought 
to unravel the secrets of eternity, human character, fate, virtues, and 
the aesthetically beautiful. For Siraz, man was the master of his own 
destiny; although still imperfect, he held the potential and promise of 
becoming perfect (“Bibliakan,” A biblical poem). Made up of divine and 
“satanic” elements, human beings could elevate themselves to impeccable 
standards by renouncing their devilish ways (“Bnuüyan gluhgortzotsë,” 
Nature’s masterpiece). Moral rectitude and unalloyed love were essential; 
for vain ambitions would lead to corruption and hinder human happiness
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(“Siraname,” a love story, originally published as Rustavtsi Sofan ev 
Tamarë, Shota of Rustavi and Queen Tamar). Perhaps no other Armenian 
author has soreverently worshipped mothers and motherhood (Husardzan 
mayrikis, A monument to my mother, and many other poems). But, to 
put it mildly, Siraz had a rather poor and traditional view of women; he 
distinguished only between mothers (always saintly) and other women

v

(frequently satanic). In terms of style, Siraz’s love poetry has a number 
of affinities with Middle Eastern literary traditions and his confrères, old 
and new. Eyes, eyebrows, cheeks, and lips are common in his imagery. 
Redeeming features of his work include the frequent flash of his sterhng 
talent, demonstrated by sudden fresh epithets and images, and sincere 
sentiments bursting with emotion.

v

Patriotism accounted for much of Siraz’s immense popularity. It 
nettled the establishment, but the establishment never grasped the nettle. 
Many criticized Siraz for repetition, worn-out platitudes, and narrow
minded nationalism. But Siraz continued unperturbed, and his entourage 
of young admirers recited his censored patriotic poems at literary events 
and public gatherings. He furiously rejected taboos and restrictions placed 
on political topics, toponyms, and symbols that covered up historical facts 
and expunged associations in compliance with Soviet central policy. Siraz 
invoked many an old Armenian figure, event, and toponym to highlight 
his numerous concerns. Held in the highest esteem is Mesrop Mastots, 
the genius who invented the Armenian script, (“Hayots hraslCe: Mesrop 
Mastots,” The marvel of Armenia: Mesrop Mastots), an indestructible 
shield for the mother tongue and national identity. The most frequently 
cited symbol in all of his poetry is Mount Ararat. It epitomizes Armenia 
and Armenian suffering and aspirations, especially the consequences of 
the 1915 genocide: almost total annihilation, loss of a unique culture and 
land (including cities such as Ani and Van), and an implicit determination 
never to recognize the new political borders. Numerous poems, short and 
long, have been inspired by each of these and similar topics; for instance, 
the genocide is commemorated in short works and a long poem, Hayots 
danfeakane (The Dantesque inferno of the Armenians). The heroes of the 
Armenian liberation movement (e.g., General Andranik Özanean, 1865- 
1927), the worldwide dispersion of the Armenians, their future and their 
ties to the homeland, unity of the Armenian people, prosperity of Armenia, 
and visions of a bright future are also a part of his patriotic verse. The

v*

opinion, whether motivated by ideology or artistic refinement, that Siraz 
was becoming repetitive was undoubtedly valid. It was reinforced by
v

Siraz’s own disinclination to experiment with new forms of expression. 
He felt that good poetry was that which touched the reader’s heart. And
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many of his vibrant, impassioned poems of love and his concern for peace 
and the destiny of his people struck a responsive chord in his readership.

hamo sahyan (1914-93) wrote traditional poetry but in a voice 
all his own. From an initially rhetorical style, he refined his verse into 
a delicately fashioned world of warm sentiments, fine impressions, deep 
colors, scents, and sounds, all infused with a gentle sense of nostalgia and 
drama. With a fascination for nature up hill and down dale in his native 
region of Zangezur, Sahyan refracted through his soul nature's awesome 
forms and formations, seasons and elements, trees and twigs, breeze and 
brooks, to reveal his own state of mind and unrequited, elusive moods. His 
communion with his birthplace was such that he at times felt he was nature 
incarnate. With his native landscape as nearly the only mise en scène for 
his verse, Sahyan did indeed court monotony, and dangerously so. But 
more often than not, especially in his mature years, his eloquent and 
subtle imagery, resembling a fine embroidery, along with his unalloyed 
sentiments and dignified simplicity endowed many of his poems with 
charm.

Sahyan himself once stated in one of his poems that he was neither 
Sayeaf-Növay nor Nahapet fCuchak; unlike those deep seas he was just 
a simple lake. Neither passion nor passionate love are found in his 
poetry. Instead, loneliness and an intoxicating, languorous longing for his 
vanished youth and an unsettling ambiguity permeate his lyrical verse, in 
addition to a subtle tension and a sense of unfulfillment. Although fully 
aware of his colleagues’ experiments, he showed no interest in innovative 
trends. He remained faithful to traditional patterns and wrote in a tidy, 
unadorned, and unobtrusive style. This and his austere, intensely per
sonal sentiments distinguished him from other traditionalist writers. The 
fresh angles he discovered as he contemplated the inseparable affinities 
human beings shared with nature distinguished him from all other Soviet 
Armenian poets.

Silva KAPUTIKYAN (1919—) made her literary debut on the eve of 
World War II, but published her first maj or collection in 1945. Included in 
it is “Hosk im ordun” (A word to my son), which is still her most popular 
poem. An exhortation for her son not to forget his mother tongue, the 
poem concerns one of her two major themes, national identity. (Her other 
favorite theme is lyric poetry.) National identity is symbolized in the 
poem by Mount Ararat, the capital Erevan, the Armenian language, and 
figures and events of the past and present and inspire her devotion to her 
homeland. Her nationalism is enveloped in the larger context of Soviet 
patriotism, which brought her All-Union popularity and laurels (such
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as the USSR State Prize for Literature in 1952). The unhappy course 
of her people’s history left a profound mark on her poetry, as did the 
revival of Armenia as a Soviet republic and, particularly, the protection 
the USSR afforded Armenia. Her patriotism is free from chauvinism 
and extremism, and her poetry places much emphasis on peace and 
prosperity. In poems commemorating the genocide (e.g., Mtorumner 
canaparhi kesin, Reflections at the halfway point), despite her unallayed 
wrath, she found the survival of her nation, the rebuilding of Armenia, 
and its rosy future to be the most eloquent and most promising response 
to the attempt to destroy her people.

Although Kaputikyan’s first collection was met with adverse criti
cism by some, she was soon recognized as one of the gifted poets of her 
generation and as the leading poetess of Armenia. Her preeminence owed 
much to her candid lyric verse. Youthful sentimentalism disappeared 
fast, and her love poetry blossomed into tender yet proud sentiments 
and sensibilities. Hers was an unrequited emotional affection. Hence 
her disappointments, handled delicately and ingenuously; hence also her 
charming sense of anticipation and poignant longing, all of which add a 
light touch of drama to her verse, making it vibrate with life and lofty 
feelings of love.

Kaputikyan wrote two well-known travel books. The first, Karavan- 
nerë derkaylum en (The caravans are still on the move) is a description of 
her visit to Middle Eastern Armenian communities. The second, Hcankar 
hogu ev kartezi guynerits (A mosaic composed of the colors of the soul 
and the map), is an account of her visit to North American Armenian 
communities. While the former is a highly emotional encounter with the 
descendants of the survivors of the genocide of 1915, the latter is a sober 
scrutiny of the Armenians of the United States and Canada. Both have 
historical value as records of the Armenian realities in two very different 
regions seen through the keen, if  biased, eyes of a Soviet Armenian 
observer. Both are eloquent testimonies to Kaputikyan’s excellent prose, 
written with verve in an attractive Eastern Armenian.

Gevorg ëmin  (1919-1998) was inclined from the outset to avoid 
die trodden path of poetry. But like so many of his generation, Ëmin was 
subjected to fierce attacks for wayward ideological and artistic failures. 
There was amid all this senseless criticism some validity to the observa
tion that Emin’s style was somewhat careless and his love poetry rhetor
ical. The blend of sentiment and intellect he sought remained elusive. In 
the mid-fifties as the Stalimst rigidities loosened somewhat, Ëmin and 
his colleagues spoke loudly of the need for exploring the complexities of
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human character and relations. A decade later, he cast his net even wider to 
capture the concerns and aspirations of generations who had experienced 
Dayr al-Zür (the final destination of the deportations during the genocide), 
the Gestapo, and Auschwitz. Such thoughts and the negative aspects of 
technological advances, alienation, the cold war, the nuclear arms race, 
and the devastating effects of the inequal economic order in the West all 
preoccupied Emin's imagination. These issues found their way not only 
into Emin's thought and imagery, but also into the hearts and minds of 
his readers, sharpening their alertness to world peace and overall human 
concerns. His intellectual poems rejected parochialism and mediocrity, 
bombastic and vain patriotism, and paralyzing traditional styles and men
tality. Instead, they promoted wider, universal perspectives and are among 
his most attractive works, ranking him among the leading poets whose 
work has introduced innovative trends into Soviet-Armenian verse.

During World War H, Emin wrote sorrowfully of agony, devastation, 
and the senseless loss of human life. Repatriation Qiayrenadardzutyun) 
of Armenians to Armenia from abroad was another theme that engaged 
his attention in the aftermath of the war. As he charted his own course, 
Emin made no attempt to conceal his contempt for hackneyed poems, 
produced en masse in the late thirties and forties, in a vulgar imitation 
of the art of minstrels and folkloric formulae. Wit, irony, and sarcasm 
sharpened the edge of his rhymed commentary. In the same vein, Emin 
often humorously stripped his love poetry of its romantic veil. He saw 
himself and all poets as citizens, not so much in the Soviet style, but 
rather as prompters, always on the qui vive; for despite immense progress, 
little had changed in human character. Profoundly proud of his national 
heritage, he has sought to interpret the defeats and unhappy destiny of his 
people with pride and dignity, allegory and wit, hope and renewal; he has 
sung, in an affectionate tone, the praises of his homeland in prose (e.g., 
Yot erg Hayastani masin, Seven songs about Armenia).

Literature of the Post-Genocide Dispersion

An Overview of the Realities of the Post-Genocide Armenian Dispersion

Dayr al-ZOr, in the Syrian desert, was the final destination of the 
survivors of the Armenian genocide of 1915. Few returned from this 
town, but those who had been driven to larger cities in western Syria, 
from Aleppo to Damascus, stood a much better chance of survival. Some 
of them settled in Syria, some in Lebanon, some went farther south to 
Palestine and Egypt, and some to Greece, France, the United States,
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and South America, giving rise to a new Dispersion. From the fifties 
there occurred some substantial shifts in the demographic distribution 
of the Dispersion. Many Armenians left Egypt following the overthrow 
of the monarchy, and a considerable number left Syria for Lebanon in 
the early sixties (as Egypt and Syria merged to form the United Arab 
Republic). Almost at the same time, many thousands of Armenians left 
both countries for Kuwait, the United Arab Emirates, and Australia. In 
the mid-seventies, some Cypriot Armenians fled the Turkish invasion 
of the island and settled in the United Kingdom, and a little later, during 
the Lebanese civil war, many more sought safety in France, Canada, 
and the United States. The latest large exodus was caused by the Iranian 
revolution, while the Persian Gulf war displaced many as well. In the 
eighties, large numbers of Armenians left Soviet Armenia, mainly for 
California.

In the wake of the genocide and the French withdrawal from Cilicia, 
the Catholicosate of Cilicia (with its seat at Sis, now Kozan, Turkey) 
went into exile in Syria, and within a few years permanently relocated in 
Anfilias (Antelias), then a village immediately to the north of Beirut. 
In 1916, the Young Turk government arbitrarily dismissed Patriarch 
Zawën Eliayean, Paltattsi, of Constantinople (two terms, 1913-16,1919- 
22) from office and sent him into exile in Baghdad. In a similarly 
high-handed fashion, the government abolished the Armenian National 
Constitution and placed the Patriarchates of both Constantinople and 
Jerusalem and the Catholicosate of Alfamar under the jurisdiction of 
the Catholicosate of Sis, whose incumbent head, Sahak II, Hapayean 
(1849-1939, reigned 1902-39), was appointed Catholicos-Patriarch of 
all Armenians of the Ottoman Empire, with his seat in Jerusalem. Gabriel 
Archbishop Cëvahircean (d.1923) sat in Constantinople as “patriarchal” 
locum tenens (1916-18). Although it retained its title, the Patriarchate 
of Constantinople in Turkey was in effect reduced to a see overseeing 
the Armenians of Istanbul and a few very small communities in Turkey 
that had survived the genocide. The Catholicosate of All Armenians in 
Ëjmiatzin was severely suppressed, but after World War II gradually 
regained some of its rights.

The post-genocide Armenian Dispersion is a complex reality that 
defies definition in precise and absolute terms. Scattered far and wide 
and subject to diverse influences, no two communities abroad are alike, 
and no attempt will be made here to describe any such entity in any 
specific detail. In general terms, what seems to be common to all the 
communities is the existence of a number of institutions that represent 
and organize them: the Armenian Church; the political parties; charitable
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organizations; the periodical press; cultural, social, and compatriotic 
societies; an educational network; and to a lesser extent, athletic clubs. 
These organizations neither exhaust the list nor are they characteristic 
of every community. Broadly speaking, most refugees and emigrants 
belonged to one of two camps: pro-Soviet Armenian or anti-Soviet 
Armenian. Attitudes towards Soviet Armenia, the genocide, and an all-out 
effort to perpetuate Armenian identity defined the characteristic aspects 
of the Dispersion.

None of the traditional political parties folded after the Bolshevik 
takeover of Armenia. The Armenian Revolutionary Federation (the Dash- 
nak party), driven out of Armenia in 1920, tried to entrench itself firmly 
in the Dispersion and embraced an unremittingly anti-Soviet line. An 
independent and united Armenia was still the dream, as was the party’s 
wish to return to power some day. The Social Democratic Hnchakean 
party supported the new regime, as did the Armenian Democratic League 
(the Ramkavar party), despite the wide ideological gaps separating them. 
Hence, a point worthy of note: Support for Soviet Armenia on the whole 
did not emanate from Marxist convictions (the Armenian communists 
were a tiny minority), but rather from a belief that Soviet Russia afforded 
Armenia solid protection against Turkish designs, and from a wish to 
see this last stretch of land flourish as a viable entity. This divergence 
of views manifested itself in various forms and in varying degrees of 
intensity. The parties by no means shied away from violence (including 
assassinations) against each other in the United States and, particularly, 
Lebanon, whose confessional system allowed a greater degree of ethnic- 
religious autonomy and enabled the parties to exercise a greater control 
over the community. But Armenian communities elsewhere enjoyed no 
such autonomy, and the Church remained by far their most influential 
institution. In an effort to strengthen its hold over the Dispersion, the 
Dashnak party in the mid-fifties seized full control of the Catholicosate 
of Cilicia in Anfilias, Lebanon. The latter now began to expand its 
jurisdiction either by wresting sees from Ëjmiatzin (e.g., that of Iran, 
a traditional pillar of support for Ëjmiatzin throughout its history) in 
the Middle East, Europe, and the Americas, or by creating new ones. 
This hierarchical schism, allied with a number of other factors, rent the 
Armenian communities apart throughout the length and breadth of the 
Dispersion. For a while, such was the degree of fanatical partisanship 
that in certain circles and in certain communities, one was bom to a party 
rather than one’s ethnic roots.

These organizations, one and all, regarded the fostering of Armenian 
identity as their foremost mission. It was their response to the genocide,
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the ungodly crime that haunted their collective memory, and at once 
impeded and inspired their intellectual and mental energies. The Dashnak 
party was particularly active in this realm, not only for patriotic reasons, 
but also because its future hinged upon that of a vibrant Dispersion. 
Ideological and geographical distances, Soviet Armenian insularity and 
hostility to Armenian “bourgeois, nationalist” political organizations 
(especially the Dashnak party), the cold war, and a greater degree of 
integration into the host countries accentuated the differences between a 
divided and estranged Dispersion and Soviet Armenia. In the post-Stalin 
era, a thaw began in the late fifties. Students from the Dispersion were 
offered scholarships to study in Soviet Armenian institutions, cultural 
exchange intensified, and Dashnak attitudes mellowed towards Soviet 
Armenia (beginning in the seventies). But the new ties were selective 
and partisan in nature and limited in scope. Furthermore, the Dispersion, 
now prosperous and with deep roots in host countries, had many faces and 
spoke in multiple voices due to some major economic, social, cultural, 
and political shifts. And Armenians’ perceptions of their own self-image 
exhibited striking variations in national values. If language, for instance, 
was the most essential element in the Middle Eastern Armenian identity, 
it was of little or no importance for most Armenian-Americans, and it 
even became a source of muffled tension between the latter and new 
immigrants from the Middle East. A fragmented Church, tom between 
its religious-spiritual and national-cultural missions and further weakened 
by a general decline in religiosity, was no longer as effective as before. 
The United States and France ceased to play a leading role in literature 
and culture in general. Younger Armenians in increasing numbers began 
writing in English and French, and a new identity began to take shape 
in the West. The unspoken truth, long discerned by perceptive observers, 
now became apparent to most Armenians: The Dispersion was to be a 
permanent reality.

But a new era was taking shape as the old died. From the sixties 
onward, cultural activities were renewed with unprecedented zeal in 
the Middle Eastern communities, which assumed a leading position in 
the Dispersion. But not for long. The Armenian-American community, 
which had been showing signs of revival since the fifties, established 
its superiority in the late seventies. Several factors accounted for this, 
but a fresh impetus for both communities came from unlikely quarters: 
Soviet Armenia. The massive demonstration in Erevan commemorat
ing the fiftieth anniversary of the genocide not only introduced new 
perspectives for the Armenians in the homeland, but it also provided 
a new élan for a languishing cause: to gain international and Turkish
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recognition of the forgotten genocide in more effective ways. The effort 
towards this end took various forms, including acts of violence, and was 
launched and supported by both the traditional organizations and some 
new cultural, professional, and political structures. With the outbreak of 
the Artsah-Azerbaijani war, the earthquake, the collapse of the Soviet 
Union, and the birth of an independent Armenia, there began a new 
phase in Armenia’s relations with the Dispersion. When local forces led 
Armenia to independence and the traditional political parties, especially 
the Dashnaks, tried to participate in Armenia’s political life and vied for 
power, some substantial differences in outlook and mentality, hitherto 
neglected and still unacknowledged, that set Armenia and the Dispersion 
apart (and divided the Diaspora itself) became glaringly apparent.

The post-genocide literature took shape in the Armenian communi
ties of the United States, France, and the Middle East. The first had been 
an active center, particularly in the wake of the massacres of the mid- 
1890s, with numerous periodicals (Boston taking the lead) and fierce 
political rivalries. This activity abated somewhat after 1908, when some 
intellectuals, in exile since the 1890s, returned to Constantinople after the 
Young Turk coup. The literature produced here by the more important 
writers was essentially of a retrospective and nostalgic nature. Most of the 
masters had been bom in the “old country,” in or near Harberd (Harput), 
where Tlkatintsi (q.v.) had reigned supreme. But while they reminisced 
about the immediate past, life in the New World was not lost upon them; 
the effects of American society on Armenians transplanted to or bom in 
the United States were almost as central to their literature as the destroyed 
lifestyle they restored for posterity. Some writers tackled the social and 
political problems afflicting American society at large, and echoes of 
Armenian politics reverberated in many a work. But disruptive political 
infighting (sometimes intensified by external factors, such as World War II 
or the cold war) found its fiercest expression in journalism and in attitudes 
towards Soviet Armenia and the Church. Armenian authors in the United 
States adhered to traditional patterns, and no literary experiments or 
innovative trends distinguished their output. William Saroyan and Leon 
Surmelian inaugurated Armenian-American literature in English, which, 
of course, is a different story.

In sharp contrast to the United States, France witnessed profound 
transformations and experiments in Armenian literature. There, the 
“Desert Generation,” the shocked and confused survivors (some of them 
orphans) of the genocide, faced a superior and sophisticated culture beside 
which their own tradition paled, giving rise to serious, tormenting ques
tions as to its validity and viability. Adaptation almost invariably meant
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assimilation. Although overwhelmed by it, they also perceived a moral, 
social, and economic crisis damaging the fabric of Western civilization 
between the two wars. Renewal was the key. The literature they created 
was a tortuous quest for clues to fresh values and a new self-definition. It 
was nihilistic; it rejected the past (just as some Soviet-Armenian writers 
had earlier, but under entirely different circumstances and for entirely 
different ideological and aesthetic purposes) and showed the “retreat” 
(Le., assimilation, alienation, or fall) of the first generations. The short
lived periodical M en t (We) appeared as the mouthpiece of a similarly 
short-lived literary coterie by the same name, made up of fifteen young 
writers (S. Sahnur, V. Susanean, Z. Orbuni, N. Sarafean, H. Zardarean, 
N. Pësikfaslean, B. Töpfalean, P. Mikayëlean, S. Narduni, and others) 
who put their signatures to a manifesto initiating this revisionist approach 
and espousing the cause of literary and intellectual reform. Compared to 
the Mehean group, the M ent circle was far more modest in tone, ambition, 
and style. They sought to cultivate camaraderie and solidarity among 
their members, thereby creating bonds among young writers scattered 
in four comers of the earth, which in due time would give rise to a 
common creed that would recognize the individuality of writers along 
with national threads and concerns common to them all. The credo was 
stated briefly and in general terms—an early indication, perhaps, of the 
disparity in the views of its founders and, hence, the temporary nature 
of their association. Some of these authors looked more sympathetically 
to Soviet Armenia. A smaller but vociferous group of writers, some of 
whom were communists, pragmatically concentrated on the present and 
saw the problem in a much larger context. Capitalism was the culprit, but 
it became the lesser evil when fascism raised its head. They took up arms 
and died for France fighting against the Nazi armies.

The writers who survived the genocide were active at cultural in
stitutions in Egypt, Palestine (the seminary at the Patriarchate), Cyprus 
(the Melgonean, i.e., Melkonian, School in Nicosia), Lebanon (the Nsan 
Falancean, Yovakimean-Manukean, Daruhi Yakobean, and Sahakean in 
Beirut), and Syria. Following the death of the last great writers in the 
forties (e.g., TÊkëean, Ösakan) and the founding of schools, Lebanon 
and Syria, now with larger Armenian communities than any other Arab 
countries, set the tone for the cultural initiatives in the entire Middle 
East and North Africa. Although political orientation polarized the com
munity, and most writers took clear positions vis-à-vis Soviet Armenia, 
the rich literature developed here was of a traditional character, devoid 
of innovative trends and almost free from crises of identity. There were 
no threats to the language, religion, cultural institutions, or autonomy
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of this entirely Armenian-speaking community, at least until the sixties, 
when certain restrictions were imposed on political and cultural activities 
and the teaching of Armenian language and history at schools in some 
Arab countries. The Armenians of Iran, a most vibrant community, also 
contributed their share to Armenian literature and culture.

A Survey of the Literature of the Post-Genocide Dispersion
Hamastee (1895-1966) is usually referred to as a “giwlagir” (a 

compound word made up of the Armenian for village “giwl,” in the 
sense of countryside, and the word for letter or writing, “gir,” in the 
sense of a writer), a term that has acquired the full force of convention, 
but does no justice to Hamastel, who cast his net beyond the generally 
accepted definition of the designation. In much the same way, identifying 
the era and group of writers he belonged to is somewhat difficult and 
can be arbitrary; for there seems to be equal ground to assigning him to 
the last phase of Western Armenian literature or to the nascent tradition 
forged by writers of the new Dispersion. Properly speaking, since no 
characters bom and brought up in the Armenian Dispersion appear among 
his protagonists, Hamastel belonged to the last generation of Western 
Armenian authors, with senior colleagues such as V. Tëk^ean, E. Ötean, 
and Y. Ösakan, who had fortuitously escaped the nightmare of 1915. But 
he has also been recognized as one of the writers of the post-genocide 
Armenian Dispersion. Geographically, chronologically, and (to a certain 
degree) thematically speaking, this makes much sense. After all, his 
literature, as a chronicle of a microcosm that had all but vanished shortly 
after he had left it in 1913, in many ways documented the inestimable 
loss suffered in 1915.

Hamastel wrote short stories, a novel, plays, prose poems, and some 
verse. Of his two plays, the one titled “Hayastani lerneru smgaharë” (The 
flutist from the mountains of Armenia) is about the hold the spirit of the 
homeland exercises over the hearts of its children, especially for the early 
emigrants abroad (in this case, those living in the U. S. state of Maine) 
who, unwilling and unable to assimilate, immure themselves in a world 
of dreams, a mental replica of their former homeland, with an almost 
demented nostalgia as their only spiritual sustenance. The novel Spitak 
dziaworë (The white horseman), contrived as a grand novel, proved to 
be a failure. HamasteTs intention was to flesh out the spiritual and heroic 
aspects of the Armenian quintessential self against the backdrop of recent 
Armenian history. His premise was built upon preconceptions, such as 
that the Armenians are a people of romantic sentiments, faith, and heroes. 
The result was a curious mixture of fact and fantasy, hyperbole, legend, 
and epic that lacked coherence and genuine characters.
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In contrast, Hamastel was at his best in his short stories, which grew 
out of a lifestyle he knew and identified with intimately. The setting is 
primarily the Harput area, but some of his heroes are transplanted onto 
American soil. The latter, mainly peasants, are unable to shed their old 
lifestyle or to adapt themselves to the new environment; thus, they lead an 
insular life with an undying yearning for their homeland. But Hamastel is 
in his element depicting fellow countrymen in their original habitat. Here 
he brings the region to life, describing its everyday routines, customs, 
and superstitions, along with a host of memorable characters, drawn in 
masterful strokes, in a colorful and most engaging diction. Some are mean, 
crude, or bmsque, but most are good-hearted, honest, and simple-minded 
people with entrenched values and a profoundly moving attachment to 
the soil. With subtlety, discretion, and penetrating skill, Hamastel lays 
bare their soul and mentality before the reader. He does so in an eloquent 
and detached manner, radiating his immense love in a vibrant, unadorned, 
and splendidly spontaneous style. It is these works that rank him among 
the masters of short prose in twentieth-century Armenian literature.

vahë havk (1896-1983), in bright colors and a lyrical style, initially 
contemplated his impressions of his native region, its magic and majesty, 
the spell it cast on him, and allegorically narrated its sad fate. All this 
revealed some of the affinities he shared with a master he admired, Ruben 
Zardarean (q.v.). But soon Hayk shifted his emphasis onto the Armenian 
realities in the United States, occasionally stealing retrospective glances 
at his birthplace as if it were an entrancing dream. Hayk wrote with 
some social awareness of the clash of traditional Armenian attitudes with 
American values, the alienation renting the Armenian family apart, the 
power of money, the rapid retreat the Armenian language suffered as 
English began to replace it, and the bleeding wounds afflicted by 1915. 
With few exceptions, his characters are Armenians, rich and poor, good 
and evil. With a sense of urgency he emphasized, as did most of his 
colleagues, the importance of maintaining the vernacular as the most 
important pillar of Armenian identity, whose roots went deep into the now 
ravaged native soil, but whose memory and distant hope of regeneration 
Hayk now saw in his image of Soviet Armenia. Hayk also wrote some 
works of a historical and philological nature.

Beniamin nurikean  (1894-1988) made a conscious effort to cap
ture for posterity images of life in and around his native village. His prose, 
economical and simple, consists of short stories and also of vignettes and 
profiles o f real people and events that added a touch of authenticity and 
verisimilitude to his account of his birthplace. Its enchanting landscape
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dominated by two mountains, its customs, mores, and details of daily 
routine are all part of the picture Nurikean painted for the reader. Nurikean 
also echoed what he saw as the emotional and economic hardship and 
the cultural distress that the survivors of 1915 experienced in the United 
States, where the specter of assimilation seriously threatened the Arme
nian identity. Soviet Armenia was a symbol of survival and a source of 
hope for some of these characters and for Nurikean himself. He was the 
principal founder and editor of a literary periodical, Nor gir, which for 
over fifteen years played a vital role in promoting Armenian letters in the 
United States.

Andranik andrëasean’s (1909-96) prose covers a wide range 
of topics: from the Spanish Civil War and the struggle of Ukrainian 
partisans, to the plight of African Americans and academic life in the 
era of McCarthyism; from the Armenian genocide and his sad days at 
orphanages at Corfu, to scenes from Armenian life, social injustice, and 
racism in America and the destructive appeal of an utterly corrupt Holly
wood. He paid little attention to the artistic aspects of his literary output, 
which suffers from protraction and pontification. As ah ideologically 
motivated writer, the ravages of capitalism, poverty, economic disparity, 
discrimination, and concern for the peace and prosperity of his homeland 
and mankind are central to his work.

yakob asaturean (1903—) wrote poetry at first, but he later turned 
to prose. His novel Yovakimi tornerë (Joachim’s grandchildren) remains 
his best literary effort. It is a journey back to his childhood and teenage 
years, recreated in a simple and spontaneous style, with his birthplace and 
the catastrophic carnage of 1915 as its background. Although somewhat 
disjointed, the novel is an unadorned record of the harrowing ordeal he 
and his resilient fellow countrymen experienced, and makes for sober 
reading. After a long hiatus, Asaturean published Yovakimi tomordinerë 
(Joachim’s great-grandchildren), a kind of sequel to his first novel Here 
Joachim’s posterity is seen in the United States, caught between con
flicting (old and new) loyalties, memories, and challenges. To lac tnawer 
(Thou, homeless lad) is a literary account of a visit he paid to his native 
region, which vividly evoked a painful past.

surën  manuëlean (1906-80) covered a variety of topics, but 
his pages evoking his birthplace and childhood remain his best. The 
collection Argawand akösner (Fertile furrows, as the author translated it) 
chronologically depicts portraits and episodes of his fellow compatriots 
against the landscape of his native region, the horrors of the genocide,
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his' years at orphanages, and his and his fellow countrymen’s early 
days in the United States. The volume concludes with wartime stories 
repudiating jingoism and the dehumanizing nature of war. Manuëlean is 
in his element, especially in the first part of the book, which he narrates 
with spontaneous élan, heartfelt emotions, and in a sharp style mixed 
discriminatingly with elements of his dialect. A few similarly impressive 
pieces are found in his other collection of short stories, Dgal me sakar 
(A spoonful of sugar).

Aram  haykaz (1900-86) feigned apostasy, and unlike his family, 
survived the 1915 wholesale slaughter and deportations. As a Muslim 
(and having been renamed “Muslim”), he was adopted by a Turkish family 
and lived mostly among Kurds for nearly four years ( 1915-19). A goodly 
part of his prose touchingly recalls various aspects of this experience; the 
harrowing agony of the nightmare and its impact on Armenian orphans 
forcibly or willingly converted to Islam to escape certain death; and 
penetrating glimpses into the lifestyles of Armenians, Kurds, and Turks. 
The genocide also looms large in his other writings and permeates his 
outlook, especially his views vis-à-vis Turks and Kurds. Longingly and 
lovingly narrated recollections of his birthplace; impressions of Armenian 
realities in Constantinople under Allied occupation, where he spent a 
short while before crossing the Atlantic; and interesting descriptions of 
and searching reflections on his Armenian and non-Armenian neighbors 
in New York, invariably seen in their ethnic context, constitute the 
principal topics of his literary output. His sympathetic impressions of 
a visit to Soviet Armenia are included in his volume Karöt (Longing). 
Autobiographical and subjective elements are ever-present in Haykaz’s 
writings, most of which are in the form of vignettes, recollections, and 
episodes from real life. His immense love for nature and his inquisitive 
look into innocent and seemingly simple aspects of life enabled him to 
observe certain aspects of human behavior, some sad and some delightful. 
Although at times repetitive or protracted and chatty, Haykaz’s prose is 
on the whole limpid, disarmingly frank, and engagingly humorous.

zag yakobean’s (1917—) earliest work was greeted favorably by 
established poets such as Vahan TëLëean and critics such as Nikol 
Albalean (1873-1947). The latter noted the limpid and vivid qualities 
of Yakobean’s verse and the distinctness of his expression. TeîCëean had 
earlier expressed similar ideas, but had also observed the limited realm 
of Yakobean’s inspiration and its lack of force and depth. Neither of the 
two eminent men of letters was mistaken in recognizing in Yakobean 
a fresh voice; in time he emerged as one of the visible poets of the
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post-genocide verse of the Dispersion. Echoes of M. Metzarents’s and 
Y. Tèrean’s poetic visions have already been discerned in Yakobean’s 
poetry; to these one must add the influences of Siamanfö, D. Varuzan, 
H. Siraz, S. Kaputikyan (q.q.v.), and Paruyr Sevak (1924—71). Yakobean 
skillfully assimilated impulses from these poets and fashioned his own 
world, where songs of piety and patriotism abruptly relegated almost all 
else to a negligible position, conveying to his readers a message of “hope 
and light,” as Yakobean put it in one of his poems (“Im ergers,” My songs, 
in his collection Ulunkasar, String of beads). In tender and calm lines, 
Yakobean sings of Christ with exaltation and takes pride in the Church of 
Armenia and her fathers and saints, such as Grigor Lusaworich, Grigor 
Narekatsi, and Nerses Snorhali. After initially jejune pieces, Yakobean’s 
religious poetry improved rapidly, and it always remained closest to his 
heart. But an equally cherished theme for Yakobean was his patriotism, 
which pulsated with extraordinary zeal. It covered a wide range: historical 
figures, events, toponyms, pride in Soviet Armenia as the homeland 
(whose official atheism was his greatest disappointment), a profound 
concern for the Armenian Dispersion and language, and the threat of 
assimilation. Yakobean eschewed political entanglements and refused to 
face the reality of a fragmented Dispersion. His patriotism is often naive, 
shrill, and almost invariably opens up the wounds the genocide inflicted 
on the souls of the survivors in general and the writers in particular. 
Repetition and verbosity take much away from his verse, especially his 
longer pieces. But his better poems, although smaller in number, are 
written in a fresh voice, with distinct diction and energetic emotion.

sahan sahnur (1903-74) attained immediate fame with his novel 
Retreat without Song (Nahanjë arants ergi), which still stands out as 
perhaps the most powerful landmark of Armenian Dispersion literature, 
epitomizing its turbulent emergence. The context, indeed the entire plot, 
revolves around the crestfallen love story of Petros, turned Pierre, with 
a French woman, Nenette. To a certain degree, the main theme is an 
encoded elaboration of the subtext, the dissolution of Armenian identity, 
exemplified by a number of secondary characters, who are assimilated 
into French society in varying ways. As a whole, the novel is a subliminal 
reaction to the genocide, illustrating its consequences.

The hue and cry raised over the novel, though understandable in 
some ways, cannot be taken seriously. Pornography and other such ac
cusations were hurled at the author, who had in fact dared to question 
established authorities and assumptions, puncturing some outdated sen
sibilities, both ethnic and ethical. The novel does suffer from a number
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of flaws. The author himself pinpointed its shortcomings: instances of 
infelicity in diction, simplicity of construction, sporadic sentimentality 
and pathos, and an “imperfect acquaintance” with “national history.” 
However, it was not so much the facts as the spirit that the critics assailed. 
Yet the very merit of this novel is the élan it derived from an honest, 
unencumbered probing into Armenian realities. As for the attempts of 
antagonists and apologists alike to cite the author’s age at the time he 
wrote this work (he was twenty-six), the game is not worth the candle, 
as the saying goes. This novel stands on its own merits. It is the gem of 
the literature of the Dispersion; it set a world on fire with its tormenting 
self-scrutiny, its tenderly memorable characters, and its riveting narrative, 
which is written in a forceful style and forthright tone.

Sahnur’s second work, Yaralëznerun dawacanutiwnë (The treason 
of the gods) is a collection of seven short stories. Three of these are about 
life in Istanbul; two depict first-generation emigrants to France; one is set 
at a sanatorium; and another, the story that lends its title to the collection, 
is a reflection on Armenian political inaptitude, disunity, and failure. The 
first three show the dull, inane routine of ordinary Armenians. The ones 
set in Paris show Armenians on the horns of a dilemma: either resisting 
assimilation or becoming absorbed into the French system and finding 
themselves in a cul-de-sac. This collection can be seen as a sequel to 
the novel. For cultural and political reasons, Sahnur suggested that the 
present and future of the Armenian Dispersion was bleak.

Shortly after the appearance of the aforementioned collection, a 
crippling illness forced Sahnur to spend his remaining years bedridden 
in hospitals or sanatoriums. For long years, especially in the forties, he 
wrote in French and only occasionally in Armenian. He slowly returned 
to Armenian literature, committing to paper reflections and recollections, 
essays, short stories, and literary criticism, brilliantly living up to ex
pectations raised by his return. Although his critical attitude towards 
Armenian institutions, political and otherwise, remained unchanged, a 
certain amount of optimism came to characterize his outlook. (We leam 
of his debilitating physical agony and occasional despondency only from 
the letters he wrote to French friends, no traces of which are found 
in his literature.) He remained faithful to his old, healthy credo, that 
“Armenianism” was a finite topic, but that the Armenians themselves 
offered an infinite realm for literary reflection of universal importance. 
His incisive observations and reflections, his aesthetic views, his artistic 
sincerity and integrity, and the dynamism of his literature, all expressed 
in an eloquent and vigorous style with trenchant wit and dignity, rank him 
among the best writers of the twentieth century.
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vazgën susanean’s (1903-41) workresonates with deep yettender 
echoes of the genocide of 1915. Of his poems, the longest, titled “Erkir 
yisatakats” (A land of memories), merits special mention. It reflects in a 
raw, unpolished, and emotive touch the deportation of his family (parents, 
brother, and sister), their death, and his brief return home. The bulk 
of his prose that has been collected (a considerable corpus of writing 
is still scattered in the periodical press) has appeared in the form of 
letters, diaries, reminiscences, and novels. The latter almost invariably 
suffer from technical imperfections and verbosity. But what redeems 
his prose and may explain his rising popularity since the fifties is his 
lust for life, which characterizes his spontaneous and candid narrative, 
sketched in robust colors with sensuous hues, affectionate sentiments, 
and warm-hearted concern for mankind, the lower and working classes 
in particular. Amid the dismal uncertainty and utter despair that seriously 
threatened Susanean’s generation in the years immediately following 
the nightmare of 1915, his voice refreshingly sang of impassioned love, 
nature, moral and intellectual integrity, and political regeneration. Despite 
his markedly leftist tendencies, he was not a class-conscious author; his 
political convictions were instead motivated by his concern for his country 
rather than international solidarity. He never really came to grips with 
some of the political, cultural, and moral tenets of his adopted country or 
with the loss of his immediate family, which is a common thread in all of 
his work. Yet neither hatred nor vengeful rhetoric mars his recollection of 
the tragedy and its consequences for uprooted Armenians, now scattered 
far and wide under foreign skies. He reacted with alarm to intellectual 
stagnation, and although he looked back to the days of his childhood with 
yearning, he was essentially a forward-looking writer concerned with the 
culture and spiritual rejuvenation of his fellow countrymen. In many an 
instance, pagan values revived by senior colleagues (D. Varuzan, et al.) 
inspired his definition of love.

Among some of his better works are the novels Örere geietsik 
dien (The days are not attractive), Cermak Varsenik (White Varsenik), 
both of which are set in the countryside, and Amran gisemer (Sum
mer nights), written in the form of a diary. The central characters in 
Gamanayin (Vernal) exchange letters on love and social-cultural topics. 
In his Siroy ew arkatzi tlake (Of loving, and adventurous youngsters), 
Susanean reminisced with gushing affection about a love affair that had 
begun in Tiflis and concluded in Batumi. The setting was his unhappy 
stay in Armenia, which he recalled in a few flashbacks and with some 
political commentary as part of the Armas Agricultural School that had 
been relocated in Armeniafor eight months in the years 1920-21. (LeonZ.
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Surmelian speaks of the same episode in his I  Ask You Ladies and 
Gentlemen.)

zareh  orbuni’s (1902-80) first short novel, Pordze (The attempt), 
was one of his best accomplishments. It deals with the quandary of a 
family of four genocide survivors stationed in Marseilles. Narrated in a 
simple, wry style, it tells of the impact of displacement and disintegration 
on the new Armenian Dispersion in France. This emerged as one of the 
dominant themes in his other short novels and stories, where, taking his 
cue from contemporary European and French literature, Orbuni delved 
deeper into the psychology of his characters, much to the disapproval of 
some Soviet Armenian critics. His characters, usually poor and humble, 
are led into a state of confusion and moral disarray by their mental anguish, 
in an environment whose moral and social aspects Orbuni decidedly 
disapproved. The unobtrusive, subtle presence of the genocide is felt 
throughout, as its children, deracinated and dispirited, are held hostage 
to tradition and the burden of identity and struggle to survive. His short 
stories do not fully fit the traditional definition of the genre. The external 
world does not play a large role in these pieces, in which the author delves 
into the hidden realms of the self in an economical prose, with bright im
agery and a distinct ability to articulate abstract thoughts and impressions. 
Variations in the mood and tone of his first-person narrative are by no 
means unusual. At times he speaks in stream of consciousness and at 
others in a discursive manner, with Kafkaesque and surrealistic touches 
here and there. Some of Orbuni’s non-Armenian characters appear in his 
cycle of ten short stories, subtitled “I horots srti” (From the bottom of the 
heart), wherein Orbuni recalls his experience as a prisoner of war in a 
Nazi camp. Of this series, “Penthesilea, Penthesilea” and related stories 
of human turpitude, hubris, and haughtiness are hauntingly memorable.

sawars NARDUNi (1898-1968) was a journalist, a studious but 
amateurish philologist, and a prolific author, who preferred short prose 
pieces, chiefly in the form of tales, stories, recollections, observations, 
and reflections. His work is uneven in quality. Save for his best (and 
they are small in number), many of his writings, though distinguished 
for their eloquent locution and imagery, are shallow, weak in structure, 
and lacking in focus. His best is found mainly in his book Melediner, 
melediner. . . (Melodies, melodies . . . ). Perhaps the relative abundance 
of phrases, quotations, images, and topics from Classical Armenian texts 
as well as from the Bible (especially the Old Testament) are partly 
due to the awe in which Narduni held the Armenian language (always 
associated with what many consider the mysterious appeal of Classical
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Armenian) and to his penchant for the traditional, the mythical, and the 
mystical. Narduni characterized the aforementioned collection with a 
sensuality through which, he said, he sought fulfillment by fathoming 
agony. Such sentiments resonate in most of die stories, in which Narduni, 
with idealized nostalgia and melancholy, recollects his birthplace and 
its enchanting nature and retells with wistful elegance local folk tales, 
stories, and vignettes of human love, amatory sentiments, and turpitude. 
Narduni had an excellent command of Armenian. In this regard, he shares 
an affinity with A. Bagratuni (q.v.) and, to a certain degree, Y. Ösakan 
(q.v.), in matters related to the sensual realm.

hrach zardarean (1892-1986), son of Ruben Zardarean (q.v.) 
and a noted novelist, is remembered chiefly for his two novels, both 
of which took stock of a rapidly deteriorating Diaspora. Mer keankë 
(Our life) juxtaposes two brothers; the elder is the embodiment of a 
traditional Armenian outlook, but is at the same time the denunciation 
of some elements of that mindset. He has both fallen heir to a legacy 
of passivity, timidity, and cringing before the Turk, which has deeply 
bruised his soul, and is the beneficiary of his fathers’ virtues. So, in the 
murky world of business, governed by the law of the jungle, he is barely 
able to eke out a wretched existence and is bereft of any fulfillment. By 
contrast, his younger brother is a cold-blooded pragmatist, an observer 
of raison, and a worshipper of Mammon. Zardarean’s second novel, 
Orbatsol mardik (Orphaned men; the Armenian title employs a present 
participle for the past participle used here, giving the word a sense of 
continuity), is the story of a musician who is determined to remain 
faithful to the gods of his forefathers. He struggles amid a sea of people 
who, in the name of individual liberties and independence, are denying 
parents and rejecting ethnic-national loyalties, the homeland, and the arts. 
Although Zardarean, like some of his colleagues (e.g., S. Sahnur, q.v.), 
dismissed certain recent manifestations of the Armenian experience, he 
felt, unlike some of them, that the Dispersion was not beyond redemption. 
Moral integrity and a fervent allegiance to the national ethos, the mother 
tongue, the ancestral land, the national church, and genuine piety were the 
most important factors. Zardarean’s third volume, Zamanak ew horhurdk 
iwr (Time and its mysteries), is made up of short reflections on things 
philosophical, ethical, social, literary, and cultural. Instances of prolixity 
mar his otherwise animated and lucid style, in which some of his best 
characters illuminate the depths of the self.

nikoeos sarafean (1905-72) has been slowly gaining the recog
nition he deserves as a writer of note. Acceptance has been slow in coming
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for a number of reasons. An intellectual gap, the author once observed, 
separated him from his fellow Armenians in the Dispersion as well as 
from those in Soviet Armenia. The latter were not even aware of his 
existence. “Official” criticism in the Dispersion had been initially unfa
vorable to his work; its heaviest gun, Y. Ösakan, had dismissed Sarafean’s 
first two collections for contrived originality and insincere expression. 
Furthermore, his work is difficult to understand, let alone to accept and 
assimilate; his imagery and ideas are not always clear or comprehensible. 
Sarafean’s bold new approach, which defied conventional definitions of 
identity and showed his alienation not only from himself but also from 
his compatriots (both in the Dispersion and in Soviet Armenia) and from 
the host society, seemed manufactured and was unacceptable to many a 
reader. It transpires from some of his essays that he was familiar with 
the work of St. John of the Cross, Kierkegaard and Existentialisme, and 
French literature of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, especially 
Symbolisme and Surréalisme,

Three of his collections in verse, Anjrpeti me grawumë (anjrpet 
means a partition, boundary, or a gap, space; grawum, from grawel, is 
to conquer, to occupy, to seize; hence, The conquest of a boundary or an 
expanse; or, Filling up a void), Telatuutiwn ew makenfatsutiwn (Ebb and 
flow), and Mijerkrakan (Mediterranean), and his prose piece of reflec
tions, Vënsëni antafe (i.e., Bois de Vincennes), form a complementary 
cycle and the original part of his work. It is important that the reader be 
mindful of Sarafean’s peregrinations and his experiences in Russia in his 
teens, because the indelible mark they left on his outlook find a manifest 
expression in these works. In the age of cogwheels and conveyors, the 
author sees himself as a rootless voyager on an endless journey into 
uncertain realms, and he is unwilling to look back lest he suffer the fate 
that befell Lot’s wife. There arise two paths: one that splits him off from 
his childhood, and another that separates him from city and society. These 
two do not always run parallel, but instead criss-cross over his embattled 
identity. And the farther he goes from his point of departure, the emptier 
he feels. Lonely and sad, the poet is in both internal and external exile in 
a world that lacks love and compassion. In order to reconstitute his soul, 
fragmented in its agonizing search for a spiritually gratifying realm, the 
poet recalls his childhood through a number of symbols and metaphors 
(e.g., ships, trains, railways, the propeller, the motorcar), in this case water 
and trees, which he eventually replaced with the sea (the Black Sea and 
the Mediterranean) and the wood (Bois de Vincennes, southeast of Paris). 
In this region of his split personality, Sarafean makes no connections to 
his Armenian origins. The reference to King Artawazd of Armenia, whom
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tradition has kept in fetters for over two millenia now, shows how time 
has been unkind to Sarafean and like-minded people awaiting spiritual 
liberation.

Still afflicted by the same malaise, Sarafean comes full circle in his 
second collection. Nature, the wood and the sea in particular, become the 
poet's intellectual habitat. The motorcar, symbolizing technical progress 
and new ideas fathomed against time and space, helps the poet accomplish 
more than effects of dynamism; it at once creates and reflects the distances 
within the poet and those between him and society. It also casts him as a 
perennial traveler or explorer. As the car hurtles through a wood at night, 
the trees recede and disintegrate into the darkness left behind; out of this 
tenebrous realm the well-lit road springs forward, like a phoenix rising 
from its ashes. Similarly, all falsehood, old convictions, and connections 
die away in the recesses of the author's soul, signifying the demise of 
his youthful hopes for a bright future and his faith in the West. From 
this chaos emerges the author’s state of mind. Idle and bored, he feels no 
affinity with either the cruel world around him or his homeland, which he 
at one point had loved with an “idiotic zeal. ” Alienation breeds destructive 
urges, but early recollections forge a new perspective. The author rejoices 
in his childhood, which he likens to the sandy ground revealed by the tide 
receding on an ebb. But this proves to be a delusion, since his childhood 
conjures up memories at once joyful and painful. The circle repeats itself 
as the tide starts to come in, drowning visions of his early years. When 
these old dreams die, the author feels reborn for a fleeting second. Then 
he realizes that he is carrying the sea within him, along with its eternal ebb 
and flow. Nonetheless, he concludes on an optimistic note; as a citizen of 
the world, he is inspired by the efforts of mankind to conquer the future.

Sarafean continued his inner journey in his prose writing Vënsëni 
antafë. Here, in the form of observations, associations, descriptions, and 
sensations, he touched upon a wider range of topics, including war, poli
tics, the destiny of his nation, Soviet Armenia, and repatriation to Soviet 
Armenia, all viewed from his own angle. The same sense of isolation 
prevails. An ideological barrier separates him from the homeland, where, 
he believes, he would have felt “more foreign and less free.” But some 
striking changes transformed the author’s outlook in the two decades 
preceding the publication of his last collection, Mijerkrakan, wherein he 
makes peace with his nation. He identifies with its trials and tribulations 
for enlightenment and spiritual accomplishment. He and his people are 
now on the same elevated plane of intellectual and universal values. 
Although the gap between them is gradually bridged, it is never fully 
closed.
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Some of Sarafean’s other works complement or amplify the themes 
discussed above in a different style and temperament. Ishanuhin (The 
princess) is the distressing story of a Turkified Armenian girl married 
to a pasha and that of her brother. Narrated in a lyrical tone and in
terspersed with passionate passages, it sharply contrasts with Sarafean’s 
other works, in which his equanimity and restrained emotions camouflage 
his eerie unease. A short novel with a weak structure, the work is a sadly 
helpless, fulminating revenge on paper for the unacknowledged genocide. 
Excruciating pain overwhelms the author in his long poem 14, made up of 
reflections occasioned by 14 Juillet. Flotsam in a French sea, he speaks 
of blood as a symbol of both life and death and as the highest price 
paid for progress that never materializes. Revolutions, he avers, never 
serve their purposes. The passion and jubilation with which the French 
marked the fall of the Bastille disturbed him for two reasons. Firstly, 
such passion bred violence, and the author speaks with concern, though 
without specific references, of imminent bloodshed in Europe. Secondly, 
the French remembered only their dead, overlooking the poet’s nation, its 
sacrifices, and accomplishments. He professed to have no homeland, yet 
he could not sever his ties, forged at an early age, with an unsympathetic 
France as the land of promise. Hence his agony. But therein lay his hope 
and consolation: Life, he postulated, renewed itself through pain.

Andranik tzarukean (1913-89) attracted fame as both a writer 
and a journalist-publicist, whose periodical Nayiri (1941-83) remains 
an indispensable record for students of the Armenian Dispersion. He 
published only one collection of verse, Aragastner (Sails), and bade 
farewell to poetry in a long poem titled Tult arErewan (A letter addressed 
to Erevan). His imagination was fired by a scurrilous attack of a political 
nature, launched by the Soviet Armenian poet Gevorg Abov (“Menk4 
chenk4 moratsel,” We have not forgotten). As the self-appointed target 
of Abov’s criticism, Tzarukean responded in Eastern Armenian and in a 
style, technique, and vocabulary reminiscent of Soviet Armenian verse, 
particularly that of Elise Charents (q.v.). The thrust of his poem is to forge 
a sense of unity with Soviet Armenia by transcending or glossing over 
the irreconcilable ideological differences that stand between himself and 
the homeland. Indeed, making some sweeping generalizations, Tzarukean 
patches up the political disunity and rancor that bedevils the embattled 
Armenian Dispersion and its relations with Soviet Armenia, projecting 
the floodlights instead on a common ground: that of the patria and 
patriotism. He does so in a highly effective dramatic style that, though not 
always free of sentimentality and self-pity, attains a bewitching power in
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the concluding parts of the poem in which Tzarukean, with contagious 
spontaneity, pledges his selfless loyalty to Soviet Armenia.

The poem reverberates with echoes of the 1915 holocaust, as do 
Tzarukean’s other works, since he himself was a survivor of the calamity. 
Mankutiwn chunetsol mardik (Men deprived of childhood) sketches a 
series of intimately knit episodes from Tzarukean’s own childhood and 
that of other orphans, innocent children lacking parental affection and 
care. There is something cruel about the atmosphere in which these 
orphans grow up, alienated from themselves and society at large, and 
given willy-nilly to their instincts for survival. Narrating with verve and 
poignant sorrow, Tzarukean recalls memories of the saddest phase in his 
life, one that he believed should have been the happiest. In certain ways, 
Erazayin Halëpë (Charming Aleppo; literally, Dreamlike) is a sequel to 
the former and shows the author and some of his friends at a slightly later 
phase in their lives. With delight and nostalgia, Tzarukean draws portraits 
of Armenian friends, characters, and local dignitaries and captures aspects 
of Armenian realities in Aleppo. Verjin anmelë (The last innocent) is a 
political novel. It delves into the character of a political activist, whose 
mentality and political outlook are shaped by his father and are out of 
touch with reality. The larger picture of this novel deals with the relations 
between Soviet Armenia and the Dispersion; the subtext deals with the 
activities and attitudes of certain political leaders and elements, including 
father and son, the two central heroes. There seem to be many authentic 
elements to this novel which, like Tzarukean’s other works, is written 
in a trenchant and eloquent style with revealing insights into the inner 
world of his characters. Tzarukean’s last novel, Serë Elefnin mëj (Love 
and genocide, 1987), concerns the bloodthirsty destruction in 1915 of the 
Western Armenian intelligentsia, its flower and flower-bed alike. More 
specifically, it encompasses the last year in the life of the poet Ruben 
Sewak (q.v.), one of the intellectuals rounded up in April of 1915. The 
novel discusses his banishment to Çankin and his murder, together with 
Daniel Varuzan (q.v.) and others, on the way to Aya§. Tzarukean’s age 
must have taken its toll; the novel is a  hasty and shallow sketch, flawed 
in structure and technique, and lacking the vigor and zest of his style.

vahë-vahe an ’s (1907-1998) poetry, especially his first collection, 
Arew-andzrew (Sun-rain), bears the imprint of the genocide, which he 
survived as a child. Under a pervasive mood of anxiety and occasional 
pessimism there lurk painful memories of irretrievable loss, uncertainty 
accentuated by concern for the fate of mankind, and antiwar sentiments. 
His introspection, though in the main cerebral, is blended with a good
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deal of lyricism. Vahë-Vahean derived some inspiration from Petros 
Durean, Misak4 Metzarents, DaniëlVaruzan, and Vahan Tëkëean (q.q.v.), 
but spoke in his own voice throughout. Soviet Armenia, a cardinal theme, 
is celebrated with deep affection as a safe, peaceful, and prosperous land, 
betokening the revival of the Armenian people. These same themes— 
patriotism, altruism, melancholy and despondency, love and longing, 
and a greater sense of stoicism and optimism—preoccupy the poet in his 
second collection, Oski kamurj (Golden bridge), as well as his subsequent 
collections, in which a number of bridges are extended between the past 
and present and the personal and public. From the ashes of a grievous 
implosion, Vahë-Vahean’s optimism emerges triumphantly in his fourth 
collection, Yusardzan Vahramis (A memorial to my Vahram), written in 
memory of his younger son, Vahram ( 1944-76), who was tragically killed 
in a car accident. Two contrasting moods characterize Vahë-Vahean’s 
verse. World War II, the Lebanese civil war, the fragmented Armenian 
Dispersion with an obscure future, and concern for society at large aggra
vate his harrowing memories of World War I. The rebirth of Armenia, lofty 
ideals, and a personal determination not to yield to bleak sentiments and 
situations nourish his optimism. He writes in an eloquent and felicitous 
Western Armenian, with meticulous attention to structure, rhythm, and 
rhyme. His emotions are balanced by his intellect, radiating the solicitude 
of a concerned human being.

MUSEE ishan (1913-90) wrote prose and verse. His prose consists 
of two novels, a short novel, and an autobiographical work, Mnas barov 
mankufiwn (Farewell, childhood), which recalls the flight of his family 
from his birthplace to Damascus before the advancing armies of Ke- 
mal Atatürk. His plays bear no marks of distinction. Some are curious 
and naive experiments: Mefnilë orkan dzuar ë (Dying is so difficult); 
Sarnaranen elatz mardë (The man who came out of the refrigerator); 
Postal is an adaptation of G. Zöhrap’s famous short story bearing the 
same title; Paroyr Haykazn ew Movsës Horenatsi (Paruyr Haykazn [i.e., 
the rhetorician Proaeresius] and Movsës Horenatsi) elaborates on the 
same idea advanced by Raffi in his novel Paroyr Haykazn, that is, the 
importance of serving one’s own nation before anyone else’s; Mardorsë 
(The sniper) depicts a ruthless arms dealer; and Kilikioy arkan (The 
king of Cilicia), perhaps his best, underlines the significance of keeping 
national ideals alive in the face of adversities. But Ishan excelled as 
one of the well-known poets of the Dispersion. Although his cherishing 
love for home and the homeland manifests itself in various forms, it is 
mainly a spiritual bond expressed in tender, deep sentiments and quietly
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smoldering longing. His mother tongue, loyalty to national and traditional 
values, dreams, ideals, prayers, and aspirations often form a spiritual 
abode for him. The genocide remained a bleeding wound in the form of 
sad memories and unhappy survivors, as did the fate of Armenians under 
foreign, albeit hospitable, skies. His call for shielding Armenian identity 
from the threats of assimilation was gentle but firm and sincere. Poems 
of disappointment and despondency are found in his work, as are poems 
of altruism and a general concern for mankind. He wrote with heartfelt 
sympathy for the downtrodden, the poor, and the neglected. Universal 
suffering, personal grief, vanity of life, and certainty of death are themes 
that are found in almost all of his collections of verse. But almost equally 
prevalent are Ishan’s warm hymns to life, composed in a traditional style, 
yet with glowing warmth and sincerity.

Mirrored in Eduard pöyacean’s (1915-66) literature, particularly 
his prose, are some aspects and impact of the dolorous fate that befell the 
inhabitants of the six Armenian villages in the vicinity of Musa Dagh 
(then in the region of Alexandretta, now Hatay, Turkey). Faced with 
certain death in 1915, they accomplished an extraordinary feat of self- 
defense against superior Turkish forces, a tour de force that inspired Franz 
WerfeFs acclaimed novel, Die vierzig Tage des Musa Dagh. Evacuated 
to Port-Said, Egypt, aboard French and British warships, they returned to 
their homes after the armistice of 1918. By a cruel twist of fate, they un
willingly abandoned the region for the last time when French imperialism 
ceded it to Turkey in 1939. Most of them moved to the village of Ayncar 
in Lebanon, and many of them settled in Soviet Armenia in the forties.

Pöyacean composed poetry, but he never quite found his own poetic 
voice. Still, passion and vigorous diction endow a few of his poems with 
distinction. Dreams, songs, and love formed the essence of life for him. He 
sang of unrequited love, human suffering, and lofty ideals, with sadness 
and occasional pessimism. In some instances, he mistook a convoluted 
style for sophistication and verbosity for spontaneity, especially in his 
verse glorifying his birthplace. In other cases his sentiments were rather 
vague. His Letter to my children (T u t  zawaknerus) contains a few bright

v

passages (particularly the one on Samiram’s love for Ara) along with 
conventional counsel on his.preference for moral-social and intellectual 
values over the material aspects of life. But it is his other prose pieces that 
more elegantly represent the original and enduring aspects of his literary 
output.

In his best pages, bitterness, anxiety, and a strong sense of disap
pointment mingle with tenderness and elegance to characterize the tone
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of Pöyacearfs sinewy style. His protagonists, drawn from real life, are 
ordinary mortals with both good qualities and bad. Some are naive and 
some superstitious; some are topers and some maniacs; some are mean 
swindlers but most are honest. What they all share in common is a pining 
for home in Jabal Musa: its mountains in the proximity of starry skies, its 
lush nature, its invigorating air, and their gardens and houses perched high 
on cliffs. Dying away from home becomes a greater agony than fear of 
death. Thus, most of them lose interest in living and simply peak and pine. 
In a robust style with subtle humor and irony, Pöy acean captured a number 
of interesting characters and created some memorable stories in which his 
sympathy and concern touched upon certain values of universal appeal. 
Although Pöyacean refused to reconcile himself to the defeat inflicted 
upon his fellow compatriots and himself (he was only a few months old 
at the time of the fabulous self-defense of Musa Dagh), he had little hope 
beyond the willpower to survive in anticipation of better days. Such days 
must have seemed distant. He was an anti-Bolshevik and pinned no hope 
on Soviet Armenia. And he was a passionately partisan observer of his 
people’s Diaspora, rent apart by political stances on Soviet Armenia, die 
conflict within the Armenian Church, and the Lebanese civil war.

SIMON SiMONEAN (1914-86) highlighted the consequences of the 
genocide and its impact on survivors from Sasun, some of whom found 
refuge in Aleppo. His finest short stories revolving around this subject, 
indeed some of his best works, narrated in a crisp, dramatic, and often 
pungent style, are found in Lefnakanneru verjaloyse (The twilight of the 
mountain dwellers [montagnards]), a poignant depiction of the gallant 
Armenians from Sasun, written with pride, passion, and fondness for his 
fellow compatriots. (Simonean’s forefathers reportedly emigrated from 
Sasun to Aintab, now Gaziantep, Turkey.) It is almost a documentary 
record in that the author knew most of his heroes from childhood, 
historical figures one and all, who languished under foreign skies, away 
from their ancestral mountainous habitat. Wit and sarcasm are typical 
of Simonean’s style, as are verbosity and an excessive use of puns and 
similar associations. Such is the case, for instance, in some of his short 
stories dealing with Soviet Armenia and its relations with Moscow and the 
Armenian Dispersion, and with his stories highlighting Armeno-Turkish 
relations.

His first literary effort was a satirical piece, Ke hndrui. . . hachadze- 
wel (Please . . . organize conflicting functions; or, Please . . . boycott [the 
festivities marking the ten-thousandth anniversary of the birth of the 
Armenian people]). The title is an allusion to Armenian disunity. The
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text examines, in a straightforward fashion, certain aspects of Armenian 
history, national traits, and political parties (e.g., Bel blaming Hayk, 
the eponymous forefather of the Armenians, for migrating to the north, 
thereby injecting the Armenian character with a nomadic strain and aban
doning an oil-rich region!). The concept offered intriguing possibilities, 
but the narrative, although amusing, rather hastily touches upon a few top
ics and is obviously incomplete. Simonean’s sense of purpose is diffused 
in exciting or unusual events and details, and his strokes are uneven. One 
is left with a similar impression by Simonean’s next novel, Anzamandros, 
despite its extensiveness and far better structure. Reflecting Simonean’s 
own independent thinking, the narrative is anti-capitalist, anti-bourgeois, 
anti-communist, and anti-revolutionary, with topical allusions to some 
political issues and concerns. The author explained the compound title 
as made up of anzamanak (Armenian for timeless, eternal) and the word 
andros, man ([sic]; the genitive of Greek anër, man). It is a novel within 
a novel; thus, Anzamandros is the protagonist of a novel by the architect 
Arsen Zamanean (from zamän, time, presumably in the sense of transient 
and mortal, in contrast to the timelessness of Anzamandros), who is the 
central character of Simonean’s novel. Anzamandros, punished for loving 
instead of warring, is condemned to reappear on earth after a 9999-year 
slumber. His life at his second coming and that of the other characters 
(an architect and revolutionaries) bear certain resemblances, but they 
are also dissimilar in many ways. What Simonean sought to illustrate 
was the lure of the unknown; more importantly, the elusive nature of 
love and happiness, the only true and imperishable bond between human 
beings, a dream relentlessly pursued since the time of hirsute, quadrupedal 
ancestors. Furthermore, he held that unfulfilled sentiments and unattained 
goals rendered human life tragic; hence the beauty and attraction, at times 
fatal, of the unreachable.
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ABOV, GEVORG (1897-1965)
Pen name: Gevorg Abov.
B om Gevorg Abovyan in Tiflis and educated at the local Nersisean school. Writer, 
translator, and literary critic. With E. Charents and A. Vstuni (q.q.v.), he made 
up the rebellious literary group that wrote the famous “Declaration of the Three” 
(1922), inspired by the new political system in Armenia. The declaration rejected 
the past and called for a new Armenian literary tradition. Abov was the secretary 
of the Association of Proletarian Writers of Armenia (1925-31), director of the 
Armenian State Theater (1928-31, named after Gabriel Sundukyan in 1937), 
director of the Matenadaran (1940-52, the national repository of manuscripts and 
a research institute named after Mesrop Mastots in 1962), and editor of Telekagir 
(renamed Lraber in 1966) of the Academy of Sciences of the Armenian SSR 
(1961-64).

Texts
Miaynkinë. (Tiflis, 1919). (Poetry).
Danakë bkin. (Moscow, 1923). (Poetry).
Edini front, kalakakan agitka. (Moscow, 1924). (Poetry).
Patmvatzkner. (Erevan, 1928). (Stories).
Cakatum ev t’ikunkum. (Erevan, 1943). (Prose).

Other works
Dasnaktsutyunn antsyalum ev ayzm. (Erevan, 1929; Valarsapat, 1930).
Siro ev ardarutyan metz ergichë, Sayat-Novan. (Erevan, 1945).
Khachatur Abovian. Zhizn* i tvorchestvo. (Erevan, 1948).
Gabriel Sundukyan, kyankn u gortzuneufyunë. (Erevan, 1953).
Gabriel Sundukian. Zhizn’ i tvorchestvo. (Erevan, 1956).

ABOVEAN, HACHATUR (cl 809-1848)
Bom in Kanakfer, near Erivan, now a suburb of the Armenian capital. Educated 
at Ëjmiatzin (1819-22) and at the Nersisean school in Tiflis (1824—26). In 1829 
he scaled Mount Ararat with Friedrich Parrot (1791-1841; a professor of natural 
philosophy at Dorpat University and a Russian imperial councilor of state), who 
later arranged for a Russian state scholarship for Abovean to study at Dorpat (now 
Tartu, Estonia). Upon his return, Abovean accepted an appointment as supervisor 
of the Tiflis district school (1837—43), a position that he also held in Erivan from 
1843 to shortly before his mysterious disappearance on 2 April 1848.

Collections
Ter Sargsean, S. Erker. (Moscow, 1897).
Zaryan, R. Ëntir yerker. 3 vols. (Erevan, 1939-40).
Sahaziz, E. Divan Hachatur Abovyani. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1940-48).
Erkeri liakatar zolovatzu. 8 vols; 2 suppl. vols. (Erevan, 1947-61).
Felekyan, H., and Hakobyan, P. Erker. (Erevan, 1984).

Texts
Nahasawilkrtutean ipëts noravarzits. (Tiflis, 1838, 1862; Erevan, 1940). (Text

book).
VërkHayastani, olbhayrenasiri. (Tiflis, 1858;Baku, 1908;Constantinople, 1931; 

Erevan, 1939, 1955, 1959, 1975, 1978, 1981, 1984). (Novel; 1984 edition 
illust. by G. Hanjyan; adaptations and selections published in Tiflis, 1912; 
Erevan, 1948," 1957).
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Parap vahti halalik. (Tiflis, 1864). (Fables; includes the play Feodora),
Antip erker. (Tiflis, 1904). (Unpublished works).
Hazarfiesen. (Tiflis, 1912; Erevan, 1941). (Poem).
Abrahamean, R. “Hachatur AboVeani antip namaknerë.” HA, 1929/43, 395-407. 

(Letters).
Bayatiner. (Erevan, 1939, 1941). (Poetry).
Arabien (Erevan, 1941). (Fables).
Banasteltzutyunner. (Erevan, 1941). (Poetry).
Zrutsaran. (Erevan, 1941).
Entertsaran. (Erevan, 1941).
Turki aljike. (Erevan, 1941). Also published as Turti ahàiikë. (Erevan, 1984). 

(Story).
Mankakan banasteltzutyunner. (Erevan 1941). (Poetry for children). 
Harutyunyan, G. “Hachatur Abovyani antip dambanakan care.” EJ, 1948/7-9, 

56-60. (Funeral oration).
Hakobyan, P. “Hachatur Abovyani zatkakan karozë, artasanvatz Moskvayi hayots 

ekeletsum, 1836 f. marti 29-in.” EJ, 1986/5, 30-35. (Sermon on Easter).

Translations
French anthologies

LPA, 159-63.
PAAM, 75-79.

G erman

Erkeri liakatar zolovatzu, Vol. 7. (Erevan, 1947-61).
Russian

Shervinskii, S. Stikhotvoreniia. (Erevan, 1948).
--------Rany Armenii. VopV patriota, (Erevan and Moscow, 1948).
-------- . Rany Armenii, Skorb’ patriota. (Erevan, 1971, 1984).
-------- and Gevorkian, M. Izbrannoe. (Moscow, 1948).
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ABOVYAN, ANUSAVAN (1862-1938)
A native of Uzunlar (now Odzun), a village in Tumanyan, Armenia. A schoolmate 
and afriend of Yovhannês Thmanean (q.v.). He received his elementary education 
in Jalalôlli (now Stepfanavan, Armenia), and spent most of his life in Tiflis. The 
main theme of his prose is life in Eastern Armenian villages.

Texts
Patkemer (giwlakan keankits). Book 1. (Tiflis, 1906).
Lewoni hëkiatë. (Tiflis, 1916).

ABRAHAM EREWANTSI (18th c.)
No biographical details are available for this eighteenth-century historian, who 
describes the Perso-Ottoman military confrontations in Transcaucasia and Iran in 
his “History of the Wars, 1721-1736.”

Texts
Patmutiwnpaterazmatsn 1721-17361\ (Erevan, 1938; Venice, 1977). (Editedby 

S. Cemcemean; edition also includes an edited version of the text by Matfêos 
Ewdokiatsi, a Mekhitarist monk).
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Translations
G eorgian

Davlianidze, L. Omebis Istoria. (Tbilisi, 1976).
Russian

Istoriia voin 1721—1736 gg. (Erevan, 1939).

ABRAHAM III, KRETATSI, C atho licos of A rm en ia  (d. 1737)
Also known as Rotostotsi, Tëlrirtaltsi, or Tfakatsi. Abraham was bom in Candia 
(Crete) to a Greek mother and an Armenian father. He was the prelate of the Ar
menians of Rodosto (Tekirdag) 1709-34, and was elected Catholicos of Armenia 
in 1734. A close acquaintance of Näder Shah (1688-1747), he wrote a history of 
the wars the Persian ruler fought in Transcaucasia in 1734-36.

Text (history)
Patmutiwn antsits team Abrahamu srbazan katolikosin hayots Tëkirtaltswoy 

arNatrsah arkayin parsits. (Calcutta, 1796). Second edition, Patmagrutiwn 
antsitsn iwrots ew Natr-Sahin parsits. (Valarsapat, 1870; includes Patmutiwn 
Ani kalakin: “A History of the City of Ani,” and an encyclical). Third 
edition, Patmutyun. (Erevan, 1973; a critical text with Russian translation, 
Povestvovanie, by N. Korganian [i.e. N. Lorlanyan]).

Other works (encyclicals)
“Kondak i veray Teldrtalu.” S, 1877, 50-53, 73-77.
Galamk‘earean, G. Kensagrufiwn Sargis arkep.-i Sarafean ew zamanakin hay 

katoUkeayk. (Vienna, 1908), 160-66.
Patmutyun (Erevan, 1973), 179-86. (Also found in Patmagrutiwn antsitsn iwrots 

ew Natr-Sahin parsits).

Translations
French

Brosset. Col, Vol. 2, 257-335. (“History,” “History of the City of Ani” and 
encyclical).

Russian

Patmutyun. (Erevan, 1973). (A critical text of history with Russian translation, 
Povestvovanie, by N. Korganian [i.e. N. Lorlanyan]).

Criticism
Babayan, L. “Abraham Kretatsi.” PBH, 1977/4, 115-25.
“Dzeragir fiw 1749: ‘Patmufiwn Ani lCalakT.” A, 1888, 85-89.
Ter-Avetisyan, S. “Abraham Kretatsu Hisatakaranë (tzotsi tetrake). Abraham 

Kretatsu Hisatakarani patmakan arzekn u nsanakufyune.” Erevani petakan 
hamalsarani gitakan ashatutyunner, 13 (Erevan, 1940), 285-309.

ACËMEAN, ARSËN (1899 )
A poet bom in Odur, a village near Divrigi (Turkey). He was educated in 
Constantinople and at the Sorbonne, and taught in the Armenian communities 
of the Middle East.

Collections
Ambotjakan erker: banasteltzutiwnner (1920-1940), (1940—1960). 2 vols. (Ven

ice, 1959,1961).
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Texts
Siroy ew hayreni erger. (Lyon, 1927). 
Gasa-Bella. (Beirut, 1942).

ACËMEAN, MKRTICH (1838-1917)
Bom in Constantinople and educated in the local Armenian schools and at the 
Murat-Rapfayëlean of Venice (1852-58), where Lewond Alisan (q.v.) was one 
of his teachers. Upon his return to his birthplace, he worked for the telegraph 
company and wrote poetry in his spare time.

Texts (poetry)
Zpitk ew artasuk. (Constantinople, 1871).
Vahagn: diwtsaznergutiwn. (Constantinople, 1871).
Loys ew stuerk. (Constantinople, 1887).
Garnan hover, (Constantinople, 1892).
Trtrun yanger, hunki burumner, loys ew stuerk, garnan hover. (Constantinople, 

1908).

Translations

French

APA, 45^16.
Russian 

AAP, 403-5.
S panish

APAS, 123-25.

Criticism
Gamer. “Uruagitzner-Mkrtich Acëmean.” M, 1903/16, 250-51.
Mamikonyan, K. “Mkrtich Acemyan.” BEH, 1974/3, 181-90.
Nemtsë, G. “Mkrtich Acëmean.” B, 94 (1936), 294-96.
Sargsyan, G. “Mkrtich Acemyani stehzagortzakan kyanki val sijanë.” T, 1963/8, 

77-88.
Sewan, A. “Mkrtich Acëmean.” HK, 6 (1927-28/10), 127-36.
Y. A. “Mkrtich Acëmean.” B, 59 (1901), 181-84.
Yaruthwnean, A. “Mkrtich Acëmean.” AM, 1902, 497-504.

ADAM, AZBAR (1816-1846)
A native of ParaLar, a village near Erevan. A self-taught minstrel (asul).

Poetry
MKH, 399^103; 415-16; 460-63; 526-27.
PHA, 1,49-75.
THG, 74—78.

Criticism
MKH, 588.
PHA, 1,46-48.

ADËLEAN, AZARIA (1871-1903)
Pen name: Azaria Adëlean.
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Bom Azaria Danielean in the village of Mein, Armenia. Educated in his birth
place, in Baku, and at the Riga Polytechnic, where he studied chemistry (1892-

His prose deals mainly with social problems in rural areas.

Collections
Erkeri zolovatzu mek hatorov. (Erevan, 1950).

Texts
Skesurë. (Tiflis, 1899).

Translations (Russian)
Kavkazskaia zhizn’, Book 1, (Tiflis, 1896), 27-50.

Criticism
Albalean, N. “Lochalë ibrew tip hay vipagrufean m ë jMure, 1897/7-8,1060-69; 

1897/9,1247-63.
Danielyan, S. Azaria Adelyan. (Erevan, 1964).

AFRIKEAN, GEORG (1887-1918)
A teacher by profession, the poet Afrikean, nephew of Avetik4 Isahakyan (q.v.), 
was educated in his native Alexandrapol (later Leninakan and now Gyumri) and 
in Susi, Artsah (Karabagh).

Poetry
Gevorg Afrikyan, Isahak Isahakyan, Art. Ter-Martirosyan, erek knar. (Erevan, 

1963), 19-68.

AGAPEAN, ARSAK (cl 860-1905)
Bom in the village of Lah (now Nor Lala, Ijevan, Armenia). A cousin of Harufyun 
Culuryan (q.v.). Attended the Nersisean school in Tiflis, but there is conflicting 
information as to whether he completed his studies at the school. He taught before 
attending the Tiflis Institute for Teachers (1882-86), following which he resumed 
his teaching career in various places in Transcaucasia. His prose deals with life 
in the countryside.

Collections
Erkeri zolovatzu. (Erevan, 1934).
Erker. (Erevan, 1966).

Texts
Musini gangatë. (Tiflis, 1890).

Criticism
Danielyan, S.ArsakAgapyan. (Erevan, 1968).

AHARONEAN, AWETIS (1866-1948)
Bom in the village of Igdirmawa near Igdir (Eastern Turkey). Attended the 
Gëorgean Seminary and audited courses at Lausanne (1898-1901) and at the 
Sorbonne (1901-02). After his return from Europe in 1902 as an already well- 
known author, he emerged as an active political figure. In 1917 he was elected 
chairman of the Executive Council of the Armenian National Council in Tiflis.
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In 1918 he led the Delegation of the Armenian Republic to Istanbul for talks 
on the Treaty of Batum, and in the following year he headed the delegation 
of the Armenian Republic to the Paris Peace Conference. In that same year he 
became president of the Armenian Parliament in Erevan, and in 1920 he signed the 
Treaty of Sèvres on behalf of Armenia, which was later replaced by the Treaty of 
Lausanne. He lived in France after the establishment of Soviet regime in Eastern 
Armenia.

Collections
Zolovatzu erkeri. 10 vols. (Boston, 1947-1951). (Vols. 7 and 9 have imprint 

Venice, St. Lazarus).

Texts (short stories, novels, travel accounts)
Bason. (Tiflis, 1899).
Patkemer. (Moscow, 1899; St. Petersburg, 1909).
Helcerë. (Tiflis, 1902).
Italiayum. (Tiflis, 1903).
Keankidasë. (Tiflis, 1903).
Mrrki surbë. (Tiflis, 1903).
Arazë. (Tiflis, 1904).
Mayrerë. (Tiflis, 1904).
Artsunki hovitë. (Baku, 1907).
Gaylerë ornum ein. Asnan giserin. (Tiflis, 1907).
Azatutean canaparhin. (Tiflis, 1908; Boston, 1926; Teheran, 1956).
Keanki vëpë. (Tiflis, 1908).
Lfutiwn. (Tiflis, 1909; Boston, 1924).
Andundë. (Tiflis, 1910).
Hawari mëj. (Tiflis, 1910).
Partuatzner. (Constantinople, 1912).
Astzu krakë. (Tiflis, 1912).
Sveytsarakan giwle. (Tiflis, 1913).
Hayrenikis hamar. (Boston, 1920).
Cambordë. (Boston, 1926).
KarÖt hayreni. (Boston, 1927). (Poetry).
Kafuskë. (Cairo, 1927).
Imgirkë. (Paris, 1927, 1931).
Menuteans mëj. (New York, 1938).
Im bandë ew erazneris asharhë. (Boston, 1943).

Other works
Hrôkinë. (Tiflis, 1897).
Kristajtor Mikayëlean. (Boston, 1926; Buenos Aires, 1945).
Sardarapatits minchev Sewr ew Lôzan. (Boston, 1943).

Translations

English

Ashjian, S. “The Symbol.” Nor asharh (Paris), 1962/4, 4; 1962/5, 4; 1962/6, 4. 
Kelikian, H. “The Blind Minstrel.” Ararat (New York) Fall 1961,40-41. 
Mahdesian, A. “Honor.” Outlook, 111 (October 13, 1915), 357-59. Also in The 

New Armenia, 8 (1915/1), 11-13.
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‘The New Year of a Revolutionist.” The New Armenia, 8/3 (1916), 43-44. 
Serpouhie. “Over the Mountains.” Kochnak, 17 (June 9,1917), 719-21.
“That Night.” Armenia (Boston), 4 (1910/4), 11-14.
Torossian, A. “Death Knell.” The Armenian Herald, 1 (1917-18i), 387-89.
-------- . “Homage to Thee.” The Armenian Herald, 1 (1917-18), 503-5.
-------- . “John’s Grief.” The Armenian Student, 5 (1934/4), 5-17.
Wingate, J. “The Night Watchman.” The Golden Book Magazine, (New York), 

January, 1928.
French

Altiar and Sarkissian. “Dans les ténèbres.” Oeuvres libres, August, 1925/50,299- 
380.

Altiar, E. “Les loups hurlaient.” La Revue, June 15, 1912, 509-25.
Chamlian, M. “Le nouvel an d’un Haïdouk.” Hayastan (Paris), 1964/96, 4. 
Chamlian, M. andE. Altiar. Vers la liberté and L’Abîme. (Paris, 1912). (F. Macler, 

ed. Petite bibliothèque arménienne, 19).
“Le chêne séculaire.” La semaine littéraire (Geneva), July, 1, 1911.
Der Merguerian, R., and Ketcheyan, L. Sur le chemin de la liberté. (Roquevarie, 

1978).
“Les deux aveugles.” Bibliothèque universelle, (Lausanne), September, 1912. 
“Eclipse-toi, \une.” Revue chrétienne, May 1,1911.
“L’Honneur.” Hayastan (Paris), 1963/37,4; 1963/38, 4.
Macler, F. “Djavo. Nouvelle.” REArm, 4 (1924), 207-14.
-------- . “Le Cavalier noir.” REArm, 10 (1930), 201-12.
“Les Massis.” Revue bleue (Paris), August 24, 1912.
“Les mères.” Hayastan (Paris), 1964/52, 4; 1964/53, 4; 1964/54, 4.
“Nuit d’automne.” Mercure de France, February, 15,1911.

French  anthologies 

APA, 101-5.
G erman

Finck-Gjandschezian. Armenische Erzählungen. (Leipzig, 1909).
Smbatiantz, A. Bilder aus Turkisch-Armenien. (Ëjmiatzin, 1910).

G erman anthologies 

ALG, 139—44.
Italian

Il Silenzio. (Milan, 1932).
Russian

Dolina siez’. (Tiflis, 1907).
Materi. (Moscow, 1913). (Armianskie pisatseli, ed. M. Gorky).
Rasskazy. (Moscow, 1912). (Universal’naia biblioteka, 712).

S panish  anthology  

APAS, 163-66.

Criticism
Aharonean, V. Yisataki handës nuiruatz Awetis Aharoneanin. (Beirut, 1948). 
Awagean, Y. Yobelean Awetis Aharoneani karasnameay grakan gorîzunëutean, 

1890-1930. (New York, 1930).
Baluean, H. “Awetis Aharonean: keankn u grakanufiwnë.” Z  (eramseay) 1947/1, 

31^-2; 1947/2,136-43.
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Berberean, R. “Handipumner A. Aharoneani ew G. Kiwlpenkeani het.” HK, 26 
(1948/1), 6-19.

Canasean, M. “Awetis Aharonean.” B, 128 (1970), 46-54; 129 (1971), 72-81; 
130(1972), 114—21.

Engibarean, G. “Grakanakan aknarkner, A. Aharoneani erkerë ” Lumay, 2 (1903), 
171-83.

Erewantsean, P. “A. Aharonean ibrew banahawak4.” HK, 8 (1929-30/6), 87-96.
Hachaturean, A. Awetis Aharoneani het (Beirut, 1968).
Hamastel. “A. Aharoneani mahuan aifiw.” HK, 26 (1948/7), 72-74.
Hayrapetean, E. “Aharoneani grakan gortzunëufean arzëkë.” A, 1916, 599-606, 

704-72, 867-72; 1917, 156-61.
K‘iwfecean, Y. “Rusahay grakanufenën-Awetis Aharonean.” HGS 12 (1912), 56- 

61.
Siruni, Y. “Aruestagëtë Awetis Aharoneani mëj.” HK, 8 (1929-30/9), 89-105.
Varandean, M. “A. Aharonean.” HK, 8 (1929-30/7), 67-79.
-------- . Banasteltz, hraparakahös Awetis Aharoneani grakan gortzunêufean

karasnameay yobeleani artiw. (Paris, 1930).

ALAMDAREAN, YARUTIWN (1796-1834)
Bom Georg Alamdarean in Astrakhan and educated at the local Alababean School. 
He was ordained a married priest in 1814, and spent the years 1813-24 in Moscow 
organizing the newly founded Lazarean Institute. He became the first director of 
the newly established Nersisean School in Tiflis (1824—30), and took the vows of 
celibacy (1828) before his exile to Halbat (1830) by the Russian authorities for 
his nationalist views and activities and his close ties with Catholicos Nersës V, 
Astaraketsi (1770-1857). In the early 1830s, Alamdarean was appointed Father 
Superior of the Monastery of Surb Hach in Nor Nahijewan, where he was killed 
under somewhat mysterious circumstances. Among the better-known students 
of this poet, playwright, and teacher were H. Abovean (q.v.) and S. Nazarean 
(1812-79), a celebrated journalist, critic, orientalist, and founder of the periodical 
Hiwsisapayl (i.e., the northern lights, aurora borealis).

Collections
Patkanean, k\ Chapaberakank. (St. Petersburg, 1884). (Poetry).

Texts
Hamafot bafaran i rusats lezuë i hay. (Moscow, 1821). (Russian-Armenian 

Dictionary).

Poetry
MKH, 103-5, 110, 445, 507-8, 511-12, 535-36.
PHA, 1, 78-79.

Other works
“Afak: Afiwtz ew ës.” BM, 1 (1941), 188. (Fable).

Criticism
Ëskicyan, M. “Harufyun Alamdaryan.” EJ, 1955/2,42-46.
Gevorgyan, Ë. “Haruryun Alamdaryani poezian.” L, 1973/10,49-60.
-------- . “Harutyun Alamdaryani antip draman.” SG, 1974/7, 161-64.
-------- . Harutyun Alamdaryan. (Erevan, 1977).
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Incikyan, A. “Harutyun Alamdaryani grakan zafangufyunë.” T, 1957/9, 63-73. 
Nazaryan, S. “Harufyun Alamdaryani gortzuneufyan moskovyan tarinere.” BM, 

5 (1960), 177-97.
Sahaziz, E. “Harufyun vrd. Alamdaryan.” EJ, 1945/5, 27-38.
Terzibasyan, V. “ ‘Hramizd ev Zenobia’ patmakan dramayi masin.” T, 1956/3, 

57-68.
Yantsean, G. “Hayer bosanerits.” Mure, 1897/10,1394-1403.
Zakaryan, H. “Norahayt piaster Harutyun Alamdaryani veraberyal (1793-1813 

W.)” BEH, 1984/2, 131-39.

AtASYAN, VARSENIK (1898-1974)
Bom in Jahri, a village in the region of Nakhijewan. She received her secondary 
education in Tiflis. Worked for the Armenian daily Komunist and the Armenian 
radio program, both in Baku. Except for a few plays, she wrote verse.

Hatèntir. (Baku, 1955).
Collections

Texts
Banasteltzutyunner. (Tiflis, 1926). 
Ôreriergë. (Baku, 1933).
Mayrakan huyzer. (Baku, 1937).
Erjanikmankutyun. (Baku, 1938).
Tzitiki hindë. (Erevan, 1940).
Tonatzar. (Erevan, 1941). 
Banasteltzutyunner. (Baku, 1947). 
Banasteltzutyunner. (Erevan, 1948). 
Garun. (Erevan, 1952).
Zpitner. (Baku, 1957).
Nver erehanerin. (Erevan, 1958). 
Banasteltzutyunner. (Erevan, 1959).
Lirika. (Baku, 1964).
Mayramutis solerov. (Erevan, 1971).

AtAVNI, (1911-1992)
Bom Alavni Grigoryan in Taylar, a village in the region of Kars, and educated 
in Leninakan (now Gyumri). As an editor and journalist, she worked for Soviet 
Armenian periodicals, Armenian radio, and other organizations. She wrote both 
prose and poetry.

Collections
Erker. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1981-82).

Texts
Arteri lirikan. (Erevan, 1930). (Poetry).
Mantaë. (Erevan, 1934). (Poetry).
Banasteltzutyunner. 2 books. (Erevan, 1936,1939). (Poetry).
Kakavadzor. (Erevan, 1937).
Arevatzalik. (Erevan, 1937).
Abuzeyt. (Erevan, 1938).
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Pavlik Morozov. (Erevan, 1940).
Ordin. (Erevan, 1942).
Partizan Vasyan. (Erevan, 1942).
Razmi erg er. (Erevan, 1942). (Poetry).
Vanka oskedzerikë. (Erevan, 1943).
Frunzei tlan, Tirnure. (Erevan, 1943).
Zruyts germanakan generali ev chaltik atlori masin. (Erevan, 1944).
Im talaranë. (Erevan, 1944). (Poetry).
Erg amafnamuti. (Erevan, 1947).
Inch tesel em u sovorel, akanj arekpatmem dzez el. (Erevan, 1947).
Sakravor Sakon. (Erevan, 1948). (Poem).
Hayreniki hamar. (Erevan, 1950).
Erevanyan erger. (Erevan 1951). (Poetry).
Mer bakayin cambarum. (Erevan 1952).
Sirak. (Erevan, 1954,1957,1963 [2 books], 1973). (Novel).
Hayreri mankutyunë. (Erevan, 1959).
Iriknamut. (Erevan, 1962).
Nra mtermakan asharhum. (Erevan, 1975). (Reminiscences about Avetik Isa- 

hakyan).
Camjfaneri lolanjë. (Erevan, 1977). (Stories).
Bari luys, Areg. (Erevan, 1980). (Novel).
“Hlci datastane.” SG, 1980/3, 39-77. (Play).
“Maro Vardani.” SG, 1983/3,10-21. (Story).
Mist kandiol dzayner. (Erevan, 1983).

Translations
G erman

Movsessian, L. “Herbstaufgang.” Armenische Grammatik (Vienna, 1959), 282- 
83.

Russian

Sadovskii, A. Shirak. (Moscow, 1956).
Sadovskii, A., and Dudintsev, V. Shirak. 2 vols. (Moscow, 1960-64, 1967).

Criticism
Alababyan, S. “Artzvnaki-Aregi hasunufyune.” SG, 1981/3,129-31.
Darbni, V. “Hosk Alavnu masin.” SG, 1981/9, 63-67.

AtAYEAN, tAZAROS (1840-1911)
Bom in the village of Bolnis Hachen (now Hachen, in the region of Bolnisi, 
Georgia). Received his elementary education in his birthplace and attended the 
Nersisean school in Tiflis for one year (1853). He worked as a compositor in 
Tiflis, Moscow, and St. Petersburg (1861-67); edited the periodical Ararat (1869- 
70); and taught in Armenian schools in Transcaucasia (1870-82). Suspected as 
a member of the Hnchakean party, Alayean was banished to Nor Nahijewan and 
Crimea (1898-1900). Died in Tiflis.

Collections
Ëntirerker (Erevan, 1939),
Incikyan, A., and Asatryan, A., eds. Erker. 4 vols. (Erevan, 1939-1950). 
Ëntirerker. (Erevan, 1956).
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Erkeri zolovatzu. 4 vols. (Erevan, 1962-63).
Erkeri zolovatzu. 3 vols. (Erevan, 1973-74).
Erkeri zolovatzu. 4 vols. (Erevan, 1979-).
Erker. (Erevan, 1981).

Texts
Arutiwn ew Manuel: azgayin vëp. Vol. 1 (Tiflis, 1867). Vols. 1-3 (Tiflis, 1888- 

1893). (Novel).
Erku koyr. (Tiflis, 1872, 1892,1916; Erevan, 1962). (Novelette).
Anahit. (Tiflis, 1881, 1891, 1903; Erevan, 1944, 1973, 1983; Beirut, 1971). 

(Story).
Sring hovuakan. (Tiflis, 1882). (Poetry).
Aregnazan kam Kahardakan asharh. (Tiflis, 1887; Beirut, 1955; Erevan, 1984). 

(Folk tale).
Tork-Angel ew Haykanoys Geletsik. (Tiflis, 1888). (Poem).
Banasteltzutiwnner. (Tiflis, 1890, 1903). (Poetry).
Imkeanki glhawor dëpkerë. (Tiflis, 1893; Erevan, 1955). (Reminiscences). 
Zamanakakits atenahösutiwn. (Tiflis, 1898).
Hëkiafner. 2 vols. (Tiflis, 1904). (Folk tales).
Hekiatner (Erevan, 1937, 1952,1959,1968). (Folktales).
KeöröllL (Tiflis, 1908; Constantinople, 1924). (Prose).
Banasteltzutyunner. (Erevan, 1938). (Poetry).
Antari manukë. (Erevan, 1966, 1984). (Folktale).
Hazaran blbul (Erevan, 1983). (Folktale).
Mankakan patmvatzkner. (Erevan, 1983). (Tales for children).
Manusak. (Erevan, 1983). (Poetry).
Aslan bala. (Erevan, 1986). (Folktale).

Translations
French

LPA, 174—75.
Russian

Anait. (Erevan, 1983).
Aregnazan: Skazka. (Erevan, 1988).
Areknazan ili zakoldovannyi mir. (Baku, 1902).

Russian  collections 
Izbrannoe. (Erevan, 1941).
Skazki. (Erevan, 1952).
Skazki. (Erevan, 1989).

Russian anthologies
ABS, 471-518.
BPA, 297-98.
KHAN:, 2, 213-28.

Bibliographies
Hanzadyan, R, and Adyan, G. Lazaros Alayan (1840-1911): matenagitufyun. 

(Erevan, 1972).

Criticism
Abel Sarkawag. “Lazaros Alayean, nrayisatakin (1840-1911).” A, 1911,605-12, 

700-6, 786-92.
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Asatryan, A. Lazaros Alayan, kycmkn u gortzuneutyunë. (Erevan, 1940).
-------- . “Lazaros Alayani gelarvestakan ardzakë.” T, 1961/8, 49-64.
-------- . Lazaros Alayanë zamanakakitsneri huserum. (Erevan, 1967).
Astvatzatryan, V. Pedagogicheskaia deiateVnosf G. Agaiana. (Erevan, 1941).
-------- . L. Alayanë mankavarz. (Erevan, 1957).
Avfandilyan, A. “Lazaros Alayani pilisopayakan ev sotsiologiakan hayatsklieri 

surjhr PBH, 1962/3, 165-72.
-------- . Lazaros Alayani asharhayatskë. (Erevan, 1983).
Canasean, M. “Lazaros Alayean ew ir ‘Erku ktoyr’ vëpë.” B, 110 (1952), 49-54.
Eremean, S. “Lazaros Alayean, gragëtë.” B, 61 (1903), 306-19.
Ëruk^an, Z. “Lazaros Alayanë husagir.” L, 1970/7, 76-84.
Harufyunyan, G. “Lazaros Alayani kensagrutyanë veraberol pastaflfer.” EJ, 

1949/3-4, 58-63.
Jrbasyan, Ed. “Alayan-Tümanyan grakan zarangufyanhartsi suijë.” PBH, 1990/2, 

41-61.
Muradyan, H. Lazaros Alayan. (Erevan, 1941).
Raffi. “Paron L. Alayeantsi hastsëin.” Ardzagank, 6 (1887/39), 615-16; 6 (1887/ 

47-18), 741-12.
Sahaziz, E. “Im huseiits: Lazaros Alayanë.” EJ, 1948/10-12,73-79.
Sargsyan, H. “ ‘Arutyun ev Manveli’ erku hratarakutyunnerë.” T, 1964/2,47-56.
Sirvanzadë, “Lazaros Alayeants,” HK, 2 (1923-24/9), 46-50.
Stepanean, Y. “Lazaros Alayeants.” HK, 12 (1933-34/5), 46-55; 6, 49-64; 7, 

70-76; 8, 61-72; 9, 59-65; 10, 69-78; 11, 68-79.

ALAZAN, VAHRAM (1903-1966)
Pen names: Vahram Alazan, HordzanL.
Bom Vahram Gabuzyan (also Garbuzyan), in Van. Fled his native city during 
the Armenian genocide of 1915 and settled in Erevan. Editor of the periodical 
Tpagrakan banvor, 1922-30; chairman of the Association of Proletarian Writers 
of Armenia, 1923-32; editor of Grakan tert, 1932-36; and secretary to the Union 
of Writers of Armenia, 1933-36. Siberia looms large in some of his verse and 
prose. Although exiled for many years, Alazan survived the Stalinist purges.

Texts
Tarineri halë. (Erevan, 1922). (Poetry).
Hrabhapoezia; zaytknm arajin. (Erevan, 1923). (Poetry).
Ashatankayin. (Erevan, 1924). (Poetry).
Gyuli giserë. (Erevan, 1925). (Poetry).
Öriord Olga. (Erevan, 1925). (Story).
Poem gyuli masin. (Erevan, 1926). (Poem).
Dasalikë. (Erevan, 1927, 1934). (Story).
Ksanvetsë. (Erevan, 1928). (Poetry).
Canaparhin. (Erevan, 1928). (novel).
Patmvatzkner. (Valarsapat, 1929). (Stories).
Ergerkarutsmanevhalfanaki. (Erevan, 1930). (Poem).
Poem paterazmi, halalufyan ev hngamya plani masin. (Erevan, 1931). (Poem). 
Eraguyni u mahi erkrum. (Erevan, 1931). (Prose).
Tlti ev arcici herosnerë. (Erevan, 1933).
Makafumner. (Erevan, 1933). (Poetry).
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Vatsunerord horizonum. (Erevan, 1934). (Prose).
Dare dari dem. (Erevan, 1936). (Poetry).
Banasteltzi sirtë. (Erevan, 1954). (Poetry).
Zolovrdi kamkë. (Erevan, 1955).
Hyusisayin astl. (Erevan, 1956, 1958). (Novel).
Horizonner. (Erevan, 1957). (Poetry).
Luselenn u karotë. (Erevan, 1962).
Antip ergen (Erevan, 1972). (Poetry).
Dirkerum. (Erevan, n.d.).
Lazarean, Y. “Zapel Esayeanë ew Vahram Alazanë Vahan Tëkëeanin.” Haykazean 

hayagitakan handës, 10 (1982-84), 299-308.

Other works
Hay fasistnerë grakan andastanum. (Erevan 1932).
Tasnerku tari (Sovetakan Hayastani I920-32i msakutayin kyanki notagrutyun).

(Erevan, 1933). (Jointly with Valarsak Norents).
Kulturayi pastpanutyan mijazgayin kongresi ardyunkner. (Erevan, 1935). 
Dlyakner ev orjer (tpavorutyunner artasahmanits). (Erevan, 1936).
Huser. (Erevan, 1960, 1967).

Translations (Russian)
Makintsian, A. Severnaia zvezda. Roman. (Erevan, 1960).
Na shestidesiatom gorizonte. Roman. (Tiflis, 1935).
Serdtse poeta. Stikhi. (Moscow, 1958).
Vekprotiv veka. (Moscow, 1934).
Zviagintseva, V., et al. Stikhi. (Moscow, 1935).

Criticism
Aristakesyan, A. “Vahram Alazan.” SGf 1963/6,149-51.
Arzumanyan, S. “Vahram Alazan.” SG, 1959/6,147-58.

ALEKSANDR I, JULAYETSI, C atho licos o f A rm en ia  (d. 1714)
No biographical details are available for this author, save that he had been Abbot 
of the Monastery of Amenaprkidi in Nor Julay (New Julfa, Isfahan, 1697-1706) 
before ascending the throne of Ëjmiatzin, as Catholicos of Armenia (1706-14). 
Died in office and was buried in Ëjmiatzin.

Texts
Girk atenakan or asi vicabanakan. (New Julfa, 1687). Later edition, Girk or 

kochi atenakan. (Constantinople, 1783).
Grkoyk or kochi alötamatoyts. Published in Gandzaran uhtakanutean, alöfama- 

toyts ew zbösaran. (Nor Nahijewan, 1790). Later edition, Alötamatoyts, gan
dzaran uhtakanufean, alötamatoyts ew zbösaran hogewor. . . (Moscow, 
1840).

Azgasër araratean, 1848/12, 91-95. (Text of his first will).
Letter to Pope Clement XI. Second recension. In Maseats alawni, 1856, 114-23. 

Also in Paros, 1873/2, 6-14.
Letter to Pope Clement XI. First recension. In Arsaloys araratean, 1857/554 and 

555. Also in Patmutiwn Nor Julayu or yAspahan, Y. Ter Yovhaneants, Vol. 2 
(New Julfa, 1881), 38^16. Also in B, 1922, 354-57.
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Encyclical to the Armenians of Burvar, and Encyclical to the Armenians of Srskan. 
in Patmutiwn Nor Julayu oryAspahan, Y. Ter Yovhaneants, Vol. 2, (New Julfa, 
1881), 102-3,309.

Letter to the Bishop Movsës of the Monastery of Amenapfrkich in New Julfa. In 
Patmutiwn Nor Julayu or yAspahan, Y. Ter Yovhaneants, Vol. 2, (New Julfa, 
1881), 35-36.

Text of second will. In Patmutiwn Nor Julayu or yAspahan, Y. Ter Yovhaneants, 
Vol. 2 (New Julfa, 1881), 36-37.

Letter to Pope Clement XI. First and second recensions. In HA, 1914, 539-52. 
Also in Kensagrutiwnner erku hay patriartneru ew tasn episkoposneru ew 
zamanakin hay katolikeayk, G. Galëmkearean. (Vienna, 1915), 196-215.

Letter to Peter I of Russia. In Hay-rus örientatsiayi tzagman hndirë, A. Yovhan- 
nisean. (Ëjmiatzin, 1921), supp. pp. 13-15.

“A. Kondak Aleksandr A. Julayetsi kafolikosi (1706-1714).” 7M, 1942,108-10.
“B. Kondak Aleksandr Julayetsi kaf.i.” HA, 1942, 110-13.
“G. Kondak Aleksandr Julayetsi kafolikosi.” HA, 1942, 113—15.

Translations (Russian)
Ezov, G. A. Snosheniia Petra Velikogo s armianskim narodom. (Petersburg, 1898), 

xliv-xlv. (Translation of his letter to Peter I).

Criticism

Ayvazovski, G. “Tuft4 Aleksandr kafolikosi ar Papn Hfovmay Klemës ZA.” 
Maseats alawni, 1856,110-23.

Galëmkearean, G. “Yovakim v. Julayetsi, arkepiskopos Ëjmiatzni (1666-1720).” 
HA, 1914, 532-62.

-------- . “Yovakim v. Julayetsi, arkepiskopos Ëjmiatzni (1666-1720).” Ken
sagrutiwnner erku hay patriarkneru ew tasn episkoposneru ew zamanakin 
hay katolikeayk. (Vienna, 1915), 183-234.

Eritsean, A. “Aleklsandr A. kafolikos hayots anirawatsi ambastanwatz.” Ardza- 
gank, 11 (1892/80, 84-87).

Sefeants, M. “Haykaban vardapetmi Yisusean.” B, 1922,299-303,326-28,354- 
57; 1923,3-5.

ALIKSANEAN, AWETIS (1910-1984)
Bom and educated in Istanbul, Aliksanean published several periodicals in 
Istanbul and in Paris, where he settled in the 1950s: Kitaf (1928), Amsuan girke 
(1930), Patker grakanutean ew aruesti (1930), Patker (1932-40), Aysör (1947- 
48), Luys Parizi (1957), and Lusalbiwr (1959). In 1960 he launched another 
periodical in Paris, Asharh. Most of Aliksanean’s literary works are still scattered 
in the periodical press.

Texts (prose)
Anunë Masis drink. (Paris, 1964).
Erjankutiwn. (Paris, 1966).
Anunë Masis drink. (Erevan, 1968). (Includes selections from the two above).

Translations (Russian)
KNS, 187-215.
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ALISAN, tE W O N D  (1820-1901)
Alisan (from Ottoman Turkish âli§an, “illustrious,” etc., itself a loan from Arabic 
‘aliyy al-sha’n, through Persian ‘alï-shân) received his elementary education in 
his birthplace, Constantinople. In 1832, he joined the Mekhitarist Congregation of 
Venice and became a monk upon completing his studies in 1840. He subsequently 
held administrative positions at the Monastery of St. Lazarus and taught and 
supervised at Mekhitarist schools in Paris and Venice. He edited Bazmavëp 
briefly (1849-51) and embarked on a European tour in 1852-53, which took 
him to England, Austria, Germany, France, Belgium, and Italy. After 1872, by 
which time he had established himself as a popular poet, Alisan devoted himself 
entirely to research. His scholarly contributions provided an impetus to Armenian 
studies and brought him recognition from European scholars, learned societies, 
and academic insitutions.

Collections
Stikyan, S. Erker. (Erevan, 1981).

Texts (literary)
Nuagk. 5 vols. (Venice, 1857-58, 1867-1886). (Poetry). Selections published as 

Nvagner (Erevan, 1957).
Yusikk hayreneats hayots. 2 vols. (Venice, 1869-70; 1920-21,1946). (Prose). 
Ënd etewneaw yamayutean batsavayri horhrdatzutiwn. (Venice, 1874). (Prose). 
Cork hogework vasn miandzants. 2 vols. (Venice, 1904-27).

Texts
Varks. Gëorgay Zöravarin. (Venice, 1849).
Soperk haykakank. Vols. 1-22. (Venice, 1853-1861).
Hawakumn patmutean Vardanay Vardapeti. (Venice, 1862).
Kirakosi vardapeti Gandzaketswoy hamarôtpatmutiwn i Srboyn Grigorë tsawurs 

iwr. (Venice, 1865).
Labubneay diwanagri dpri Edesioy Tuff Abgaru yeleal yasorwoyn i dzefn s. 

targmanchats. (Venice, 1868).
Hosrov Andzewatsi Meknutiwn alötits pataragin. (Venice, 1869).
Vark ew vkayabanuHwnk srbots. 2 vols. (Venice, 1874).
Ansiz Antiokay. Assises d ’Antioche. (Venice, 1876). (Armenian and French). 
Girkvastakots. (Venice, 1877).
Sahman benediktean vanats. (Venice, 1880).
AbusahlHay,PatmutiwnekeletseatsewvanoreitsEgiptosi. (Venice, 1895,1933). 
Kamenits. Taregirk hayots Lehastani ew Rumenioy hawastcheay yaweluatzovk. 

(Venice, 1896).
Vasn vanoreits or i s. kalakn yErusalëm est nahneats merots gailiarën targma- 

nuteamb. (Venice, 1896).

Other works (historical and topographical)
Kalakakan asharhagrutiwn nkaratsoyts patkerok. (Venice, 1853).
Telagir Hayots Metzats. (Venice, 1855).
Le Haygh, sa période et sa fête. ([Paris], 1860; Venice, 1880).
Physiographic de VArmênie. (Venice, 1861,1870).
Nsmark haykakank. (Venice, 1870).
Snorhali ew paragay iwr. (Venice, 1873).
Geonomia Amena. (Venice, 1881).
Haykakan asharhagitutiwn. (Venice, 1881).
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Sirak. (Venice, 1881).
Tableau succinct de Vhistoire et de la littérature de l ’Arménie. (Venice, 1883). 
Skewray vank, vanakank ew Srbarann. (Venice, 1884).
Sisuan. (Venice, 1885).
Ayrarat. (Venice, 1890).
Sisakan. (Venice, 1893).
Hay-busak kam haykakan busabarutiwn. (Venice, 1895).
Hin hawatkkam hetanosakan kränk hayots. (Venice, 1895).
Hay Venet kam Yarënchutiwnk hayots ew venetats i ZG-D ew ZE-Zdars. (Venice, 

1896).
Arsaloys kristonëutean hayots. (Venice, 1901).
Hayapatum. (Venice, 1901).
Zardankark Awe tar ani Mike faguhwoy. (Venice, 1901).
Hayastan yafaj kan zlineln Hayastan. (Venice, 1904).
Stikyan, S. Namakner. (Erevan, 1969).
-------- . “Lewond Alisani norahayt namaknerë.” Banber Hayastani arhivneri,

1981/2,45-57.

Translations
English

Blackwell, A. “The Lily of Shavarshan.” Armenia (Boston), 1/8 (1905), 17-19.
Also in The New Armenia, 8/12 (1916), 188; 21/2 (1929), 2^25.

-— — . “The Easter Has Come.” Armenia (Boston), 4/11 (1911), 16.
----- “The Exiles.” Armenia (Boston), 7/1 (1913), 17. Also published in The

New Armenia, 9 (1917/8), 136.
-------- . “A Song of Fatherland.” The New Armenia, 9 (1917/19), 298; 21/2
(1929), 24.
-------- . “The Nightingale of Avarair.” The New Armenia, 10 (1918/2), 31; 21/2

(1929), 25-26.
Kitabjian, V. “The NightThrush of Avarair.” Kochnak, September 14,1918,1503- 

1504.
-------- . “Easter Song.” The New Armenia, 20 (1928/1), 2. Also in The Armenian

Church (New York), March, 1964,1.
Boyajian, Z. “The Nightingale of Avarair.” The New Armenia, 11 (1919/3), 35.
—----- . “Moon in the Armenian Cemetery.” The New Armenia, 21 (1929/2), 26.
Picturesque Armenia. (Venice, 1875).

English anthologies 
AP, 95-114.
ALP, 37^10, 108-9.

French

L’Arménie pittoresque. (Venice, 1872).
Ayas, son port et son commerce et ses relations avec T Occident; extrait du 

“Sissouan” ou TArméno-Cüicie. (Venice, 1899).
Bayan, G. Léon le Magnifique, premier roi de Sissouan. (Venice, 1888). 
Dulaurier, Ed. “Topographie de la Grande Arménie, par le R.P. Léonce Alischan.” 

Journal Asiatique, 13 (1869), 385-446.
Hékimian, M. J. S. Théodore le Salahounien, martyr arménien. (Venice, 1872). 
Minassian, J. “Le jugement de Vassag.” La Patrie, 1910/89, supplement. 

(Reprinted separately, Constantinople, 1910).
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Siroiinian, Ed., and Issaverdentz, J. Sissouan ou VArméno-Cilicie, description 
géographique et historique avec cartes et illustrations. (Venice, 1899). 

French  anthologies 

LPA, 164—65.
G erman

Das pittoreske Armenien. (Venice, 1893).
G erman anthologies 

AD, 29-31.
Italian

LArmeno-Yeneto, compendio storico e documenti dette relazioni degli Armeni 
coi Yeneziani. 2 vols. (Venice, 1893).

Elia d'Alessandro, insigne artista manufatturiere armeno-veneto, e la Famiglia 
Alessandri. (Venice, 1876).

Teza, E. Il Giglio di Sciavarscian. (Venice, 1897). (Armenian and Italian). 
Vardan il Grande. (Venice, 1875).

M odern  W estern A rmenian

Yovhannësean, V. “Elewinin tak.” B, 87 (1930), 35-38, 60-66,124—31,186-90, 
271-72; 88 (1931), 39^11, 85-86. (Published separately in Venice, 1944).

-------- . “Hayastani oginr  B, 95 (1937), 207-8.
-------- . “S. Hnpfeimëin.” B, 95 (1937), 294.
-------- . “Hefumi olbë ir zawaknerun vray.” B, 97 (1939), 308.
-------- . “K£ajakorov Muselé Dzirawi cakatamartin mëj.” B, 97 (1939), 170.
-------- . “Arandzar Sepuh Amatuni gntapethaykakan hetzelazörin.” B, 98 (1940),

22.

-------- . “Hayots ahelazor Trdat fagawori mahë.” B, 102 (1944), 82-86.
--------- “Vasak S e p u h B, 104 (1946), 186-88.
-------- . “Aruakin,” “Lusinë,” “Agaraki ënkuzenin,” “Mortsir vsterd inchpës

antsnol alikfterë,” “Karot,” “Erkar pandhtutiwn.” B, 109 (1951), 296-305.
-------- . “Datastan Vasak matnichi.” B, 109 (1951), 267-74.
Fechikean, E. “Garun,” “Amar.” B, 88 (1931), 268-b9.
-------- . “Hayreni erg.” B, 88 (1931), 332.
-------- . “Panduhti höste.” B, 88 (1931), 500.
-------- . “Matnidi Vasaki datastanë.” B, 93 (1935), 21-24.
-------- . “Antsealë,” “Apagan.” B, 95 (1937), 292-93.
Tomacean, T. “Matnidi Vasaki datastanë.” B, 97 (1939), 20-25.

Russian  anthologies 
AAP, 387-88.
BPA, 427-28.
YAM, 143^16.

Russian  bibliographies

Shtikian, S. “Gevond Alishan v russkikh perevodakh.” Literatumaia Armeniia, 
1962/1, 131-33.

Criticism
Alihanean, A. “H. Lewond Alisan” B, 128 (1970), 398-404.
Antonean, R. “Andradardzutiwnner Alisani ‘romantizmi’ masin ‘K‘nar ameri- 

kean’i aiifov.” B, 128 (1970), 376-80.
Aproyean, E. “H. Alisani elbayrë, mëk tftàkë u tatuatzë.” B, 93 (1935), 34-35.
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Aslanyan, A. “Levond Alisan.” L, 1970/9, 85-94.
Biwzandatsi, N. Knnadatutiwn Haybusaki. (Vienna, 1925).
Canasean, M. “H. Lewond Alisan, nahapet hayots.” B, 128 (1950), 297-302. 
Cemcemean, S. “Alisani ‘Sisuan’ë.” B, 128 (1970), 323-35.
-------- . “Alisani dêpi Ewropa cambordutiwne.” B, 129 (1971), 226-67.
-------- . “H. Lewond Alisan tesuch Farizi Muratean varzarani.” B, 134 (1976),

316-40; 136 (1978), 381^149; 137 (1979), 309-35.
-------- . H. Lewond Alisan tesuch Parizi Muratean varzarani. (Venice, 1980).
Chrakean, K\ “Hayr Alisani ‘Hogewor carkë’.” B, 11 (1920), 362-63.
-------- . Yusers h. Alisani masin.” B, 119 (1961), 268-70.
Chöpanean, A. “H. Lewond Alisan.” ANA, 4 (1902), 69-80.
Erkaf, Arsen, “Hayr Lewond Alisan ibrew kerfoï.” B, 72 (1914), 462-64; 73 

(1915), 75-77; 74 (1916), 27-29.
Eremean, S. Kensagrutiwn h. Alisani. (Venice, 1902).
Hanpekean, M. “Alisan, metz hayrenasërë.” B, 119 (1961), 249-52.
Hatsuni, V._“Alisani h e t B, 83 (1926), 337^13.
Jrbasyan, Ed., “Levond Alisani ‘Ergk nahapeti’ banastehzakan sarkë ev nra 

gelarvestakan miasnufyunë.” BEH, 1982/2, 22-46.
Klparean, K. “Hayr Lewond Alisan ew ir Bnunin.” B, 11 (1920), 359-61.
-------- . “H. Alisan Thruniin mëj.” B, 84 (1927), 146-50.
-------- . “H. Lewond Alisan.” B, 128 (1970), 314-22.
Makvetsyan, E. “Alisani ‘Sisakan’ ashatutyan albyumerë.” BEH, 1970/1, 168- 

74.
Nazarean, T. “Anzugakan erkuoreak hayrenatendi hayr Lewond Alisan (1820, 

Yulis 18) ew Hrimean Hayrik (1820, April 17).” B, 11 (1920), 373-75.
S. G., “Nahapetin vistë.” B, 119 (1961), 253-59.
SaMsyan, S.Alisan. (Erevan, 1978).
Srapean, A. “Alisan banasteltz.” B, 119 (1961), 246-48.
Stikyan, S. “Alisani ardzakë.” T, 1958/12, 39-50.
-------- . Levond Alisani hayrenasirakan poezian. (Erevan, 1959).
-------- . “Alisani poeziayi mi kani motivnerë.” T, 1960/2,41-52.
-------- . “Alisanë ev Peterburgi hneabanakan ënkerufyunë.” T, 1964/2, 79-82.
-------- . Alisani gelarvestakan steltzagortzufyune. (Erevan, 1967).
-------- . “Levond Alisan.” PBH, 1970/2, 13-26.
-------- . “Metz erahtavorë ” SG, 1970/7, 127-30.
-------- . Alisanë zamanakakitsneri huserum. (Erevan, 1974).
-------- . “Alisani anstoragir gortzerë ‘Bazmavepi’ ëjerum.” PBH, 1978/2, 81-92.
TërLazarean, E. “Alisani ‘Sisuan’ë.” B, 119 (1961), 260-61.
Tbmaëan, T L “Yuser ew niser h. Lewond Alisani nerkin keankën, uhtadrufean 

hariwrameakin aritov (1838-1938).” B, 91 (1939), 37-47, 122-30. 
Yovhannësean, E. “Nahapetë iwr telagrufeants mëj.” B, 11 (1920), 363-69. 
Yovhannësean, M. “Alisani ‘Ayrarat’ë.” B, 119 (1961), 262-64.
Yovhannësean, V. “Arants sijanaki.” B, 119 (1961), 229-41.

ALLAHVËRDI, A SU t (1820-cl 890)
Bom in the Armenian village of Livasean in the district of Chahar Mahall, Ishafan, 
Iran. Learned the art of minstrelsy from asul Yarfun Ölli (q.v.). He made the 
traditional pilgrimage to the monastery of Surb Karapet in Mus to seek divine
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grace in his art, and as an itinerant asul, he traveled widely in Iran, Iraq, and the 
Caucasus. He wrote in both Armenian and in what is now called Azeri Turkish.

Poems
EPNA, 40-74.
THG, 43^44.

Criticism
Eremean, A. Parskahay noragoyn asulner. (Vienna, 1925), 22-74.

ALP1AR, YARUT1WN (1864-1919)
Pen names: ÏCrizanfëm, Ratamës.
Bom in Smyrna and educated in Constantinople. A journalist and writer of humor. 
He lived in Europe and Egypt, where he published a periodical titled Faros. A 
considerable part of his writings is still buried in periodicals.

Texts (prose)
Fantaziö, ardzak ew hamardzak grakanutiwn. (Constantinople, 1913).
Sog-mog. (Constantinople, 1915).
Kmayki tzalikner. (Constantinople, 1917).

AMIR OtLI (cl 740-1826)
Bom to an affluent and well-known family in Burvar, Isfahan, Amir Olli at an 
early age settled in Nor Julay (New Julfa), then a center for Armenian minstrels. 
Fascinated by them and learning their art, he followed their path and soon made 
a name for himself as a popular asul. He, too, traveled to the monastery of Surb 
Karapet in Mus, where Armenian minstrels traditionally sought divine grace in 
their art.

Poems
SHA, 142-53.
THG, 37-38.

Criticism
Eremean, A. Asul Amir Ölli. (Venice, 1930).

ANANYAN, VAHTANG (1905-1980)
Pen names: For a list of pen names used by this author see B. Melyan’s Vahtang 
Ananyan (matenagitutyun). (Erevan, 1980), 18-19.
Bom in Pölosldlisa (a village, renamed Samahyan, and now well within the 
confines of the city of Dilijan, Armenia) and educated in Dilijan. He fought in the 
ranks of the Soviet army in World War II, and practiced journalism before and 
after the war. Hunters, hunting, nature, and wildlife are featured widely in this 
author’s short stories and novelettes. His best writings have been translated into 
more than two dozen languages.

Collections
Orsordakan patmvatzkner. 8 parts. (Erevan, 1947-77).
Patmuatzkner orsordakan keankë. (Beirut, 1955).
Hayastani kendanakan asharhë. 5 vols. (Erevan, 1961-75).
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Erker. 6 vols. (Erevan, 1968-71).
Erker. 4 vols. (Erevan, 1984).

Texts (stories and novels)
Och mi gayl mer handerum. (Erevan, 1930).
Krake olaki mej. (Erevan, 1930).
Patkemer kolhozayin dasterits. (Erevan, 1931).
Paykar bambaki ankahutyan hamar. (Erevan, 1932).
Dali taÿa. (Erevan, 1934).
Ors. (Erevan, 1934).
Manisakaguyn bardzunknerum. (Erevan, 1935).
Karandzavi bnakichnerë. (Erevan, 1936).
Dzohki dr an galtnikë. (Erevan, 1945).
Marti dasterum. (Erevan, 1946).
Paterazmits heto. (Erevan, 1947).
Sevaniapin. (Erevan, 1951, 1953, 1961, 1987; Cairo, 1960-61).
Fermayi mardik. Part 1. (Erevan, 1951).
Mankufyunë lefnerum. (Erevan, 1954).
Yovazadzori gerinerë. (Beirut, 1955; Erevan, 1956; Cairo, 1959).
Orsordi ordin. (Beirut, 1955).
Lefnayin katzannerov. (Erevan, 1956).
Fokrik mayrer. (Erevan, 1958).
Karmrahayt. (Erevan, 1960).
Lerner hayreni. (Erevan, 1963).
Andzrev. (Erevan, 1963).
Komunarë. (Erevan, 1970).
Artzuakar. (Paris, 1972).
Hutsup sari arjerë. (Paris, 1972).
Fasianner. (Paris, 1972).
Zarmank. (Paris, 1972).
Anlezu mayrer. (Paris, 1973).
Ebiiki dzagë. (Paris, 1973; Erevan, 1979).
Es inchpës or kam. (Paris, 1973).
Loriknerë. (Paris, 1973).
Ururi boynë. (Paris, 1973).
Araksi jrem ijneluts yetoy. (Paris, 1973).
Fahstakanner. (Paris, 1973).
Hin vrani jfokrik bnakiche. (Erevan, 1978).
Ur en tanum katzannerë. (Erevan, 1980).

Other works
Zorasarz. (Erevan, 1931).
Bambaki fronte paykari front. (Erevan, 1931).
Bolsevikoren lutzel msi problème. (Erevan, 1931).
Koltntesutyan sinararutyan himnakan ölake. (Erevan, 1932).
Te inchpes aroljanum ë manr erkragortzi hogebanutyunë. (Erevan, 1932).
Erkri veratznundë. (Erevan, 1935).

Translations
English

Bobrova, R. The Steep Paths. (Moscow, 1958). (Short stories translated from the 
Russian).
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Efremova, D. “Moufflons.” SL, 1966/3,121-22*
------“A Meeting in the Reeds.” SL, 1966/3, 115-20.
Mackler, M. “The Sentry”; ‘The Bears of Mount Khutsup.” SL, 1957/10, 92-96.
-------- . “The Bears of Mount Khutsup.” Lraber, January 16, 1958, 4.

French

Butkiewicz, L. “Contes arméniens: L’Oiseau en sentinelle; Les ours du mont 
Khoutsoupe.” La Littérature soviétique, 1957/10, 94-99.

Champenois, J. “Rencontres dans les roseaux.” OO, 123 (March 1969), 112-16. 
Makotinskaya, E. “Un mécréant.” La Littérature soviétique, 1946/12, 39^-5. 

G erman

Asemissen, H. Am Ufer des Sewan. (Berlin, [1950], 1951, 1952, 1959).
Czora, R. “Ein Kranich hält Wache”; “Die Bären vom Chutsupberg.” Sowjet- 

Literatur, 1957/10, 105-10.
Jako wie wa, X. “Erzählungen eines Jägers.” Sowjet-Literatur, 1966/3, 116-26. 
Ralin, K. Gefangene der Pantherschlucht. (Berlin, 1962).

Russian

Aisty. (Erevan, 1952).
Detstvo v gorakh. (Moscow and Leningrad, 1952).
GiuT -Nazariants, A. Rasskazy okhotnika. (Moscow, 1947).
-------- . Na beregu Sevana. (Moscow and Leningrad, 1950,1951, 1953; Erevan,

1952; Leningrad, 1953; Novosibirsk, 1953; Moscow, 1953,1953,1959,1965).
-------- . Rasskazy okhotnika. (Moscow, 1951).
—------ . Rasskazy. (Moscow, 1952).
— :----. Okhotnich’i rasskazy. ([Moscow], 1953).
-------- . Rasskazy. (Moscow and Leningrad, 1953).
-------- .PlennikiBarsovaushcheVia, (Moscow, 1956,1961;Novosibirsk, 1963).
-------- . Po gomym tropam. Rasskazy. (Moscow, 1956).
-------- . Nebylitsy i byli armianskikh gor. (Moscow, 1957).
-------- . U “Volch’ikhvorot”. (Moscow, 1957).
Mkrtchian, K. Olenenok. Rasskaz. (Erevan, 1984).

S panish

Uribes, V. “Cuentos de caza.” Literatura Sovietica, 1966/3, 103-9.

Bibliographies
Melyan, B. Vahtang Ananyan (matenagitutyun). (Erevan, 1980).

Criticism
Gardisyan, L. “Vahfang Ananyan.” SG, 1961/6, 88-100.
Gyulnazaryan, H. Vahtang Ananyan. (Erevan, 1963).
Karapetian, L. Pevets prirody i cheloveka. (Erevan, 1987).
Karapetyan, L. “Bnasharhi ergichë.” SG, 1973/7,129-33.
-------- . Vahtang Ananyan, kanach asharhë. (Erevan, 1975).

ANAYIS, (1872-1950)
Pen name: Anayis.
Bom Ewpimë Awetisean and educated in Constantinople. She spent the latter 
part of her life in Bulgaria, Rumania, Switzerland and her final years in Paris. 
She published her literary works in the leading periodicals of the time (Arewelean 
Mamul, Biwzandion, Masis, etc.), but published them in book form only in the 
1940s.
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Texts
Uletsoyts hay aljkan. (Paris, 1940).
Ayg u verjaloys. (Paris, 1942). (Poetry).
Yusers. (Paris, 1949). (Autobiography).

Translations (French anthologies)
AM, 125-26.

Criticism
ChÖpanean, A. “Anayis kerfoluhwoyn yobeleanë.” ANA, 15 (1949/1), 39. 
Hondkarean, A. “Yusers.” HK, 29 (1951/7), 110-12. (Review).

ANDREAS ARTZKETSI (17th-18th c.)
Andreas is presumed to be a seventeenth- or eighteenth-century author.

Poems
“Awal ankay ötar yerkir amayi.” MPT, 53-54.
“Awal andzn im yoyz trtmeal ë.” MPT, 55.
SUM, 2, 527-41.

ANDRËASEAN, ANDRANIK (1909-1996)
Bom in Hazari, a village near Çemi^gezek (Turkey). A writer of short stories, 
novels, and journalism. During the Armenian massacres of 1915, he found shelter 
in orphanages in Transcaucasia and Greece, and after a short stay in France ( 1924— 
28), he sailed for New York in 1928. In the course of his long career in journalism, 
he was editor of the organs of the Armenian Democratic League: Nor ôr of Fresno 
(1937-57) and Paykar (Baikar) of Boston (1957-69). Moved to Los Angeles in 
1970.

Collections
Spitak ardarutyun. (Erevan, 1960).
Darnutyan bazakë. (Erevan, 1984).

Texts
Spitak ardarutiwn. (Fresno, 1938). (Stories).
Karmir aspataki ôragrën. (Boston, 1947). (Stories).
Verjin kayanë. (Beirut, 1956). (Stories).
Hoher. 3 vols. (Beirut, 1961; Los Angeles, 1976-80). (Reflections on contempo

rary issues).
Spiwfkë ew hayrenitë. (Beirut, 1962) (Reflections on the Diaspora and Soviet 

Armenia).
Haykakan datin nor hangruanë. (Beirut, 1967). (On the Armenian Question). 
Taragir erkinti tak. (Boston, 1967). (Stories).
Erkar giserin mëjën. (Beirut, 1974). (Novel).
Anmarmin sërë. (Los Angeles, 1983). (Stories).
Gerezman ew yarutiwn: vëp Metz Elerni srjanën. (Los Angeles, 1985). (Novel;

second volume in a projected trilogy, titled Pluzum ew veratznund). 
Grakanutean ew grolneru masin. Datumner ew gnahatumner (Los Angeles, 

1988). (On literature and writers).
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Translations
English

Antreassian, J. The Cup of Bitterness. (New York, Ashod Press, 1979).
-------- . Death and Resurrection: A Novel of the Armenian Massacres. (New

York, 1988).
Russian  anthologies 

KNS, 176-86.
PCN; 18-28.

Criticism
Eagupean, G. Andranik Andreasean: grakan-hasarakakan gortzunëutean 45ame- 

akiyobelean. (Los Angeles, 1976).
Danielyan, S. “Andranik Adreasyanë ev khnadatakan realizmi nor verelLë.” L, 

1989/7, 57-67.

ANOYS, ARMÉN (1907-1958)
Pen name: Armen Anoys.
Bom Armen Maraslean in Urfa and educated in Aleppo and Beirut. A survivor 
of the genocide of 1915, he grew up in a French orphanage in Aleppo, where he 
eventually settled and taught after a brief sojourn in Damascus.

Texts
Örerun het (Beirut, 1933). (Poetry).
Srteru ergë. (Beirut, 1938). (Poetry).
Ayruatz kalaki me patmutiwnë. (Aleppo, 1948). (Novel).
Erkir hrovki. (Cairo, 1956). (Poetry).
Eteapri. (Teheran, 1957). (Poetiy)
Arean canaparhov. (Aleppo, 1959). (Autobiographical novel).

ANTONEAN, ARAM, (1875-1951)
Pen names: A. A., Aybayb, Ëtlvays, Mara, Mêrsëtës.
Bom and educated in Constantinople. A novelist and journalist. Witnessed the 
genocide of 1915 and later depicted his experiences in his literary collection 
titled Ayn sew Örerun. He also published the texts of Ottoman Turkish telegrams 
transmitting ciphered orders for carrying out the Armenian massacres and depor
tations of 1915. Edited a number of literary and satirical periodicals (Tzalik, Loys, 
Karapnat, Harazan) and a daily, Surhandak, and assumed the directorship of the 
A. G. B. U. Nubar Library in Paris from 1928 to 1951. He is also the author of 
textbooks and historical accounts. Many of his writings published in periodicals 
are yet to be collected.

Texts
Csmartufiwnë, vipak. (Constantinople, 1909). (Story).
Kawë ardzanner. (Constantinople, 1910). (Satire).
Yarutiwn Sahrikean. (Constantinople, 1910).
Sirvanzadë: kensagrakan noter ir grakan gortzunëutean yobeleanin artiw. (Con

stantinople, 1911). (Biography of Sirvanzade).
Gandzaran. (Constantinople, 1912). (Textbook).
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Patkerazard ëndardzakpatmutiwn Palkanean paterazmin. 5 vols. (Constantino
ple, 1912). (A history of the Balkan wars).

Ayn sew örerun. (Boston, 1919). (Reminiscences of the Armenian genocide). 
Metz ocirë: haykakan verjin kotoratznerë ew Taleatpasa; pastönakan heragimer. 

(Boston, 1921). (The Armenian massacres and TalâtPasha, official telegrams).

A RAKEL DAWRIZETSI (d 1670)
A native of Tabriz, Iran. Studied at the feet of Pilippos I, Albaketsi, Catholicos of 
Armenia (d. 1655), and took holy orders in Ëjmiatzin. Was held in high esteem 
by his contemporaries as a learned vardapet. In his formal capacity as nuncio 
(Nuirak) of the catholicos, he traveled in Greece and the Middle East (Isfahan, 
Aleppo, Jerusalem, Athens, etc.). Began writing his celebrated history in 1651 at 
the request of his tutor and mentor, Catholicos Pilippos I, Albaketsi, and completed 
it in 1662. He is believed to be the first Armenian historian to have been published 
in his lifetime. Died in Ëjmiatzin.

Texts of his History
Girtpatmuteants. (Amsterdam, 1669). (First edition).
Patmutiwn Arakel vardapeti Dawrizetswoy. (Valarsapat, 1884, 1896). (Second 

edition).
Girt patmuteants. (Erevan, 1990). (Critical edition).

Poems
“Tal vasn mahramayi.” A, 1868/69, 116.
KNZ, 2,38^10.
SUM, 2, 256-59.

Translations
M odern  A rmenian

Anfosyan, S. “Hatvatzner ‘Patmutiwn Arakel vardapeti Dawrizetswoy’ grldts 
asharhabar fargmanufyamb.” EJ, 1970/5, 36-39.

Arakelyan, V. Patmutyun. (Erevan, 1988).
French

Brosset, M. “Livre d’histoires.” Brosset, Col I, 267-608.
Russian

Patkanov, K. P. Dragotsennyie kamni, ikh nazvaniia i svoistva po poniatiiam 
armian v XVII veke. (Petersburg, 1873). (Chapter 53 of his history). 

Khanlarian, L. Arakel Davrizhetsi, Kniga istorii (Moscow, 1973).

Criticism
“Arakel vardapet Davrizetsi.” EJ, 1970/5, 6-7.
Arakelyan, V. “Arakel Davrizetsi,” PBH, 1970/3, 33-45.
Danelyan, L. Arakel Davrizetsu erkë orpes sefyan Irani XVII dari patmutyan 

skzbnalbyur. (Erevan, 1978).
Eremean, A. “Arakel vardapet Dawrizetsi,” S, 1970, 332-38.
Hanlaryan, L. “Arakel Davrizetsu albyumerits mekë.” PBH, 1984/2, 82-86. 
Hatityan, A. “Yalags norogufean lusakafoyts srboy aforoyn Ëjmiatzni.” EJ, 

1970/5,22-35.
K‘iwrtean, Y. “Arakel vardapet Dawrizetsii gortzatzatz mëk yisatakaranë ew 

yarakits niwfer.” S, 1970, 313-21.
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Kfostaneants], K. “S, Lusaworchi ajë. ‘I veray Ajoynew Ëjmiatzni amenayn azgn 
hayots kapeal kan.’ Arak. Dawrizetsi.” A, 1896, 215-22, 265-72.

Leo. “Arakel vardapet Davrizetsi,” EJ, 1970/5, 12-14.
Melkonyan, E. “Arakel vardapet Davrizetsu ‘Patmufyan’ erek hratarakufyun- 

nerë.” EJ, 1970/5, 40-44.
Minasean, L. “Arakel Dawrizetsi ew ir patmagrufiwnë.” S, 1970, 328-31. 
Mirzoyan, H. “Arakel Davrizetsu Patmutyan arajin hratarakufyan masin.” BEH, 

1971/2, 190-97.
Müller, Fr. “Geschichte Ar’aqel’s von Tebriz.” Wiener Zeitschrift für die Kunde 

des Morgenlandes, 2 (1888), 259-62. Translated into Armenian in HA, 3 
(1889), 139-41.

Ruben vardapet. “Arakel Davrizetsi.” EJ, 1944/10-12, 36-41.
Sukiasyan, K. “ ‘Andreas Aguletsu vkayabanutyunë’ ev nra helinakë.” PBH, 

1976/1,199-202.

A R A K S , (1903-1978)
Pen name: Araks.
Bom Araks Avetisyan in Larakilisa (later Kirovakan, now Vanadzor, Armenia) 
and educated at the Mariamean-Yovnanean school for women in Tiflis. She 
pursued her higher studies at the State University of Erevan (1930) and the 
Institute of Communist Journalism in Moscow (1933), and subsequently worked 
as a journalist for various publications and organizations. Short stories were her 
favorite form of literary expression, and she wrote many of them for children.

Collections
Erker. (Erevan, 1954).
Erker. (Erevan, 1965).

Texts
Erekpatmvatzk. (Tiflis, 1926).
Patmvatzkner. (Erevan, 1926).
Es jum ira camftovkgna. (Erevan, 1928).
Alvan. Nargo. (Erevan, 1928).
Zimmi. (Erevan, 1931, 1973).
Komerituhu namaknerë. (Erevan, 1934).
Hrasali savamakë. (Erevan, 1937).
Mankakan patmvatzkner. (Erevan, 1937).
Tzalkadzortsi Tafikë. (Erevan, 1939, 1972.
Lauriki arkatzjierë. (Erevan, 1941).
Lipo. (Erevan, 1942).
Taftastani aryutzë. (Erevan, 1942).
Nrnakakir aljike. (Erevan, 1942).
Amenakrtserë. (Erevan, 1944).
Azatutyan hrtirner. (Erevan, 1945).
Karmir tzalikner. (Erevan, 1945).
Hpart ser. (Erevan, 1947).
Karmir dros. (Erevan, 1949).
Zvart dzayner. (Erevan, 1951).
Bibi. (Erevan, 1956).
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Pataniner. (Erevan, 1960).
Arevatzinner. (Erevan, 1977).
Potorkits heto. (Erevan, 1980).

Translations
Russian

Shatirian, M. et al. Druz'ia. Rasskazy. (Erevan, 1956).
Schastlivye passazhiry. (Erevan, 1952).
Shatirian, M., and Ostrogorskii, V. Snova zhizn’ (Rasskazy). (Erevan, 1952).

ARAKSAAANYAN, ALEKSANDR (1911-1982)
Pen name: Aleksandr Araksmanyan.
Bom Aleksandr Manukyan in Alexandrapol (Leninakan, now Gyumri, Armenia) 
and educated in Tbilisi. A playwright, novelist, and critic. He taught in various 
places before settling in Erevan in 1943. From 1968 to 1973, he was editor of the 
periodical Ëkran, for the cinema.

Collections
Manukyan, Ëm. Hrdeh. (Erevan, 1984).

Texts
Gyazbel leran galtnike. (Erevan, 1942). (Story).
Canaparh depi Kamisin. (Erevan, 1945). (Novel).
Canaparhordutyun apaku asharhum. (Erevan, 1951).
Azatutyunn aksorakan. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1954-55, 1979). (Novel).
Erkunk. (Erevan, 1961). (Plays).
Camÿaner, campaner. (Erevan, 1964). (Novel).
Pater andundi ezrin. (Erevan, 1974). (Plays).
Hrdeh. (Erevan, 1976). (Novel).
“Psrvatz Afrodite (Vîpak-elelutyun).” SG, 1981/12, 5-8.
Ostayn. (Erevan, 1982). (Story).

Other works (portraits of actors of the Soviet Armenian theater)
Davit Malyan. (Erevan, 1957).
Arus Asryan. (Erevan, 1964).
Varduhi Varderesyan. (Erevan, 1972).
Arev Baldasaryan. (Erevan, 1973).
Tatroni arahetnerov. (Erevan, 1976).
Eranosyan, H. Aleksandr Araksmanyan (Hodvatzneri zolovatzu). (Erevan, 1981). 

(Essays on the theater).

Translations (Russian)
Asoiants, T. Mnogo dorog, mnogo . . . Roman. (Moscow, 1968). 
GiuP-Nazariants, A. Svoboda v izgnanii. Roman. (Moscow, 1958).
Mikael Nalbandian. (Erevan, 1952; Moscow, 1953).
Mnatsakanian, M. Trudnaia liubov\ Povesf. (Erevan, 1956).
Ogon’ tvoeidushi. P ’esy. (Erevan, 1981).
Sagratian, A. Pozhar. Roman. (Moscow, 1981).

Criticism
Hunanyan, A. “Dramaturgi ulin.” SG, 1962/7, 142-47.
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ARAMUNI, VAHAN (1914-1966)
A poet and novelist bom in Kars, In 1934, he completed his studies in Armenian 
language and literature at the State University of Erevan and began working as a 
journalist.

Texts
Arajin pordzer. (Erevan, 1932). (Poetry),
Kanach erger. (Erevan, 1938). (Poetry).
Erger. (Erevan, 1939). (Poetry).
Baleniner. (Erevan, 1945). (Poetry).
Banasteltzutyunner. (Erevan, 1948). (Poetry).
Garnanayin örer. (Erevan, 1952). (Poetry).
Imasharhë. (Erevan, 1955). (Poetry).
Hayastann im srtum. (Erevan, 1958).
Garunn im aygum. (Erevan, 1962).
Hasmik, nerir indz. (Erevan, 1965). (Novel).
Lernayin amrotsnerum. (Erevan, 1966). (Story).
Sat ban chem uzum. (Erevan, 1968).

ARAMYAN, VALTER (1909-)
A novelist and translator bom in Valarsapat (now Ëjmiatzin). He worked at the 
Matenadaran upon his graduation from the department of Armenian language and 
literature of the State University of Erevan (1932).

Texts (stories and novels)
Taygayi örente. (Erevan, 1955).
Patmvatzkner. (Erevan, 1956).
Rusa, ordiArgiSti. (Erevan, 1957).
Mardë. (Erevan, 1959).
Valë norits Ivatsk kpren. (Erevan, 1959).
Mardu serë. (Erevan, 1962).
Enkatztzafë. (Erevan, 1964).
Mite bolorë hol dardzanj?]. (Erevan, 1970).
Helc mardë. (Erevan, 1970).
Tanakaguyn tzalikner. (Erevan, 1973).
Arahetner. (Erevan, 1976).
Veradardz. (Erevan, 1983).
Zarmanali tariner. (Erevan, 1985).
Hotorjurtsiner. (Erevan, 1987).

Translations (Russian)
Zakon Taigi (Moscow, 1957).

Criticism
Baldasaryan, A. “Groli azniv gridie.” SG, 1984/6, 112-14.

ARANDZAR, (1877-1913)
Pen name: Arandzar.
Bom Misak4 Guyumcean in Talas (near Kayseri, Turkey) and educated at the 
famous Sanasarean school of Karin (Erzumm) and in Zurich (1900-07). On
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his return, he became the superintendent of the Armenian school in Alexandria 
(1907), and in Adana from 1908 to his death. Wrote satirical short stories.

Collections
Zolovatzu erkeri. (Tiflis, 1905).

Texts (prose)
Vsti tzitzal. (Tiflis, 1905; Erevan, 1947, 1961).
Prkichner. (Alexandria, 1907). (Play).
M, 1886/3852, 314-15.
Mure, 1901/8, 104-10. 1902/1, 31-48;-3, 106-12; 5, 160-73. 1903/2, 125-49. 

1905/2-3, 5-23. 1906/1, 5-13.

Translations (Russian)
“Greben’ dlia borody.” KHAN, 2, 162-75. Also published in RAN, 125-37.

Criticism
Hakobjanyan, A. Arandzar. (Erevan, 1972).
Na. “Arandzar, Vsti tzitzalë, Tîflis, 1905.” Mure, 1906/1,146. (Review). 
Mahmuryan, A. “Arandzari steîtzagortzufyunë ev realizmi hartser.” L, 1989/9, 

iri-24.

ARARATEAN, ALEKSANDR (1855-1885)
Bom in Samsulda, a village in Georgia. Educated at the Nersisean School in Tiflis 
(1868-70). Devoted the best part of his short life to teaching and wrote poetry 
(some for children), short stories, and plays (including vaudevilles and comedies), 
mostly about life in Armenian villages.

Texts
Erku tumb kam Helc sirahamer. (Baku, 1877; Tiflis, 1895). (Story).
Knarik mankakan. (Tiflis, 1880). (Poetry).
Giwlakan half ay. (Tiflis, 1883).
Fnjik. (Tiflis, 1885). (Poetry).
Himnarkufiwn gawarakan usumnarani. (Tiflis, 1889). (Essays/stories).
Sut cgnawor. (Tiflis, [1891]). (Play).

Criticism
Grich. “Erku tumb___” Fordz, 1877-78/2, 317-19. (Review).

ARARATEAN, YARUHWN (1774-1830s?)
Bom in Valarsapat (now Ëjmiatzin), where he lived until 1795. He then moved 
to Tiflis and joined the Russian army in Transcaucasia (1795-96). Permanently 
settled in St. Petersburg in 1797. Traveled to Paris in 1817, and after two years 
in Europe, he went on an extensive tour in the Middle East and North Africa. In 
1831, he left St. Petersburg for India and never returned. His autobiography, his 
only published work, originally written in Armenian, first appeared in Russian.

Texts
Zhizn’ Artemiia Araratskago. . . (St. Petersburg, 1813). (Russian).

Translations
A rmenian

P[röseants], P[erc]. Valarsapatetsi Yarufiwn Ararateani keankë. (Tiflis, 1892).
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English

Memoirs of the Life of Artemi, of Wagarschapat, Near Mount Ararat, in Arme
nia . . . (London, 1822).

Criticism
Chobanyan, R “Nor nyufer Harufyun Araratyani kyanki u gortzuneuüyan masin.” 

PBH, 1978/1, 81-94.
Danielyan, K. “Harufyun Araratyan.” T, 1958/11, 43-54.
-------- . “Harut^un Araratyani memuamere.” T, 1960/3,47-58.
A[ristakës] E[piskopos] S[edrakean]. Yarufiwn Ararateani keltzikë, parzetsA. E. 

S. (Baku, 1894).

ARAZI, (1878-1964)
Pen names: Arazi, Fernando.
Bom Movses Harufyunyan in the village of Sulaver (now Sahumyan, Georgia). 
Educated in his birthplace, in Tiflis, and in St. Petersburg. Considered to be one 
of the originators of Soviet Armenian literature. Well-known are his historical 
novel Israyel Öri, and above all, his short story “Arevë” (The sun).

Collections
Erker. Vol. 1. (Erevan, 1937).
Émir erker. (Erevan, 1946).
Éntir erker. (Erevan, 1948).
Erkeri zolovatzu. 3 vols. (Erevan, 1955-57).

Texts (short stories and novels)
Patmvatzkner. (Tiflis, 1923).
Patmvatzkner. (Erevan, 1926).
Traktorë. (Erevan, 1926).
Patmvatzkner. (Baku, 1928).
Aprolnerë. (Erevan, 1929).
Luyserë. (Erevan, 1931).
Karmir Karon. (Erevan, 1931).
PionerSaron. (Erevan, 1931).
Pokrik sinaramerë. (Erevan, 1931).
Ekvomerë. (Erevan, 1933).
Ardzak poemner. (Erevan, 1935).
Nor teverov; Lusni solerov; Jrvezi tsolkum. (Erevan, 1935).
Heros Karenë. (Erevan, 1935, 1957).
Pokrik herosë. (Erevan, 1937).
Anbaht orskanner. (Erevan, 1937).
Akunkner. (Erevan, 1938).
Mankakan patmvatzkner. (Erevan, 1938).
Misikë. (Erevan, 1938).
Ayrvol horizonë. Book 1. (Erevan, 1940).
Ardzak poemner. (Erevan, 1941).
Erekkajer. (Erevan, 1942).
Hayreniki kanchë. (Erevan, 1942).
Anhaltnerë. (Erevan, 1944).
Haltakan tziler. (Erevan, 1950).
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Mankakan patmvaizkner (Erevan, 1952).
Patmvaizkner ev vipakner. (Erevan, 1953).
Israyel Öri. (Erevan, 1959, 1961 [Books 1 and 2]; Erevan, 1963, 1964).
Arevë. (Erevan, 1970, 1981).
Aryunot tzalikner. (Erevan, 1973).
Mankakan patmvatzkner. Ardzak poemner. (Erevan, 1984).

Translations

English

WM, 111-20.
French

E (Kara-Sarkissian), 132-33.

Russian

Arsharuni, A. Povesti i rasskazy. (Moscow, 1961).
Sukiasian, S. Izbrannye rasskazy. (Moscow, 1934; Erevan, 1952).
-------- . Tysiachegolovyi. Rasskaz. (Tiflis, 1935).
Sukiasian, S., et al. Povesti i rasskazy. (Erevan, 1960)

Criticism
Hayryan, A. “Arazu drakan kerpamerë.” SG, 1958/3, 121-25.
Sargsyan, Gr. “Proletarakan grol-revolyutsionerë (M. Arazu tznndyan 80-amyaki 

axfiv).” PBH, 1958/2, 140-50.
Sargsyan, S. “Movses Arazi.” SG, 1959/7, 123-35.
-------- . “Ergitzakane Movses Arazu steltzagortzufyan mej.” SG, 1963/3,143^45.
-------- . “Arazin ev helapohufyunë.” SG, 1978/5, 119-23.
Stepanyan, G. Movses Arazi. (Erevan, 1954).
Terzipasean, V. “Arazi.” Ani, 3 (1948-49), 9-10.
-------- . Arazi. (Erevan, 1956). (Russian).

ARtUTEAN, YOVSEP (1743-1801 )
Bom in Sanahin, a village in northern Armenia, to a family that traced its descent 
from the Zakarean princely family. Attended the Ëjmiatzin seminary, took holy 
orders, and was consecrated bishop in 1769, at the early age of twenty-six. Served 
as the primate of the Armenians of Russia (1773) and of the Armenians of Crimea 
(1780). Played an instrumental role in founding the towns of Nor Nahijewan (by 
Armenians from the Crimea) and Grigoriopolis (by Armenians from Moldova 
and Bessarabia). Initiated and actively pursued political plans to liberate Armenia 
from Ottoman and Persian yoke with Russian assistance and to revive Armenian 
statehood under Russian protection. He was elected Catholicos of Armenia in 
1800, but died in Tiflis before assuming office.

Texts
Örinak handisawor tzanutsman ew olboy . . . asatseal srbakron team Yovsepay 

arkepiskoposë i mayrakalakn Roman . . . (Madras, 1790,1792).
Tetrak hamaföt anuaneal durn olormutean. (Nor Nahijewan, 1792). (On the 

founding of the city of Grigoriopolis).
Karoz. (Nor Nahijewan, 1795).
Hösk asatseal i Yovsepay psakazgeats s. arkepiskoposë hiwsisayin kobnans eleal 

amenayn azgis hayots. . . (Astrakhan, 1796).
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Yovsep katotikos Arhitean, published in Diwan hayots patmutean, Yol. 9, edited 
by Giwt Alaneants, (Tiflis, 1911).

Criticism
Gevorgyan, P. “Hovsep arkepiskopos Arhifyanë ev hay tpagrufyan gortzë 

Rusastanum 18-rd darum.” EJ, 1954/9, 45-55; 11, 45^49; 12, 39-45.
Hatityan, A. “Hay azatagrakan sarzumnerë 1780-1800 fvakannerin ev Hovsep 

arkeps. Arlutyani kyankn u gortzuneufyunë.” EJ, 1978/8-9, 72-81.
Lëô. Yovsëp katotikos Arhitean, (Tiflis, 1902).
Mnatsakanyan, As. “18-rd darum grvatz hay-rusakan dasnagrayinerku nahagtzeri 

gnahatman hartsi suijë.” BM, 1958/4,139-60.

ARMEN, ENOVK (1883-1968)
Bom in Efkërë (Efkere), a village near Kayseri, Turkey, and educated at the 
Kedronkan Armenian school and Robert College of Constantinople. A journalist 
and writer. Edited a number of periodicals and taught for a brief period in 
Constantinople. From 1931 until his death he lived in Marseilles.

Texts
Kinë. (Constantinople, 1906). (Stories).
Trkahay grakanutiwnë mamuU azatutean tuakanin. (Constantinople, 1909). 

(About Western Armenian literature in 1908).

ARMEN, MKRTICH (1906-1972)
Pen name: Mkrtich Armen.
Bom Mkrtich Harutyunyan (also Alikyan) in Alexandrapol (later Leninakan 
and now Gyumri, Armenia). Educated in his birthplace. A graduate of the State 
Institute of Cinematography in Moscow. He was one of the founders of the short
lived Union of Writers in Leninakan, known as ‘Hoktember.’ Driven to exile in 
Siberia with numerous Armenian writers and intellectuals, Armen was one of 
the few who survived the ordeal and lived long enough to relate his harrowing 
experiences in his later works.

Collections
Erker. 5 vols. (Erevan, 1966-73).

Texts
Sirkanal. (Leninakan, 1925). (Poetry).
Erkatavorvol erkri erger. (Erevan, 1927). (Poetry).
Zubeida. (Erevan, 1928). (Story).
Patmvatzkner. (Erevan, 1928). (Stories).
Patmvatzkner. Books 1 and 2. (Erevan, 1929). (Stories).
Kalakë bluri vra. (Erevan, 1930). (Novel).
Gazayin eraz. (Erevan, 1931). (Poem).
Erevan. (Moscow, 1931).
Kino. (Erevan, 1932). (Story).
SkautNo. 89. (Erevan, 1933,1937). (Novel).
Gagatneri ergë. (Erevan, 1933). (Stories and essays).
Hianali sermer. (Erevan, 1934). (Story).
Arajin patmvatzkner. (Erevan, 1934). (Stories).
Arajin patkomner. (Erevan, 1935). (Novel; Patkom -  patani komunar).
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Hektar albyun (Erevan, 1935, 1936,1955, 1961; Cairo, 1948). (Novel). 
Merzvatzneri handipumë. (Erevan, 1936). (Prose).
Urah ör. (Erevan, 1936). (Story).
Erek siravep. (Erevan, 1936). (Stories).
Errord militsionerë. (Erevan, 1937). (Story).
Yasva. (Erevan, 1953). (Novelette).
Karmir ev kapuyt jtolkapner. (Erevan, 1954). (Novel).
Patmvatzkner. (Erevan, 1957). (Stories).
Guynzguyn tagavorutyun. (Erevan, 1959). (Story).
Oske hndzan. (Erevan, 1959). (Stories).
Vardavan. (Erevan, 1962). (Stories).
Patviretsin handznel dzez. (Erevan, 1964). (Stories).
Indz ÿntrol aijikë. (Erevan, 1965). (Stories).
Zirayr Glents. (Erevan, 1967). (Novel).

Translations

English

Botting, T. “A Song about my Town.” SL, 1966/3,108-14.
Manning, E. “Sunshine on the Threshold.” SL, 1961/11, 94-98.

English anthologies 

WM, 155-57.
French anthologies 

Yéghiaian, A. E, 46-̂ 19.
G erman

Czora, R. “Sonne an der Schwelle.” Sowjetliteratur, 1961/11, 104—8.
Russian

Atsvor. (Tiflis, 1935).
Dimitrieva, A, lasva. Povesf. (Moscow, 1954).
Dve povesti (Erevan, 1956).
Folian, P. SkautNo. 89. Povesf. (Tiflis, 1935).
Khachaturian, N. Rodnik Egnar. (Erevan, 1984).
Martirosian, E. Zubeida. (Moscow and Leningrad, 1930).
Mnatsakanian, P. Rodnik Egnar. (Moscow, 1936).
Solntse uporoga. Povesti i rasskazy. (Moscow, 1959).

Criticism
Aharonean, V. “Helnar albiwr.” HK, 15 (1936-37/4), 169-73.
Alababyan, S. “Mkrtich Armen.” SG, 1960/9,113-27.
MellConyan, M. Mkrtich Armen. (Erevan, 1970).
-------- . Mkrtich Armen (Kyankn u steltzagortzutyune). (Erevan, 1981).
Ter-Sarkisian, L. “Tri ‘Rodnika Egnar’ BEH, 1984/1, 243-51.
ZalCaryan, A. “Mkrtich Armeni ‘Helnar albyur’ vipaki problematikan.” T, 191619, 

23-30.

ARPIAREAN, ARP1AR ( 1851- 1908)

Pen names: Haykak, Hracheay, Hrazdan, Hrpet, Skeptik.
Bom aboard a ship (near Samsun, Turkey) bound for Constantinople to a family 
originally from Apudieh, a village near Akn (Egin, now Kemaliye, Turkey).
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Received elementary education in Constantinople and pursued studies at the 
Murat Rapayëlean school in Venice. On his return to the Ottoman capital in 
1870, he found employment in the Armenian Patriarchate and private business. 
Contributed to Msak of Tiflis for almost three decades, promoting closer relations 
between the Eastern and Western Armenians. Was instrumental in launching in 
1884 of three important periodicals: Arewelk, Masis, and Hayrenik. That same 
year, he visited Tiflis and Eastern Armenia to cover for Arewelk the election of 
a new catholicos of Armenia in Ëjmiatzin. By now he was known not only as a 
bright writer and journalist, but also as the leader of a new breed of writers, the 
Realists. Following a brief incarceration for political activities, like so many of his 
colleagues, he fled the Ottoman capital, which had been stained with Armenian 
blood during the Armenian massacres of the mid-1890s, and settled in London in 
1896. He then lived in Paris, Venice, and, eventually, Cairo, where a third attempt 
on his life proved fatal.

Collections
Patmuaîzkner u vipakner. (Paris, 1931).
Stepanyan, G .Ëntirerker. (Erevan, 1951).
Galaycean, A. Amboljakan erker. (Jerusalem, 1972). (Only the first volume has 

been published).
Sahakyan, S. Erker. (Erevan, 1987).

Texts
Noravëpk. (Constantinople, 1885). (Stories).
Apusë. (Conseantinople, 1886). (Story).
Simonakan tërtërë. (Constantinople, 1889). (Story).
Karmir zamuts. (Varna, 1909; Constantinople, n.d., 1909; Cairo, 1950; Venice, 

1956; Beirut, 1956, 1966). (Novelette).
Datapartealë ew Erazi me ginë. (Cairo, 1928). (Stories).
Hndamolik aljikë. (Constantinople, 1928). (Story).
Katakmë. (Cairo, 1929). (Story).
Patmutiwn ZT darn Turkioy hayots grakanutean. (Cairo, 1943). (History of 

nineteenth-century Western Armenian literature).

Works in periodicals
M, 1884/3729, 5-11. “Raffi ewhay vipasanufiwne.” 1884/3734, 129-31; 3736, 

191-95; 3737, 215-17; 3739, 263-64. 1884/3747, 463-74. 1889/3928, 69- 
84; 3930, 112-19; 3931, 129-35; 3926, 45^18; 3931, 129-35. 1890/3932, 
149-51; 3935, 191-98; 3938, 239-42; 3940, 276-77; 3938, 244-48; 3939, 
256-64; 3940, 278-80; 3943, 321-24; 3945, 352-53; 3944, 343^14; 3945, 
356-64; 3947, 389-96.

Sirak, 1905/1, 20-35; 3, 191-94; 4, 293-99; 5, 355-72; 7, 17-30; 8, 123-42; 
9, 161-80; 10-11, 339-55. 1906/1, 1-11, 40-52, 60-64; 2, 92-97, 101-7, 
108-22; 3, 129^-6, 161-70, 181-85; 4, 193-209, 231-35, 250-56; 5, 257- 
66,274-89,310-20.1907/6,338^13, 349-60; 7, 380-85; 8,462-65,473-88; 
9, 506-9, 514-25.

Translations
English

Pilibosian, H. “For Pleasure.” Armenian Mirror-Spectator, October, 12 and 26, 
1963.
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Russian

Ter-Akopian, Kh. “Karmir zhamuts (Krasnaia Jepta).” Rus. MysV (Moscow), 
1905/8,71-120.

Criticism
Bzikean, L. “Arpiar: 1850-1908.” B, 69 (1911), 89-93, 146-54.
Chöpanean, A. “Arpiar Arpiarean.” ANA, 3 (1901), 33-55.
Hachikyan, G. “Arpiar Arpiaryanë knnadatakan realizmi tesaban.” L, 1988/8, 

33-34.
K'asim, “Tffaktsutiwn, azgayin niser.” AM, 1889, 273-78.
Kiwrcean, M. “Arpiar Arpiarean.” HK, 10 (1931-32/6), 110-27; 7,105-19. 
Mnatsakanyan, L. “Arpiar Arpiaryanë knnadat.” BEH, 1981/2, 163-72. 
Muradyan, L. “Raffi ev Arpiar Arpiaryan.” PBH, 1986/3, 57-66.
-------- . “Arpiar Arpiaryanë hraparakahos.” PBH, 1989/1, 79-94.
—------. “Arpiar Arpiaryanë knnadat ev grakanufyan patmaban.” L, 1990/2,29-

4L
Sahpaz, S. Arpiar Arpiarean. (Beirut, 1987 [cover says 1988]). (Makes use of 

some of Arpiarean's papers).
Stepanyan, G. “Arpiar Arpiaryani grakanagitakan hayatsknerë.” T, 1948/12, 39- 

61.
------- - Arpiar Arpiaryan. (Erevan, 1955).
Tayean, L. “Arpiar Arpiarean.” B, 67 (1909),\ 228-37.
Vratsean, S. “Arpiar Arpiarean.” HK, 9 (1930-31/11), 79-95.
Yusardzan olbatseal Arpiar Arpiareani. (Constantinople, 1911).
Zöhrap, G. “Tzanöt4 dëmker-Arpiar Arpiarean.” M, 1892/3969, 226-27.

ARSAKEAN, HERANOYS (1887-1905)
Bom in Constantinople. Attended local Armenian schools but was unable to 
complete her studies because of her rapidly failing health. Died of consumption. 
Only a small part (twenty-four poems) of her literary output has been published 
posthumously.

Poetry
Nazareants, H. Heranoys Arsakean, ir keankë ew banasteltzutiwnnerë. (Con

stantinople, 1910).
Yakobean, S. Heranoys Arsakean, keankn u banasteltzutiwnnerë. (Vienna, 1922). 
Hoginerun artsunkë. (Erevan, 1956).

Translations
Kelikian, H. “On the Verge of Death.” Ararat, Fall, 1962,41-42.

Criticism
Gabrielyan, V. “Heranus Arsakyan.” PBH, 1972/1, 115-26.

ARSEN DPIR KOSTANDNUPOLSETSI (18th c )
Arsën is known to have been a student of Patriarch Yakob Nalean (cl706-64) of 
Constantinople. His only known work is an encyclopedic compilation.

Text
Girk sahmanats yognadimi irohiteants. (Constantinople, 1749).
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ASAPOV, (1 7th c.)
No biographical details are available for this poet, who is presumed to have lived 
in Nor Julay (New Julfa), Isfahan, in the seventeenth century.

Texts
“Ov loyseram dask* kahanayits lusatesil mankants pantzali. . . ” HA, 45 (1931), 

528-29. Also published in HA, 49 (1935), 309-10.
SUM, 2, 297-305.

Criticism
Akinean, N. “Asapov, 17. darn (1670) talasats me.” HA, 45 (1931), 527-31.

ASAR SEBASTATSI (16th-17th c.)
It is thought that the author was a sixteenth- or seventeenth-century physician 
from Sivas.

Texts
“Yalags manhulia hiwandufean.” B, 39 (1881), 36-37. Also published in PHG, 

506-07. (Medical text).
Karapetyan, D. G M  bzskakan arhesti (XVI-XVII dd.). (Erevan, 1993).

Criticism
Izovakan, N. “Asar Sebastatsi.” S, 1963,116-18.

ASATUR, ZAPÊL (1863-1934)
Pen names: Anahit, Oriord Alis, Sipil (i.e., Sibyl).
Bom Zapel Hancean in Constantinople and educated in local French and Arme
nian schools. One of the earliest Armenian women to write poetry in the modem 
period. Began writing verse and prose at an early age. Played a particularly 
significant role in founding the “Azganuër hayuheats enkerufiwn” (1879-95, 
1908-15), a society whose primary task was to set up girls schools in the Armenian 
provinces. After her first husband’s death, she was married to Hrant Asatur (1862- 
1928) and collaborated with him on highly acclaimed textbooks of Armenian 
language and literature.

Collections
Kertvatzner. (Erevan, 1935).
Ambotjakan gortzë Kertuatzner, Vol. 1, (Istanbul, 1939). (Cover reads Ambolja- 

kan hawakatzoy Kertuatzner, 1940).
Banasteltzutiwnner. (Venice, 1955).
Erker (Erevan, 1965).

Texts
Aljkanme sirtë. (Constantinople, 1891). (Novel).
Tsolker. (Constantinople, 1902). (Poetry).
Knoj hoginer. (Constantinople, 1905). (Stories).
Magnis. (Constantinople, 1909). (Poetry; written with Alpfaslan).
Harsë. (Boston, 1938). (Play).

Other works
Gortznakankerakanutiwnardiasharhabari. 3 vols. (Constantinople, 1877,1899, 

1902).
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Gortznakan dasënfatskfranserene hay targmanutean. First year. (Constantino
ple, 1902).

Asatur Z., and Asatur, H. Tangaran hatëntir hatuatzneru, ardzak ew otanawor. 
(Constantinople, 1908, 1911).

Translations

English anthologies

AP, 195-200.
French

“La Vierge du couvent,” “La Malade,” “Sur le point de passer.”
La Patrie, 1909/24, 172-74.

French anthologies 

APA, 93-96.
G erman anthologies 

ALG, 126-27.
Italian anthologies 

LPAM, 175-87.

Russian  anthologies 

BPA, 447-50.
VAM, 178-80.

S panish anthologies

APAS, 159-62.

Criticism
Aharonean, A. “Tikin Sipil.” Mure, 1905/1,110-18.
Azatean, T. Zamanakakits dëmker, 1: Zapël ew tirant Asatur. (Constantinople, 

1937).
Canasean, M. “Sipil.” B, 100 (1942), 66-72.
Ciwhêrean, E. “Zamanakakits tïLahay banastehzner, Sipil.” AM, 1906,196-200. 
Galstyan, L. “Sipili poezian.” T, 1964/3, 41-48.
Hyusyan, M. “Menagrutyun Sipili masin.” SG, 1981/3, 140-42.
Kësisean, H. “Tesaktsutiwn me Sipili het.” AM, 1905, 281-82.
Mark4, H. Zapël (Sipil) Asatur (Constantinople, 1949).
Minasyan, A. Sipil-Zapel Asatur. (Erevan, 1980).
Stepanean, K. “ ‘Tsolkter’ ew ir Lnnadatnerë.” AM, 1902, 776-82.
Yarufiwnean, A. “Grakan dimastuemer, Sipil.” M, 1899/16-17, 505-7.
-------- . “Nor girier.” AM, 1902, 566-71. (On Tsolker).
Zardarean, R. “Tfkahay banasteltzufiwnë, Tsolker’.” AM, 1902, 691—98. 
Zôhrap, G. “Izanöt4 dëmLer-Sipil.” M, 3966 (1892), 179-80.

ASATUREAN, YAKOB (1903-)
Pen name: Mazaktsi.
A native of Çomakli, a village near Kayseri in Turkey. Educated in the local 
Hrimean elementary school. Writer, singer, and musicologist. Survived the Ar
menian massacres and deportations of 1915, and fled the Syrian desert, finding 
shelter in the orphanage set up by the Armenian General Benevolent Union in 
Jerusalem. He permanently settled in New York in 1920.
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Texts
Andastan: kertuatzner. Antasdan, Poems in Armenian. (New York, 1946). 
Komitas vardapet ew hay ergë. (New York and Beirut, 1962). (Komitas and the 

Armenian song, a study).
Yovakimi fofnerë. The Grandchildren of Joachim: Short Stories in Armenian. 

(Beirut, 1965; Erevan, 1974).
Kari ew hoti patmufiwn. Stories of Stone and Earth. (New York and Beirut, 

1969). (Impressions of a visit to Soviet Armenia).
Paroyr Sewaki het. (Beirut, 1971).
Hariwrameak: handipumner, yuser. (New York and Beirut, 1978). (Reflections 

on the Komitas centennary in Erevan).
To, lactnawer. Thou, Homeless Lad. (New York, 1986).

ASLANEAN, LUIZA (1906-c1945)
Pen name: Las.
Bom in Tabriz. Studied in her birthplace, Tiflis, and later in Paris, after moving 
to France with her husband in 1923. Was active in Armenian communal life in 
Paris and, later, in the French Resistance. In July, 1944, she and her husband 
were arrested by the Nazis, taken to a concentration camp, and never seen 
again. Aslanean’s literary output consists of a novel and a few short stories. 
A considerable number of her manuscripts as well as her diaries were confiscated 
by the Nazis.

Texts
Hartsakani ulinerov. 2 vols. (Paris, 1936; Erevan, 1959).
Gtzits durs. (Beirut, 1956).

Translations (Russian)
“Boloto.” PCN, 76-89. Also published in KNS, 98-112.

Criticism
Chöpanean, A. “Erek hay herosakan nahatakner (Gelam Afmacean, Misak 

Manusean, Luiza Aslanean).” ANA, 12/1 (1946), 1-9.
Hatityan, G. “Luiza Aslanyani patmvatzknerë.” SG, 1980/12, 137^15. 
Vahë-Vahean. “Las-Luiza Aslanean.” Ani, 5 (1952/6-7), 373-79.

ASLANYAN, MKRTICH (1906 )
Bom in the village of Kopf near Bulamk, northwest of Van. A novelist and short 
story writer. Emigrated to Eastern Armenia in 1914 and settled in Tiflis thereafter. 
Twice headed the Armenian radio program in Tbilisi (1935—41,1956-72).

Texts (novels and short stories)
Fotorik. (Erevan, 1947).
Kolarkvatz hetkerov. (Erevan, 1950).
Anerevuyt cakat. (Erevan, 1954).
Ashen Satyan. (Tbilisi, 1955).
Erjankutyan arahetov. 2 vols. (Tbilisi, 1960-61).
Erb sksvum ë dznhalë. (Erevan, 1963).
Anhangist bnavorutyunner. (Erevan, 1967).
Havasarum chors anhaytov. (Tbilisi, 1973).
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Kesgiserits ants. (Tbilisi, 1977).
Cakatagrer u campaner. (Tbilisi, 1979).

ASOT, GUSAN (1907-)
Pen name: Gusan Asot.
Bom Asot Dadalyan in Goris, Armenia. After receiving his elementary educa
tion in Baku, he briefly returned to his native Zangezur in the late 1920s and 
permanently settled in Erevan. Continued the tradition of Armenian minstrelsy 
in Soviet Armenia.

Texts (poetry)
Asulakan erger. (Erevan, 1946).
Gusani sere. (Erevan, 1955,1958 [with musical notation]). 
Siro krakner. (Erevan, 1971).
Srti nvagner. (Erevan, 1979).
Tzovasttiks. (Erevan, 1982).
Lefnerë kanchum en. (Erevan, 1988).

ASTUATZATUR, (16th c ?)
Author known for his only published poem, “Ayn arajin zamanakin.”

Poetry
“Ayn arajin zamanakin,” B, 33 (1875), 216-17. Also published in KNZ, 2,41-45; 

3, 63-66; SUM, 1, 71-78.

Translations (French)
Astvatzatour. “Louange du verger.” LPA, 128-30.

ATMACEAN, MARI (cl 909 )
Bom in Bafra, Turkey. Sister of A. Serna (q.v.). She grew up in orphanages, 
following her father’s murder during the Armenian massacres and deportations 
of 1915. In 1926 she settled in France permanently. Her first poems appeared in 
A. Serna’s literary journals Lank and Msakoyt.

Texts (poetry)
Tëgrësëntô. (Paris, 1939). (Play).

- Golgotayi susanner: kertuatzner. (Paris, 1948).
Astelakal: kertuatzner. (Paris, 1951).
Yawitenakan utiner: kertuatzner, 1950-56. (Paris, 1956).
Galtasharhi erger: kertuatzner, 1956-61. (Paris, 1961).
Oskigelön: kertuatzner, 1960-67. (Paris, 1967).
Hrelen astarak. (Erevan, 1970). (Selections from previous collections). 
Verjaloysën araj: kertuatzner, 1967-74. (Paris and Beimt, 1974).
Yawerzakan ulinerov: tzalkakal. (Paris and Beimt, 1974).

Criticism
Elivard. “Fransahay banasteltzuhi Mari Afmacean.” S, 1974, 372-75.
Tayean, A. Kertoluhi Mari Atmaceani 35ameay grakan berkin arjew. (Beimt, 

1975).
Vahë-Vahean. “ ‘Astelakal’ Maii Afmaceani.” Ani, 5 (1952/2), 111-12.
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ATRPET, (1860-1937)
Pen name: Atrpet.
Bom Sargis Mubayeajean in Kars. Aprolific and multifarious writer. Having been 
educated in Kars and Constantinople, he lived mostly in Transcaucasia, wandering 
from one city to another (Alexandrapol, Tiflis, Akhalkalak, Baku, etc.), and in 
Tabriz. In the mid-1890s he was incarcerated by the Russian government for his 
political activities in the ranks of the Hnchakean party. Toured Europe in 1905-06, 
and spent the rest of his life in Alexandrapol (Leninakan, now Gyumri, Armenia). 
Many of his works are still scattered in Armenian periodicals.

Collections
Erkeri zolovatzu. 10 vols. (Tabriz, 1904-1911). (Vol. 9, Alexandrapol, 1911; vol.

10, Tiflis, 1911).
Erker (Erevan, 1964).

Texts
Hew Karapet. (Tiflis, 1889). (Novel).
Almast. (Tiflis, 1890; Moscow, 1891; Tabriz, 1905). (Novel).
Suëan. (St Petersburg, 1890). (Play).
Sarraf. (Tiflis, 1893). (Drama).
Shnots. (Nor Nahijewan, 1898). (Short novel).
Kor-Elik. (Tiflis* 1898). (Novel).
Bersai Arakelë. (Nor Nahijewan, 1899). (Short novel).
Tulumbajiner. (Nor Nahijewan, 1899). (Story).
Zarangner. (Nor Nahijewan, 1899). (Story).
Örinakan zarang. (Tabriz, 1903).
Dimakner. (Tabriz, 1904).
Jawahir. (Tabriz, 1904). (Novel).
Vipakner. (Tabriz, 1904). (Stories).
Carahat. (Tabriz, 1905).
Kareli ë sirel [?]. (Tabriz, 1905).
Vicak. (Tabriz, 1905).
Ciwalë. (Tiflis, 1911).
Irani patuhasnerë. (Tiflis, 1911).
Ltzkannem ew vampire, arak. (Alexandrapol, 1912). (Prose).
Agrawneri tasibe. (Alexandrapol, 1912). (Story).
Visapamayr (Alexandrapol, 1912). (Story).
Tzvzik. (Erevan, 1938; Aleppo, 1945; Erevan, 1948,1964,1969, 1975).

Other works
Halifat. (Nor Nahijewan, 1899).
Imamat. (Alexandrapol, 1906).
Holatirutiwne Kovkasum. (Alexandrapol, 1906).
Hay tagaworneri ew Jtalakneri dramnerë nahndkan zamanaknerits minchew 

Trdat. (Tiflis, 1913).
Corohi awazane. (Vienna, 1929)

Translations (Russian)
“Zharekha iz oserd’ia.” KHAN, 1, 6-66. Also published in RAN, 53-58.

Criticism
Eremean, S. “Atrpet.” 61 (1903), 251-56.
M. “Atrpet, Holatirufiwnë Kovkasum, Aleksandrapol, 1906.” Mure, 1906/7,108.
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Mar., Yar. “Atrpet, KorElik, Tiflis, 1898; Shnots, N. Nahijewan, 1898;Zarangner, 
N. Nahijewan, 1899; Bersayi Arakëlë, N. Nahijewan 1899; 'Tulumbajiner, 
N. Nahijewan, 1899.” Mure, 1900/1, 83-90.

S. T. “Atrpetean, S. Susan, Peterburg [1890].” Mure, 1893/4, 622-29.
T. H. “Atrpet, Erkeri zolovatzu, hator 1, Thwriz, 1904.” Mure, 1904/6, 147-51.

AVAGYAN, ABIG (1919-1983)
Bom in Teheran, Iran. A novelist. Educated in Armenian, Persian, and French 
schools, and the American College in his native city. Served as apilot in the Iranian 
Air Force from 1939 to 1941. Became a permanent resident of Soviet Armenia 
in 1946, and subsequently attended special courses in literature in Moscow.

Texts (short stories and novels)
Voie. (Erevan, 1951).
Sikatsatz hot. (Erevan, 1955).
Nazeli Dalaryan. (Erevan, 1959).
Patmvaizkner. (Erevan, 1962).
Bend gyuli verjin mardë. (Erevan, 1963).
Patmvatzkner. (Erevan, 1965).
Patmvatztnen (Erevan, 1966).
Haravayin tend. (Erevan, 1971).
Elel ë, chi elei (Erevan, 1973).
Harvatz. (Erevan, 1979).
Mardë anapatum. (Erevan, 1981).

Translations
English

WM, 221-33.
French

“Notre quartier pierreux.” OO, 123 (March 1969), 134-37.

Russian
Shakhatuni, A., and Adamian, N. Raskalennaia zemlia. (Erevan, 1956). 
Shakhre-shad, veselyi gorod. Rasskazy. (Moscow, 1968).

AYVAZEAN, EtISÉ (1890-1993)
Bom in “Araratean dast” (the plain of Ararat, in Eastern Armenia). Educated at the 
Nersisean school in Tiflis (1907-10) and at the Gëorgean seminary in Ëjmiatzin 
(1912-14). Attended courses at the Sorbonne. He lived alternately in Paris and 
Istanbul. Wrote prose and poetry.

Texts
Patmuatzkner ew ardzak ejen (Istanbul, 1960). (Stories).
Anezratsum. (Istanbul, 1974). (Verse).

AYVAZYAN, BAGRAT (1862-1934)
Pen name: Rasid.
Bom in Tiflis. Graduated from the Nersisean school in 1882 and taught in Arme
nian schools in Transcaucasia (1882-97). He subsequently held administrative
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positions as an archivist and secretary within the Armenian Church and com
munity in Georgia, while producing his short stories, novelettes, and historical 
novels. He died in Tiflis.

Texts (stories and novels)
Mut horserits: patker nerkay keankits. (Tiflis, 1888).
Asot Erkat: patmakan vëp. 2 parts. (Tiflis, 1893-94, 1900; 1903; Cairo, 1936;

Beirut, 1940; Teheran, 1959; Erevan, 1964).
Tanjanki bovits: vëp irakan keankits. (Tiflis, 1895).
Hiwsisi artziwë: patmakan vëp. (Tiflis, 1901).
Sewyalfanak: vëpik. (Tiflis, 1903). f-.
Anin tzahuetsaw. (Paris, 1905; Tiflis/, 1910; Beirut, 1960, 1972; Erevan, 1964).

(Also widely known as Anii kortzanume).
Sasunë ayrxvum ë. (Tiflis, 1913).

AYVAZYAN, SUREN ( 1915- 1981 )

Hndzoresk, a village in the region of Goris, Armenia, is the birthplace of this 
novelist. Having studied pedagogy in Goris, Ayvazyan specialized in Armenian 
language and literature at the State University of Baku (1942), fought in the 
ranks of the Red Army in World War II, and as a journalist worked in the 
Armenian daily Komunist of Baku (1945-52). Settled in Erevan permanently 
in 1953.

Texts (stories and novels)
Anavart gorge. (Baku, 1947).
Horadzortsik. (Baku, 1951).
Lerntsiner. (Erevan, 1955).
Hücë. (Erevan, 1957).
Turdzerkd, kyank. 2 parts. (Erevan, 1959,1961,1962).
Ansej krakneri klzin. (Erevan, 1960).
Koltntesutyan nahagahë. (Erevan, 1960).
Hovivë. (Erevan, 1963).
Bari aravot. (Erevan, 1964).
Jraiatsi canaparhin. (Erevan, 1964).
Cakatagim hayots. (Erevan, 1967).
Bardzunki vra. (Erevan, 1969).
Ka ev hetmahu kyank. (Erevan, 1971).
Garuns dzyuneri tak. (Erevan, 1972).
Aravot luso. (Erevan, 1976).
Hndzoresk. (Erevan, 1982).
Asur, heyAsur. (Erevan, 1985).

Translations
English

WM, 102-10.
Russian

Dolukhanian, V. Predvestie zari: Roman o [Kh. Aboviane], (Moscow, 1983). 
Gevorkian, M. Zangezurskie rasskazy. (Erevan, 1957).
Nersesian, G. Dobroe utro. Rasskazy. (Moscow, 1969).
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Tadeosian, A. Protiani ruku, zhizn’. (Erevan, 1963).
Sud’ba armianskaia. (Erevan, 1980).

Criticism
Amirhanyan, H, “Ayo, ka ev hetmahu kyank\” SG, 1971/10, 127-30.
Grigoryan, L. “Gyulë Suren Ayvazyani steltzagortzufyunnerum.” SG, 1986/1, 

137^10.
Lazanjyan, V. “Cakatagim hayots.” SG, 1967/9,108-13.

AZARIA JUtAYETSI (16th c ?)
Possibly a sixteenth-century author. He is often confused or identified with Azaria 
I, Julayetsi, Catholicos of Sis (1534—1601).

Poetry
“Ararich hayr erknayin.” KNZ, 4, 31-32. Also published in PHA, 1, 42-43. 
“K‘ëën minchew i yaybn.” KNZ, 4, 34—36. Also published in PHA, 1, 44—45. 
“Olb Adamay” [“Adam nstel dufen drahtin”] MKH, 139^-0. Also pubhshed as 

“Tal Adamay merkanal” in KNZ, 4, 32-34, and in PHA, 1,41—42. (According 
to H. Anasyan, this poem is by Yovhannës Pluz Erznkatsi).

SUM, 1, 285-98.
“Tal vasn ginwoy yAzariayë asatseal” [“Ararich tër kaltsratsaw i yAdamay”]. 

KNZ, 4, 29-31. Also published in PHA, 1, 39-10.

AZARIA SASNETSI (d. 1628)
Also known as “Hlu” (i.e., “good-natured, obedient”), Azaria was from Sasun, 
but he spent most of his life wandering in Asia Minor and Constantinople. He is 
known for his works dealing with astronomy and the calendar. His literary fame 
rests on his poem on the ravages of the Jelalis, during which most of his close 
relatives perished. He himself was captured by the Jelalis but somehow managed 
to flee. He was buried at sea, but his body was reportedly washed ashore near 
Tripoli (Lebanon) and interred by pious Maronites.

Texts
“Azariayi Sasnetswoy Olb i veray haruatzots arewelean gawafatsn ew asharhin 

hayots i dzerats Celaleants.” HA, 50 (1936), 325-27. Also published in SUM, 
2, 240-55.

“Yisatakaran sakawuk‘ arareal Azariayi banasiri” [“Gutn ararchakan hnamotsn 
Astutzoy . . . ”]. HA, 50 (1936), 320-24.

SUM, 2, 350-87.

Criticism
Akinean, N. “Azaria v. Sasnetsi, astlagët, tômaragët ew talachap.” HA, 50 (1936), 

297-325. Also pubhshed in AMH, 4, 241-308.
“Vasn Azaria pihsop^ayin.” Zamanakagrufiwn Grigor vardapeti Kamahetswoy 

kam Daranaitswoy. (Jerusalem, 1915), 90, 410-13, 431-32.

BABKENTS, (1860-1917)
Pen names: Babkents, Gabriël-Mackal.
Bom Gabriël Mnatsakanean in the village of Davalu (now the city of Ararat, 
Armenia). A novelist and journalist. Educated in Erevan and Tiflis. Pursued
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his higher studies at the University of Odessa. Wrote short stories and novels 
from rural life, and as a journalist, he looked into the economic problems of the 
peasantry (e.g., lack of arable lands, inadequacy of irrigation systems). Died in 
Erevan.

Texts
Mure, 1894/5, 682-90.1894/11-12, 1524-34.
Norek: vëp. (Tiflis, 1897; Erevan, 1961). (Novel).

B A G R A T U N I, A R S E N  (1790-1866)
Arsen Komitas Bagratuni, also known by the surname Anfimosean, was bom in 
Constantinople. Poet, grammarian, and translator. Was sent to St. Lazarus at age 
eleven and took the orders there in 1810. After visits to Paris, Rome, and Russia, 
spent a quarter of a century (1831-56) in Constantinople as the chaplain of the 
famous Tiwzean family (commonly pronounced and better known as the Duzian 
family). Returned to St. Lazarus permanently in 1856. Still of some significance 
are a few of his linguistic-grammatical works and translations into Classical 
Armenian from Greek and Latin authors. He also published several historical 
texts and the Bible. But the crown of his literary writings remains his epic poem 
“Hayk Diwtsazn” (Hayk the hero).

Texts
Talk Mhitarean vardapetats, 3 vols. (Venice, 1852-54), Vol. 1 published as 

Talk team h. Arseni Komitasay Bagratunwoy vardapeti Mhitareants, ew or 
pacuceal anuatnb Aran Sisakean. (Venice, 1852). (Poetry).

Hayk Diwtsazn, vëp. (Venice, 1858). (Poem).
“Eruand, olbergufiwn.” B, 27 (1869), 47-53, 86-90, 143^16, 185-89, 218-21. 

(Drama).
“Artasës.” B, 37 (1879), 23-37,125-39.

Other works
Kerakanutiwn galliakan. (Venice, 1821).
Tarerk hayerën kerakanufean, dpratants tlots hamar. (Venice, 1846,1848, 1850, 

1856,1860, 1864, 1869,1874-75).
Hayerën kerakanutiwn i pëts zargatselots. (Venice, 1852).
Yalags hnchman Lew L tarifs. (Venice, 1852).
Skzbunk ulil horheloy ew barwok keloy. (Venice, 1857).

Translations (Italian)
Porane, Episodio delPoema eroico HAIK. (Venice, 1859).
Tesa, E. Le due sorelle, frammenti dalpoema epico Haig. (Venice, 1925).
Teza, E. Kork erkokin. (Venice, 1905). Armenian and Italian. (Possbily a first 

edition of the above).

Criticism
Biwzandatsi, N. “Hayr Arseni Bagratunwoy Ullufiwnk ënfertsuatzots i girs pat- 

mufean Pawstosi Biwzandatswoy.” HA, 1983, 357-70.
Canasean, M. “Bagratunii ‘Hayk Diwtsazn’ë.” B, 105 (1947), 49-55, 120-27, 

149-57.
— ---- . “Bagratuni ew Osakan.” B, 106 (1948), 197-210; 107 (1949), 67-76.
Eremean, S. “H. A. Bagratuni.” B, 69 (1911), 404—15, 465—75, 510-30.
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Garagasean, K. “Bagratunii ‘Hayk Diwtsazn’i masin.” B, 122 (1964), 274—82. 
Harutyunyan, E. “Arsen Bagratunu pilisop'ayakan hayatsknerë.” Tt 1964/7, 67- 

76.
Lazikean, A. “Aknark më Bagratunwoy kenats ew gortzots vray.” B, 58 (1900), 

24-27.
-------- . “H. A.K. BagratuniewHomeriDiakaninttargmanut<iwnë.,’BJ 58 (1900), 4

65-72,161-70.
Rstuni, E. “Induktiv mefodi himnavorumë Arsen Bagratunu tramabanakan us- 

munkurn.” m / ,  1967/4,243^19.
Stikyan, S. “Arsen Bagratuni.” SG, 1966/12, 171-72.
Tayean, L. “Diwanakan noter Bagratunean ‘Hayk Diwtsazn’i masin.” B, 107 

(1949), 111-13.
Tër-Nersësean, N. “H. Arsën Bagratuni, Astuatzasundii metz vastakaworë.” B, 

124 (1966), 344-46.

B A K U N T S , AK SEL (1899-1937)
Pen name: Aksel Bakunts.
Bom Aleksandr Tevosyan in Goris, Armenia. Interrupted his studies at the 
Gcorgcan seminary in Ëjmiatzin to fight in the ranks of Armenian volunteers in 
fateful battles in Erzurum, Kars, and Sardarapat. He then studied at the polytechnic 
insitute in Tiflis and the agricultural institute in Kharkov and worked in Goris until 
1926, when he settled in Erevan. An agromonist by profession, he increasingly 
became active in literary circles, and overnight he established himself as an 
exquisite master of the short story. He also wrote screenplays for a number of 
Armenian films. Just as his genius began to bloom, Bakunts became a victim of 
the Stalinist purges: He was arrested in August, 1936, and is believed to have 
been put to death in July, 1937.

Collections
Patmuatzkner. (Paris, 1938, 1941).
Andzrewë, Tziranipolë. (Beirut, 1954).
Amboljakan gortzë eret hatorov. 2 vols. (Beirut, 1955, 1956).
Erker. (Erevan, 1955).
Elbayrutyan enkuzeninerë. (Erevan, 1959).
Grakanutyan masin. (Erevan, 1959).
Erker. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1964).
Alpiakan manusak. (Erevan, 1969).
Patmvatzkner. (Erevan, 1975).
Erker. 4 vols. (Erevan, 1976, 1979, 1982,1984).
Mirhav. (Erevan, 1971).
Selbosyan, L. Erker. (Erevan, 1985).
Kisoyan, A. Erker. (Erevan, 1986).

Texts (short stories)
Galustivikë. (Erevan, 1926).
Hovnafan March. (Erevan, 1927).
Mtnadzor. (Erevan, 1927).
Patmvatzkner. (Erevan, 1928).
Spitakdzin. (Moscow, 1929).
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Hachatur Abovyani “anhayt batsakciyumë”. (Erevan, 1932).
Sev tseleri sermnatsanë. (Erevan, 1933).
Andzrevë. (Erevan, 1935).
Elbayrutyan ënkuzeninerë. (Erevan, 1936).
Sev tseleri sermnatsanë. (Erevan, 1936).
Keri Davon. (Erevan, 1936).
Muroyi zrutsë. (Erevan, 1960).
Alpiakan manusak. (Erevan, 1962).
Muroyi zrutsë. Namak rusats tagavorin. (Erevan, 1969).
Andzrevë. (Erevan, 1970).
Tfevosyan, H. “Aksel Bakuntsi norahayt namaknerë.” BEH, 1987/3, 83-85.

Translations

English

Apresyan, S. “Cyclamens.” Nor asharh, 1959/27,4; 28,4; 29,4. Also published 
in Lraber, July 12, 1960, 4; July 14, 1960, 4; July 16,1960, 4.

Wixley, A. “This Is Javo Speaking from her Flat.” IL (later SL), 1936/5, 21-24.
---- -— . “The Mountain Cyclamen.” SL, 1966/3, 67-74.

English  anthologies 

WM, 12-21.
French

Butkiewicz, L. “Les Violettes des Alpes.” OO, 123 (March 1969), 27-35. 
G erman

Hofmaier, H. “Das Alpenveilchen.” Sowjet-Literatur, 1966/3, 72-80.
Russian

AVpiiskaia flalka: Roman. Rasskazy. (Moscow, 1981).
Povesti i rasskazy: (Moscow, 1962).

Russian  anthologies 

AASL, 154-67.
RAN, 305-41.

S panish

Bernal, E. “Violeta alpina.” Literatura Sovietica, 1966/3, 69-77.

Bibliographies
Ishanyan, R. Aksel Bakunts, kensagrut’yun ev matenagrufyun. (Erevan, 1960).

Criticism
Adamyan, A. “Aleksandr Bakuntsi asakertakan gortze.” T, 1958/1, 93-96. 
Adonts, N. “Hachatur Aboveani vahcanë.” Vêm, 1 (1933/1), 5-13. (On Bakunts's 

Hachatur Abovyani “anhayt batsakayumë”).
Aharonean, V. “Aksel Bakunts.” HK, 14 (1935-36/9), 121-33.
“Aksel Bakunts.” HK, 31 (1953/2), 42-52; 3, 49-58.
Aksel Bakuntsi steltzagortzufyunë (hodvatzneri zolovatzu). (Erevan, 1959). 
Alababyan, S. “Zolovrdakan kerpamerë Aksel Bakuntsi patmvatzkTierum.” PBH, 

1957/3, 136^19.
-------- . Aksel Bakunts. (Erevan, 1959).
-------- . “S M  talandë.” SG, 1959/10, 82-93.
-------- . Aksel Bakunts. (Erevan, 1963).
-------- “Aksel Bakunts.” PBH, 1963/4, 203-10.
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-------- . Aksel Bakunts, ocherk tvorchestva. (Moscow, 1965).
-------- . Aksel Bakunts. (Erevan, 1971).
-------- . “Aksel Bakunts: kyanM ev steltzagortzufyan ëjerë.” SG, 1979/7,17-38.
-------- . “Aksel Bakuntsi ‘Münadzor’ zolovatzun,” PBH, 1979/2, 3-16.
Ananyan, V. “Bakuntsi het.” SG, 1963/7, 91-95.
Atabekyan, S. “Aksel Bakuntsi lrutyunë.” SG, 1981/10, 131-37.
Afayan, R. “K‘narakan Akselë.” SG, 1977/10, 136-17.
Gasparyan, D. “Aksel Bakuntsë indipes or ë.” SG, 1986/1, 131-36.
Hakobyan, P. “Abovyane ev Bakuntsë.” BEH, 1980/2, 47-61.
Hambardzumean, V. “Aksel Bakunts.” HK, 33 (1955/8), 1-12.
Hanzadyan, S. “Aksel Bakuntsi het.” SG, 1979/7,4-16.
-------- . “Sev tseleri sermnatsanë.” SG, 1974/7,114—24.
Hechumyan, V. “Solsotun talande.” SG, 1969/5,150-54.
Ishanyan, R. Aksel Bakunts, kensagrutyun ev matenagrutyun. (Erevan, 1960).
-------- . “Zolovurdneri elbayrufyan galap̂ are Aksel Bakuntsi steltzagortzuryun-

nerum.” T, 1961/5, 39^18.
-------- . “Erb husë dafnum ë nerka (Aksel Bakuntsi stehzagortzufyanmi karevor

arandznahatkufyan masin).” SG, 1962/2,143-53.
-------- . “Aksel Bakuntsi mi antip stehzagortzutyunë.” SG, 1965/3, 113.
-------- . “Aksel Bakuntsi geljkakan kerpamerë.” BEH, 1967/3,183-92.
-------- . “Fastakani ev gelarvestakani sahmanagtzum.” SG, 1973/11, 129-39.
-------- . Bakuntsi kyankn u arvestë. (Erevan, 1974).
-------- . Bakuntsi lezvakan arvestë. (Erevan, 1974).
-------- . “Metz barekamuryun (Charents ev Bakunts).” BEH, 1977/3,117-28.
-------- . “Aksel Bakunts.” L, 1979/6, 93-101.
-------- . “Hay gelarvestakan ardzaki hosoraguyn demkë (Aksel Bakuntsi 90-

amyakin).” L, 1989/8, 3-15.
Lazahetsyan, V. “Aksel Bakuntsë ev Hayastani ôgnutyan komiten (HÔK-ë).” L, 

1979/6,102-5.
Mikirtichian, L. “Aksel Bakounts as the Champion of the True Concept of the 

Popular Basis of Literature in Soviet Armenia.” CR, 7 (1958), 66-90; 8 (1959), 
41-69.

Mkrtchean, L. Aksel Bakuntsë orpës anhardah zolovrdaynutean afajamartik 
horhrdahay grakanuteanmëj. (Munich, 1959).

Mkrtchyan, H. Aksel Bakunts. (Erevan, 1958).
Öhanyan, V. “Huser Bakuntsi masin.” SG, 1979/10, 94-99.
Öhanyan, Z. “Bakuntsyan noveli mi kani arandznahatkufyunnerë.” SG, 1974/1, 

136-40.
Patrik, A. “Mi drvag Bakuntsi usanolakan tarinerits.” SG, 1965/3, 114—16. 
Sahnazaryan, N. Aksel Bakuntsi steltiagorizufyan usutsman im ÿordzë. (Erevan, 

1989).
Sanasar, F. “Sew tseleri sermnatsanë.” HK, 13 (1934—35/9), 157-60.
Swenyan, A. “Axel Bakunts.” SL, 1966/3, 170-76.
Tamrazyan, H. “Bakuntsi steltzagortzuryan gnahaturyan suijë.” SG, 1974/11, 

98-109.
Tonoyan, E. “Gogolyan avandnerë ev Bakuntsi ‘Provintsiayi mayramutë’.” BEH, 

1982/3, 179-84.
Zakaryan, A. “Bakuntsi mutkë grakanufyan mej.” PBH, 1959/4, 140-44. 
-------- . “Aksel Bakuntsë ev grakanutyan hartserë.” T, 1969/11-12, 27-34.
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B A R H U D A R E A N , G E O R G  (1835-1913)
A native of Tiflis. A writer, translator (especially from German), and teacher. 
Attended school in Tiflis and continued his education at Dorpat (now Tartu, 
Estonia). Taught in Armenian schools in Transcaucasia, and contributed to the 
principal periodicals of the time, particularly Hiwsisapayl of Moscow. His poems 
express a concern with social injustice and promote patriotism and unity.

Texts
Barepast mardik. (Tiflis, 1889). (Play).
Banasteltzutiwnner. (Tiflis, 1897). (Poems).

B A R S E tE A N , G E tA M  (1883-1915)
Pen names: Gelô, Net, Ösin-ZarTönk.
Bom and educated in Constantinople. A writer and journalist. With Sawars 
Misakean (cl884-1957) and Vahram Taful (q.v.), published the literary weekly 
Azdak (Constantinople, 1908-09); became one of the editors of Azatamart (Con
stantinople, 1909-15) and a supporter of the periodical Mehean (Constantinople, 
1914). He was arrested and put to death during the initial stages of the Armenian 
genocide of 1915. Wrote short stories, short prose pieces, and lyrical impressions.

Texts
Amboljakan gortzë. (Paris, 1931). (Stories).

Criticism
Sasuni, K. “Gelam Barseleani amboljakan gortzë.” HK, 10 (1931-32/1), 170-74.

B A S A L E A N , L E W O N  (1868-1943)
Pen names: Menik, Taparik, Tzitzefnak, Armen Zarparean (a collective pen name 
shared with Vahan Tëkëean and Surën Parfewean), L. Zarfumean.
Bom and educated in Constantinople. A writer of short stories. Joined the ranks 
of the Hndiakean party and collaborated closely with A. Arpiarean in editing the 
Hayrenik daily. Fled the Armenian massacres of the mid-1890s, settled in Europe 
in 1896, and subsequently published Nor keank in London. Financial hardship 
compelled him to work for a French oil company in Baku, from about 1903 to 
1920. He then settled in Paris, became absorbed in the activities of the Armenian 
National Delegation, the Central Commitee for the Armenian Refugees, and the 
Armenian General Benevolent Union. Visited Soviet Armenia in 1924 to organize 
the construction of settlements, schools, and hospitals in Erevan and its suburbs, 
with financial assistance provided by the Armenian General Benevolent Union. 
Died in Vichy.

Collections (stories)

Dakesyan, V. Entir erker. (Erevan, 1962).
Noravëper ew patmuatzkner. (Paris, 1939).
Patmuatzkner. (Aleppo, 1945).

Works in periodicals
M, 1889/3927, 62-64. 1890/3935, 188-90; 3937, 231-32; 3939, 255-56; 3951, 

62-64.
“Tselin dzaynë.” ANA, 1 (1898-99), 34-37.
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“Erku kiner.” Mure, 1902/2, 5-8.
“Kovkastsi hay ishani më kartziknerë.” Sirak, 1907/6, 333-37.
Zarparean, A. “Taragir veryusumner. Giseruan pahe,” AM, 1908,1109-13.

Translations

English

Andreassian, K. M. “The Voice of the Race.” Armenia (Boston), 2 (1906/8), 
36-43. Also in The New Armenia, 8 (1916/12), 189-91.

A. S. “Yuletide.” Armenia (Boston), 2 (1905/2, 3), 36-41. Also published in 
Armenia (Boston), 4 (1911/8), 1-3.

Mahtesian, A. “Yuletide in Armenia.” The New Armenia, 8 (1916/4), 54—55. 
Serpouhie. “The New Suit.” Kochnak, September 8, 1917, 1101-02.

Russian

“Poprannyi obet.” RAN, 186-90.

Criticism

Canasean, M. “Lewon Basalean.” B, 105 (1947), 278-79.
Kamsarakan, T. “Lewon Basaleani grakan gortze.” ANA, 5 (1934/5-6), 90. 
Manukyan, S. Levon Basalyan. (Erevan, 1969).
Parikean, H. Lewon Basalean. (Aleppo, 1970).

B A S I N J A tE A N , G E O R G  (1857-1925)
Bom in Slnah, Georgia. Studied the art of painting in Tiflis (1876-78) and 
St. Petersburg (1879-83) and spent most of his life in Tiflis. Toured Italy and 
Switzerland (1884), briefly resided in Paris (1899-1901), and mounted successful 
exhibitions of his paintings (mainly landscapes) in numerous cities. An accom
plished artist, he also took a keen interest in literature and wrote short stories, 
plays, travel notes, and some literary criticism. Died in Tiflis.

Collections
Erker. (Erevan, 1966).

Texts
Nkarchi keankits. (Petersburg, 1903).
Usanolner. (Tiflis, 1912).
Ëskizner. (Tiflis, 1913).
Nkarchi keankits. (N.p., 1914 [includes second impression of vol. 1 1903, 370- 

90]; Erevan, 1950).

Translations

Russian

KHAN, 2,141—46. (‘7z dnevnika dvorianina”)

Criticism
Gayfejyan, V., and Sargsyan, A. Gevorg Basinjafyan. (Erevan, 1957). 
Samuëlean, H. “Mi stehzagortzufean patmutiwn; Druagner Raffu ew Basinjaleani 

steltzagortzakan hamagortzaktsutiwunits.” HA, 1987 (special issue, 1887- 
1987), 947^19.

Sargsyan, M. Gevorg Basinjafyan: kyankë ev gortzuneufyunë. (Erevan, 1957). 
Bashindzhagian, Z. G. 30 let otdannye Saiat-Nova. (Erevan, 1963).
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B E S, G A R E G IN  (1910-1986)
Pen name: Garegin Bes.
Bom Garegin Sarinyan in Susi, Artsah (Karabagh); and educated at Stepanakert, 
Tiflis, and at the State Univsersity of Erevan. From 1944 to 1947 he was the 
secretary for the literary journal Sovetakan grakanutyun, and later he worked for 
the Armenian Theatrical Society in Erevan. A novelist and dramatist, he chose 
his themes from contemporary Armenian and Soviet life.

Collections
Erker, 3 vols. (Erevan, 1976,1978,1981). (Vol. 3 has title “erek grkov”; vols. 1 

and 2 have title “erek hatorov”).

Texts (stories and novels)
Kyanki ergë. (Erevan, 1930).
Jorji Tenli. (Erevan, 1931).
Wiskanerë bardzranum en, (Erevan, 1932).
Paykar. (Erevan, 1932).
Ardzctk banasteltzufyunner (Erevan, 1933).
Herosneri stverum. (Erevan, 1939).
Krak, (Erevan, 1944).
Harazatner. (Erevan, 1946).
Petunts Galon. (Erevan, 1947).
Novelner. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1954).
Novelner. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1960-63).
ASikn u Masikë. (Erevan, 1962).
Asharhn indznov ë sksvum. (Erevan, 1962). (Play).
Nkarchi nverë. (Erevan, 1964).
Ayrvatz vster. (Erevan, 1967).
Tznund. (Erevan, 1971).
Hobelyanë, (Erevan, 1973).
Golatsvatz arevë. (Erevan, 1974).
Taterakan novelner, (Erevan, 1976).
Im Charentsë. (Erevan, 1979).
Ergë kanchum ë. (Erevan, 1982).
Kyanki kenatsë. (Erevan, 1984).
Husanovelner. (Erevan, 1985).

Translations

Russian

Arsharuni, A., and Glebova A. Mir nachinaetsia s menia. (Moscow, 1961). 
Mnatsakanian, An. Selskii députât. (Moscow, 1966).
Novelly. (Erevan, 1956).
Vozvrashchenie. (Erevan, 1952).

Criticism
Babayan, A. “Garegin Besi novelnerë.” SG, 1965/8,135^4-2.
Verdyan, B. “Tznndavayri nersnchankov.” SG, 1985/2, 138-40.

BIW RAT, SM BA T (1862-1915)
Pen names; Hayk-Lewon, Lefnordi, Mtrak, Smbat Biwrat, Tab.
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Bom Smbat Tër-Lazarents in Zëyfun (now Süleymanli, Turkey) and educated at 
the Armenian seminary in Jerusalem. He sat in on courses in pedagogy at the 
Sorbonne and earned a living teaching in Armenian schools in various cities: 
Marash, Zëyfun, Sis (Kozan), Samsun, Constantinople, Alexandria, Cairo, etc. 
As a member of the Armenian intelligentsia, he was arrested and murdered during 
the initial stages of the Armenian massacres and deportations in 1915. His novels, 
elaborating contemporary and past Armenian political activities and aspirations, 
were enormously popular at the turn of the twentieth century. The list below of 
his works is considerably incomplete.

Texts
Banasteltzakan erker. Vol. 1. (Constantinople, 1909). (Poetry).
Awarayri ariwtzë kam Vardanank. (Constantinople, 1909). (Play).
Velarawor herose kam Bartolimëos v. Takacean. (Constantinople, 1909). 
Zefuntsi vardapetë kam Grigoris tz. v. Abardeants. (N.p., cl910).
Innsun vets: ariwni mëjen. 6 vols. (Constantinople, 1911). (Novel).
Sasunën etkë. L Diakaputnerë. (Constantinople, 1911). (Novel).
Sasunën etkë. 2. Dëpi Eëltez. (Constantinople, 1911). (Novel).
Bantë baut 5 vols. (Constantinople, 1910). (Novel).
Eëltëzë Sasun. (Constantinople, 1912). (Novel).
Verjin berdë. (Constantinople, 1914). (Drama).
Ariwni dzorë. (Constantinople, 1919). (Story).

Criticism
Eremean, S. “Smbat Biwrat.” B, 90 (1932), 74—76,129-32, 301-3. 
Smbat-Biwrat. “Lefnakanimëyusatetrë(ink4nakensagmfiwn).”B, 93 (1935), 36- 

41, 91-100, 205-9, 246-51; 94 (1936), 106-14; 95 (1937), 82-89, 300-4; 96 
(1938), 211-15, 306-11.

B O R Y A N , G U R G E N  (1915-1971)
Bom in Susi, Artsah (Karabagh). A poet, dramatist, and translator. He pursued his 
higher studies at the M. Gorky Institute for Literature in Moscow; edited Grakan 
tert (1938—41); and twice acted as secretary to the Union of Soviet Writers of 
Armenia (1938^-1,1950-54). In the years 1958-68, he first became the editor of 
Literatumaia Armeniia, then that of Sovetakan grakanutyun. From 1968 to his 
death, he was the deputy minister of culture in the Armenian SSR.

Collections
Hatëntir. (Erevan, 1953).
Éntir erker. (Erevan, 1966).
Nuyn harki tak. (Erevan, 1972). (Collection of plays).
Erker. (Erevan, 1982).

Texts
Banasteltzufyunner. (Erevan, 1937). (Poetry).
Arevi hambuyrë. (Erevan, 1939). (Poetry).
Canaparh depi tzovë. (Erevan, 1940). (Poetry).
Martiki erdumë. (Erevan, 1941).
Krake lezvov. (Erevan, 1942). (Poetry).
Mankakan banasteltzutyunner. (Erevan, 1942). (Poetry).
Hratsolk. (Erevan, 1945). (Poetry).
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Tzalkeptunj. (Erevan, 1946). (Poetry).
Erevanyan lusabats. (Erevan, 1947). (Poetry).
Bardzuntnerum. (Erevan, 1949). (Play).
Ayo ev och. (Erevan, 1955).
Banasteltzutyunnen (Erevan, 1957). (Poetry).
CocanaL (Erevan, 1958).
Nuyn harki tak. (Erevan, 1958).
Om ê lave [?] (Erevan, 1958).
Inchu [?] (Erevan, 1959).
Erek drama. (Erevan, 1963). (Plays).
Es, du, na. (Erevan, 1965).
Dem at dem. (Erevan, 1968).
Antari ÿesatsun. (Erevan, 1969). (Play).
Imdzin. (Erevan, 1984).
Karusel. (Erevan, 1990).

Translations

Russian

Davidova, A. Moi kon\ (Moscow and Leningrad, 1950).
Erevanskie rassvety. (Moscow, 1948).
Ginzburg, L. Dorogi. (Moscow, 1958).
[Gonchar, N.], Na mosty. (Moscow, 1964).
Ia, ty, on. (Erevan, 1956).
Izbrannoe. (Erevan, 1952).
Kiiatva boitsa. Sbornik stikhov. (Erevan, 1942).
Ognennym iazykom. Stikhi. (Moscow, 1944).
Sarkisian, P. Da i net. Stikhi. (Moscow, 1955).
Serebriakov, B. Frontovye stikhi. (Erevan, 1943).
Stikhi. (Erevan, 1956).
Tadeosian, A. Dve dramy. (Moscow, 1960).
[Tadeosian, A.], Pod odnoi kryshei. (Moscow, 1959).

Criticism
“Gurgen Boryani tznndyan 60-amyaki artiv, *Du kdimanas’.” SG, 1975/9, 110-

11.

C H A M C H E A N , M IKAYËL (1738-1823)
A native of Constantinople. An eminent historian, linguist-grammarian, and 
theologian. Joined the Mekhitarists of Venice in 1757 and took holy orders in 
1762. For six years he was the pastor of the Armenian Catholics of Basra, 
Iraq, where he was in ill health. Returned to Venice in 1775 and completed 
his monumental History of Armenia, published in 1784—86. In 1795 he took up 
residence in Constantinople to recuperate and to organize a Mekhitarist school. 
There he was personally involved in the unofficial and unauthorized unity talks 
between the Armenian Apostolic and Armenian Catholic communities, which 
bore no fruit. Died and was buried in Constantinople.

Texts
Kerakanutiwn haykazean lezui (Venice, 1779,1801,1831,1833,1843; Calcutta, 

1823,1830; Tiflis, 1826;Susi, 1833,1839). (Grammar of Classical Armenian).
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Patmufiwn hayots. 3 vols. (Venice, 1784—86). (History of Armenia).
Nuagaran örhnuteants, yorum meknin awag Örhnutiwnk Satmosaranin meroy. 

(Venice, 1801).
Hrahang eöfneki, eötneak eötambk dasaworeal. (Venice, 1802).
Patker tönits surb Astuatzatzni. (Venice, 1805).
Hrahcanpatmutean hayots. (Venice, 1811; Calcutta, 1824). (History of Armenia). 
Kiwlzari tëvarih. Hay millëtinë tayir hikeayëlër ilë tönanmis. Chamchean hayr 

Mikayël vardapetin layrëfi ilë. (Venice, 1812,1850,1862). (This is aTurkish 
version in Armenian characters of the preceding title).

Meknutiwn sahnosats. 10 vols. (Venice, 1815-1823).
Selan hnkots. (Venice, 1816).
Patmutyun hayots. (Erevan, 1984). (A facsimile reproduction in three volumes 

of the original title as published in Venice in 1784—86).

Translations
Avdall, J. History of Armenia. 2 vols. (Calcutta, 1827). (Abridged).

Criticism
Babikean, A. Hamaföt yayt yandimanutiwn erkuts csmartuteants ënddëm erkuts 

molar druteants. Arajinn V.H. Mikayëli Chamchean, të Ödznetsin itsë imas- 
tasër hayrapetn Hayots, vkayealn isrbots harts merots. Erkrordn V.H. Mkrtdii 
Awgerean të tetrakn Ödznetswoyn itsë ullapar vardapetutiwn ew grutiwn 
veroygreal Imastasiri. (Vienna, 1817).

Cemcemean, S. “H. Mik^ayel Chamchean ew ir Hayots patmutiwnë.” B, 1981/3-4, 
300-56.

-------- . “1809-i Polsoy miuüenakan sarzumë ew H, Mikayël Chamchean.” HA,
1987/1-12, 897-910.

“H.MikayëlQieandhem”Mhitar. YisatakMhitareanyobelinin. (Venice, 1901). 
pp. 76-86.

Mhifarean, Y. M. “H. M. Chamcheani derë hayots lezui sarahiwsufean zargatsman 
’gortzum.” B, 127 (1969), 217-24; 128 (1970), 256-62.

Ufujyan, A. “Grigor Daranaletsin M. Chamchyani Patmufyan atbyur.” L, 1975/2, 
81-89.

-------- . “Hovhannisik Tzaretsin (16-rd dar) orpes MilCayel Chamchyani Pat-
muüyan albyur.” BEH, 1976/2,195-200.

-------- . “MilCayel Chamchyani patmagitakan hayatskheri gnahatman hartsi
suij irBEH, 1981/2,144-51.

-------- . “MilCayel Chamdiyan.” L, 1988/9,71.
UCunjyan, A. [sic] “Polsahay hamaynlCneri miutyan hndirë ev M. Chamchyane.” 

BEH, 1978/3, 201-13.

CHARÈG, ARAM (1874-1947)
Pen name: Vtarandi.
Bom in Karin (Erzurum). A poet, translator, and teacher. Educated at the Artznean 
school of his birthplace, at the Gëorgean seminary in Ëjmiatzin, and in the Ner- 
sisean school of Tiflis. He also audited courses in Leipzig, Paris, and Switzerland. 
He led a wandering life, teaching in Constantinople, Smyrna, and Eastern Europe, 
before settling in France. In 1946 he was invited to take part in the second
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conference of the Union of Soviet Armenian writers in Erevan. Died in Moscow, 
reportedly of an illness.

Texts
Banasteltzutiwnner. (Venice, 1900). (Poetry).
Vitôsi bazën. (Geneva, 1906).
Horhrdayin metz Hayastan. (Paris, 1945).

BPA, 509.
Translations (Russian anthologies)

Criticism
E[remean], S. “Aram Charëg.” B, 93 (1935), 84—88.

C H A R E N T S , E tISE  (1897-1937)
Pen name: Elise Charents.
Bom Elise Solomonyan in the Western Armenian city of Kars (now in Turkey) 
and educated in the local Armenian and Russian schools. In 1915 he joined the 
Armenian volunteers supporting the Russian war effort on the Russo-Ottoman 
front in World War I. Took to arms a second time in 1918-19 to support the 
Red Army in the civil war. Settled in Erevan in the early 1920s, and along with 
G. Abov and A, Vstuni (q.q.v.), he issued the famous “Declaration of the Three” 
in June of 1922, which rejected the old and called for a new Armenian literary 
tradition. In the wake of his return from an extensive tour in Europe, he founded a 
union of writers, named “Noyember,” and worked for the state publishing house 
from 1928 to 1935. The termination of his position in this establishment marked 
the beginning of an orchestrated campaign to denounce him and his literature. By 
this time, he had become addicted to drugs, and the circumstances under which 
his life came or was brought to an end two years later are still somewhat uncertain.

Collections
Erkeri zolovatzu. 2 vols. (Moscow, 1922).
Zolovatzupoemneri. (Tiflis, 1927).
Erker. (Erevan, 1932).
Poemner. (Erevan, 1936).
Hatëntir. (Beirut, 1953).
Ëntir erker. (Erevan, 1954).
Lenin (poemner ev banasteltzufyunner). (Erevan, 1954).
Ëntir erker. (Erevan, 1955).
Amboijakan gortzë. Vol. 1. (Beimt, 1955).
Grakanufyan masin. (Erevan, 1957).
Ëntir erker. (Erevan, 1957).
Erkeri zolovatzu. 6 vols. (Erevan, 1962-68).
Poemner. (Erevan, 1966).
Knarergakan, arvest kertolufyan, girk imastutyan, taler ev horhurdner, ergitza-  

kan, jtrkvatz patafikner. (Erevan, 1967).
Ëntir erker. (Erevan, 1973).
Banasteltzufyunner, poemner, balladner. (Erevan, 1976).
Ëntir erker. (Erevan, 1977).
LXXX: Hatëntir. (Erevan, 1977).
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Muradyan, R. Erker, (Erevan, 1983).
Gamalelyan, T., et al. Erker. (Erevan, 1985).
Charents, A. Erkeri zolovatzu. 4 vols. (Erevan, 1986-87).
Jrbasyan, Ëd., and Charents, A. Hatëntir. (Erevan, 1987). (Illus. by G. Hanjyan).

Texts (verse)
Erek erg thradaluk aljkan. (Kars, 1914).
Kaputacheay hayrenik. (Tiflis, 1915).
Dantëakan araspei. (Tiflis, 1916; Beirut, 1954).
Tziatzanë. (Moscow, 1917).
Soma. (Tiflis, 1918).
Ambohnerë helagaruatz. (Tiflis, 1919; Beirut, 1954; Erevan, 1967, 1975). 
Bolorin, bolorin, bolorin. (Erevan, 1920).
Poëzozurna. (Moscow, 1922).
Romans ansër. (Moscow, 1922).
Kapkaz tamasa. (Tiflis, 1923).
Poemner. (Constantinople, 1923).
Komalmanah. (Moscow, 1924).
Mackal Sakoyipatmutyunë. (Erevan, 1924, 1936).
Stambol. (Constantinople, 1924).
Erekpokrikpoëm ‘Lenin’ sarkits. (Berlin, 1925).
Myur de Federe. (Erevan, 1925).
Leninn uAlin, (Erevan, 1925, 1969).
ErkirNairi. (Erevan, 1926, 1934,1977). (Novel).
Hisolutyunner Erevani uttich tnits. (Tiflis, 1927). (Impressions of life in the 

Erevan correction house).
Rubayat. (Tiflis, 1927).
Chors ballad. (Moscow, 1929).
Épikakan lusabats. (Erevan, 1930).
Girk canaparhi. (Erevan, 1933 [1934]; Aleppo, 1946 [selections], 1954, 1959; 

Beirut, 1950, 1959).
Boris Dzneladze. Ballad gndapet Tomsoni, komerit tli ev gortzaduli masin. (Ere

van, 1934).
Hmbapet Savars. (Erevan, 1961).
Es im anus Hayastani. (Erevan, 1967, 1970 [in 12 languages]).
Komitas. (Erevan, 1969).
Ballad Vladimir Ilyichi, muziki ev mi zuyg kosiki masin. (Erevan, 1982). 
Ananyan, G. Poemner, banastehzutyunner. (Erevan, 1984).
Charents, A. “Charentsi antip namake M. Sahinyanin (1933f. dekt. 1-in).” PBH, 

1987/2, 226-30. (Text in Russian).

Other works (letters and unpublished manuscripts)
“Antip ëjer.” SG, 1962/6, 3-11.
“Navzike (hatvatzner) ” SG, 1963/2, 3-9.
“Komitasi hisatakin.” SG, 1964/1, 73-85.
Zak*aryan, A. “Elise Charentsi antip namaknerits.” PBH, 1964/1, 163-72. 
“Ispania,” SG, 1965/6, 3-4.
“Antip banasteltzutyunner.” SG, 1972/6,15-17.
Ananyan, G. “Elise Charentsi erku namake.” BEH, 1974/1, 184—86,
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Charente, A. “Elise Charentsi antip banasteltzutyunnerë Vahan Teryani masin.” 
BEH, 1975/2,165-66.

-------- . “Elise Charentsi ‘Herosi harsanild;’ draman.” SG, 1976/6, 127-36.
-------- . “Antip banasteltzufyunner.” SG, 1977/11, 125-30.
-------- . Antip ev cfihavakvatz erker. (Erevan, 1983).
-------- . “Orpes gors, dehn terevner.” L, 1989/2, 60-78.

Translations

English

Antreassian, J., andMargossian, "M. Across Two Worlds: Selected Prose ofEghishé 
Charents. (New York, 1985).

Daglish, R. “About Lenin, a Peasant and a Pair of Boots.” SL, 1970/3, 16-19.
Der Hovanessian, D., and Margossian, M. Land o f Fire: Selected Poems. (Ann 

Arbor: Ardis, 1986).
Kasabian, H. “To Armenia.” The Armenian Mirror-Spectator, October 7,1942.
Kelikian, H. “I Love the Sunsavouring Word of My Sweet Armenia.” A, 1961, 

Autumn, 38-39.
“Nairi. A fragment from the novel.” Literature of the Peoples of the USSR. 

1943/7-8,191-95.

English  anthologies

SAP, 11-13.
French

Antonian, A. [“A ma muse”]; [“Chant d’amour dédié aux adolescents qui vien
dront”]; [“Hommage à nos prodigieux artisans”]. LS, 219 (1977), 138—40*

Gardon, Y. “Sonet rouge/Karmir sonet.” AND, 14 (1963), 58-59. (French and 
Armenian texts).

Gaucheron, J. “Sept conseils pour les chanteurs de P avenir,” “Sept conseils aux 
bâtisseurs de villes,” “Sept conseils pour les semeurs de l’avenir.” 0 0  (Oct. 
1967), 95-99.

-------- . “Roubayats.” OO, 123 (March 1969), 5.
----- —. “Les foules sont devenues folles”, “Du cycle ‘Octaves au soleil’.” OO,

160 (April 1972), 136-41.
Juin, H. “L’adolescent aux cheveux bouclés,” “Méditation.” AND, I l  (n.d.), 26- 

29.
-------- . “Vers l’avenir,” “Pour le soleil,” “Art poétique.”A7VD, 17 (n.d.), 128-32.
-------- . “Monument”; “Mefisto” AND, 18 (n.d.), 81-82.
-------- . “Louange de Y Arménie,” “Etrange automne,” “Vahakn.” AND, 11

(1960), 38-40.
-------- . ‘ Vahakn/Vahagn.” AND, 15 (1964), 39-40.
Lénine et Ali. (Erevan, 1967).
Marcel, L.-A. Choix de poèmes. (Beirut, n.d.).
-------- . “Sonet rouge/Karmir sonet,” “Pour le soleil/Arewin.” AND, 10 (n.d.),

38—41. (French and Armenian on facing pages).
Mardirossian, L. “Hymne à la nature.” OO (Oct. 1967), 93-95.
Ter-Sarkissian, P. La maison de rééducation. (Marseilles: Editions Parenthèses, 

1992).

French  anthologies

APA, 233-34.
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CPA, 215-53.
E, 58-71.
FPA, 52,61-63.
LPA, 246-85.

Russian

Akhmatova, M. et al. hbrannoe. (Erevan, 1987).
Izbrannoe. (Moscow, 1956). 
hbrannoe. (Erevan, 1967).
Khachatriants, la. StranaNairi. (Erevan, 1960).
Kocharian, S. Leniniana. Stikhotvoreniia i poemy. (Erevan, 1980).
Maksimov, M. Dedushka Lenin. Poema. (Moscow, 1969).
-------- . Lenin i Ali. (Erevan, 1970).
Moiu Armeniiu liubliu. (Erevan, 1967).
Pavlova, A., et al. Leniniana. Stikhotvoreniia, poemy. (Erevan, 1987).
Poemy i ballady. (Erevan, 1960).
Stikhi. (Moscow, 1980).
Stikhotvoreniia i poemy. (Leningrad, 1973).
StranaNairi. (Moscow and Leningrad, 1926; Moscow, 1933,1935).
Strani NairL-Stefan Zorian: PredsedatseV revkoma; Devushka iz biblioteki. 

(Moscow, 1964).
Tri poemy o Lenine. (Moscow, 1955).

S panish anthologies 

APAS, 265-69.
M ultilingual

Es im anus Hayastani. (Erevan, 1967). (12 languages).
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CHARHUTEAN, NUPAR(1920 )
Bom in Marash (Kahramanmara§, Turkey), Charhutean grew up in Aleppo. He 
lived in Damascus until the late 1940s and subsequently moved to Beirut, where 
he taught French and French literature. Initially, he wrote in French, but in the 
early 1950s he began writing both prose and verse in Armenian. He moved to 
California in 1986.

Texts (in Armenian)
Kayën anmelë. (Beirut, 1954). (Novel).
Örör diakneru hamar. (Beirut, 1955). (Poetry).
Ardarnerun oëirë. (Beirut, 1961). (Poetry).
Unaynutean açterë. (Beirut, 1975). (Novel).
Mahapartë, (Los Angeles, 1991). (Novel; first in a projected cycle of four novels, 

under the general title Arants astli camban).
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Kalakë ur Narek dikar. (Los Angeles, 1993). (Novel).

Texts in French (verse)
Poèmes. (Beirut, 1941).
Salomé. (Damascus, 1949).
Berceuses pour des cadavres. (Beirut, 1953).

C H E O K IW R E A N , T IG R A N  (1884-1915)
Pen name: Mehekan.
Bom in Gümü§hane, Turkey. Lost his parents at an early age and grew up in 
orphanages in Constantinople. Graduated from the famous Përpërean school of 
Constantinople in 1907. Taught and engaged in public activities. Published the 
periodical Ostan (Constantinople, 1911-12) with Mikayël Samtancean (1874— 
1926). Published some of his short stories and novelettes separately, but his poems 
are still scattered in the periodical press. Along with numerous colleagues, he was 
arrested and slain during the deportations and massacres in 1915.

Collections
Erker. (Erevan, 1984).

Texts
Hayreni dzayner. (Constantinople, 1910).
Vankë. (Constantinople, 1914; Erevan, 1962). (Story).
Vankë. Herosë. (Paris, 1933). (Stories).

Translations (French)
Ter-Sarkissian, P. Le Monastère, journal d'un religieux. (Marseilles: Editions 

Parenthèses, 1988).

Criticism
Eïisë, r. “Tigran Chëôkiwrean.” VER, 5 (1921), 24-25.
Eremean, S. “Tigran Cheökiwrean.” B, 90 (1933), 208-12.
Hachatryan, T. “Tigran Chyokuryanë knnadat.” BEH, 1985/3, 160-64. 
Hyusyan, M. “Hay ardzaki gluhgortzotsnerits mekë.” SG, 1963/1,129-34. 
Kfiwfecean], Y[akob]. “Girker-Vankë Tigran Chëôkiwreani.” Mehean, 1914/2, 

30.
Sargsyan, G. ‘Tigran Chyokuryanë grakan krmadat.” L, 1985/10, 49-57.
Sewan, A. “Tigran Cheökiwrean.” HK, 8 (1929-30/11), 43-72.

C H E R A Z , M IN A S  (1852-1929)
Bom in Constantinople to parents originally from the village of Cheraz, near 
Akn (Egin, now Kemaliye, Turkey). A public and political figure, teacher, and 
writer. Educated in his birthplace. Taught at various Armenian schools, and was 
principal of the Kedronakan school ( 1886-89) in Constantinople. As secretary and 
interpreter, he accompanied the unofficial Armenian delegation to the Congress of 
Berlin (1878) in pursuit of the Armenian Question, which he continued to promote 
with British and Russian politicians. In 1889 he fled Constantinople and settled 
in London, where he published UArménie-Armenia to propagate the Armenian 
cause. He also lived in Paris (1898-08,1910-18), Constantinople (1908-10), and 
Marseilles (from 1918 to his death).
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Texts (literary)
Grakan pordzer. (Constantinople, 1874). (Verse, speeches, criticism).
Nouvelles orientales. (Paris, 1911). (Stories in French).
Dambaran. (New York, 1920). (Prose; written with E. Tëmircipasean).

Other works (political, polemical, and philological)
Azgayin dastiarakutiwn. (Constantinople, 1876).
Inch sahetsankPerlini vehazolovën? (Constantinople, 1878).
Hayastan ew Italia. (Constantinople, 1879).
Grich ew sur. (Constantinople, 1881).
Haykakan hndir. (Venice, 1917).
Azgayin hndimer: patashan at Arsak Alpöyacean. (Paris, 1927).
Kensagrakan miwsionner. (Paris, 1929).

Translations

English

“Armenaki.” The Oriental World (New York) 1914/4,113-16. (Translated from 
the French). Also published in Armenia (Boston), 7 (1914/4), 113-16.

“The Beggar.” Nor aSharh (New York), 1963/25, 4.
“Dangoudy.” Armenia (Boston), 7 (1913/1), 14—17. (From Nouvelles orientales).

Also published in The New Armenia, 8 (1916/15), 232-34.
“Deunme Emine.” Armenia (Boston), 4 (1911/10), 8-11. (From Nouvelles orien

tales).
“The Last Dance.” Armenia (Boston), 4 (1911/11), 5-6. Also published in The 

Armenian Mirror, December 1,1933,2,4; and The New Armenia, 8 (1916/10), 
151.

“Loxandra Pandelis. A Story Founded on Fact.” Armenia (Boston), 3 (1907/4), 
18-24.

“The Mendicant. An Armenian Legend.” Armenia (Boston), 6 (1913/6), 181-82. 
“New Year’s Day in Armenia.” Armenia (Boston), 5 (1912/6), 166-67. Also 

published in The New Armenia (Boston), 10 (1918/1), 4—5.
“The Old Mountaineer.” Armenia (Boston), 6 (1913/8), 244—45.
“The Pasha and His Wives.” Armenia (newspaper), January 1, 1894,2-3. 
“Sooren’s Revenge.” The New Armenia (Boston), 8 (1916/9), 136-37.

French

“Armenaki.” LArménie (newspaper), 1906/206, 4.
“La dernière danse.” LArménie, 1904/191, 1-2.
“Lévon.” LArménie, 1905/205, 4.
“Le pacha à quarante femmes.” LArménie, 1894/63, 2-3. Also published in La 

Patrie (Constantinople), 1911/129, 205.
“Le vieux montagnard.” LArménie, 1902/170, 1-2.

Criticism
Alpöyacean, A. Minas Cheraz, irkeankë ew gortzë. (Cairo, 1927).
Marshall, A. “Minas Tcheraz, a Biographical Sketch.” Armenia (Boston), 6 

(1913/8), 240-43.
Minas Cherazi vatsnameay hanrayin gortzunëutean yobelean, 1865-1925. 

(Paris, 1928).
“Minas Tcheraz.” The New Armenia (Boston), 21 (1929/3), 40-41.
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Yovhannesean, A. Minas Cheraz, Arewelean vepikner, usumnasirutiwn. (Paris, 
1927).

C H IFPE -SA R A F, O N N I K  (1874-1932)
Pen names: K‘otak;Yovh. Tohmik; Yovhannës Aspet.
Born Yovhannës Abisolomean Aspet in Constantinople. A journalist and writer 
of short stories. Educated at the Kedronakan of his birthplace. In 1920, he was in 
Corfu looking after Armenian orphans. Spent the last decade of his life teaching 
in Marseilles and Geneva (1928 to his death). Most of his works, appearing in 
many periodicals, including Masis (Constantinople, 1901,1903, 1904, etc.) and 
Hay grakanufiwn (Smyrna, 1911-12), have not yet been collected.

Collections
Erker. (Erevan, 1981).

Texts (prose)
Miamiti me arkatznerë (erb amuri ër). (Constantinople, 1908). 
Turk tëfôri ôrerën, im bantarkutiwns. (Constantinople, 1909).

Criticism
Akopdzhanian, A. Chifte Saraf. (Erevan, 1983).
Chöpanean, A. “Mah Yovhannës A sp e tiAN A, 1932/1-2,180-82.
Ësacanean, L. “Yovhannës Aspet.” HK, 11 (1932-33/11), 130-32.
Esayean, Z. “Vipakan aruestë mer mëj—‘Miamiti më arkatznerë’ M, 1908/12- 

13, 239^13.
Gamër, “Urvagitzner-Chiffë-Saraf.” M, 1903/37, 585.
Hakobjanyan, H. “Ônnik Chiffe-Sarafi grakan-knnadatakan zarangufyunë.” 

PBH, 1981/4,167-81.
Parsamean, M. “Galapamer u zgayuriwnner.” AM, 1905, 236-39.
-------- . “Grakan kronik. ‘Miamiti më arkatznerë’.” AM, 1907, 1285-87.
Yarufiwnean, A. “Vicabanutiwn më.” AM, 1906, 442-45. (On Chiffë-Saraf and 

others).
-------- . “Dëmker, Chiffë-Saraf.” AM, 1907,1087-92.
---- — “Grakan kronik, araspel më.” AM, 1908, 216-21.
-------- . “Grakan kronik, anbaroyakan grakanufiwn.” AM, 1908, 703-6.

C H Ö P A N E A N , A R S A K  (1872-1954)
Bom in Constantinople and educated at the local Kedronakan school. A poet, 
playwright, literary critic, publicist-journalist, and translator. Taught in Armenian 
schools, published his writings in the periodical press, and briefly edited the 
periodical Tzalik, before making Paris home in 1895. There, he soon established 
extensive and close contacts with leading French and European intellectuals. In 
1898, he launched his celebrated perodicalAna/w'f (1898-1911, 1929-40,1946- 
49), and a short-lived monthly, Veratznund (1917-21). To the very end of his 
life, he tirelessly propagated Armenian culture, concerns, and aspirations through 
translations into French and the publication of literary texts and anthologies.

Collections
Norents, V., and Tarontsi, S. Erker. (Erevan, 1966).
Erker. (Erevan, 1988).
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Texts
Arsaloysi dzayner. Parts 1 and 2 (Constantinople, 1891). (Prose and verse). 
Tultiÿarkèi hogebanakan vipak. (Constantinople, 1892, 1924). (Story). 
Trtfumner: hawakatzoy banasieltzutean. (Constantinople, 1892). (Poetry). 
Gtutiwn: kerfuatz. (Constantinople, 1892). (Poem).
Horizonë. (Paris, 1905).
Kertuatzner; Arsaloys, Zamerun karawanë, Andzkutiwn, Tesilner, Giserin mëj, 

Blurin vray. (Paris, 1908). (Poetry).
La vie et le rêve. Poèmes en prose, contes, fantaisies. (Paris, 1913).
Offrande poétique à la France. (Paris, 1917).
Hayastanë furk lutzin tak. (Boston, 1918). (Armenian version of his U Arménie 

sous le joug turc).
Thi hoginer. (Paris, 1923). (Stories).
Hayreni knar. (Paris, 1925). (Verse and prose).
Patkemer. (Paris, 1940). (Essays).
Keankew eraz: ardzakbanasteltzufiwnner, hëkeatner, kmatzinêjer. (Paris, 1945). 

(Prose).
Banasteltzufiwnner. (Paris, 1949 [cover, 1950]). (Poetry).
Bambasank. (Paris, 1950). (Play).
Hraskë. (Beirut, 1952). (Play).
Pasmacean, G. Antip namakner A. Chôpaneanën. (Cairo, 1973). (Letters). 
Namakani. (Erevan, 1980).
Vardanyan, V. “AleLsandr Abelyani namaknerë Arsak Chopanyanin.” L, 1982/5, 

89-98.

Other works and translations by Chöpanean
Les massacres d'Arménie. (Paris, 1896).
L'Arménie; son histoire, sa littérature, son rôle en Orient. (Paris, 1897).
Le peuple arménien, son passé, sa culture, son avenir. (Paris, 1913).
L'Arménie sous le joug turc. (Paris, 1916).
Hayastanë furk lutzin tak. [Armenian version of the above]. (Boston, 1919).
La France et le peuple arménien. (Paris, 1917).
La femme arménienne. (Paris, 1918).
Dëmker. 2 vols. (Paris, 1924,1929).
Erkrasarzë artasahmani mëj. (Boston, 1926).
Hay azgë “melawor” chë. (Paris, 1926).
Mer grakanutiwnë. (Paris, 1926).
Victor Hugo, Chateaubriand et Lamartine dans la littérature arménienne. (Paris, 

1935).
La nation arménienne et son œuvre culturelle. (Paris, 1945).
Les arméniens ne sont nullement pourchassés en France. (Paris, 1947).

Translations
Aghassi. Zeitoun. (Paris, 1897).
Poèmes arméniens, anciens et modernes. (Paris, 1902).
Chants populaires arméniens. (Paris, 1903). [Bibliothèque arménienne]. 
Trouvères arméniens. (Paris, 1906).
La roseraie d'Arménie. 3 vols. (Paris, 1918-1929).

English

“Before the Manger.” Armenia (Boston), 5 (1911/5), 133-34.
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Blackwell, A, “Lullaby for Mother Armenia.” The New Armenia, 8 (1916/15), 
237-38.

-------- .‘‘Within My Heart,” “The Wind.” Armenia (Boston), 5 (1912/8), 237.
“The Epic of Armenia.” The Armenian Herald, May, 1918, p. 317.
Gregory, M. The People of Armenia: Their Past, Their Culture, Their Future. 

(London, 1914).
S[afrastian], A. “She Walks Where the Dewy Sunset,” “White Dove, Why Do 

You through the Day . . Ararat (London), 1 (1914/8), 270-71.
S. E. “The Trouvère, Like a Wingless Bird,” “My Heart Is like a Child that Cries.” 

Ararat (London), 1 (1914/9), 309-10.
-------- . “Comrade, Do Not Despond,” ‘With Slippers that so Lightly Tread.”

Ararat (London), 1 (1914/8), 269-71.
“What Shall I Do With My Soul?” Armenia (Boston), 6 (1913/10), 302-3.
J. G. M. “What Can I Do with the Spirit?” The Armenian Review, 6 (1953/2), 

111- 12.
English  anthologies

ALP, 118.
AP, 175-85.

French

“Berceuse pour notre mère l'Arménie.” In Hommage à VArménie, (Paris, 1919), 
19-22.

Chobanean, A. “A l'Arménie.” L’Arménie (newspaper), 1898/116, 4.
---- — . “L'Aventure du petit paysan d’Arménie.” Mercure de France (Série

moderne), 29/111 (March, 1899), 605-11.
“Il faut mourir.” La Patrie (Constantinople), 1909/25,186-87.
“Le bonheur present-Rêve.” La Patrie (Constantinople), 1909/33, 286.
H. “Poésies.” La Patrie (Constantinople), 1908, 5-8, 106. 1909, 186, 286, 399, 

421-22.
-------- . “Tes yeux dans mes yeux,” “Une jeune fille en prière,” “Attente.” La

Patrie (Constantinople), 1909/31, 262.
-------- . “A une jeune fille.” La Patrie (Constantinople), 1909/44, 380-81.
-------- . “La douleur d’Adam,” “Un monstre,” “Vieux souvenir.” La Patrie

(Constantinople), 1909/46, 399.
-------- . “O mère . . . ” La Patrie (Constantinople), 1909/49, 421-22.
-------- . “Ode à la France.” Sant, 1919/15, 170.
“Le messager divin.” La Patrie (Constantinople), 1908/8, 95-96.
Minassian, J. “Hais-moi mais ne m’oublie pas.” La Patrie (Constantinople) 

1908/1, 12-13.
O. “Éctrennes.” La Patrie (Constantinople), 1908/9,106.
-------- . “Voyez-vous celui qui travaille là?” La Patrie (Constantinople), 1908/2,

25.
“Sonnet.” La Patrie (Constantinople), 1908/5, 58.
Tchobanian, A. La sœurette lointaine et autres histoires d ’enfants. (Paris, 1926).
La vie et le rêve. (Paris, 1913).

French anthologies

APA, 133-39.
FM, 49-51.
LPA, 198-99.
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G erman anthologies

AD, 22-23.
Russian  anthologies 

BPA, 457-58.
VAM, 172-75.

S panish anthologies 

APAS, 197-200.

Criticism
Abelean, A. “Mijnadarean hay banasteltzufiwnë ew Arsak Chöpanean.” Z  

(amsöreay), 1 (1938/6), 43; 1 (1938/7), 52.
Aletsanean, T. Arsak Chöpanean. (Athens, 1939).
Andrikean, N. “Arsak Chöpanean.” B, 66 (1908), 220-22.
Armën, E. Arsak Chôpanean-keanJcë ew grakan u hasarakakan gortzunëufiwnë. 

(Constantinople, 1913).
“Arsak Chöpanean,” Am, 4 (1950-51/9), 515-19.
Attnacyan, M. “Huser Arsak Chopanyani kyanldn veijin sijanen.” SG, 1972/6, 

119-22.
Avetisyan, Y. “ ‘Tzalik’ handesë Arsak Chopanyani hmbagrufyamb.” BEH, 

1986/2,137-45.
Baluean, H. “Arsak Chöpanean.” Z (amsöreay), 1 (1938/5), 33.
CanaSean, M. “Arsak Chöpanean.” B, 114 (1956), 252-56.
Dallakyan, K. Arsak Chopanyan. (Erevan, 1987).
Fënërcean, G. Arsak Chöpanean. Kensagrakan ew matenagrakan noter. (Paris, 

1938).
Fntklean, G. “Erek4 banasteltz-Mihran Yovhannësean, Trakan keank5 nuagner’ ; 

Arsak Chöpanean, ‘TYrrumner’; Mkrtich Acèmean, ‘Garnan hover Y’A/, 1965 
(1892), 159-64.

Gabrielyan, V. “Arsak Chopanyanë sovetahay grakanuüyan kYmadat.” BEH, 
1989/1, 33—46.

Hapësean, H. Arsak Chöpanean: kensagrakan gtzer. (Paris, 1924).
Incikyan, A. “Isahakyani ev Chopanyani namakagruryunë.” BEH, 1970/2, 157- 

76.
ICalantaryan, Z. “Arsak Chopanyanë spyurkahay grakanutyan knnadat.” BEH, 

1989/3, 26-36.
Khayadjian, E. Archag Tchobanian et le mouvement arménophile en France.

(N.p., n.d.; possibly Marseilles, 1986).
Kostanyan, A. “Metz zarangufyun.” SG, 1966/10, 126-31.
Marshall, A. “Arshag Tchobanian. A biographical sketch.” Armenia (Boston), 6 

(1913/10), 298-301.
Muratean, S. Arsak Chöpanean, hamaföt kensagrakan më. (Paris, 1902). 
Nazariantz, H. Arsciak Ciobanian nella sua vita e nelle suepagine migliori. (Bari, 

1917).
Norents, V. “Arsak Chopanyan.” SG, 1964/9, 111-19.
-------- . “Hay msakuyri metz erahtavorë.” SG, 1972/6, 93-97.
Ôsakan, Y. “Arsak Chöpanean.” S, 1952,316-21.
Saldean, A. “Tblhi park4.” AM, 1892, 415-22.
Saruhan, “Arsak Chôpaneani yobeleane.” HA, 39 (1925), 80-87.
Siruni, H. “Arsak Chopanyanë indipes or ë.” SG, 1972/6, 106-18.
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Sivadjian, J. Arehag Tchobanian. (Paris, n.d.).
Stepanyan, G. “Arsak Chopanyan.” PBH, 1972/2, 129—42.
Topchyan, S. “Arsak Chopanyani namakneri zolovatzun.” SG, 1981/3, 131-34. 

(On Namakni, Erevan, 1980).
Zakaryan, A. “Polos Makintsyani namaknere Arsak Chopanyanin.” L, 1981/3, 

93-96.
Zaroyean, P. “A. Chöpaneani parke.” Z (amsöreay), 1 (1930/5), 35.

C U tU R Y A N , H A R U T Y U N  (1864-1938)
Pen names: Giwlatsi, Set.
Bom in Hasfarak, a village in Ijevan, Armenia. Graduated from the Nersisean 
school in Tiflis in 1890 and was ordained a married priest in 1898. Taught in 
Armenian schools in Tiflis, in his birthplace, and in other villages in Ijevan. In 
his prose encompassing life in Armenian villages, he focused on social-political 
concerns and criticized men of religion. The entire run of his Chatoyi bahti 
aniwë (Chato’s wheel of fortune) was confiscated and destroyed by the czarist 
censorship. Moved to Erevan in 1923, abandoned the priesthood, apd resumed 
his teaching career in Soviet Armenia. Died in Erevan.

Texts (stories and novels)
Moratsuatz asharh.. Books 1 and 2. (Tiflis, 1895). Book 3 (Tiflis, 1896). (Erevan, 

1935,1968).
Ala surb Sargisë ew Maïak tati hawatë. (Tiflis, 1899).
Alkati halë. (Tiflis, 1902).
Giwli ayrin. (Tiflis, 1902).
Chatoyi bahti aniwë. (Tiflis, 1908).
Sirinants Nahsunë. (Tiflis, 1911, 1931).

Criticism

Albalean, N. “Culurean Y. sarkawag, Moratsuatz asharh, 3. girk, Tiflis, 1896.” 
Mure, 1896/12, 1597-99.

-------- . “Culurean Y. kahanay, Ala surb Sargisë ew Maïak tati hawatë, Tiflis,
1899.” Mure, 1899/2-3, 288-91.

M. L. “Culurean Y. sarkawag, Moratsuatz asharh, 1. girk, Tiflis, [1895].” Mure, 
1895/2, 285-87.

D A R B IN Y A N , M A P E V O S  (1891-1937)
Pen names : For a complete list, see B. Mely an’s Matevos Darbinyan (kensamate- 
nagitutyun), Erevan, 1970, pp. 309-11.
Bom in the village of Tovuz, in the region of Samsadin (now Taus), Armenia. 
Wrote short stories, plays, poetry, and literature for children. Received his el
ementary education in his native village. Graduated from the Nersisean school 
of Tiflis (1908) and subsequently taught at Armenian schools in Transcaucasia. 
In 1922, with Hakob Hakobyan (q.v.), he founded the Armenian section of the 
Association of Proletarian Writers of Georgia. In the years 1930-32, he was head 
of the Armenian programs broadcast by radio Tiflis. His life was cut short during 
the Stalinist purges.
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Collections
Payazat, S. Erker. (Erevan, 1959).

Texts
Ministmer. Komedia. (Tiflis, 1924). (Comedy). 
Vlastë.-Komdezë.—Kofotë. (Tiflis, 1925). (Stories).
Tsam u Murcë. (Tiflis, 1925). (Story).
Sah-Zadei abasin. (Tiflis, 1927), (Tale).
Cutiknerë. (Tiflis, 1928).
Kikosë: vipak. (Erevan, 1929). (Novella; introduction by E. Charents). 
Norë. (Tiflis, 1929). (Stories).
Jalatspan Antonë. (Erevan, 1930). (Novelette).
Komsomol: hakakronakan komedia. (Tiflis, 1930). (Comedy).
Parsadan. (Tiflis, 1930). (Story).
Zartnoi gyulë. (Erevan, 1930). (Stories).
Kolhozayin. (Tiflis, 1931). (Stories).
Clkutë (cahcutë). (Erevan, 1931).
Pokrik komunarë. (Erevan, 1931).
Oske teler (Tiflis, 1932). (Stories).
Verjinë. (Tiflis, 1934). (Novel).
Pokrik herosner. (Tiflis, 1934). (Stories).
Suldin u Buldin, (Erevan, 1936). (First published in Georgian).
Halidia. (Tiflis, 1936). (Poetry).
Tzavikn u hatikë. (Erevan, 1937).

Translations

Russian

Korganova, M. Pugovitsa. (Tiflis, 1932).
Shamtsian, M. Kikos. (Moscow, 1966).

Bibliographies
Melyan, B. Matevos Darbinyan (kensamatenagitutyun). (Erevan, 1970).

Criticism
Eremean, A. “Matfëos Darbinean.” ANA, 2 (1931/5-6), 130-31.

D A R B N I, A R SA V IR  (1910-1980)
Pen name: Arsavir Darbni.
Bom Arsavir Mnatsakanyan in the village of Getasen, in the Hanlar region of 
Azerbaijan. Fabulist, poet, and playwright. Worked at the Armenian theater of 
Baku after his graduation from the institute of cinematography in Moscow. In 
the wake of World War II, he moved to Erevan and briefly held the position of 
secretary to the Union of Soviet Writers of Armenia (1949-50).

Collections
Erker. (Erevan, 1972). (Intended to be 3 vols., but vols. 2 and 3 have not been 

published).
Banasteltzutyunner. (Erevan, 1978).

Texts
Erb batsvum ë matins akë. (Baku, 1948). (Play).
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Mrgasati lusabatsë. (Erevan, 1952). (Prose).
Arakner (Erevan, 1952, 1955,1959; Beirut, 1957). (Fables in verse).
Fisikë kinoyum. (Erevan, 1957). (Poem).
Kamurj. (Erevan, 1958).
Tzalikner ev salikner. (Erevan, 1959).
Fokrik bzskuhin. (Erevan, 1962).
Balikner ev tzalikner. (Erevan, 1963).
Arevits paytzar anun. (Erevan, 1966).
Abesë drahtum. (Erevan, 1969). (Poetry).
Mankufyunë dii tzeranum. (Erevan, 1981).

Translations

French

Gaucheron, J .E.
LPA, 329-30.

Russian

Ginzburg, L. Basni. (Erevan, 1952).
---------. Neobyknovennaia vezhlivost’. Basni i stikhi. (Erevan, 1956).
----- —. Solovei v ambulatorii. Basni i stikhi. (Moscow, 1959).
RassvetvMrgashate. (Erevan, 1952).
Vanshenkin, K., and Ginzburg, L. Kotenok v kino. Basni i stikhi dlia mladsh. 

vozrasta. (Moscow, 1959).

Criticism
Gasparyan, R. “Arsavir Darbnu araknerë ” SG, 1960/2,156-59.
Sargsyan, S. “Arsavir Darbni.” SG, 1970/2,135-38.

D A R F I, G É O R G  (1907-1964)
Pen naine: Georg Darfi.
Bom Georg Yovhannisean-Hudoyean in Saramerik, a village near Salmas, Iran. 
Dramatist. Following his studies in Tiflis (1915-17) and in a French school in 
Tabriz, he engaged in teaching.

Texts (dramas)
Siaus ew Sudabë. (Teheran, 1936).
Ardarufean canaparhin. (Teheran, 1955).
Oljoyn kez> Milano. (Teheran, 1960).
Mesrop Mastots. (Teheran, 1963).
Ariwnot tagë, (Teheran, 1964).
Ankawelin. (Teheran, 1964).
Vahan ew Razmduht. (Teheran, 1964).

D A R Y A N , Z A R Z A N D  (1912-1984)
Pen name: Zarzand Daryan,
Bom Zarzand Movsisyan in the village of Kop (near Bulamk, northwest of Lake 
Van). A novelist and a writer of short stories and plays. Graduated from Erevan 
State University and worked as a journalist.

Collections
Erker 2 vols. (Vol. 1, Erevan, 1976).
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Texts
Patmvatzkner (Erevan, 1938). (Stories).
Patmvatzkner. (Erevan, 1946). (Stories).
Im aravotë. (Erevan, 1949). (Prose).
Garun. (Erevan, 1949).
Albyur. (Erevan, 1951). (Prose).
Knnutyun. (Erevan, 1953). (Story).
Mayis. (Erevan, 1957). (Novel).
Ardzagank. (Erevan, 1959).
Garnan abnuk. (Erevan, 1959). (Plays).
Sayat-Nova. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1960-63, 1978). (Novel).
Kasai. (Erevan, 1962). (Collection of short stories and essays).
Artziv Vaspurakani. (Erevan, 1965, 1988). (Novel).
Verjin trichkë. (Erevan, 1967). (Prose).
Hasmik. (Erevan, 1969).
Dzmfan mi giser. (Erevan, 1969). (Play).
Ays hin asharhë. (Erevan, 1974). (Prose).
Susan. (Erevan, 1975). (Prose).
“Arevë tzagum ë tzovits.” SG, 1980/9, 6-49.
Karuliner. 2 books. (Erevan, 1981-82). (Novel).
AskNga [ i. e., the old Province of Nig, Armenia ] (Patma-hayrenagitakan aknark). 

(Erevan, 1983).
Merhamr, mer hazaralezu holë. (Erevan, 1985). (Essay).
Aydpisi ser. (Erevan, 1986). (Stories).
Arevagal. (Erevan, 1990). (Novels, dramas).

Bibliography
Petrosyants, V. Zarzand Daryan. (Erevan, 1988).

Translations (Russian)
Barkhudarian, A. Moe utro-Vnashem sele. (Erevan, 1952).

D A S T E N T S , H A C H IK  (1910-1974)
Pen name: Hachik Dastents.
Bom Hachik Tonoyan in Dastadem (a village in the region of Bitlis). Novelist, 
poet, and translator (principally from English, and the works of Shakespeare 
in particular). Survived the Armenian massacres of 1915; was given shelter and 
education by American organizations in Alexandrapol (Leninakan, now Gyumril, 
Armenia). Graduated from the State University of Erevan and studied English 
at the Institute of Foreign Languages in Moscow (1940). Taught at various 
institutions: Erevan State University (1940-41), the Briusov Institute for Foreign 
Languages in Erevan (1941^18), and the Polytechnic Institute (1960-66). Worked 
at the Institute of Art (1965-74).

Texts
Ergeri girt. (Erevan, 1932). (Poetry).
Garnanayin erger. (Erevan, 1934). (Poetry).
Bots. (Moscow and Erevan, 1936). (Poetry).
Ay du zulik Msra Melik. (Erevan, 1940).
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Tigran Metz. (Erevan, 1947). (Drama).
Hodedan. (Erevan, 1950, 1956,1960). (Novel).
Lefan tzalikner. (Erevan, 1963). (Poetry).
Fayton Aiekë. (Erevan, 1967,1982). (Poem).
Randiparneri handle. (Erevan, 1979, 1984).

Other works
Bayronë ev hayerë. (Erevan, 1959).
Eldzyal aygabatsi ergichë. (hoskev huser E. Charentsi masin). (Erevan, 1967).

Translations

Russian

Baiandur, A. Zovpakharei. Roman-epopeia. (Moscow, 1984; Erevan, 1986). 
Tadeosian, A. Khodedan. Roman. (Erevan, 1961).

Criticism
Aharonean, V. “Hachik Dastents.” HK, 18 (1939-40/11), 72-81.
Aleksanyan, E. “Hachik Dastentsi vepë.” SG, 1984/9,136-44. (On Randiparneri 

kanchë).
Esayan, V. “Dastentsi het.” SG, 1980/7, 142^3.
Muradyan, N. “Hachik Dastents.” SG, 1980/7, 133—41.
Vahë-Yahean. “ ‘Hodedan’ Hachik Dastentsi.” Ani, 4 (1950-51/8), 527-30.

D A V T Y A N , M A R G A R  (1910-1964)
Bom in Sorof, a village in Nahijevan, and educated at the Pedagogical Institute 
in Erevan and at the State Universityof Baku. Worked for the Armenian daily 
Komunist (Baku), and for the Armenian literary journal Grakan Adrbejan (Baku, 
1957-64). President of the Armenian section of the Union of Writers of Azerbai
jan, from 1939 to his death.

Texts (novels and stories)
Dzorë. (Baku, 1933).
Arajin kinë. (Erevan, 1934).
Verjin cichë. (Baku, 1935).
Erjankutyun. (Baku, 1939).
Util cakatin. (Baku, 1942).
Tzirani tzar. (Baku, 1944).
Veradardz. (Baku, 1946).
Mergyulum. (Baku, 1948).
Ufenu tak. (Erevan, 1949).
Merkalakum. (Baku, 1950).
Lusavor uli. (Baku, 1952).
Erb tzagum ë arevë. (Baku, 1954).
Vazë. (Baku, 1955).
Patmvatzkner. (Baku, 1957).
Arajin sivë. (Baku, 1960).
Hapstakvatz ser. (Baku, 1960).
Haverzakan ktak. (Erevan, 1965).
Kyankn ir hunov. (Baku, 1966).
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Translations

Russian

Boiskunskii, E. Zaria nad gorodom. (Baku, 1964),
Kasparov, S. Vinogradnaia loza. Povesf. (Baku, 1958).
PodivoL Povesf. ([Baky], 1950).

D A W IP  B A tlSE T SI (d. 1673)
Bom in Bales (Bitlis). Became a celibate priest in 1647 and vanahayr (father- 
superior) of the Hndrakatar monastery in 1651. Known for his Chronicle and the 
manuscripts he himself copied or had copied. He was buried on the islet of Lim, 
Lake Van.

Texts
“Dawfi banasiri Balisetswoy tzalkakal arareal i bazum patmagrats [zaz]gn Yabefi 

ew sul inch zSem[ay] ew zKamay ëstoyg gtakaw bazum ashatufeamb ëntrelov 
zlawn ew zpitanin anshalapës snorhök Kristosi Astutzoy meroy” in Manr 
zamanakagrufyimner, vol. 2, (Erevan, 1956), 300-65. (Chronicle).

Secondary texts
Abrahamyan, A. “Davif Balisctsu taregrufyunë ev nra arzeke hay matenagrufyan 

hamar ” EJ, 1946/8-10, 55-59; 11-12, 35-12.
Kiliketsi. “Dawif Balisetsi.” A, 1898, 120-24.

D A W IT  SA LA D ZO R ETSI (17th c.)
Dawif is believed to have been a seventeenth-century poet from the village of
Saladzor in Erzurum. No other details are known of him save that he was an
orphan (“orbik”) who may have become a priest after the death of his wife and
daughter.

Poems
“Govasank tzalkants.” Melu Hayastani, 1858, 21-23. Also published in Arewe- 

lean mamul, 1884, 137-39, 177-79; Sruandzteants, G. Hamov hotov (Con
stantinople, 1884), 278-85; KNZ, 2, 66-75; Banasër, 2-3 (1901), 87-97.

“Dawif Saladzoretswoy Olb i mahn dster iwroy,” HA, 50 (1936), 499-501. Also 
published in AMH, 4, 359-62; Z (amsöreay), 1 (1938/4), 28; S, 1961, 305-6.

“Laripin sirtn ë i suk, dartn ë horun.” MPT, 35-36.

Translations

French

“La louange des fleurs.” RA, 3, 185-93; LPA, 140—16.
Russian

“Voskhvalenie tsvetov.” AAP, 296-99.

Criticism
Akinean, N. “Dawif erets Saladzoretsi talasats.” HA, 50 (1936), 495-501. Also 

published in AMH, 4, 353-62.
Avetikyan, G. “Davif Saladzoretsu ‘Govasank tzalkantsë’ Grakan terf, January 

1, 1941.
Biwzandatsi, N. “Knnufiwn anuants tzalkants yisatakelots i Dawfë Saladzor

etswoy.” Banasër, 2-3 (1901), 97-129.
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K‘iwrtean, Y. “Niwfer mijnadarean hay talasatsutean hamar: Dawif Saladzor- 
etswoy Olb i mah dster iwroy (noragiwt ew aweli ëndardzak tarberak më; ir 
kensagrufean masin niwfer).” Z (amsöreay), 1 (1938/4), 28.

Sahakyan, H. “Davit4 Saladzoretsi.” PBH, 1972/1, 161-73.

D E M IR C Y A N , D E R E N IK  (1877-1956)
Born Derenik Demircöllean, in Ahalkalak4, Georgia. Novelist, poet, and play
wright. Educated at the Nersisean school (1897) and the University of Geneva 
(1905-10). Settled in Erevan in 1925. Elected to the Armenian Academy in 1953. 
In recognition of his contributions, the Derenik Demircyan State literary prize for 
prose writings was established in Soviet Armenia in 1980.

Collections
Erkeri zolovatzu. Vol. 1. (Erevan, 1931).
Erker. Vol. 1. (Erevan, 1946).
Èntir patmvatzkner. (Erevan, 1950).
Erkeri zolovatzu. 6 vols, and 2 supplementary vols. (Erevan, 1955-63). 
Antzanof êjer. (Erevan, 1974).
Èntirpatmvatzkner. (Erevan, 1974).
Erkeri zolovatzu. 14 vols. (Erevan: Vol. 1, 1976; Vols. 2, 3, 1977; Vol. 4, 1978;

Vol. 5,6,1982; Vols. 7,8,9,13,1983; Vols. 10,11, 12,1985; Vol. 14,1987). 
Erker. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1977). (Short stories, short pieces, satire).

Texts
Banasteltzutiwnner (Tiflis, 1899). (Poetry).
Uhtaworner (Tiflis, 1904). (Prose).
Och ays aëharhits. (Tiflis, 1905). (Poetry).
Banasteltzutiwnner. (Tiflis, 1913). (Poetry).
Dëpi tiezerk. (Tiflis, 1913). (Poetry).
Garun. (Tiflis, 1920). (Verse).
Tzanofner. (Erevan, 1927). (Stories).
Patmvatzkner. (Erevan, 1928). (Stories).
Kaj Nazar. (Erevan, 1929, 1941,1956, 1973; Beirut, 1957). (Comedy).
Nrants zpitë. (Erevan, 1929). (Stories).
Chors erg. (Erevan, 1934). (Verse).
Puypuy mukikë. (Erevan, 1934,1936,1946, 1955,1958,1974, 1986). (Verse). 
Nigyar. (Erevan, 1936). (Prose).
Raëid. (Erevan, 1936). (Prose).
Tzteri kolektivë. (Erevan, 1937). (Verse).
Patmvatzkner. (Erevan, 1938). (Stories).
Ënkerner. (Erevan, 1942). (Play).
Vardanank. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1943^-6, 1951, 1954, 1968, 1987; Cairo, 1956). 

(Novel).
Arjuk-lrjuk. (Erevan, 1944; Aleppo, 1945). (Verse).
Avelordë. (Erevan, 1945, 1962). (Story).
Banasteltzufyunner. (Erevan, 1945). (Verse).
Tsavatz ser. ([Erevan], 1945). (Novelette).
Tztapan (Erevan, 1947). (Verse).
Mankakan asharh. (Erevan, 1949).
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Patmvatzkner. (Erevan, 1955). (Stories).
Krasnarmeytsë. (Erevan, 1968). (Stories).
Tumanyani het. (Erevan, 1969). (Reminiscences about Y. Thmanean).
Girk tzalkants. (Erevan, 1985). (Story).
Sargsyan, V. “K‘aj Nazar.” BEH, 1989/1, 94-105. (Demircyan’s incomplete 

novel.)

Translations

English

Apresean, S. “Chargah.” Lraber, August 20,1960,4; August 25,1960,4; August 
27,1960,4. Also published in Nor asharh, 1959/14, 4; 15,4; 16,4; 17,4; 18, 
4; 19, 4.

Chrakian, E. “The Armenian.” The Armenian Mirror-Spectator, March 30,1957, 
1,3.

“King Aram.” The Armenian Review, 11 (1958/3), 95-100.
“Lenin, Hero of Folklore: Notes on a Train Ride in Armenia.” International 

Literature (later SL), 1935/6, 46-48.
Pyman, A. “Merkeh.” SL, 1966/3, 60-64.
-------- . “Miniatures.” SL, 1966/3, 65-66.
Wixley, A. “Two Comrades.” International Literature (later SL), 1941/5, 7-24.

English  a n th o lo g ies

ALP, 73.
WM, 22-43.

French

B. du Crest. “De trop.” OO, 123 (March 1969), 36-54.
Kirazian, D., and Gordon, V. Vartananc. (Paris, 1963).

French  a n thologies 

APA, 123-24.
Gamarra, P. E. 114—24.
Kirazian, T. E. 124—32.

G erman

Einhorn, E. “Merké.” Sowjet-Literatur, 1966/3, 66-71.
G erman a n thologies 

ALG, 129.
AN, 117-23.

Russian

Balasan, V. Izbrannoe. (Short stories and tales). (Erevan, 1950).
Chargai; Rasskazy. (Erevan, 1956).
Khachatariants, la. Khrabryi Nazar. (Moscow and Leningrad, 1940).
Khrabryi Nazar. P ’ esa—Rasskazy. (Moscow, 1937).
Rasskazy. (Moscow, 1954).
Spendiarova, T. Myshonok Pui-Pui. Skazka. (Erevan, 1984).
Tadevosian, A. Vardanank. (Moscow, 1956,1961 [Books 1 and 2]; Erevan, 1985). 
Ter-Arakelian, V. Rashid. Povesf. (Tiflis, 1935).
Vo imia zhizni. (Short stories). (Erevan, 1954).
Vo imia zhizni. Rasskazy. (Moscow, 1964).

S panish

Kostiukovskaia, A. “Merké.” Literatura Sovietica, 1966/3, 63-68.
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S panish anthologies

APAS, 185-87.

Bibliographies
Mirzabekyan, Z. Derenik Demircyan: matenagrutyun, matenagitufyun. (Erevan, 

1977).
Muradyan, Hr. Derenik Demircyan, 1877-1956, bibliografia. (Erevan, 1957).

Criticism
Adamyan, A. “Vaveragrer Derenik Demircyani masin.” T, 1957/6, 115-17. 
Adamyan, H. “Derenik Demircyanë ev rus grakan mitkë.” SG, 1978/10,153-57. 
Alababyan, S. “Derenik Demircyan.” PBH, 1977/2,13-26.
-------- . Derenik Demircyan: tznndyan ÎOOamyakë. (Erevan, 1977).
-------- . “Derenik Demircean” HA, 1983,179-98.
Aleksanyan, E. “Demircyan ev Gogol.” SG, 1974/9, 129-37.
Ananyan, G. “Demircyanë ev patmufyunë.” BEH, 1977/1,112-25.
Anfabyan, P. “Derenik Demircyan.” EJ, 1956/11-12,117-19.
Antonean, A. “Derenik Demircean, Banasteltzutiwnner.” M, 1899/15, 484—87. 
Arzumanyan, S. “Metz canaparhi hanragumarë.” SG, 1962/6,157-63.
Avagyan, M. “Derenik Demircyani ergitzanki lezvaocakan arvesti hetkerov.” SG, 

1975/3, 135-46.
Avetisyan, Z, “Erkahosutyunn u menahosufyunë Demircyani 4 Vardanankum’

SG, 1979/2, 122-27.
-------- . 44 ‘Vardananki’ hlatsman ev poetikayi hogebanutyan mi k‘ani hartser.”

SG, 1977/4,117-28.
Bahdiinyan, H. t4Vipasani galtnikë.” SG, 1971/5, 150-51. (On Vardanant). 
Baldasaryan, A. “Derenik Demircyani ‘Vardananki’ dzeragrerë.” PBH, 1964/2, 

289-92.
------- “Derenik Demircyani anavart ev antip erkerë.” PBH, 1965/1, 231-36.
— --“Derenik Demircyani erkeri steltzagortzakan patmutyunits.” BEH,

1971/2,230-37.
-------- . “ ‘Kyanki tesil’ poemi patmutyunits.” SG, 1971/12, 154-57.
-------- . “Banasteltzakan patkeri oronman canaparhin.” SG, 1973/9,147-51.
-------- . Derenik Demircyani steltzagortzakan ashatantë ev varpetutyunë. (Ere

van, 1973).
-------- . “Demircyani manrapatumnerë.” SG, 1977/4, 129-32.
Baldasaryan, G. “Sundukyanë Demircyani hayatsktov.” SG, 1976/5,111-16. 
Biwzand, Ë. ‘Derenik Demircean.” HK, 43 (1965/1), 10-21; 2, 23-29.
Davtyan, R. “Mayreni lezvi makSutyan u harstatsman hartserë Derenik Demir

cyani hodvatznerum.” BEH, 1976/3, 145^18.
— ---. “Demircyanë ev arvesti mi k*ani hartser.” BEH, 1981/2, 191-97.
-------- . “Derenik Demircyanë mamuli hndimeri masin.” BEH, 1983/2, 186-91.
-------- “Ergitzanki D. Demircyani 1920-1930-akan fvakaimeri steltzagor-

tzufyunnerumL, 1983/3, 31-37.
“Derenik Demircean-Sawars Misak'ean.” B, 115 (1957), 45.
Gasparyan, Y. “Kensapilisopayakan hartserë ‘Vardanank4 patmavepum.” BEH, 

1979/1,10-20.
Gonchar, N. “Gogol’ i tvorchestvo D. Demirchiana.” Gogol3 i literatura narodov 

Sovetskogo Soiuza, (Erevan, 1986), 248-71.
Hahumyan, T. Derenik Demircyani dramaturgian. (Erevan, 1958).
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Hachatryan, M. “Derenik Demircyani feliotonnerë.” L, 1980/2, 24—31.
— --- . “Derenik Demircyani katakergutyunnerë.” L, 1985/7, 22-31.
Hovhannisyan, H. “Haverz eritasard ogin.” SG, 1977/4,111—16.
— ---. “Huser Demircyani masin.” SG, 1967/2, 141—45.
Hunanyan, A. “Demircyani dramaturgiakan mutkë.” SG, 1977/4, 133-45. 
ICalanfaryan, Z. “Demircyani grakanagitakan hayatsknere sovetakan grakanu-

t*yan dzevavorman srjanum.” BEH, 191111,126-39.
Lazarean, P. “Yarpetë ew ir sanerë.” Ani, 1 (1946), 243—45.
Meliksetyan, S. “Demircyani het.” SG, 1974/12, 73-83.
Melikyan, M. “Derenik Demircyani karyaknerë.” L, 1978/7, 53-59.
Mkrtchian, V. DerenikDemirchian: Tvorcheskiiput’: lit. sotsiol. estet kontseptsii. 

(Erevan, 1982).
Mkrtchyan, Y. “Antsman hakasufyunneri mej.” SG, 1960/9,128-45.
-------- . “Derenik Demircyani poetakan zarangufyunë.” PBH, 1960/4, 104—15.
-------- . Derenik Demircyani Vardanankë: problematikan ev poetikan. (Erevan,

1977).
Muradyan, H. Derenik Demircyan. (Erevan, 1954,1961).
Nalbandyan, V. ‘Vardanants paterazmë’ ev D. Demircyani ‘Vardanankë(Ere

van, 1955).
Orbuni, Z. “Derenik Demircean.” AND, 6-7 (n.d.), 185-92.
Oganesian, A. “Rasskazy A. P. Chekhova v perevodakh D. Demirchiana.” BEH, 

1987/2, 151-57.
Sargsyan, H. “Derenik Demircyani manrapatumneri masin.” T, 1947/1, 77-88. 
Sarinyan, S. “Patmavepi ardiakanufyunë.” SG, 1978/6,115-19. (On Vardanank). 
Tamrazyan, H. Derenik Demirëyan. (Erevan, 1977).
Tonoyan, Ë. “ ‘Napoleon Korkotyan’ ergitzanki mi kani arandznahatkuryunneri 

masin.” SG, 1984/23, 138-41.
-------- . “D. Demircyani ergitzakan ardzakë 30-akan fvakannerin.” BEH, 1986/1,

122-25.
Tbpchyan, Ë. “Derenik Demirëyan.” T, 1954/7, 3-18.
-------- . “Derenik Demircyan.” SG, 1972/4, 114—24.
Zakaryan, A. “Derenik Demircyan.” T, 1961/4, 3-19,
-------- . “Derenik Demirëyan,” L, 1977/5, 3-13.

DEW, (1901-1976)
Pen name: Dew.
Bom Margar Larabegean in Teheran. Poet and artist. Educated in his birthplace 
and Nor Julay (New Julfa, Isfahan). His lyric poetry first appeared in the Armenian 
periodical press in the Middle East and the United States. Engaged in cultural 
activities and teaching.

Collections
Hatëntir. (Erevan, 1973).

Texts (poetry)
îmergerë. Banasteltzutiwnneri arajin girk. (Teheran, 1947).
Ays erkar campan. (Erevan, 1963).
Srti dzayner (banasteltzutiwnneri zolovatzu, III). (Teheran, 1974).
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Criticism
Allahverdean, H. Dew-Margar Larabegean ew ir poezian. (New Julfa, 1972). 
“Iranahay anvani banasteltz-nkarchi het.” SG, 1963/8, 99-102.
Sarean, A. Yusamatean banasteltz-nkaridi Dewi. (Teheran, 1974).

D O D O H E A N , G É O R G  (1830-1908)
Bom in Simferopol. A single poem, “Tzitzefnak” (Swallow), which may in fact 
be a translation or an adaptation, brought immediate and lasting fame to this poet. 
Attended the Lazarean Institute in Moscow, studied painting in St. Petersburg and 
law and economics at the University of Dorpat (now Tartu, Estonia). Taught in 
St. Petersburg and in Armenian schools in northern Caucasus and the Crimea. A 
considerable part of his verse and prose is still unpublished.

Collections
Beglarov, I. Erker. Vol. 1. (Tiflis, 1939).

Translations

English  a n th o lo g ies

ALP, 111-12.
AP, 130-31.

Fren ch  a n th o lo g ies  

PA, 141-43.

Ru ssia n  a n th o lo g ies  

BPA, 285.
VAM, 86-87.

Criticism

Davtyan, R. “Gevorg Dodohyani ev nra Tzitzefnak’ banasteltzufyan masin.” 
BEH, 1984/1, 12-13.

“Georg Dodohean.” A, 1908,627-28.
Pfëchikean], E. “Dodoheani Tzitzefnak’ë.” B, 90 (1932), 33-34.
Sahaziz, E. “Gevorg Dodohyanë ev nra Tzitzefnak’ë.” EJ, 1947/1-2, 59-64; 

1947/3^1, 44—60.

D U R E A N , E tIS E  (1860-1930)
Bom Mihran Durean in Constantinople. Poet and scholar. Brother of Petros 
Durean (q.v.). Took the vows of celibacy and was renamed Elise, in accordance 
With the traditions of the Church of Armenia, in 1879. Taught and held adminis
trative positions in Partizak (Bahçecik, Turkey), at the seminary of Armas (near 
Izmit, Turkey), and in Constantinople. Armenian Patriarch of Constantinople, 
1909-11; Armenian Patriarch of Jerusalem, 1921-30.

Collections
Ambotjakan erker. 9 vols. (Jerusalem, 1933-36).
Srbazan knar. (Jerusalem, 1936). (Complete works, 9).

Texts (literary)
Hovuakan sring: krönakan kerfuatzner, (1904—1907). (Smyrna, 1909). (Poetry). 
Druagner Manuk Yisusi keankën. (Jerusalem, 1926, 1950).
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Other works
Ënîir asatsuatzk ötarazgi akanawor andzanîs. . . (Constantinople, 1882). 
Patmutiwn hay matenagrutean. (Constantinople, 1885). (Complete works 1). 
Bafagitutiwn kam ut masunk bani hayerën kerakanufean. (Jerusalem, 1926, 

1961).
Ëntatsk i grots barbar. 3 vols. (Jerusalem, 1927-29).
Aybubënk hayerën banasirutean. (Jerusalem, 1928).
Hayots hin kröne kam Haykakan ditsabanutiwn. (Jerusalem, 1933). (Complete 

works, 2).
Azgayin patmutiwn. (Jerusalem, 1934). (Complete works, 3).
Hamaföt patmutiwn ÿïlisoÿayutean. (Jerusalem, 1934). (Complete works, 4). 
Dasakan matenagrutiwn. [Jerusalem, 1935]. (Complete works, 5). 
Usumnasirutiwnk ew knnadatutiwnk. (Jerusalem, 1935). (Complete works, 6). 
Krönneru patmutiwn. (Jerusalem, 1935). (Complete works, 7).
Baroyagitutiwn. (Jerusalem, 1936). (Collected works, 8; essentially atranslation).

Translations
English

Manukean, M. “The Travellers of Emmaus.” S, 1971, 330-32.
French anthologies

APA, 81-87.

Criticism
Abrahamyan, H. “Eresun tari araj.” EJ, 1960/2, 21—22.
B[aluean], H. “Nsmamer-Mah Durean patriarki.” Z, 1 (1929-1930), 375. 
Chöpanean, A. “Banastehzë Durean srbazani mëj.” ANA, 1 (1930/5), 1-5. 
Eremean, S. “Elise Durean.” B, 87 (1930), 234-37.
Gabamacean, S. “Elise episkopos Durean.” AM, 1904, 769-75.
Golancyan, E. “Elise ark. Duryan (huser ev noter).” EJ, 1954/11, 37—42. 
Gusakean, T. Elisë patriark Durean (ir kahanayutean yisnameay yobelianin 

artiw). (Jerusalem, 1932).
Hadiaturean, G. Elise srbazan Durean II Snorhali. (Istanbul, 1960). 
Kiwlësërean, B. Kensagrutiwn norin amenasrbutiwn T Elisë s. arkep. Durean. 

(New York, 1929).
Msakn u vardzkë, yobelinakan hratarakutiwn. (Jerusalem, 1931).
Naroyan, M., et al. “Kartzikner Elise arkepiskopos Duryani masin.” EJ, 1960/2, 

16-18.
Simkësean, E. “Elisë patriark Durean.” Z (amsatert), 4 (1960/7-8), 3.
Siruni, H. “Elise patriark Duryan.” EJ, 1960/1, 41—49; 1960/2, 23-30; 1960/3, 

23-28; 1960/4, 28-37.
Tziatzan, S. “Grakan kendanagimer-Elise episk. Durean.” M, 1905/7, 101-3. 
Vardanean, G. “Elisë ark. Durean.” HK, 8 (1929-30/1), 75-77.
Yovhannësean, V. “Elisë Durean ir banasteltzufiwnnerun mëj.” B, 118 (1960), 

297-301.

D U R E A N , PETR O S (1851-1872)
Bom Petros Zempayean in Constantinople. Poet and playwright. Brother of Elisë 
Durean (q.v.). Educated at the Armenian school of Scutari. Upon graduation, he 
engaged in acting and journalism. Some of the historical plays he wrote were
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performed in the Armenian theaters of Constantinople. His genius shone in the 
few poems he wrote in the last few years of his short life. Died of consumption.

Collections
Talk ew tatrergutiwnk. (Constantinople, 1872).
Talk ew tatrergutiwnk, namakani, dambanakan yöduatzk dzeragir, otanawor, 

tapanagir. (Constantinople, 1893).
Banasteltzutiwnner. (Baku, 1900; Valarsapat, 1904).
[Tater]. (Susi, [1903]).
Erger ew taler. (Constantinople, 1908).
Talk ew namakani. (New York, 1918).
Ëntir kertuatzner. (Vienna, 1922).
Kertuatzner. (Beirut, 1926).
Alazan, V., and Norents, V. Taler. (Erevan, 1932, 1936).
Taler, namakner, dambanakan. (Beirut, 1940).
Ëntir kertuatzner. (Aleppo, 1945).
Taler-namakner (hatuatzner). (Venice, 1945, 1959).
Acaryan, H. Erker. (Erevan, 1947).
Kertuatzner ew namakner. (Beirut, 1952,1956).
Tarontsi, S. Taler. (Erevan, 1954).
Norents, V. Taler. (Erevan, 1963, 1967).
Galaycean, A. Talk Petros Dureani, pordz me bnagrayin verakangnumi. (Jerusa

lem, 1967).
-------- . Namakani Petros Dureani. (Jerusalem, 1968).
Sevak, P. Erkeri zolovatzu. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1971-1972).
Saruryan, A. Erker. (Erevan, 1981).
Erker. (Antdlias, 1987).

Texts
Aspatakutiwnk parskats i Hays kam Awerumn Ani mayrakalakin Bagratuneats. 

(Constantinople, 1908). (Drama).
Sew holer kam Yetin giser araratean. (Constantinople, 1908). (Drama).

Translations

English

Blackwell, A. “My Rest.” Armenia (newspaper), 93 (1896), 2.
Miller, F. “My Pain.” Armenia, 2 (1905/1), 19. Corrected version, Armenia, 2/2-3 

(1905), 29.
English  anthologies 

ALP, 18-19, 50, 82-84, 121.
AP, 13-38, 214-18.

G erman anthologies

AD, 12-18.
ALG, 125-26.

French

“Je t’ai aimée.” LArménie (newspaper), 77 (1895), 4.
“Nouveaux jours noirs.” LArménie, 84 (1895), 4.
O. “lx  Lac,” “Ma mort.” La Patrie, 1908/3, 34—35.
Panossian, A. “Ma mort.” Sant, 1912/21, 341-42.
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“Petit lac.”Tchéraz, M. Conférence arménienne à Amsterdam. (Amsterdam, n.d.), 
23-24.

“Plaintes,” “Repentir.” U Arménie, 88 (1896), 3.
“Souhaits à P Arménie.” L'Arménie, 83 (1895), 4.
Tchobanian, A. “Elle,” “Que dit-on?,” “Murmures,” “Sur la tombe du très cher 

Vartan Loutfian,” “Gémissements,” “Ma peine.” REArm, 2 (1922), 337-41.

French  anthologies

APA, 75-79.
JM, 138 49.
LPA, 176-80.
PA, 1-79.
PAAM, 80-81.

Italian

Bazardjian, R. “Il mio dolore.” LArmenia. Conferenza. (Milan, 1917), 21. 
Lucini, G. “Il fanciullo ail croce.” Sont, 44 (1913), 303.
-------- . “Il mio dolore.” Sant, 51 (1913), 35.
— -----, “Lamenti.” Amenun taretsoytse, 1914, 55-57.
Nazariantz. I Miserabili, Drama in cinque atti. (Milan, 1916).

Italian anthologies

LPAM, 121-34.
Nazariantz, H. Bedros Turian, poeta armeno. Dalla sua vita e dalle sue pagine 

migliore, con cenno sulV arte amena. (Bari, 1915).
Russian  anthologies

AAP, 397-402. 
BPA, 440-44, 493. 
IZAP, 9-16.
SHAP, 65-70. 
VAM, 163-71.

S panish

APAS, 145-52.

Criticism
AlelCsandryan, M. “Petros Duryani ‘Artases F Catergufyunë.” SG, 1971/9, 117—

19.
Arpfiarean, T. “Meratz gragëtner.” M, 1966 (1892), 176-79.
Atrusan. Petros Durean: knnakan aknark më ir keankin ew gortzin vray. (Con

stantinople, 1911).
Calaryan, A. Petros Duryan, demti verakangnumë. (Erevan, 1971).
Canasean, M. “Petros Durean.” B, 130 (1972), 99-113.
-------- . Petros Durean dar më etk. (Venice, 1974).
-------- . “VerlutzumijTordzmë Petros Dureanit'atrergutiwnnerun.” B, 131 (1973),

107-22, 167-83.
Chöpanean, A. Petros Durean: kensagrakan ew knnadatakan usumnasirutiwn.

(Tiflis, 1894; Erevan, 1967).
Davtyan, V. “Hancarel trtunj.” SG, 1972/1, 115-18.
Danielyan, K. “Petros Duryan” SG, 1983/5,114-26.
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Durean, E. “Boïok4 me (Petros Dureani gortzerë).” S, 1930, 150-51. (Written in 
1874).

Ë. B. “Dureani mahë ” M, 3998 (1893), 404^8.
Ëk^ërcean, B. Dureani ëndardzak kensagrufiwnë. (Constantinople, 1893).
-------- . “Petros Dureani tpeal ew antip gortzerë.” AM, 1892, 288.
Erkat, A. “Petros Durean.” HK, 32 (1954/10), 1-7.
Gyulyan, G. “Petros Duryan.” SG, 1967/2, 139-40.
Hrand. “Dureani patkerë ew ir nkaridië.” M, 3995 (1893), 360-62.
K‘iparean, K. “Petros Durean.” B, 79 (1922), 271-73, 335-38,
Lanalanyan, A. Petros Duryan. (Erevan, 1957).
Navarean, A. “Durean.” AM, 1898, 414—17.
Nazariantz, H. Bedros Turian, poeta armeno. Dalla sua vita e dalle sue pagine 

migliori, con cenno sulV arte armena. (Bari, 1915).
Orberean, R. “Dureanin ‘Lcakë’.” M, 1900/16,247-49.
Pachalian, L. “Le cinquantenaire de la mort du poète arménien Bèdros Tourian.” 

REArm, 2 (1922), 327-30.
Poyacean, Z. “Petros Durean ew Con Kfits.” HK, 16 (1937—38/9), 83-87.
Rubeni, A. “HetzetzanLneri ergidië, Petros Durean.” Mure, 1903/3, 112-36.
Sargsyan, H. Petros Duryan. (Erevan, 1959).
Saruryan, A. “TeLstabanakan ditotuCyunner Petros Duryani banasteltzutyunneri 

masin.” PBH, 1966/2, 165-72.
-------- . “Nyufer Petros Duryani kyanld ev steltzagortzufyan veraberyal.” BEH,

1967/1, 164—81.
-------- . “Petros Duryani namakneri banasirakan Lnnutyunë.” PBH, 1967/4,

213-18.
-—----. “Namakner Petros Duryani masin.” BEH, 1968/1, 142-54.
-------- . “Petros Duryani grakan zarangufyan hetkerov.” BEH, 1968/2, 205-

13.
-------- . “Patmakann u steilzakanë Petros Duryani oibergutyunnerum.” PBH,

1968/4,159-69.
— . “Petros Duryani TrtunjLë’.” SG, 1970/10, 141^8.
-------- . “Petros Duryani steltzagortzakan canaparhi skizbë.” BEH, 1971/1,

72-84.
-------- . “Petros Duryan.” PBH, 1972/2, 31-44.
-------- . Petros Duryan: kyankë ev gortzë. (Erevan, 1972).
-------- . Petros Duryanë vaveragrerum ev zamanakakitsneri hisohifyunnerum.

(Erevan, 1982).
Sevak, P. “Mer kfnarergufyan Vahagnë,” SG, 1972/1, 111-14.
Siruni, H. “Canchnalu hamar Duryanë,” SG, 1972/1, 119-25.
Stepanean, Y. “Petros Durean.” HK, 8 (1929-30/3), 55-69.
Tchobanian, A. “Bedros Tourian. Sa vie, son œuvre.” REArm, 2 (1922), 330-41.
Terzibasyan, V. Petros Duryan. (Erevan, 1959).
Yakobean, S. “Arewmtahay banasteltzner, Petros Durean: nra keanLn u erkerë. 

Grakan-knnakan verlutzutiwn.” HA, 35 (1921), 417-21, 511-22, 619-33; 36 
(1922), 40-55,158-81. (Reprinted separately, Vienna, 1922).

Zëldean, L. “Petros Dureani kftarerguüean entahawë ew kertob nerasharhë.” B, 
131 (1973), 247-61.
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Ë G A Z , U J L  (d. 1734)
According to the scarce biographical information available for Egaz, he was one 
of the earliest representatives of the Nor Julay (New Julfa, Isfahan) school of 
Armenian minstrels. He died and was buried in New Julfa.

Poetry
EPA, 6-11.
SHA, 71-84.
THG, 45-46.

Criticism
Eremean, A. Parskahay asukier. (Tiflis, 1930), 2-11.

E ilA  K A H A N A Y  (16th or 17th c.)
An anonymous history depicting the tribulations of Elia, a Jacobite priest, at the 
hands of Turks in Harberd (Harput, Turkey).

Texts

Acarean, Hracheay. Patmutiwn Elia Eahanayi (ZZdar?). (Valarsapat, 1908; also 
previously published in A, 1908).

B[asmadjian], K. “Patmu[f]i[wn] t[ë]r Elieay kahannayi, Harbeiftsoy.” (Histoire 
du Père Elie de Kharpout). ROC, 16 (1911), 55-67.

Translations

French

Basmadjian, K. “Histoire du Père Elie de Kharpout.” ROC, 15 (1910), 337-49. 
(A translation of Basmadjian’s text).

E tIA  M U S E tE A N  (1689 ?)
Also known as Elia Kametsi or Elia Astuatzaturean Muselean.
Bom to a wealthy Armenian family in the village of Krman in Hotoijur (near 
Erzurum). Received a semi-religious education in Karin (Erzurum). There, he 
converted to Catholicism and helped the Catholic missionaries, but he soon 
turned to trade as his lifelong profession. His wide travels in Iran, southern 
Russia, Armenia proper, Transcaucasia, and Europe; his close connections with 
the Catholic missionaries and the ruling circles of the region; and his still nebulous 
plans for the liberation of Armenia add a touch of mystery to his life. He was the 
French consul in Meshad shortly before his arrest in 1734 by the Russians, who 
accused him of spying for Persia and incarcerated him for almost twelve years. 
Elia passionately blamed the Catholic missionaries for his misfortune, and for 
the mistrust and mistreatment, with which he was treated by the Armenians, the 
Russians, the Persians and the Ottoman Turks. He spent his last years in obscurity 
in Erzurum.

Texts
Elia Karnetsu divanë: nyuter Merdzavor Arevelti ev Andrkovkasi patmufyan. 

(Erevan, 1968).
Erevanli, Ak̂ per. “Eha Muselyani grakan zarangufyunits.” PBH, 1972/1,103-14.
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Criticism
Oskean, H. “Elia Astuatzaturean Muselean ew ir grakan artadruriwnnerë.” HA, 

41 (1927), 28-36,126-38, 237-49, 367-76, 493-501. (Reprinted separately, 
Vienna, 1927).

Sobranie aktov otnosiashchikhsia k obozreniiu istorii armianskogo naroda. Vol. 
1, (Moscow, 1833), 363-64. (A description of Muselean’s archive).

E ilA Y E A N , B IW Z A N D  (1900-1995)
Bom in Adana. Educator, historian, and writer. Survived the Armenian massacres 
of Adana and the genocide of 1915. Educated at St. Paul’s at Tarsus and at the 
International College in Smyrna. Fled Smyrna in the early 1920s and pursued his 
studies at the School of Religion in Athens and at the Institut de Hautes Etudes 
Internationales in Geneva. Taught in various schools and institutions in the Middle 
East. From 1931 to his retirement and move to the United States in the early 1970s, 
he taught at the Seminary of the Catholicosate of Cilicia in Antilias, Lebanon.

Texts (stories)
Sjfiwrk. (Beirut, 1950).
Karawane. (Beirut, 1979).

Other works
Krönt ew keank. (Jerusalem, 1932).
Melgonean krtakan hastatutiwn. (Beirut, 1957).
Azuniyëi hay buzaranë. (Anfilias and Beirut, 1960).
Serundi me dastiarakutiwnë. (Anfilias and Beirut, 1962).
Mankavarzakan dasahösutiwnner (Antilias and Beirut, 1965).
Atanayi hayots patmutiwn. (Antilias and Beirut, 1970).
Hay Katolik ew Awetaranakan yaranuanuteants bazanumë 19. damn. (Antilias 

and Beirut, 1971).
Knnakan patmutiwn surbgrakan zamanakneru. 5 vols. (Antilias and Beirut, 

1972-76).
Zamanakakits patmutiwn Katottkosutean hayots Kilikioy, 1914-1972. (Antilias 

and Beirut, 1975).

E tIV A R D , (1910-1990)
Pen name: Elivard.
Bom Eliazar Tërtërean in the village of Kaynimiran (to the south of Lake Van). 
Brought to Jerusalem as an orphan after the genocide of 1915. Completed his 
studies at the Armenian seminary in Jerusalem and became a celibate priest 
in 1932 and renamed Elise. Held numerous positions within the Armenian 
Patriarchate of Jerusalem and was the Armenian Patriarch of the Holy City from 
1960 to his death. He wrote verse and prose.

Collections

Ëntir ëjer. (Jerusalem, 1973).

Texts
Magdatinën melramomë. (Jerusalem, 1941). (Poetry).
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Hortakman gisemer. (Jerusalem, 1943).
Leran vrayërt eraniner. (Jerusalem, 1945).
Antsordë. (Jerusalem, 1946). (Verse).
Akeldama. (Jerusalem, 1948). (Poem).
Vardanank (faterahal vets ararov). (Jerusalem, 1951). (Play).
Surb Mesrop. (Jerusalem, 1962). (Poem).
Ôtarakanë. (Jerusalem, 1966). (Prose).
Hetanosats aratealë. (Jerusalem, 1975). (Prose).
Karmir Zôravarë. (Jerusalem, 1975).
Lusamatean. (Brussels, 1980).

Other works
Narekë hay grakanutean mëj. (Jerusalem, 1947).
Hayastaneayts Ekeletsin erek ew aysör. (Jerusalem, 1948).

Criticism
“Amenapatiw t. Elisë s. ärkteps. Tërtërean.. . . (kensagrakan).” S, 1960,126-27. 
Margarean, M. “Norits mi paytzaf zörawor gridi.” S, 1976,162-66,186-90,237- 

45.

Ë M IN , G E V O R G  (1919-1998)
Pen name: Gevorg Emin.
Bom Gevorg (renamed Karlen at a very young age) Muradyan in Astarak, 
Armenia. Awarded the USSR State Prize for literature (1951 and 1976) and 
the Charents Literary Prize (1979). Specialized in hydraulic engineering at the 
Erevan Polytechnic Institute (1940), worked briefly at the Matenadaran, and took 
special courses in literature in Moscow (1949-50,1954—56). Edited Literatumaia 
Armeniia (1968-72) and worked at the Institute of Art in Erevan for many years. 
Visited the United States on a number of occasions.

Collections
Erkeri zolovatzu. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1975, 1977).
Erkeri zolovatzu. 3 vols. (Erevan, 1985-86).

Texts (poetry)
Nahasavil. (Erevan, 1940).
Halalufyan tzhamorcë. (Erevan, 1942).
Nork. (Erevan, 1946).
Nor canaparh. (Erevan, 1949,1953).
Sake. (Erevan, 1949, 1951,1965).
Saryaknerë. (Erevan, 1952).
Hosir, Hayastan. (Erevan, 1952).
Balladner ev poemner, (Erevan, 1955).
Oronumner. (Erevan, 1955).
Erevani luyserë. (Erevan, 1957).
Minchev aysör. (Erevan, 1959, 1962).
Erku campa. (Erevan, 1962).
Yot erg. (Erevan, 1962).
Ays tarikum. (Erevan, 1968).
Haykakan simfonia. (Erevan, 1969).
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Ballad dzknorsi masin. (Erevan, 1970, 1984).
Girt hayrenasunch. (Erevan, 1970).
Meraybubenë. (Erevan, 1970).
XX-rd dar. (Erevan, 1970).
Yot erg Hayastani masin. (Erevan, 1970).
Sasuntsineri pare. (Erevan, 1975, 1979).
Camÿabazan. (Erevan, 1979).
Haverzi camÿordë. (Erevan, 1980).
Ah, ays Masisë. (Erevan, 1980).
Yot erg Hayastani masin. Girt hayrenasunch. (Erevan, 1981).
“Anavart huser (banasteltzuhi Vera Zvyagintsevayi masin).” SG, 1982/4,119-28.

(Reminiscences about Vera Zviagintseva).
“ ‘Abu-lala-Mahari’ poemi ev Isahakyani greladzevi mi kani arandznahatkutyun- 

neri masin.” SG, 1983/12, 127-34.
“Hdapohufyan patgamahosë.” SG, 1983/7, 3-6.
Girt targmanutyants. (Erevan, 1984). (Translations by Ëmin).
Mastotsits minchev mer ôrerë; mtorumner hay grakanutyan masin. (Erevan, 

1984). (Articles and essays on Armenian literature). ’
Haverzi camÿordë. (Erevan, 1985). (Verse and prose).
Zinvori öragrits. (Erevan, 1985).
Haverzi camÿordë. (Erevan, 1987). (Essay; in Russian, English, German, and 

French).
E lt Egiptosits (banasteltzufyunner). (Erevan, 1989).

Translations

English

“Ah, that Massis.” L, May 14, 1963, 4.
Botting,T. [“Armenia mine-how deep a love for you I feel”]. SL, 1973/4,125-26.
-------- . “Letter from My Loved One.” SL, 1973/4, 129.
-------- . “Portrait of a Painter.” SL, 1973/4, 126.
Der Hovanessian, D. For You on New Year's Day. (Athens, Ohio, 1985). 
Johnstone, A. “Revelation.” SL, 1954/10,126.
Pyman, A. [“I dreamt: A monastery on the Sevan”]. SL, 1973/9,129-30. (Also 

published in SL, 1980/6,50-51).
Robbins, M., and Sonentz-Papazian, T. Land, Love, Century. (Washington, DC, 

1988).
Rottenberg, D. “To Moscow.” SL, 1954/10, 126-27.
—------ . “Songs of Armenia.” SL, 1966/3, 5-24.
-------- . [“Tell me, who can . . ”].SL, 1966/3,148. Also published in SL, 1972/11,

48.
-------- . [“The smell of grapes pervades the village air”] SL, 1973/4, 125.
-------- . “To a Woman with Sea-Green Eyes.” SL, 1973/4, 127-28.
-------- . Songs of Armenia. (Moscow, 1979). (Selected poems; English and

Russian texts).
Soghikian, M. Seven Songs About Armenia. (Moscow, 1981).
Tempest, P. [“What’s the meaning of life?”; “For around two months not a word I 

wrote,” “Why ponder death,” “I Love all Languages,” “My Love Is,” “Tonight 
let us feast,” “To you, my Love”]. SL, 1977/8,153-57.

-------- . [“I want to write words to the music of the rain”]. SL, 1979/7, 96.
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-------- . “I Love all Languages.” SL, 1980/6, 49-50.

English anthologies 

SAP, 40-42.
French

Antonian, A. [“En quoi consiste le sens de la vie?,” “Création,” “La mort? Je m’en 
moque/’ “J’aime toutes les langues,” “Le cep de vigne,” “Allons, festoyons 
cette nuit”]. LS, 223 (1977), 133-38.

“Chants de l’Arménie.” OO, 123 (March 1969), 6-25.
Falk, C. [“J’ai fait un rêve: dans le monastère”]. OO, 177 (Sept. 1973), 146. 
“Funérailles.” OO (April 1962), 103^1.
Gaucheron, J. “En ce temps.” OO, 123 (March 1969), 76.
-------- . [“Qu’est-ce qui est plus fort que l’homme?”]. OO, 167 (Nov. 1972),

54-55.
Martirossian, L. “Le disparu.” OO (June 1963), 136.
-------- . “A l’avenir,” “Penche sur des manuscrits anciens,” “Crois-moi, dis

‘Bonjour’ à tous nos chers vieux,” “Le Piano,” “Tes mains,” “Je désire écrire 
des paroles,” “Le Cantique des cantiques,” “En ce monde il n’est plus riche 
que moi.” LS, 249 (1979), 109-15.

-------- . “A l’avenir,” “Je désire écrire des paroles,” “Crois-moi, dis ‘Bonjour’ à
tous nos chers vieux.” LS, 258 (1980), 62-63.

French anthologies

Gaucheron, J. E, 94—97.
LPA, 356-60.

G erman

“Armenien, mein Land.. . Sowjet-Literatur, 1966/3, 6-27.
Movsessian, L. “Kranichlied.” Armenische Grammatik (Vienna, 1959), 286-88. 
Österreicher, S. “Sag, wer stärker mag sein.” Sowjet-Literatur, 1966/3,146-47.

Russian

Gambarian, A. Sem’ pesen ob ArmeniL Ocherk. (Moscow, 1967, 1981). 
Izbrannaia lirika. (Moscow, 1968).
Lastochka izAshtaraka. (Moscow, 1988).
Mech i lemekh. Stikhi. (Moscow, 1958).
Muzyka dozhdia. (Moscow, 1986).
Novaia doroga. (Moscow, 1951).
Novaia doroga. (Moscow, 1951).
Oboldusev, G. Stikhi. (Moscow, 1947).
Ostrogorskaia, V. Ogni Erevana. Ocherki (Moscow, 1956).
Pered chasami. Stikhi. (Moscow, 1962).
Pesniamira. (Erevan, 1952).
Sel’vinskii, I. Tri pesni. Stikhi (Moscow, 1957).
Sem’pesen ob ArmeniL (Erevan, 1979).
Spendiarova, T. Skvortsy. Stikhi. (Moscow, 1961).
Stikhi. (Moscow, 1963).
V nashem dome. (Moscow, 1954).
Vesennie vody. (Moscow, 1953).
Zviagintseva, V., and Ginzburg, L. Shake. Poema. Pererab. i dop. avtorom dlia

russk. izd. (Moscow and Leningrad, 1952).
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S panish

Canovas, M. “Canciones de Armenia.” Literatura Sovietica, 1966/3, 6-26. 
Silvestre, L. “Quein es mas fuerte que el hombre?” Literatura Sovietica, 1966/3,

148.

Bibliographies
Hovhannisyan, Ë., and Babayan, Ë. Gevorg Émin, Kensamatenagitakan tsank. 

(Erevan, 1982).

Criticism
Aristakesyan, A. “Gevorg Ëmin,” SG, 1960/12,156-65.
Gasparyan, D. “Banastehzi zamanakë.” SG, 1980/7,147-53.
“Gevorg Ëmin.” SL, 1977/8,151-53.
Hovakimyan, V. Gevorg Emin. (Erevan, 1986).
Téléouké, Y “Guévorg Emine.” LS, 249 (1979), 107-8.

E M IN , Y O V S E P  (1726-1809)
Bom in Hamadan, Iran. Left for England in 1751, and having received military 
training there, he saw action in the Seven Years’ War. He then devoted himself 
to the cause of liberating Armenia. Approached the British first, then turned to 
the Russians, and later tried to forge an Armeno-Georgian alliance for the same 
purpose. His efforts bore no fruit. Spent his remaining years in India, after settling 
there in 1783.

Text
The Life and Adventures of Joseph Emin, an Armenian. Written in English by 

Himself (London, 1792; Calcutta, 1918 [2ded.]).

Criticism
Aslanyan, M. “Angliakan memuarayin grakanufyan avanduyfnerc ev Hovsep 

Ëmini inkhakensagrutyune.” L, 1980/1, 64-78.
Giwzalean, G. “Yovsêp Ëmin ew Yovnan vardapet.” HK, 26 (1948/10), 50-59;

11, 72-80; 12, 89-96; 27 (1949/3), 66-75.
Hovhannisyan, A. “Edmond Bërkë Hovsep Emini masin.” T, 1960/12, 61-65. 
Ioannisyan, A. R. Iosif Emin, (Erevan, 1945).

EREM IA c h ë lë p i  H Ë Ô M IW R C E A N  (1637-1695)
Bom in Constantinople. Studied at the feet of an Armenian priest. Apparently 
completed his education through self-instruction as he is believed to have had a 
good command of Greek and Latin in addition to his mother tongue and Turkish. 
After his marriage in 1657,hebrieflyheldtheposition of secretary at the Armenian 
Patriarchate of Constantinople (late 1650s-early 1660s). He traveled to Palestine, 
Syria, Asia Minor, and Eastern Armenia and was intimately involved in Armenian 
national affairs in the turbulent decades of the second half of the seventeenth 
century.

Texts
Govabanutiwn tnôrinakan teleats yErusalëm. (Constantinople, 1678).
ANA, 11 (1903), 188-92. (5 poems).
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Torgomean, V. Eremia chëlepii Këômiwrcean Stampöloy patmutiwn. 3 vols. 
(Vienna, 1913, 1932, 1938). (History of Istanbul).

“Eremia chëlëpwoy Gandz ew oîb i veray Yakob kafolikosi.” HA, 47 (1933), 
589-95. (Verse).

Akinean, N. Eremia chëlëpi Këômiwrcean, keanfcn ew grakan gortzunëufiwnë. 
(Vienna, 1933). (Texts, pp. 193-263).

Nsanean, M. Oragrufiwn Eremia chëlëpi Këômiwrceani. Yaweluatz: a) tulter, b) 
ulerdzner, g) gandzer ew olber. (Jerusalem, 1939).

Sahakyan, H. “Eremia chelepi K‘yomurcyani mi antip poemë.” BM, 6 (1962), 
409-26. (“Vasn ëkTnëlfci afnawut Timöyi umemn . . .”).

Sahakyan, H. Eremia Kyomurcyan. (Erevan, 1964). (Texts, pp. 129-63).
KTwrtean, Y “Nor niwfer Eremia chëlëpi K‘ëômiwrceam masin.” B, 124(1966), 

175-82; 125 (1967), 88-94, 143^19. (Texts).
Vasn sut margarëin or kochiwr Sapëfayi Sewi. (Constantinople, n.d.).
Talaran pokrik ew geletsik, ergetseal i banastelîzitsn imastasirats i hrahcans 

mankantsn Siôni, ew ipars amenametzin Astutzoy. (N.p., n.d.). (7 poems).

Texts (in anthologies)
SUM, 2, 444—501.

Translations

English

Sanjian, A., and Tietze, A. Eremya Chelebi Kömürjian’s Armeno-Turkish Poem 
“The Jewish Bride. ” (Wiesbaden, 1981).

French

Marcel, L.-A. “Chant d’amour.” AND, 14 (1963), 56-57.
French anthologies

CPA, 107-8.
TA, 233-38.

Russian

EPA, 217.
Turkish

Andreasyan, H. Eremya Çelebi Kömürcüyan, Istanbul tarihi, XVII. asirda Istan
bul (Istanbul, 1952).

Criticism
Akinean, N. “Eremia chëlëpi K‘ëômiwrcean: keankh ew grakan gortzunëufiwnë.” 

HA, 46 (1932), 510-36; 624-77; 47 (1933), 94-114. (Revised, updated, and 
reprinted separately, Vienna, 1933).

Erem[ean], S. “E. chëlëpi, taregrakanpatmufiwn.”B, 60 (1902), 367-69,473-79.
KTwrtean, Y. “Nor niwfer Eremia chëlëpi K‘ëômiwrceani masin.” B, 124 (1966), 

175-82; 125 (1967), 88-94, 143^19.
Nsanean, M. “Eremia chëlëpwoy Gandz ew olb i veray Yakob kafolikosi.” HA, 

47 (1933), 589-95.
O. K. “Tzanôfufiwnk4 inch zvaruts Eremeay chëlëpwoy yeranelwoyn Komitasay 

yelbôre iwrmë.” B, 83 (1926), 197-98.
Osakan, Y. “Eremia Chëlëpi.” S, 1939, 331-38, 367-69; 1940, 30-35, 71-74, 

103-9, 142-45, 194-98.
Sahakyan, H. Eremia Kyomurcyan. (Erevan, 1964).
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Schütz, E. “Jeremia Celebis türkische Werke.” Studia Turcica, (Budapest» 1971), 
401-30.

Ter-Levondyan, A. “E. Chelepin orpes Munauim Basii albyumerits mekë.” T, 
1960/7-8,143-51.

ERKAP, A R S Ë N  (1893-1969)
Pen name: Arsën Erkat4.
Bom Arsen Samlean in Amasia (Amasya, Turkey). Educated in the local Ar
menian school and in the Galustean school in Cairo. Sat in on courses at the 
Sorbonne. Resided in Egypt for almost six decades, and moved to Montreal in 
1966. Numerous poems by this poet, who also wrote in French, are still scattered 
in the periodical press.

Texts (verse)
Ergetsi. . . nor serundin. (Constantiople, 1911).
Hncheakneru girkë. (Marzuan, 1912).
Artzafë tsolker. (Marzuan, 1912).
Antzanöt stuemer. (Marzuan, 1912).
Eraz u vist (herosakan patmuatzkner). (Cairo, 1915). (“Heroic stories”). 
Hayastan. (Cairo, 1916).
Hayrenikis dapninere. (Cairo, 1916).
Alisan-Raffi (olbergutiwn). (Venice, 1919).
Tsaygatitefë. (Venice, 1920).
Arewi ew mahuan erger. (Cairo, 1922).
Astuatzneru verjaloysë. (Venice, 1925).
Kuzik-Petön (hekeat). (Cairo, 1933). (Tale).
Sonatner. (Cairo, 1946).
Egiptakank. (Cairo, 1956,1960; Beirut, 1969).
Ardzak ëjer: yusagrutiwnner ew patmuatzkner. (Cairo, 1957). (Prose). 
Kertuatzner, 1945-1960. (Cairo, 1961).

Translations

French

Les Cypres embrasés, suivis des Stances à Astrée. (Paris, 1930).

Italian anthologies

LPAM, 273-76.

E R U H A N , (1870-1915)
Pen names: Asul, E. Galfakan, Eruhan.
Bom Eruand SrmalCêshanlean in Constantinople and educated in his birthplace. 
Joined the editorial board of Arewelk (1890), but fled to Bulgaria during the 
Armenian massacres of the mid-1890s. There as well as in Egypt (where he arrived 
in 1904), he continued teaching and published his short stories and novelettes in 
the Armenian periodical press. Returned to Constantinople in 1908 and assumed 
the editorship of Arewelk. Settled in Harput in 1913 to teach at the Armenian 
school in nearby Mezre. Like most of his colleagues, he and his family were 
arrested and slain during the Armenian genocide of 1915.
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Collections
Patmuatzkner zolovrdakan keankê. (Paris, 1942),
Topfchyan, Ëd. Novelner. (Erevan, 1946).
Harazat ordi ew Patmuatzkner. (Aleppo, 1953).
Hovhannisyan, S. Novelner. (Erevan, 1965).

Texts (stories and novels)
Keankinmëj. (Constantinople, 1911).
Harazat ordi. (Constantinople, 1913; Alexandria, 1936).
Amirayin aljike. (Constantinople, 1929, 1942; Erevan, 1949; Beirut, 1971). 

(Novel; first serialized in the periodical press).

Texts in periodicals
ANA, 1 (1898-99), 275-78; 1907/6-9,120-27.
HG, 1 (1911/1), 8-15.
Nawasard, 1914, 75-83.
SG, 1964/11,110, 113-19.

Translations

English

Ashjian, S. “In Return for the Fish.” NorAsharh, March 16, 1963,4; March 23, 
1963,4; March 30, 1963, 4; April 6, 1963, 4.

G erman

S. M. “Die Liebe des Fischers.” Sowjet-Literatur, 1946/4, 67-70.

G erman anthologies 

AN, 22-28.
Russian

KHAN, 1, 21-25; 2, 136-40.

Criticism
Hovhannisyan, S. “E ru h an SG, 1964/11,111-12.
-------- . “Eruhan.” L, 1966/8, 55-69.
-------- . Eruhan: kyankë ev gortzuneutyunë. (Erevan, 1970).
-------- . “Eruhani grakan hayatsknerë.” PBH, 1970/3, 235-42.
-------- . “Eruhani novelneri gelarvestakan arandznahatkufyunnerë.” PBH, 1974/

4, 123-32.'
Siruni, H. “Gitzer Eruhani kyanken.” SG, 1970/8, 126-45.

E SA Y A N , ZAPEL (1878-1943)
Pen name: Sahan.
Bom Zapël Yovhannësean in Constantinople. Attended local schools and the 
Sorbonne. After her marriage in 1900, she led a wandering life between Paris, 
Constantinople, and Transcaucasia. Escaped the arrest and subsequent slaughter 
of her colleagues in 1915 and actively helped shelter Armenian orphans. After a 
visit to Soviet Armenia in 1926, she settled in Erevan permanently (1933). Taught 
French literature at Erevan State University, but her career and life were cut short 
by the Stalinist regime.
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Collections
Erkeri zolovatzu. (Erevan, 1937).
Erker. (Erevan, 1959).
Erker. (Beirut, 1972).
Avetisyan, A. Zapel Esayan, namakner. (Erevan, 1977).
Erker. 2 vols. (Antilias, 1987).

Texts

Snorhkov mardik. (Constantinople, 1907). (Stories).
Keltz hancamer. (Constantinople, 1909). (Novelette).
Aweraknerun mëj. (Constantinople, 1911). (Prose on the Armenian massacres in 

Adana).
Trkahay zamanakakits grolner. (Tiflis, 1916). (On contemporary Armenian writ

ers).
Murati campordutiwnë Suazën Batum. (Boston, 1920). (On Murad [Sebastatsi, 

1874-1918] and his activities).
Hogis aksoreal. (Vienna, 1922). (Prose).
Andzkutean zamin. (Salonica, 1924). (Prose).
Verjin bazakë. (Constantinople, 1924). (Prose).
Erb aylews dien sirer. (Constantinople, 1925). (Prose).
Nahanjol uzerë. (Erevan, 1926). (Novel).
MelihaNuri hanern. (Paris, 1928). (Story).
Promêtëos azatagruatz. (Marseilles, 1928). (Impressions of Soviet Armenia). 
Krake sapik. (Erevan, 1934). (Autobiographical story).
Silihtariparteznerë. (Erevan, 1935; Cairo, 1950). (Prose reminiscences).
Barpa Hachik. (Erevan, 1966). (Novel).
“Zapël Esayeanë ew Vahram Alazanë Vahan Tëtëeanin.” Haykazean hayagi- 

takan handës, 10 (1982-84), 299-308.
Avetisyan, A. “Zapel Esayani antip namaknerits.” PBH, 1986/3, 204-11.

Texts in periodicals
“Skiwtari verjaloysner.” AM, 1905, 253-56, 326-32, 421-27, 468-72, 561-66, 

615-20.
“Molorumë.” M, 1907, 557-61, 633-36, 655-58, 676-79, 696-700. 
“Varzapete” HG, 1 (1911-12/9), 21-26; (1911-12/10), 6-10; (1911-12/11), 21- 

25. 2 (1912-13/1), 25-29.

Translations

English

Baliozian, A. The Gardens ofSilihdar & Other Writings. (New York, 1982). 
Exerjian, V. “The Mother’s Narration.” Lraber, June 29, 1965, 4.
Serpouhi. “The Idiot.” Kochnak, May 12,1917, 601-2.
“The Yashmak.” Armenia, 4 (1911/9), 19-20.

English anthologies 

ALP, 17.
French

[Fantôme]. Humanité nouvelle, January, 1899.
“Sa vengeance.” La Patrie (Constantinople), 1908/6, 75-76.
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Tchobanian, A. “Le bain de sang.” La femme arménienne (Paris, 1918), 67-69.

Criticism
Arzumanyan, S. Zapel Esayan, kyankë ev gortzë. (Erevan, 1964).
Avchyan, S. “Irakan patkemeri artatsolumë Zapel Esayanihogebanakan ëtyudne- 

rum.” SG, 1983/12, 134-38.
Chiftë-Saraf. “Aruestagët amole.” AM, 1906, 257-61.
-------- . “Aruestagët amolin suije.” AM, 1906, 329-35.
-------- . “Veijin hôsks.” AM, 1906, 510-14.
Esayan, H. “Im mayrikë.” SG, 1978/3, 84-95.
Gamër. “Uruagitzner-Tikin Zapêl Esayean.” M, 1903/14, 217.
K‘iriscean, L. “Grakan niser.” AM, 1904, 293-96.
Tôminô. “Tikin Zapel Esayean.” M, 1907/20, 391-96.
-------- “Zapël Esayeani suijë.” M, 1907/37, 752-54.
Uhirlean, M. “Nor girker, ‘Snorhkov mardik’.” AM, 1907, 607-12. 
Yarutiwnean, A. “Vicabanufiwn më.” AM, 1906,442-45. (On Esayan and others). 
-------- . “Grakan kronik, anbaroyakan grakanufiwn.” AM, 1908, 703-6.

E SA Y E A N , E M M A N U E L  (1839-1907)
Bom in Constantinople. Poet and playwright. Educated in his birthplace and at
the Murat-Rapayëlean school in Venice. Teaching paid his bills. Of his trilogy
“Arsak B.-Gnël-Ohmpia,” only the first play, which is perhaps his best extant
work, was published.

Texts
Arsak. (Constantinople, 1870). (Drama).
Hriÿsimè. (Constantinople, 1872). (Drama).
Metzadzori nersnehmunk, ôragrutiwnk Ëmmay (1891-1892). (Constantinople, 

1893). (Verse).

Criticism
Galaycean, A. “Emmanuel Esayean: moitsuatz hay grol më.” S, 1971, 129-32.

FARMAN M A N U K
A  medieval love poem of uncertain origin. Its only extant text is in Armenian.

Texts

Hanelukk kam Afettzuatzk srboyn Nersisi Snorhalwoy. . . . Ayl ew katareal pat
mutiwn Farman manukin. (Constantinople, 1724).

Maklër, F. “Patmutiwn Farmani Asmani.” ANA, 6 (1904), 63-66, 92-95,102-4, 
133-34, 151-54, 169-71. 7 (1905), 37-38, 72-73, 112-14, 135-37,170-72, 
192-95^

Nazaryan, S. Patmutiwn Farman Mankann (mijnadaryan poem). (Erevan, 1957).

Translations

French

Macler, F. “Histoire de Pharmani Asman.” ANA, 6 (1904), 63-66, 92-95,102-4, 
133-34,151-54,169-71. (Incomplete).

-------- . “Histoire de Pharmani Asman.” Revue des Traditions Populaires, 21
(1906), 417-40, 481-500.
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Criticism
Andrikean, N. “Azgayin vëperën . . . Farmani Asmani. . B, 64 (1906), 299- 

303.
Poturean, M. “Fr. Magier ew Farmani Asman.” B, 65 (1907), 188-90.

GALEMK‘EAREAN, ZARUHI (1874-1971)
Pen names: Ewterpë, G. Zaruhi, S. Zaruhi.
Bom and educated in Constantinople. Her initial writings, both poetry and prose, 
appeared in Armenian periodicals of both Constantinople and New York, where 
she spent the latter part of her life.

Collections
Haskakal (Erevan, 1965).

Texts
Nuagk Ewterpeay. (Constantinople, [1892]).
Zartönk. (Constantinople, [1892]).
Mrmunjk. (Constantinople, 1894).
Tofnikis girkë. (Istanbul, 1936). (Travel account). 
Keankis cambën. (Beirut and Anfilias, 1952). (Prose). 
Orer ew dernker. (Jerusalem, 1965). (Prose).

Translations (French anthologies)
APA, 113-14.

Criticism
G. Y. “Tikin Zaruhi Galëmkeareani het.” B, 109 (1951), 30-35.
Mark, H. Zaruhi Galëmkearean (keankn u gortzunëutiwnë). (Istanbul, 1950).

GAPASAHALEAN, G R IG O R  (1740-1808)
Bom in Kayseri. Poet; also known for his works on Armenian music. Received 
his education at the monastery of Surb Karapet, Kayseri, and in Constantinople, 
where he settled at an early age.

Texts
Grkoyk or kochi nuagaran. (Constantinople, 1794).
Girk erazstakan. (Constantinople, 1803).
Grkoyks kochetseal ergaran. (Constantinople, 1803).
Nuagaran erazstakan. (Constantinople, 1803).
“Hamarotufiwn erazstakani gitufean . . BM, 11 (1973), 291-334.

Poetry
PHA, 2, 184—92.

Criticism
Arakelyan, A. “Grigor Gapasahalyan.” EJ, 1972/11, 58-63.
Afayan, R. “Grigor Gapasakalyanë ev hazabanufyunë.” BM, 5 (1960), 165-5.

G A R O N E , ARAM  (1905-1974) 
Pen name: Aram Garônë.
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Bom Aram B aldasarean in Tabriz. Poet; studied in his native city. Taught in France 
(1928-32) and in Iran (1932 to his death).

Texts (verse)
Banasteltzufiwnner. (Paris, 1924).
Ara ew Samiram. (Tabriz, 1926).
Arewahas. (Teheran, 1942).
Tzalikner, tzalikner. . . (Teheran, 1942).
Asnanamut. (Teheran, 1948).
Asnan tzalikner. (Teheran, 1960).
Ardarutean canaparhov. (Teheran, 1962). (Story).
Iriknamut. (Teheran, 1972).

G EO R G  MHLAYIM (18th c.)
Little is known about this vardapet, save that he studied in Paris (possibly at the 
Collège Louis-le-Grand), spent some time in Rome (as a visitor and as aprisoner), 
and had a good command of a number of languages. Most probably, he was a 
native of Constantinople, where he spent most of his life. His books were written 
in passionate defense of the doctrines of the Church of Armenia.

Texts
G irt vicabanutean ënddëm erkabnakats. (Constantinople, 1734).
Csmarit nsanakutiwn katulikëutean. (Constantinople, 1750). (This is a second, 

separate edition of this work first published in the book above).
Car vasn tznndean Team meroy Yisusi Kristosi. ([Constantinople], n.d.). (Several 

subsequent editions published in Constantinople in 1787,1793, 1804). 
Vkayutiwnk hayrapetats yalags mioy bnutean Kristosi, zolovealk i grotsn 

latinatswots. (Constantinople, n.d.).

Criticism
Ter-Stepanyan, A. “Gevorg Mhlayim.” EJ, 1984/5, 36-44.

GRASI, A SO T ( 1910- 1973)

Pen name: Asot Grasi.
Bom Asot Grigoryan in Baku, and educated at the State University of Erevan. 
Poet; from 1933 to 1946, the date of his final return to Erevan, Grasi worked in 
Baku as a librarian and journalist and was at one point secretary of the Armenian 
Section of the Union of Writers of Azerbaijan.

Collections
Erker. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1965).

Texts (verse)
Mutk. (Baku, 1934).
Zolovrdihet. (Baku, 1938).
Knarakan. (Baku, 1939).
Razmi knar. (Baku, 1942).
Krunk. (Baku, 1944).
Ampaberd. (Baku, 1945).
Imgarune. (Erevan, 1946).
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Elbayrufyan astli tak. (Erevan, 1949).
Erge tfchum ë asharhov. (Erevan, 1952).
Imsiropoeme. (Erevan, 1954).
Sareri sringe. (Erevan, 1957).
Tziatzaniyot ergë. (Erevan, 1961).
Ur es siro molorak [?] (Erevan, 1968).
Arevi kuyrë. (Erevan, 1972).
Kfunkneri atbyur. (Erevan, 1976).
Im siro legende. (Erevan, 1983).

Translations
English

Zelikoff, L. “My Hills/’ SL, 1966/3, 137.

French

Mardirossian, L. [“O monde, tu n’es qu’un vaste mystère.”] OO, 123 (March 
1969), 36.

G erman

Leschnitzer, F. “Gäbs nicht euch . . .” Sowjet-Literatur, 1966/3, 135.

Russian

Derev’ia meniaiut listvu. Lirika 1934-1964. (Moscow, 1965).
Gorypoiut. Stikhi. (Moscow, 1946).
Imenem pravdy. Stikhi. (Moscow, 1952).
Karabakhskaia vesna. Stikhi. (Moscow, 1941).
Kupriianov, V. KolybeV radug. Stikhi. (Moscow, 1980).
Lirika. 1934-1956. (Moscow, 1956).
Pyl-Pugi. (Moscow, 1960).
Sem’pesen radugi. (Moscow, 1959).
Shuba Pyl-Pugi. (Moscow, 1956).
Soldaty mira. (Moscow, 1950; Erevan, 1952).
Stikhi. (Moscow, 1960).
Stikhotvoreniia. (Moscow and Leningrad, 1950).
Vesenniaia galaktika. (Moscow, 1969).

Spanish

Alberti, R., and Leon, M. T. “Atlas montanas.” Literatura Sovietica, 1966/3,137.

Criticism
Baldasaryan, A. “Asot Grasi.” SGf 1962/6,164—68.
Rostovtseva, I. “Achot Grachi, La flûte montagnarde, Moscou, 1977.” LS, 234 

(1978), 173-75.

G R IG , G EV O R G  (1893-1987)
Pen name; Gevorg Grig.
Bom Gevorg Grigoryan in Valarsapat (Éjmiatzin). Poet; went to schools in his 
native town, Erevan, and Tiflis. Taught in various schools in Eastern Armenia 
and in other parts of Transcaucasia. Retired in 1951 after losing his eyesight.

Texts (verse)
Erkafierge. (Tiflis, 1925).
Gyulatsin u gaylë. (Tiflis, 1927). (Tale).
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Banastelîzutyunner (Tiflis, 1929).
Haltanàki ulinerov: (Tbilisi, 1956).
Hayreniki hamar. (Erevan, 1959).
Elbayrufyan tz.aikejfunj. (Tbilisi, 1963).
Im tzatiknere. (Erevan, 1965).
Ser. (Erevan, 1978).
Siro varder. (Tbilisi, 1979).
Kare anun. (Erevan, 1983).

G R IG O R  D ARANAtTSI o r  KAMAHETSI (1576-1643)
Bom in Kamah (Kemah, Turkey). Historian and scribe. Studied at the celebrated 
monasteries of Mount Sepuh, near his birthplace, and in other religious centers 
in Armenia. Led a turbulent life, traveling widely and participating in Arme
nian communal and national affaris. For a while he shared the Patriarchate of 
Constantinople with two other bishops, but then he became the primate of the 
Armenians of Rodosto (Tekirdag), where he seems to have spent his last years.

Text
Nsanean, M. Zamanakagrufiwn Grigor vardapeti Kamahetswoy kam Daranal- 

tswoy, (Jerusalem, 1915).

Texts (secondary)
Perperean, H. “Grigor Daranaltsii dzuarimats mëk hatuatzin masin.” S, 1951, 

273-74.
--------- . “ ‘Alii dasnagire’ Grigor Daranaltsii ‘Zamanakagrufean ’ mej.” 5, 1951,

302-4, 330-31.
Ufujyan, A. “Grigor Daranaltsin M. Chamchyani Patmufyan albyur.” L, 1975/2, 

81-89.

G R IG O R  OSAKANTSI (cl 756-1798)
Bom in Osakan, Armenia. Poet and celibate priest. Member of the Ejmiatzin 
Brotherhood. Toured Armenian monasteries as the nuncio (“nuirak”) of the 
Catholicos of Armenia. Died and buried in Erzumm.

Poetry
HA, 78 (1964), 15-27; 142-54; 311-22 (18 poems). Reprinted in H. Oskean’s 

Chors hay talasatsner ew anonts talerë. (Vienna, 1966), 61-136.
MPT, 66-72. (Four poems also published in the above sources).

Criticism
Nazaryan, S. “Grigor Ösakantsu kyankn u steltzagortzutyune.” PBH, 1964/4, 

101-15.
Oskean, H. “Grigor arkep. Ösakantsi.” HA, 78 (1964), 7-28,141-54, 311-22.

G R IG O R  StTAYAKIR (1669-1749)
Grigor (also referred to as Siruantsi) studied at the “university” of Amrdol (also 
Amrtol or Amlordi) in Bales (Bitlis) and later became the Abbot General of the 
Monastery of Surb Karapet of Tarön (northwest of Mus) from 1710 to 1715. In
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1717 he was appointed patriarch of Jerusalem, where he arrived only in 1721, after 
launching a campaign to repay the enormous debts of the patriarchate. He bore 
a chain for nearly a decade, until the successful conclusion of his campaign; 
hence his soubriquet slfayakir (“The Chainbearer”). He spent four years in 
Constantinople (1736-40) defending the rights of the Armenian community in 
the perennial conflicts with the Greeks and Latins over the Holy Places. Died 
in Jerusalem.

Texts

“Storagrufiwn uleworufean t  Grigori Slfayakri Patriarlri S. Afofoys, yErusaleme 
i K. Polis.” S, 1866, 122-27; 141-43; 184—89. (Account of his visit to 
Constantinople).

“Hayagitakan ayl ew aylk. Grigor Slfayakri mi narnake Yovhannes Kolotin.” A, 
1915,211-18. (A letter).

Anasyan, H. “Grakan nmusner Grigor Slfayakrits.” EJ, 1950/3—4, 39^-6. Also 
published in S, 1950, 299-307; B, 1980/1-4, 290-94. (Literary samples).

--------- . “Grigor Slfayakri patmakan metz yisatakaranë.” HA, 1980/1-12, 2-11.
Galaycean, A. “Namakani Grigor Slfayakir patriarlri.” S, 1971, 351-55, 422- 

33; 1972, 61-75, 149-50, 370-80, 464-77; 1973, 41-50, 145-61, 259-74. 
(Letters).

Criticism

G[abikean], G. “Grigor Slfayakir patriarlri sinararakan gortzë.” S, 1950, 326-31.
--------- . “Slfayakri patriarkufean nahënfatsë ew Amrtoli dprevankë.” S, 1950,

313-24.
Musean, Y. “Slfayakir arfun pahakë.” S, 1950, 310-12.
N. vrd. [Polarean]. “Grigor Slfayakir, patriark Erusalemi.” S, 1950, 288-91.
“Slfayakirë.” S, 1950, 277-82.
Tzovakan, N. [Polarean]. “Grigor Slfayakri tznolkë.” S, 1978, 263.
--------- . “Zamanakagrufiwn Grigor Slfayakiri.” S, 1977, 88-92.
Vrfanesean, R “Grigor patriark Slfayakir.” S, 1950, 307-10.

G R IG O R  VANETSI
Vanetsi is thought to have been a sixteenth- or seventeenth-century author.

Text
Mnatsakanyan, A. “16.-17. dareri moratsvatz banasteltz Grigor Vanetsin ev nra 

antip talerë.” EJ, 1975/10, 40-45. (Poems).

Works in anthologies
SUM, 1, 386-96.

G RIG O RY A N , SAMVEL (1907-1987)
Bom in the village of Susikend, Artsah (Karabagh). Poet. Graduated from Erevan 
State University. Grigoryan was the director of the Armenian radio program 
in Baku (1928-57), editor-in-chief of the Armenian literary journal Grakan 
Adrbejan (Baku, 1957-79), and secretary to the Armenian section of the Union 
of Writers of Azerbaijan.
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Collections
Erker erku hatorov. 2 vols. (Baku, 1968-69).
Hatentir (Baku, 1977).

Texts (verse)
Lirikakan huyzer. (Baku, 1934).
Hayreniki hamar. (Baku, 1939).
Hizah artzivë. (Baku, 1942).
Morsirtë. (Baku, 1944).
Liufyun. (Baku, 1949).
Kaspiakani aravotë. (Baku, 1954).
Jinj horizonner. (Baku, 1955).
Krakner. (Erevan, 1958).
Tzalkir, azat im hayrenik. (Baku, 1961).
Tolaydpes Uni. (Erevan, 1965).
Singara. (Baku, 1965).
Mayramuti krakner. (Baku, 1973).
Nvirakan anunner. (Baku, 1974).

Translations (Russian)
Derzanie. (Baku, 1958).
Ogni. Stikhi (Moscow, 1963).

G U R JI-N A V Ë, (d. 1840)
An Eastern Armenian asul

Poetry
MKH, 446-47, 467-68.
PHA, 2,75-97.
THG, 92-98.

G U Y U M C EA N , YAKOB (1904-1961)
Bom in Mersin, Turkey. Poet and novelist. Survived the Armenian eamage of 
1915, but his parents and brothers did not. Returned to Adana for a few years 
(1919-22) and emigrated to Philadelphia (1924) via the Middle East.

Texts (verse)
Ayspës ë Amerikan. (Philadelphia, 1934).
Leninean erger. (New York, [1935]).
Potorik. (New York, 1936).
Egiptos (poem) ew ardzak banastehzufiwnner. (New York, 1938).
Grigor M. Siwni, erazstagëtë ew mardë. (Philadelphia, 1943). (Biography). 
Celkuatz sirt. (Philadelphia, 1947).
Oskelen hundzk. (Philadelphia and New York, 1948).
Hayrenakan hamanuag. 1st cycle. (Philadelphia and New York, 1948). 2d cycle 

(New York, 1948). 1st and 2d cycles (Philadelphia, 1948).
Aha kezi Amerikan, iravëp. Vol. 1. (Boston, 1949). (Novel).
Ariwnot anapat, irakankeank. (Boston, 1949). (Novel).
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Örerus ergë. (New York, 1949).
Erewanean erger, banasteltzutiwnner (Philadelphia, 1957).
Araratean tzalikner. (Philadelphia, 1960).

Criticism
Eremean, A. Yakob Guyumcean ew ir grakanutiwnë. (Boston, 1958).
Stepfanyan, K. “Hakob Guyumcyan.” SG, 1958/5, 154-58.

GYULNAZARYAN, H A Z A K (1 9 1 8 -)
Bom in Erevan. Literary critic and writer of prose. Obtained doctorate in literature 
in 1972 and was awarded the Armenian State Prize for literature for the children’s 
and young adult fiction he wrote. Employed at the Institute of Literature since 
1950.

Collections

Ëntir erker 2 hatorov. (Erevan, 1989-90).

Texts (stories and novels)
Char bazei mahë. (Erevan, 1938).
Tzuyliverjë. (Erevan, 1940).
Dasti tererë ev hyurerë. (Erevan, 1951).
Ov inch gite. (Erevan, 1952).
Lav canaparhordnerë. (Erevan, 1953).
Bolorinn ë. (Erevan, 1954).
Kalaki aravotë. (Erevan, 1956).
Kesör (Erevan, 1957).
Naziki sirelinerë. (Erevan, 1958).
Sarkerum. (Erevan, 1959).
Öreri canaparhë. (Erevan, 1962,1982).
Bari luys, mayrik. (Erevan, 1964).
Oski oronolnerë. (Erevan, 1964).
Inch-or tel verjanum e horizonë. (Erevan, 1966). 
Mefatz asharhi akama bnakiàinerë. (Erevan, 1968). 
Patmvatzkner Artutiki masin. (Erevan, 1970).
Patvo karë. (Erevan, 1970).
Nrani. (Erevan, 1971).
Zarmanali hekiatner. (Erevan, 1974).
Chularkvatz namakner. (Erevan, 1975).
Sibir. (Erevan, 1976).
Sinantrop-Pitekantrop. (Erevan, 1977).
Der dprots chenk gnum. (Erevan, 1979).
Moratskot tzerunu hekiatë. (Erevan, 1980).
Hetker getni vra ev getni tak. (Erevan, 1984).
Girk anaknkal. (Erevan, 1985).
Der dprots chenk gnum. (Erevan, 1987).
Im nkarich Gorë. (Erevan, 1988).
Jralats. (Erevan, 1989).
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Other works
Grakan harîserë naharevolyutsion srjani hay bolsevikyan mamulum. (Erevan, 

1954).
Aknarkner hay mankakan grakanutyan patmutyan. (Erevan, 1961).
Vahtang Ananyan. (Erevan, 1963).
Hakob Hakobyani kyanki ev gortzuneutyan taregrutyun. (Erevan, 1965). (Co

written with S. Manukyan).
Atabek Hnkoyan, (Erevan, 1968).
Hay knnadatakan mitke 1920-akan tvakannerin. (Erevan, 1971).

Translations
English

Yefremova, D. “The Silver Ribbon,” “Written Specially for You,” “Garsevan.” 
SU 1963/3,102-6.

English anthologies 
WM, 158-62.

Russian

Ai-Artian, M. Doroga dnel Roman. (Moscow, 1964).
Aiartian, M., and Aiartian, G. Sledy na zemle i pod zemlei. (Erevan, 1987). 
Kafrieliants, R. Kak ia poterialsia. (Moscow, 1969).
Mnatsakanian, M. Khoroshie puteshestvenniki. (Moscow, 1961).

Bibliographies
Karapetyan, L. Hazak Gyulnazaryan. (Erevan, 1980).

H A C E A N , MKRTICH (1915-1985)
Bom in Geyve (Turkey), and educated at the famous Kedronakan school in 
Constantinople. Poet and writer of short stories. Also wrote numerous articles 
dealing with music, painting and literary criticism. Spent the last three decades 
of his life in Mexico.

Texts
Knateaîsë. (Istanbul, 1949). (Play).
Botser: kertuatzner. (Beirut, 1973). (Verse).
Holen erkink: kertuatzner. (Los Angeles, 1977). (Verse).

HACHATUR ERZRUMETSI (1666-1740)
Also known by the surname Arakelean. Bom in Constantinople. Studied at the 
College of Propaganda and held pastoral-religious positions in Constantinople 
and Venice. Wrote in both Latin and Armenian on philosophical, theological, 
religious, and moral themes.

Texts
Girk kerakanutean. (Livorno, 1696).
Hamaröt meknutiwn Ergoy ergotsn Solomoni. (Constantinople, 1700). 
Hamarötutiwn Baroyakani astuatzabanutean. (Venice, 1709, 1736).
Bank ew karozk yalags tërunakan tönits. 2 vols. (Venice, 1710).
Hamafötakan imastasirutiwn. 2 vols. (Venice, 1711).
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Cartasanutiwn. (Venice, 1713).
Astuatzabanutiwn ëndardzak. Liakatar astuatzabanutiwn. . .  2 vols. (Venice, 

1729-1734).
Neratzutiwn ar kristoneakan katarelufiwn. (Venice, 1733).
Karcarötagunel hamarötutiwn ëndhanrakani astuaîzabanutean. (Venice, 1736).

Criticism

Tahmizyan, N. K. “Hachatur Ërzrumetsin orpes mijnadaryan hay erazstufyan 
tesaban.” L, 1966/11, 66-74. (Includes text of “Yaîags erazstufean” repro
duced from Hamafötakan imastasirutiwn, vol. 2, pp. 529-35).

Nazaryan, S. “Hachatur Ërzrumetsu usutsolakan banasteltzufyunnerë.” PBH, 
1969/4,206-19.

HACHATUR EW DOKATSI (16th-1 7th c.)
Birthplace presumed to be Tokat. Visited Italy, where he had some bitter experi
ences. Wrote a history of Venice, the first two editions of which were attributed 
to Hachatur Efovpatsi.

Text
Alisan, L. “Yarmareal patmutiwn Vanatikoy pokt i sate i Hachatur iritsuë 

Efovpatswoy est kari ew est tkar mtats, orum akanates etak‘ ew och akanjalur 
leal gretsi zsa . . B , 5 (1847), 172-77.

Chöpanean, A. “Yarmareal patmutiwn Vanatikoy.. . P ANA, 1903/2-3, 31-37. 
“Patmutiwn Vënëtikoy kalakin.” Patmutiwn Parëzi ew Vennayi (mijnadaryan 

aspetakan siravep), Patmutiwn Venetik kalakin (diapatzo), K. Melik4- 
Öhanjanyan, (Erevan, 1966, pp. 253-86).

HACHATUR HASPEK ERETS KAFATSI (1610-1686)
Bom in Caffa, Crimea. A poet, scribe, teacher, and married priest. Spent most of 
his life in Crimea.

Poetry
“Tal i veray vardin ew anusahot tzalkants i Haspekë asatseaL” Girk dprutean ew 

Talaran (Constantinople, 1714, pp. 214—16). Also published in TH, 119-20; 
and in KNZ, 2, 11-14.

“Tal siroy ew urahufean” (“Ek, sireli urahastsuk”). KNZ, 3,12-15.

Works in anthologies
SUM, 2,128-52.

Criticism
Akinean, N. “Hachatur Haspëk erëts Kafatsi.” Ditsawan, 1923, Book 1, pp. 138— 

42.
--------- . “Hachatur Haspëk erëts Kafatsi talasats (1610-1686).” HA, 49 (1935),

336-44. (Reproduced in AMH, 4, 173-89).
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HACHATUR JUtAYETSI
An eighteenth-century historian whose work contains detailed information on 
Iran and the Armenians of Iran in the eighteenth century.

Text
Patmufiwn parsits. (Valarsapat, 1905).

HACHATUR KAFAYETSI (cl 592-1659?)
Bom Hachgruz in Caffa, Crimea. Renamed Hachatur on his ordination into 
married priesthood in 1624. Remembered for his chronicle regarding Crimea 
and its Armenian community.

Text
“Hachatur Kafayetsu taregrufyunë (XVII d.).” Hakobyan, V. Manr zamanakagru- 

tyunner, Vol. 1 (Erevan, 1951, pp. 205-36).

Anthologies
SUM, 2, 125-27.

Translations

G erman

Schütz, E. “Eine armenische Chronik von Kaffa aus der ersten Hälfte des 17. 
Jahrhunderts.” AO, 29 (1975) fase. 2, pp. 133-86.

Criticism

Abgary an, G. “Hachatur Kafayetsu Zamanakagrutyan germaneren üargmanu- 
fyunë ev Matenadarani no. 7709 talaranë.” L, 1977/6, 65-78.

Abrahamyan, A. “Hachatur erets Kafayetsu Taregrufyunë.” EJ, 1944/1, 39-51.

HAKOBYAN, HAKOB (1866-1937)
Pen name: Proletar.
Bom in Elizavetpol (Kirovabad, and now Ganja, Azerbaijan). Generally rec
ognized as the principal founder of Armenian Marxist-Proletarian poetry. Dis
continued his education at his birthplace, moved to Tiflis in 1886, and sought 
employment in a variety of occupations. In 1921 he was appointed the “komisar” 
of all banks in Tiflis. In 1922, with some other colleagues, he founded the 
Armenian branch of the Association of Proletarian Writers of Georgia and edited 
its organ, Darbnots.

Collections
Nor aravot. (Erevan, 1931).
Banasteitzufyunner. (Erevan, 1935).
Entir erker. (Erevan, 1936).
Banasteitzufyunner. (Erevan, 1948).
Erker. (Erevan, 1951).
Erker chors hatorov. (Erevan, 1955—58).
Imasharhë. (Erevan, 1956).
Banasteitzufyunner evpoemner. (Erevan, 1958).
Banasteitzufyunner, poemner. (Erevan, 1966).
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Texts (verse)
Banasteltzutiwnner (Tiflis, 1899).
Ashatanki erger. (Tiflis, 1906).
Yelapohakan erger. (N.p., 1907).
Nor arawöt. (Tiflis, 1910).
Yelapohakan erger (Tiflis, 1917).
Yisatakin ksanvets komunameri. (Tiflis, 1919). 
Karmiralik. (Tiflis, 1921).
Yelapohakan bem. (Tiflis, 1922).
Erku poem. (Tiflis, 1923).
Baylsevik ê  Sir-kanalë. (Tiflis, 1925). 
Banasteltzutyunner Vol. 1. (Tiflis, 1926). 
Agitatori huserits. (Tiflis, 1927).
Leningradyan poem. (Tiflis, 1931).
Nor erger. (Tiflis, 1936).

Translations

Russian

Asatrian, A., et al. Sochineniia. V odnom tome. (Moscow, 1956).
Izbrannoe. (Erevan, 1948).
Izbrannoe. (Moscow, 1951).
Pesni truda i revoliutsii. Stikhotvoreniia. (Tiflis, 1932).
Stikhi. (Moscow, 1938).
Stikhi. (Moscow, 1966).
Stikhi i poemy. (Erevan, 1960).
Stikhotvoreniia i poemy. (Leningrad, 1961, 1981).

Bibliographies
Hovhannisyan, Ë. Hakob Hakobyan (1866-1937), matenagitutyun. (Erevan, 

1967).
Manukian, S. Akop Akopian: Kritiko-biogr. ocherk. (Per. s arm. M. Malkhazovoi). 

(Moscow, 1980).

Criticism
Asatryan, A. Hakob Hakobyan. (Erevan, 1947). Erevan, 1955.
Azatyan, A. Hakob Hakobyan. (Erevan, 1955).
Gyulnazaiyan, H., and Manukyan, S. Hakob Hakobyani kyanki ev gortzuneufyan 

taregrutyune. (Erevan, 1965).
Harutyunyan, L. “Romantizmi hastatumë Hakobyani poeziayum.” SG, 1963/6, 

142-48.
Hovakimyan,B. “Mi banasteltzufyanpatmufyunë.” SG, 1978/11,165-68. (“Tikin 

N. N.-in”).
Manukyan, S., and Gyulnazaryan, H. “Hakob Hakobyani paykarë burzuakan 

natsionalizmi dem.” T, 1953/5, 17-28.
--------- . “Hakob Hakobyani ardzakë.” T, 1955/9, 3-18.
Manukyan, S. “Hakob Hakobyani grakan usumnasirutyan ulin.” L, 1970/9, 22- 

33.
--------- . Hakob Hakobyan (kyankë ev gortzë). (Erevan, 1975).
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Sargsyan, G. Hakob Hakobyan. (Erevan, 1955).
-----— . “Revolyutsioner banasteltzi ardzakë.” SG, 1958/1,111-20.
--------- . Hakobyani kyankë: hamarot aknark. (Erevan, 1966).
Vardanyan, A. “Helapohufyan seporahare.” SG, 1966/5, 115-19.

H A M A STEt, (1895-1966)
Pen names: Hamastel, Ohan Izopetsi.
Bom Hambardzum Këlënean in the village of Fërehënc, near Harberd (Harput, 
Turkey), and educated in Mezirë (or Mezrë), in the same region. In 1913, he 
settled in the United States (Boston) and wrote about the indelible memories of 
his birthplace. Some of his work is still scattered in the periodical press, notably 
in Hayrenik of Boston.

Collections
Erker. Vol. 1. (Beirut, 1966). (Giwlë ew Andzrew).
Sevan, G. Hayastani lefneru smgaharë. (Erevan, 1989).

Texts (stories)
Giwtë. (Boston, 1924; Beirut, 1955).
Andzrew. (Paris, 1929).
Spitak dziawore. 2 vols. (Los Angeles, 1952). (Novel).
Kajn Nazar ew 13 patmuatzkner. (Cairo, 1955).
Alötaran. (Beirut, 1957).
Aytzetomar ew uris banasteltzufiwnner. (Cairo, 1960). (Verse).
Patmuatzkner u hëkeatner. (Istanbul, 1963).
Afajin sere. (Beirut, 1966).
“Gurgen Maharu ev Hamasteli namakagrufyune ” SG, 1983/8, 90-98.

Translations

English

Mandalian, J. “The Kiss.” The Armenian Review; Summer, 2 (1949/2), 3-23. 
--------- . “The Pigeons.” The Armenian Review; Autumn, 4 (1951/3), 3-20.

Criticism
Alik^an, A. “Hay gyuli annman smgaharë.” EJ, 1966/5, 36-39.
Antonean, R. “Hamasteli ‘GiwTin mëj ew ‘Andzrew’in tak.” B, 124 (1966), 339- 

43.
Baluean, H. “Hamasteli ‘AndzrewëV’Z, 1 (1929-30?), 83-85.
Canasean,M. “Hamastel ewirgortze.”_B, 124 (1966), 325-36; 125(1967), 12-16. 
Hamastel, 1895—1966 (yisnameay yobelean Hamasteli grakan gortzunëutean). 

(New York, [1967]).
Kurtikyan, S. “Hamasteli asharhë.” SG, 1985/6,104—14.
Sahinean, G. Hamastel. (Beirut, 1961).
--------- . “Hamastelë ew ir asharhë.” HK, 39 (1961/5), 9-13; 6, 17-21; 7, 43^17;

8, 57-61; 9, 47-54; 10, 48-53.
Söfean, V  “Hamastelë.” / /^ , 16 (1937-38/3), 85-88.
Tër Lazarean, E. “Hamastel giwlagir.” B, 124 (1966), 337-38.
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H A N  ENTS, GALUST (1910-1998)
Pen name: Galust Hanents.
Bom Galust Hanean in Teheran and educated in Armenian and French schools in 
the same city. Poet, teacher, and translator of Persian literature into Armenian.

Texts (verse)
Ambolj srtov. (Teheran, 1957).
Hrasali zörufiwn. (Teheran, 1972).
Barewkez, mard. (Beirut, 1974).

H A N ZA D Y A N , SERO  (1915-1998)
Bom in Goris, in the region of Zangezur, Armenia. Studied pedagogy at his 
birthplace and taught in the region until the outbreak of World War II. Fought in 
the ranks of the Red Army, and later recorded his experiences in his Erek tari 291 
ör, which won him the Armenian State Literary Prize in 1977. In the 1970s and 
1980s, he was a consultant to the Union of Writers of Armenia and held various 
political positions. He has visited the Armenian communities of the Middle East 
and the United States.

Collections
Erkeri zolovatzu. 5 vols. (Erevan, 1967-70).
Erkeri zolovatzu. 6 vols. (Erevan, 1981-83).

Texts (stories and novels)
Mer gndi mardik. (Erevan, 1950, 1987).
Hole. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1954^55, 1957, 1969).
Lai Hamazë. (Erevan, 1955, 1970).
Orotani kircum. (Erevan, 1956).
Karmir susanner. (Erevan, 1958).
Karandzavi bnakidinerë. (Erevan, 1961,1979).
Harstufyunë le m e rum. (Erevan, 1961).
Mhitar Sparapet. (Erevan, 1961; Cairo, 1962; Beirut, 1962; Erevan, 1963,1988). 
Depker lemerum. (Erevan, 1962).
Koratz arahetner. (Erevan, 1964).
Kajaran. (Erevan, 1964).
Ayrvatz tunë. (Erevan, 1965).
Maty an elelufyants. (Erevan, 1966).
Andzrevits heto. (Erevan, 1969).
Inchu, inchu. (Erevan, 1970).
Erek tari 291 ör. (Erevan, 1972).
Sevani lusabatsë. (Erevan. 1974).
Avandatun: hekiatner, alvesagirk, zruytsner. (Erevan, 1976).
Hosek, Hayastani lernen (Erevan, 1976,1980).
Taguhin hayots. (Erevan, 1978).
1971, amar. (Erevan, 1979).
Hayrenapatum. (Erevan, 1980).
Hayrenapatum. 1929-1970. 4 vols, to 1989. (Erevan, 1980, 1981, 1984, 1989). 
“Libananyan ulegmfyun.” SG, 1982/3, 11-52.
“Hovhannes Siraz.” SG, 1985/1, 76-86.
Araksëpltorvum ë. (Erevan, 1985).
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Hovhannisyan, H, “Zruyts Sero Hanzadyani het.” SG, 1985/11,4—15.
Hors het ev afants hors. (Erevan, 1986).
Inchpes hiSumem. (Huser). (Erevan, 1988).
Pèle Puli. (Erevan, 1988).
Andranik. (Erevan, 1989).

Translations

English

Efremova, D. “The Gorge Is Not What It Used to Be.” SL, 1966/3, 97—107. 

English anthologies 

WM, 163-68.

French

Lustemik, H. “Fleur des montagnes.” OO, 123 (March 1969), 77-87.

French anthologies 
Yéghiaian, A. E. 155-61.

G erman

Einhorn, E. “Eine Schlucht verändert sich.” Sowjet-Literatur, 1966/3,105-15. 

Russian

Aleksanian, E. Doroga v gorakh. Rasskazy. (Moscow, 1967).
Aleksanian, E., and Kafrieliants, R. Poteriannye tropy: Rasskazy. (Erevan, 1986). 
Izbrannye proizvedeniia. 2 vols. (Moscow, 1985).
Kafrieliants, R. Povesti i rasskazy. (Moscow, 1986).
--------- . Tri goda 291 den’: Frontovoi dnevnik. (Moscow, 1984).
Kafrieliants, R., andManasian, G. Mkhitar Sparapet. (Moscow, 1982). (“Dopol- 

nitel’ny tirazh,” 1983).
--------- . Tsaritsa armianskaia. Roman. (Moscow, 1984).
Kananova, E. Govorite, goryArmenii. (Erevan, 1987).
Mnatsakanian, M. Liudi nashego polka. Roman. (Erevan, 1956).
Moi rodnye i sosedi. Rasskazy. (Moscow, 1959).
Sadovskii, A. Zemlia. Roman. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1956-57).
Sluchai v gorakh. Rasskazy. (Moscow, 1960). Erevan, 1989.
Strana semidolin. (Moscow, 1968).

Criticism
[Armën, A.] “Mhifar Sparapetë.” HK, 42 (1964/5), 67-71; 6, 59-71; 7, 63-73. 
Hachatryan, A. “Sero Hanzadyan.” SG, 1959/10, 107-18.
Hayryan, G. “Metz hayrenakani patumnerits.” SG, 1974/3, 98-111.
--------- . Sero Hanzadyan. (Erevan, 1979).
Lukasyan, Z. “ ‘Mhifar Sparapet’ patmavepë.” T, 1965/6, 69-78.
Mahari, G. “Mtorumner ‘ICajaran’ vepi masin.” SG, 1966/1,122-26.
Minasyan, N. “Ardzakagri lezun: Sero Hanzadyani gyuïë patkeroï erkeri ôrina- 

kov.” SG, 1972/6, 149-55.
--------- . “Sero Hanzadyani steltzagortzakan lezvi kterakanakan afandznahatku-

fyunnerë.” L, 1972/9, 82-89.
Petrosyan, T. “Hcankar depi hamaynapatker.” SG, 1983/8,139-43.
Sarinyan, S. “Patmufyan gelarvestakan cnkalman ulinerum.” SG, 1977/9, 141- 

49. (On Hosek, Hayastani lefnef).
Solomonyan, S. “Sero Hanzadyani ‘Mhifar Sparapetë’.” SG, 1961/11,161-74.
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HATISEAN, M ARIAM  (1845-1914)
Bom Mariam Marisean in Tiflis. Headed “Kovkasi hayuheats baregortzakan 
ënkeruriwn,” a charitable-cultural society, from 1882 to 1907. Her novels and 
novelettes deal mainly with women’s social status and role.

Texts
Helinë. Vèp. ([Tiflis], 1890). (Novel).
Nor canaparhi vray: vëpik. (Petersburg, 1894). (Story).
Fesay orsolner. (Tiflis, 1894). (Story).
Dzbahtkin. Vëp. (Tiflis, 1899). (Novel).

Criticism
. Yovakimean, H. “Miriam Hatisean,” A, 1914, 948-56, 1047-54.

HAVASI, G U SA N  (1896-1978)
Pen name: Gusan Havasi.
Bom Armenak Markosyan in Ayazma, a village in the region of Tzalka, Georgia. 
Lost his eyesight to an illness at the age of three. Began his apprenticeship in 
minstrelsy early in his life and before long emerged as a leading gusan. Spent the 
last three decades of his life in Erevan.

Collections
Ergeri zolovatzu. (Erevan, 1958).

Texts (verse)
Burmunk. (Erevan, 1950).
Im knarë. (Erevan, 1961).
Karyaknen (Erevan, 1966).
Hasmik. (Erevan, 1975).

Criticism
Atayan, R. Gusan Havasu kyanke ev stelizagorizufyune. (Erevan, 1963).

HAYK, VAHE (1896-1983)
Pen name: Vahë Hayk.
Bom Vahë Tincean in Harberd (Harput, Turkey). Graduated from Euphrates 
College and continued his studies in Constantinople (1915-20). Settled in the 
United States in 1920. For many years he engaged in journalism, both as an 
editor and writer.

Collections
Hayreni tzhan. (Erevan, 1960).

Texts (stories)
Hayreni tzhan, ardzakner, hëkeatner, patmuatzkner. 1st series (Fresno, 1930). 2d 

series (Fresno, 1941). 3d series (Boston, 1946). 4th series (New York, 1954). 
5th series (Beirut, 1970).

Other works
Hazar hing hariwrameak Vardanants paterazmin. (Fresno, 1952).
Harberd ew anor oskelën dastë. (New York, 1959).
Lusawor dëmker mer örerun vray. (Beirut, 1972).
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Hayastani mankakan asharhë ew anor mankakan grakanufyunë. (Fresno, 
1974).

Translations
English

TFA, 49-62.

French

Kara-Sarkissian. E. 142-46.

Russian

KNS, 25-40.
PCN, 15-17.

Criticism
Baluean, H. “Harberd ew anor oskelën daste.” Z(amsaferf), 4/1-2 (1959), 13-14. 
Grigoryan, H.*“Vahe Hayk.” SG, 1959/9, 127-34.
Taturyan, S. “Vahe Hayk.” SG, 1966/3,108-13.

HAYKAZ, ARAM  (1900-1986)
Pen name: Aram Haykaz.
Bom Aram Chekemean in Sapin-Garahisar (Sebinkarahisar, Turkey). Took part 
in the defense of the city, and by professing Islam, he survived the genocide and 
World War I, in the service of Turks stationed in the mountains of Kurdistan 
(1915-19). Fled to Constantinople in 1919 and emigrated to the United States in 
the early 1920s. His prose reflects life in Western Armenia, Kurdistan, and the 
United States.

Collections
Aprëk erehëk. (Beirut, 1973).

Texts (stories)
Tselin dzaynë. 2 vols. (New York, 1949; Beirut, 1954).
Chors asharh. (New York and Beirut, 1962).
Pandok. (New York and Beirut, 1967).
Karöt: ardzak aprumner. (Beirut, 1971).
Chors tari Kiwrtistani lefnerun mëj. (Beirut, 1972).
Erjankufiwn. (Beirut, 1978).

Other works
Sapin Garahisar u ir herosamartë. (New York and Beirut, 1957).

Criticism
Aram Haykaz: keankn u gortzë. (Beirut, 1962).
Baluean, H. “Sapin Garahisar u ir herosamartë.” Z (amsafert), 3 (1959/11-12), 

13.
Yobelenakan handisufiwnAram Haykazi yisnameay grakan gortzunëutean. (New 

York, 1972).

HAYKUNI, ARM ENAK (1835-1866)
Pen name: Armenak Haykuni.
Bom Armenak Cizmecean (or Chizmëcean) in Constantinople. Novelist, poet, 
and journalist. Educated in the local Armenian schools and at the Theological
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Seminary at Bebek, founded by C. Hamlin in 1840. Published the first Ar
menian theatrical periodical, M usayk Maseats (1857-58), and founded with 
G. Chilinkirean (1839-1923) the periodical Tzalik (1861). Wrote one of the earliest 
novels in modem Armenian literature and a number of poems and plays that are 
still scattered in the periodical press. His attempts to explain biological, social, 
and political phenomena in a scientific manner, as well as his anti-clerical views, 
were vigorously opposed by the Armenian Church. His books listed under “other 
works” deal with such themes.

Texts
Éliza kam Verjin Arewelean paterazmi zamanak teli unetsatz irakan d ip t  me. 

(Smyrna, 1861). (Novel).

Other works
Bnakan hnamatatzutiwn kam Arachnord marts amenaharkawor mëk partakanu- 

teanë. (Constantinople, [1859?]).
Turfanta tikin ew iwr gataparë amerikatsi Eritsakan karozdiats vrayök. (Con

stantinople, 1860).
Platon i Vosbor, ënddëm dimakawor *Bari mard ew bari kristoneay ’ anun grkin. 

(Constantinople, 1860).
Garnan tzalikner kam Eritasardats ew ôriordats ardi vicakë. (Constantinople, 

1863, [1871?]).
Galtnik bnutean kam Skzbunkmardkayin tznndakanutean ewropatsi imastasirats 

ardidrutean hamemat. (Constantinople, 1863, [1871], 1895).
Cermak kam Pawn S. Papazean ew iwr Zamanakë. (Constantinople, 1863). 
Gerezmank eritasardats kam Trpakan hiwandutiwnk, Ewropioy imastasirats ardi 

druteanë hamemat. (Constantinople, 1863, [1869?], [1871?]).
Usumnakan zbösanats tult. [Constantinople, 1864?]. (Armenian history). 
Hamarötpatmutiwn ew asharhagrutiwn hayots. (Constantinople, 1864). (History 

and geography of Armenia).
Mah Olimpiadayi taguhwoyn hayots. (Constantinople, [1864?]).
Galtnik klerakanutean kam Ariwnalits viheru nkaragrutiwnë. (Constantinople, 

1864).
Asnan terewner kam Galtnik eritasardats ew pataneats. (Constantinople, n.d.).

Criticism
Hayrapetyan, S. “Armenak Haykunu hasarakakan-kalakakan hayatsknerë.” 

PBH, 1967/4,230-35.
------— . “Armenak Haykunu ‘Eliza’ vepë.” L, 1967/5, 93-102.
Ösakan, V. “Armenak Haykuni: arewmtahay arajin naharomantfiknerën.” Hay- 

kazean hayagitakan handës, 1970,172-83.
Steptenyan, G. “Armenak Haykuni.” % 1955/11, 43-58.

HAYRAPET, A B D IN  O U I  (18th c )
This asul (minstrel) is believed to have lived in Julfa in the second half o f the 
eighteenth century.

Poetry
EPA, 35-39. 
MPT, 85.
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PHA, 1,17-18.
SHA, 154-59.

Criticism
Eremean, A. Parskahay asulner. (Tiflis, 1930), 33-39.

HAYRAPETYAN, HÄYRAPET (1874-1962)
Bom in Tanakert a village in Nahijevan. Translator, author of school textbooks, 
writer of poetry for children, teacher, and journalist for many decades. Received 
elementary education in Zaleafala, Georgia. Studied at the Nersisean school of 
Tiflis. Settled in Erevan in the 1930s.

Collections
Ëntir erker (Erevan, 1957).
Erkeri zolovatzu. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1965).

Texts (verse)
Meluneri komunan. (Erevan, 1931).
Mer getë. (Erevan, 1931).
Hasmiki namakë. (Erevan, 1931).
Kolhozi hamar. (Erevan, 1934).
Trchunner. (Erevan, 1935,1936).
Urah Hrayrë ev sagi saylë. (Erevan, 1936).
Napastaki ev alvesi hekiatë. (Erevan, 1938).
Im ergerë. (Erevan, 1939).
Tsolikrt u Solikë. (Erevan, 1941).
Kapavorë. (Erevan, 1942).
Gayl Vahan. (Erevan, 1943).
Hizah lerntsin. (Erevan, 1943).
Cagamuatvesë. (Erevan, 1945).
Kovn ucagarë. (Erevan, 1947).
Pnjik. (Erevan, 1948).
Im ergerë: Im hayrenifcë, Bnutyan erger. (Erevan, 1951).
Anhnazand ulikë. (Erevan, 1953).
Huser manuk örerits. (Erevan, 1956).
Gurgenikë, Aran u es. (Erevan, 1958).
Hann u hovivë. (Erevan, 1959).
Balikneri hamar. (Erevan, 1961).
Aklori, lusni ev aregaki hekiatë. (Erevan, 1962).
Pisiki dasë. (Erevan, 1966).
Tzitn u tlan. (Erevan, 1971).
Habvatz tzitikë. (Erevan, 1983).

H ECHUM YAN, V IG EN  (1916-1975)
Bom Vidok Hechumyan in Erevan. A graduate of Erevan State University (1940). 
Worked at the Matenadaran (1938^-0, 1943-56); served in the Red Army in 
World War II (1940-43). In the mid-1950s, he began working as a journalist for 
the literary periodical Sovetakan grakanutyun.

Texts (stories and novels)
Chatu hani patmutyunë. (Erevan, 1943).
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Zvartnots. (Erevan, 1945).
Tzalkoli ordin. (Erevan, 1954).
Mez mot, haravum. (Erevan, 1955).
Girk pandhtutyan. (Erevan, 1959).
Sikatsatz avazi vra. (Erevan, 1962; Teheran, 1966).
Guyner ev erangnen (Erevan, 1962).
Gluh-gortzotse. (Erevan, 1964).
Girk linelutyan. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1966,1971).
Girk makarman. (Erevan, 1968).
Girk grots, (Erevan, 1978).

Translations

English anthologies

WM, 127-44.

French

Champenois, J. “Le faiseur de flûtiaux.” OO, 123 (March 1969), 117-21. 

French anthologies 

Yeghiaian, A. E. 162-66.

G erman

M. S. “Ownan der Miniator.” Sowjet-Literatur, 1946/4, 61-67.

G erman anthologies 

■AN, 177-99.

Russian

Kniga stranstvii. Rasskazy. (Moscow, 1958).
Nersesian, G. U nas na iuge. Roman. (Moscow, 1956).

Spanish

Kantorovskaia, A. “El librode las peregrinaciones.” Literatura Sovietica. 1966/3, 
110-24.

Criticism
Baldasaryan, G. “Ask* mijnadari masin.” SG, 1972/2,148-52.

H EK ÏM EA N , SR A PIO N  (1832-1892)
Bom in Constantinople and educated at the Murat-Rapayëlean school in Venice. 
Wrote poetry and drama, almost exclusively in Classical Armenian. Played an 
instrumental role in founding the first Armenian professional theater in Con
stantinople.

Texts
Talk, kertuatzk ew tatrergutiwnk. (Constantinople, 1857). (Poems and plays). 
Yulianë. (Constantinople, 1864). (Play).

Criticism
Ter-Yakobean, Y. “Éj me hay gra-faterakan keankën,” AM, 1901, 643—46.

H ISA REA N , Y O V H A N N ES (1827-1916)
Bom and educated in Constantinople. A teacher by profession, he wrote prose and 
poetry. Founded tire periodical Banasër (1851-52,1859), in which he published
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his Hosrov ew Mafcruhi, reckoned to be the first novel in modem Western 
Armenian literature.

Texts
Hosrov ew Mafcruhi. In Banasër, 1851/1, 22-28; 2, 81-88; 3,122-33; 4,169-76; 

5, 216-23; 6,252-66; 7, 317-28; 8, 359-72; 9, 406-14; 10, 461-70. (Novel; 
reference possibly incomplete).

Nem kam kataratz asharhi. (Constantinople, 1867). (Novel).
Diwan, o rë  talaran. (Constantinople, 1871, 1910 [expanded]). (Verse).

Other works
Karcarot patker Nabolëon Ponabartëin varutsë. (Constantinople, 1847).

H N K O -A PER  (1870-1935)
Pen name: Hnko-Aper.
Bom Atabek Hnkoyan in the village of Laraboya (renamed Hnkoyan after him, 
in the region of Spitak, Armenia). A writer of children’s literature (poems, tales, 
fables) and author of Armenian language textbooks for schools. Studied in his 
birthplace and in Alexandrapol (Leninakan, now Gyumri, Armenia). Taught at 
various schools throughout Transcaucasia. Settled in Erevan permanently in the 
early 1920s.

Collections
Entir erker. (Erevan, 1940).
Zolovatzu. (Erevan, 1945).
Haientir. (Erevan, 1950).
Afakner. (Erevan, 1953).
Manuknerin. (Erevan, 1954),
Entir ëjer. (Erevan, 1961).
Hefciatner u patmvatzfcner. (Erevan, 1967).
Zolovatzu. (Erevan, 1979).
Hnkoyan, V. Erker. (Erevan, 1980).
Gasparyan, M. Erker. (Erevan, 1984).

Texts (verse and prose)
Banasteltzakanÿordzer. (Alexandrapol, 1890).
Giwlatsin ew arjë. (Tiflis, 1909; Erevan, 1959).
Aluësn u arjë. (Tiflis, 1910; Erevan, 1941, 1970).
Golmafcin. (Tiflis, 1911; Erevan, 1941,1949).
Ki-ki-li-ki. (Tiflis, 1911).
Tzitn u orberë. (Tiflis, 1912).
Krunkn u aluësë. Enkerë ulilpêtfcë Uni. (Tiflis, 1912).
Pesatsumukë. (Tiflis, 1912).
Firdusi (925-1020). (Tiflis, 1912).
Napastaki tunë. (Tiflis, 1913).
Karatsatz kuyrer. (Tiflis, 1916).
Arakner (Tiflis, 1917).
Gyulatntes-anasnabuytzë ev ir agrozruytsë. (Erevan, 1926).
Metz Hoktember. Patkomnerin. (Erevan, 1927).
Thsamerë. (Erevan, 1929).
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Afakner (Erevan, 1930).
Erkatuli Erevan-Tiflis. (Erevan, 1930).
Pioner Hrachë. (Erevan, 1930, 1931).
Mardn inchov e campordum[?] (Erevan, 1931).
Molzakë. (Erevan, 1931).
Dzoragës. (Paris, 1934).
Tramvayë Erevanum. (Erevan, 1934, 1936).
Mknern inchpes krvetsin katvi dem. (Erevan, 1936).
Afakner. (Erevan, 1937).
Banasteltzufyunner. (Erevan, 1937).
Es. (Erevan, 1939).
Mrgastan. (Erevan, 1939).
Girk. (Erevan, 1940).
Horn u agfavë. (Erevan, 1940).
Gayin u garé. (Erevan, 1941).
Ki-ki-li-ki aklom em. (Erevan, 1941).
Papn u salgamë. (Erevan, 1941).
Tzalikner. (Erevan, 1943).
Katun, aklom u atvesë. (Erevan, 1948).
Mkneri zolovë. (Erevan, 1957,1964, 1972, 1979).
Gayin u katun. (Erevan, 1957).
Zantahtë. (Erevan, 1966).
Tzalkatz tzov. (Erevan, 1970).
Melu. (Erevan, 1971).
Safrazyan, K. Afakner. (Erevan, 1985).
Bklik dzknik. (Erevan, 1986).
Napastaknerë (afak). (Erevan, 1987).

Translations (Russian)
Saakian, M., et al. Petukh i krysha: Stikhi, basni, skazki. (Erevan, 1987).

Bibliographies
Melyan, B. Afabek Hnkoyan. Kensagrutyun ev matenagrufyun. (Erevan, 1969).

Criticism
Gyulnazaryan, H. Afabek Hnkoyan. (Erevan, 1968).
Melyan, B. Afabek Hnkoyan. Kensagrutyun ev matenagrufyun. (Erevan, 1969). 
Sargsyan, S. “Aüabek Hnkoyan.” SG, 1970/10, 134-40.

H O V H A N N ISY A N , H O V H A N N E S (1864-1929)
Bom in Valarsapat (Ëjmiatzin). His verse paved the way for some new trends 
and traditions in modem Eastern Armenian poetry. Studied in Erevan, at the 
Lazarean (Lazarevskii) Insitute in Moscow, and Moscow University (1884-88). 
Taught for many years at the Gëorgean seminary in Ëjmiatzin. Later in his life, he 
held administrative positions in the fields of education and culture in Baku and 
in Soviet Armenia.

Collections
Zaryan, R. Erkeri zolovatzu. Vol. 1. (Erevan, 1937). 
Hatëntir. (Erevan, 1939).
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Zaryan, R. Entir banasteitzufyunner. (Erevan, 1945).
Banastehzutyunner. (Erevan, 1949).
Hatëntir. (Erevan, 1953).
Erker, mihatoryak. (Erevan, 1959).
Erkeri zolovatzu. 4 vols. (Erevan, 1964—68).
Hatëntir: kertvatzner. (Erevan, 1971).

Texts (verse)
Banasteltzutiwnner (Moscow, 1887).
Banasteltzutiwnner. (Valarsapat, 1908).
Banasteltzutiwnner. 1882-1912 yohelenakan hratarakutiwn. (Valarsapat, 1912). 
Vahagni tznundë: kertvatz ev nkar. (Erevan, 1972,1981).

Translations
English

“Hast Thou Seen My Country?” The Oriental World, 1914/3, 76.

English anthologies 
AP, 190-94.
ALP, 20, 60-61,77.

French anthologies 
APA, 97-100.
LPA, 181-82.

G erman anthologies 
AD, 32-33.
ALG, 124-25.

Russian

Arsharuni, A. Izbrannoe. (Moscow, 1949).
Lirika. (Moscow, 1963).
Rozhdestvenskii, V. Stikhotvoreniia. (Erevan, 1940).

Criticism
Abelean, M. “Uruagtzer hayots grakanutean patmuHwnits: Yovhannës Yovhan

nisean.” A, 1912, 347-63, 515-24.
--------- . “Yovhannës Yovhannisean.” HK, 8 (1929-30/3), 40-53.
Akinean, N. “Yovhannës Yovhannisean (mahuan artiw).” HA, 44 (1930), 237. 
Asmaryan, L. Hovhannes Hovhannisyan. (Erevan, 1963).
Avdalbegyan, T. Hovhannes Hovhannisyan, grakan-patmakan verlutzutyun. 

(Erevan, 1934).
Avetisyan, A. “Hovhannes Hovhannisyanë Moskvayum.” PBH, 1963/2, 257-60. 
Aznavuryan, G. “M. Nalbandyanë Hovhannes Hovhannisyani antip stehzagortzu- 

tyunnerum,” T, 1955/1, 95-96.
B[aluean], H. “Yovhannës Yovhannësean.” Z, 1 (1929-30?), 332.
Balasanean, G. “Yovhannës Yovhannisean.” HA, 23 (1909), 135-41.
Berberean, M. “Sgawor idëalist.” A, 1908, 380-95.
E. G. “Y. Yovhanniseani4Banasteitzufiwnneri’ mi ktaiadatuttean arifov.” Ardza- 

gank, 1887/45, 708-11.
--------- . “Yovhannës Yovhannisean, Banasteltzutiwnner, Moskua, 1887.” Ardza-

gank, 1887/26, 386-87.
Gevorkian, T. “Lermontov i tvorchestvo Ioannesa Ioannisiana.” BEH, 1989/3, 

16-25.
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Hovsepyan, G. Hovhannes Hovhannisyan. (Erevan, 1957).
--------- . “Zoïovrdakan banastehzë.” PBH, 1964/2, 17-30.
ïCalanfar, A. “Yovhannës Yovhanniseani banasteïtzutiwnë.” Mure, 1889/7, 

1078-93.
Karinyan, A. “Hovhannes Hovhannisyan.” SG, 1958/1, 92-98.
Khitarova, S. Poeziia Ioannisiana. (Moscow, 1968).
Lanalanyan, H. Hovhannes Hovhannisyan. (Erevan, 1946).
Malhasean, Y Yovhannës Yovhannisean, siroy ew galaÿari ergidie. (Tiflis, 1913).
Melik^yan, M. “Hovhannes Hovhannisyanë fargmanich.” L, 1976/9, 33^-5.
Maksapetyan, M. “Banastehz-fargmanchi gelarvestakan pordzë” SG, 1981/3, 

146-49.
Muradyan, N. Hovhannes Hovhannisyani arvestë. (Erevan, 1964).
Polosyan, M. “Hovhannes Hovhannisyani BakVi sijani gortzuneufyunë.” SG, 

1964/9, 106-10.
Têr-Margarean, Y  “Banasteltz Yovhannës Yovhanniseani 30ameay yobeleanë.” 

HA, 26 (1912), 329-32.
Tërtërean, A. Yovhannës Yovhannisean, siroy ew karektsutean ergichë. (Erevan, 

1912).
Vardanyan, V  “Hay grolneri ev msakuyfi gortzichneri norahayt namaknerë Hovh. 

Hovhannisyanin.” L, 1990/3, 88-98.
--------- . Hovhannes Hovhannisyanë zamanakakitsneri huserum. (Erevan, 1990).
“Yovhannës Yovhannisean.” B, 66 (1908), 348-51.
Yovhannësean, V. “Yovhannës Yovhannisean.” B, 87 (1930), 90-91.
Yovhannisean, A. “Yovhannës Yovhanniseani tun-fangaranë.” Ani, 2 (1947—48), 

29-31.

H O V H A N N ISY A N , HRACHYA ( 1919 - 1998 )

Bom in the village of Sahab (now Mayakovski, in the region of Abovyan, 
Armenia). Poet. Educated in Erevan. He was twice editor-in-chief of Grakan 
tert (1955-59, and from 1978 to the early 1980s). Awarded the Armenian State 
Literary Prize in 1979.

Collections
Banasteltzutyunner. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1971-72).
Ëntir erker. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1989-1990).

Texts (verse)
Im kyanki erge. (Erevan, 1948).
Erkrord handipum. (Erevan, 1951).
Hrasali aygepan. (Erevan, 1956).
Tzovi Irutyunë. (Erevan, 1964).
Vayri vard. (Erevan, 1968).
Sure dapfnu vra. (Erevan, 1970).
Anmahutyun. (Erevan, 1970).
Hayrakan erg. (Erevan, 1977).
Arevot klzu ergë. (Erevan, 1980).
Iriknayin lotanj. (Erevan, 1982).
Oske amp. (Erevan, 1984). (Prose; part 2 published in SG, 1982/9, 3-90). 
Mstadalar tzarë. (Erevan, 1985). (Articles and essays).
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Paterazmi demkë. (Erevan, 1986). (Part 2 published in SG, 1984/12, 3-74). 
“Cavcavadzei hayrenifcë im achkterov.” SG, 1987/11, 80-91.
Chorentsi lapterë. (Erevan, 1988).

Other works
Motikn u he fun (aknarkneri ev hodvatzneri zolovatzu). (Erevan, 1967). 
Zamanaki sunchë. (Erevan, 1976).

Translations
English

Evans, G. “Drinking Songs.” SL, 1966/3, 142.
Jacque, V. ‘The Call of Love.” SL, 1973/9,128.
Rottenberg, D. [“A gardener’s hand~it must be hard and rude.”] SL, 1972/11, 

113-14. Also published in SL, 1980/6,116-17.
Tempest, P. [“Death’s terrifying just to those.. . .”]SL, 1979/9,93. Also published 

in SL, 1980/6, 117.

English anthologies 
SAP, 33-35.

French

Antonian, A., and Alikian, A, [“Hommes, je ne peux vivre sans vous”], “La 
chagrin de la terre,” [“J’ai dispersé tous les biens de ma vie”], [“Les années 
passeront mais jamais notre cœur”], [“Vie, ce que j ’attends de toi?”], “Mes 
yeux,” [“Je ne cherche en ce monde ni trésor”], [“Que faire? Mon cœur est 
devenu si délicat”], “Testament.” OO, 170 (Feb. 1973), 5-12.

--------- . “Vie, ce que j ’attends de toi?.” LS, 258 (1980), 140.
Galin, M. “L’appel.” OO, 177 (Sept. 1973), 144-45.
--------- . [“Qu’elle soit calleuse, la main du jardinier.”] OO, 167 (Nov. 1972), 131.
Gaucheron, J. [“Les années s’en vont, pourtant, impossible”], OO, 123 (March 

1969, 88.
--------- . “Qu’elle soit calleuse, la main du jardinier.” LS, 258 (1980), 139.
Yoccoz, D. “Seul craint la mort celui,” SL, 247 (1979), 103.

G erman

Leschnitzer, F. “Ich giess in den Becher mir güldenen Wein.” Sowjet-Literatur, 
1966/3, 140.

Russian

Chudesnü sadovnik. Stikhi. (Moscow, 1960).
Chudesnii sadovnik. (Erevan, 1970).
Dikaia roza. (Moscow, 1980).
Moim tovarishcham po schasfiu. Stikhi. (Moscow, 1952).
Molchanie moria. Stikhi. (Moscow, 1966).
Rozhdenie liubvi. (Erevan, 1956).
Tatosian, G. Zvezdy moei iunosti: Memuamaia povesf v 2kh ch. (Erevan, 1988). 

Spanish

Alberti, R. y Maria Teresa Leon, “Levanto mi copa.” Literatura Sovietica, 1966/3, 
141.

Criticism
Jrbasyan, Êd. “Semdi dzaynov.” SG, 1972/10, 97-105. 
Solomonyan, S. “Hrachya Hovhannisyan.” SG, 1959/4,121-34.
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HRIM EAN, MKRTICH (1820-1907)
Bom in Van. He was one of the most popular religious-national figures of his time. 
Took the vows of celibacy in 1854 and became the abbot of the monastery of Varag 
(near Van) and the primate of Mus (Tarön) in 1862. Established the first printing 
press in Western Armenia and published Artzui Vaspurakani (1858-64), the first 
Armenian periodical to appear in the region. In 1868, he was created bishop in 
Ëjmiatzin, and a year later, he was elected Patriarch of Constantinople (1869-73). 
In his capacity as the formally recognized head of the Armenians in the Ottoman 
Empire, he initiated and submitted to the Porte, a detailed report documenting 
oppression and misgovemment in the Armenian provinces. In 1878, he headed an 
unofficial Armenian delegation to the Congress of Berlin to advance Armenian 
aspirations, and he served as the primate of Van (1879-85) soon after his return 
from Germany. The radical conclusion he drew from the Congress of Berlin, 
bitterly articulated in a famous sermon, promoted the legitimacy of self-defense 
among Armenians. Exiled to Jerusalem in 1890, he was elected Catholicos of 
all Armenians (1893-1907). His new position brought him into conflict with 
the Russian authorities, notably in 1903, when he and his subordinates, acting 
on instructions from him, defied the czar’s order calling for the confiscation of 
Armenian Church property and the closure of Armenian schools. His flock had 
long since venerated him as “Hayrik” (i.e., “father” with the endearing diminutive 
ik) in recognition of his selfless dedication to his people and homeland. His 
verse and prose reflect his patriotism, along with his religious, moral, social, and 
political concerns.

Collections
Amboljakan erker. (New York, 1929).
Erker. (Anfilias, 1989).

Texts (prose and verse)
Hrawirak araratean. (Constantinople, 1850, 1876).
Hrawirak Erkrin aweteats. (Constantinople, 1851; Jerusalem, 1892).
Margarit arkayutean erknits. (Constantinople, 1866, [1876], 1887; Valarsapat, 

1894).
Drahti ëntanik. (Constantinople, 1876, 1887, 1911; Tiflis, 1893).
Hachi car. (Constantinople, 1876, 1887; Valarsapat, 1894).
Yisusi verjin sabat. (Constantinople, 1876,1887; Valarsapat, 1894).
Zamanak ew horhurd iwr (Constantinople, 1876, 1909; Tiflis, 1895).
Vangoyz. (Constantinople, 1877, 1908).
Haygoyt (Constantinople, 1877, 1908).
Sirakew Samuel. (Constantinople, 1878, 1887; Tiflis, 1892,1893).
Papikew Tornik. (Valarsapat, 1894; Beirut, 1957).
Tagaworats zolov. (London, 1915). (English and Armenian).
Hösk hrazarman Hrimean s. Patriarki Hayots Azgayin erespohanakan zolovoy 

64rdpatmakan nistin mêj or teti unetsaw 1873 Ögostos 3-in. ([Constantinople, 
1873]; Constantinople, 1910).

Verjaloysi dzayner. (Cairo, 1901).
Olbatsol Horenatsin. (Valarsapat, 1902).
Tzragir barenorogmants. (Constantinople, 1909).
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Translations
English

Tonapetean, R, and Binyon, L, The Meeting o f the Kings. (London, 1915). 
(Armenian and English texts).

English anthologies 
AP, 201-13.

Criticism
Acaryan, H. “Mkrtich kafohkos Hrimyan.” EJ, 1944/4-5,15-20.
Acëmean, H. Hrimean Hayrik, 1820-1920. (Ëjmiatzin, 1920; Tabriz, 1929).

(Hayots Hayrik. L  Kensagrutiwn).
Amenayn Hayots Hayrik. (Boston, 1957).
Canasean, M. “Hrimean Hayrik.” B, 128 (1970), 303-11.
Durean, E. et al. “Kartzikner Hrimyan Hayriki masin.” EJ, 1957/11, 34—37. 
Eremean, M. “Hrimean Hayrik“ B, 70 (1912), 136-42, 214—19.
Frangean, E. Hay mitkë: Vani imastasërë-Hrimean Hayrikë. Book 1 (Teheran, 

1919). Book 2 (Cairo, 1925).
Gabriëlean, M. Hrimean Hayrik. (New York, 1892).
Giwrjean, A. “Hrimean Hayriki yisatakin.” Lumay, 3-4- (1908), 62-72. 
Giwzalean, G. “Hrimean Hayriki krônakan asharhayetsoluriwnë. HK, 30 

(1952/3), 49-60.
--------- . Hrimean Hayrik: gaiapfameri asharhë. (Beirut, 1954),
G[usakean], T. Hrimean Hayrik (ir tznndean hariwrameakin arfiw). (Paris, 

1925).
Hatityan, A. “Vaspurakani Artzivë.” EJ, 1957/11, 3-6.
“Hrimyan Hayrik ev nergalfë.” EJ, 1946/2-3, 24—25.
Riwrtean, Y. “Hrimean Hayrik ew Ëjmiatznay tacarin nkamerë.” HK, 35(1957/1), 

83-101.
L. M. “Hayots Hayrikë hay grakanuTean asparizum.” A, 1900, 178-86. 
Manuëlean, H. Hrimeani kensagrakan tesufiwn, patkerov. (Tiflis, 1892). 
Nafanean, M. “Hayrik.” Sirak, 9 (1907), 489-500.
Nersisyan-Panikyan, H. “Hrimyan Hayriki ‘Drahti entanikë’.” EJ, 1976/7, 26- 

30.
Palcean, K. [later Yazgën I, Catholicos of Armenia]. Hrimean Hayrik orpes 

dastiarak. (Bucharest, 1943; 2d ed. published under Vazgen A., New York, 
1987).

--------- . “Hrimyan Hayrik orpes dastiarak.” EJ, 1971/2,5-10.
Polatean, A. Hrimean Hayrik. (New York, 1957).
Poturean, M. “Hrimean Hayrik.”5, 65 (1907), 562-66; 66 (1908), 55-58,189-91. 
Ruben vrd, “Hayrenasirufyunë Hrimyani erkerum.” EJ, 1945/34-, 25-30; 

1945/8-10,26-31.
Siamanfo. “Hrimyan Hayrik.” EJ, 1971/2,52-53.
Sion arkep. Hayots Hayrik (1820-1907). (Buenos Aires, 1957).
Siruni, Y. “Hrimean gragëtë.” Vëm, 2 (1934/1), 17-37.
Sirvanzadë, “Hrimean Hayrik.” HK, 2 (1923-24/10), 33-37.
Tër-Yakobean, N. “Hrimean Hayrik (tpaworuriwnner).” S, 1930, 29-30. 
Tërzipasean, A. Artziwë irboynin mëj. (Paris, 1938).
Tümanyan, H. “Erku hayr.” EJ, 1971/2, 46.
Vahë-Vahean. “Hayots Hayrikë.” Ani, 2 (1947 4 8 ) ,  393-95.
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Vazgën A. Hrimean Hayrik orpës dastiarak. (New York, 1987; 2d ed., cf. supra, 
K. Palcean).

“Vehapar Hayrapeti tznndean 80-rd taredardzë.” A, 1900, 163-68. 
“Vkayufyunner Hrimyan Hayriki masin.” EJ, 1971/2, 24-32.
Zawën vrd. “Gragëtë Hayots Hayrik M. Hrimeani mëj.” 5, 1957, 305-9. 
Zohrabyan, H. “Hrimyan Hayriki mahë.” EJ, 1971/2, 40-45.

HURYAN, TÄTUL (1912-1942)
Pen name: Taful Huryan.
Bom Taful Hachatryan in Tajrlu, a village in Surmalu, Russia (now in the 
easternmost part of Turkey). Poet. Studied in Baku and pursued his higher studies 
in Moscow. Killed in action in World War II, fighting in the ranks of the Red Army. 
He was posthumously awarded the E. Charents and N. Ostrovskii literary prizes.

Collections
Grasi, A. Asti. (Baku, 1943).
Banasteltzutyunner ev poemner. (Erevan, 1949).
Erkrihet. (Baku, 1951).
Banasteltzutyunner. (Erevan, 1956).
Husardzan. (Baku, 1970).
Duryan, L. Lusapsak. (Erevan, 1982).

Texts (verse)
Holiaryune. (Erevan, 1932).
Dnepr. (Baku, 1933).
Hasak. (Baku, 1934).
Poemner. (Baku, 1941).
F rit  (Erevan, 1945). (Play).

Translations

Russian

Balasan, V. Stikhi. (Erevan, 1950).
--------- . Stikhi ipoemy. (Erevan, 1952).

Criticism
Akopian, Zh. Zhizn ’ i tvorchestvo Tatula Guriana. (Erevan, 1986).
Hakobyan, Z. “Grehov ev zenlfov.” BEH, 1985/3, 173-77.

INTRA, (1875-1921)
Pen name: Intra (i.e. Indra).
Bom Tiran Chrakfcan in Constantinople. Studied at the celebrated Pëipërean 
school and taught at local schools. Traveled to Paris and Geneva (1897) and 
Egypt (1898). Symptoms of his mental imbalance progressed in the wake of 
World War I, and he turned to zealous preaching. In 1921, the Kemalists arrested 
him and sent him into exile. According to one of his companions, Intra went 
insane during the long march from Konya to the interior and died shortly after 
crossing the Tigris near Diyarbakir.

Collections
Erker. (Erevan, 1981).
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Texts
Nerasharh. (Constantinople, 1906; Beirut, 1955). (Prose).
Nocastan. (Constantinople, 1908; Beirut, 1958). (Verse).

Texts in periodicals
AM, 1904, 826-32. 1906, 147-52.
Sirak, 1905/1,46-52; 2, 93-100; 3, 188-90; 8,109, 110; 9, 181-82; 10-11, 300. 
“Grakan dëmker” HK, 5 (1926-27/6), 58-65; 7, 39—45; 8, 53-58.

Translations
Italian

LPAM, 167-72.

Criticism
Baluean, H. “Tiran Chrakeani ‘Nerasharhë’ ew noter ir keankin masin.” Z 

(taregirk), 1937, 1-7.
Hanamirean, G. “Intra ew ir grelakerpë.” Z, 1 (1929—[30]), 102-4, 184—85. 
‘intrayi girke.” SG, 1982/7, 143^4.
K‘iparean, K. “Intrayi ‘Nocastan’-ë.” B, 1981/3, 289-99.
Kirakosyan, V. “Intrayi steltzagortzufyan grapatmakan arzekë.” BEH, 1972/3, 

209-15.
Musel vardapet. “Nerasharh kam Intra.” AM, 1902, 687-90.
Nikolosean, A. “Intrai Nerasharhë.” M, 1906/2, 32-34; 1906/3, 54-56; 1906/4, 

70-74.
Osakan, Y. “Tiran Chrakean, Intra.” Z  (taregirk), 1937, 54—63.
Samikean, R. “Grakan vayrkeanner-Intrai ‘Nerasharhë’.” M, 1906/20, 308-11. 
Sargisean, A. “Tiran Chrakean (Intra), yuser ew tpaworufiwnner.” Ani, 2 (1947- 

48), 361-67, 425-32.
Setean, Y. “Nerasharh-helinak Intra.” Sirak, 1906/3,173-80.
Simkësean, E. “Intrayi misfikakanufiwnë. Z (taregirk), 2 [1944], 121-25. 
Veniws. “Intra.” AM, 1907, 1290-94. (On Nerasharh).

ISAHAKEAN, ISAHAK (1893-1916)
Bom in Lazarapat (now Isahakyan, in the region of Ani, Armenia). Poet; nephew 
of Avetik Isahakyan (q.v.). Educated in Alexandrapol (Leninakan, now Gyumri, 
Armenia) and at the military school in Tiflis. Killed in action on the Russo-Turkish 
front in World War I.

Collections
Hekiat arevi tak. (Erevan, 1974).

Texts
Hëkeat arewi tak. (Alexandrapol, 1912). (Poem).

Poetry
Gevorg Afrikyan, Isahak Isahakyan, Art. Ter-Martirosyan, erek knar. (Erevan, 

1963), 71-153.

ISAHAKYAN, AVETIK (1875-1957)
Bom in Alexandrapol (Leninakan, now Gyumri, Armenia). Studied in his native 
city, at the Gëorgean Seminary in Ëjmiatzin (1889-92, where H. Hovhannisyan
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was one of his teachers), and audited courses at the universities of Leipzig 
(1893) and Zurich (late 1890s). Returned home in 1902. After a second term 
of incarceration for anti-government activities, he went back to Europe in 1911 
and lived in France, Italy, Switzerland, Austria, and Germany. He resided in Soviet 
Armenia, 1926-30, and then moved to Europe for a last time (Paris, 1930-36), 
before he permanently settled in Erevan in 1936. A member of the Academy of 
Sciences of the Armenian SSR (1943) and a winner of the USSR State Prize for 
literature (1946). From 1944 to his death, he was president of the Union of Soviet 
Writers of Armenia. In recognition of his contributions to Armenian verse, the 
Avetik? Isahakyan literary prize for poetry was established in Erevan in 1980.

Collections

Ëntir erker. 2 vols. (N.p., 1939-40).
Hatëntir (Erevan, 1943).
Ardzak êjer. (Erevan, 1945).
Ëntir erker. (Erevan and Moscow, 1948).
Erkeri zolovatzu. 4 vols. (Erevan, 1950-51).
Huser ev hodvatzner. (Erevan, 1951).
Ardzak ejer. (Erevan, 1955).
Banasteltzutiwnner. (Beirut, 1955).
Erger ev romansner. (Erevan, 1955, 1975).
Erker. (Erevan, 1955).
Hatëntir. (Erevan, 1958).
Erker. 4 vols. (Erevan, 1958-59).
Awetit Isahakeani namaknerë V. Nawasardeanin, R. Darbineanin, E. Khatanas- 

eanin, V Aharoneanin. (Cairo, 1959).
Hayduki erger. (Beirut, 1960).
Patmvatzkner, legendner. (Erevan, 1962).
Ardzak êjer (Erevan, 1963).
Lirika. (Erevan, 1968).
Erker. (Erevan, 1970).
Ardzak. (Erevan, 1973).
Erkeri zolovatzu. 6 vols. (Erevan, 1973-79).
Hatëntir (Erevan, 1975).
Selbosyan, L. Erker. (Erevan, 1980).
Mafevosyan, G. Ardzak steltzagortzutyunner. (Erevan, 1985).
Isahakyan, Av. Erker. (Erevan, 1987).
Incikyan, A. Tzanotev antzanof ejer. (Erevan, 1988).

Texts
Erger u vêrker. (Alexandrapol, 1897). (Verse).
Hin-nor erg u vërkerits. (Baku, 1902). (Verse).
Banasteltzutiwnner. (Baku, 1903). (Verse).
Erger u verker. (Tiflis, 1908). (Verse).
Abu-lala-Mahari. (Constantinople, 1911, 1918, 1920, 1926, 1936 {—ew ir 

veradardzë), 1945; Boston, 1922; Erevan, 1929, 1971, 1975, 1984; Beirut, 
1939, 1953, 1957; Buenos Aires, 1945; Cairo, 1961). (Poem).

Ala Nazar. (Constantinople, 1912; Beirut, 1939). (Prose).
Hayreni albiwrits. (Boston, 1920). (Poetry).
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Asnan tzatikner (Venice, 1922). (Poetry).
Ardzakëjer Vol. 1. (Constantinople, 1922). (Stories).
Sasmay Mher. (Vienna, 1922; Erevan, 1938; Beirut, 1952). (Verse).
Lilit.—Arevelyan tesilner. (Tiflis, 1927). (Stories).
Hamberanki diibuhe. (Erevan, 1929). (Stories).
Banasteitzufyunner. (Erevan, 1930). (Verse).
Nrank drösakunin. (Paris, 1932). (Story).
Kakavn uatvesë. (Erevan, 1940).
Arjn u ödze. (Erevan, 1941).
Arkatzahndirnere. (Fresno and New York, 1943). (Prose).
Alagyazi maniner. (Erevan, 1945, 1954). (Verse).
Hanun hayreniki ev kulturayi pastpanutyan. (Erevan, 1945).
Arakner. (Erevan, 1946).
Imhuserits. (Erevan, 1946; Beirut, 1955). (Reminiscences).
Garibaldiakane. (Erevan, 1948, 1970). (Story).
Sgavor aragile. (Erevan, 1948). (Prose).
Usta Karo ew Orte Yarut. (Teheran, 1959). (Incomplete novel).
Nukim kalaki heloknerë. (Erevan, 1962). (Story).
M ergri anmah ÿarkë. (Eevan, 1969). (On Tümanyan).
Ktak. (Erevan, 1973).
Lfufyan aspetë. (Erevan, 1973). (Prose and verse).
Arakner. (Erevan, 1974).
Lilit. (Erevan, 1974).
Grigoryan, S. Banasteltzi sirtë. (Erevan, 1975). (Isahakyan’s letters to Anna 

Beroyan).
Incikyan, A. Hisatakaran. (Erevan, 1977). (Grakan zarangutyun, 10). (Diary). 
Naryan, M. Kaj zinvorë. (Erevan, 1980). (Verse and prose).
Hamberanki chibuhë. (Erevan, 1982). (Story).
Arevi mot. (Erevan, 1983). (Tales).
“Ëjmiatzni patmakan derë.” EJ, 1983/11-12, 56-58. (Hodvatze grvatz ë 1955t.

Vazgen A-i entmtyan ev ötzman artiv).
Hovhannisyan, J. “Avetik1 Isahakyani norahayt namakë.” L, 1985/8, 74—75. 
Isahakyan, Av. Hayduki ergë. (Erevan, 1990).

Translations
Bibliography of translations

Nazikyan, A. “Avetik1 Isahakyani steltzagortzutyunneri targmanutyunnerë (mate- 
nagitakan tsank).” PBH, 1975/3, 219-36.

English

Boyajian, Z. Abu Lola Mahari. (New York, 1948; n.p. 1958).
Chrakian, E. Scent, Smile and Sorrow, Selected Verses (1891-1957) and Jottings 

from Notebooks. (Watertown, MA, 1975).
Darbinian, R. “Ousta Karo.” Armenian Review, Summer, 1958,15-22.
Kudian, M. The Muse ofSheerak (London, 1975).
--------- . Selected Poetry and Prose. (Moscow, 1976).
Mangouni, N. “Illusion.” Lraber, October 26, 1961, 4.
Manukean, M. “Abu Lala Mahari.” S, 1973,211-12, 337-38.1974, 36-37,132- 

33, 256-57. 1975, 114-15,204-5.
“My Land Is an Orchard in Bloom.” Lraber, January 12,1957, 4.
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Rottenberg, D. “To My Mother”; [“In the heart of the far Himalayas”]; “Bingyol”; 
“The Roll-Call.” SL, 1975/8, 118-20.

Tempest, R [“In my garden there’s a weeping”] ; [“A star of brightest magnitude”]; 
“Bell of Freedom”; [“From distant seas and desert grim”]; “To My Homeland”; 
[“Tonight beneath midsummer skies that glow”]; [“I would that death”]; 
“Omar Khayam Quarrels with Allah”; “The Death of a Nightingale.” SL, 
1975/8,115-17, 121-22.

Varandyan, E. “If You Wish”; “I  Will Give You My Soul”; “Homeless Nights”; 
“Night Descends with Cool Velvet Steps”; “O, Young Age, O, Full-Blooded 
Age”; “Oh, Impatient Heart, Wait”; “Oh, Homeland, Beloved Motherland.” 
Hoosharar, 1956/15, 4-6.

--------- . “Before the Mother Star of the Skies”; “I Am a Bard, Singer of the
Spring”; “The Leaves Fell from Wan Trees.” Hoosharar, 1956/19, 10.

--------- . “Abu Lala Mahari.” Nor asharh, 1963/37, 4; 38, 4; 39, 4; 40, 4.

English anthologies

ALP, 6, 11,29-30,42.
AP, 249.
SAP, 5-7.
WM, 44-47.

French

Antonian, A. [“Toutes les nuits dans mon jardin”]; [“A maman”]; [“Une étoile est 
tombée des nues”]; [“Cloche de liberté”]; [“Des lointaines mers, des déserts 
arides”]; [“A l ’heure qu’il est, aux confins des cieux”]; [“A ma patrie”]; [“Par 
une tranquille et bleue nuit d’été”]; [“Bingole”]; [“Cri de guerre”]; [“Quand 
viendra la mort”]; [“Ou Omar Khayyam polémique avec dieu”]; [“La mort du 
rossignol”]. LS, 200 (1975), 146-54.

Arax, “Le dernier printemps de Saadi.” LS, 207 (1976), 129-32.
Makotinskaïa, “Le dernier printemps de Saadi.” La littérature soviétique, 

1946/12, 36-38.
Mardirossian, L. “A Avik”; “Mon pays.” OO (Dec. 1960), 192-93.
Martirossian, L. “A Ravenne.” La littérature soviétique, 1957/1, 3.
Minassian, J. Ahou-lala Mahari. (Paris, 1952).

French anthologies

APA, 157-60.
Gamarra, P. E. 47-50.
FPA, 45-46.
LPA, 200-3.

G erman

“Das Gluck des Lebens. (Reden der Schriftsteller und Kunst, schaffenden).” 
Sowjet-Literatur, 1949/11, 227-29.

“Meiner Mutter.” Mitteilungen über Armenien, 160 (1958), 7.
Noeren, H., and Nazariantz, L. “Abul Ala Mahari.” Der neue Orient, 6 (1919/2), 

77-83.
Schick, M. “Du begreifst mich nicht”; “Dem ewigen Gedenken S.G. Sagijans.” 

Sowjet-Literatur, 1946/4, 75-76.

G erman anthologies

AD, 38-40.
ALG, 129-30.
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Italian anthologies

LPAM, 247-54.

Russian

Isaakian, Avik, A. la upodobil serdtse nebu. (Erevan, 1988).
Izbrannoe, (Erevan, 1952).
Izbrannoe. (Moscow, 1970).
Izbrannoe. (Erevan, 1974).
Izbrannye proizvedeniia. (Moscow, 1952).
Izbrannye sochineniia. 2 vols. (Moscow, 1956).
Izbrannye stikhi. (Moscow, 1945).
Khachatriants, la. Izbrannaia proza. (Erevan, 1947).
--------- . Znamia nadezhdy. Rasskazy. (Moscow, 1948).
Khitarova, S. Umniki goroda Nukima: Skazki. (Erevan, 1985).
Mger iz Sasuna. (Erevan, 1939; Moscow, 1939).
Pesni. (Moscow, 1907). (“Tsvety Araza,” vyp.l).
Stikhotvoreniia i poemy. (Moscow, 1960).

Spanish

Agayan, H. Abu Lala Mahari. (Buenos Aires, 1929).
“La felicidad de la vida.” Literatura Sovietica, 1949/11, 206-7.
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iS H A N , M U S E t (1913-1990)
Pen name: Musel Ishan.
Bom Musel Cëntërëcean in Sivrihisar, Turkey. Poet, novelist, playwright. Educa
tion in Armenian schools in Damascus, Cyprus (Melkonian, spelled Melgonean) 
and Beirut. His higher studies at the University of Brussels (1938-40) were 
interrupted due to World War n . Returned to Beirut in 1940, and for many years 
he taught at the Nsan Falancean Cemaran, one of the leading Armenian high 
schools in Beirut.

Texts
Tunerun ergë. (Beirut, 1936). (Verse).
Krakë. (Beirut, 1938, 1959). (Verse).
Hayastan. (Aleppo, 1946; Teheran, 1961). (Verse).
Keanku eraz. (Beirut, 1949). (Verse).
Erek metz hayen (Beirut, 1951).
Hatsi ew loysi hamar. (Beirut, 1951, 1974). (Novel).
Musel Mamikonean. (Beirut, 1951).
Hatsi ew siroy hamar. (Beirut, 1956). (Novel).
Oljoyn kez, keank. (Beirut, 1958). (Verse).
Oskiasun. (Beirut, 1963). (Verse).
Tafapank. (Beirut and Antelias, 1968). (Verse).
Mernilë orkan dzuar ë. (Beirut, 1971). (Play).
Mnas barov, mankutiwn. (Beirut, 1974). (Autobiography).
Spasum. (Beirut, 1977). (Story).
Sarnaranën elatz mardë. (Beirut, 1979). (Play).
Taterahaler. (Beirut, 1980). (Plays).

Other works
Ardi hay grakanutiwn. 3 vols. (Beirut, 1973-75).

Criticism
Baluean, H. “Grkeru möt— 1. Tunerun ergë: banasteltzutiwnner Musel Ishani.” 

Z (amsöreay), 1 (1937/2), 12-13.
Farman, S. “Tunerun ergë.” HK, 15 (1936-37/7), 175-76.
Garacean, E. M. Ishani ‘Oski asunë\ (Beirut, 1964).
Parsamean, M. “Nor vëp më— ‘Hatsi ew loysi hamar.” HK, 30 (1952/5), 111-12.

I W A N  (1800-1865)
Pen name: I wan.
Yovhannës Sargsean Sargseants was a minstrel (asut) from Astrakhan.

Poetry
THG, 142-46.
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JAVAHETSI, (1874-1937)
Pen name: Javahetsi.
Bom Lazaros Tër-Grigorean in the village of Gandza (Bogdanovka, Georgia). 
Brother of Vahan Têrean (q.v.). Graduated from the Nersisean school of Tiflis 
and taught in Armenian schools. Life in the countryside, especially its social 
aspects, is a predominant theme in his short stories.

Texts (stories)
Jawahki alëtë. (Tiflis, 1900).
Krake. (Tiflis, 1903).
Patkemer Book 1. (Tiflis, 1905).
Patkemer. (Erevan, 1930).
Patkerner. (Erevan, 1936).

JIW A N I, (1846-1909)
Pen name: Asul Jiwani.
Bom Serovbë Lewonean in the village of Karzah, in the region of Ahalkalak*, 
Georgia. A distinguished asul. Mastered his art through apprenticeship and self- 
instruction. Moved to Tiflis in the mid-1860s. In 1868 he settled in Alexandrapol 
(Leninakan, now Gyumri, Armenia), but he traveled extensively throughout the 
region. Lived in Tiflis from 1895 until his death.

Collections
Ergeri zolovatzu. (Erevan, 1936).
Sahakyan, A. Jivanu tnare. (Erevan, 1959).
Knar. Liakatar hawakatzu inknuroyn ew pohadrakan erkasirutiwnneri. Otana- 

womer ew ardzak. 2 vols. Vol. 1 (Tiflis, 1900). Vol. 2 (Valarsapat, 1904). 
Sahakyan, A. Erger. (Erevan, 1988).

Texts (verse)
Asël Jiwanu ergerë. (Alexandrapol, 1882,1886,1893; Tiflis, 1912).
Asël Laribihëkeatë, handerdzergerov. Pohadrutiwn. (Alexandrapol, 1887; Tiflis, 

1897; Constantinople, 1922).

Translations
English anthologies

AP, 121, 261-62.

French

Tchobanian, A. Les plus belles chansons de Djivani, le grand poète populaire 
arménien. (Paris, 1919).

--------- . “Quelques chansons de Djivani.” REArm, 1 (1921), 426-31.

French anthologies

RA, 2,297-311.
TA, 279-91.

Russian anthologies .
AAP, 350-56.
BPA, 265-66.
SHAP, 29-30.

Criticism
Sahakyan, A. Hayrenasunch knar. (Erevan, 1965).
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—------ . “Zotovrdneri barekamufyan ergichë.” Ty 1959/8, 65-76.
Step^anean, Y. “Asul Jiwanin ew ir steltzagortzutfiwnë.” HK, 22 (1944/3), 38-48.

KAMSARAKAN, TIG RA N  (1866-1941)
Pen names: Antsord, Asel, B. Tër-ZaUarean, Molorak, Net Nestor, Ovkitë, 
Plwnik, Sotegridi, Z, ZZZ.
A native of Constantinople, educated in the local Aramean school. At the age of 
twenty, he became a literary celebrity thanks to his novel Varzapetin aijikë, which 
was acclaimed after a good deal of initial controversy. He rarely contributed to 
Armenian literature after fleeing Constantinople during the Armenian massacres 
of themid-1890s. He first settled in Egypt (1895-1919) and then moved to Paris 
for good in 1919. Died in Vichy.

Texts
Varzapetin aijikë. (Constantinople, 1888,1921,1930;Cairo, 1941;Erevan, 1956). 

(Novel).
Sargsyan, R. Erker. (Erevan, 1984). (Includes works by Kamsarakan and Tigran 

Chëôkiwrean).

Other works
Sirvanzade ew ir gortze. (Constantinople, 1911).

Texts in periodicals
ANA, 3 (1932/5-6), 43-47; (1934/5-6), 90; (1935/1-2), 55-58; (1938/5-6), 1-9. 
Ms 1886/3813,779-84.1889/3927,51-55.1892/3956,11-18; 3957,35-38; 3959, 

71-76; 3972, 279-82.
SG, 1966/7,123-26.

Translations (French)
J. “Haro.” La Patrie 1908,113 (Constantinople).

Criticism
Chiffë-Saraf, Ö. “Siruatz demUer-Tigran Kamsarakan.” M, 1901/48, 755-56. 
Galaycean, A. “Tigran Kamsarakan.” S, 1966,10-13.
Kofikyan, A. “Tigran Kamsarakan.” SG, 1966/7, 118-22.
Margaryan, H. “Tigran Kamsarakani grakan zarangutyan suijë.” T, 1961/4, 33- 

46.
-------- Tigran Kamsarakan, kyantë ev steltzagortzufyune. (Erevan, 1964).
Ösakan, Y. “Tigran Kamsarakan.” S, 1941, 65-73.
P[rösean], P. “Kamsarakan, T. Varzapetin aijikë, K. Polis, 1888.” Mure, 1889/5, 

790-93.
Sahnur. “Tftaktsutfiwn.” AM, 1888, 483-85. (On Varzapetin aijikë and others). 

KAPUTIKYAN, SILVA (1919 )
A native of Erevan and a winner of the USSR literaiy prize (1952). Poet; early 
in her career she wrote poetry for children. Completed her training in Armenian 
language and literature at the State University of Erevan (1936-41), and studied 
at the Gorky Institute for literature (1949-50). Her frequent travels abroad have 
taken her to the Middle East, Europe, the United States, Canada, and Japan, 
resulting in two travel books.
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Collections
Kertuatzner. (Aleppo, 1954).
Banasteltzutiwnner. (Beirut, 1963).
Hatëntir. (Beirut, 1963).
Erkeri zolovatzu. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1973).
Hatëntir. (Erevan, 1979).
Erker. 3 vols. (Erevan, 1984-85).

Texts (verse)
Hatutsum. (Erevan, 1942).
Saryakner. (Erevan, 1942).
Erku zruyts manukneri het. (Erevan, 1943).
Vahaniki erazë. (Erevan, 1943).
Öreri het. (Erevan, 1945).
Zangvi apfin. (Erevan, 1947).
Ays im erkirn ë. (Erevan, 1949).
FokrikAra, akanj ara. (Erevan, 1950, 1971).
Depi Moskva. (Erevan, 1951).
Im harazatnerë. (Erevan, 1951, 1953).
M erlalikë-ÿokriksirunmerbalikë. (Erevan, 1952, 1955, 1957).
Tanë, bakum, ÿolotsum. (Erevan, 1953).
Srtabats zruyts. (Erevan, 1955).
Bari erf. (Erevan, 1957).
Mi tarov ël metzatsank. (Erevan, 1958).
Arden gitem nkarel. (Erevan, 1959).
Mtorumner canaparhi kesin. (Erevan, 1961,1977).
M enkögnum enkmayrikin. (Erevan, 1961).
Karavannerë der kaylum en. (Erevan, 1964, 1973). (Account of a visit to the 

Middle East).
Mer posekul mekenan. (Erevan, 1964).
Yot kayaranner. (Erevan, 1965).
Im ejë. (Erevan, 1968).
Erg ergots. (Erevan, 1970).
FokrikAra, akanj ara. (Erevan, 1971, 1981).
Depi horkë leran. (Erevan, 1972).
Hcankar hogu ev kartezi guynerits: (Erevan, 1976). (Account of a visit to North 

America).
Im zamanake. (Erevan, 1979).
Lilit. (Erevan, 1981).
Dzmef ë galis. (Erevan, 1983).
Tzalkanots. (Erevan, 1984).
“Hayastan-Kipros erüuliov. Ulegrufyun.” SG, 1984/8, 53-96.
Girsmna hisatakol. (Erevan, 1988).

Bibliographies
Ishanyan, R. Silva Kaputikyan. (Erevan, 1987).

Translations
English

Kelikian, H. “Words to My Son.” A rarat Autumn, 1961, 39.
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Mesrobian, P. “My Majestic Sayat-Nova.” L, November 2,1968, 4.
Rottenberg, D. “My Sources.” SL, 1966/3,140. Also published in SL, 1980/6, 69.
--------- . “Welcome.” SL, 1969/1,138-39. Also published in SL, 1972/11, 62-63.
--------- . “Motherhood.” SL, 1975/3, 123.
Tempest, P. “Song of Songs.” SL, 1979/7, 93. Also published in SL, 1980/6, 68. 
Vynott, J. “Welcome.” SL, 1960/1, 121.
Wettlin, M. “Song of the Stones.” SL, 1973/9, 125-26.
Zheleznova, I. “Song of Spring”; [“You’re gone”]; “A Mother’s Lullaby.” Lraber, 

June 5, 1956,4.
--------- . “Partings.” SL, 1969/1, 139.

English anthologies 

SAP, 36-39.

French

Antonian, A. “A la mère.” LS, 195 (1975/3), 128-29.
Falk, S. “Chant des pierres d’Arménie.” OO, 111 (Sept. 1973), 142.
Gaucheron, J. “Mes sources.” OO, 167 (Nov. 1972), 76. Also published in LS, 

258 (1980), 82-83.
Karvovski, A. “Ton monument.” OO, 135 (March 1970), 100.
Martirossian, L. “La Marseillaise en Arménie.” La littérature soviétique, 1954/7, 

132-33.
--------- . “Si mon amour . . .” ; “La plaine de l’Ararat.” OO (Dec. 1960), 133-34.

Also published in OO, 167 (Nov. 1972), 78.
--------- . “Quand le telephone se tait.” OO, 123 (March 1969), 60. Also published

in OO, 167 (Nov. 1972), 77.
Yoccoz, D. “Cantique des cantiques.” LS, 247 (1979), 102-3. Also published in 

LS, 258 (1980), 83-84.

French anthologies 

Gaucheron, J. E. 93-94.
LPA, 361-64.

G erman

Leschnitzer, F. “Mein Woher.” Sowjet-Literatur, 1966/3,139.
Remané, M. Kleine Gäste. (Berlin, 1961).
Schaginjan,M. “InZachnadsor,inZachnadsor . . .” Leben und Leute in Armenien. 

(Berlin, 1947), 67.

Russian

Chasy ozhidaniia: Stikhi. (Moscow, 1983).
Ia, Alesha iAli. [Stikhi. Dlia doshk. vozr.]. (Moscow, 1957,1965).
Izbrannaia lirika. (Moscow, 1956).
Izbrannye proizvedeniia. 2 vols. (Moscow, 1989).
Krovlia Armenii. (Moscow, 1981).
Liricheskie stikhi. (Moscow, 1955).
Lirika. (Moscow, 1964).
Masha risuet. [Stikhi. Dlia doshk. vozr.]. (Moscow, 1960).
Mazmanian, M., and Fima, G. Karavany eshche v puti. (Moscow, 1969; Erevan, 

1970).
Moi rodnye. Stikhi. (Moscow, 1951, 1952).
Moi rodnye. Stikhi. (Moscow, 1952).
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Moia stranitsa. (Moscow, 1970).
Moia îropka na dorogakh mira. (Moscow, 1989).
Ogonekv ohne. (Moscow, 1961).
Pamiatki: Izbrannoe. (Erevan, 1988).
Razdum’ia napolputi. Stikhi. (Moscow, 1962).
Rozovye kamni. Stikhi. (Moscow, 1959).
Smolianskaia, T. Meridiany karty i dushi. (Moscow, 1982).
--------- et. al. Vstrechi bez rasstavanii. (Erevan, 1987).
Spendiarova, T. Masha ne plachet. [Stikhi. Dlia doshk. vozr.]. (Moscow, 1954).
--------- . Masha obedaet. [Stikhi. Dlia doshk. vozr.]. (Moscow, 1957,1958,1959,

1960).
--------- . Masha rabotaet [Stikhi. Dlia doshk. vozr.]. (Moscow, 1963).
Stikhi. (Moscow, 1947).
Stikhotvoreniia. (Moscow, 1959).
Tokmachev, I., and Spendiarov, T. Matniny pomoshchnitsy. (Odessa, 1987). 
Tokmakov, I. Posidi, poslushai. [Stikhi. Dlia doshk. vozr.]. (Moscow, 1969). 
Tokmakova, I. and Akim, E. Tsvetnik: Stikhi. (Erevan, 1988).
Trevozhnyi den : Stikhi. (Moscow, 1985).
V dobryi put. (Moscow, 1954).
VMoskvu. [Stikhi dlia doshk. vozr.]. (Moscow and Leningrad, 1951).
Zdravstvuite, druz’ia. Stikhi. (Erevan, 1952).
Zhivu ia serdstem. (Erevan, 1963).

Spanish

Alberti, R. y Maria Teresa Leon. “Mis origenes.” Literatura Sovietica, 1966/3, 
139.

Criticism
Aristakesyan, A. “Silva Kaputikyani sirergufyunë ev sirayin lirikayi mi k'ani 

hartser.” SG, 1966/3, 88-101.
--------- . “KalaLatsiakan motivnere Silva Kaputikyani steltzagortzutyan mej

(1955-65).” L, 1966/10, 30-41.
Galstyan, H. “Nor pahanjneri hamemat.” SG, 1974/8, 130-38. (Also discusses 

R Sevak, Y. Davl‘yan).
Jrbasyan, Ëd. “Zamanaki ev taratzufyan hanguytsnerum.” SG, 1977/4, 151-60. 

(On Hcankdr hogu . . . ).
Manukyan, S. “Silva Kaputikyan.” SG, 1959/8, 134—35.
Mezelaytis, É. “Hogu ev Lartezi mijöreakanner.” SG, 1980/5,151-55.

KARAPET BAtlSETSI (cl475-c!520?)
A poet and scribe who hailed from Bales (Bitlis). He was a celibate priest 
(vardapet), and at some point he may have become the father superior of the 
monastery of Arakelots in Mus.

Texts (verse)
“Tal asharhatsoyts geletsik.” B, 38 (1880), 97—100. Also published under the title 

“Tal araratzots asatseal i Karapetë” in HA, 51 (1937), 328-38.
“Olb i veray arsawanats Sah Ismayëli.” REArm, 1 (1920), fasc. 2, 94—101. Also 

published in HA, 51 (1937), 338^13.
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“Tat vasn vardin” (“Pulpuln e hager i yotën kosik”). MKH, 246. Also published 
in TH, 72-73, and KNZ, 2,14-15.

“I hrahang hambagë jahasaneann lerinn. Erg inch sa tarëndzereal bariwkn 
haykakan, oro katseal tatiwkn homerakan ogeal ociw ew barainakan kodieal 
zmasuns hnazandakan” (“Amenayni ëskizbn es em”). BEH, 1975/2, 185-92.

Anthologies
SUM, 1, 17-41.

Translations (French)
Macler, F. “Olb i veray arsawanats Sah Ismayëli.” REArm, 1 (1920), fasc. 2, 

101- 6.
Criticism

Hadiatryan, R Hay mijnadaryan patmakan olber (ZD-ZË dd.). (Erevan, 1969), 
pp. 92-106.

KARVARENTS, G É O R G  (1892-1946)
Pen name: Georg Karvarents.
Bom Georg Arapacean in Bolu (northwest of Ankara, south of Zonguldak, 
Turkey) and educated in Smyrna and at the American College in Partizak 
(Bahçecik, Turkey). Taught in Constantinople until World War I. Survived the 
Armenian massacres and deportations of 1915 and resumed teaching in Greece 
(1922—43). Died in Milan and was buried at St. Lazarus, Venice.

Texts (verse)
Gerezmani tzalikner. (Constantinople, 1921).
Tawil ewolean. (Athens, 1931).
Banasteltzutiwn. (Venice, 1977).

Criticism
T. B. “Tawil ewolean.” HK, 11 (1932-33/2), 173-75.

KICHIK-NOVAY^ (18th c )
No biographical information is available for this asul, save that he lived in Tiflis 
in the eighteenth century.

Poetry
MKH, 534-35.
SHA, 307-26.
THG, 51-53.

KIW RCEAN, M ELK O N  (1859-1915)
Pen names: Awö, Hrand, Pontatsi, Sahën, Sawasp, Tffakits i Pontos.
Equally well known by his real name and his pen name, Hrand. A journalist 
and writer of short stories. Bom in the village of Hawaw (near Palu, Turkey). 
Attended Armenian educational institutions in the Ottoman capital and taught 
in Armenian schools in both Constantinople and Rodosto (Tekirdag). Fled the 
Armenian massacres of the mid-1890s and took refuge in Varna, Bulgaria. On
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his return to Constantinople in 1898, he was arrested at the port and banished to 
Kastamonu. He returned to Constantinople ten years later and resumed his literary 
activities. Put to death by the Young Turks during the Armenian massacres and 
deportations of 1915.

Collections
Amboljakan erker 1. Panduhti keantën. (Paris, 1931).

Texts in periodicals
M, 1890/3944, 339-42; 3945, 354-56; 3946, 376-79; 3951, 61-62. 1892/3972, 

282-84.1893/3982,154-57;3987,231-33;3989,267-70;3991,300-2;3993, 
326-28; 3995, 360-62; 3997, 397-99.

HG, 1911/4, 10-15; 6, 8-13.1913/10-11, 8-17.
Nawasard, 1914, 113-30.
HK, 30(1952/5), 11.

Criticism
Azatean, D. “Amboljakan erker (Hrand).” HK, 9 (1930-31/9), 93-95. 
Gevorgyan, J. “M elton Kyurcyani ergitzanke.” PBH, 1977/2, 119-27. 
Sargsyan, G. “M elton Kyurcyan.” PBH, 1985/2, 93-102.
Siruni, H. “M elton Kyurcyan.” SG, 1971/9, 83-100.

K IW RCEAN, MIKAYËL (1879-1965)
Pen names: Arsën Molar, Ditak, E. M. Kiwrot (with E. Otean), Hamsirak A., 
Kantak, Mën Kën, Mhifar Pontatsi, Paroyr, Petros Agafan, Pont, Srcepf A., 
Zarmayr Sahakean.
Bom in Constantinople and educated in the local Nersësean and Përpërean schools 
(1891-95). Settled in Alexandria, Egypt, in 1896, where he worked as a clerk in 
courts and as an employee of the Ottoman Bank. He was one of the founders 
of the literary periodical Sirak (1905) and the newspaper Arew, which he edited 
from 1920 to 1923. Wrote a number of comedies jointly with E. Ötean, but a 
considerable part of his prose is still scattered in the periodical press, including 
his best work, Martik Ala, serialized in Nor K eant of London, 1898-99, under 
the pen name “Paroyr,” but never completed.

Collections
Anunin giserë ew ayl patmuatzknerpolsahay barkerë. (Cairo, [1963]).

Texts
Franko-frkakan paterazme kam Charsëlë Artin ala. (Cairo, 1903). (Comedy; 

written with E. Ötean).
Herosahal. (Cairo, 1928; Beirut, n.d.). (Play; written with E. Ötean).
I  horots srti hosk end pastelwoyn. (Beirut, 1960).
Ksan tari etk. (Beirut, 1961).

ICOCHAR, HRACHYA (1910-1965)
Pen name: Hrachya Kochar.
Bom Hrachya Gabrielyan in Kumlibujal, a village near Alaskert (Ele^kirt, 
Turkey), and orphaned in the Armenian massacres of 1915. Novelist and short 
story writer. He took refuge in Eastern Armenia and settled in Erevan in 1927.
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Fought in World War II in the ranks of the Red Army. From 1946 to 1951, he was 
the secretary to the Union of Soviet writers of Armenia and editor of the literary 
periodical Sovetakan grakanutyun. In 1954, he briefly became editor of Ozni, a 
satirical monthly. He was posthumously awarded the first Armenian State Prize 
for Literature in 1967.

Collections
Erkeri zolovatzu. 6 vols. (Erevan, 1964-72).
Ëntir erker. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1975, 1977).
K‘ochar, M. Erker. (Erevan, 1980).

Texts (stories and novels)
Vahan Vardyan. (Erevan, 1934).
Ogsen Vaspuri canaparhordutyune. (Erevan, 1937).
Zamanakner. (Erevan, 1941).
Herosneri tznundë. (Erevan, 1942).
Nahöryakin. (Erevan, 1943).
Srbazan uht. (Erevan, 1946).
Grakanutyun ev kyank. (Erevan, 1949).
Barekamutyun. (Erevan, 1950).
Metz tan zavaknerë. Book 1. (Erevan, 1952). Books 1 and 2 (Erevan, 1959). 
Vipakner ev patmvatzkner. (Erevan, 1956).
Metz taregrutyan ëjerits. (Erevan, 1957).
Lusnisonatë. (Erevan, 1963).
Spitak girtë. (Erevan, 1965).
Gndapeti patmatzë. (Erevan, 1967).
Eprati kamurjin. (Erevan, 1971).
Nahapetë. (Erevan, 1986).
“Erku namak.” SG, 1980/7,134—37. (Two letters addressed to Nairi Zaryan).

Translations

English

“Sister.” Armenian Tribune, December 14, 1946, 1, 4; December 21,1946, 1, 3. 
Talmy, V. “Naapet.” SL, 1966/3, 75-96.

English anthologies 
WM, 121-26.

French

Yeghiaian, A. E. 150-54.

G erman

M. S. “Die Schwester des Generals.” Sowjet-Literatur, 1946/4, 70-74.
Wrazek, I. “Naapet.” Sowjet-Literatur, 1966/3, 81-104.

Russian

DetiboTshogo doma. (Erevan, 1954,1955,1962 [2 books]; Moscow, 1955,1956, 
1966 [2 books]).

Frontovye ocherki. (Erevan, 1944).
Iz strands velikoi letopisi [V. I. Lenin i boFsheviki Armenii]. (Erevan, 1970). 
Lunnaia sonata. [Sbornik povestei i rasskazov]. (Moscow, 1959).
Mat. (Rasskazy). (Moscow, 1961).
Rasskazy. (Erevan, 1950).
Salakhian, A., and Baiandur, A. Naapet: Povest. (Erevan, 1989).
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Spanish

Alberdi, M. “Naapet.” Literatura Sovietica, 1966/3, 78-102.

Criticism
Grigoryan, A. “Hrachya Kochari lezvakan arvestë.” T, 1948/12, 25-38. 
Hamazaspyan, Y. “Hrachya Kocharë im huserum.” SG, 1980/7, 127-33. 
Lazanjyan, V. “Hayrenakan paterazmë metz ktavi vra.” SG, 1960/1,134—35. 
Margaryan, A. “Hrachya Kochari patmvatzkherë ev vipaknere.” T, 1954/6, 3-32. 
Matinyan, G. “Hrachya ICochari oragrufyune.” SG, 1969/5,112-16.
--------- . “Azgayin cakatagri imastavorumë.” SG, 1971/11, 137-45.
--------- . “Hrachya ICochari grakan Unnadatufyunë.” SG, 1973/11, 147-51.
Mhifaryan, A. “Hrachya kochar.” SG, 1966/5, 122-28.
Nazaryan, S. Hrachya Kochar. (Erevan, 1962).
Noruni, Y. Hracheay Kochari ‘Spitak girkë. ’ (Beirut, 1967).
Solomonyan, S. “Hrachya Kochar.” SG, 1962/8,105-25.
Tatfikyan, S. “Im lavaguyn barekamë.” SG, 1980/10,104-9.
Vardanyan, E. “-Hrachya Kochari steltzagortzufyunneri barapasarë.” L, 1975/8, 

21-30.

KORYUN, MKRTICH (1913-1984)
Pen name: Mkrtich Koryun.
Bom Koryun Mkrtchyan in the village of Lzlchahchah, in the region of Kars 
(now in Turkey). A poet, fabulist, and writer of children’s literature. Fleeing 
the Armenian massacres of 1915, Koryun’s family first moved to Alexandrapol 
(renamed Leninakan under the Soviets, now Gyumri) and later settled in Erevan. 
Acquired his education in Leninakan and Erevan, graduating from Erevan State 
University in 1937.

Collections
Hatëntir (Erevan, 1976).
Mihatoryak. (Erevan, 1976).
Anmel katakner. (Erevan, 1980).

Texts
Temperi herosnerë. (Erevan, 1932). (Verse).
Kyanki ev siro erger (Erevan, 1937). (Verse).
Tzalikn u melun. (Erevan, 1937). (Verse).
Charikn u Kajarikë. (Erevan, 1938). (Tale).
Hanelukner (Erevan, 1938). (Riddles).
Horhrdavor gorgë. (Erevan, 1938). (Riddles, stories).
Tzalkadzor. (Erevan, 1938). (Verse).
Hekiatner (Erevan, 1941). (Tales).
Merpatashanë. (Erevan, 1941). (Verse).
Partizanë. (Erevan, 1942). (Verse).
Mankakan piesner. (Erevan, 1944). (Plays for children).
Afakner, hekiatner, patmvatzkner. (Erevan, 1945). (Fables and stories).
Kamo (Patmakensagrakan vipak). (Erevan, 1947, 1955, 1958 [revised and ex

panded]). (Story of Kamo [Simon Ter-Petrosyan, 1882-1922]).
Im nverë. (Erevan, 1954).
Manukneri het. (Erevan, 1956). (Verse).
Karmir gata. (Erevan, 1959,1969).
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Mankakan erker. (Erevan, 1959). (Verse).
Hanelukner. (Erevan, 1961). (Riddles).
Hekiatner, piesner. (Erevan, 1961). (Tales and plays).
Arakner. (Erevan, 1964). (Fables).
Dasënker. (Erevan, 1967).
Hanelukner. (Erevan, 1970). (Riddles).
Im ëntertsaranë. (Erevan, 1971).
Arakner. (Erevan, 1973). (Fables).
Anmel katakner. (Erevan, 1980).
Mankakan asharh. (Erevan, 1982).
“Suren Spandaryan.” SG, 1982/12,106-16. (A passage from a novel of the same 

title).
Dprotsakan tatron. Piesner. (Erevan, 1984).
Voran ev papi achkerov, (Erevan, 1986).

Translations
Russian

Basni. (Erevan, 1952; Moscow, 1958).
Chuzhoi uspekh. (Moscow, 1962).
Gaikovich, B. Istoricheskaia cherepakha. Basni. (Moscow, 1978).
------ and Il’in, M. SiVnee Vva: Miniatiury s natury. (Moscow, 1980).
Ioanisian, T. Charik i kadzharik. (Leningrad, 1954).
Kamo. (Erevan, 1970).
Mikhalkov, et al. Soloveipo shtatu. (Erevan, 1987).
Gaikovich, B. Tevan-lezheboka: Po motivam arm. nar. skazok. (Moscow, 1982). 

[“Vypusk dopolnitel’nyi,” 1983].

Criticism
Melyan, B. Mkrtich Koryun. (Erevan, 1973).

K O STA N D EA N , YARUP (1909-1979)
Bom in Bushire (Bushehr), Iran, and educated at an English school in Bombay. 
Poet. After a brief sojourn in Italy and England (1926), he resided in France from 
1927 until his death.

Texts (verse)
Öreri imastutiwnë. (Paris, 1935).
Banasteltzufeamb. (Beirut, 1974).
Öreri imastutyunë. Banasteitzufyunner; ardzak. (Erevan, 1988). (Verse and 

prose).

Criticism
Sanasar, K  “Y. Kostandean, Öreri imastufiwnë.” HK, 14 (1935-36/8), 172-74.

K RANEAN, B IW ZA N D  (1912-)
Pen name: Biwzand Kranean.
Bom Biwzand ChëMcean in Aintab (Gaziantep, Turkey). Poet and novelist. 
Fled his birthplace and spent a decade or so in Egypt. In the 1930s, he studied 
agriculture at the State University of New York. He moved to Los Angeles in the 
mid-1950s.
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Collections
Tpaworutiwnner, Mer aruestagëtnerë, Hastatumner. (Beirut, 1975). (His Ambot- 

jakan erker, vol. 1).
Banasteltzutiwnner; Keanke mem ë hima, Hentutiwn srbazan, Ardzak paher, 

Nerkin dzayner. (Los Angeles, 1980). (His Amboljakan erker, voL 2).

Texts
Keanke mem ë hima. (Cairo, 1948). (Verse).
Hentutiwn srbazan. (Cairo, 1955). (Verse).
Haykakan katakergutiwn. (Beirut, 1967). (Novel).
Hayastan ew hayë. (Los Angeles, 1977). (Impressions of a visit to Soviet 

Armenia).

Translations (English)
Baliozian, A. My Land, My People. (Los Angeles, 1978).
--------- . Selected Poems, 1936-1982. (New York, 1983).

K U R tIN Y A N , SU SA N IK  (1876-1927)
Bom Susanik Fopolcyan in Alexandrapol (Leninakan, and now Gyumri). Poet. 
Attended a Russian and an Armenian women’s school (Arhtfean) in her native 
city; played an active social and political role in the Armenian communities of the 
Caucasus. Recognized as one of the founders of Armenian Marxist-proletarian 
poetry.

Collections
Kurlinyan, A. Hatëntir. (Erevan, 1939).
Mkrtdiyan, H. Erkeri zolovatzu. (Erevan, 1947).
Mirzabekyan, J. Banasteitzufyunner. (Erevan, 1971).
Hatëntir. (Erevan, 1978).
Banasteitzufyunner, ardzak ëjer, piesner, namakner. (Erevan, 1981).

Texts
Arsaloysi lölanjner. (Nor Nahijewan, 1907). (Poetry).

Translations

English

Kelikian, H. “Roving Brother, Come to My House.” Ararat, Autumn, 1961,40. 

English anthologies 

ALP, 51.
AP, 247-48.

French

Tchobanian, A. “Je tresserai des chants.” La femme arménienne, (Paris, 1918), 
70-71.

French anthologies

APA, 163-66.
LPA, 204-5.

Russian anthologies

BPA, 405.
SHAP, 49-62.
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Criticism
Abazyan, G. “Susanik Kurlinyan.” SG, 1966/8, 81-84.
Berberean, M. “Thur melediner. (H. Haynë-Aw. Isahakean-S. Kurlinean).” A, 

1908, 157-64. "
Lazaryan, H. “Susanik Kurlinyani steltzagortzakan verelke rusakan arajin 
fevolyutsiayi zamanakasqanum.” % 1953/1, 73-100.
--------- . Susanik Kurtinyan. (Erevan, 1955).

KURTIKYAN, STEPAN (1908-1986)
Bom in Bursa, Turkey. Journalist and writer of short stories. Educated in his 
birthplace and at the Anatolia College in Thessaloniki. In 1927 he went to Erevan 
as a student, but he became a permanent resident and continued his education at 
die Abovyan Pedagogical Institute, the Institute for Foreign Languages, and the 
Institute of Marxism-Leninism. From 1946 to 1962, he was an assistant editor 
to the literary monthly Sovetakan grakanutyun, and he was its chief editor from 
1962 to the early 1980s.

Texts (stories)
Alpyan arotnerum. (Erevan, 1935).
Metz arsavum. (Erevan, 1935).
Herosuhinerë. (Erevan, 1943).
Arevot teraklzum. (Erevan, 1947).
Mi ftokrik kyanki patmutyun. (Erevan, 1947).
Lernasharhi dustrë. (Erevan, 1948).
Herosneri mot. (Erevan, 1950).
Hetahuyzner. (Erevan, 1950).
Erevan. (Erevan, 1952, 1960).
Zruytsner haruyki surjë. (Erevan, 1954).
Hayreni legendner. (Erevan, 1957).
Mehanizatori kyanki ulin. (Erevan, 1958).
Hayreni holi vra. (Erevan, 1960).
Zamanaknerev mardik. (Erevan, 1962).
Andaluzyan lefnerum. (Erevan, 1966).
Komitasyan lolanjner. (Erevan, 1969).
Prolomyan hovtasusanner. (Erevan, 1969).
Lusasharh hanim zim gufan. (Erevan, 1974).
Veratznund. (Erevan, 1977).
“Zevsi ev Homerosi erkrum.” SG, 1981/11,112-28; 12,100—47.
Artasahmani hay grotneri het. (Erevan, 1984).
Im kyanki chanaparhin. (Erevan, 1984).
“Hamastelï asharhë.” SG, 1986/5, 104-14.
Gndakaharek, es ochinch chgitem . . .  (Erevan, 1985).

Other works
KIM-i antsatz uiin. (Erevan, 1931). (KIM: Kommunisticheskii internatsional 

molodezhi).
Komeritmiutyunë asnanatsanifrontum. (Erevan, 1931).
Mayor Mamikon Hachanyan. (Erevan, 1945).
Sovetakan Miutyan héros gvardiayi avag leytenant Ruben Hakobyan. (Erevan, 

1945).
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Sovetakan Miutyan héros Hunan Avetisyan. (Erevan, 1945)*
Milionater koltntesutyunnerum. (Erevan, 1951).
Zootehnikë. (Erevan, 1958).
Herosutyan uiiov. (Erevan, 1961).
Aratutyan hamar. (Erevan, 1962).
Dasnaktsutyan paragluhnerë imperializmi tzarayutyan mej. (Erevan, 1964). 
Daniel Varuzan. (Erevan, 1976).

Translations
English

Ghazarian, V. “The Bell of the Armenians.” Lraber, April 12, 1960, 4.
Herald, L. “Xenophonian Villages Depart.” Youth, August 29,1935/2-3. 
Kooyoomdjian, H. “The Blue Lake.” Lraber, July 19,1960, 4.

French

Der-Melkonian, C. “Le Temple de la lumière.” Contes et legendes arméniens. 
(Beirut, 1964), 61-64. (Adapted).

Russian anthologies

AASL, 273-76.
RAN, 412-14.

LAZAR, BALER O U I  (18th c )
Lazar, an asul, was presumably a native of Nor Julay (New Julfa, Isfahan).

Poetry
BM, 2(1950), 187-90.
SHA, 104-43.
THG, 33-36.

Criticism
Allahverdean, A. “Asul Baler Ö1H.” HK, 11 (1932-33/7), 114-21.
Eremean, A. “Asul Baler Olli Lazar.” B, 106 (1948), 55-67.

LAZAR JAHKETSI (d. 1751)
Lazar was nuncio of Ejmiatzin in Smyrna when he was elected Catholicos of all 
Armenians in 1738. Briefly ousted in 1748, he was reinstated to office in 1749 
and held it until his death. Theological and religious themes dominate his works, 
some of which were written specifically in defense of the doctrinal positions of 
the Church of Armenia.

Texts
G irt a[stua]tzabanakan or kochi draht tsankali. (Constantinople, 1735).
Girk noraboys orkochi ergaran. (Constantinople, 1737, 1744).
Girk alötits or kochi Astuatzalers. (Constantinople, 1742; St. Petersburg, 1786; 

New Nakhijevan, 1792,1793).

LAZAR SEBASTATSI (16th-l 7th c.)
An author who lived in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

Texts (poems)
Sruandzteants, G. “Tal siroy ew urahufean” (“Tzov achk, amkani nayis holorov”). 

Mananay, (Constantinople, 1876), 272-74. Also published in KNZ, 2, 23-27; 
3, 56-62.
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Ter-Stepfanyan, A. “Lazar Sebastatsu talerë.” BEH> 1977/3,193-205. (7 poems).

Works in anthologies
SUM, 1, 96-108.

Translations
French anthologies

LPA, 123-25.
TA, 215-21.

Russian 
AAP, 243.

Criticism
Gazancean, Y. “Mijnadarean sirerguner.” Nawasard, 1914, .225-31. (Includes 

excerpts from “Tal siroy”).

LEO, (1860-1932)
Pen names: Gawafatsi, H. A. G., Hrahat, Leo, Rusahay.
Bom Arakfel Babahanean in Susi, Artsah (Karabagh). Historian, writer, literary 
critic, and journalist. Received his education in his native Susi, and as a con
tributor and later as secretary (1895-1906), he forged a close association with 
the celebrated periodical Msak of Tiflis. Taught at the Gëorgean Seminary in 
Ëjmiatzin for one year (1906-07), and at the State University of Erevan, from 
1924 until his death.

Collections
Gelarvestakan erker. (Erevan, 1959). (M eliti aijikë ev Osku zhori mej).
Erkeri zolovatzu 10 hatorov. (Erevan, 1966-). (9 vols, to 1989).

Literary texts (Stories)
Skayordi. Nortsaw. (Susi, 1885).
Koyri aijikë. (Susi, 1888).
Panduht. (Baku, 1888).
Tzayrer. (Susi, 1888).
Vahan Mamikonean. (Susi, 1888).
Koratzner. (Susi, 1889).
Amagin. (Tiflis, 1890,1897).
Spanwatz hayrë. (Susi, 1891).
Verjin vërkerë. (Tiflis, 1891).
Tatahman giserë. (Susi, 1892; Tiflis, 1903).
Ahtahanutiwn. (Baku, 1893).
Anzugakanë. (N.p., [1893]).
M eliti aijikë. (Tiflis, 1898, 1905; Boston, 1933; Beirut, 1938). (Novel). 
Aytzaratzë. (Baku, 1904).
Karmir gtakë. (Baku, 1904).
Vardanank. (Tiflis, [1916]). (Drama).

Other works
Uhtawori yisatakaranë. (Susi, 1885).
Vëp tê  patmutiwn. (Susi, 1887).
Dawit ew Mher. (Moscow, 1891).
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Imyisatàkaranë. (Susi, 1891).
Ereweli mardik. (Baku, 1894).
Gladstön. (Tiflis, 1899).
Haykakan tpagrutiwn. 3 vols. (Tiflis, 1901-02,1904 [revised]).
Grigor Arizruni. 3 vols. (Tiflis, 1902-05).
Steÿanos Nazarean. 2 vols. (Tiflis, 1902).
Yovsëÿ katoîikos Arlutean. (Tiflis, 1902).
Rusahayots grakanutiwnë skzbits minchew mer ôrerë. (Venice, 1904,1928).
S. Mesrop. (Tiflis, 1904; Erevan, 1962). (Mesrop Mastots).
Hayots hartsë. (Tiflis, 1906).
Eresnameak Hayots baregortzakan ënkerufean Kovkasum, 1881-1911. (Tiflis, 

1911).
Hay grkitônë. {Tiflis, 1912, 1913).
Patmutiwn Erewani hayots femakan hogewor dprotsi 1837-1912. (Tiflis, 1914). 
Patmufiwn Larabali hayots femakan hogewor dprotsi 1838-1913. (Tiflis, 1914). 
Hayots hartsi vaweragrerë. (Tiflis, 1915).
Vani tagaworutiwnë. (Tiflis, 1915; Fresno, 1950). (Vani Urartu tagaworutiwnë). 
Hay hayrenikë. (Tiflis, 1916).
Hayots patmutiwn. (Tiflis, 1917 [vol. 1]; Erevan, 1946-47 [vols. 2, 3]).
Hay herosner. Jraberd. (Erevan, 1920).
Antsyalits: huser, fiter, datumner. (Tiflis, 1925).
Hojayakan kapitalë ev nra kalakakan-hasarakakan derë hayeri mej. (Erevan, 

1934).
Tiwrkahay yelapohutean galaparabanutiwnë. 2 vols. (Paris, 1934-35).
Ani. (Erevan, 1946, 1963).
Kazandzhian, A. “Maloizvestnye stat’i Léo.” Banber Hayastani arhivneri, 

1986/2, 33^46.

Criticism
A. Babahanean-“LëÔ.” Kensagrakan-grakan aknark nra 25ameay yobeleani 

artiw. (Tiflis, 1908).
Andrikean, N. “Léo.” B, 68 (1910), 6-9, 69-75, 107-14, 159-66, 194-204. 69 

(1911), 69-75,107-14, 159-66, 194-204.
Awetisean, A. “Lëôi grakan yobeleanë.” HA, 22 (1908), 129-32.
E. “Lëô.” B, 66 (1908), 145-57.
Eremean, S. “Lëô.” B, 90 (1933), 513-15.
Ohanyan, A. “Leoyi gelarvestakan ardzakë.” SG, 1962/11, 106-12.
--------- . “Hayreni erkri antsyaln u nerkan Leoyi ulegrufyunnerum.” SG, 1964/12,

130-36.
--------- . Leoyi gelarvestakan steltzagortzufyunë. (Erevan, 1970).
Snhchyan, I. “Leoyi mi antip ashatutyunë,” L, 1919112, 58-64.
Tiwrean, K. “Lëô.” HA, 18 (1904), 1-9. (Part of the series “Rusahayots 

grakanutiwnë”).

LER K A M SA R  (1 8 8 8 -1 9 6 5 )
Pen name: Lef Kamsar.
Bom Aram Tovmasyan (also Ter-Tovmasyan) in Van and educated at the 
Gëorgean Seminary in Ëjmiatzin (1909). Satirist. Participated in the defense of
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Van and subsequently settled in Eastern Armenia. As a satirist, he contributed to 
the daily Horhrdayin Hayastan (later Sovetakan Hayastan) from 1921 to 1935. 
Survived banishment during the Stalinist purges.

Collections
Polosyan, H. Mihatoryak. (Erevan, 1980).
Zpit, fiw 5. (Beirut, 1980). (Collection includes two pieces by L. K.).
Erker. (Erevan, 1988).

Texts (prose)
Anvaver mefelner. (Erevan, 1924).
Azgayin aybbenaran. (Erevan, 1926; Beirut, 1954 [selections]).
Vripatz artsunkner {Erevan, 1934).
Grabar mardik. (Erevan, 1959).
Morde tanu sorerov. (Erevan, 1965).

Criticism
Margaryan, V. “Ler Kamsari ergitzanld mi k‘ani afandznahatkutyunnerë.” SO, 

1976/2,147-50.

LERENTS, (1 8 6 6 -1 9 3 9 )
Pen names: Awö, Lerents.
Bom Awetis Nazarbëk (also Nazarbëkean) in Tiflis. Poet, translator, and one of 
the founders, along with his wife, Marô Nazarbëk (née Vardanean, 1864—1941, 
a resdient of Tiflis, 1918-41, marriage ended, 1904) of the Social Democratic 
Hndiakean Party (Sotsial Demokrat Hnchakean Kusaktsufiwn). Educated in local 
schools. Pursued higher studies at St. Petersburg, Paris, and Geneva. One of the 
founders of the official organ of the party, Hnchak (1887). Collaborated with 
Marxists in European capitals. In 1923, he left Paris for the United States and 
joined the ranks of the American Communists. Traveled to Moscow and became 
a member of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union in 1934. Nothing is known 
about him beyond this point, except that he died in 1939.

Texts (verse)
Azat zamer. (Tiflis, 1883). (Verse).
Banasteitzutiwnner. (Petersburg, 1890). (Verse).
Pahstakanë. (N.p., 1891). (Poem).
Awazakë. (Athens, 1892). (Poem).
Martum. (Athens, 1893). (Verse).
Nwag u meledi. (London, 1895). (Verse).
Darbnewor. (Rusjuk, 1904).

Translations (English)
Elton, L. Through the Storm: Pictures o f Life in Armenia. (London, 1899).

tU K A S  KARNETSI (cl 722-1799)
Bom in the town of Keli (or K‘li, now Kigi, Turkey), southwest of Karin (Erzurum, 
Turkey). Studied in Ëjmiatzin and took the vows of celibacy in 1751, Served 
as the nuncio of the Mother See of Ëjmiatzin in Rumeli and Crimea. He was 
created bishop in 1763 by Simeon Erewantsi (q.v.), who had just ascended the
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throne of Ëjmiatzin. Primate of the Armenians of Smyrna, 1764-75. Succeeded 
his mentor, Simeon Erewantsi, as Supreme Patriarch and Catholicos of Armenia 
(1780). Renovated Ëjmiatzin and commissioned the celebrated artist YovnaCan 
Yovnafanean (1730s-cl802) to paint murals and pictures for the cathedral. Died 
in office.

Texts
Lukas kafutikosi kondakner. In Diwan hayots patmutean, Lukas katulikos (1780-  

1800), G. Alaneants, Vol. 4, Tiflis, 1899.
Grigoryan, Y. “Lukas Kametsu mi antip erkasirufyunë.” BM, 6 (1962), 429- 

34. (Text: “Patmutfiwn galstean hoyetswots ew nahchuantswotsn yerkirs Ere- 
wanu . . .”).

i l l  K A S Y A N , H O V H A N N E S  ( 1 9 1 9 )
Bom in Tabriz, Iran and educated in the local Armenian school. Novelist and 
poet. Settled in Soviet Armenia permanently in 1946.

Collections
Erkeri zolovatzu. 3 vol. (Erevan, 1972-76).
Èntir erker. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1989-90).

Texts
Afakner ew banasteltzutiwnner. (Tabriz, 1944). (Fables and poems). 
Banasteltzutiwnner, heKiatner ew balladner. (Tabriz, 1944). (Verse).
Berdi Yisaîakaran (M. Nalbandean), (Tabriz, 1944).
Zoya. (Tabriz, 1944). (Poems).
Jauansir. (Tabriz, 1945). (Verse).
Rubayiner. (Tabriz, 1945). (Verse).
Katilner. (Tabriz, 1945).
Albiwr. (Tabriz, 1945).
Hayrenadardz. (Erevan, 1947). (Verse).
Havari asharhum. (Erevan, 1950). (Prose).
Fotrik vrizaruner. (Erevan, 1950, 1979). (Prose).
Araksi ayn apHn. (Erevan, 1951). (Prose).
Hasani hisatakaranë. (Erevan, 1953). (Prose).
Garnanayin patmutyun. (Erevan, 1955).
Vipakner. (Erevan, 1957). (Stories).
Anhangist patanekutyun. (Erevan, 1959, 1987).
Erekpatmvatzk. (Erevan, 1962). (Stories).
Oskan Erevantsi. (Erevan, 1962, 1965, 1988). (Novel).
Karcatesi arkatznere. (Erevan, 1964).
19patmvatzk. (Erevan, 1966). (Stories).
“Harnayÿntur” öratsuyts. (Erevan, 1966). (Story).
Der spasum en. (Erevan, 1969).
Bogdan Saltanov. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1980, 1985). (Novel).
Im ‘Lusalbyurë\ (Erevan, 1981).
“Tagnapi ev hskumi gisemer.” SG, 1988/6, 119-39. (Story).

Translations

Russian

Almazova, L., and Khechumian, V. Vesenniaia povesf. (Moscow, 1963).
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Barkhudarian, A. Zapiski Gasana. (Moscow and Leningrad, 1953).
---------and Cherkasova, V. Vremia-zoloto. Povest*. (Moscow, 1960).
Malen’kie mstiteli. (Rasskaz Gasana). (Moscow and Leningrad, 1950, 1952; 

Moscow, 1954; Saratov, 1954; Tashkent, 1954).

Criticism
Aramyan, R. “Hovhannes Lukasyan.” SG, 1967/4, 135-37.
Metemyan, M. “Hovhannes Lukasyan.” SG, 1987/10, 122-28.

LUL A R Z U N I (17th—18th c.)
No biographical details are available about this asul

Poetry
EPA, 19-32. 
PHA, 1, 263-66. 
SHA, 85-103. 
THG, 17-20.

Criticism
Eremean, A. Parskahay asutner. (Tiflis, 1930), 12-32.

L U N K IA N O S  K ARNETSI (d 1841?)
Lunkianos left his native Karin (Erzurum, Turkey) at an early age. Traveled to 
Iran and went on to Lebanon to become a monk, but he gave up his religious plans 
and moved to Egypt, where he engaged in commercial pursuits. Suffered losses in 
his mercantile activities, went to Aleppo, and wandered on to the Crimea, Eastern 
Armenia, and the village of Varevan in Ahalkalak4, where his family had settled 
after fleeing Karin in the aftermath of the Russo-Ottoman War of 1828-29. Spent 
the last days of his destitute life in the village. Wrote poetry in both Armenian 
and Turkish.

Texts (verse)
“Kerduatzk4 Lunkianosi ergchi Kametswoy.” B, 41 (1883), 238-46, 332-40. 42 

(1884), 50-57, 137—4-2,212-16, 322-28. 43 (1885), 38-43,123-31, 217-26. 
(Reprinted separately, Venice, 1886,1893).

“Kaluatzk Lunkianos ergchi Kametswoy, Ilahik.” M, 3748 (1884), 493-94. 
(Reprinted from B).

“KeiTuatzk4 Lunkianos ergchi Kametswoy—Tiwrkmanik\” M, 3760 (1885), 779- 
80. (Reprinted from B).

“Lunkianos ergchi Kametswoy.” M, 3790 (1885), 229. (Reprinted from B).

Translations

French

TA, 265-78.

Russian

RPA, 237-38.

Criticism
H. A. T[iroyean], “Lunkianos ergich Kametsi.” B, 41 (1883), 97-110. 
Harufyunyan, A. “Lunkianos Kametsi.” L, 1973/4, 71-78.
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M A H A R I, G U R G E N  (1 9 0 3 -1 9 6 9 )
Pen name: Gurgen Mahari.
Bom Gurgen Acemyan in Van. Novelist and poet. Fled his native Van during 
the Armenian genocide of 1915 and found a home in orphanages in Dilijan and 
Erevan. Completed his studies at the State University of Erevan and devoted 
himself entirely to literature. Survived an eleven-year banishment in Vologda, to 
the north of Moscow, during the Stalinist era. Died in Lithuania but was buried 
in Erevan.

Collections
Erker. (Erevan, 1954).
Erkeri zolovatzu. 5 vols. (Erevan, 1966-90).

Texts
3 agit öperet. (Erevan, 1924). (Verse).
Titanik. (Leninakan, 1924). (Verse).
Erku poem. (Erevan, 1926). (Verse).
Erku mayr. (Erevan, 1927). (with Mkrtich Armen).
Kesgiserits minchev aravot. (Erevan, 1927). (Poem).
Bardinerë. (Erevan, 1927). (Poem).
Sim, handi ev Nitstsayi partizpanneri masin. (Erevan, 1929). (Stories). 
Mankutyun ev paianekutyun. (Erevan, 1930). (Prose).
Zigzagnerum, Elia Chubarin. (Moscow, 1931). (Prose).
Zruyts Noyemberi masin. (Erevan, 1932).
Mrgahas. (Erevan, 1933). (Verse).
Eritasardutyan semin. (Erevan, 1956). (Prose).
Hndzanner, (Erevan, 1959). (Prose).
Lfutyan dzaynë. (Erevan, 1962; Beirut, 1963). (Stories, essays, reminiscences). 
Sevmardë. (Erevan, 1964). (Prose).
Ayrvol aygestanner. (Erevan, 1966). (Novel).
Charents-name. (Erevan, 1968). (Reminiscences about Charents).
Ays hmut, hancarel loretsin. (Erevan, 1971). (On Y. Thmanean).
Hovhannes Sirazi masin. (Erevan, 1974). (Written with S. Alababyan, H. Tam- 

razyan, and M. Sargsyan).
“Gurgen Maharu ev Hamasteli namakagrutyunë.” SG, 1983/8, 90-98.
Tzalkatz ÿsalarer. (Erevan, 1988).
“Iz pisem Gurgena Maari L. S. Pervomaiskomu.” BEH, 1989/1, 80-93.

Translations

English

Mesrobian, R “Return.” Lraber, November 7, 1963, 4.
English anthologies 

SAP, 21-23.
French

Champenois, J. “Lekantar”; “Nchan-aga.” OO, 123 (March 1969), 100-107. 
Ter-Sarkissian, P. Les Barbelés en fleurs. (Paris: Messidor, 1990).

French anthologies 
LPA, 309-13.

Russian

Detstvo i otrochestvo. [Povest’]. (Erevan, 1956).
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Lidin, V. Istoriia starogo sada. (Moscow, 1959).
---------. Iunost\ Povest’. (Moscow, 1966).
Makintsian, P. Detstvo. ([Tiflis], 1931).
Ogni Nairi. [Stikhi]. (Moscow, 1962).

Criticism
Acemyan, G. “Mrgahasits araj.” SG, 1973/8,136-41.
---------. “Maharin poeziayi k'nnadat.” SG, 1975/2, 130-36.
---------. “Maharin ev Eseninë.” SG, 1976/6, 154-60.
— ----- . “Gurgen Maharin namaknerum.” SG, 1978/1,135-44.
Alababyan, S. Gurgen Mahari. (Erevan, 1959).
---------. “Kendani Charentsë huserum.” SG, 1968/8,126—27.
---------. “Kyanlri ev steltzagortzutyan ëjer.” SG, 1983/8, 72-89.
Alabekyan, K. Gurgen Mahari. (Erevan, 1975).
Alil^sanean, A. “Ardzakagir Maharin.” AND, 14 (1963), 25-27.
Baluean, H. “Gurgën Mahari.” Z, 2 [1931], 37-39.
---------. “Mrgahas. Banasteltzutiwnner G. Maharii, Erewan, 1932.” Z (taregirk4),

1 (1937), 209-10.
Bodosyan, S. Gurgen Mahari. (Erevan, 1981).
Gonchar-Khandzhian, N. “Iz pisem Gurgena Maari L. S. Pervomaiskomu.” B EH, 

1989/1, 80-93.
Kareyan, S. “Tarapanki ev zpiti aspetë (Hartsazruyts G. Maharu knoj: A. Maharu 

het).” SG, 1983/8, 99-101.
Madoyan, A., and Nersisyan, V. “Gurgen Maharu ‘Ayrvol aygestanner’ vepi 

ktinarrkumë.” BEH, 1967/2, 257-62.
Marutyan, L. “Gurgen Mahari.” SG, 1962/2, 121-31.
Mhifaryan, M. “Grolë ev patmakan csmartufyunë.” L, 1967/10, 108-15. (On

Ayrvol aygestanner),
Sahinean, G. Gurgën Mahari vatsuni hangruanin. (Beirut, 1964).

M A L E Z E A N , V A H A N  (1 8 7 1 -1 9 6 7 )
Pen name: Zepiwr.
Bom in Sulina (Rumania), but brought up in Constantinople, where he studied 
law. Poet. Spent his life in different parts of the world: Cairo (1898-1923), 
Brussels (1923-27), Paris-Marseiiles (1927-45), New York (1945-48), before 
settling in Nice in 1948. In Cairo, he was one of the founders of the Sah- 
manadrakan Ramkavar Party, which later merged with other organizations to 
form the Ramkavar Azatakan Kusaktsudwn (Armenian Democratic League). 
Held administrative positions within the Armenian General Benevolent Union, 
founded in Cairo in 1906.

Collections
Hanganak hatëntir kertuatzneru. (Beirut, 1961).

Texts
Mrmunjk. (Constantinople, 1890).
Anitzealë. (Constantinople, 1892).
Yusardzan Arjtiareani. ([Cairo], 1911).
Keronner, 1891-1911. (Cairo, 1912).
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Taragri më yusatetrë. (Cairo, 1915).
Antsatz örer: yusamatean Gatëkëôyi grakan erekoytneru, 1892-1894. (Paris, 

1927).
Karapi ergë. (Paris, 1949).
Hogii dzayner. (Paris, 1949).
Metz hayrs Y. Malëzean patueli. (Paris, 1949).
Cambus vray: yusakal. (Paris, 1950).
Cambus tzayrë. 2 vols. (Paris, 1954—55).

Translations

French

Navarian, A. La corbeille fleurie. (Paris, n.d.).

French anthologies 
APA, 141^8.

Russian anthologies 
BPA, 461-62.
VAM, 176-77.

Spanish anthologies 

APAS, 201-5.

Criticism
Dzônamatean Vahan Malëzeani 85ameakin artiw (1871-1956). (Paris, 1956). 
Pahri, Z. Vahan Malëzeani keankn u gortzë: yusamatean ir ufsunameakin artiw, 

1871-1951. (Paris, 1951).
Parsamean, M. “Grakan dëmk‘er-Vahan Malëzean.” M, 1904/24, 370-74.

M A M IK O N Y A N , N IK O tA Y O S  (1860-1937)
A native of Gandzak, Kirovabad (now Ganja, Azerbaijan). Studied law at the 
university of Odessa. From 1917 until his death in Kirovabad, he lived and 
practiced law in Tiflis. His novels and short stories reflect country life.

Texts
Hazarits mêkë. (Tiflis, 1895). (Novelette).
Chhasutiwn. (Tiflis, 1899). (Novel).
Visap. (Tiflis, 1908). (Story).

M A M U R E A N , M A T T Ë O S (1830-1901)
Pen names: Aprsam, M. M., Sahnur, V., Yroyr.
Bom in Smyrna. Journalist, writer, translator, and educator. Studied at the Mu- 
ratean school in Padua (1845-50) and sat in on courses at Cambridge (1856-57). 
Briefly resided in Constantinople and held clerical positions in the Armenian 
Patriarchate. Returned to his birthplace in 1865 and devoted himself to literature, 
journalism, and teaching. In 1871, he launched his celebrated monthly Arewelean 
mamul (1871-1909,1919-22), which rapidly became one of the most influential 
Armenian periodicals.

Collections
Lazaryan, H., and Polosyan, H. Erker. (Erevan, 1966). (Includes Ankliakan 

namakani. . . andHaykakan namakani).
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Texts
[Vroyr]. Haykakan ndmakani. (Smyrna, 1872). (Prose).
Angliakan namakani kam Hayu me cakatagirë. (Smyrna, 1880, 1881, as Ankli- 

akan namakani kam Hayu me cakatagirë). (Novel).
Tunën durs. (Smyrna, 1882). (Play).
Sew lerin mardë. (Smyrna, 1909; Athens, 1932). (Novel).

Works in periodicals
“Sew leiin marde.” AM, 1871, 513-20; 561-66. 1872, 145-50; 193-97; 307- 

12; 443-49; 498-505. 1873, 66-75; 168-73; 400-96. 1874, 58-64; 108-12. 
1875,71-76; 89-97; 313-17; 397-99;471-77.1876, 217-22;269-73; 370- 
74; 471-75.1878,164-68; 239^7; 284-88.1879,348-52; 396-406; 440-48; 
490-93. 1879, May, 34-40; June, 86-93; August, 181-90; October, 273-83. 
1880, March, 521-27; April, 563-69; May, 67-71; June, 138-43; August, 
270-81; September, 343-50; November, 483-97; December, 545-52. 1881, 
March, 96-103.

AM, 1873,484-86.1876,257-67; 281-93; 329-42.1880,418-31.1882,358-73. 
1883,331-43.1884,208-12; 509-15.1885,308-14; 335-36.1887,135^2. 
1888,482-85. 1891, 278-83. 1893, 190-92; 223-34; 342-44. 1894,513 

“Tirayr kam Metz mardë,” AM, 1885, 369-76; 417-24; 465-72. 1886, 41-48; 
88-96. 1891, 359-61; 404-05.

“Imastasêr mankik më.” AM, 1893,8-11; 74-77; 126-29; 232-37; 425-31; 529- 
33. 1894, 256-58; 490-93. 1897, 276-80; 393-96; 628-31; 722-24. 1898, 
387-91; 949-52.

“Im yusagrerës, Mankakan orer.” AM, 1895,22-24; 55-59; 89-94; 121-25; 151- 
57; 216-20; 250-54; 279-84; 343^9; 378-83; 411-15; 443-15; 475-78; 
540-44; 569-72; 637^0; 699-702; 757-61. 1897, 65-69; 146-48; 253-56; 
363-67; 437^0; 527-34; 691-94; 820-23.1898,275-80; 430-35; 595-600; 
791-97; 872-76. 1899, 210-13; 371-73.

Other works
Hamafôt ëndhanur patmutiwn dprotsats hamar. Hin patmutiwn arewelean 

zolovrdots. Vol. 1 (Smyrna, 1875; Constantinople, 1884). Part 2 (Smyrna, 
1877). Part 3 (Smyrna, 1878). Vol. 2 (N.p., n.d.; Smyrna, 1900). Vol. 3 
(Smyrna, 1878).

Manr veper u daser taluatz manr dots hamar. (Smyrna, 11876 j).
Banali hayerën saradrutean. (Smyrna, 1878,1884, 1887).
Chorrord ëntertsaran kam Gitelit u partit tlayots. (Smyrna, 1879, 1885, 1887, 

1899; Constantinople, 1882,1895).
Gitelit u partit tlayots. (Smyrna, 1879,1885,1887,1887; Constantinople, 1882, 

1895).
Nor ëntertsaran tlayots hamar. (Smyrna, 1879; Constantinople, [1885]). 
Hamarötpatmutiwn hayots minchew mer örern. (Smyrna, 1887).
Arajin ëntertsaran. (Constantinople, 1889, 1892; Smyrna, 1900,1902).
Aftnin tntesutiwn. (Constantinople, 1891).
Erkrord ëntertsaran. (Constantinople, 1893 [5th printing], 1897; Smyrna, 1900). 
Errord ëntertsaran. (Smyrna, 1900 [7th printing]).

Criticism
Acaiyan, H. “Matfeos Mamuryan.” EJ, 1959/8-9, 36-42.
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Argos. “Mamureani derë ibr hraparakagir ew graget.” M, 1900/2, 17-22.
Eremean, S. “Matfëos Mamurean ew iwr grakan yobeleanë.” B, 57 (1899), 493- 

95.
---------. “Matfëos Mamurean.” B, 69 (1911), 359-67.
Gasparyan, G. “Mafevos Mamuryani pilisopayakan hayatsknerë.” T, 1959/1,43- 

52.
Hakobyan, M. “Matfëos Mamuryani anhayt tzatzkanunë.” PBH, 1984/2, 52-60.
Haratyan, A. “M. Mamuryani baroyagitakan hayatslfnerë.” L, 1975/7, 39-51.
Karinyan, A. “M. Mamuryanë msakuyfi patmufyan masin.” T, 1962/3,19-36.
L. “Grakan korustner.” Mure, 1901/4, 260-70.
Lazaryan, H. “M. Mamuryani hasarakakan-k‘aiak‘akan hayatsknerë 1860-70 

fvakannerin.” T, 1957/3, 83-100.
---------. “Matfëos Mamuryani ‘Sev lerin mardë’ vepi galaparakan bovan-

dakufyunë.” T, 1960/9, 37-52.
---------. Moîteos Mamuryan. (Erevan, 1961).
“Matfëos Mamurean, inknuroyn gruatzîfner, fargmanufiwnner.” A, 1901, 180- 

81. (Includes bibliography).
Nalbandean-Kalanfar, V. “Matfëos Mamurean orpës Ifalalfakan grol.” HK, 5 

(1926-27/4), 130-38.
Orberean, R. “Mamureani verjin Ôrerë.” M, 1901/4, 57-59.
Sargsyan, S. “Matfëos Mamuryani mardabanakan hayatslfneri surj.” L, 1988/11, 

2 « 3 .
Solomonyan, M. “Matfeos Mamuryani hakakronakan hayatskneri dzevavorman 

himkterë.” BEH, 1989/2, 134-39.
Varpetean, E. “Mamureani keanlfën.” M, 1904/6, 81-83.
Yarufiwnean, A. “Grakan dimastuemer, M. Mamurean.” M, 1901/3, 33-35.
---------. “Grakan dimastuemer. Matfëos Mamurean.” AM, 1904, 124-29.

M A N U E L  DPIR K O S T A N D N U P O L S E T S I (lôth c.)
Manuëi also called himself Srmalfës, Kesarean, Karcik, and FokT. His parents 
were from Kayseri, but he was bom in Constantinople. Most of his writings, some 
of which are compilations, are polemical, written in defense of the dogmas and 
traditions of the Church of Armenia.

Texts
Tetrak or kochi gawazan krknazör (Constantinople, 1750).
Ergaran hakirc. (Constantinople, 1752).
Girt or kochi lutzich tarakusanats. (Constantinople, 1755).
Tetrak or kochi aknots achats srti. (Constantinople, 1780).
Girt or kochi akn lusatu. (Constantinople, 1782). (Turkish in Armenian charac

ters).
G irt or kochi himn siugutean. (Constantinople, 1783).

M A N U Ë L  K IW M IW SH A N A T SI (1768-1843)
Bom Stepanos in Gümü§hane, Turkey. Received his education in his birthplace 
and in Karin (Erzurum). Became a celibate priest in 1796. Engaged in teaching and 
held office in several Armenian communities in Eastern Europe, Eastern Armenia,
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and Crimea, where he died. His writings, some of which are still unpublished, 
deal mostly with Armenian affairs of his time.

Texts
Patmutiwn antsits antselots Sëwanay vanuts. (Valarsapat, 1871). (History; first 

published in A, 1871).
Lutz armatoyn meroy. (Constantinople, 1841).
Andznakan patmutiwn Manuel Kiwmiwshanatsi vardapeti, Alfuneani kam Sahi- 

novi. In Diwan hayots patmutean, Vol. 12: Manuel Kiwmishanetsi, masn /., 
G. Alaneants (Tiflis, 1917). (Autobiography).

M A N U E L E A N , L E W O N  (1864-1919)
Bom in NerMn Agulis in Nahijevan. Poet, playwright, and novelist. Received 
his elementary education at Verin Agulis, Nahijewan, where Raffi was one of 
his teachers. Studied at the University of Moscow (1886-90) and taught at 
the Gêorgean seminary in Ëjmiatzin, at the Nersisean school in Tïflis, and in 
Alexandrapol (later Leninakan, now Gyumri).

Collections

Èntir erker. (Erevan, 1955).

Texts
Chalabineri arsawankë. (Tiflis, 1891). (Story).
Tigranuhi. (Tiflis, 1892). (Drama).
Hortakuatz keant. (Tiflis, 1897-99). (Novel).
Banasteltzutiwnner ew poemaner. Book 1. (Baku, 1899). Book 2 ([Baku], 1907). 

(Verse).
Döktör Eruand Bosayean. (Baku, 1900). (Play).
Dëp i ven (Petersburg, 1902). (Poem).
Nkarich Tascean. (Tiflis, 1903). (Play).
Ôtarutean mëj. (Tiflis, 1903).

Translations

G erman anthologies

AD, 37-38.
Russian anthologies

UDS, 71-75.
VAM, 96-98.

M A N U E L E A N , S U R E N  (1906-1980)
Pen name: Siran Mihran.
Bom in Slam, a village near Palu, Turkey. Survived the massacres and deportations 
of 1915, and in 1926 he found his way to New York, via the Middle East, the 
Balkans, and France.

Texts
Barak larer. ([Boston], 1946).(Essays).
Argawand akösner: patmuatztner (Boston, 1949). (Stories).
Dgal me sakar. (Jerusalem, 1965). (Stories and impressions of a visit to Soviet 

Armenia).
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M A N U K E A N , M A R T IR O S (1846-1922)
Bom and educated in Nor M ay (New Julfa, Isfahan). A merchant by profession 
and an asul. Lost his eyesight at the age of twenty-seven. It is believed that at 
some point he traveled to Calcutta.

Poetry
EPNA, 84-101.

Criticism
Eremean, A. Parskahay noragoyn asulner (Vienna, 1925), 75-101.

M A N U S E A N , M IS A K  (1906-1944)
A native of Adiyaman, Turkey, Manusean escaped the fate of his parents, who 
were killed during the Armenian massacres and deportations of 1915. Spent a 
few years in an orphanage in Lebanon and settled in France in 1925. In Paris he 
published the periodicals Jank (1930-31) and the weekly Zangu (1935-37), the 
former jointly with A. Serna (q.v.). A poet and a well-known leader in the French 
Resistance, Manusean was executed in Paris by the Nazis.

Texts
Banasteltzutiwnner (Paris, 1946; Erevan, 1956, as/merge). (Verse).

Translations

French anthologies

Gaucheron, J. E, 83-85.
FPAf 4L 
LPA, 324-36.

Criticism
Chöpanean, A. “Erek hay herosakan nahatakner (Gelam AtTnacean, Misak4 

Manusean, Luiza Aslanean).” ANA, 12(1946/1), 1-9.

M A N V E L Y A N , M l KAYE L (1 8 7 7 -1 9 4 4 )
Bom in Nerkin Agulis, Nahijewan. Actor and writer of short stories and plays. 
Studied acting in Moscow (1903-05). Appeared in leading roles in Western, 
Russian, and Armenian plays staged by Armenian theater groups in Tiflis. Visited 
Constantinople (1909) with the celebrated Abelean-Armënean theater troupe. 
From 1922 until the end of his life, he was employed by the Armenian State 
theater (later named after Gabriel Sundukean) in Erevan.

Collections
Erkeri zolovatzu. (Tiflis, 1917).
Entir erker. (Moscow, 1936).
Patmvatzkner. (Erevan, 1945, 1954).
Entir erker (Erevan, 1947).
Erker (Erevan, 1955).
Erker. (Erevan, 1959).

Texts
Ëskizner. (Baku, 1903). (Prose).
Ëskizner. (St. Petersburg, 1905). (Prose).
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Patmuatzkner. (Alexandrapol, 1906). (Stories).
Dramatikakan ëtiwdner. Book 1. (Baku, 1909). (Prose).
Patmuatzkner. (Tiflis, 1912). (Stories).
Victus vos salutat. (Tiflis, 1912). (Verse).
Cakatagir. (Tiflis, 1913). (Story).
Spitak tzalikner. (Baku, 1913).
Varzuhin (patmuatzk). (Tiflis, 1913). (Story).
Hëkiat. (Tiflis, 1914). (Tale).
Hrabuh (drama). (Tiflis, 1916). (Play).
Haryurcipot(hinzinvorihusatetrits). (Larakilisa[now Vanadzor], 1926).(Story). 
Gortzadul. (Erevan, 1927). (Prose).
Zamankakils melodram. (Erevan, 1927). (Prose).
Sev kalakë. (Erevan, 1927). (Stories).
Mi glharki patmufyun. (Erevan, 1929). (Prose).
Asnan cancer (patmvatzkner). (Erevan, 1931). (Stories).
Anapatë ktzalki. (Erevan, 1933). (Novelette).
Patkerner tsarakan banakits. (Erevan, 1934). (Prose).
Tokioyits Kioto (caponakan hekiat). (Erevan, 1938). (Japanese tale).
Zartonk. (Erevan, 1939). (Novel).
Mankakan patmvatzkner. (Erevan, 1939). (Stories for children).
Tertikner im kyankits. (Erevan, 1950). (Reminiscences).
Ttenin. (Erevan, 1971).

Translations

G erman anthologies

AN, 170-76.

Russian anthologies

AASL, 73-77.
KHAN, 1, 87-91.

Criticism
Bagdasaryan, A. “Mikayel Manvelyani sovetakan sijani steltzagortzutyunè,” T, 

1956/1,11-24.
---------. Zhizn i tvorshestvo Mikaela Manvelicma. (Erevan, 1954).
H. T. “Manuëlean, M. Ëslrizner, Baku [1903]/’ Mure, 1903/12, 170-72.

M A R G A R , (1880-1944)
Pen name: Margar.
Bom Margar Awetisean, in Nor Bayazët (now Kamo, Armenia). A novelist and 
short story writer. Educated at the Nersisean school in Tiflis. Taught in Teheran, 
Baku, and Tiflis, where he spent the last years of his life.

Texts (stories and novels)
Erahtik. (Baku, 1904).
Halatzjanki tznundë. (Alexandrapol, 1905).
Hogewarki tzitzaië. (Baku, 1906).
Golë (zinuori yisatakaranits). (Tiflis, 1910).
Hikar imastun. Plndzë kalaki zroytsnerë. (Tiflis, 1911).
Vëpikner. (Tiflis, 1913).
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Tasnamya fofnikner (Tiflis, 1930). 
Zoranotsum (patmvatzkner). (Erevan, 1934). 
Hrelen alitner. Vol. 1. (Tiflis, 1934). 
Merzum. (Tiflis, 1935).
Chalik. (Tiflis, 1936).

M A R G A R Y A N , M A R O  (1915-1999)
Bom in Sulaver (now Sahumyan, Georgia) and educated in local schools. Pursued 
her higher studies at the State University of Erevan, graduating in 1938. For many 
years she worked at the Committee for Cultural Relations with the Armenians 
Abroad.

Collections
Hatentir. (Erevan, 1985).

Texts (verse)
Mtermutyun. (Erevan, 1940).
Banasteltzutyunner. (Erevan, 1945).
Mor dzayne. (Erevan, 1950).
Psateni. (Erevan, 1954).
Lirikakan lusabats. (Erevan, 1957).
Lirika, (Erevan, 1962).
Dznhalits heto. (Erevan, 1965).
Ltsvatz Ifutyun. (Erevan, 1972).
Öreri horkits, (Erevan, 1975).
Banasteltzutyunner. (Erevan, 1978).
Nvirumnen (Erevan, 1982).
Banasteltzutyunner. (Erevan, 1984).
Siro erger. (Erevan, 1985).

Translotions

English

Jacque, V. [“Little and eager the girl sped”]. SL, 1973/9,130.
Kelikian, H. “My Rockridden Country.” Ararat, Autumn, 1961, 39.
Rottenberg, D. [“The poppies laugh”]. SL, 1966/3, 141.

English anthologies 
SAP, 30-32.

French

Galin, M. [“Dans la plaine infinie”], OO, 111 (Sept. 1973), 146.

French anthologies 
Loriol, P. E, 92.
LPA, 352-55.

G erman

Leschnitzer, F. “Es lacht der Mohn.” Sowjet-Literatur, 1966/3, 137.

Russian

Golos materi. Stikhi. (Moscow, 1952).
Gornaia doroga. [Stikhi]. (Moscow, 1962).
Iz ognia liubvi i pechali. (Moscow, 1989).
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Lirika. (Moscow, 1960).
NeteV. (Erevan, 1983).
Razdum’e. [Stikhi]. (Erevan, 1956).
Stikhotvoreniia. (Moscow, 1955).

Spanish

Alberti, R. y Maria Teresa Leon. “Rien las amapolas.” Literatura Sovietica, 
1966/3, 140.

Criticism
Armen, M. “Thur hoher thrufyan masin.” SG, 1967/4, 126-34.
Arzumanyan, S. “Nurb ev ankeltz knar.” SG, 1958/4,143-52.
---------. “Sitakkardalbanasteltzufyunë.” SG, 1967/8, 117—22.
Parsamyan, A. “Tank karotner.” SG, 1985/10, 140—42.

M A R K , H A Y K A N O Y S  (cl 883-1966)
Bom and educated in Constantinople. Writer, teacher, and journalist. She edited 
the periodicals Tzatik (1905-07) and Hay kin (1919-32). Most of her prose is still 
available only in periodicals.

Collections
Haykanoys Marti keankn u gortze. (Istanbul, 1954).

Texts
Tzulutean paherës. (Constantinople, 1921).

Criticism
Baluean, H. “Haykanoys Mark4, ir grakan yisnameay yobeleanin artiw,” Z (am- 

saferü), 1 (1956/9), 1.
Haykanoys Marti keantn u gortze. (Istanbul, 1954).

M A R K O S E A N , H A C H IK  (1894-1977)
Pen name: M. Hachuni.
Markosean was bom in Tlmadzor, a village near Tercan, Turkey, and educated 
in Marzuan (Merzifon, 1900-07). He then worked in Samsun (1907-13) and 
emigrated to the United States in 1913.

Texts
Tropfumner: kertuatzner ew ardzak ëjer. (New York, 1938). (Verse and prose). 
Alberak: inknatip kertuatzner ew targmanutiwnner. (New York, 1960). (Poems 

and translations).
Asnan berk: ëntir kertuatzner. (New York, 1972). (Poems).

M A R T IR O S H A R ASA RTSI (16th c ?)
No biographical details are known about this author.

Texts (poems)

“Aysör tönemk4, dzez awetis.” Crakal, 1859, 45-46. Also published in MKH, 
428-30, and KNZ, 2, 49-52. (Both reprinted from Crakal).

“Aysör hmenk4 tahsr ew yordor.” B, 33 (1875), 106.
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“Tat harsaneats ew urahufean ëntir ew geletsik,” “Tat ew örhnuriwn urahutean,” 
“Astuatz ognë mer knkahörn.” KNZ, 4,17-23.

“Tat i tes slreleats ew heraworats.” TH, 103-4. Also published in KNZ, 4, 24-26. 
Sahakyan, H. “Martiros Harasartsu taterë.” BM, 10 (1971), 315-55. (Introduction 

and the texts of 15 poems).

Anthologies
SUM, 1, 145-78.

M A R T IR O S tR IM E T SI (d. 1683)
Also known as Kefetsi Tatar Martiros and Martiros Kafatsi. Bom in Kafa, 
Crimea. Studied at the local Surb Nsan monastery, at Tokat, and at the feet 
of Astuatzatur Tarönetsi, who later became patriarch of Jerusalem and ordained 
Martiros into celibate priesthood Patriarch of Constantinople for one year ( 1659- 
60). Created bishop cl661 by Catholicos Yakob IV, Julayetsi, of Ëjmiatzin, just 
before his departure for Crimea as the primate of the Armenian community. 
Closely involved in the controversies of the time and particularly known for his 
long, bitter opposition to Eliazar Aynfaptsi, who challenged the supremacy of the 
Mother See of Ëjmiatzin. Patriarch of Jerusalem for two short and turbulent terms 
(1677-80,1681-83). Died inEgypt on his way to Jerusalem from Constantinople. 
Eremia chëlëpi Këômiwrcean is believed to have briefly studied under Martiros, 
who, apart from his literary work, is also remembered as a scribe and a sponsor 
of scribes.

Works in periodicals and anthologies
“Govest surb Astuatzatznay vanatsn yAnkurioy, ogeal i Martiros vardapetë 

Lrimetswoy.” KNZ, 4, 26-29.
Kiwrtean, Y. “Martiros Lrimtsi kam Kafatsii talere Trakioy ew Pulkarioy hayots 

vrayök.” B, 86 (1929), 283-87. 87 (1930), 114-17,264-68. (5 poems).
“Martiros Lrimetsu talere.” Vem, 1934/5, 47-54; 6, 60-66. (9 poems).
Martirosyan, A. Martiros Lrimetsi, usumnasirufyun ev bnagrer. (Erevan, 1958).
Nawasard (Bucharest), 1923, by M. Poturean. (6 poems).
Oskean, H. “Karg ew riw fagaworatsn hayots i Martiros vardapetë Lrimetswoy.” 

HA, 79 (1965), 31-50. (Reprinted in Chors hay talasatsner ew anonts talerë. 
H. Oskean [Vienna, 1966], 191-210).

Poturean, M. Martiros Lrimetsi ew ir kertuatznerë. (Bucharest, 1924).
S, 1930, 350-51, 384-86. 1931, 146-47. 1932, 121-22, 252-54. 1941, 85-86, 

126-27. (9 letters).
Sqik (Siruni). “Mer hin tërtëmerë.” Azdarar, 1929, 911-2. (2 poems by Martiros 

on priests).
“Yatags kalaîrîn Amasiu.” KNZ, 1, 38^-1.

Translations (French)
“Liste rimée des souverains de la petite Arménie.” RHC, 1, 681-87.

Criticism
Kiwrtean, Y. “Martiros Lrimetsii taïerun Kiwrtean hawakatzoyi ôrinakë.” R, 118 

(1960), 65-71.
Martirosyan, A. “Martiros Lrimetsu mi chajfatzo anetzki masin.” BM, 4 (1958), 

241^46.
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--------- . Martiros Lrimetsi, usumnasirutyun ev bnagrer. (Erevan, 1958).
Oskean, H. Chors hay talasatsner ew anonts talerë. (Vienna, 1966), pp. 179-90.

ME HE A N ,  K A R O  (1898-1984)
Pen names: Karo Mehean, Söseats Tlan.
Bom Karô Lazarosean in Rodosto (Tekirdag, Turkey) and educated in local 
schools. Survived the Armenian massacres and deportations of 1915 and resided 
in Bulgaria until World War II. After the establishment of the Communist regime 
in Bulgaria, he was arrested and exiled to the Soviet Union. Lived in Paris after 
his release from the Soviet Union in the mid- 1950s. Wrote short stories and plays.

Texts
Mayramuti hoginer. I. Verjaloysi tak. (Sofia, 1926).
Veratznundi ôrerën. (Sofia, 1927).
Imastuteants uliov: hëkeafner ew awandutiwnner. Vol. 1 (Paris, 1959). Vols. 1 

and 2 (Cairo, 1962; Beirat, 1973).
Atsorakani me yuserën. (Beirut, 1969).
Aletzupt jurer. (Patmuatzkfter ew awandutiwnner). (Beirut, 1973).
Orpës eraz ankrkneli. (Beirut and Anrilias, 1980). (Stories).

Criticism
Yobelean grakan ew krtakan 50ameay gortzunëutean. (Paris, 1975). 

M E L IK -S A H N A Z A R Y A N , K O S T A N D IN  (1856-1940)
Pen name: Tmblachi Hachan.
Bom in Susi, Artsah (Karabagh), and educated in the local Armenian school 
and at the Gëorgean seminary in Ëjmiatzin. Went to Montpellier, France, and 
Switzerland in the early 1880s to study agriculture and cheesemaking. After his 
return, he worked as an agriculturalist in Transcaucasia, and from 1919 until 
his death, in Armenia. He wrote extensively on agriculture, but listed below are 
his short prose writings (essays and short stories) written in a satirical vein, in the 
Armenian dialect of Artsah.

Texts
Lëlëtsë knanots pënë-ÿesakë. (Tiflis, 1882).
Sösvay ialin hërn u safe. (Tiflis, 1887).
Psrank. (Susi, 1888).
Zuma-Tmbla. 3 vols. (Baku, 1900-01).
Zurna-Tmbla. 3 vols. (Valarsapat, 1907-08).
Fnjik. (Baku, 1907).

Criticism

Kostandin Karapeti Melit-Sahnazaryan ( grakan 50—amya ev gyulatntesakan 40— 
amya gorizuneutyunë). (Erevan, 1924).

M E L 1K SSA H N A Z A R Y A N T S, S O t O M O N  (1 8 62-1942)
Bom in Susi, Artsah (Karabagh). A teacher by profession. Educated in his 
birthplace and at the Gëorgean seminary in Èjmiatzin. His prose writings deal 
with life in the countryside.
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Texts
Hay giwlatsu sew öre. (Tiflis, 1890).
Gortzakatar Martirosë. (Tiflis, 1913).

M E L U O , SA M C H I (18th—19th c.)
Pen name: Samchi Melk*o.
Bom Melkto Gulk^aneants. An asul Lived in Georgia (possibly Tiflis) in the 
second half of the 18th century and the first half of the 19th century. He was a 
wax-chandler by profession and seems to have had close connections with the 
Georgian court. Wrote in Armenian, Georgian, and in what is now referred to as 
Azeri Turkish.

Poetry

McliLset-Bek, L. Samchi-Melkon ev nra hayeren halerë. (Erevan, 1958). MKH, 
564—65.

Sahakyan, H. “Samchi Melk^yi mi banasteltzutyunë.” T, 1957/12, 85-92. SHA, 
271-306.

Ter Alek^andrean, G. Tiflisetsots mtawor keankë. Vol. 1, (Tiflis, 1886), 36-37, 
40-43.

THG, 39-42.

Criticism

Asatur, G. “Samchi-MelLo.” Patmutyan ev grakanutyan instituti teiekagir. (Ere
van, 1938). (Unverified).

Hovh[annisyan], G. “Asul-banasteltz Samchi-Melko.” Proletar (Tiflis), 10 
March, 1936.

Melik\set‘-Bek, L. Samchi-Melkon ev nra hayeren halerë. (Erevan, 1958).

M E T Z A R E N T S, M ISA IS (1 8 8 6 -1 9 0 8 )
Pen names: Misak4 Metzarents, Sawasp Tziatzan.
Bom Misak4 Metzaturean in the village of Benkean (or Binkean) near Akn 
(Egin, now Kemaliye, Turkey). Poet. Attended the local Armenian school, an 
Armenian school in Sebastea (Sivas, 1894—96), and the Anatolia College in 
Marsovan (1896-1901). Resumed his studies when he and his parents settled 
in Constantinople in 1902, but he was unable to finish the Kedronakan school, 
due to his rapidly worsening consumption, which soon claimed his life.

Collections
Tziatzan ew Nor taler. (Constantinople, 1924).
Oski arisin tak. (Ardzak erkeru hawakatzoy). (Constantinople, 1934).
Tziatzan, Nor taler ew Kerfuatzner. (Beirut, 1954).
Alazan, V, and Norents, V  Erkeri zolovatzu. (Erevan, 1956).
Canasean, M. Banasteltzutiwnner; Tziatzan, Nor taler. (Venice, 1959).
--------- .Kerfuatzner, babahumner, ardzakëjer, inknadatuteanpordzmë. (Venice,

1960).
Akasianeru sukin tak. (Erevan, 1969).
Irikvan dzayner. (Erevan, 1974).
Saruryan, A. Erkeri liakatar zolovatzu. (Erevan, 1981).
Amboljakan erker. (Anfilias, 1986).
Saruryan, A. Erker. (Erevan, 1986).
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Texts
Nor taler. (Constantinople, 1907).
Tziatzan. (Constantinople, 1907).

Translations
English

Kelikian, H. “Unnamed of Nameless.” Ararat, Autumn, 1961, 42-43.
French

Marcel, L. A. “Astuatzamôr/A la Vierge,” “Jrtuk/UArrosage.’’ AND, 10 (n.d.) 
20-25.

French anthologies

APA, 225-26.
LPA, 240-43.
PAM, 190-96.

G erman anthologies 
ALG, 133-34.

Italian anthologies 
DLA, 11-13.
LPAM, 191-204.

Russian anthologies 
AAP, 523-26.
BPA, 471-72.
IZAP, 21-34.
Zimniaia noch\ (Erevan, 1987).

Spanish anthologies

APAS, 253-55.

Criticism
Armen, E. “Grakan nor hosanki pordz me.” M, 1907/47, 837—42.
-----— . “Csmartufean varagoyrë.” AM, 1908, 337-41.
------- “ ‘Kapôfèn’nerë.” M, 1908/14-15, 273-82.
Asrafean, Y. “Metzarentsi grakan nahakaylerë.” B, 122 (1964), 133-47, 226-33. 
Azatean, T. Misak Metzarents: ir keankë. (Constantinople, 1922).
Baluean, H. “Misak Metzarents.” Vëm, 2 (1934/2), 21^10.
Chëôkiwrean, T. “Tziatzan -  Misak Metzarentsi.” M, 1907/28-29,581-83. 
Fënërcean, G. “Misak Metzarents.” A/VA, 1931/3-4, 154-58.
Gazancean, V. “Hayeatskner banasteltzufean vray ew Metzarentsi ‘Tziatzane’.” 

AM, 1907, 697-703.
Hyusyan, M. “Misak Metzarents.” SG, 1966/2, 111-17.
Jrbasyan, Ëd. Misak Metzarents. (Erevan, 1958, 1977 [expanded edition]). 
Kirakosyan, V. “Misak Metzarents.” EJ, 1986/6,42-4-7.
Lanalanyan, H. Misak Metzarents. (Erevan, 1958).
Metzaturyan, Z. “Hisolutyunner Misak Metzarentsi mankakan kyankën.” SG, 

1978/3, 133-39.
“Misak Metzarents.” A, 1908, 628-31.
“Misak Metzarentsi mahuan yissnameaki [sic] tônakatarüttiwnë Parizi mëj.” Z  

(amsaferf), 3 (1959/8-10), 12-13.
Mnatsakanyan, L. “Metzarentsë zamanaki poeziayi knnadat.” BEH, 1986/2,129- 

33).
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Mrmërean, Y. “Nor taleru artiw.” AM, 1907, 1267.
Mulnetsyan, S. “Misait Metzarentsi gelarvestakan patkemeri mi k‘ani arandzna- 

hatkutyunnerë.” PBH, 1980/1,166-79.
Ôsakan, Y. “Misait Metzarents.” HK, 2 (1923-24/7), 49-65; 8, 43-57. 
Oskeridiean, V. “Anhetatsohn etewên, Misait Metzarents.” AM, 1908, 691- 

93.
Parsamean, M. “Misait Metzarents.” 30 (1952/10), 63-76.
Faylak. “Kanhahas Zatik.” M, 1908/20,424-26.
Rstuni, H. “Simvolizmë ev Misait Metzarentsi arvestë.” PBH, 1984/1, 67-79.
—  ---. Misak Metzarents. (Erevan, 1986).
—  ---. “Misak4 Metzarents.” PBH, 1986/2, 3-16.
Sahbazyan, P. “Hayastanyayts ekeletsin ev Misait Metzarentsi grakan zarangu- 

tyunë.” EJ, 1967/7, 45-52.
Saruryan, A. “Erku past Misait Metzarentsi masin.” L, 1975/8, 83-84.
-------- -. “Misait Metzarentsi ‘Tziatzan* zolovatzui steltzagortzakan patmufyu-

nits.” PBH, 1976/3, 89-94.
---------. Misait Metzarentsë ev zamanaki grakan kUndatufyunë.” BEH, 1979/1,

21-37.
--------- . “Misait Metzarentsi usurnnarufyunë.” PBH, 1979/2,102-12.
---------. Misak Metzarents. (Erevan, 1983).
---------. Misak Metzarentsë ev Daniel Varuzanë zamanakakitsneri huserum. (Ere

van, 1986).
Siruni, Y. “Gitzer Misait Metzarentsi keanltën.” HK, 1 (1922-23/10), 57-68. 
Surenyan, K. “Inch arbetsufyamb.” EJ, 1990/8-9, 57-63.
Tutnnjyan, H. “Misait Metzarentsi banasteltzakan ëmbrnman mi arandznahat- 

kufyun.” T, 1959/3, 43—48.
Yarufiwnean, A. “Grakan Itronik: nor banastehz me.” AM, 1907, 672-78. 
Yovhannësean, A. “R. Sewaki kartziltnerë Metzarentsi masin.” HK, 17 (1938- 

39/9), 110-13.

M H 1TA R  SEBASTATSI (1676-1749)
Bom in Sebastea (Sivas), christened Manuk. As a monk, he founded the Mekhi- 
tarist Congregation (Mhitarean miabanutiwn) at San Lazzaro, Venice. At the age 
of fifteen, he entered the monastery of Surb Nsan in his native town, embarking 
on the arduous life of a celibate priest. Traveled widely and preached extensively 
both before and after converting to Catholicism in 1695. In 1703, he launched 
his religious order in Constantinople, but he sought refuge in Methone to escape 
the increasing intolerance of the Armenian Patriarchate of Constantinople and 
the Ottoman authorities. On the eve of the Ottoman attack on Morea in 1715, 
he fled to Venice with his disciples. The Senate of Venice in 1717 responded 
favorably to Mhifar’s request, and the islet of San Lazzaro was offered to his 
order. Choosing the Benedictine rules for his congregation, Mhifar taught and 
organized the brotherhood on solid foundations. By the time he died, his disciples 
had attained noteworthy cultural accomplishments.

Texts
Hokumn varuts. (Constantinople, 1705 [published anonymously]; Venice 1753, 

1810).
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Lutzmunk dzuarimatsits ew tarakusanats banits Alpertin. (Venice, 1716). (Pub
lished as a supplement to Hamafötutiwn astuatzabanutean, by Albert Metzn, 
Venice, 1715).

Krtutiwn atötits. (Venice, 1718, 1772).
Ricorso fatto nell’anno MDCC-XVIII. (Rome, 1718).
Aybbenaran ew girk Kristonëakani vardapetutean. (Venice, 1725).
Durn kerakanutean asharhabar lezuin hayots, saradretseal tackakanaw lez- 

uaw . . . (Venice, 1727). (Grammar of Modem Armenian in Turkish).
Girk Kristonëakani vardapetutean saradretseal asharhabariw lezuaw ënd orum 

ew ergk talits. (Venice, 1727, 1732, 1771 [includes an additional section 
“alôttoer.”]).

Hartsumn ew patashani zkerakanutenë ew zmasants norin. (Venice, 1730,1759).
Kerakanutiwn grabafi lezui haykazean sen, (Venice, 1730). (Grammar of Clas

sical Armenian),
Tömar karcaföt. (Venice, 1733, 1747, 1748,1771,1786, 1789,1807).
Meknutiwn Grots Zolovolin. (Venice, 1736).
Kristonëakan vardapetufiwn or i gortz atzi i mekneln zpatkers i zamanaki halaloy: 

(Venice, 1737,1775).
Meknutiwn srboy Awetarani team meroy Yisusi Kristosi orëstMattëosi. (Venice, 

1737).
Bargirk haykazean lezui. 2 vols. (Venice, 1749, 1769). (Dictionary).
Dzayn Kristosi ew hawatatseal hogwoyn. (Venice, 1753, 1810).
Alôtk i pëts iwrots asakertats. (Venice, 1832).
“Ancar anhas steltzol goyufeants bnawits.” MKH, 105.
Patcafk ork arberin ënddëm notsin ork asen të  och erbëkpart ë gnal ullaparats 

izamn Hayots. (Smyrna, 1879).
Hatk i banits ew i grots Mhitaray Abbahör. (Venice, 1900).
Namakani. 2 vols. (Venice, 1961,1962). (Letters).
Mtatzutiwnk i veray banits Frkchin ew i niwt krtutean. (Venice, 1969).
“Namak af ter Isahak vrd. arajnord Érzrumi.” B, 135 (1977), 33-36.
“ICerakanufiwn asharhabar lezuin hayots.” B, 137 (1979), 194—261.

Translations (Italian)
Frasson, G. Sei inni sacri. (Venice, 1977).

Criticism
Agonts, S. Patmutiwn kenats ew varuts team Mhitaray Sebastatswoy rabunapeti 

ew abbayi. (Venice, 1810).
Akinean, N. “Mhifar Sebastatsi, keankïi ew gortzuneutiwnë.’, HA, 63 (1949) 

371—4-34. (Reprinted separately, Vienna, 1950. [Festschrift]).
---- ---- . “Mhifar Abbayi Matfëi Awetaranin meknufiwnë.” B, 107 (July-

December 1949), 289-95. (A special issue).
Alacanean, G. P. “Mhifar Abbahayr ew Hachatur Vardapet.” B, 107 (July- 

December 1949), 30-45. (In Armenian and French; a special issue).
Amaduni, G. “Mekhitar le réformateur du monachisme arménien.” B, 107 (July- 

December 1949), 175-221. (A special issue).
Bardakjian, K. The Mekhitarist Contributions to Armenian Culture and Scholar

ship. (Cambridge, MA, 1976).
Cemcemean, S. “Mhiüar Abbahör hratarakchakan araLelufean gohamerë.” B, 135 

(1977), 37-96.
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--------- . “Mhifar Abbahör hratarakdiakan afakelufiwnë.” B, 135 (1977), 437-81.
137 (1979), 5-180. (Reprinted separately, Venice 1980).

--------- . “Yovhannës Patkerahan. Mhifar Abbahayr ev Yovhannës Patkerahan.”
B, 1986/1-4,272-81.

Chanfayean, Y. “Mhifar Abbahayr uïeworVenetikënHrom.” #, 135(1977), 112— 
38.

Fërhafean, B. Mhifar Metz Sebastatsin. (Beirut, 1949).
Fëyti, F. “Andradardzufiwnner Mhifar Abbahör Bafaranin s u r j B, (107, July- 

December 1949), 308-12. (A special issue).
Fokolean, L. “Mhitar Abbahayr ew Transilvanioy Mhifarean arakelufean arajin 

sqanë.” B, 135 (1977), 139-65.
Fokolean, L. “Mhitar Abbahayr ew Tfansilvanioy Mhifarean arakelufean erkrord 

sijanë (1723—1736).” B, 1977/1-2,139-65.1985/3-4,267-93.1986/1-4,59- 
91.

Geluni nuiruatz eranasnorh Mhifar Abbahör mahuan B. daradardzin, 1749- 
1949. (Venice, 1950). (Keghouni, Armenian Illustrated Review Dedicated to 
the Bicentenary of the Death of the Ven. Abbot Mekhitar).

Hamelean, P. “Mhifar Abbahör ‘Yalags mafemafikayi’ dasagirkë ew anor 
nsanakufiwnë.” B, 107 (July-December 1949), 222-29. (A special issue).

Hofmann, G. “Investigationes ad Vitam Servi Dei MecMtar spectantes.” B, 107 
(July-December 1949), 159-74. (A special issue).

Inglisian, V. Der Diener Gottes Mechitar von Sebaste, Stifter der Mechitaristen 
und Kulturapostel des armenischen Volkes. (Vienna, 1929).

---------et al. Mhifar Sebastatsi. (Vienna, 1949).
Kasangian, A. “Mechitar Architetto del proprio Monastero.” B, 107 (July- 

December 1949), 399-421. (A special issue).
Kehiayan, N. “Brevis Dissertatio Abbatis Mechitar de SS.ma Communione Eu- 

charistica.” B, 107 (July-December 1949), 361-85. (A special issue. Arme
nian text with Latin translation).

K‘iparean, K. “Dastiaraki dimagitze Mhifar Abbahör mëj.” B, 107 (July- 
December 1949), 230-44. (A special issue).

Matteucci, G. “Mons. Pier Battista Mauri e il Ven. Abate Mechitar (1720-1730).” 
B, 107 (July-December 1949), 113—46. (A special issue).

Mhifar, Yusardzan lusanorog Mhifar Abbayi mahuan erkrord daradardzin 
(1749—1949), batsafik “Bazmavêp”i, Yulis-Dektember, 1949. (Mekhitar, 
numéro spécial de la Revue arménienne Pazmaveb publié à Voccasion des 
Célébrations Commémoratives du Deuxième Centenaire de la mort du Vén. 
Abbé Mekhitar (1749-1949). (Venice, 1950). (Some of the articles in this 
special issue are listed separately in this section).

Mhifarean, G. “Mhifar ew ir npastë hay msakoyfin.” HK, 28 (1950/7), 37—43.
Muyldermans, J. “Mechithar de Sébaste et les Méchitharistes.” LM, 43 (1930), 

117—32.̂
Nazaryan, S. “Mhifar Sebastatsin ev 18—rd dari grakan sarzman mi kani hartser.” 

SG, 1976/8, 111-18.
Nourikhan, M. Le serviteur de Dieu abbé Mekhitar de Sebaste. (Venice, 1922).
Polosyan, P. “Mhifar Sebastatsin ibrev cartasan ev mankavarz.” BEH, 1983/2, 

207-12.
Raes, A. “Una risposta di Mechitar a Quesiti Liturgici.” B, 107 (July-December 

1949), 356-60. (A special issue).
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Sahbazyan, R “Mhitar Sebastatsi.” EJ, 1977/9-10, 70-76.
Seltula, Aw. “Mhitar Abbahör S. Grid hratarakutean arzëUë.” B, 107 (July- 

December 1949), 296-307. (A special issue).
Tahmizyan, N. “Mhitar Sebastatsin ew veranorogutean sarzumë hay hogewor 

ergaruestum ” B, 135 (1977), 205-14.
Tascean. M. Hamarot kensagrufiwn Mhitar Abbahör. (Venice, 1967).
Tër-Nersësean, N. “Mhitar Abbahayr himnadir hay astuatzabanakan veratznun- 

din.” B, 1Ö7 (July-December 1949), 245-88. (A special issue).
--------- . “Mhitari npaste asharhabari kazmufean.” B, 135 (1977), 482-542. 136

(1978), 302-27. 137 (1979), 183-261 (includes introduction and text of 
Mhitar’s “K‘erakanutiwn Asharhabar lezuin hayots,” 195-261). 1981/1-2, 
95-128.

---------. “Mhitari loysë.” B, 135 (1977), 13-32.
Tërzean, M. “Mhitar Abbahayr ew Abraham Artziwean.” B, 107 (July-December 

1949), 147-58. (A special issue).
Tisserant, E. “Un défenseur de Mekhitar à Rome, Khatchatour Vartapet Arake- 

lean. B, 107 (July-December 1949), 19-29. (A special issue).
Torosean, Y. Vark Mhitaray Abbayi Sebastatswoy. (Venice, 1901).
Vita del servo di Dio Mechitar. (N.p., n.d.).
Willebrands, J. “Mechitar e l ’Unione dei Cristiani.” B, 135 (1977), 395-436. (In 

Armenian and Italian).

M IK A Y E L E A N , PAYLAK (1 9 0 5 -1 9 3 6 )
A native of Erzinjan, Turkey. Poet and short story writer. His parents perished 
during the Armenian massacres of 1915, and he was adopted by a Turkish family. 
After 1918, he found shelter in orphanages in Constantinople and Greece. Spent 
the last years of his short life in France.

Texts
Ewa (ardzakurdi batsikner). (Paris, 1930; Beirut, 1956).

- Arew, arew . . . (Paris, 1933). (Novel).
Hetker srtivra. (Erevan, 1963).

M IK A Y ELY A N , K AR EN  (1 8 8 3 -1 9 4 2 )
A native of Verm Agulis, a village in Nahijewan. Novelist, short story writer, 
and translator. Attended the Nersisean school in Tifiis, sat in on courses at the 
University of Moscow, and studied philosophy at Jena, Germany. In the years 
1925-27, he visited Europe and the United States to organize assistance for Soviet 
Armenia as a member of the Armenian Red Cross and the Committee for Relief 
for Armenia (HÖK = Hayastani ögnufean komitë, 1921-37). His writings focus 
on social issues and the Armenian Dispersion.

Collections
Ketstsen haltvatznerë. (Erevan, 1961).

Texts (prose)
Zrkanki yoyzer (patmuatzkneri ew patkerneri zolovatzu). Vol. 1. (Tiflis, 1907). 
Dzmran ereko (erkeri zolovatzu). Vol. 2. (Moscow, 1912).
Anmahakan kaytz (ÿohadrutyun). (Moscow, 1924).
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Gyulakan hefahos. (Paris, 1926). (Drama).
Majestic. Amerikyan karc patmvatzfcner (Moscow, 1928).
Guyneri krivë. Book 4. (Moscow, 1929).

Other works
Hay zolovrdakan harstutyunnem artasahmanum. (Moscow, 1928).

Translations (Russian)
Ter-Martirosian, A., ét al. Novelty. (Moscow and Leningrad, 1930).
Otdalennye rasskazy. (Moscow, 1936). (Stories).

M IN A S  A M D E T SI (cl 630-1704)
Bom in Diyarbakir, Turkey. Took the vows of celibacy in 1655, and in 1666 he 
was created bishop in Jerusalem by his close collaborator, Eliazar Aynfaptsi. 
Copied some manuscripts, such as Samuel Anetsi’s chroncile, Mhifar Gos’s 
Datastanagirk, and published, for the first time, Grigor Narekatsi’s Book of 
Lamentations. From 1698 to 1702 he was the patriarch of Jerusalem. Died in 
office.

Texts
Azgabanutiwn fagaworatsn hayots yordwots yordis, hamawteal i Movsisë 

Horenatswoy, (Constantinople, 1784). (Genealogy of Armenian kings; 2d 
edition published as Azgabanutiwn hayots, Valarsapat, 1870).

“I Markos vardapets ë asatseal govest bani i Minasë.” AMH, 6, 123-44. 
“Minasay Amdetswoy Tulr örhnufean af mayrakalakatsisn Urhayi.” AMH, 6, 

145-55.
“Yakob kattilikosin tzaray Minas.” AMH, 6,118-22.

Criticism
Acarean, H. “Hayeren nor barer Minas Hamdetsowy mëj.” B, 75 (1917), 314—16. 
Akinean, N. “Minas Amdetsi, patriark hayots Emsalëmi.” AMH, 6, 91-155. 
Amatuni, K. “Minas vardapet Amdetsi, patriark Emsalëmi, 1630-1704 noyemb. 

24.” HA, 1983, 27-82.
Gëorgean, G. “Östumner Minas Amfetsii masin.” B, 124 (1966), 193-97.

M IN A S , C É R É A N  Ö U U  (1 7 3 0 -1 8 1 3 )
A native of Harberd (Harput, Turkey). A bhnd, itinerant asul who traveled 
throughout Armenia. Died while on a visit to Constantinople.

Poetry
SHA, 336-50.

Criticism
Azatean, T. “Hay asulner ew zolovrdakan ergichner.” Astlaberd, 1951/2, May, 

41—45. (Unverified).

M I N A S , L U T fl (1 8 9 2 -1 9 5 7 )
A native of the village of K'ësrik near Harberd (Harput, Turkey), the poet Minas 
emigrated to Boston, Massachusetts, in 1912. He was a graduate of Brown 
University.
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Texts (verse)
Aygerg. (Boston, 1918).
Garun. (Boston, 1935).
Arÿiakan. (Boston, 1947).
Psruatz bazak. (Los Angeles, 1953).

Criticism
“Mahagrutiwn-Lutfi Minas.” Z (amsafert), 2 (1958/11-12), 13.

MINAS TO H A TFÏSI (cl 510 ?)
Bom in Tokat, Turkey. Minas emigrated to Poland in the 1540s, where he was
employed as a secretary at the Armenian Cathedral in Lvov.

Texts (poems)
“Tal siroy” or “Talgeletsiki zamurahutean erkulezuë.” Girkdprutean ew Talaran 

(Constantinople, 1714), 209-11. Also published under the title “Tal karötov ar 
surb Lusaworich” in Grkuks orkochi talaran (Constantinople, 1740), 310-12.

“Olb i veray Olahats erkrin hayerun . . .” Nshark matenagrutean hayots, 
K‘. Patkanean, (Petersburg, 1884), 53-58. Also published in M, 3832 (1886), 
1090-91; 3834, 28-29; 3835, 43^14; 3836, 62-63; 3837, 76-78. Also in HA, 
2 (1888), 37^40, 62-63. Critical edition by N. Akinean published in AHPT, 
85-102.

“Govasanki Grigor vardapetn.” A/W, 1885,123. Also published in AHPT, 111-12.
“Tal ew govasank herisi.” AM, 1886,18-19. Also published in S, 1874,132-35; 

KNZ, 1, 50-56; HA, 35 (1921), 159-62. Critical edition published in AHPT, 
102- 11.

“Tbit* hayots Lovay ar Mikayël kafolikos Ejmiatzni.” Kamenits, taregirk hayots 
Lehastani ew Rumenioy, L. Alisan, (Venice, 1896), 228-31. (Attribution 
uncertain).

“Tal i veray ëndunaynufean asharhi” or “Tal i veray mahuan” (“Tesëk duk 
zarmatsk bazum . . .”). AHPT, 113-14. (Attribution uncertain).

Works in anthologies
SUM, 1,426-63.

Translations

G erman

Dan, D. Die Verfolgung der Armenier in der Moldau vom Jahre 1551, beschrieben 
vom Diakon Minas aus Tocat. (Czemowitz, [1894]).^

Rumanian

Buiucliu, G. Cânt de Jälire asupra Armenilor din tara Vlahilor de diaconul Minas 
Tokatti. (Bucharest, 1895). (Traducere din limba armean, cu o introducere de 
Grigore M Buiucliu).

Criticism
Akinean, N. “Minas dpir Tohatetsi.” Hing panduht talasatsner (Vienna, 1921), 

57-114. (Previously published in HA).
Gazancean, Y. “Minas sarkawag Tbhatetsi.” Iris (Eudochia), 1912, 85-86.
Pëyëklean, G. “Minas Tohafetswoy Otb i veray hayots Asharhin Ulahats.” HA, 

9 (1895), 97-103, 131-37. (An Armenian translation of the same author’s 
article listed under Rumanian translations above).
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M I N A S E A N , S E P U H  (1 8 2 5 -1 8 8 7 )
Bom in Constantinople. Playwright. Educated at the Murat-Rapfayëlean school 
(1838^41) in Venice. Worked for the imperial Ottoman mint, except for the years 
1863-68, which he spent in Paris as secretary to the Ottoman ambassador to 
France.

Texts
Helënë. (Venice, 1920).
Arsak Erkrord. (Venice, 1921).

Criticism
Sargisean, B. Sepuh Minasean ew ir grakan erkasirufiwnnerë. (Venice, 1904).

M IR A K Y A N , V A H A N  (1 8 6 6 -1 9 4 2 )
Bom in Sulaver, a village in Georgia. Poet; educated at the Surb Astuatzatzin 
monastery in Sanahin and in the town of Gori (Georgia). Taught in various parts 
of Eastern Armenia, the Caucasus, and Erevan (from 1924 on). Also wrote plays, 
most of them unpublished, and stories for children. His fame rests principally 
on his popular long poem “Lalvari orsë,” about village life. Died in Tbilisi and 
buried in Erevan.

Texts
Afants lareri. (Tiflis, 1897). (Verse).
Laluari orsë. (Tiflis, 1901;Erevan, 1929,1935,1936,1948,1963,1967). (Poem). 
Manusi harsanikë. (Erevan, 1927). (Play).
Nor gyuli semkin. (Erevan, 1927). (Verse).
Hozaratzi kinë. (Erevan, 1928). (Play).
Sevkaf. (Erevan, 1938).

Translations (Russian)
Adamian, N. Okhota na Lahore. (Erevan, 1942).

Criticism
Balasanean, G. “Vahan Mirakean ew nra ‘Laluari orsë.’ Banaser, 5 (1903), 295- 

304.
Batikyan, L. “Grolë ev zolovrdakan banahyusufyunë.” SG, 1964/5,150-53. (On 

“Lalvari orsë”).
-------- . “ ‘Lalvari orsi’ steltzagortzakan patmufyunits.” X 1963/5, 55-68.
--------- . Vaan Mirakian. (Erevan, 1964). (Russian).
--------- . Vahan Mirakyan. (Erevan, 1968).
--------- . “Vahan Mirakyani antip ëjerë.” PBH, 1963/2, 254—57.
Chobanyan, S. “Ëjer Vahan Mirakyani kyankits.” L, 1966/10, 51-64.
--------- . “Vahan Mirakyan.” SGt 1967/4, 143-45.
Eremean, A. “Banasteltz Vahan Mirakean.” ANA, 1 (1930/6), 66-69.

M IS K IN -B U R JI, (1810-1847)
This asul was a native of old Nahijewan, but he spent most of his life in Gandzak 
(Elizavetpol, Kirovabad, now Ganja, Azerbaijan).

Poetry
MKH, 211-12; 396-97; 448^19; 466-67.
THG, 86-91.
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M N D Z U R I, Y A K O B (1 8 8 6 -1 9 7 8 )
Pen name: Yakob Mndzuri.
Bom Yakob Tëmircean in the village of Armtan (Armudan, west of Erzinjan), 
Turkey. Spent the years 1897-1907 in Constantinople, where he attended an 
Armenian school and, briefly, Robert College. Returned to his birthplace (1907- 
14) but settled in Constantinople for good on the eve of World War I.

Collections
Nadryan, S. Erker. (Erevan, 1986).

Texts (stories)
Kapoyt loys. (Istanbul, 1958; Erevan, 1968).
Armtan. (Istanbul, 1966).
Krunk, usti kugas [?] (Istanbul, 1974).
Aznavuryan, G. “Antip namakner Hakob Mndzuruts.” BEH, 1983/1,107-29. 

Translations (Russian anthologies)
KNS, 121-140.

Criticism
Baluean, H. “Erek yobeleanner-Yakob Mndzuri.” Z (amsaferf), 3 (1959/8-10), 

15.
Galfayan, H. “Arevmtahay gyulagmtyunë ev Hakob Mndzurin.” SG, 1980/9, 

133-40.
Sevan, G. Hakob Mndzuri. (Erevan, 1981).

M U R A T S A N , (1 8 5 4 -1 9 0 8 )
Pen name: Muratsan.
Bom Grigor Tër-Yovhannësean in Susi, Artsah (Karabagh). Attended local 
schools. Taught for two years in his birthplace, toured his native province and 
the region of Siwnik, and settled permanently in Tiflis in 1878. Employed as 
an accountant, Muratsan wrote his plays, short stories, novelettes, and novels 
at his spare time. Although initially acclaimed, Muratsan received much wider 
recognition after his death.

Collections
Muratsani erkasiruriwnnerë. 2 vols. (Tiflis, 1904, 1910).
Entir erker. 4 vols. (Erevan, 1936^-0).
Erker. (Erevan, 1980).
Erker erku grkov. (Erevan, 1970-72).
Erkeri zolovatzu. 5 vols. (Erevan, 1951-54).
Erkeri zolovatzu. 7 vols. (Erevan, 1961-65).
Erkeri zolovatzu. 3 vols. (Erevan, 1975-76).

Texts

Ruzan kam Hayrenasër öriord. (Tiflis, 1882; Erevan, 1944 [2ded.]). (Drama). 
Hay bolokakani ëntanikë. (Tiflis, 1883). (Novelette).
Noyi agrawë. (Tiflis, 1889; Erevan, 1933, 1947 [published with Afakyalë, see 

below]). (Novelette).
Gëorg Marzpetuni. (Tiflis, 1912; Cairo, 1940; Boston, 1952; Erevan, 1957,1960, 

1977,1982,1988). (Novel).
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Patmvatzkner. (Erevan, 1939). (Stories).
Andréas Frets. (Cairo, 1941), (Novel).
Arakyalë. Noyi agravë. (Erevan, 1947). (Novel and novelette).

Translations

English ^
Mandalian, J. Gevorg Marzpetouni. Armenian Review, 1952/1, 142-57; 2, 142- 

56; 3, 141-56; 4, 127^7. 1953/1, 141-58; 2,146-59; 3,147-57; 4, 141-57. 
1954/1,143-55; 2,147-60; 3,146-57; 4,144-54.1955/1,144-56; 2,144-56; 
3, 135—44. (Novel; abridged).

Russian

Amirov, R. Sviashchennik Andrias. (Baku, 1907).
Apostol (Erevan, 1950).
Ioannisian, A. GeorgMarzpetunl (Moscow, 1945; Erevan, 1984; Moscow, 1990). 
Kammian, I. Kazhdodnevnye besedy. (Erevan, 1968).
Korganov, K. Georg Marzpetunl (Erevan, 1940).
Ter-Akopian, N. Noev voron. (Moscow, 1961).

Russian anthologies

ARAS, 1, 106-70.
RAN, 41-52.

Criticism
Abelean, A. “Muratsani yisatakarani skizbë.” HA, 44 (1930), 710-18.
Alaneants, G. “Erku sarsapneri patashan.” Lumay, 1910/7-8, 78-89.
--------- . Muratsane ew nra Jùinadatufiwnë. (Tiflis, 1910).
Avetisyan, Z. “Zamanaki kategorian ‘Gevorg Marzpetuni’ vepum.” L, 1979/4, 

68-78.
Awdalbegean, T. “Holi vistë Muratsani erkerum. Patmakan-grakan verlutzu- 

biwn.” A, 1911, 864-67, 949-53, 1027-36.
Chrakean, K‘. “Muratsan, 1854-1908.” B, 67 (1909), 89-91.
H[ambarean], H. “Muratsan (1854—1908).” Lumay, 1 (1909), 57-61.
---------, “Muratsan.” HA, 23 (1909), 6-8.
Gyulbudatyan, V. “Muratsani grakan zarangufyune A. Terteryani gnahatufyamb.” 

BEH, 1980/2, 148-56.
“Muratsan (Grigor T. Yovhannisean).” A, 1908, 836-38.
Partizuni, V. “ ‘Andreas erets’ vipaki patmakanuCyunë.” T, 1955/1,13-30.
— ——. Muratsani kyantn u steltzagortzutyune. (Erevan, 1956).
---------. “Hanun bardzrarzek fargmanufyan.” SG, 1969/4, 122-24. (On transla

tions of Muratsan).
L. “Muratsan, Ruzan kam Hayrenasër öriord.” Mure, 1901/3,194-201.
----------, “Erku hösk.” Mure, 1901/7, 260-63. (Reply to a letter by Muratsan

published in Mure, 1901/7, 255-60).
Sahnuri barekame. “Dëpker u dëmker.” AM, 1903, 787-92.
Sarinyan, S. “Afakelufyan galaparë Muratsani romantizmi hamakargum.” BEH, 

1968/3, 81-95.
--------- . “Muratsani romantikakan patmahayetsufyunë.” PBH, 1969/1,15-28.
--------- . “Muratsani romantizmi sotsiologian.” SG, 1969/2, 122-33.
---------. Muratsan: tipabanutyunë, ëtikan. (Erevan, 1976).
Stepanean, Y. “Muratsanë.” HK, 30 (1952/10), 43-59.
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Terterean, A. Muratsanë orpës mtatzol ew gelaget. (Petersburg, 1913).
---------. Muratsan. (Erevan, 1971).

N A H A P E T  K U C H A K  (16th century?)
The texts, mostly hayrëns, listed below have been erroneously attributed to this 
author, of whom very little is known. History has recorded the names “Nahapet” 
and “Kuchak,” but they apparently refer to two different individuals. One such 
Kuchak (more than one person bore this name) hailed from the village of 
Harakonis, in the region of Van. In a seventeenth-century colophon, a Kuchak 
referred to his great-grandfather as “Nahapet varpet,” who was, he added, also 
known as “Asëï Kuchak.” More recently, the enigmatic name “Nahapet Kuchak” 
has surfaced. Although there is no unanimity among scholars, Nahapet Kuchak 
is now considered the author of ten poems, most of them in Turkish.

Texts (verse)
“Hayreni kargaw.” KNZ, 3,44—53.
Chöpanean, A. Nahapet Kuchaki diwanë. Siroy erger, hratakan ew aylahanakan 

erger, panduhti erger, knnakan usumnasiruteamb më. (Paris, 1903).
---------. “Nahapet Kuchaki antip talikner.” ANA, 1907/10-12,184-89; 1909/1-2,

32; 1909/5-6, 108.
“Kuchakean kterttiatz më”, “Tal”. B, 67 (1909), 400. (Attribution uncertain). 
Chöpanean, A. Hatëntir ëjer kuchakean talasarkën. (Paris, 1926).
“Antip hayren Kareakner.” Z, 1 (1929-1930?), 224.
Chöpanean, A. “ ‘Hayren’neru burastanë.” ANA, 2 (1930/1), 3-13.
---------. “Kuchakean taler.” AWA, 2 (1930/1), 14-17;2 (1930/4), 1-11; 2 (1931/5-

6), 165-66, 3 (1931/1-2), 8-16; 3 (1931/5-6), 165-66; 4 (1932/1-2), 28-39; 
6(1935/1-2),11-15.

K‘iwrtean, Y., ed, “Nahapet ICuchaki kam ‘Hayren’nerun burastanin aijew.” B, 
87 (1930), 518-23. (Texts and criticism).

Kiwrtean, Y. “Kuchakean nor talasark* më.” B, 90 (1932), 464—72.
Akinean, N. “Kuchakean taleru nor sarfcmë.” ANA, 1933/3—4,96-102.1934/5-6, 

19. 1935/1-2,11-14; 3-4,18-19; 5, 5-6,26-27. 1936/1-3,34-36; 4,23-24. 
1937/1-2, 26-27; 3-4, 32-33.

Kiwrtean, Y. “Kuchakean erek* nor talasarlCer.” B, 94 (1936), 91-93.
---------. “Kuchakean siroy taleru nor sark* më.” HK, 15 (1936-37/5), 58-62.
---------. “Kuchakean talasark‘er(noragiwtewantipk‘areakner).”//K, 31 (1943/2),

57-75.
Hayreni kargav. (Erevan, 1957).
Ëganyan, Ö. “Nahapet Kuchaki hayatar fmteren talerë.” BM, 5 (1960), 465- 

81. (7 poems in Armeno-Turkish, i.e., Turkish in Armenian characters; with 
Armenian translations).

Haryur u mek hayren. (Erevan, 1975). (Armenian and Russian; Russian title: Sto 
i odin airen).

Haryur u mek hayren. (Erevan, 1979). (Armenian and English on facing pages;
translation by Ewald Osers; English title: A Hundred and One Hoyrens). 

Haryur ev mek hayren. (Erevan, 1987). (In Armenian, German, and Russian).

Translations
English anthologies

ALP, 4-5,31.
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AP, 242.
A Hundred and One Hayrens. (Erevan, 1979). (Translated by Ewald Osers; see 

Haryur u mek hayren above).

French

Tchobanian, A. “Les chants de Nahabed Koutchak: chants d’amour, chants 
d’émigré, chants gnomiques.” ANA, 4 (1902), 123-25.

Marcel, L. A. “Lune déserté glissant là-haut,” “O inconnue qui m’a aimé.” AND, 
15 (1964), 104.

French anthologies 

CPA, 97-100.
LPA, 108-14.
RA, 2, 179-94.
TA, 21-80.

G erman

Die armenische Nachtigall: Lieder des Nahabed Kutschak. (Berlin, [1924]). 
Bischoff, G. “Liebeslieder von Nahabed Koutchak.” AND, 5 (n.d.), 115-17. 
Haryur ev mek hayren. Hundert und ein Hairen. (Erevan, 1987). (Text in Arme

nian, German, and Russian).

Russian

Ambartsumian, A. Pesni liubvi. (St. Petersburg, 1904).
Grebnev, N. Aireny. (Erevan, 1968).
Haryur ev mek hayren. Sto i odin airen. (Erevan, 1987). (Text in Armenian, 

German, and Russian).
Mkrtchian, L. Lirika “aireny.” (Moscow, 1972).
Osers, E., and Mkrtchian, L. A Hundred and One Hayrens, Nahapet Kuchak.

(Erevan, 1979). (English and Armenian).
Stepane, A. Stikhotvoreniia. (Erevan, 1941).
Sto i odin airen. (Erevan, 1975). (See Haryur u mek hayren above). 
Zviagintseva, V. Lirika. (Moscow, 1961).

Russian anthologies

AAP, 284—89.
PPA, 203-13.

Criticism
Abelean, A. “Nahapet Kuchakë germanerën lezuov.” ANA, 9 (1938/1-3), 4-13. 
Abelyan, M. Hin gusanakan zotovrdakan erger. (Erevan, 1967), 11-280. (VoL 2 

of his Erker).
Akinean, N. “Noragoyn kartzikner ‘Kuchakean kareakneru’ masin.” Z, 1 (1929- 

1930?), 292-95.
Akopova, A. “Naapet Kuchak v russkom perevode.” L, 1976/5, 34-48. 
Amirkhanian, M. “O russkikh perevodakh trekh airenov Naapeta Kuchaka.” BEH, 

1970/1, 186-92.
Chöpanean, A. “Nahapet Kuchaki ergerë.” ANA, 4 (1902), 117-21.
--------- . “Nahapet Kuchaki surj.” ANA, 1907/6-9, 97-111.
Grigoryan, S. “Ov ë, i verjo, Nahapet Kudiakë [?].” L, 1984/7, 34-42. 
Kiwrtean, Y. “Kuchakean talasarkeru hnagoyn tpagruriwnner (niwfer mij- 

nadarean hay taiachapfutean hamar).” Vëm, 2 (1934/2), 41-53.
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Mnatsakanyan, A. “Hayrenneri ev Nahapet Kuchaki masin.” PBH, 1958/2, 211- 
57.

Pamak, G. “Nahapet Kuchaki diwanë.” ANA, 4 (1902), 250-54. 5 (1903/1), 22- 
23; 5 (1903/2-3), 27-30.

Pazil. “Nahapet Kudiaki diwanë.” B, 69 (1911), 230-33.
Përpërean, H. “K u c h a k 5, 1939, 398-99.
S. “Nahapet Kudiaki diwane . . Lumay, 1903/2, 213-16.
Tadëosean, Y. “Kuchak Nahapeti ergerë.” Lumay, 1902/3, 257-59; 4,208-15; 5, 

165-83. (Reprinted separately, Tiflis, 1903).

N  A L B A N  D E A N , M l ICAYE L (1829-1866)
Pen names: Don Ëmmanuël, Korns Emmanuel, Simëôn Manikean.
Bom in Nor Nahijewan (Rostov na Donu, Russia). A writer and revolutionary 
activist. Complemented the elementary education he received in his birthplace 
with self-instruction. Abandoned his plans for priesthood, moved to Moscow 
in 1853, and audited medical courses at Moscow University (1854—58). Briefly 
taught Armenian at the Lazarean (Lazarevskii) Institute. In 1858, he collaborated 
with S. Nazarean (1812-79) in founding and editing, for a year or so, the 
famous periodical Hiwsisaptayl (i.e., the northern lights, aurora borealis, 1858— 
64). Visited Europe (Warsaw, Berlin, Paris, London) and Constantinople in 1859. 
Shortly after his return from a second tour abroad ( 1860-62, a long journey to India 
with numerous sojourns), he was arrested on charges of clandestine activities and 
collaboration with emigré-Russian revolutionaries residing in the West. He was 
imprisoned in St. Petersburg (1862-65) and later banished to Kamyshin (1865), 
where he died of tuberculosis. His remains were interred at the Surb Hach (Jdoly 
Cross) Armenian monastery in Nor Nahijewan. \

Collections

Erkerë. 2 vols. (Rostov Don [Rostov-na-Donu], 1903-06).
Sahaziz, Ye. Divan Mitayel Nalbandyani, (Erevan, 1932).
Hovhannisyan, A. Antip erker. (Moscow and Erevan, 1935).
Muradyan, N. Erkeri liakatar zolovatzu. 4 vols. (Erevan, 1940—49).
Muradyan, N. Banastekzufyunner (Erevan, 1941).
Ëntir erker. (Erevan, 1953).
Banasteltzutyumer (Erevan, 1954).
Erker. (Erevan, 1979).
Daronyan, S. Erkeri liakatar zolovatzu. 6 vols. (Erevan, 1982-).
Muradyan, R. Erker. (Erevan, 1985).
Hakobyan, S. Erker. (Erevan, 1987).

Texts
Minin host, miwsin harsn. (Moscow, 1858 [printed but not distributed]; Erevan, 

1971). (Novel).
Erku toi. Csmartutiwnë krön ë, noran miayn hndretsët, isk noranits ochinch. 

Robert Owen. (Paris, 1861; Erevan, 1939 [includes Azgayin tsvarutyun, see 
below]). (Polemical writing).

(Under Simeon Manikean) Erkragortzutiwnë orpës ulil canaparh. (Paris, 1862;
Boston, 1910; Erevan, 1930). (Socio-economic political study).

Hayrenasëri talerë. (Geneva, 1903). (Poems).
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Berberean, R. “M. Nalbandeantsi antip erkerë.” Vëm, 4 (1936/2), 38-65.
Erku toi Azgayin tsvarutyun. (Erevan, 1939).
Kritika ‘Sos ev Vardifer7 azgayin vipasanufyan P. Pfosyants. (Erevan, 1940).

(Criticism of P. Prosean’s Sos ew Vardifer).
Abrahamyan, H. “Nalbandyanin verabervol arhivayin vaveragrer.” BM, 1 (1941), 

195-205.
Abrahamyan, R. “Erku nor vaveragir M. Nalbandyani Hndkastanum kataratz 

ashatanki masin.” BM, 4 (1958), 247^-9.
Madoyan, G. “Nor vaveragrer Mikayel Nalbandyani masin.” PBH, 1981/2,104— 

32.
Hakobyan, P. “Nalbandyani antzanof inknagirë (Surb grid hin hayeren targmanu- 

tyan bnagri usumnasirufyan nyuterits).” E, 1989/8, 38^47.
---------. “Patafikner Mikayel Nalbandyani ‘Arkatzk nahahom’ poemi nahnakan

tarberakits.” PBH, 1990/1, 95-110.

Translations

English

“Our Fatherland.” Ararat (London), 1915/19, 234.

English anthologies 
ALP, 12-13.
AP, 39-42.

French

“Liberté.” L ’Arménie (London), 1894/65, 3.

French anthologies 
APA, 39^14. X
LPA, 168-69.
PA, 145^47.

Italian

“Libéria..” Armenia (Torino), 1916/7,10.

Italian anthologies 
LPAM, 91-94.

Russian

Arsharuni, A. Stikhotvoreniia. (Moscow, 1967).
Izbrannoe. (Erevan, 1979).
Khachaturian, A. Izbrannye filosofskie i obshchestvenno-politicheskie proizve- 

deniia. (Moscow, 1954).
Sarkisian, Kh. Izbrannye sochineniia. (Erevan, 1941).
Sochineniia. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1968-70).

Spanish anthologies

APAS, 119-21.

Criticism
Abrahamyan, A. “Mikayel Nalbandyani hayatsknerë lezvi bnuyd, deri ev nra 

msakman masin.” PBH, 1980/1, 96-114.
Abrahamyan, R. “Bengaliayi tzayraguyn datarani vcirë Mikayel Nalbandyani 

kolmits ktakagumamerë sahelu masin.” L, 1979/11,105-09.
A-dö. Mikayël Nalbandeani keanki hetakrkir mi ëjë ew Bakunini man graft 

namaknere. (Erevan, 1908).
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Aluzumtsyan, V. Mitayel Nalbandyani sotsial-tntesakan hayatsknerë. (Erevan, 
1955).

Asatryan, A. “Mitayel Nalbandyani steftzagortzutyan norahayt ejerits mekë.” 
PBH, 1960/2, 85-94.

Atanasyan, L. “Im handipumë Mitayel Nalbandyani het Erevanum.” EJ, 
1954/12, 18-19.

Avdalbegyan, T. Mitayel Nalbandyan. (Erevan, 1928).
Aznavuryan, G. “Mitayel Nalbandyanë Hovhannes Hovhannisyani antip stehza- 

gortzutyunnerum.” T, 1955/1, 95-96.
Bagdasarian, A. Mikael Nalbandian. (Erevan, 1980).
Barselyan, H. “Sovetakan nalbandyanagitutyan nvacumnerë.” L, 1979/11,29-40.
Bazyan, S. Mitayel Nalbandyan. (Erevan, 1955).
Berberean, M. “Grakanurtwn ew keant.” Lumay, 2 (1902), 163-74.
Berberean, R. “Mitayel Nalbandean.” HK, 7 (1928-29/10), 78-90; 11, 87-95; 

12,118-25. 8 (1929-30/1), 79-91; 2,78-91; 3,70-81; 4, 92-106; 6,129^12; 
7, 91-103; 8, 137^17; 9, 120-34.

-------—. “Nalbandeants ew G. v. Ayvazovski.” ANA, 1932/1-2, 92-101.
Chratean, K\ “Mitayel Nalbandean.” B, 60 (1902), 73-78.
Qiubar, G. “Mitayel Nalbandean.” ANA, 1930/5, 99-104.
Danielyan, M. “Mitayel Nalbandyani ëfikakan hayatstneri masin.” T, 1955/3, 

3-18.
Daronian, S. Mikael Nalbandian. (Moscow, 1963).
---------. Mikael Nalbandian i russkie revoliutsionnye demokraty. (Moscow,

1967).
---------. “Mitayel Nalbandyani ‘Minin host, myusin harsn’ norahayt vipakë.”

SG, 1968/11, 139^18.
---------. “Mitayel Nalbandyani ‘Minin host, myusin harsn’i odisakani avartë.”

SG, 1972/8, 139^10.
---------. Mikael Nalbandian: problemy tvorchestva i literatumykh sviazei. (Ere

van, 1975).
---------. “Gogolskie traditsii v tvorchestve M. Nalbandiana.” L, 1979/9, 24—35.
--------- . “M. Nalbandian i tainoe obshchestvo ‘Zemlia i Volia\” PBH, 1979/3,

21-37.
---------. Mitayel Nalbandyan. (Erevan, 1979).
Daronyan, S. “AzatuCyan ergidië.” SG, 1979/11, 147-53.
---------. “Mitayel Nalbandyani artasahmanyan arajin ulevorufyan hartsi suijë.”

SG, 1983/3, 138-44.
----- — . “Nalbandyani kellzanunneri hartsi surj.” L, 1984/2, 30-40.
Doluhanyan, A. “Mitayel Nalbandyanë ev Lazar Farpetsu Thfre’.” BEH, 

1980/3, 142-45.
Gabrielyan, R. Nalbandyanë ev bnagitufyunë. (Erevan, 1967).
Galamdaryan, V. “Nor nyuter Mitayel Nalbandyani masin.” EJ, 1955/3,43-47.
Galoyan, G. “Mitayel Nalbandyani asharhayatsti intematsionalizmë.” L, 

1979/11,18-28.
Grigor’ian, K. “Neizvestnaia stat’ia Mikaela Nalbandiana, napechatannaia v 

gazete ‘Molva’.” T, 1954/79-83.
---------. Mikael Nalbandian. (Leningrad, 1966).
Grigoryan, S , “Sayat-Novayin tvatz Nalbandyani mi gnahatakani suij.” SG, 

1962/3,114-20.
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Hachaturyan, A. Mikayel Nalbandyan. (Erevan, 1987).
Hakobyan, M. “Mikayel Nalbandyani ‘Italatsi aljka ergi’ skzbnalbyuri suijë.” 

SG, 1978/2, 145-48.
--------- . “Mamuli ev hraparakahosutyan nalbandyanakan ëmbrnumë.” L,

1979/10,21-31.
Hakobyan, P. “Petropavlovyan berdum Mikayel Nalbandyani ënfertsatz grkerits 

mekë.” L, 1969/12,61-62.
--------- . “Mikayel Nalbandyani norahayt inknagirë.” L, 1979/11, 41-43.
---------. “M. Nalbandyani chirakanatsvatz mtahlatsumnerë.” PBH, 1989/2, 75-

88.

---------. “Nalbandyani antzanof inknagirë.” EJ, 1989/8, 38-47.
---------. “Pataiikner Mikayel Nalbandyani "Arkatzk nahahôm’ poemi nahnakan

tarberakits.” PBH, 1990/1, 95-110.
Harutyunyan, G. “Kensagrakan nyut*er Mikayel Nalbandyani masin.” EJ, 

1948/5-6,51-61; 1948/10-12,48-55.
Hovhannisyan, A. “Mikayel Nalbandyani kensagrutyan anhayt mi êjë.” T, 

1954/6, 95-100.
---------. “Mikayel Nalbandyani sijadardzë idealizmits depi materializm.” T,

1954/11,3-18.
---------. Nalbandyanè ev nra zamanakë. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1955-1956).
Hudoyan, S. Mikayel Nalbandyan. (Erevan, 1956).
Incikyan, A. Mikayel Nalbandyani kyanki ev gortzuneufyan taregrufyunë. (Ere

van, 1954, 1980 [revised]).
---------. Mikayel Nalbandyan. (Erevan, 1957).
——— . “Nalbandyani anhayt erkem u ankatar mtahlatsumnerë.” PBH, 1966/4, 

19-40.
---------., and Harutyunyan, G. Mikayel Nalbandyan: Vaveragreri zolovatzu.

(Erevan, 1956).
Jrbasyan, Ëd. “Mikayel Nalbandyanë ev zolovrdakan banahyusutyunë.” PBH, 

1957/2, 67-96.
---------. “Mikayel Nalbandyani ardzaki gelarvestakan hamakargë.” PBH, 1979/3,

3-20.
—‘------. “Nalbandyanë ev ardiakanutyune.” SG, 1979/11,130-39.
---------. “ ‘Ulil canaparhi’ metz oronolë.” BEH, 1983/2, 48-74.
--------- . Mikayel Nalbandyanë ev ardiakanufyunë. (Erevan, 1984).
Karinyan, A. Mikayel Nalbandyanë ev XIX dari 60—akan tvakanneri fus 

afajavor gortzichnerë. Hodvatzner. (Erevan, 1949, 1979).
Kazarian, M. “Ob odnom psevdonime, pripisyvaemom Nalbandianu.” PBH, 

1959/4, 244-4-8.
Kusikean, K. “Mikayel Nalbandean.” Mure, 1906/1, 61-86.
Lanalanyan, A. “Mikayel Nalbandyanë ev zolovrdakan banahyusutyunë.” PBH, 

1959/1,71-80.
Lari bj an y an, G. “Mikayel Nalbandyanë hay marksistakan mtki gnahatmamb 
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Stepanyan, G. “Mikayel Nalbandyani ‘Erku tolum’ hisatakvatz mi azganvan 
aiavalman suijë.” T, 1952/6, 105-16.

---------. “Mikayel Nalbandyani ‘Azatufyun’ banasteltzutyan haryuramya
kyankë.” T, 1954/11, 59-78.
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Ter Astuatzatrean, H. Mikayel Nalbandeants. (Tiflis, 1908).
Tërtërean, A. Mikayel Nalbandean, azgutean hraparakahôsë. (Alexandrapol, 

1910 [cover says 1911]).
Tovmasian, St. “M. L. Nalbandian i russkaia revoliutsionno-demokraticheskaia 

estetika.” T, 1954/11, 19-36.

NALEAN, YAKOB (cl 706-1764)
Bom in the village of Zimara, somewhere near or between the towns of Divrigi 
and Akn (Egin, now Kemaliye), Turkey, but exact location unknown. Yakob was 
taken to Constantinople around 1720 and enrolled in the school set up by Patriarch 
Yovhannës Balisetsi Kolot (1715-41). Became a vardapet in 1728. Consecrated 
bishop in Ëjmiatzin the following year. Succeeded Kolot to the patriarchal seat of 
Constantinople in 1741, but he was dethroned in 1749. Briefly served as patriarch 
of Jerusalem, until his re-election as patriarch of Constantinople in 1752. Died in 
office.

Texts
Girk kochetseal vëm hawatoy. (Constantinople, 1733).
Girk kochetseal kristoneakan usaneli ew kam kristonëits varzich. (Constantino

ple, 1737,1747,1806).
Girk meknutean alötits srboyn Grigori Narekatswoy. (Constantinople, 1745-46).
Grkuks kochetseal hogesah erkuts carits srboyn Yohannu Oskeberanin yAndrian- 

deay grkoy errord ew chorrord caritsn otanaworeal. (Constantinople, 1746; 
Nor Nakhijewan, 1794).

Grkuks kochetseal crag csmartutean. (Constantinople, 1756).
Girk kochetseal zën hogewor. (Constantinople, 1757, 1787,1820,1844). (Parts 2 

and 3 in Turkish in Armenian characters).
Girk kochetseal gandzaran tzanutsmants. (Constantinople, 1758).
Girk alötits amenayn andzants harkawor (Constantinople, 1760).
Tetrak zunaynutenë kentsaloys, otanaworeal i hogeloys Yakob astuatzaban pa- 

triarkë Kostandnupolsoy . . . (Constantinople, 1805). (Nalean’s writing only 
10 pages long).

“Oïb môr i valamefik ordin.” M S/, 141.
“Im aregakën hawaretsaw.” M S/, 142.

Criticism

Nazaryan, S. “Hakob Nalyanë ev nra chapaberakankë.” PBH, 1984/1, 80-84.
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NAR-DOS (1867-1933)
Pen name: Nar-Dos.
Bom Mikayël Yovhannisean in Tiflis. Received his elementary education in 
the local Armenian schools. Worked as editor and administrator for several 
Armenian papers, particularly Nor-Dar (1890-1906) and Surhandak (1913-18), 
and devoted what little spare time was left to writing novels and short stories. 
Died in Tiflis.

Collections

Ëntirpatmvatzkner. (Erevan, 1934).
Erker. (Erevan, 1977).
Erker chors hatorov. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1989).
Zaryan, R. Erkeri liakatar zolovatzu. 8 vols. (Erevan, 1938-50).
Erkeri zolovatzu. 3 vols. (Erevan, 1955).
Polosyan, H., and Batikyan, L. Erkeri zolovatzu. 5 vols. (Erevan, 1968-71).

Texts
Anna Saroyean; ëtiwd. (Tiflis, 1889, 1906; Erevan, 1933; Teheran, 1955). (Nov

elette).
Spanuatz alawni. (Baku, 1901; Erevan, 1929 [revised], 1986). (Short novel). 
Tantirojs aljike. (Tiflis, 1902). (Story).
Noratzin manukë. (Valarsapat, 1904). (Story).
Nor ôrerits mëkë. (Tiflis, 1904 [cover says 1905]). (Story).
Paykar. (Tiflis, 1911; Cairo, n.d.; Erevan, 1957 [published withMahe]). (Novel). 
Mahë. (Tiflis, 1912; Moscow, 1934; Erevan, 1957 [published with Paykar]). 

(Novel).
Mertalë: patmvatzkner. (Erevan, 1926, 1952,1982). (Stories).
Erku bolsevik: St. Sahumyan, S. Spandaryan. (Erevan, 1935). (Written with 

A. Sirvanzade).
Sakuln uht gnats. Indipes bzsketsin. (Erevan, 1938). (Stories).
Grakan zarangutyun. Vol. 1 (Erevan, 1961). (Letters of A. Tzaturean and Nar- 

Dos).
Knkus larer. Zazunyan. Spanvatz atavni. (Erevan, 1971). (Novels). 
Patmvatzkner. (Erevan, 1985). (Stories).

Translations

English

Ashjian, S. “The Interest on the Black Coins.” NorAsharh (New York), December 
29,1962,4.

G erman anthologies 
AN, 29^6 .

Russian

Anna Saroian. Ubity golub\ Bor’ba. (Erevan, 1960).
Arsharuni, A. Ubity golub\ (Moscow, 1960).
Balasan, V. Nash kvartal. (Erevan, 1985). 
la i on. (Erevan, 1963).
Levonian, G. Anna Saroian. (Tiflis, 1902).
Poslednie mogikane. (Tiflis, 1935).
Povesti i rasskazy. (Moscow, 1955).
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Povesti i rasskazy. (Moscow, 1956).
Rasskazy i povesti. (Erevan, 1949).
Rasskazy i povesti. (Erevan, 1952).
Ter-Martirosian, A. Smert’. (Moscow and Leningrad, 1931).

Russian anthologies 

AASL, 23-29.
ARAS, 1,280-324.
KHAN, 1, 31-42.
RAN, 81-100.

Criticism
Eremean, A. “Zroyts vipagir Nar-Dosi het.” ANA, 1929/5, 42-44.
Harufyunyan, T. Nar-Dosi ‘Mahë’ vepë. (Erevan, 1961).
Hovakimyan, H. “Nar-Dosë ev fatronë.” SG, 1967/3, 140-41.
Hovhannisyan, G. “Nar-Dosi ‘Mer tale’ novelneri masin/’ T, 1957/2, 35-46.
---------. “Nar-Dosi ‘Payfcar’ vepë.” T, 1958/3, 51-60.
---------.Nar-Dos. (Erevan, 1959).
Hovsepyan, G. Nar-Dos. (Erevan, 1961).
K‘aIoyan, A. “Nor herosë Nar-Dosi val srjani vipaknerum.” L, 1990/6, 64-69. 
Marguni, H. “Nar-Dosi novelneri syuzen.” PBH, 1966/3, 171-76.
Rstuni, H. “Nar-Dos.” PBH, 1967/4,11-24.
Sargsyan, G. “Hay realistakan ardzaki varpetë.” SG, 1958/7,154—63.
Sarinyan, S. “Nar-Dosi stellzagortzufyunë.” SG, 1967/9, 85-95.
Stepanean, Y. “Nar-Dos.” HK, 18 (1939-40/4), 16-26; 5,127-33; 6, 97-105; 8, 

125-32.
Tërtërean, A. Nar-Dosi steltzagortzutiwnë. (Tiflis, 1913).
Zaryan, R. “Nar-Dos.” SG, 1959/2, 96-103.
Zoryan, S. “Nar-Dos.” SG, 1967/3,138-39.

N A R D U N I, SAWARS (1 8 9 8 -1 9 6 8 )
Pen name: Sawars Narduni.
Bom Ask^anaz Ayvazean in Armas, near Izmit, Turkey. Attended school in his 
birthplace. Completed his medical studies in Paris (1927) after his suspension 
from the University of Istanbul for political reasons. Contributed to Armenian 
periodicals on numerous topics, including literature, philology, and history. Also 
published Hay boyz> a popular medical journal, from 1934 to 1967.

Collections
Nardeân patarag. (Beirut, 1968).
Grakan tsolker. (Beirut, 1975).

Texts (prose)
Alpômhëkeatneru. (Athens, 1927).
Metediner, melediner. . . hëkeat ew banasteltzutiwn. (Paris, 1933).
Erusalëm, Eruslëm. . . vipergutiwn. (Paris, 1938).
Baner, baner inch baner. . . ardzak banasteltzutiwn ew hëkeat. (Paris, [1941]). 
Vardamatean (hëkeatner ew patmuatzkner). (Paris, 1951).
Nizakamart Sawarsanay dastin vray. (Paris, 1956).
Lusamatean (hëkeatner ew banasteltzutiwn). (Paris, 1966).
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Other works
Nardean siter kanach bazakov. (Paris, 1945).
Jrvëz. (Paris, 1950).
Es tesay zolovurdë. (Teheran, 1954).
Gragëtë, or ir zolovurdë ÿntrelu elatzë. (Teheran, 1954).
Ogin haykazants. (Cairo, 1954).
Meluin carë. (Paris, 1960).
Aha es cankers layn batsatz. (Paris, 1966).
Mer holerë, mer holerë. . . (Beirut, 1966).
Yanun Mesrop Mastotsi. Pastpanutiwn hay lezui. 2 vols. (Paris, 1967; Beirut, 

1969).

Criticism

B[aluean], H. “Melediner, melediner . . . grets Sawars Narduni.” Z (taregirk4), 1 
(1937), 208.

---------. “Girktem mot: Erusalëm, Erusalëm. . . vipergutiwn S. Nardunii.” Z
(amsöreay), 1 (1938/6), 45.

Mhifarean, G. “S. Narduni ew ir hëkfeafneru ‘AlpömeV’ Z (1929-[30]), 78-80. 
Parsamean, M. Sawars Narduni. (Paris, 1933).
Vahë-Vahean. “Sawars Narduni.” Ani, 6 (1954), 50-53.

NARPËY, H O R E N  (cl 8 3 1 -1 8 9 2 )
Pen names: Narpëy, Lusinean (Lusignan), and others.
Bom Horen Galfayean in Constantinople. Brilliant orator and a highly acclaimed 
poet, playwright, and translator (mainly from French). Became a member of 
the Mhifarean Congregation after completing his training at St. Lazarus. Along 
with two other Mekhitarist monks (Sargis TBodorean and Gabriel Ayvazean or 
Ayvazovski, brother of the famous painter), he severed his ties with the order 
(1856) and returned to the Church of Armenia. Consecrated bishop in Ëjmiatzin, 
in 1867. A member of the unofficial Armenian delegation to the Congress of 
Berlin (1878). Denuded of his glory and withdrawn from public life by the mid- 
1880s, he was ungraciously suspended from all religious activities in 1892 by 
patriarch Horën Asëgean of Constantinople (1888-94). Allegations that he was 
poisoned on orders from Abdulhamid II are unsubstantiated.

Texts
Arsak Erkrord. (Theodosia, 1861). (Drama).
Alafranka. (Theodosia, 1862). (Comedy).
Vardenik. (Theodosia, 1863). (Verse).
Knarpandhtin. (Constantinople, 1868). (Verse).
Stuerk haykakank. (Constantinople, 1874). (Verse).

Other works
Pölsoy ‘Meluin’ 160 tuoyn mëk hatuatzin patashan. [Constantinople, 1862]. 
Hayots Ekeletsin ew Andralernakank. (Constantinople, 1870). 
Nahakrtaranfranserën lezui. (Constantinople, 1873).
Nahnakan kristonëakan ëst vardapetutean Hayastaneayts S. Ekeletswoy. (Con

stantinople, 1877, 1890).
Krtakan kristonëakan ëst vardapetutean Hayastaneayts S. Ekeletswoy. (Con

stantinople, 1877, 1887).
Nahnakan srbazan patmutiwn. (Paris, 1896).
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Translations

English

“Vahan Mamigonian. Words and Music by Corène de Lusignan.” Armenia (news
paper), July 1,1894, 2.

English anthologies 

APt 43-59, 219-23.

French

Archag II. (Paris, 1864).
“A ma sœur Rosa,” “Annitza.” L'Arménie (London), 1893/52, 4.
“Si Ton me donnait. . .” L'Arménie (London), 1893/53, 1. (Reprinted in 

L ’Arménie, 1894/66, 4).
Tchobanian, A. “A Victor Hugo.” V Hugo, Chateaubriand et Lamartine dans la 

littérature arménienne. (Paris, 1935), 1-2.
“Vahan Mamigonian. Paroles et musique de Corène de Lusignan.” LArménie 

(London), 1894/69, 2.

French anthologies 
APA, 47-58.
PA, 149-51.

Spanish anthologies 
APAS, 131-34.

Criticism
“Bischof Khohren Narbegh Lucinian.” Der christliche Orient, 7 (1906), 149-60. 
Eremean, S. “Narpëy.” B, 71 (1913), 42-44, 57-64.
Hatsuni, V. Norakert hay Lusineanner. (Venice, 1953).
Sahaziz, E. “Horën arkepiskopos Galfayeanë ew Nalbandeantsi Altsmikë.” 

Lumay, 5 (1903), 101^18; 6 (1903), 102-48.
Siruni, H. “Antzanot ëjer Horen Narpeyi kyanken.” PBH, 1970/1, 175-86.

NATALI, SAHAN (1 8 8 4 -1 9 8 3 )
Pen names: Nemesis, Sahan, Sahan Nafali.
Bom Yakob Tër Yakobean in Hiwsenik, a village near Harberd (Harput, Turkey). 
Attended the local Armenian elementary school. Orphaned when his father was 
killed during the Armenian massacres of the mid-1890s. Continued his studies at 
the Përpërean school in Constantinople (1897-1901). Taught in his native village 
(1901-04) and emigrated to the United States in 1904. He was one of the chief 
organizers of the assassination, soon after World War I, of some of the principal 
Young Turk Ottoman leaders, who had masterminded the Armenian genocide of

Santer. (Boston, 1907) (Verse).
Amper. (Constantinople, 1909). (Verse).
Ôrënki ew ënkerutean zoherën. (Boston, 1909). (Stories). 
Kawutean erger. (Boston, 1911). (Verse).
Seri ew atelutean erger. (Boston, 1915). (Verse).
Mardë. (Smyrna, 1912). (Play).
Aslan bëg. (Boston, 1918). (Play).
Vrëzi awetaran. Vol. 2. (Boston, 1918). (Verse).
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Kezi. (Boston, [1920]). (Verse).
NsmarSahanNataliigrakan, hasarakakanyisnameay keankin. ([Boston], 1953). 

(Includes poetry).

Other works
Kargawor ‘hayrer*. (New York, 1917).
Turkerë ew ment (veragnahatumner). (Athens, 1928; [Boston], 1931). 
Aleksandrapoli dasnagrën 1930i kovkasean apstambutiwnnerë (veragnahatum

ner). 2 vols. (Marseilles, 1934, 1935).
Erewani hamadzaynagirë. (Boston, 1941).
Girk matutsman ew hatutsman. I. Ayspës spannetsink. II. Yaweluatz. ([Boston], 

1949).
‘Verstin yaweluatz* Aleksandrapoli dasnagri Hnchpës’n u ‘inchu’n pastönakan 

vaweragreru ewyusagrakan vkayutiwnneru loysin tak. (Boston, 1955).

Criticism

NsmarSahanNataliigrakan, hasarakakanyisnameay keankin. ([Boston], 1953).

N A ZA N I, (1870-1912)
Pen name: Nazani.
Ôhanës Tër-Martirosean, an asut, lived in Alexandrapol (Leninakan, now 
Gyumri).

Poetry
THG, 245-49.

NERSES MOKATSI (cl 575-cl 625)
Also known as “Bellu” and “Vanetsi” (i.e., from Van). Nersës was bom in the 
village of Asknjaws, reportedly located in the old Armenian region of Mokk4, 
south of Lake Van. Acquired his education at the famous school of the monasteiy 
of AmrtÖl (also Amrdol or Amlordi), in Bales (Bitlis). From 1616-21 he taught 
at the celebrated “Siwneats Anapat” hermitage, near Tafew in Eastern Armenia. 
The Hermitage of Lim, which he founded on the islet of Lim in Lake Van, played 
a significant role in the revival of monastic life and Armenian culture in the 
seventeenth century.

Texts (verse)
“Vicabanufiwn erkni ew erkri.” B, 5 (1847), 331-32.
“Nshar paytin or snorhetsaw.” B, 20 (1862), 232.
Tzovakan, N. “Mijnadaryan talasatsner (Nersës vard. Mokatsi).” EJ, 1944/10-12, 

32-35. (Includes texts and criticism).
Doluhanyan, A. Nerses Mokatsi, banasteltzutyunner. (Erevan, 1975, 1985).

Criticism
Akinean, N. Balësi dprotse, 1500-1704. (Vienna, 1952), 92-115. (“Nersës v. 

Bellu Mokatsi”).
Doluhanyan, A. “Nerses Mokatsun verabervol mi dzeragri masin.” L, 1970/7, 

92-93.
---------. Nerses Mokatsi, banasteltzutyunner. (Erevan, 1975 [5-33], 1985).
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N IR A N I, (1822 ?)
Pen names: Nirani, Sahri.
Yovhannës Saramanean, anativeofValarsapat(Ëjmiatzin), was a self-taught asul.

Poetry
MKH, 571.
THG, 105-9.

NOR-AYR, (1 9 1 2 -1 9 8 1 )
Pen name: Nor-Ayr.
Bom Norayr Harufyunyan in the village of Mawrak in the region of Kars. 
Novelist. Educated in Leninakan (now Gyumri) and Nor Bayazet (now Kamo, 
Armenia). Completed special courses in journalism (1931) under the auspices of 
the Communist party of Armenia and edited a number of local periodicals. Held 
various cultural and administrative positions, and from 1957 to 1974 he was the 
secretary to the Kirovakan (now Vanadzor) section of the Union of Soviet Writers 
of Armenia.

Texts (stories and novels)

Cartarapetuhin. (Erevan, 1932).
Prkutyan paros. (Erevan, 1938).
Hyuranotsi aljikë. (Erevan, 1946).
Olortnerum. (Erevan, 1947).
Novellier ev vipakner. (Erevan, 1949).
Luyser. (Erevan, 1950).
Antari ergë. (Erevan, 1959).
MetzPami. (Erevan, 1961).
Lorva astler. (Erevan, 1962).
Nvirakan srter. (Erevan, 1965).
Anapati aravotë. (Erevan, 1968).
Aram. (Erevan, 1970).
Patmutyun grvatz tari vra. (Erevan, 1978).

Translations (Russian)
Aram. (Moscow, 1970).

N O R  TETRAK O R  K O C H I Y O R D O R A K  SARADRETSEAL SAKS S TA - 
PELOY ERITASARDATSN, E W M A N K A N T S  H A Y K A ZA N TS N  I V E -  

HERO TEAL E W  I H E IG A TS E A L T M R U T E N Ë  K N O Y  TZU LU T E A N
This important book reflects aspects of Armenian political thought, especially 
the views of some leaders of the Armenian community in India in the closing 
decades of the eighteenth century. It is a patriotic exhortation intended to awaken 
the timid and indolent Armenian youth and to prompt readers with the prospect of 
a future Armenia, revived through self-reliance. It reviews Armenian history and 
the causes for the collapse of Armenian political power and analyzes a number 
of favorable economic and geographic factors meant to inspire optimism. Author 
uncertain. Originally, it was attributed to Yakob Sahamirean, and later to Movsës 
Balramean. Some believe it was a collective effort.
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Texts
Nor tetrak or kochi yordorak saradretseal saks stapeloy eritasardatsn, ew 

mankants haykazantsn i veheroteal ew i helgatseal tmrutenë knoy tzulutean. 
(Madras, 1772-73).

Criticism
Mnatsakanyan, A. “Ovë ‘Nor tetrak, or kochi yordorak. , grid helinakë?” PBH, 

1962/2,131-42.
Polosyan, S. “Azatagrakan galap^ahosufyune ‘Nor tetrak or kochi yordorak’ 

gAtimPBEH, 1972/2, 86-100,

NORENTS, VAtARSAK (1 9 0 3 -1 9 7 3 )
Pen name: Valarsak Norents.
Bom Valarsak Eritsean in Sënik, a village in the region of Sasun (south of Mus, 
Turkey). Poet. Received his elementary education in his native village. Survived 
the Armenian massacres of 1915. Grew up in orphanages in Tiflis and Leninakan 
(now Gyumri). Attended the Nersisean school and settled in Erevan. In 1925, 
he participated in the founding of “Noyember” (November), a literary society, 
which soon merged with its rival, “Hayastani proletarakan grolneri asotsiatsia” 
(Association of Proletarian Writers of Armenia), to form a new union of writers, 
“Hayastani proletarakan grolneri miufyun” (Union of Proletarian Writers of 
Armenia). Survived many years of exile under Stalin.

Collections
Erker. (Erevan, 1963).
Erkeri zolovatzu. 3 vols. (Erevan, 1971-76).

Texts (verse)
Öreri campin. (Dilijan, 1925).
Irikun. (Erevan, 1926).
Erkrord girk. (Erevan, 1930).
Lirikakan front. (Erevan, 1932).
Banasteltzutyunner. (Erevan, 1936).
Girk knarakan. (Erevan, 1954).
Canaparhner. (Erevan, 1956).
Imasharhë. (Erevan, 1958).
Pse sapik. (Erevan, 1959).
Dareri avand. (Erevan, 1968).

Other works
Tasnerku tari (Sovetakan Hayastani 1920-32) msakufayin kyanki notagrutyun.

(Erevan, 1933). (Written with Vahram Alazan).
Huser ev ardzagankner. (Erevan, 1968). (Reminiscences and literary articles).

Translations

French anthologies

Rebec, J. P. E, 81-82.
LPA, 314-15.

Russian

Altaiskii K., and Pen’kovskii, L. Lirika. (Erevan, 1956).
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Izbrannye stikhi. (Moscow, 1936).
Stikhotvoreniia. (Moscow, 1957).

Criticism
“Argasavor canaparh.” SG, 1963/9,116-19.
Hatityan, G. “Valarsak Norents.” SG, 1961/5, 130-36.

NURIKEAN, B ENIAM IN  (1 8 9 4 -1 9 8 8 )
Bom in the village of Hiwsenik, near Harberd (Harput, Turkey). Received his 
elementary education at the village school and at the school founded by Tlkatintsi 
(q.v.) in Harberd. Arrived in the United States in 1913. Graduated from Columbia 
University in 1920 and received his M. A. from the same institution the following 
year. One of the founders and editors of Nor gir, a journal of literature and the 
arts, published in New York (1936-54).

Texts (stories)
Aygekufk. (New York, 1937).
Panduht hoginer. (Erevan, 1958).
Karot hayreni. (Erevan, 1978).

Translations (anthologies)
Kara-Sarkissian. E, 138—42.
KNS, 81-87.
PCN, 127-14.

Criticism
Baluean, H. “Aygekufk; ardzak éjer B. Nurikeani.” Z  (amsöreay), 1 (1938/5), 39. 
B[aluean], H. “Panduht hoginer.” Z (amsaferf), 4 (1960/11-12), 14.
Selyan, P. “Beniamin Nurikyan.” SG, 1958/1,183-85.
Taturyan, §. “Beniamin Nurikyan.” SG, 1974/12, 97-105.

O H A N  KARO (1 8 9 0 -1 9 3 3 )
Pen name: Ohan Karo.
Bom Yovhannës Karapetean in Nor Giwl, a village in the region of Van. A teacher 
by profession; educated at Alfamar in Lake Van. Joined the Armenian volunteers 
in the Caucasus during World War I. Settled in Paris permanently after 1920. 
Most of his writings (prose and poetry) are still scattered in the periodical press.

Collections
Hrcitnerën mindiew horhrdaran: ardzak ëjer ew kertuatzner. (Paris, 1933). 

(Prose and poetry).

ORBEREAN, RUBËN (1 8 74-1931)
Pen name: Ruben Alikean.
Bom in Malaria (Malatya), Turkey. Educated at the Euphrates College in Harberd 
(Harput). Moved to Constantinople in the early 1890s. Taught, for a decade or 
so, in Smyrna and Constantinople. Went into business in Djibouti, 1903-20. 
Correspondent for The Daily Mail of London and The New York Herald during 
the Russo-Japanese War. In 1920, he took up permanent residence in Paris. A 
good deal of his prose and poetry is still buried in periodicals.
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Collections
Petrosyan, E. Erker. (Erevan, 1963).

Texts
Yisatakats tzatikner, otanawor ew ardzak gruatzk. (Constantinople, 1893). (Prose 

and poetry).
Ovasis (ardzak ew otanawor). (Paris, 1920). (Prose and poetry).

Works in periodicals
AM, 1896, 555-57, 563-66, 630-32, 656-57, 662454, 698-700. 1897, 283-84, 

318,654.1898,189-91,545-46,672-73,712-13,781-82.1899,35-36,359- 
60,438-41,532,626-27,764,908-11,957-58.1900,19-21,901-3,940-43. 
1901, 11-13, 458-62, 579-84. 1902, 29-30, 205-9, 565-66, 921-25. 1904, 
440-42. 1905, 302-5, 493-94, 1097-102. 1907, 8-10. 1908, supplement 1, 
85. 1909,870-71.

M, 1900/6, 82-83; 8, 116-17; 12, 183; 16, 247-^19; 24, 376-78; 30, 467; 31, 
487-88; 38, 604-5. 1901/4, 57-59. 1902/6, 84-87; 37, 557-59.

Nawasard, 1914,19-20.

Translations (French anthologies)
APA, 149-56.

Criticism

Ësacanean, L. “Rubën Orberean.” HK, 11 (1932-33), 123-27.
Gabrielyan, V. “R. Orberyanë ev spfyurkahayutyan hamahavake.” T, 1964/1, 51- 

60.
--------- . “R. Orberyan.” SG, 1964/5,146-49.
---------. Ruben Orberyan: kyankë ev grakan gortzuneufyunë. (Erevan, 1964).
Pësiküaslean, N. “Rubën Orbereanë.” HK, 41 (1963/6), 44-47.

O RBUNI, ZAREH (1 902-1980)
Pen names: Heraz, Zareh Orbuni.
Born Zareh Ëôksiwzean in Ordu (Türkey). Novelist. His father was killed during 
the genocide of 1915, but he and his mother managed to flee to Simferopol. 
Attended the Përpërean school during a short stay in Constantinople (1919-22). 
Sailed for France, lived in Marseilles for two years, then in Paris (1924-30) and 
Strasbourg (1930-37). Editor, jointly with Petros Zaroyean (1903-), of two short
lived periodicals: Nor hawatk (1924) and Lusabats (1938-39). A prisoner of war 
in Germany from 1940 to 1945. Although most of his novels and short stories 
have been published separately, some of his verse and prose writings are still 
scattered in periodicals, and some are still in manuscript form.

Collections
Ev elev mard. (Erevan, 1967). (Includes Pordzë, Ev elev mard and 8 short stories).

Texts (stories and novels)
Pordzë. (Marseilles, 1929; Beirut, 1958).
Varclzu seneak. (Paris, 1946).
DëpiErkir. (Paris, 1947).
Andzrewot örer. (Paris, 1958).
Ew elew mard. (Paris, 1965).
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Patmuatzkner (Beirat, 1966).
Teknatzun. (Beirut, 1967).
Asfalfë, (Istanbul, 1972).
Sovorakan örme. (Beirut, 1974).

Works in periodicals
ANA, 1 (1930/6), 76-78; 2 (1930/2), 31-33; 2 (1930/3), 31-32; 2 (1930/4), 40. 3 

(1931/4), 40; 2 (1931/5-6), 79-92; 3 (1931/1-2), 154. 8 (1937/1-2), 45-54. 
9 (1938/1-3), 15-19. 11 (1940/4), 17-21.

AND, 1 (1952), 25-32. 3 (1953), 76-84.11 (1960), 17-29.12 (1961), 24-32.13 
(1962), 49-61. 15 (1964), 48-56. 16 (1965), 12-16. 18 (n.d.), 58-64.

Am, 1 (1946), 8-12, 59-64, 183-85, 306-8. 2 (1947-48), 6-7, 225-26, 406-8, 
457-62.4 (1950-51/10), 535-37.4 (1950-51/11-12), 591-96.5 (1952), 4-6. 
6 (1954/2), 81-89.

Translations (Russian anthologies)
KNS, 171-75.
PCN, 35-47.

Criticism
Chinchinean, Z. “Z. M. Orbunii Andzrewot ôrerë.” Z (amsafeif), 3 (1958/4—5),

12.
Fënërcean, G. “Halatzuatznerë, A. Pordze, Z. M. Orbuni.” Z, 1 (1929-30), 301-2. 
Ter-Yakobean, Y. “Z. Orbunii ‘Andzrewot ôrer’ë.” Z (amsafert*) 3 (1958/4-5), 

12.

Vahë-Vahean. “ ‘Dëpi Erkir’ Z. M. Orbunii, Fariz, 1948.” Ani, 2 (1947-48/11), 
613-14.

Yakobean, A. “Z. M. Orbunii ‘Pordze’.” Z, 2 [1931], 65-67.

Ö SAKAN, YAKOB (1 8 8 3 -1 9 4 8 )
Pen names: Geljuk, Yakob Osakan, Yakob Yovhannësean.
Bom Yakob Kfiwfëcean in Sëôlëôz, near Bursa. Writer, critic, and teacher. After 
elementary school in his birthplace, he attended the Armas seminary for a 
year. Began his lifelong teaching career in Bursa; moved on to Malgara and 
Constantinople. There, jointly with Kostan Zaryan and Gelam Barselean (q.q.v.), 
he launched the periodical Mehean (1914). With some luck and adroitness, he 
managed, unlike most of his colleagues, to escape death in 1915, by fleeing to 
Bulgaria disguised as a German officer. Returned to Constantinople after the 
Armistice of Mudros and published the periodical Bardzravank (1922), with a 
few old friends and confrères who had survived the butchery of 1915. He and 
his colleagues left Constantinople for the last time in 1922. Taught in Bulgaria, 
Cairo, Cyprus (Melkonian), and lastly at the St. James Armenian seminary in 
Jerusalem. Died in Aleppo.

Collections
Kalhank. (Jerusalem, 1946).
Snapean, P. Erker. [Beirut and Anfrlias, 1973]. (Includes Tzakptukë, HaciMurat, 

and Haci Aptullah).
Kurtikyan, S. Erker (Erevan, 1979).
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Literary works
Honarhnerë. Vol. 1. (Constantinople, 1920; Beirut, 1958). (Stories).
Horhurdneru meheanë. (Constantinople, 1922). (Tales).
Erbpatani en. (Constantinople, 1926). (Story).
Mnatsordats. 3 vols. (Cairo, 1932-34; Antilias, 1988). (Incomplete novel).
Stepanos Siwnetsi (knarahal mijin darerën). (Paris, 1938). (Play).
Erb mefnil gitenk. (Jerusalem, 1944). (Play).
Örn örerun: horhurd (mer zamanaknerën). (Jerusalem, 1946 [cover says 1947]). 

(Play).
Kayserakan yalfergutiwn. Hinên u norën. Erb pztik en. (Beirut, 1983). (Stories).
Knarahaler (Beirut, 1983). (Plays in verse).
Minchew ur [?]. (Beirut, 1983). (Play).
Namakani. Vol. 1. (Beirut, 1983). (Letters).
Erknki cambov (hal mer zamanaknerë, druag më mer taragrutenën). (Beirut, 

1985). (Play).’
Sahak Pargewean. Vëp. (Antilias, 1985). (Novel).
Siwlëyman Ëfënti. (Antilias, 1985). (Novel).
Erek taterahaler: Norpsakë; Knkahayrë; Akloramartë. (San Francisco, 1990).

Other works
Hay grakanutiwn. (Jerusalem, [1942], 1966 [3d ed.]). (A textbook of modem - 

Armenian literature).
Spiwrkë ew iraw banastelîzutiwnë. (Jerusalem, 1945). (On V. Fëkëean).
Hamapatker arewmtahay grakanutean. 10 vols. (Vols. 1-5, Jerusalem, 1945, 

1953, 1954, 1956, 1962, respectively; Vol. 6, Beirut, 1968; Vols. 7-10, 
Antilias, 1979, 1980, 1980, 1982, respectively). (A history of Western Ar
menian literature).

Vkayutiwn me. (Aleppo, 1946). (On A. Tzarukean’s poem “Hëy jan Erewan”).
Arewelahay banasirutiwnë ew Ëjmiatzin: Garegin katolikos Yovsëpearu (Beirut 

and Antilias, 1948). (On Eastern Armenian philology and Garegin Yovsë- 
ptean).

Hraskë. (Antilias, 1984). (A polemical defense of the religious and spiritual 
aspects of the Armenian ethos against communist materialism in Soviet 
Armenia).

Vahan Tëkëean. (Beirut, 1985).
Mer matenagimerë. (Antilias, 1987). (On Sahak Parfew, Pawstos Buzand, Lazar 

Farpetsi, Elisë, Movsës Kalankatuatsi, Yovhannës Drashanakerttsi, Nersës 
Snorhali, and Nerses Lambronatsi).

Works in periodicals
HK, 2 (1923-24/4), 6-29; 5,18-38.3 (1924-35/10), 1-17.4 (1925-26/4), 34-35.

41 (1963/4), 1-8.
Z, 1 (1929—[30]), 15-18; 67-69. Z (taregirk4), 1 (1937), 54-63. Z (amsöreay),

1 (1937/1), 1. Z (eramseay), 1947/2, 109. Z (amsaferf), 4 (1960/9-10), 3; 4 
(1960/11-12), 5. (Incomplete).

“Erknki Gambo^ HK, 14 (1935-36/6), 8-27; 7, 50-66; 8, 48-54; 9, 10-30. 
(Play).

“Minchew ur \_7Y HK, 17 (1938-39/3), 1-14; 4, 39-57; 5,54-69. (Play).
AND, 5 (n.d.), 61-62, 6-7 (n.d.), 65, 192.
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Criticism
Andrëasean, A. “ÖSakani ‘Datum’in vripankë.” Ani, 1 (1946), 275-82. 
B[aluean], H. “I patiw Yakob Ösakanin (-Ösakan knnadatë).” Z (amsoreay), 1/2 

(1937), 12.
---------. “Yakob Osakan.” Z (eramseay), 1948/3, 233-36.
Chakërean, G. “Yakob Ösakan.” HK, 28 (1950/12), 33^7 .
Hamastel. “N. Albaleani ew Y. Osakani masin.” HK, 27 (1949/12), 22-26. 
Mhitarean, G. “Yakob Ösakan.” HK, 26 (1948/3), 84-89.
Farsamean, M. “Yakob Osakan aruestagëtë.” Z (amsaterf), 1 (1956/4), 1; 1 

(1956/5-6), 6-7; 1 (1956/7), 4.
---------. “Yakob Osakan grakan knnadat.” AND, 12 (1961), 113-18.
Tasean, B. “Mayrineru suidn tak, grakan zroyts më Y. Ösakani het.” HK, 10 

(1931-32/5), 125-38; 7, 151-60.
—------ . “Hanrayin gitzë Osakani grakanutean mëj.” Z (taregirk), 1 (1937), 86-

89.
Vahë-Vahean. “Yakob Osakan.” Ani, 2 (1947-48), 368-70.

OSTANIK (1 8 9 6 -1 9 5 4 )
Bom Ostanik Yovhannësean in Olm, a village near Van. Attended Armenian 
schools in Van, Alfamar, Ëjmiatzin, and Erevan. Joined the ranks of Armenian 
volunteers during World War I and remained in Eastern Armenia until 1921. 
Worked as an editor and taught in the first Republic of Armenia. Crossed the 
border into Iran when Armenia became Soviet. Spent the next decade or so in 
Paris. Taught in Teheran from 1934 until his death.

Erker. (Teheran, 1972).
Collections

Texts
Hekekankner (Erevan, 1913).
Ziwlfi ergen (Tabriz, 1921).
Arewelkën arewmutk. (Paris, 1932).
Erg ergots. (Teheran, 1934).
Sahëni hrcifë. (Teheran, 1935).
Nerasharh. (Teheran, 1942).

O TEAN, ERUAND (1 8 6 9 -1 9 2 6 )
Pen names: E. M. Kiwröt (with Mikayël Kiwrcean), Eröt, Vahram, Vahram 
Vahramean, S. Zirayr.
Bom in Constantinople. Satirist, novelist, journalist, and translator. Left the 
Përpërean school after a year or so and was tutored privately. Contributed to 
Armenian papers and published numerous periodicals, most of them short-lived 
(e.g., Azat hösk, Krak, Karapnat, Sew katu, Ignat ala, etc.). The Armenian 
massacres of the mid-1890s marked the first phase of his wandering life. He 
fled the Ottoman capital and lived in Athens, Vienna, London, Paris, and visited 
India (1904) before temporarily settling in Alexandria (1902-09). Returned to 
Constantinople after the Young Turk coup. He was deported to the Syrian desert 
in 1915, but survived and returned to his birthplace immediately after World
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War I. Left Constantinople in 1922 and lived in Bucharest and various parts of 
the Middle East. Died in Cairo.

Collections
Erkeri zolovatzu. (Erevan, 1934).
Manukyan, A. Erker. (Erevan, 1956).
Makaryan, A. Erkeri zolovatzu. 6 vols. (Erevan, 1960-63)..
Erker. (Erevan, 1978).
Entir erker. (Erevan, 1988).

Texts (novels and prose)
Franko-frkakan paterazm kam Charsëlë Artin ala. (Constantinople, 1909).

(Comedy; written with Mik*. Kiwrcean).
Zavallën. (Constantinople, 1909, 1928; Beirut, 1961). (Vaudeville).
Afakelufiwn me i Tzaplvar. (Constantinople, 1911; Venice, 1959). (Part of Ènker 

Panjuni).
Aptiwl Hamit ew Serlök Holms. (Constantinople, 1911;Beirut, 1937). (Novel). 
Saliha hanem kam Banakë Brnaworin dëm: vëp ösm. yelaÿohakan keankë.

(Constantinople, 1912. 1931; Beirut, 1938). (Novel).
Polos ÿasa Nupar (kensagrakan noter). (Constantinople, 1913). (Biography). 
Ènker Panjuni (ir nor arakelutiwnë Vaspurakani mëj ew ir asharhayeatsknerë).

(Constantinople, 1914). (Part of Ènker Panjuni).
Ènker Panjuni Vaspurakani mëj. Ênkervarakan namakani ënker B. Panjuniê.

(Constantinople, 1914). (Part of Ènker Panjuni).
Ariwnot yisatakner. (Constantinople, 1920).
Cepëntats noratzinë. (Constantinople, 1920; Alexandria, 1928).
ChakërAvram kam Grigorin vrëzë. (Constantinople, 1920).
Ergitzabanakan taretsoyts. (Constantinople, 1920).
Yelaÿohutean makaboytznerë. (Constantinople, 1920). (Stories).
Datastanakan horhurdin arjew kam Berayi gaytaklufiwnnerë: ergitzakan vëp 

polsakan keankë. (Constantinople, 1921). (Novel).
Ergitzakan taretsoyts: 1922. (Constantinople, 1921).
Talakanin knikë. (Constantinople, 1921). (Novel).
Matnichë: vëp azgayin yelaÿohakan keankë. (Constantinople, 1922; Beirut, 

1940). (Novel).
Tasnerku tari Polsën durs. 1896-1908. (Constantinople, 1922). (Reminiscences). 
Karki arkatz më. (Constantinople, 1924).
Azgayin barerar: (Cairo, 1926). (Novelette).
Es drsetsi chem amer. (Constantinople, 1926 [cover says 1927]). (Novel). 
Herosahal. (Constantinople, 1928). (Play; written with Mik\ Kiwrcean). 
Èntanik, patiw, baroyakan: vëppolsahay azgayin keankë. (Constantinople, 1929). 

(Novel).
Mijnord tër papan: ergitzakan vëp polsahay keankë. (Constantinople, 1930). 

(Novel).
Ënker Panjuni. (Paris, 1935). (Includes Tzaplvar, Vaspurakan, Asharhayeats- 

Lnerë, Pahpanolakanë). (Novel).
Ènker Panjuni i Tzaplvar ew Vaspurakan. (Cairo, 1938). (111. by A. Saruhan; part 

of Ènker Panjuni).
Paterazm ew . . , halalufiwn. (Ëntanekan namakani). (Paris, 1938). (Prose). 
Ënker Panjuni taragrutean mëj ew Ënker Panjunii asharhayeatsknerë. (Cairo, 

1939). (111. by A. Saruhan; part of Ënker Panjuni).
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Tër-Minasean, A. Ôteani namakner, ergitzakan vaweragrer. 1. srjan. (Con
stantinople, 1946).

Hambardzum aîa. (Erevan, 1956). (Story).
Ënker Panjuni Vaspurakani mëj. (Venice, 1959; 1962). (Part of Ënker Panjuni). 
Ënker Fanjuni taragrutean mëj and Paterazm ew halalutiwn. (Venice, 1960). 

(The first title is part of Ënker Panjuni).

Translations

English

Antreassian, J. Comrade Panchoonie. 2 parts. (New York, 1977). (Part 1: 
Dsablvar; part 2: Vasbouragan).

“Comrade Panchoonie.” Ararat, Summer 1961, 23. (Excerpts of a satirical prose 
narrative).

Mandalian, J. “A Mission to Dzablvar.” The Armenian Review, Summer, 1952, 
3-27.

French

Cavezian, Z. Une mission à Dzablvar; lettres socialistes du citoyen P. Pantchouni. 
(Smyrna, 1922).

Feydit, F. Une mission à Dzablvar. (Venice, 1961).

French anthologies 
Yéghiaian, A. E, 108-13.

G erman anthologies 
AN, 47-56.

Russian anthologies 

KHAN, 1, 43-52; 2, 147-61.
RAN, 138-59.

Criticism
Feydit, F. “La Comédie et la satire en Arménie: Baronian et Odian.” B, 118 (1960), 

167-78; 119 (1961), 24-30.
Mahmuryan, A. “ErgitzanJddrsevorman ai*andznahatkufyunnere Er. Otyani ‘Enk.

Fanjuni’ vepum.” BEH, 1989, 120-25.
Makaryan, A. “Ervand Ötyane ibrev knnadat.” T, 1947/1, 49-60.
---------. Ervand Ötyan. (Erevan, 1957).
;---------. Ervand Ötyan. (Erevan, 1965).
—-------. “Ervand Otyani namaknerë A. Chopanyanin.” L, 1966/6, 72-81.
---------. “Metz ergitzabanë.” SG, 1969/12,114-17.
Manukyan, S. “Hay metz ardzakagir-ergitzabanë.” PBH, 1979/3,117-29.
----- :— . “Katakakan ergitzavepi varpetë.” L, 1979/12, 3-15.
Puslikean, Y. “Eruand Ôtean (tznndean lOOameakin arifov).” B, 127 (1969), 287- 

96; 128 (1970), 55-59, 268-75.
Siruni, Y. “Gitzer Eruand Ôteani keankên.” HK, 5 (1926-27/8), 45-52; 9, 37-45. 
---------. “Ervand Ötyan.” SG, 1969/12, 118-36.
Titanyan, N. “Ervand Otyani patmvatzkneri kafutsvatzkë ev lezun.” L, 1979/10 

13-20.

PAtTASAR DPIR (cl 6 8 3 -c l 768)
Also referred to as Grigorean, after his father; Kesarean, after his father’s native 
city, Kayseri; and Kostandnupolsetsi, after his birthplace. Bom in Constantinople.
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Poet, teacher, and publisher. Studied at the feet of Bishop Astuatzatur Julayetsi, 
a nuncio of the Catholicos of All Armenians. Until his death, he taught and 
supervised at the Kum Kapu school of the Armenian Patriarchate, founded by 
Patriarch Yakob Nalean (q.v.). Many of those who studied under him later became 
distinguished men of letters or leaders (including Simëon Erewantsi and Petros 
Lapantsi q.q.v.). Pahasar is credited with the publication of several old Armenian 
texts of importance (e.g., Arakfel Siwnetsi, Adamgirk; Grigor Tafewatsi, Girt 
hartsmants, etc.). Died in Constantinople.

Texts
Grguks sahawët, uni yinkean bazum inch hawaketseal asti ew anti. Yalags ögti 

orots mits unin ew Iselis. (Constantinople, cl715-25; cl750).
Pu patmutiwn girki oitur ki, Grigorios surb Lusaworichin ëvëlintën ahërënatak 

patmutiwnunu vë pu Hayots azgën nê sëpëptën kristonëakan hawatkna 
këlip lusaworel ôlmasënë, tiynëyënë nagl ëtër. (Constantinople, n.d.; 1820, 
1831, 1841, 1850; Jerusalem, 1867, 1884, 1889, 1901, 1909, 1928). (The 
story of Grigor Lusaworich and the conversion of Armenia; in Armeno- 
Turkish).

Parzabanutiwn kerakanutean karcarôt ew diwrimats. Yalags nor ekelots i usumn 
grots gitutean. 2 vols. (Constantinople, 1736,1771; Madras, 1791). (A gram
mar of Classical Armenian in Classical Armenian).

[“Krfufiwn kristonëakan”] Pu girk ölturki kristonëakan hawatkëmeza igtizalë 
kerëk Ôlan pir gach ëôyrënilëcëklër hayca pilmëyën kristoneay elbayrlarëmëz 
ichin tiwrkce saradrel oluntu, vë atënë Krtutiwn kristonëakan tëtik. (Con
stantinople, 1742, 1777, 1816, 1816, 1820). (In Armeno-Turkish.)

Örinakk barewagrats norapës saradretseal (Constantinople, 1752, 1786, 1807, 
1827).

Anuamb Astutzoy Hör ew Ordwoy ew Hogwoyn Srboy. Grkoyk or kochi Tsank girk 
Nor Ktakaranin. Or parunakë yinkean zbans omans erewelis edeal ëst aybbe- 
nakan kargin handerdz hamaratuov glhotsn ew hamaratsn tënatmants. . . 
(Constantinople, 1753).

Girk kerakanutean. (Constantinople, 1760). (A grammar of Classical Armenian 
in modern Armenian).

Tataran pokrik Paltasar Dprë asatseal zanazan gunov (Constantinople, 1768).
(3d ed.; 1st and 2d eds. supposedly published in 1723 and 1734). (Verse). 

Tataranik siroy ew karôtanats ew ayl i Paltasar Dprë i veray zanazan gunits.
(Constantinople, 1768). (Verse).

[Talaran]. (Constantinople, 1768). (Verse; published untitled).
[Talaran]. (Constantinople, n.d.). (Verse; published untitled).
[,Zamanakagrutiwn] (“Abgar hawatats i KVistos i fuin Kristosi 40 . . .”). Manr 

zamanakagrutyunner XlII~XVIiï dd., V. A. Hakobyan, Vol. 1 (Erevan, 1951), 
333-49. (Chronicle).

Talikner siroy ew karôtanats. (Erevan, 1958). (Verse; ed. by S. Nazaryan and As. 
Mnatsakanyan).

Nazaryan, S. Talikner. (Erevan, 1985).
“Taler Paltasar Dpri.” CHE, 91-102. (14 poems).
“Erg urahufean.” MKH, 373-74. (Poems).
“Garunn ë batsuer.” MKHf 374-75. (Poems).
“I nnjmanëd arkayakan.” MKH, 469.
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“Zis k“o siroyn, ov nazeli.” MPT, 56-57.
“Sat siro ktez barew . . MPT, 57-58.
“Zandzn im ayspës achk4 yartasus.” MPT, 58.

Translations

French

LPA, 149-50.
RA, 2, 264—83.

Russian 

AAP, 313-14.

Criticism
Bahchinyan, H. “Baldasar Dpirë orpes banasteltz.” PBH, 1990/1, 127-38. 
Nazaryan, S. Paltasar dpir. (Erevan, 1985).
-------- . “Narekatsiakan sarzumë 18-rd darum Paltasar dpri k*narergufean mëj.”

B, 1986/1-4, 202-35.
Poturean, M. “Paltasar Dpir.” B, 70 (1912), 334—39.

PANOSEAN, AtEK‘SANDR (1859-1919)
Pen name: Alpfaslan.
Bom in Constantinople and educated at the Nupar-Sahnazarean Armenian school 
there. Poet and translator; wrote children’s literature and comedies. Also wrote 
in French.

Texts

Soler u isoler. (Constantinople, 1884). (Verse).
Teknatzuner. (Constantinople, 1901). (Comedy).
Aygekut. (Constantinople, 1908). (Verse).
Azat knar. (Constantinople, 1908). (Verse).

Criticism
Aleksandr Panosean, 1859-1919, yobeleani yisatak. (Constantinople, 1919). 
Armine, “ICerfolufean rahviray më.” M, 1900/39, 615-17.
Gamer. “Uruagitzner-Alel^sandr Panosean.” M, 1903/33, 521.

PANOSEAN, SMBAT (1909-)
Bom in Tiflis. Orphaned at a very young age and raised in orphanages. Moved, 
along with hundreds of other orphans, to Jerusalem in 1922. Graduated from 
the Melkonian Educational Institute of Cyprus (1926-30). Following a so
journ in Beirut (1930-33), he permanently settled in Latakia, Syria. His novels 
and short stories reflect realities of the Armenian Dispersion of the Middle 
East.

Texts
Anardzagang kayler. (Beirut, 1949).
Or mrrkaw ëin zatuatz. (Beirut, 1953).
Sërë or gin chunër (Beirut, 1968).
Vark Komitas Kutinatsii. (Beirut, 1970).
Zandzn im paraworeal. (Anfilias, 1989).
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PAPAYAN, ARAMASOT (1911—)
Added to his first name, Asot, that of his deceased brother, Aram. Playwright. Bom 
in Batum and educated in the local shools. Attended the pedagogical institute in 
Rostov-Na-Donu. Worked as an actor in northern Caucasus (1931-40) and Soviet 
Armenia (1941-42). Took special courses at the Gorky Institute for literature 
(1951).

Collections
Piesneri zoiovatzu. (Erevan, 1950).
Katakergutyunner. (Erevan, 1962).
Asharhn ayo sur ë ekel. (Erevan, 1972).
Artasahmanyan ÿesatsu. Piesneri zoiovatzu. (Erevan, 1982).
Metzharsanik. (Erevan, 1987).

Texts

Ssmetsutsich harvatz. (Erevan, 1955).
Metzharsanik. (Erevan, 1960).
Tzitzal. (Erevan, 1965).
Asharhn, ayo, sufëekel. (Erevan, 1968).

Translations

English

Parlakian, N. Be Nice, Vm Dead. (New York, 1990).
Russian

Da, mirperevernulsia: P ’esy. (Moscow, 1988).
Lukovskii, I. Smotreny. Komediia v 1 d. (Moscow, 1958).

Criticism
Hunanyan, A. “Urah ev kensahastat katakergufyun.” SG, 1984/7, 23-26.

PAPAZEAN, VRTANES (cl 866-1920)
Pen names: Aprô, Vardgës, Vitanës.
Bom in Van. Writer, literary critic, historian, teacher, and translator. Taught 
and trained at schools in Agulis, Nahijewan; Tabriz (1875-78); the Gëorgean 
Seminary in Ëjmiatzin (1878-79); and Geneva University (1891-94). His pere
grinations, mainly as a teacher, took him to numerous cities in many a region: 
Transcaucasia (Erevan, Tiflis, Baku, Susi); Russia (northern Caucasus, Astrakhan, 
Moscow); Western Armenia (Van, Erzurum); Iran (Teheran, Tabriz); and many 
other cities. Red Russia in 1912, traveled abroad (Bucharest, Bursa), but was 
back in Transcaucasia by 1915 and settled in Ëjmiatzin in 1919. Died at a hospital 
in Erevan.

Collections

Ëntir erker. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1939—40).
Patmvatzkner ev zruytsner. (Erevan, 1946).
Ëntir erker. (Erevan, 1951).
Patmuatzkner. (Beirut, 1955).
Erkeri zoiovatzu. 5 vols. (Erevan, 1958-59).
Erkeri zoiovatzu. 3 vols. (Erevan, 1972-73).
Korsvatz ardarutyun. (Erevan, 1981).
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Tsamakyan, A. Erker. (Erevan, 1981).
Sargsyan, R. Erker. (Erevan, 1987).
Öhanyan, A. Vana katun. (Erevan, 1988).
Nanumyan, R. Vrtanes Papazyanë grakanufyan masin. (Erevan, 1962).

Texts (stories, essays, novels, plays)
Enicheri. (Tiflis, 1889).
Hat-saba. (Hay bosaneri keankits). (Tiflis, 1890).
Lalö. (Tiflis, 1890).
Parskakan zroytsner. (Tiflis, 1890).
Töpal. (Tiflis, 1890).
Cgnawor Elö. (Moscow, 1891).
Ginegortzi aljikë. (Tiflis, 1891).
Patkemer tiwrkahayeri keankits. (Moscow, 1891).
Anyagë. (Tiflis, 1892, 1919).
Sasuntsi Ohan. (Moscow, 1892).
Krkijner. (Paris, 1893).
Erekpatker. (Baku, 1894).
Turisti yisolutiwnner. (Tiflis, 1895).
Santo. (Hay bosaneri keankits). (Tiflis, 1898; Constantinople, 1910).
Hay bosaneri vrannerum. (Tiflis, 1899).
Haybosaner. (Azgagrakan usumnasirutiwn). (Tiflis, 1899).
Gtzer keankits. (Tiflis, 1899).
Èmma: vëp zamanakakits barkerits. (Tiflis, 1901).
Patmuatzkner. (Tiflis, 1901).
Korsuatz ardarutiwn. (Chinakan legenda). (Baku, 1902).
Abalayi dastum. (Baku, 1903).
Asi (vëp parskakan keankits). (Tiflis, 1903).
Aspet. (Tiflis, 1903).
Trcholhozë. (Baku, 1903).
Hentë ew uris patmuatzkner. (Tiflis, 1903).
Lur-da-lur. (Baku, 1903; Erevan, 1937; Beirut, 1954).
Visap (zroyts). (Baku, 1903; Erevan, 1940).
Alëmgir. (Tiflis, 1904).
Helök akalalner ew Draht. (Tiflis, 1904).
Metz ÿakank ew Ariwtzi mahë. (Tiflis, 1904).
Patmuatzkner tiwrkahayeri keankits. (Tiflis, 1904).
Paytari hogin ew Ankeltz ëntzay. (Tiflis, 1904).
Visap ew uris zroytsner. (Tiflis, 1904).
Azrfëza: (vëp parskakan keankits). (Tiflis, 1905).
Erku trchun. (Tiflis, 1905).
Zayf. (Tiflis, 1907; Erevan, 1946).
Patmutiwn hayots grakanutean. Vol. 1 (Erevan, 1907; Tiflis, 1910; [Constantino

ple, 1931]), Vol. 2 (Constantinople, 1913, [1947]).
Haji bëk. (Constantinople, 1909).
Mëus. (Tiflis, 1909).
Patkerner (Trebizond, 1909).
Artasës Erkrord. (Baku, 1910).
Gagik Erkrord. (Baku, 1910).
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Lewon Erkrord. (Baku, 1910).
Sahak ew Mesrop. (Baku, 1910).
Toros Ishan. (Baku, 1910).
Vardanants paterazmë. (Baku, 1910).
Zroytsner. (Susi, 1911).
Giwiits: patkerner. (Tiflis, 1913).
Tltë nawakits minchew tzare: (mankakan patmuatzk). (Tiflis, 1917).
Garnukë (mankakan piesa). (Tiflis, 1918; Constantinople, 1930). 
Tpaworutiwnner Nuhuts. Drutiwnë Nuhay ew Aresi gawarnerum. (Tiflis, 1919). 
Erashi vrayov. (Erevan, 1945).
Mankufean yuserën. (Beirut, 1950, 1959). (Translated from Eastern Armenian 

into Western Armenian by L. Sant).

Translations

English

Antreassian, K. “The Secret of his Strength.” Armenia, 4 (1901/5), 12-13. 
Ashjian, S. “Loor-ta-loor.” Nor Asharh., 1963/26, 4; 1963/27, 4.
“Drops of Blood.” Armenia, 6 (1912/5), 143-47.
“The Pathometer.” Armenia, 5/5,156-57.
Torossian, P. “The Lost Justice.” The New Armenia, 8 (1916/11), 173.

French

D’Hérminy, S. Santho. (Paris, 1920). (Préface de Frédéric Macler).
Russian

Babiian, V, and S. Lur-da-lur (kurdskaia poema).—Nogoi dervish. (Simferopol, 
1904).

Bagaturova, N. Piatna krovi i drugie rasskazy. (Moscow, 1911).
Dilanian, A. Pravednik Eggo: rasskazy. (Moscow, 1968).
GiuF-Nazarov, F. Drakon. (Petersburg, [1906]).
Poteriannaia spravedlivost. (Erevan, 1972).

Russian  anthologies 

KHAN, 1, 104-6.
RAN, 59-63.

Criticism
Davtyan, H. “V. Fapazyani stehzagortzutyunë fusakan arajin revolyutsiayi 

zamankasrjanum.” T, 1955/7, 23-38.
Hunanyan, A. “Helapohakan tramadrufyunnere V. Fapazyani zruytsnerum.” L, 

1977/4,14-23.
Karinyan, A. “Vrtanes Fapazyan.” L, 1986/9, 82-85.
Muradyan, L. “V. Fapazyanë graknnadat.” L, 1970/1, 73-78.
-------- . “V. Fapazyanë hay grakanufyan patmaban.” PBH, 1970/2, 216-22.
-------- . “V. Fapazyanë fus ev evropakan grakanutyan masin.” BEH, 1970/2,

239^15.
Nanumyan, R. “V. FaFazyani grakan gortzuneutyan val sijanë.” T, 1954/6,51—62.
-------- . Vrtanes Papazyan. (Erevan, 1956).
-------- . “Vrtanes Fapazyan.” SG, 1966/4, 91-94.
Ôhanyan, A. “V. Fapazyane ‘SaviF terti hmbagir.” SG, 1975/9,1 152-58. 
-------- . Vrtanes Papazyan. (Erevan, 1976).
Serobyan, G. “Vrtanes Fapazyani grakan uflutyan masin.” SG, 1984/12,113-18.
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PARONEAN, YAKOB (1843-1891)
Bom in Edime. Satirist, journalist, and teacher. Received some schooling in the 
Armenian and Greek schools in his birthplace. Lived in Constantinople from the 
early 1860s to his death. Engaged in acting and several other occupations before 
taking up accounting and journalism as his lifelong professions. Editor and/or 
publisher of a number of periodicals: Fol arawötean (1870), Metu (1872-74), 
Tatron (1874-77), Tiyatro (1874—75, possibly longer), Tatron barekammankants 
(1876), and Hikar (1884—88), where most of his writings were first published. 
Contributed to some Eastern Armenian periodicals (e.g .,Fordz,Ardzagank, Faros 
Hayastani), thereby avoiding Abdulhamid JTs censorship, gaining wide fame but 
little fortune. Died of consumption in Constantinople.

Collections
Hoshosi dzeratetre; Ptoyt me Pölsoy talerun mëj; Hikari gusakutiwnk. (Tiflis, 

1892, 1900).
Taretsoyts ew gusakutiwnk Hikari. (Tiflis, 1892; Cairo, 1936).
Erkasirutiwnner. 3 vols. (Tiflis, 1899-1900).
Ergitzabanakan hatuatzner. (Alexandrapol, [1904]).
Ambolj erker. 4 vols. (Constantinople, 1910-11).
Atamnaboyzn arewelean; Erku tërov tzar ay më; Proyg. (Constantinople, 1910). 
Metzapatiw muratskanner and Ksmitner. (Constantinople, 1910).
Arevelyan atamnabuz; Paltasar albar; Kalakavarutyan vnasnerë. (Moscow, 

1927).
Azgayin jojer; Hoshosi dzeratetrë; Tzitzal. (Moscow, 1927).
Metzapativ muratskanner; Ptuyt më Polso talerun mej. (Moscow, 1927).
Erkeri liakatar zolovatzu. 11 vols. (Erevan, 1931^-8).
Hndalov. . . (Boston, 1947).
Erkeri zolovatzu. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1954—55).
Erker. (Erevan, 1958).
Metzapatiw muratskanner, Kalakavarutean vnasnerë, Artnin tesaranner ew 

. Paltasar albar. (Istanbul, 1961).
Azgayin jojer and Ptoyt më Pölsoy talerun mëj. (Istanbul, 1962).
Erkeri zolovatzu. 10 vols. (Erevan, 1962-1979).
Madoyan, G. Anhayt ëjer ev aforizmner. (Erevan, 1964).
Erker. (Erevan, 1969).
Metzapatiw muratskanner, Ptoyt më Pölsoy talerun mëj. (Beirut, 1970).
Erker. (Erevan, 1979).
Bolaryan, H. Erker. (Erevan, 1987).

Texts
Atamnaboyzn arewelean. (Constantinople, 1868; Tiflis, 1899. (Comedy). 
Azgayin jojer. (Constantinople, 1880, 1904,1924; Tiflis, 1891, 1896). (Satire). 
Ptoyt me Pölsoy talerun mëj. (Constantinople, 1880; Tiflis, 1892). (Satire). 
Tzitzal. (Constantinople, 1883). (Allegorical satire).
Metzapatiw muratskanner. (Constantinople, 1888; Tiflis, 1891,1895,1900; Sofia, 

1933; Erevan, 1934, 1936, 1950; Beirut, 1955; Venice, 1955; Cairo, 1962). 
(Satirical novel).

Kalakavarutean vnasnerë. (Tiflis, 1900; Erevan, 1934,1959,1976; Cairo, 1954). 
(Satire).

Paltasar albar. (Constantinople, 1910). (Comedy).
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Solokortë. (Constantinople, 1920, 1954). (Comedy).
Pstikkit evfranseren lezu. (Erevan, 1927). (Satiricalprose).
Mzluk, tmbuk. (Erevan, 1977). (Satirical prose).

Translations

A rabic

KhalllT, Nizär al-Mutasawwüün al-shurafä*. (Aleppo, n.d.).
English

Antreassian, J. The Honorable Beggars. (New York, 1980).
Kudian, M. Honourable Beggars. (London, 1978).
Megerditchian, E. Gentleman Beggars. (Boston, 1930).
-------- . Uncle Balthazar. (Boston, 1933).

French

Ohannessian, Z., and Gressent, M. “Les honorables gueux; Le poète.” Humanité 
nouvelle, February, 1899, 144—49.

Silnitzky, J. Maître Balthasar. (Paris, 1913).

G erman

Hagop-Krikor. Herr Baltasar and Der Schmeichler. (Gstaad, 1971).

G erman anthologies 

AN, 57-66.

Russian

Balasan, V. Vysokochtimye poproshaiki. (Erevan, 1982).
Khachatrian, la. Vysokochtimye poproshaiki. (Moscow, 1937).
-------- . Diadia Bagdasar. (Moscow, 1937).
-------- . Izbrannoe. (Moscow, 1950).
Khodzhik, E. Izbrannoe. (Erevan, 1965).

Criticism
Abovyan, S. “Hakob Paronyan ev evropakan divanagitufyunë.” SG, 1972/11, 

143-16.
Aleksanian, E. “Gogol’ i Paronian.” GogoV i literatura narodov Sovetskogo 

Soiuza. (Erevan, 1986), 272-88.
Arptiarean, T. “Yisataknerës—Paroneani amusnuriwnë.” M, 3973 (1893), 7-9. 
Asatryan, A. “Hakob Paronyanë ev Haruüyun Sëvacyanë.” T, 1964/5, 3-16. 
Asatur, H. “Melun Paroneani hmbagrufean ôrov.” M, 3972 (1892), 275-79. 
-------- . “Yakob Paroneani ‘TatronëV’ Taretsoyts Nsan-Papikeani (Constantino

ple), 2 (1906), 111-36.
Bardakjian, K. “Baronian’s Tïyatro.” Klatzor(Gladzor) Armenological Review, 2 

(1986/1), 57-64.
Bazyan, S. “Hakob Paronyan.” T, 1946/11-12, 113-24.
Darbinyan, Y. “Hakob Paronyani fatergufyunnerë.” L, 1972/5, 73-80.
Eremean, S. “Yakob Paronean.” B, 71 (1913), 151-59.
Ërîatbasyan, M. “Hakob Paronyani norahayt ergitzavepë.” L, 1978/12, 41^46. 
Feydit, F. “La comédie et la satire en Arménie: Baronian et Odian.” B, 118 (1960), 

167-78. 119 (1961), 24—30.
Gljyan, A. “Hakob Paronyani arajin steltzagortzufyunnerë.” BEH, 1990/3,82-87. 
Grigoryan, A. “Hakob Paronyanë mankakan mamuli himnadir u mankagir.” SG, 

1964/5, 131-32.
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Hakobyan, H. Hay helapohakan-demokratneripilisopfayakan hayatsknere, (Ere
van, 1989). (On Paronean, Raffi, and Yaruriwn Sëvacean).

Hafatyan, A. “Hakob Paronyani ashataktsutyunë ‘Asia’ ferrin.” L, 1989/12, 49- 
56.

-------- . “Hakob Paronyani ‘Erkeri zoïovatzui’ tzanofagruryunneri masin.” PBHr
1988/2, 112-23.

Hattëëean, R. Yakob Paroneani mtermutean mëj. (Istanbul, 1965).
Karinyan, A. “Metz humanist-grol Hakob Paronyanë.” T, 1964/7, 3-14.
Kofikyan, A. “Metz ergitzabane.” SG, 1964/5, 108-17.
Lanalanyan, A. “Zolovrdakan banahyusufyan derë H. Paronyani ergitzanki mej.” 

T, 1954/3, 53-62.
Madoyan, G. “Hakob Paronyani zafangufyan suijë.” SG, 1958/6,151-55.
-------- . Hakob Paronyan. (Erevan, 1960).
-------- . “Hakob Paronyani ‘Epraf ergitzaüeitë.” SG, 1966/7,149-53.
Makaryan, A. “ ‘Azgayin jojeri’ grakan nahapordzerë.” SG, 1985/6, 136—42.
— ---- . Hakob Paronyani ‘Azgayin jojerë\ (Erevan, 1988).
-------- . “Irakani ev gelarvestakani haraberaktsufyunë ‘Azgayin jojeri’ ker-

pamerum.” BEH, 1985/1,165-70.
-------- . “Molierë ev Paronyanë.” L, 1972/3, 35-42.
Mamurean, M. “Y. Y. Paronean.” AM, 1891, 278-83.
Manukyan, A. Hakob Paronyan, tznndyan 120—amyaki aftiv. (Erevan, 1964).
Marguni, H. “Paronyani novelneri syuzetayin kafutsvatzkë.” T, 1964/12, 37-48.
Mkryan, M. “Hakob Paronyan.” PBH, 1964/2, 3-16.
Ösakan, Y. “Yakob Paronean, veijaban: Paroneani derë mer grakamtfean mëj.” 

.ANA, 13 (1947/2), 19-26. 14 (1948/1), 33-35; 14 (1948/2), 31-34. 15 
(1949/1), 6-9.

[Paronean, Asot]. “Yakob Paroneani keankên antip druagner.” Msakoyt-azga- 
grakan taregirk. (Istanbul, 1948), 93-98.

Partagcean, G. Yakob Paroneani aylabanakan karg më erkerun patmakan 
dëmkem u dëpkerë. (Boston, 1980).

Pasmajean, M. “Usumnasirufiwn Paroneani erkasirufeants.” B, 58 (1900), 219- 
23,273-76,311-14.

Sahnur. “Hfaktsufiwn.” AM, January, 1880, 420-31. (On Azgayin jojer, Ptoyt 
më, and others).

-------- . “Tîüaktsutiwn.” AM, October, 1880, 418-19. (General information on
Paronean).

-------- . “Tlfaktsuriwn.” AM, 1884, 208-12. (On Hikar and others).
-------- . “Ttfaktsutiwn.” AM, 1884, 509-15.
-------- . “Tfüaktsutjwn.” AM, 1893, 190-92. (On Azgayin jojer).
Sefean, Y. “Y. Paroneani mëk k‘ani yatkansakan kohnerë.” Yisatakaran, V. Zar- 

darean, (Cairo, 1933-39), part 5, 43-44.
Stepanyan, G. Hakob Paronyan. (Erevan, 1956).
-------- . “Hakob Paronyani ‘Tîyafro’ turkeren parberakanë.” T, 1962/9, 65-74.
-----—. “Hakob Paronyanin veragrvol mi kani tzatzkanunneri masin.” PBH,

1963/3,137-46.
-------- . “Antzanot4 ëjer Hakob Paronyani grakan zaranguüyunits.” SG, 1964/5,

118-30.
-------- . “Hakob Paronyani ‘Tatron’ ergitzafefë.” PBH, 1964/1, 57-72.
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-------- . Hakob Paronyan: kyakë ev steltzagortzutyune. (Erevan, 1964).
-------- . “Hakob Paronyani ‘Azgayinjojerë’.” T, 1965/9, 75-112.
— ----. “Hakob Paronyani ‘Azgayin jojeri’ steltzagortzakan patmutÿunë.” T,

1965/8, 18-40.
-------- . “Hakob Paronyani norahayt ergitzavepë.” PBH, 1971/3, 17-34.
Terteryan, A. “Paronyani gelagitakan hayatsknerë.” SG, 1941/1,52-76; 2,52-60;

3, 58-72; 5-6,118-30. Reprinted in Hay klasikner (Erevan, 1944), 258-465. 
V. B. “Yakob Paronean.” Mure, 1905/4, 114-46.
Valinak. “Paronean ew Adamean.” Ardzagank, 1891/7,103-7; 1891/14, 214-15. 
“Yakob Paronean (1842-1891).” Yisatakaran, V. Zardarean, (Cairo, 1933-39), 

part 5, 40-45.
Y. Y. “Yakob Paronean (kensagrakan aknark).” Araks (Petersburg), 8/1 (1898), 

89-95.
Zardarean, V. Yusatöni grkoyk anmah ergitzaban Y. Paroneani- (Istanbul, 1965).

PARSAMEAN, MERUZAN (1883-1944)
Bom in Apucheh, a village near Akn (Egin, now Kemaliye, Turkey). Poet. 
Entrusted to his grandfather’s care when his father was killed during the Armenian 
massacres of the mid-1890s. Studied at Armas (near Izmit, Turkey). Published 
the periodical Sant (1911-15) in Constantinople. Made Paris his home in 1919, 
where he and his younger brother, Mkrtich Parsamean (1886-1966), published 
the periodical Keank ew aruest (1931^-0). Also wrote in French.

Texts (verse)
Anrjank. (Constantinople, 1904).
Patranki tzaiikner. (Constantinople, 1907).
Epratin zoherë. (Constantinople, 1908).
Krizantëm. (Constantinople, 1908).
Marmnergutiwn. (Paris, 1919).
Mardkayin. (Paris, [1938]).

Translations
Navarian, A. Les deux morts. (Constantinople, 1913). (Poem).

Criticism
Dawifean, M. “ ‘PatranM tzaliknerë’ Meruzan Parsameani.” AM, 1908, 379-81. 
Eremean, S. “Meruzan Parsamean.” B, 93 (1935), 17-20, 79-84,193-95. 
Kfiwrëean], M. “M. A. Parsamean—Amjank.” Sirak, 3 (1905), 221-26. 
Zardarean, R. “Amjank*.” AM, 1904,1044-49.
Zawën, T. “Parsamean, M. A. Amjank*, K. Polis, 1904.” Mure, 1905/5, 159-66.

PARTEWEAN, SUREN (1876-1921)
Pen name: Surën Parfewean.
Bom Sisak Partizpanean in Constantinople. Attended the Përpërean and Ke- 
dronakan schools in his birthplace. Took refuge in Paris during the Armenian 
massacres of the mid-1890s and audited courses at the Sorbonne. Returned to 
Constantinople in 1908. Edited a number of periodicals (e.g., Valuan dzaynë, 
Dasink, Dzayn hayreneats, Azg, and others), and published collections of his
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short stories. Fled Smyrna in the early 1920s and spent his last days in Egypt. 
Died in Alexandria.

Texts
Harazan. (Paris, 1901).
Kilikean arhawirkë, (Constantinople, 1909).
Kaykayum. (Smyrna, 1910).
Hayuhin. (Constantinople, 1911).
Ariwnin mateanë. (Cairo, 1915).

Other works
Egiptahay tareîsoytsë. (Cairo, 1914).

Translations (English)
Antreassian, K. “A Drop of Water.” The New Armenia, 8 (1916/18), 283-86.

Criticism
Grigoryan, A. “Suren Parfevyani namaknerits.” SG, 1974/8,154-57.
-------- . “Hayrenasirufyan ev azgayin azatagrufyan galapamere Suren Paifev-

yani erkerum.” PBH, 1985/4,117-25.
Öhanyan, A. “Daraskzbi hay azatagrakan sarzumneri ardzagank‘nerë Suren 

Partevyani ardzakum.” SG, 1970/6,140-44.

PATKANEAN, GABRIEL (1802-1889)
Bom in Tiflis. Father of Rapayël Patkanean (q.v.). A prolific writer, teacher, 
translator, and journalist. Grew up in Astrakhan (1805-27). Launched his teaching 
career in Nor Nahijewan (Rostov-na-Donu, 1827-46), where he set up a private 
school (1834-46). While in Nor Nahijewan, he became a married priest, but he 
was defrocked, jailed in Rostov (1853-60), and banished to the interior of Russia 
on false charges of plotting to assassinate the mayor of Nor Nahijewan. Returned 
from exile in 1863 and lived in St. Petersburg, where he resumed his teaching 
activities. Listed below are his literary works only.

Texts

Sawars B. (St. Petersburg, 1863).
Hriÿsimë kam Prkutiwn Hayastani. (Rostov-on-Don, 1875).
Mrmunjk Yisusi. (Rostov-on-Don, 1875).
Anusawan. (Smyrna, 1875).
MahParëtL (Smyrna, 1875).
Sanduht. (Constantinople, 1876).
Zawan. (Smyrna, 1877).
Parnak. (Smyrna, 1877).
Paroyr. (Smyrna, 1876).

Criticism
A, 1879,233.
Eremean, S. “Gabriel ter Patkanean.” B, 71 (1913), 193-203.
Halafean, G. “Ter Gabriel Patkaneani dzeragimeri masin.” A, 1902, 174—81. 
Nazaryan, S. Gabriel Patkanyani kyankn u grakan-hasarakakan gortzuneutyunë 

(1830-60akan tvakanner). (Erevan, 1956).
Salyan, M. Patkanyanner. (Erevan, 1982). (History of the Patkanyan family).
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‘Tagawor kayser snorhatz nerumn dadaratz kahanay Gabriel Patkaneanin.” A, 
1879,100.

PATKANEAN, RAPÂYËL (1830-1892)
Pen names: Ahtamerkean, Asul Karapet, Cankov Mamuk, Gamar-Kafipa, 
Hamdii, Hëci-ala, Nstrak, Siwliwk, M. Vayeldiean, and others.
Bom in Nor Nahijewan (Rostov-na-Donu) to a well-known family of intellectuals, 
whose traditions found their fullest expression in RapayëTs literary output. 
Educated in his father’s school in his birthplace. Irregularly attended theLazarean 
(Lazarevskii) Institute (1843^-9), the University of Dorpat (now Tartu, Estonia, 
1851-52), and the University of Moscow (1852-54), and completed his higher 
studies at the University of St. Petersburg (1855-60). In 1852, he founded, with 
two fellow students (Georg Kananean and Mnatsakan Tfmurean), a literary 
coterie that they named Gamar-Katipa (by inserting an a between the initial 
letters of their first names, GaMaR, and combining the first two letters of their 
last names), and which Patkanean later assumed as a pen name. He returned to 
his birthplace in 1867 and became a teacher. During these years he also wrote 
novels and short stories.

Collections

Ëntir ashatasirutiwnk. 3 vols. (Vols. 1 and 2, Petersburg, 1893; Vol. 3, Nor 
Nakhijewan, 1904).

Banasteltzufyunner (Erevan, 1941).
Mankakan banasteltzufyunner. (Erevan, 1941).
Mankakan erger. (Erevan, [1944]).
Erkeri zoiovatzu. Ardzak. (Erevan, 1946).
Erker. (Erevan, 1955).
Erkeri zoiovatzu. 8 vols. (Erevan, 1963-74).
Tbpchyan, S. Erker (Erevan, 1980).
Papoyan, Ö. Erker (Erevan, 1984).

Texts
Gamar-Katipayi ardzak ew diaÿaberakan ashatutiwnnerë. 5 vols. (Petersburg, 

1855-57). (Prose and poetry).
Gamar-Katipayi banastelizutiwnke. (Moscow, 1864). (Verse).
Patmuatzkner Nor-Nahijewani ocov. (Petersburg, 1875). (Stories).
Azat erger. (Tiflis, 1878; Geneva, 1903). (Verse).
Pampulios. (Rostov-on-Don, 1879). (Play).
Nor Nahijewani knar. (Rostov-on-Don, 1879). (Verse).
Mankakan erger. (Tiflis, 1880). (Verse).
Gamar-Katipayi banastetzufiwnkë. (Moscow, 1881). (Verse).
Tikin ew nazist. (Tiflis, 1884). (Novelette).
Saterën mëkë. (Nor Nakhijewan, 1905). (Story).
Chahu. (Tiflis, 1909; Erevan, 1946,1951). (Story; tr. from Nakhijewan dialect by 

S. Lisitsean).
Garun. (Erevan, 1941).
Tzitzernak. (Erevan, 1941).
Hovhannes, T>. Astlikner. (Erevan, 1981).
Berberean, R. “R. Patkaneani antip namaknerë.” Vëm, 1 (1933/1), 39-52.
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Translations

English

Amot, R. “Sweet Lady, Whence the Sadness in your Face?” The New Armenia, 
1929/1, 11-12.

Blackwell, A. “Let the Wind Blow.” The New Armenia, 1916/11, 173.
Boyajian, Z. “Leretz amberi.” Armenia, 1913/10, 294.
“The Tears of Araxes.” Solakat, 1961/67.

English  anthologies 

AL, 48, 49-54.
AP, 66-94, 250.

French

“Lejeune Vaniote.” L’Arménie (London), 1893/54, 3.
“Les larmes de TAraxe.” L’Arménie (London), 1894/64, 1.
“Les larmes de TAraxe.” Le Feu, 1919/4, 63.

French  anthologies 

APA, 23-31.
LPA, 170-73.
PA, 81-113.
PAAM, 84-88.

G erman

Leist, A. Drei Erzählungen. (Leipzig, n.d.). (Mein Nachbar; Der verödete Hof; 
Ich war verlobt).

G erman anthologies 

AD, 24-29.
Italian anthologies  

LPAM, 97-104.
Russian

Chalkhush’ian, G. Armianskaia poeziia v litse Rafaila Patkaniana. (Rostov-on- 
Don, 1886), 41-58.

Pevets grazhdanskoi skorbi. Izbrannye stikhotvoreniia. (Moscow, 1904). 
Vermishev, I. Nozhichek-Rasskaz vodovoza. (Tiflis, 1889).

Russian  anthologies 

AAP, 374-82.
ABS, 347-409.
ARPO, 143^44.
BPA, 271-82.
RAN, 15-25.
VAM, 25-54.

S panish  anthologies 

APAS, 109-14.

Criticism
Abelyan, H. “Patkanyaniev Sundukyani grakan mtermutyunë.” T, 1964/1,35-50. 
Abovyan, S. Azatagrakanpaytari motive R. Patkanyani steltzagortzutyunnerum. 

(Erevan, 1984).
Aleksanian, E. “Gogolevskoe v satire R. Patkaniana.” L, 1975/1, 31-41. 
Baldasaryan, A. “Ënfertselov groli namaknerë.” SG, 1980/10, 118-22.
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Berberean, R. “Gamar K'afipa.” HK, 10 (1931-32/2), 86-96; 3, 147-53; 4,137- 
45; 5, 79-86; 6, 147-57; 7, 129-34; 8, 135-41; 9, 127-37; 10, 117-22; 11, 
103-10; 12,130-40.

Chalkhush’ian, G. Armianskaia poeziia v litse Rafaila Patkaniana. (Rostov-on- 
Don, 1886).

Chilingarian, E. “Rafael Patkanian i tvorchestvo nekotorykh basnopistsev.” L, 
1983/2, 55-65.

-------- . “Patkanian i Nekrasov: tipologiia tvorchestva.” L, 1986/1, 31-40.
Geanjetsean, A. “Gamar-fCafipayi ‘Meznits sat arajë’ Lumay, 1 (1904), 111-17.
Hovnan, G. Mayr Araksi aperov, . . ‘Aratsi artasuJti1 mijazgayin ardzagan- 

knerë. (Erevan, 1990).
Incikyan, A. “Rapayel Patkanyani ev 1850-80akan fvakanneri hay azgayin- 

azatagrakan sarzumneri gnahatufyan hartsi suijë.” PBH, 1961/1, 122-44.
Ishanean, B. Hasarakakan galapamerëR. Patkaneani ew S. Sahazizi banasteftzu- 

tiwnnerimëj. (Tiflis, 1910).
Kusikean, K. “Banasteltz kalakatsi.” Mure, 1894/5, 661-74; 6, 804—26.
Lulean, A. “Grakanakan mi tgel erewoyfi arifov.” Mure, 1892/10, 1516-17.
Madafean, E. “Azgi ergichë.” Murë, 1892/10, 1469-81; 11, 1660-70; 1893/4, 

606-21.
Malhasean, S. “Rafayel Patkanean.” Mure, 1892/9, 1354-59.
Mkrtchyan, V. Rapayel Patkanyan. (Hamarot menagrakan aknark). (Erevan, 

1966).
Muradyan, H. Rapayel Patkanyan. (Erevan, 1956).
-------- . “Rapayel Patkanyanin trvatz mi shal gnahatakani aifiv.” PBH, 1958/3,

214-39.
Muradyan, L. “Rafayel Patkanyani steltzagorrtzufyunë zamanaki grakan tnna- 

datutyan gnahatmamb.” PBH, 1980/4, 32-44.
“Namakner Patkanyanin.” SG, 1980/10, 123-25.
Öhanyan, A. “Rapayel Patkanyane ev asharhabarë.” BEH, 1974/2,225-32.
-------- . “Sotsial-tntesakan hartserë Rapayel Patkanyani hraparakahosufyan

mej.” L, 1974/5,22-31.
-------- . Rafayel Patkanyani hraprakahosutyune' (Erevan, 1981).
Fechikean, E. “Gamar-K‘afipa ew M. Nalbandean (irents 100-ameakin arifov).” 

B, 87 (1930), 484-89.
Sahaziz, E. “Aratsi artasukë.” EJ, 1951/4—6, 68-69.
Salyan, M. “Rafayel Patkanyan.” L, 1980/12, 35-44.
-------- . “Rafayel Patkanyane ev fus vafsunakannerë.” PBH, 1980/4, 18-31.
-------- . Rafayel Patkanyan. Kyankë ev gortzë. (Erevan, 1980).
-------- . Patkanyanner. (Erevan, 1982). (History of the Patkanyan family).
Sarinyan, S. “Rafayel Patkanyani grakan davanankë.” PBH, 1980/4, 3-17.
Simonyan, R. “Patkanyani ardzakë.” SG, 1968/11, 149-58.
Sirvanzadë. “Gamar-fCadpa.” HK, 2 (1923-24/6), 36-17.
Stikyan, S. “Patkanyani tohmatzare.” L, 1966/8, 106-12.
Tcheraz, M. “Kamar-Katiba.” Great Thoughts, 8 (1897/202), 312.
Tër-Mkrtchean, G. “Rapayel Patkaneani yisatakin.” A, 1901, 465-67.
Tbpdiyan, S. “Rapayel Patkanyan.” SG, 1980/10, 110-17.
Tzaturean, A. “Gamar-fCafipayi farm sirmi araj.” HGP, 5 (1894), 332-36.
Vardanyan, V. “Azgayin metz banasteltz Rapayel Patkanyanë.” EJ, 1956/3 48-54.
Yovhannisean, T. “Namak hmbagrin.” Mure, 1890/5, 772-74.
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PATMUTIWN tAPANTSWOTS
A history of the wars fought in the 1720s by Dawit4 Bëk and his companions. 
Believed to have been written by Fr. Lukas Sebastatsi Stepanosean (1709-52), a 
Mekhitarist monk, who based his narrative on the eyewitness accounts of Stepan 
Sahumean (18th c.) and Ter Awetik (18th c.), both of whom had been close 
collaborators of Dawit4 Bëk.

Texts

Stepanosean Gulamireants, A. Entir patmufiwn Dawit Begin ew paterazmats 
hayotsn Haÿanu ork elen ënddêm turkats i merum zamanaki, ayn ê yami 
Team 1722, ew hayots 1171. (Ëjmiatzin, 1871).

Aramean, S. Dawit Bëk kam, “Patmufiwn Laÿantswots. ” (Venice, 1978). (A 
critical edition of Stepanosean’s text).

Criticism

Cemcemean, S. “H. Lukas Sebastatsi (1709-1752) helinak Dawit Beki Pat- 
mufean r  B, 130 (1972), 491-501.

Lltcean, A. “Niwfer Dawit Bëki patmutean verabereal.” A, 1905, 382-87. 
Pèdiikean, E. “ ‘DawitBëk’i patmakan albiwmerë ew Mhitareank.” B, 96 (1938), 

172-87.

PATMUTIWN PARËZI EW VENNAYl
An adaptation of a text by Yovhannês Tërzntsi (16th-17th c.), a well-known 
pubhsher and translator. J. -P. Mahé has maintained that the European source 
of Tërzntsi’s version is an Italian translation of the original Catalan (Paris E 
Viana\ cf. R. H. Kevorkian, Catalogue des “incunables” arméniens . . . Genève, 
1986, p. xiii). However, some scholars believe that the original (Paris et Vienne) 
was penned in French by Pierre de la Cépède of Marseilles in 1342. A Turkish 
translation made by Eremia chëlëpi Këômiwrcean (1637-95) from an Armenian 
version (which Këômiwrcean maintained was derived from a Latin original) 
appeared in Constantinople in 1871, under the title Hikeayëi Faris vë Vëna, tëëlif 
ôlunmus latin lisanënta vë tërcëmë ôlunmus hay lisanëna, pir ëhli mëarif zat 
marifetiylë, Homeros istillahi ïlë, vë tëkrar tërcëmë ôlunmus lisant tiwrkiyë, 
mëvzun vë mugaffa ôlarag, Eremia Chëlëpi Këômiwrceants marijëtiylë. . . .

Text
Melik-Öhanjanyan, K. Patmufiwn Parëzi ew Vennayi (mijnadaryan aspetakan 

siravep); Patmufiwn Venetik kalakin (chaÿatzo). (Erevan, 1966), 91-234. 
(Text and study).

PAYAZAT, SERGO (1909-1971)
A native of Alexandrapol (Leninakan, now Gyumri), Payazat was educated in 
Tiflis and worked as a journalist in Erevan. Wrote prose, verse, and plays.

Texts
Erku erg gyulerin. (Tiflis, 1926).
Holasen. (Tiflis, 1929).
Manrmardik. (Erevan, 1931).
Kabtuti sirahamerë. (Erevan, 1948).
Gete varder ë herum. (Erevan, 1981).
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Other works
A. P Chekhov. (Erevan, 1960).

PÄYTZARE, (1859-1904)
Pen name: Paytzare.
Bom Varsam Trdateants in the village of Giwlagarak (now in Lori, Armenia). An 
asul. Spent most of his life in Alexandrapol (Leninakan, now Gyumri).

Poetry
Asul Paytzarëi (Varsam Trdateants) ergerë. (Tiflis, 1895).
THG, 201-5.

PËRPËREAN, RËTÉOS (1848-1907)
Bom in Constantinople and educated at the local Nersësean school. A celebrated 
educator and poet. In 1876 he founded his own school, the Përpërean, destined 
to become a prestigious institution, where generations of Armenians and a host 
of prominent Armenian intellectuals were educated. The school moved to Cairo 
in 1924 and was closed in 1934.

Literary texts (verse)
Arajin terewk. (Constantinople, 1877).
Hohkewyusk. (Venice, 1904).

Other works
Mardikewirk. (Constantinople, 1886).
Dastiaraki më hôskerë, (Vienna, 1901).
Dprots ew dprutiwn. (Vienna, 1907).

Criticism
Acafyan, H. “Haytni mankavarz Refeos Perperyan.” EJ, 1950/11-12, 64—69. 
Eremean, M. “Rëfëos Përpërean.” B, 70 (1912), 326-34.
“Rëfëos ëf. Përpërean.” A, 1907,436.
“Rëtëos Përpëreani ksan ew hing ameay gortzunêufean yobeleanë.” A, 1901, 

441-42.

PÉSIKTASLEAN, MKRTICH (1828-1868)
Pen name: Hrant.
Bom in Constantinople. Received his education at the Mekhitarist school in the 
district of Pera in his birthplace. Pursued his studies at the Muratean school in 
Padua (1839^-5). Upon his return, he taught and was intimately involved in 
community affairs, distinguishing himself by his artistic gifts and patriotic zeal 
to promote unity and enlightenment among his fellow countrymen. He was one 
of the first Romantic authors. Composed verse and wrote drama in both Classical 
and Modem Armenian. He is also remembered for founding and acting in the 
Armenian theater of Constantinople. He died of conumption, which had much 
earlier claimed the fives of his parents and his brother, and which eventually killed 
his sister.

Collections
Matenagitufiwnk M. Pësiktasleani. (Constantinople, 1870).
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Taler. (Tiflis, 1903).
Chöpanean, A. Mkrtich Pësikfasleani kertuatznem u carerë. (Paris, 1904).
Talk ew fatergutiwnk. (New York, 1917).
Incikyan, A. Taler. (Erevan, 1947).
Banasteftzutiwnner, carer: hatuatzner (Venice, 1956).
Talen (Erevan, 1961).
Manukyan, A. Erkeri liakatar zolovatzu. (Erevan, 1987).

Texts (plays)
Erek kajer (Tiflis, 1885). (Comedy).
Awazakats. (Constantinople, 1909). (Comedy).
Arsak. (Constantinople, 1909). (Drama).
Vahan Mamikonean. (Constantinople, 1910). (Drama).
Vahë. (Constantinople, 1910). (Drama).
Manukyan, A. “Mkrtich Pesikfaslyani norahayt namaknerë.” PBH, 1983/1,197- 

207. (Letters).

Translations

English

Miller, F. “The Lyre of the Virgin.” Armenia, 1905/2-3, 27-28.
English  anthologies 

AL, 47,48-49.
AP, 60-65.
ALP, 89.

French

Besse, L. “La bonne nouvelle.” U Arménie (London), December 1, 1897.
French  anthologies 

APA, 33-37.
LPA, 166-67.
PAAM, 86-91.

G erman

Leist, A. “Zieh hin o meine Lieder,” “Ach, möchte ich ein Lüftchen sein,” 
“Frühling.” Literarische Skizzen, A. Leist. (Leipzig, n.d.), 61-64.

G erman anthologies

AD, 18-21.
A LG, 121.

Itàlian anthologies

LPAM, 75-87.
Russian  anthologies

ABS, 2, 523-27.
BPA, 431-36.

Criticism
Adonts, N. “Pësikfaslean ew ktsord hndimer.” HK, 9 (1930-31/6), 79-94. 
Alfunean, G. “M. Pësikfaslean.” Mure, 1902/11, 123—41.
Arpiarean, T. “Mer patkerë-Mkrtich Pësikfaslean.” M, 3986 (1893), 217-19. 
Bampukcean, G. “Norayayt psrankner Mkrtich Pësikfasleanên.” S, 1970, 243- 

45.
Chöpanean, A. “M. Pësikfaslean.” Mure, 1905/5, 77-88; 6, 36—46; 7, 5-13.
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-------- . “Pësikfaslean ew Matrone hayots mej.” Lumay, 7-8 (1906), 5-45.
-------- . Mkrtich Pësiktasleani keankn u gortzë. (Paris, 1907).
---------. “Mkrtich Pësikfaslean.” B, 94 (1935), 280-88.
Eremean, S. “Barukftar.” B, 87 (1930), 269-70.
Eritsean, S. “Im tzanôfufiwnë p. Pësiktasleani het.” Pordz, 1877/4, 186-97.
Hin ew nor nsanawor dëmker, 13: Mkrtich Pësikfaslean. (N.p., n.d.).
Mirzabekyan, J. “Erkeri liakatar zoiovatzu.” L, 1988/1, 82-85.
Fechikean, E. “Mkrtidi Pësikfaslean.” B, 87 (1930), 524-31.
Pipërcean, A. Yusardzan M. Pësiktasleani. Metz hanasteltzin keankn u gortzerë. 

(Constantinople, 1914).
Safaryan, V. “Erb ë grvel Pesikfaslyani ‘Kornak’ piesë?” L, 1966/1, 75-82.
-------- . “Mkrtidi Pesikfaslyane ev ‘Hamazgeats ënkerufyunë.” PBH, 1966/4,

197-206.
-------- . “Pesikfaslyane ev hay nor erazstufyunë.” L, 1967/1, 55-61.
-------- . “Mkrtidi Pesikfaslyan.” PBH, 1968/4, 185-92.
—------. “Mkrtidi Pesikfaslyane ev 50—akan fvakanneri azgayin-hayrenasirakan

ergë.” SG, 1968/12, 124-31.
-------- . Mkrtidi Pesikfaslyan, kyankë ev gortzuneutyunë. (Erevan, 1972).
Sewean, S. “Lalli Tôlëntal. Charls Uôlf. Mkrtidi Pësikfaslean.” B, 81 (1924),

51-52.
Siruni, Y. “Aruestagëtë Mkrtidi Pësiktasleani mëj.” HK, 11 (1932-33/8), 100- 

H0.
Stikyan, S. “Mkrtidi Pesikfaslyani ergitzakan mi banasteltzufyan masinr  PBH, 

1989/2, 61-70.
V. K. “Mkrtidi Pësikfaslean, dasakanufenën dëpi romanfizm.” B, 126 (1968), 

330-56.
Yarufiwnean, Y. “Mkrtidi Pësikfaslean: patmakan-lfnnadatakan tesufiwn.” A, 

1912,49-53,840-57.

PÉSIKTASLEAN, NSAN (1898-1972)
A native of Constantinople and a resident of France. Received his incomplete 
elementary education in his birthplace. Although his fame rests upon his satire, 
Pësikfaslean was a prolific author of plays, verse, and prose writings, some of 
which are still strewn in the periodical press while others are still in manuscript 
form.

Texts

Enker Sahnazar, ergitzavëp. (Paris, 1927; Sofia, 1937). 
Sidonna. (Paris, 1928).
Rappi (knaravëp). (Constantinople, 1931).
Ergitzakan. (Paris, 1933).
Hiwandtes. (Paris, 1937).
Tzalrankarner. (Paris, 1938).
Hay alhrtik. (Paris, 1941).
Ergitzavëper. (Paris, 1942).
Luluti (hrasavëp biwzandakan srjanën). (Paris, 1942). 
Tzirani göti. (Paris, 1945).
Zënuzard. (Paris, 1946).
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Merpartëzên. (Paris, 1947).
Yakob Ôsakan. (Paris, 1947).
Mer drahtën. [Paris, 1948].
Grigor Narekatsi ew Smbat II (patmakan taterahal). (Paris, 1950).
Yuzumë. (Beirut, 1953).
Momianer: noragoyn tzatrankamer. (Paris, 1954).
Sadayëlin pochin tak u sukin; vëp. (Cairo, 1954).
Lusaberd. (Paris, 1956).
Yisusi dimankarë. (Cairo, 1957 [cover says 1958]).
Hrasagorîzhayë. (Beirut, 1957,1972).
Melki karë. (Beirut, 1960).
Erknayin zroyts. (Beirut, 1961).
Bziskner ew hiwandner. (Beirut, 1964).
Hrasalur patmufiwn hayots: Bagratunik ew Rubineank, Asot Lën mindiew 

Hetum I, 859-1270. (Beirut, 1972).
Hndkahawer. (Beirut, 1973).

Other works
Taterakan dëmker. (Beirut, 1969).

Criticism
Azatean, D. “Nsan Pësikfaslean, ‘Rappi’n.” HK, 10(1931-32/4), 120-22. 
Baluean, H. “ ‘Sidonna’, helinak Nsan Pësikfaslean, patmufean ew aruesti 

nkatarmamb.” Z, 1 (1929-[30]), 30-36.
Chöpanean, A. “Yisus ew Nsan Pësikfasleani efankarë.” ANA, 3 (1931/3-4), 88- 

116. (On “Rappi,” including “Nardos,” “Dzifeni’/and “Sidonna”).
Vehazat, A. “Fohan grahösakani.” AND, 4 (1953), 130-32.
Yovhannisean, A. Nsan Pësikfaslean: usumnasirutiwn. (Paris, 1928).

PETROS D! SARGIS GILANENTS id. 1724)
Biographical information regarding this author is sketchy. He spoke a number 
of languages and participated in the Armenian liberation movement in the first 
quarter of the eighteenth century. Stimulated Russian interest and influence in 
northwestern Iran by supplying the Russians with vital information about the 
region and by forming an “Armenian squadron” to fight alongside the Russians. 
Killed in action in Resht. His only surviving work is a chronicle that covers the 
years 1722-23.

Text

“Zamanakagrufiwn Petros di Sargis Gilanëntsi julayetswots barbarov gratz.” 
Kfunk hayots asharhin, 1863, pp. 81-112,181-212.

Translations

English

Minassian, C. The Chronicle of Petros de Sarkis Gilanentz. (Lisbon, 1959). 
Russian

“Dnevnik osady Ispagani afganami, vedennyi Petrosom di Sarkis Gilanents v 
1722 i 1723 godakh. Materialy dlia istorii Persii. Perevod i ob’iasneniia
K. Patkanova.” (St. Petersburg, 1870). (Prilozhenie K XVII-mu tomu Zapisok 
Imp. Akad. nauk, no. 3).
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Turkish

Andreasyan, H. Osmanh-Iran-Rus Ili§kilerine ait iki Kaynak. I. Petros di Sarkis 
Gilanentz ’in Kronolojisi. II. Nadir §ah Devrine ait bir Anonim Kronoloji. 
(Istanbul, 1974). (Petros di Sargis Gilanents text, pp. 1-52).

Criticism
Hovannissian, A. “Pétros di Sargis Gilanentz, Notes biographiques et his

toriques.” REArm. N. S. 1 (1964), 217-32. (A translation of article below). 
Yovhannisean, A. “Petros di Sargis Gilanents.” A, 1916, 105-28. (Reprinted 

separately, Ëjmiatzin, 1916).

PETROS tAPANTSI (d. 1784)
Petros was from the region of Lapan (Siwnik) and as a nuncio or primate he 
spent most of his long life in Constantinople and the neighboring cities. He died 
in Nicomedia (Izmit, Turkey).

Texts (verse)
Grkoyk kodietseal ergaran. (Constantinople, 1772).
MKH, 106-8; 388; 390-91; 417-26. (4 poems).
“Alaïak horhrdabar ai bardzrealn Astuatz . . .” (“Erdnum arewt arkayakan, vard, 

vard.”) TH, 82-84.
Nazaryan, S. Petros Laÿantsi.. (Erevan, 1969).
-------- . Banasteltzutyunner. (Erevan, 1990).

Translations

French

LPA, 151-53.

Criticism
Asatur, H. “Moitsuatz banasteltz më.” AM, 1904/1, 16-20.
Eremean, A. “Petros Lapantsii mi ergi antip popohakë.” S, 1910,138-39. 
Kiwrtean, Y. “Antzanöf hay talachap më.” Kodrnak Hayastani, 20 (1920), 795- 

96.
Nazaryan, S. Petros Laÿantsi. (Erevan, 1969), 5-225.
-------- . “Petros Lapantsin ev nra azatasirakan ergerë.” PBH, 1966/1, 229-38.

PETROSYAN, MADAP (1867-1944)
Bom in the village of Kofi (or Kofigel, renamed Savarsavan, now in Noyem- 
beryan, Armenia). A writer of short stories. Worked as a mechanic for a while 
and was active in social and public activities in Tiflis.

Texts
Patmuatzkner. (Tiflis, 1906).
Patmuatzkner, grkuyk2-rd. (Tiflis, 1911).
Nor darbnots. (Tiflis, 1925).
Patmvatzkner. (Tiflis, 1928).
Patmvatzkner. (Erevan, 1930).
Patmvatzkner. (Erevan, 1931).
Mistpatrast. (Erevan, 1932).
Pionerë hngamyakum. (Tiflis, 1932).
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Fokrik mekenavarë. (Tiflis, 1934). 
Patmvatzkner. (Tiflis, 1935).
Mankutyun. (Tiflis, 1935).
Mankakan patmvatzkner.: (Erevan, 1940). 
Patmvatzkner. (Erevan, 1949).

PO LATE AN, KARAPET (1914-1986)
Bom in Marash (Kahramanmaras, Turkey). Novelist and poet. Miraculously 
survived the Armenian massacres and deportations of 1915 and found shelter 
in Aleppo, where he received his elementary education. Taught in Addis Ababa 
(1929-31) and moved to Marseilles permanently in 1931.

Texts
Arewelki tlake. (Paris, 1946; Beirut, 1978).
Kë hrazarim hayutenê. . . (Paris, 1949; Beirut, 1979).
Veradardz. (Cairo, 1955).
Arîziwnerë anapatin mëj. (Paris, 1958).
Loyser. (Paris, 1964).
Krakë sapikë. (Beimt, 1966). (Continuation of Artziwnerë anapatin mëj).

Other works
Zroyts. 5 vols. (Paris, 1952; Cairo, 1961; Beimt, 1966, 1971, 1979).
Haykakan spiwrkë ir derakatamerov. (Beimt, 1973). (1st vol. of a supposedly 

multi-volume work).

Criticism
Baluean, H. “Arîziwnerë anapatin mëj.” Z (amsaferf), 3 (1959/11-12), 14. 
Mhifarean, G. “Kë hrazarim hayufenë.” HK, 29 (1951/5), 103-9.

POtOSYAN, HRIPSIME (1899-1972)
Polosyan (Asilyan) was bom and educated in Tiflis and attended the Transcau
casian University. Poetess and translator, mostly from Russian into Armenian. 
Wrote poetry principally for children. She was active in Sergei Gorodetski’s 
“Tsekh poetov” and published her first poem in Russian in 1919. Worked as 
a literary editor for the monthly Mankakan tziler of Tiflis (1930-31). In 1934 
she moved to Erevan, where she briefly headed the children’s literature section 
(1937-38) of the Union of Soviet Writers of Armenia.

Texts
Banasteltzufyunner. (Tiflis, 1930).
Metaks, (Tiflis, 1931).
Mekenaneri ertë. (Tiflis, 1932).
Mayrakan. (Erevan, 1936).
Lusni vra. (Erevan, 1936).
Margartatzalki ev lusatitiki hekiatë. (Erevan, 1937).
Fokrik pioneri ev polkapi masin. (Erevan, 1939).
Banasteltzufyunner. (Erevan, 1942).
Ordineri het. (Erevan, 1942).
Hndutyun. (Erevan, 1948).
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Banasteltzufyunner. (Erevan, 1950).
Karda ays girte-tes inch ë dafnum mirgë. (Erevan, 1951).
Husardzan. (Erevan, 1951).
Im tzatikë. (Erevan, 1953).
Havatarmufyun. (Erevan, 1954).
Anckrevits heto. (Erevan, 1958).
Antaramë. (Erevan, 1961).
Astlayin camÿordë. (Erevan, 1963).
Ereko. (Erevan, 1966).
Ardzagank (huser). (Erevan, 1973).

Translations

English

Evans, G. “From the Dim Ages.” SL, 1966/3, 143.
French anthologies

Gamara, P. £, 71-72.
LPA, 286-87.

G erman

Leschnitzer, F. “Aus Zeitentiefe.” Sowjet-Literatur, 1966/3,141.

Russian

Rodnye liudi. Stikhi. (Moscow, 1960).
Snegova, T. Nasha ulitsa. Stikhi. (Erevan, 1952).
VemosP. (Erevan, 1956).
Vo imia mira. Stikhi. (Erevan, 1952).

Spanish

Alberti, R. y Maria Teresa Leon. “De los sigolos lejanos.” Literatura Sovietica, 
1966/3,142.

Bibliographies
Muradyan, M. Hriÿsime Polosyan: matenagitutyun. (Erevan, 1976).

PÖYACEAN, EDUARD (1915-1966)
Pen names: Alpafros, E. Sarean, Vazgën Tiranean, E. Tzovikean.
A native of the village of Hëter Beg (Musa Dagh, Turkey). Educated in his 
birthplace and at the Cemaran in Beirut, 1930-35. He taught in Beirut until his 
death. Numerous writings of his, both in prose and verse, are still scattered in 
periodicals.

Collections
Erker. (Beirut, 1972).

Texts (prose and verse)
Sir ew vist. (Beirut, 1944).
Holë. (Beirut, 1948).
Tult zawaknerus. (Beirut, 1960).
Tomar taragri. (Beirut, 1963).
Erku namakner. (Beirut, 1964).
Other works: Demker (Beirut, 1967).
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PRÖSEAN, PERC (1837-1907)
Pen names: Pahlawuni, Perc Pröseants, Yovhannës Pros Astaraketsi.
Born Yovhannës Têr-AralCelean in Astarak, Armenia. He was educated in his 
birthplace and the Nersisean school of Tiflis (1852-55), following which he 
worked as a teacher, photographer, and a charcoal dealer in various cities of the 
Caucasus (Tiflis, Susi, Agulis, etc.) and southern Russia (Astrakhan). He briefly 
contributed to the influential Msak and later to Pordz, and he settled permanently 
in Tiflis in 1887, when he was invited to teach Armenian at the Nersisean school. 
Towards the end of his life, Prösean made a short trip to Europe. He died in Baku 
but was buried in Tiflis.

Collections
Erker. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1939—41).
Erkeri zolovatzu. 3 vols. (Erevan, 1953-54).
Erkeri zolovatzu. 7 vols. (Erevan, 1962-64).
Erkeri zolovatzu. 3 vols. (Erevan, 1974—75).
Sargsyan, L., et al. Erker. (Erevan, 1982).
Sahakyan, P. Erker. (Erevan, 1984).
Sarinyan, S. Erker. (Erevan, 1987).

Texts
Sös ew Varditer. (Tiflis, 1860, 1888, 1903; Erevan, 1887, 1953; Baku, 1905). 

(Novel).
Atasi. (Tiflis, 1863). (Play).
Kruatzalik. (Tiflis, 1878). (Novel).
Hatsi hndir. (Tiflis, 1880,1900; Baku, 1904; Erevan, 1940,1968). (Novel). 
Sahen. (Tiflis, 1883; Baku, 1905). (Novel).
Jsetser. (Tiflis, 1889). (Novel).
Bide. (Tiflis, 1890). (Novel).
Skizbn erkants. (Tiflis, 1892). (Novel).
Yusikner. I srjan. (Tiflis, 1894).
Aktsizchin. (Tiflis, 1896). (Story).
Mikël Alents Abdulë. (Tiflis, 1896).
Na. (Tiflis, 1896). (Story).
Ezidi Mkrtchents tune. (Tiflis, 1899). (Story).
Mer Hechon. (Tiflis, 1899). (Story).
Yunön. (Tiflis, 1901). (Novel).
Huser. (Erevan, 1940).
Adamyan, A. “Nor nyufer Perc Prosyani masin.” BM, 4 (1958), 251-64.
“Perc Prosyani mi k̂ ani zekutsagrem u haytararufyunnere (1879-1883).” Banber 

Hayastani arhivneri, 1988/2, 42-53.

Translations

G erman

Lalajan, J. Sako. 2 vols. (Leipzig, n.d.). (Armenische Bibliothek, 5 and 6). 
Russian

Ioannisian, A. Iz-za khleba. Roman. (Moscow, 1950; Erevan, 1952; Moscow, 
1955).

Russian  anthologies

ABS, 1,42-83.
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Criticism
Babayan, A, Perc Prosyan. (Erevan, 1962).
-------- . Perch Proshian (zhizn i tvorchestvo). (Erevan, 1963).
Berberean, M. “Perc Pröseants.” A, 1907, 1065-76.
Chöpanean, A. “Perc Pröseants.” AAA, 1 (1898-99), 230-32.
Darbinyan, H. “Perc Prosyan.” PBH, 1987/4, 5-16.
Davbyan, R. Perc Prosy one ev tatronë. (Erevan, 1988).
Erukyan, Z. “Perc Prosyani husagrakan zarangufyunë,” BEH, 1969/1, 202-7. 
Gevorgyan, G. Prosyani tun-tangaranë. (Erevan, 1960).
Hakobyan, M., and Mikayelyan, M. “Perc Prosyani tznndyan 150—amyakë.” L, 

1987/10,98-99.
Hakobyan, P. “Nyufer Perc Prosyani kensagrufyan hamar.” L, 1970/3, 83-8. 
Harufyunyan, G. P Prosyan. (Erevan, 1972).
Hovhannisyan, H. Perc Prosyani tun-tangaranë Astarakum. Uletsuyts. (Erevan, 

1980).
K‘aramean, N. “Perc Pröseants ew nora vëperë.” Mure, 1889/1, 127-32; 2, 284— 

300; 3, 459-75.
Lanalanyan, A. Prosyanë ev zolovrdakan hanahyusutyunë. (Erevan, 1938). 
Manukyan, S. Perc Prosyan. (Erevan, 1964, 1987).
Muradyan, H. Prosyani kyankë. (Erevan, 1937).
“Niwfer p. Perc Pröseantsi kensagruüean hamar.” Ardzagank; 1890/10, 4.
Perc Pmseani hamafôt kensagrutiwnë. (Tiflis, 1899).
Poturean, M. “Perc Pröseants ew Smbat Sahaziz.” B, 66 (1908), 84—86. 
Sirvanzadë, “Perc Pröseants.” HK, 2 (1923-24/8), 60-64.
Terteryan, A. Perc Prosyan. (Erevan, 1955).
Tër-Yarutiwnean, A. Pfösean ew nra grakan gortzunëutean arzëkë. (Nor 

Nahijewan, 1908).

RAFFI, (cl 835-1888)
Pen names: Melikzadë, Pawstos, Raffi.
Bom Yakob Melik6-Yakobean in the village of Fayajuk, near Sahnas (northwestern 
Iran). Educated in the local elementary school, at a private school, and at the 
Russian school in Tiflis. In 1856 he abandoned his studies in Tiflis and returned to 
his birthplace to attend to the family business, which was on the brink of collapse. 
In 1857-58 he traveled through Iran and historic Armenia, gaining profound 
impressions that had wide implications for his outlook and writing. In the early 
1870s, Raffi began a long-lasting association with Grigor Artzruni (1845-92), in 
whose Msak he published some of his novels in eagerly awaited installments. 
During the same decade, he also taught at Tabriz (1875-77) and Agulis (1877— 
79). The Raffi-Artzruni collaboration, beneficial to both parties and Armenian 
letters in general, was disrupted in 1884, and afterwards Raffi contributed to 
other well-established periodicals such as Ardzagank. Died in Tiflis.

Collections
Funj. 2 vols. (Tiflis, 1874).
Psak. (Tiflis, 1884).
Hent[ë] ew Jalalëddin. (Moscow, 1890; Vienna, 1905; Athens, 1931).
Vëpikner ew patkemer. 2 vols. (Tiflis, 1892, 1893).
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Hamsayi mëlikufiwnnerë; Larabali astlagëtë; Galtnik Larabali. (Vienna, 1906). 
(2d title by P. Zubov).

Tamazyan, A. Chors patmvatzk. (Erevan, 1941).
Mkryan, M., et al. Erkeri zolovatzu. 3 vols. (Erevan, 1949).
Topchyan, Ë., et al. Erkeri zolovatzu. 10 vols. (Erevan, 1955-59).
Karapetyan, L. Grakanutyan masin. (Erevan, 1958).
Erkeri zolovatzu. 10 vols. (Erevan, 1962-64).
Hentë ev Hachagoli hisatakaranë. (Erevan, 1978).
Erkeri zolovatzu. 12 vols, projected. (Erevan, 1983-). (1st 9 vols, published 

through 1987).

Texts

Hentë. (Susi, 1881; Moscow, 1890; Vienna, 1905,1966; Boston, 1937). (Novel). 
Dawit bëk. (Tiflis, 1881,1891; Vienna, 1903,1963; Beirut, 1935; Athens, 1935; 

Erevan, 1941, 1980). (Novel).
Hamsayi mëlikutiwnnerë. (Tiflis, 1882, 1895; Vienna, 1906).
Oskiakalal. (Tiflis, 1882; Vienna, 1903,1956;Baku, 1903;Constantinople, 1922;

Erevan, 1927, 1980; Alexandria, 1937; Beirut, 1966). (Short novel). 
Hachagoli yisatakaranë. (Tiflis, 1883-84, 1895; Vienna, 1905; Constantinople, 

1922; Cairo, 1936; Boston, 1936; Paris, 1937; Erevan, 1981, 1989). (Novel). 
Kaytzer. 2 vols. (Tiflis, 1883 [Vol. 1], 1887 [Vol. 2], 1893; Vienna, 1900, 1904, 

1954-56; Beirut, 1934; Alexandria, 1937; Erevan, 1947). (Novel). 
Jalalëddin. (Moscow, 1884,1890; Vienna, 1905; Teheran, 1959). (Short novel). 
Samuel. (Tiflis, 1888; Vienna, 1898, 1906; Athens, 1936; Erevan, 1940, 1957, 

1984; Beirut, 1956, 1979 [abridged]). (Novel).
Hay kinë and Hay eritasardutiwnë. (Tiflis, 1889). (Articles).
Minë ayspës, miwsn aynpës. (Tiflis, 1890; Vienna, 1930). (Incomplete novel). 
Artziw Vaspurakani (“nuër Vaspurakan Artzwoyn”). (Tiflis, 1893). (Poem). 
Paroyr Haykazn. (Tiflis, 1894). (Story).
Ov ërmelawor. (Tiflis, 1895). (Story).
Tackahayk. (Tiflis, 1895; Vienna, 1913).
Zahrumar. (Tiflis, 1895; Vienna, 1930). (Novel).
Salbi. (Vienna, 1911). (Novel).
Parskakan patkemer. (Vienna, 1913; Erevan, 1961 [selections]). (Stories and 

essays).
Samuël. (Boston, 1924). (Play; adapted by H. Bagratuni).
Jalaleddin. Henf. (Erevan, 1982).
Patmvatzkner ev vipakner. (Erevan, 1986).

Translations

English

Andreassian, K. “Jelaleddin.” Armenia (Boston), 2 (1906/9), 16-28; 2 (1906/10), 
24—31; 2 (1906/11), 35^0; 2 (1906/12), 29-33; 3 (1906/1), 19-29; 3 (1906/2), 
28-33; 3 (1906/3), 41-48.

Basil, H. “Fire-Sparks.” Ara (Calcutta), 2 (1893/1), 23-32; 2 (1893/2), 73-84; 
2 (1893/3), 107-14; 2 (1893/4), 153-50; 2 (1893/5), 193-200; 2 (1893/6), 
261-76; 2 (1893/7-8), 313-20; 2 (1893/9), 361-68; 2 (1893/10-11), 441- 
56; 2 (1893/12), 489-96; 3 (1894/1), 33^10; 3 (1894/2), 73-80; 3 (1894/3), 
113-28; 3 (1894/4), Î45-60; 3 (1894/5), 185-200; 3 (1894/6-7), 225^10.
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Boyajian, Z. “The A rax esArarat (London), 1913/2, 35.
Pyrantz, J. “The Golden Rooster.” The Armenian (Calcutta), 2 (1908/4—5), 35-36;

2 (1909/8-9), 63-67; 3 (1909/1), 4-5; 3 (1909/2) [page unknown].
Tashjian, J. Samuel. The Armenian Review, Winter, 1948,131-39; Spring, 1948, 

144—58; Summer, 1948,143-58; Autumn, 1948,143-57. Spring, 1949,142- 
57; Summer, 1949, 142-55; Autumn, 1949, 142-5; Winter, 1949-50, 136- 
51. Spring, 1950, 135-54; Summer, 1950, 139-56; Autumn, 1950, 140-55; 
Winter, 1950-51, 131-55. Spring, 1951, 146-55; Summer, 1951, 138-55; 
Autumn, 1951, 146-58; Winter, 1951,142-55.

Wingate, J. The Fool (Boston, 1950).

English anthologies
ALP, 78, 86-88, 103-5,114-17.
AP, 124,243-46.

French

Altiar and Kibarian. Samouël 2 vols. (Paris, 1924).
Ioannisian, A. Contes persans; Bibi-Scharabani; Les khaz-pouches. (Paris, 1902). 
Tchobanian, A. “Djelaleddin.” Revue des revues 1896/23,457-65; 1896/24,462- 

69.1897/1,73-81; 1897/2,158-66; 1897/3,270-78.
G erman

Rubenli, L. Bilder aus Persien und Türkisch-Armenien. (Leipzig, n.d.).
Russian

Bogaturova, N. Dzhalaleddin. (Moscow, 1911, 1915).
Dubrovina, A., and Kusikian, I. Samvel. (Erevan, 1958, 1959,1960).
Iskry. (Erevan, 1986).
Kara-Murza, N. Zolotoi petukh. (Tiflis, 1892).
-------- . Khent. (Tiflis, 1901,1908; Erevan, 1957,1962,1969).
-------- . Son Vardana. (Moscow, 1915). (From Mente).
Khachaturian, E. Samvel. (Erevan, 1982).
Khitarova, S. Zolotoi petukh. (Moscow, 1959).
-------- . Garem i drugie rasskazy. (Erevan, 1966).
-------- . Zolotoi petushok. (Erevan, 1980).
Lisitsian, S. Zolotoi petukh. (Erevan, 1948).
Terian, V., et al. Iskry. (Erevan and Moscow, 1949).
Ter-Karapetov, A., and Erevantsian, I. Samvel. (Moscow, 1946).
Vermisheva, I. Bibi-Sharabani. (Tiflis, 1889).

Russian anthologies 
ABS, 1,129-343.
SBAL, 7-14; 100-8.

Spanish

Agemian, B. Las memorias del Hurtacruz. (Buenos Aires, 1949).

Criticism
Affandilean, A. Raffi; patkemerRaffii keankits. (Alexandrapol, 1904). 
Aharonean, A. “Raffi.” HK, 2 (1923-24/11), 47-64.
Aharonean, V. “Raffiikeankë.”ffi:, 16 (1937-38/4), 76-87; 6,119-24; 7,125-32; 

8, 144-50; 9, 125-29; 10, 143-19; 11, 132-38; 12, 127-33. 17 (1938-39/1), 
135-44.

Arakelean, H. “Raffln ibrew hasarakakan gortzich ew hraparakahôs.” Ardzagank, 
1888/16,218-20.
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Arpiarean, A. “Raffi ew hay vipasanuttiwne.” M, 3734 (1884), 129-31; 3736, 
191-95; 3737, 215-17; 3739, 263-64.

Avetisyan, Z. “Raffin ev vepi tesufyan hartserë.” PBH, 1985/4, 17-27.
Babahanyan, A. “Aveli, tan  fyurimatsufyun.” SG, 1963/9,149-51 (On “Letters” 

from Constantinople).
Berberean, R. “Erb ë, uremn, tznuatz Raffin?” HK, 16 (1937-38/8), 114-19.
-------- . “Raffii hancarë ew irakan mfnolortë.” HK, 16 (1937-38/1), 58-73.
Chöpanean, A. “Raffi.” ANA, 8 (1937/5-6), 27-58.
Chugaszyan, B. “Raffin parsits msakuytti ev grakanufyan masin.” L, 1987/1,19- 

26.
Danielyan, K. “Raffi-Hakob Melik^Hakobyan.” L, 1985/12, 3-15.
Darbinyan, H. Raffin ev Rusastanë. (Erevan, 1986).
Davfyan, R. “Raffu hraparakahosufyunë 19-rd dari 80-akan fvakannerin.” L, 

1987/6,24-32.
Esayean, Y. Raffi, nra keankë ew grakan gortzunêufiwnë. (Tiflis, 1903).
Ezekyan, L. “Herosneri anhatakanatsman lezvakan mijotsnerë Raffu ‘Samvel’ 

vepum.” BEH, 1969/2, 225-30.
-------- . “Raffin ev grakan asharhabare.” BEH, 1977/1, 168-77.
Gabamacean, S. Raffi: kensagrutiwn. (Constantinople, 1914).
Gasparyan, G. “Raffu erkeri akademiakan hratarakufyan masin.” PBH, 1985/4, 

216-19.
Gevorgyan, S. “Raffin ev knoj azatagrman hartsë.” L, 1974/10, 38-45.
Gfuzean, E. “Raffi ew hay vipagruttiwne.” B, 95 (1937), 161-72.
Hakobyan, H. Hay helapohakan-demokratneripilisopayakan hayatsknerë. (Ere

van, 1989). (On Raffi, Paronean, and Yarufiwn Sëvacean).
Hamastel. “Sijanë ew Raffin.” HK, 17 (1938-39/3), 49-59.
Harufyunyan, G. Raffin mankavarz. (Erevan, 1990).
Haykazuni, H. Raffii sgali mahë ew kensagrutiwnë. (Tiflis, 1888).
Hayruni, A. “Raffin ev zolovrdakan banahyusufyunë.” BEH, 1980/3,108-13.
Hudinyan, G. “Raffu azgayin azatagrakan galaparahosufyan usumnasirufyan 

patmufyunits.” BEH, 1985/3, 33-43.
Hursidyan, T. “Raffu ëntanik^ë Londonum.” PBH, 1985/4, 94-102.
Hovhannisyan, A. “Artzrunu ev Raffu gataparakan nerhakufyan akunkë.” BEH, 

1968/1, 15-31.
Ishanyan, R. “Raffu lezvi gnahatman suijë.” BEH, 1974/2,170-91.
Jamalean, A. “Raffi arewelean hayots fusakan örientasioni masin.” HK, 15 (1936- 

37/9), 70-85; 10,105-19; 11, 90-109; 12, 83-106.
Karapetean, B. Hariwr taruay erkhösutiwn. (Teheran, 1986).
Karapetyan, A. “70-80akan tvakanneri hay burzua-demokratakan azgayin- 

azatagrakan paterazmnerë ev Raffin.” SG, 1961/1, 142-65.
Karinyan, A. “Raffin ev ir reaktsion kfmadate.” T, 1954/6, 39-50.
Lazaryan, L. “Raffu ‘Kaytzer’ vepë ev nra arajin ënfertsolnerë.” BEH, 1985/3, 

22-32.
-------- . “Raffu steltzagortzufyunë ôtarazgi ënfeitsolneri enkalmamb (1980-

1910—akan fvakanneri).” L, 1987/5, 57-62.
Makaryan, L. “Raffii lusavorakan-demokratakan hayatsknerë.” BEH, 1986/2, 

123-28.
-------- . “Raffin orpes azgayin-azatagrakan sarzman galaparahos.” BEH, 1990/1,

159-64.
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Manukyan, S, Raffii Jalaleddini îzagumë. (Erevan, 1932). (Comparison with Die 
Räuber).

Mkryan, M. “Raffii ‘Kaytzer’ vepi hratarakufyan arfiv.” T, 1951/11, 79-85.
Muradyan, L. “Raffi ev Arpiar Arpiaryan.” PBH, 1986/3, 57-66.
Nahapetyan, M. “Raffin banasteltz.” SG, 1969/12, 107-13.
Fechikean, E. “ ‘Dawif Bek’ipatmakan albiwmer ewMhifareank4.” B, 95 (1937), 

172-87.
Petrosyan, E. “Raffu 60akan tvakanneri steltzagortzufyunnerë.” T, 1954/8,63-80.
-------- . Raffi, kyankë ev stelîzagortzutyunë. (Erevan, 1959).
-------- . “Anbarehlcufyan ptulnerë.” SG, 1961/5, 120-29. (Takes issue with

A. Karapetyan’s “70-80akan fvakanneri . . .” SG, 1961/1, 142-65).
Raffi: keankë, grakanutiwnë, yisohtfiwnner. (Paris, 1937).
“Raffii namakneri masin ” A, 1913, 198-203.
Raffi (Yakob Melik4-Yakobean). Loys ëntiayuati tznndean hariwrameakin artiw 

(1835-1937). (Boston, 1938).
Sagayean, E. “Hayots Raffin ew fransatswots Ziwl Vemë.” ANA, 6 (1935/1-2),

52-54.
Sahakyan, S. Raffu hay azgayin-azatagrakan sarzman galaparahosutyunë. (Ere

van, 1990).
Samvelyan, H. Raffi (Hakob Melik-Hakobyan): hamarot aknark. (Erevan, 1957).
-------- . “Mi banasirakan cstum.” SG, 1977/2, 146-48.
-----— . “Druagner Raffu ev Nazaryani barekamufean patmufiwnits.” HA, 1983,

435^12.
-------- . “Mi ëj Raffu ‘Kaytzeri’ steltzagortzakan patmutyunits; Arsak Raffu antip

namakë; Raffu chhratarakvatz dzeragrerits.” SG, 1985/12, 100-28.
-------- . Raffin zamanakakitsneri huserum. Zoiovatzu. (Erevan, 1986).
-------- . Raffi. Steltzagortzakan ulin. (Erevan, 1987).
-------- . “Mi stehzagortzufean patmufiwn: druagner Raffu ew Basinjaleani

steltzagortzakan hamagortzaktsufiwnits.” HA, 1987/1-12 (Yusamatean, Fest
schrift, 1887-1987), 947—4-9.

Sanasar, F. “Jalalëddin. Raffin ibrew patmol.” Z (amsaferf), 1 (1955/1), 3; 1 
(1955/2), 3; 1 (1955/3), 3.

Sarinyan, S. Raffi. (Erevan, 1957).
-------- . “Havaknot hizahufyun.” SG, 1961/4,113-24. (Takes issue with A. Kara

petyan’s “70-80akan fvakanneri . . .” SG, 1961/1,142-65).
-------- . “Mardu problemë Raffu steltzagortzut'yan gelarvestakan hamakargum.”

SG, 1985/12, 87-99.
-------- . Raffi: Galaparneri ev kerpameri hamakargë. (Erevan, 1985).
Sirmazanean, A. “Paron Raffii ‘Funj’ banasteltzufean veray.” A, 1874, 291-306.
Tamrazyan, H. “Raffu kfinadatakan hayatstaerë.” BEH, 1985/3, 3-21.
Tchobanian, A. Raffi, le grand romancier arménien. (N.p., 1896).
Tërtërean, A. “Nkatolufiwnner Raffii masin: asharhayeatsk£.” Banber Hayastani 

gitakan instituti, 1-2 (1921-22), 35-67.
Topthyan, S. “Raffin orpes patmavepi tesaban.” PBH, 1965/2,157-64.
-------- . Raffu ëstetikakan hayatsknerë. (Erevan, 1971).
Varandean, M. “Raffi.” HK, 1 (1928-29/7), 67-80; 8, 72-86; 9, 155-62; 10, 

102-9.
Vardanyan, G. “ ‘Mfayl dasakargi’ tiperë Raffu erkerum.” L, 1988/11, 34-40.
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Veratzin, M. “Raffii ew ir ëntanilrin suijë.” HK, 16 (1937-38/5), 141—18. 
Vrfatsean], S[imon]. “Raffi.” Vëm, 5 (1937/3), 59-78.
Zak^aryan, H. “Astrahanahay lusavorakan gortzidië (H. H. Paremuzyanë) Raffii 

masin.” BHA, 1986/1, 71-3.

SAHAZIZ, SMBAT (1840-1907)
The youngest of six brothers, Sahaziz was bom in the town of Astarak, in Eastern 
Armenia. He was educated at the Lazarean school in Moscow (1851-62) and 
taught at his alma mater until his retirement in 1897. Following the publication 
of his two verse collections in the 1880s, Sahaziz wrote little poetry, devoting 
himself instead to teaching and journalism.

Collections

Incikyan, A. Ëntir banasteltzufyunner. (Erevan, 1941).
Sahaziz, E. Erker. (Erevan, 1947).
Erker. (Erevan, 1961).

Texts
Azatutean zamer. (Moscow, I860).
Lewonivistë. (Moscow, 1965).
Avetisyan, A. “Smbat Sahazizi antip namaknerits.” PBH, 1981/1, 234-62. 
MeliJcyan, M. “Sahazizi Smb. antip namaknerits.” PBH, 1988/3, 180.

Other works
Hraparakahös dzayn. (Moscow, 1881).
Tzitzali toprak. (Tiflis, 1892).
Amarnayin namakner. (Moscow, 1897).
Yisolutiwnner Vardanants töni aftiw. (Moscow, 1901).
Mi kani host im ënferîsotnerin. (Moscow, 1903).

Translations

English

Boyajian, Z. “I Heard.” Armenia, 3 (1907/4), 34.
-------- . “My Beloved Children.” Armenia, 3/4, 32-33.

A nthologies 

ABS, 2, 499-507.
AD, 35-36.
ALG, 123-24.
ALP, 46.
APA, 59-62.
APAS, 127-29.
BPA, 289-94.
PAAM, 82-83.
VAM, 55-85.

Criticism

A. A. “Sahazizean, S. Amarnayin namakner, Moskua, 1897.” Mure, 1897/7-8, 
1070-77.

Arashanean, A. “Erku hösk.“ Mure, 1892/1, 132-34.
Balasanean, G. “Smbat Sahaziz.” Banasër, 6 (1904/3^1), 74—83.
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-------- . “Smbat Sahaziz.” HA, 23 (1909), 161-64,297-300; 24 (1910), 100-5.
Berberean, M. Siroy ew vsti ergiche. (Valarsapat, 1908).
Berberean, R. “ ‘Lewoni vistë’ ew S. Sahazizeani andznakan trame.” HK, 16 

(1937-38/10), 61-74; 11, 118-31; 12, 112-26. 17 (1938-39/1), 105-12; 2, 
83-91; 3, 74—81.

Grasër. “Smbat Sahaziz.’’./^ ,  42 (1964/J2), 14-21.
Hadiatryan, I. “A. S. Puskinë Smbat Sahazizi steltzagortzufyan mej.” BEH, 

1975/3,178-84.
Hovasapfyan, H. Smbat Sahaziz. (Erevan, 1960).
Ishanean, B. Hasarakakan galaparnerë R. Patkaneani ew S. Sahazizi banasteltzu- 

tiwnneri mëj. (Tiflis, 1910).
Kusikean, K. “Hiwsisapayl ew S. Sahazizeani banasteltzufiwnë.” Mure, 1895/7- 

8v, 1094-104. 1898/5, 684-97; 1898/9, 1241-64.
L. “Sahazizean, S. Yisohitiwnner Vardanants töni arirov, Moskua, 1901.” Mure, 

1901/1, 219-22.
Madafean, E. “Smbat Sahazizean banasteitz-hraparakahös.” Mure, 1891/3, 367- 

74; 1891/5, 632^15; 1891/7-8,906/12; 1891/12, 1557-67. 1892/1, 119-31. 
Manukyan, A. Smbat Sahaziz. (Erevan, 1959).
Sahaziz, E. Smbat Sahazizi kensagrutyunë. (Erevan, 1934).
Sahnazareants, S. Banasteltz-kalakatsin dprotsakan nwirakan uhti asparizum,. 

(Moscow, 1908).
Tzaturean, A. “Azgayin banasteltz Smbat Sahazizeantsin.” HGP, 1 (1888), 192. 
Veselovskii, Iu. Armianskii poet Smbat-Shakh-Aziz. (Moscow, 1902,1905).

SAHEN, GUSAN (1909-1990)
Pen name: Gusan Sahen.
Bom Sahen Sargsyan in Lurdubulal (a village later renamed Krasar, in Lukasyan, 
Armenia). A minstrel and professional singer.

Texts
Gusan Hayastani. (Erevan, 1964,1976).

SAHINYAN, ANAHIT (1917-)
A native of the village of Vardablur (Stepfanavan, Armenia). A novelist. She 
graduated from the State University of Erevan in 1941. From 1942^47 and 
1953-58, she headed the children’s section at Haypethrat (Hayastani petakan 
hratarakchufyun), one of the major state publishing houses in Soviet Armenia. 
For several years starting in 1969, she was editor of the monthly Pionen

Collections

Èntir erker. 3 vols. (Erevan, 1987-88).

Texts
Vayelk. (Erevan, 1942).
Barekamner. (Erevan, 1944).
Hachuliner. (Erevan, 1946, 1958, 1962,1979).
Tzarav. (Erevan, 1955,1959, 1980).
Veradardzi arahetnerov. (Erevan, 1960).
Geletsik linelu galtnikë. (Erevan, 1965).
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Usatsaiz zamadrutyun. (Erevan, 1965).
Karot. (Erevan, 1975, 1981).
Kehnanner. (Erevan, 1976).
Sepakan otnahetkerov. (Erevan, 1984).
Hekiat hrovkanneri hamar. (Erevan, 1985).
Hey campaner, campaner. (Erevan, 1986). (Travel writing).

Translations

Russian

Atarov, N., and Dol’tseva, M. Puti-dorogl Roman. (Mospow, 1963). 
Smolianskaia, T., and Khitarova, S. Tosha. Roman. (Erevan, 1983; Moscow, 

1990).
[Ter-Minasian, L„ and Ostrogorskii, V.] ZhazJida. Roman. Kn. 1. (Erevan, 1956). 
Zhazhda. (Moscow, 1986).

Criticism
Arzumanyan, S. “Groli azniv havatkë.” SG, 1976/3, 125-32.
Parsamyan, A. “Liaiyun kyanld tzaravov.” SG, 1983/7, 131-32.
Sarinyan, S. “Anahit Sahinyan.” SG, 1961/7,107-18.
--------. “Hayrem u ordinerë.” SG, 1978/11, 169-75. (On Hachuliner).

SAHNAZARYAN, ARSAK (1872-1942)
Bom and educated in Astarak, Armenia. A writer of short stories and a profes
sional teacher. Taught at various cities in Transcaucasia.

Collections
Arevi campin. (Erevan, 1939).

Texts
Hawar asharhum. (Erevan, 1909).
Azatararë. (Erevan, 1926).
Haram-katnaker aljike. (Erevan, 1926).
Errordutyan galtnikë. (Erevan, 1929).
Gyutakan patkemer. (Erevan, 1933).
En sev Örerits. (Erevan, 1936). (Poem).
Meliki aljike. (Erevan, 1944).

Criticism

Tumanyan, H. “A. Sahnazaryan.” SG, 1963/6,152-53.

SAHNUR, SAHAN (1903-1974)
Pen names: Sahan Sahnur, Armen Lubin (in French writings).
Bom Sahan K‘eresfëcean in Constantinople. Graduated from the Përpërean school 
in 1921. In 1923, he left for France, where he and a number of writers initiated 
a literary movement, “Menk,” and launched a periodical bearing the same name 
(1931-32), with a view to shaping a new tradition. Both the movement and its 
organ were short-lived. By this time Sahnur had established himself as a famous, if 
controversial, novelist with his first novel, Nahanjë arants ergi. In the late 1930s, 
Sahnur’s fragile health deteriorated rapidly. He spent the better part of the last
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two decades of his life undergoing treatment in hospitals in France. Curiously, 
most of Sahnur’s prose writings are in Armenian, while most of his poetry is in 
French. Of this issue, he once commented, “Pourquoi j ’utilise l’arménien en prose 
et le français en poésie? Je ne le sais pas. C’est venu ainsi,” (cf. his posthumous 
collection, Les logis provisoires, p. 7).

Collections
Alajajyan, S. Erker. (Erevan, 1962).
Erker. 2 books. (Erevan, 1982-85).

Texts
Nahanjë afants ergi. (Paris, 1929; Beirut, 1959).
Yaralëzneru dawaëanutiwnë. (Paris, 1933, 1971).
Tertis kiraknöreay tiwë. (Beirut, 1958).
Zoyg më karmir tetrakner. (Beirut, 1967).
Azatn Komitas. (Paris, 1970).
Bats tomarë. (Paris, 1971).
Krakë kolkis. (Paris, 1973).
“Sahan Sahnuri namaknerë Vahan Tfekeyanin.” SG, 1984/9,128-34.

Works in periodicals
Z, 1 (1929-130]), 338-42. 2 [1931], 18-22.
AN A, 3 (1932/5-6), 50-56.
Ani, 2 (1947-48), 186-88.
SG, 1965/6, 108-9. 1977/9, 150-57.

Works in French
Fouiller avec rien. (Paris: René Debresse, 1942).
Le passager clandestin. (Paris: Gallimard, 1946).
Sainte patience, poèmes. ([Paris]: Gallimard, [1951]).
Transfert nocturne. (Paris: Gallimard, [1955]).
Les hautes terrasses; poèmes. (Paris: Gallimard, [1957]).
Feux contre feux. (Paris: Grasset, 1968).
Les logis provisoires. ([Montemart]: Rougerie, [1983]).

Translations

English

Amman, L. “Flight Without Song.” Ararat, Summer, 1977, 28.
Kudian, M. Retreat Without Song. (London, 1982).
-------- . The Tailor’s Visitors. (London, 1984).

Russian anthologies 

KNS, 3-19.
PCN, 153-64.

Criticism

Alikyan, A. “Sahan Sahnuri ‘Giserayin pohadrum’ girkë.” SG, 1963/8,123-25. 
Chöpanean, A. “Aroljn u vataroljn Sahan Sahnuri grakanufean mej.” ANA, 10 

(1939/1-2), 79-93.
Fënërcean, G. “Nahanjë afants ergi, Sahan Sahnur.” Z, 1 (1929—[30]), 302-4. 
Grigoryan, H. “Sahan Sahnur.” SG, 1960/6, 121-30.
H. A. “Yaralezneru dawacanufiwne.” HK, 12 (1933-34/8), 158-60.
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Misakfean, A. “Sahan Sahnur.” AAA 5 (n.d.), 121-23.
Muïnetsyan, S. Nahanji ahazangë. (Erevan, 1984).
Përpërean, M. “Sahan Sahnur.” HK, 32 (1954/4), 45-59.
“Sahan Sahnur.” SG, 1963/8,116-18.
Sahinean, G. Kensagrutiwn ew matenagitutiwn Sahan SahnurL (Anrilias, 1981).
-------- . Sahan Sahnur: aksorew aruest. (AntHias, 1985).
Sahnurean ëntertsumnen (Beirut, 1983).
T. N. “Nahanjë arants ergi.” HK, 8 (1929-30/2), 158-62.
Topfchyan, S. “Sahan Sahnuri hostovanutyunë.” SG, 1963/8,119-22.
-------- . “Ëtyud Sahnuri masin.” SG, 1985/1, 115-29.
Toranean, T4. Verstin kardalov Sahan Sahnurë. (Aleppo, 1971).
Vahë-Vahean. “Sahan Sahnur.” Am, 2 (1946—47), 184—85.

SAHRIAR (1855-1918)
Pen name: Sahriar.
Bom Hambardzum Arak*elean, in Susi, Artsah (Karabagh). A journalist, novelist, 
and short story writer. Educated in his birthplace, Tabriz, Baku, and briefly in 
Moscow. Taught in Baku. Settled in Tiflis and formed a life-long association with 
Grigor Artzruni (1845-92) and his M$ak as an editor and member of the editorial 
board. In 1915 he organized a committee to help the Armenian survivors of the 
genocide. He was assassinated in Tiflis.

Texts
Jhuk-Kusan, vëp Parskastani keankits. (Tiflis, 1902). (Novel).
Elöi kof bahtë. (Tiflis, 1903). (Story).
Tasn ew erku patmuatzk. (Tiflis, 1909). (Stories).

SAHYAN, HAMO (1914-1993)
Pen name: Hamo Sahyan.
Bom Hmayak Grigoryan in Lor, a village in Sisian, Armenia. Took up residence in 
Baku in 1927 and studied at the local pedagogical institute (1935-39). Became a 
journalist following his discharge from service in the Soviet Navy during World 
War II. From 1965 to 1967, he was the editor-in-chief of the literary weekly 
Grakan tert (organ of the Union of the Soviet Writers of Armenia). His verse 
collection, “Sezam, batsvir,” won him the Armenian State Award for poetry in 
1975.

Collections
Erker 2 vols. (Erevan, 1967-69).
Erkeri zoiovatzu. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1975-76).
Erker. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1984).

Texts (verse)
Orotani ezerkin. (Erevan, 1946).
Afagast. (Baku, 1947).
Slatski mej. (Baku, 1950).
Tziatzanë tapastanum. (Erevan, 1953).
Bardzunki vra. (Erevan, 1955).
Nairyan dalar hardi. (Erevan, 1958).
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Hayastanë ergeri mej. (Erevan, 1962).
Mayramutits afaj. (Erevan, 1964).
Karapneri ergë. (Erevan, 1968).
Tariners. (Erevan, 1970).
Sezam, batsvir. (Erevan, 1972).
Kanche, kfunk. (Erevan, 1973).
Iriknahats. (Erevan, 1977).
Zayrits masur ë katum. (Erevan, 1979).
Azgi kanchë. (Erevan, 1981).
Kanach-karmir asun. (Erevan, 1981).
Daldzi tzalik. (Erevan, 1986).

Translations

English

Evans, G. “On the Height.” SL, 1966/3,144.
Jacque, V. “Sunset in the Mountains.” SL, 1973/9, 127.
Katibian, J. “After All I Am a Man.” Lraber, 1965/23,4.
—-------. “Boundaries.” Lraber, November 30,1965, 4.
-------- . “The Sunset Is Late on the Summit.” Lraber, October 5, 1965, 4.
Mesrobian, P. “My Sayat-Nova.” Lraber, November 14, 1963, 4.
Tempest, P. “Like Water.” SL, 1979/7, 95.

English anthologies

SAP, 27-29.
French

Antonian, A. “Comme l’eau.” LS, 247 (1979), 104-5.
-------- , and Alikian, A. “Le crépuscule.” OO, 111 (Sept. 1973), 144.
Hékimian, G. “Homme.” Notre Voix, 1965/96, L 
Mardirossian, L. “Vivre ainsi.” 00, 123 (March 1969), 55.

French anthologies

Gamara, R E, 89-91.
LPA, 346-51.

G erman

Österreicher, S. “Auf der Höhe.” Sowjet-Literatur, 1966/3, 142.
Russian

Dudin, M. Pozdnie iagody: Stikhi. (Leningrad, 1981, 1983).
Godymoi. (Erevan, 1970).
Lirika. (Erevan, 1989).
Makintsian, A. Stikhi. (Moscow, 1986).
Na vysotakh. (Erevan, 1956).
Pered zakatom. Stikhi. (Moscow, 1969).
Zelenyi topoV Nairi. Stikhi. (Moscow, 1959).
ZelenyitopoV. Stikhi. (Baku, 1950). (Includes “Blagodamost’ ” and “Na beregakh 

Vorotana”).
Zviagintseva, V. Blagodamost. Stikhi. (Erevan, 1952).

Spanish

Alberti, R. y Maria Teresa Leon. “En lo alto.” Literatura Sovietica, 1966/3, 
143.
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Criticism
Alababyan, S. “V. Mnatsakanyan, H. Sahyan, knnadatneri u banasteltzneri 

erkahosutyune.” SG, 1970/9,101-7.
Aninski, L. “Csmartutyan ezrerë: Hamo Sahyanë ev zamanakakits ktiarer- 

gufyune.” SG, 1973/8, 152-58.
Davfyan, S. “Zamanaki zgatsohifyunëHamo Sahyani poeziayum.” SG, 1973/10, 

157-59.
Dymshits, A. “The World of Amo Sagiyan.” SL, 1973/1,129-32.
Felekyan, H. “Hamo Sahyan.” SG, 1961/8, 114-23.
Hayrapetyan, A. “Banasteltzi kochumë.” SG, 1974/5, 124—29.
Hovhannisyan, H. “Hamo Sahyani poeziayi jilë.” SG, 1984/4, 8-13.
Karapetyan, G. “Banasteltzakan patkeri hnchyunayin ev gunayin dzevavorumë 

Hamo Sahyani poeziayum.” L, 1985/8,15—23.
Mayilyan, H. “Hamo Sahyani 1960—akan fvakanneri poezian.” L, 1973/9,3-10. 
Mkrtchyan, L. Zruytsner banasteltzi het. (Erevan, 1984).
Mkrtchyan, V. Hamo Sahyani banasteltzakan bnapilisopayufyunë. (Erevan, 

1987).
Mnatsakanyan, V. “Hinn u norë om ë [?]” SG, 1968/9, 139-56.
Papoyan, A. “Lezvi zolovrdaynufyan mikani drsëvorumner Hamo Sahyani 

chapatzoyum.” BEH, 1971/1, 220-29.
-------- . “Hamo Sahyani banarvesti mi kani hartser.” SG, 1975/8, 146-55.
-------- . Chapatzoyi lezvakan arvesti hartser. Hamo Sahyan ev Vahagn Davtyan.

(Erevan, 1976).
Ulubabyan, B. “Banasteltzi asharhe.” SG, 1984/4, 3-8.
Zoryan, S. “Sahyanë gnalu canaparh uni.” SG, 1974/5,119-32.

SAK1YAN, ARIS (1900- 1959)
Pen names: A. S., Varuznak Aris.
Bom and educated in Dörtyol (Turkey). Taught in the Armenian schools of 
Alexandretta (Iskendemn) and Damascus and edited the periodical Eprat (1929, 
1931-32, 1936-37,1943-45) before settling in Soviet Armenia in 1947.

Texts
Delin erger. (Aleppo, 1927).
Mijink. (Aleppo, 1943). (Verse).
Kar u Mar. (Aleppo, 1946). (Stories).
Mer Hayastann ë. (Erevan, 1949).
Hêkiatner (Aleppo, 1950). (Tales).
Bahtn u ashatankë. (Erevan, 1956). (Tales).
Indznits kez hrat. (Erevan, 1957). (Tales).
Fellahner (Erevan, 1958). (Novel).
Hekiatner. (Erevan, 1960). (Tales).

SAiATELYAN, LEVON (1884- 1968)
The village of Kuchak (in Aparan, Armenia) is the birthplace of this dramatist, 
who graduated from the Georgean Seminary of Ëjmiatzin in 1908 and from the 
Institute of Commerce in Moscow in 1916. He worked as a professional economist 
in various parts of Armenia.
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Collections
Dramatikakan erker, (Erevan, 1954).
Dramatikakan erker. (Erevan, 1961).

Texts
Mi ktor holi hamar. (Tiflis, 1924; Erevan, 1931).
Dramaner (Erevan, 1947).
Aÿsos hadere. (Erevan, 1954,1958).
Batsvatzvaraguyrë. (Erevan, 1965).

SANDAL, (1858- 1922)
Pen name: Sandal.
Bom Aleksandr Petrosean in Tiflis and educated at the local Nersisean school. 
Belonged to a group of Armenian writers who focused their work on the coun
tryside. He was a teacher by profession and briefly taught in Western Armenia 
(Mus, 1883-84). In the late 1880s he found clerical employment in Moscow and 
St. Petersburg, but he spent his last days in Tiflis in utter poverty.

Texts
Visap. (Tiflis, 1884). (Stories).
Fokrik astl. (Moscow, 1892). (Novel).

Criticism
Larajyan, G., [ and Arkomed, S. T.] Sandalë ev nra veperë. (Tiflis, 1929 [cover 

says 1930]).

SANT, LEWON (1869- 1951)
Pen name: Lewon Sant*.
Bom Lewon Nahaspetean in Constantinople and later changed his name to 
Selbosean, after his father, Selbos. Educated in the famous Scutari College, at the 
Gëorgean Seminary in Ëjmiatzin (1884-91), and in various German universities 
(1893-99). A playwright, novelist, and poet. Taught in Armenian schools in the 
Caucasus (1906-11) and in Constantinople (1911-13), and left for Europe in 
1913, fortuitously escaping the fate of his colleagues, who were slain in 1915. 
He returned to the Caucasus in 1915, but left just after the Bolshevik Revolution, 
only to return to the region in the following year. He engaged in political activities 
on behalf of the Armenian Republic (1918-20) and was incarcerated in Erevan 
following the establishment of Soviet regime in Eastern Armenia. After spending 
the years 1921-26 in Europe, and following a brief stay in Egypt, he settled in 
Beimt in 1929. There he became one of the founders of the Cemaran (renamed 
Nsan Falancean cemaran in 1950), a well-known secondary school.

Collections

Lewon Santi erkerë. 9 vols. (Beimt, 1946-47).
Davfyan, M. Ënîir erker (Erevan, 1968).
Lewon Santi erkerë. 2 vols. (Los Angeles, 1988).
Topchyan, S. Erker. (Erevan, 1989).
Erker. (Antilias, 1990).

Texts
Leran aljikë. (Tiflis, 1893,1904). (Poems).
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Dursetsiner: vëp. (Tiflis, 1896). (Novel).
Eraz örer. (Tiflis, 1896). (Prose diary).
Verzin. (Tiflis, 1898; Constantinople, 1911). (Novel).
Dardz: vëp. (Tiflis, 1899; Constantinople, 1924). (Novel).
Erger. (Tiflis, [1904]). (Verse).
Hin astuatzner. (Constantinople^ 1912; Boston, 1917). (Play).
Cambun vray. (Constantinople, 1914). (Play).
Urisi hamar. (Tiflis, 1914). (Play).
Kaysr, taterak biwzandakan darerën. (Tiflis, 1916). (Play).
Sltaywatze (hat mer mijnadarën). (Constantinople, 1921; New York, 1922; 

Teheran, 1922). (Play).
Kinë. (Constantinople, 1924 [2ded.]). (Story).
Derasanuhin. (Constantinople, 1924 [2ded.]). (Novel).
Hoginerë tzarawi: vëp. (Beirut, 1945). (Novel).
Aznavuryan, G. “Levon Sanft namaknerë Hovhannes Thmanyanin.” PBH, 

1982/1,201-17.

Translations

English

Mandalian, J. “The Woman.” Armenian Review, 2 (1949/5), 3-26.
Baytarian, H. The Princess of the Fallen Castle. (Boston, [1929]).

French  anthologies 

APA, 115-18.
Italian

Monico, G. Gli Antichi Dei. (Milan, 1917).
Spanish anthologies

APAS, 175-76.

Bibliographies

Lewon Sant, 1869-1969. (Beirut, 1969). (“Matenagituftwn Lewon Sanft,” pp.
53-96).

Criticism

Aharonean, V. “Lewon Sanfeir masin.” HK, 38(1960/2), 1-8; 3,17-22; 4,24—34; 
5,29-31.

Arsaruni, A. “Slfayuatzi datavarufiwne.” HK, 30 (1952/11), 19-22.
B. A. “Lewon Sanft gelaruestakan gortzerë.” HK, 26 (1948/4), 10-12.
Banean, G. “Lewon Sanft” HK, 30 (1952/1), 23-32.
Chfchyan, A. “Levon Sante ev Gaspar Iptekyane ‘Hamazgayin’ msakufayin 

miufyan gortzidiner.” L, 1990/3, 57-65.
Dilanean, G. “Lewon Sant ew ‘Hin astuatzner’.” HK, 18 (1939-40/12), 147-55. 
Ëdilean, G. “Sant, ‘Hin astuatzner’.” A, 1913,234—63.
-------- . Hin astuatzner Santi. (Valarsapat, 1913).
Gélard, Y. Lewon Sant. (Beirut, 1969).
“Hin astuatznerë.” Nawasard, 1914, 263-65. (An account of discussions and 

criticisms of the work).
Pessimist. “Ditolufiwnner L. Santi ‘Hin astuatzner’ dramayi masin: patmakan, 

telagrakan, kentsalakan tesakëtits.” HA, 39 (1925), 312-16, 504—7,598-602. 
Sahinean, G. Dziwnem i ver: menagrutiwn L. Santi masin. (Beirut, 1967).
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Sargsyan, H. Levon Sant. (Erevan, 1930).
Sarinyan, S. “Levon Sanri krftifyan tesufyunë.” L, 1990/6,13-18.
Tiasean, B. “Lewon Sant ew ir ‘Kaysr’ë.” Z, 1 (1929-30?), 115-18, 180-83. 
-------- . “Santi ‘Kaysr’ë.” HK, 8 (1929-30/2), 56-77.
Tayk4, K. “Lewon Santi gelarwestakan erkerë.” Vëm, 3 (1935/1), 27-34; 2,15-26. 
Tër-Pôlosean, G. Lewon Santi ‘Hin astuatznerë’ ew Stepannos vanakani 

yisatakaranë. (Susi, 1913).
Ter Rubinean, G. L Sant, nra erkem ew Hin astuatiner draman. (Tiflis, 1913). 
Tërtërean, A. “Lewon Sant, seri ew dasalk‘utean ergidië.” A, 1913,352-75,437- 

68. (Reprinted separately, Valarsapat, 1913).

SARAFEAN, N IKOtOS (1905-1972)
Born aboard a ship bound for Varna from Istanbul, Sarafean grew up and received 
his elementary education in Varna, Bulgaria. Spent the years 1914—17 in Rumania, 
Odessa, Rostov, and Novorossiysk, and, fleeing the region, then ablaze with the 
flames of World War I and the Bolshevik Revolution, returned to Varna. Moved 
to Constantinople with his family after the Armistice of 1918 and attended the 
Kedronakan. Within a few years he left for France via Marseilles and settled in 
Paris in 1923.

Collections
Chapatzoy erker. (Anrilias, 1982).
Erker. (Erevan, 1988).

Texts
Anjrpeti më grawumë. (Paris, 1928).
14. (Paris, 1933).
Ishanuhin (vëp). (Paris, 1934). (Novel).
Telatuutiwn ew makënfatsutiwn. (Paris, 1939).
Mijnaberd. (Paris, 1946).
Mijerkrakan. (Beirut, 1971).
Vënsëni antarë. (Paris, 1988).

Works in periodicals
Z, 1 (1929—[30]), 10, 145-52. “Lukas aypanelin.” 1 (1929-[30])} 257-68, 344- 

49, 391-96, 424-29. 2 [1931], 8-13, 73-78. Z (taregirfr), 1937, 8-10. Z 
(eramseay), 1948/3, 184—95.

ANA, 2 (1930/3), 38^9.1933/3^1, 30-31. 9 (1938/4), 61-82; 9 (1938/5-6), 34- 
43.

HK, 9 (1930-31/1), 1-18.10 (1931-32/3), 1-5; 10/5,1-8. “Harishënheru (vëp),” 
10 (1931-32/11), 1-46; 11, 13-32; 12, 71-100. “Hskum,” l i  (1932-33/12), 
1-27; 12 (1933-34/1), 58-74. 12 (1933-34/12), 87-88. 24 (1946/3), 19-22. 
6, 1-24. 25 (1947/3), 1-11; 4, 29-38.

AND, 1 (1952), 14-18, 65-71. 3 (1953), 2-6. 6-7 (n.d.), 27-28.

Translations

French anthologies

Drézian, A. Le Bois de Vincennes. (Marseilles: Editions Parenthèses, 1993).
LPA, 318-21.

Italian anthologies 

LPAM, 301-6.
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Criticism
A. “Dasahosufean me arifov.” AND, 3 (1953), 123-24.
Baluean, H. “N. Sarafeani ‘Anjrpeti me grawumëV’ Z, 1 (1929-[30J), 81-82. 
Sanasar, F. “Ishanuhin, vëp Nikolos Sarafeani.” HK, 13 (1934-35/6), 150-51.
-------- . “Nikolos Sarafean, Anjrpeti më grawume.” HK, 14 (1935-36/8), 169-

72.
Topchean, A. “Nikolayos Sarafean, kam Sfriwfki banadzevume.” HA, 1988/1-12, 

251-56.

SARGIS APUCHEHTSI
A seventeenth-eighteenth century author from the village of Apucheh near Akn 
(Egin, now Kemaliye, Turkey).

Texts and criticism
Mkrtchyan, M. Sargis Apuchehtsi, usumnasirutyun ev bnagrer. (Erevan, 1971).

SARKAWAG BERDAKATSI
Presumed to be a sixteenth-century author, Sarkawag is known by a single poem, 
“Halol zkez govel piti.”

Poetry
KNZ, 1, 46-47; 3, 67-69.
S, 1968,370-72.
SUM, 1, 281-84.

Translations

F rench

Marcel, L.-A. “Eloge du vin.” AND, 17 (n.d.), 125-27.

French  anthologies

CPA, 104—6.
RA, 3, 155-63.
TA, 181-85.

SARMEN, (1901-1984)
Pen name: Sarmen.
Bom Armenak Sargsyan in Pahuank, a village in the ancient Armenian region of 
Rstunik, south of Lake Van. His parents were killed during the genocide of 1915, 
and he was raised in orphanages. Completed his studies at the State University 
of Erevan (1932). He wrote the national anthem of Soviet Armenia.

Collections
Hatentir. (Erevan, 1951).
Erker. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1966-67).

Texts (verse)
Dasterë zptum en. (Leninakan, 1925).
Tfidit. (Moscow, 1935).
Sepo. (Erevan, 1939).
Ergastan. (Erevan, 1940).
Herosakan mah. (Erevan, 1940).
Astter. (Erevan, 1942).
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Hayrenik. (Erevan, 1944).
Tzalkunk. (Erevan, 1945).
Srti dzaynov. (Erevan, 1947).
Yot erjanikner. (Erevan, 1950).
Tzaikadzor. (Erevan, 1952).
Koratz dzerker. (Erevan, 1954).
Gagatneri karotë. (Erevan, 1954).
Hayreni tun. (Erevan, 1955).
Karoti krakner. (Erevan, 1957).
Hosoi tzattkner. (Erevan, 1958).
Erger. (Erevan, 1959).
Hayots sirt. (Erevan, 1960).
Banasteltzi albyurë. (Erevan, 1961).
Kenats bazak. (Erevan, 1963).
Tzalkavor dzmet. (Erevan, 1964).
Erazank. (Erevan 1969).
Im hayreni aijiknerë. (Erevan, 1971).
Manukneri asharhum. (Erevan, 1972).
Kyorotti. (Erevan, 1974).
Hayos u Kartlos. (Erevan, 1979).
Hayi achker. (Erevan, 1980),
Sirt. (Erevan, 1981).
Kyorotti. (Erevan, 1981). (Poem).
Mesrop Mastots. (Erevan, 1982). (Poem).
Huysi hasmikner. (Erevan, 1987).

Translations

English

Wettlin, M. “The Children’s World.” SL, 1973/9, 128-29.
French

Antonian, A., and Alikian, A. “Dans le monde des enfants.” OO, 177 (Sept. 1973), 
145.

French anthologies

Gaucheron, J. E, 78-79.
LPA, 298-99.

Russian

Gorokhov, N. Vershiny. Stikhi. (Moscow, 1980).
Radosf i slava. (Erevan, 1952).
Rodnye gory. Stikhi. (Moscow, 1959).
Semero schastlivykh. Stikhi. (Moscow and Leningrad, 1952).
[Tushnova, V.] Rodnikpoeta. (Erevan, 1956).
Zima v tsvetakh. Stikhi i poemy. (Moscow, 1970).

Bibliographies
Manukyan, A. Sarmen~80. (Erevan, 1983).

Criticism
• Arzumanyan, S. “Sarmeni poezian.” SG, 1960/1, 122-33.
Daryan, Z. Paru ergichë (hodvatzner). (Erevan, 1981).
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Hyusyan, M. Sarmen. (Erevan, 1970).
Kurtikyan, S. “Karoti krakner.” SG, 1958/6, 119-28.
Solomonyan, S. “Banasteltzi ulin.” SG, 1963/11,128-37.
V[ahe-]V[ahean]. “Banasteltz kalakatsin.” Ani, 1 (1946), 42-43.

SARYAN, GEtAAA (1902-1976)
Pen name: Gelam Saryan.
Bom Gelam Baldasaryan and educated in Tabriz. Emigrated to Soviet Armenia in 
1922. At first he settled and taught in Leninakan (Gyumri, 1922-26), but he later 
moved to Erevan and worked as a journalist. From about 1935 until his death, 
Saryan devoted himself entirely to literature. In 1970, his collection of poems 
titled “KTizanfem” won him the Armenian State Prize for literature.

Collections
Hatëntir. (Erevan, 1945).
Hatëntir. (Erevan, 1951).
Erker. (Erevan, 1956).
Erker. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1961).
Ëntrvaîz èjer. (Erevan, 1965).
Erker.; 5 vols. (Erevan, 1969-72).
Ëntir erker. (Erevan, 1974).
Saryan, N. Banasteltzufyunner ev poemner. (Erevan, 1982).

Texts (verse)

Siraki harsanikë. (Leninakan, 1925).
Yunkersi hortakumë. (Leninakan, 1926).
Patmvatzkner. (Erevan, 1928). (Stories).
Otarmardë. (Erevan, 1929). (Story).
Erkir horhrdayin. (Erevan, 1930).
Erkate otnadzayner. (Erevan, 1933).
Erek erg. (Erevan, 1935).
Gyulnara. (Erevan, 1935).
Mijöre. (Erevan, 1935).
Ispaniayi patani herosnerë. (Erevan, 1936).
Banasteltzufyunner. (Erevan, 1940).
Plan u mahë. (Erevan, 1941).
Hayreniki hamar (Erevan, 1942).
Pahakë. (Erevan, 1942).
Balladner. (Erevan, 1944).
Pafki tacarë. (Erevan, 1944).
Banasteltzufyunner. (Erevan, 1947).
Hrasali serund. (Erevan, 1950).
Banasteltz. (Erevan, 1954).
Balladner. (Erevan, 1957).
Halënkerner. (Erevan, 1957).
Manukn u dzyunë. (Erevan, 1958).
Sayaf-Nova. (Erevan, 1964).
Hatutsum. (Erevan, 1966).
Grigor Derin. (Erevan, 1967). (Play).
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Krizantem. (Erevan, 1968).
Bazak elbayrutyan. (Erevan, 1970).
Mterim ëjer. (Erevan, 1972).
Ur gnal [?] (Erevan, 1984).

Translations

English

Evans, G. “Where, Little Cloud?,” SL, 1966/3,145.

English anthologies

SAP, 18-20.
French

Mardirossian, L. “Le nuage.” OO, 123 (March 1969), 36.
French anthologies 

FPA, 54-56.
Gamarra, P. E, 79-81.
LPA, 300-6.

G erman

Sinner, N. “Vom Taubengefieder verstreut. . .” Sowjet-Literatur, 1966/3,143. 

Russian

Adalis, A. et al, Izbrannye stikhi. ([Moscow], 1936).
Ballady. ([Moscow], 1945).
Izbrannoe. (Erevan, 1941).
Stikhotvoreniia. (Moscow, 1948,1956).
Stikhotvoreniia i poemy. (Moscow, 1952, 1958; Erevan, 1959).
Zviagintseva, V. and Smeliak, la. Chudesnoe pokolenie. Poema. (Moscow, 1950).

Spanish

Alberti, R. y Maria Teresa Leon. “Nube pequenita.” Literatura Sovietica, 1966/3, 
144.

Criticism
Alawni, “Om ë banasteltzë[?]” Ani, 1 (1946), 44—46.
Bazyan, S. Erekurvagitz—Nairi Zaryan, Siraz, GetamSaryan. (Erevan, 1941). 
Darbni, V. “Asharh, es ël mi asharh em . . .” SG, 1982/12,117-20.
H. A. “Erkafë otnadzayner.” HK, 13 (1934-35/6), 143-45.
Manukyan, S. Gelam Saryan. (Erevan, 1954).
Mnatsakanyan, V. “Kardalov Gelam Saryanin.” SG, 1959/12, 104—23.
-------- . Gelam Saryani poezian. (Erevan, 1963).
Rstuni, H. Gelam Saryan. (Erevan, 1958).
Soïomonyan, S. “Gelam Saryan.” SG, 1962/12, 88-95.
'Tamrazyan, H. “Zolovrdi het, zolovrdi hamar.” SG, 1960/11, 161-72.

SAYBON, ASOT (1905-1982)
Pen name: Asot Saybon.
Bom Asot Gasparyan in Tiflis and educated at the Nersisean school. He was 
one of the first Armenian writers to write science fiction; he also wrote poetry 
and drama. Gave up his teaching career and interrupted his studies at the State 
University of Erevan in 1936 to study cinematography in Moscow.
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Texts
Dinamo nvag. (Tiflis, 1925).
Karmir kalaki srjmolikë. (Tiflis, 1925).
Nairi kudia. (Tiflis, 1925).
Zrahavor garun. (Erevan, 1931). (Prose).
Brigadirikë. (Erevan, 1932).
Fokrik lernagortzner. (Erevan, 1932).
Verelki erger. (Erevan, 1932).
Kovkas. (Tiflis, 1935).
Allo, Isumek [?], menk hyusisum enk. (Erevan, 1938).
Hayrenakan lirika. (Erevan, 1944). (Verse).
Spitak stverneri asharhum. (Erevan 1951,1963). (Science fiction). 
Giserayin tziatzan. (Erevan, 1954, 1959, 1981). (Sciencefiction). 
Tiezerakan övkianosi kapitannerë. (Erevan, 1955,1986). (Science fiction). 
Erkir moloraki galtniknerë. (Erevan, 1960). (Science fiction).
Ansovor patmutyun. (Erevan, 1965). (Novel).

Translations

Russian

Karagezian, L. Suvorovtsy. (Erevan, 1952).
[Tadeosian, A.] Pobediteli t’my. Nauch, f antast, roman. (Erevan, 1952).

Criticism
Abovian, A. Ashot Shaibon. (Erevan, 1980).

SAYEAT-NOVAY, (1722?-! 795)
This celebrated a$ul (minstrel), bom in Tiflis, was originally named Arutln or 
Yarufiwn. Wrote and sang in Armenian, in Georgian and in what is now known as 
Azeri-Turkish. He was initiated into the minstrelsy in the tradition of Armenian 
asuls: by seeking divine grace at the monastery of Surb Karapet in Mus. His 
talent soon brought him wide recognition, royal patronage at the Georgian court, 
and a good deal of misery in matters of the heart. His latter years are not 
well documented. At one point he became a married priest and was renamed 
Stephanos. But in the wake of his wife’s death in 1768, he joined the brotherhood 
of the monastery of Halbat in northern Armenia as a celibate priest. According 
to many accounts, he was killed by the Persians invading Tiflis for declining 
apostasy.

Collections
Bahchinyan, H. Haleri zoiovatzu. (Erevan, 1987). (Armenian, Azeri, and Georgian 

poems).

Texts
Ahverdean, G. Gusank. 1. Sayeat-Novay. (Moscow, 1852).
Sayeat-Növa, azgayin ergich (asul). (Tiflis, 1882).
SayeatNövay. (Tiflis, 1914).
Sayeat-Növay. (Baku, 1914).
Sayat-Nova: hayeren haleri zoiovatzu. (Erevan, 1931).
Sayaf-Nova: taler. (Beirut, 1931).
Levonyan, G. Hayeren haleri liakatar zoiovatzu. (Erevan, 1935).
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Abrahamean, R. Sayeat-Novayi talerë. (Teheran, 1943).
Matean imastutean, geletskutean ew anmatoyts siroy. (Alexandria, 1944). 
Hasrafyan, M. Hayeren, vratseren, adrbejaneren haleri zolovatzu. (Erevan, 1945, 

1959, 1963).
Sayat-Nova. (Erevan, 1946).
Polpatean, E. Sayeaf-Növay. (Beirut, 1952).
Haler: nmanahanufyun. (Erevan, 1963).
Kafatoler. (Erevan, 1963).
Payazat, S. Haler. (Erevan, 1969).
Sayat-Nova, siroy ew ardarutean ergidië. 2d ed. (Beirut, 1969).
Bahchinyan, H. Hayeren haler. (Erevan, 1984).

Translations

English anthologies

ALP, 14, 35, 74, 85, 110.
AP, 119-20.

French

Arsenian, M. Quelques poèmes et pensées. (Paris, 1977).
Gardon, V. (“Ce sacré monde est une fenêtre.”) AND, 16 (1965), 76-77. 
Màrtirossian, L. [“Sagesse en to i. . “Tel un rossignol. . .”]. OO (Sept. 1963), 

141-44.
French anthologies

LPA, 155-58.
PA, 115-39.
PAM, 183-87.
TA, 251-61.

Italian

Gianascian, M. Sayath-Nova, Canzoniere. (Venice, 1964).
Russian

Briusov, V., Verkhovskii, lu., et. al. Pesni. (Moscow, 1939).
Lirika. (Moscow, 1963).
Saiat-Nova v perovodakh V. la. Briusova. (Erevan, 1963).
Sbornik armianskikh, gruzinskikh i azerbaidzhanskikh pesen. (Erevan, 1945, 

1963).
Stikhotvoreniia. (Leningrad, 1961, 1982).

Russian anthologies 

AAP, 333-39.
ARPO, 59-77.
BPA, 227-36.
SHAP, 17-26.

M ultilingual

Hamfyunyan, S. Sayat-Nova, 1712-1962: kertvatzner targmanvatz zanazan 
lezunerov. (Erevan, 1963).

Bibliographies
Nazikyan, A. “SayatSNovan otar lezunerov: matenagitakan tsank.” SG, 1963/10, 

155-58.
-------- . “Sayaf-Novayi talerë evropakan lezunerov.” EJ, 1963/7-8, 54—60.
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Criticism
A. H. “Sayeaf Novayi mahwan surjë.” Vëm, 4 (1936/3), 110-14.
Abov, G. “Hay zolovrdi metz banasteltze.” PBH, 1963/3, 3-16.
-------- . Siro ev ardarutyan metz ergichë Sayaf-Novan. (Erevan, 1945).
Abrahamyan, A., et al, Sayat-Nova: gitakan ashatutyunneri zoiovatzu. (Erevan, 

1963).
-------- . “Sayaf-Novayi ‘Aybëbimën’ bati tzatzkagrufyan vertzanufyunë.” PBH,

1979/3, 207-11.
Aibalean, N. “Ditolufiwnner Sayaf-Novayi masin.” HA, 38 (1924), 259-70,360-

68.
-------- . Sayat-Novayi het. (Beirut, 1966). (Vol. 2 of Collected Works).
Ananyan, G. Sayaf-Novan banasteltzneri ergerum. (Erevan, 1963).
-------- . “Sayaf-Novayi kerparë poeziayum.” T, 1963/10,115-22.
Anasyan, H. “Sayaf-Novayi talerë: matenagitakan tesufyun.” SG, 1963/10,130- 

54.
Andreasean, S. Hay ergi erku hskaner-Sayat-Nova ew Komitas vardapet. (Chi

cago, 1979).
Astero. “Saiat-Nova na iazykakh narodov Evropy.” Literatumaia Armeniia, 

1963/10, 89-92.
Avetisyan, A. “Sayaf-Novayi erkeri afajin hratarkufyan ardzaganknerë.” SG, 

1960/8, 169-72.
-------- . “Metz gusani haytnagortzolë.” SG, 1963/9,112-16.
------- “Afajin sayafnovagetë. “ SG, 1987/10, 101-4. (On G. Ahverdean).
Bahchinyan, H. “Sayaf-Novayi erek tzatzkagri vertzanufyunë.” PBH, 1975/4, 

169-75.
------ —. “Ditolufyunner Sayaf-Novayi Davfari veraberyal.” PBH, 1976/3, 209-

21.

-------- . “Sayaf-Novayi hayeren haleri tesaknerë ev talachaplifyunë.” L, 1976/6,
60-72.

-------- . “Sayaf-Novayi kensagrufyan erku hartsi surjë.” BEH, 1977/2,162-75.
-------- . “Sayaf-Novayi hayeren haleri grufyan fvakannerë.” L, 1984/6, 52-61.
-------- . “Sayaf-Novayi tzatzkagrere.” HA, 1987/1-12 (Yusamatean, Festschrift,

1887-1987), 833-39.
-------- . Sayat-Nova. Kyankë ev gortzë. {Erevan, 1988).
------—. “Sayaf-Novayi vratseren haleri lezun.” L, 1987/12, 21-26.
-------- . “Sayaf-Novan ev arevelyan vipasharhë.” SG, 1987/10, 82-91.
Baldasaryan, V. “Lsenk Sayaf-Novayin.” SG, 1975/2,148-51.
-------- . “Sayaf-Novayi Davfari ev mi kani haleri masin.” PBH, 1979/1,233-44.
— — . “Sayaf-Novayi adrbejaneren larahejaneri masin.” PBH, 1980/3,280-85.
Baramidze, A. “Sayat-Nova po gruzinskim istochnikam.” T, 37—44.
Basinjalyan, Z. “Mist Sayaf-Novayi het.” T, 1963/10, 89-102.
-------- . 30 let otdannye Saiat-Nova. (Erevan, 1963).
Bayramyan, H. “Sayat-Novayi vratseren haleri gnahatufyan surj.” BEH, 1986/2, 

116-22.
Canasean, M. Sayat-Nova. (Venice, 1964).
Ch. M. “Saiat Nova, sa vie et ses chansons.” Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 

July, 1893,497-508.
Daryan, Z. “Daravor oronumner.” SG, 1959/11,135-51.
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Dulyan, B. Sayat-Nova. Vol. 1 (Erevan, 1990).
Durgaryan, K. “Sayaf-Novayi azdetsufyunë antsyali hay asuïneri ev banastehz- 

neri vra.” SG, 1963/10, 111-14.
-------- . “Sayaf-Novayi hangaranë.” T, 1963/10, 69-78.
-------- . “Sayaf-Novayi hayeren haleri talachapufyunë.” PBH, 1963/3, 67—78.
Enikolopov, I. “Gurgen-khan i Saiat-Nova.” L, 1971/2, 108-12.
Eremean, A. “Sayeaf-Novayi erkeri ëakan yatkanisnem ew aruestë.” HA, 78 

(1964), 181-84.
Erevanli, A. “Andrkovkasyan zolovrdneri harazat sunchë.” SG, 1963/10,115-18.
Gai sari an, S. Saiat-Nova; zametki o zhizni i tvorchestve velikogo armianskogo 

poeta. (Moscow, 1963).
-------- . “A Minstrel of Old Armenia.” SL, 1963/9,145-50.
Gazancean, R. “Sayeaf-Novayi banasteltzufiwnë (verlutzakan ptordz).” B, 121 

(1963), 218-23.
Gevorgyan, K‘. “Sayaf-Novayi kensagrufyuhë.” EJ, 1961/9-10, 51-60.
Gevogyan, N. “Sayaf-Novayi aliflamaneri ev larahejaneri masin.” PBH, 1982/1, 

98-108.
-------- . “Sayaf-Novayi haleri mi kani patkemeri meknabanufyan masin.” PBH,

1984/4,199-207.
Grigoryan, S. “Sayaf-Novayi kyanld halbatyan sijani masin.” PBH, 1971/3, 95- 

114.
Hachikyan, H. “Sayaf-Novayi gelagitakan hayatskneri bnufagrman surj.” PBH, 

1963/3,45-52.
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Tër-Alëk^andrean, G. “Sayeaf-Novayi yisatakin.” Ardzagant, 1 (1885), 3-4.
(Includes two unpublished poems).

Tumanyan, H. Sayaf-Nova. (Erevan, 1945, 1963).
-------- . Sayaf-Novan: hodvatzner ev carer. (Erevan, 1963).
Zawrean, Y. “SayeatNova ” Vëm, 1 (1933/1), 28-38; 2,32-48.2 (1934/1), 38^19; 

2, 12-20; 3, 18-28; 4, 38-53.

SEMA, A. (cl 910-1940)
Pen name: A. Serna.
Bom Gelam Aftnacean in Bafra (Turkey). Having lost his father and other mem
bers of the family to the Armenian massacres of 1915, Serna sought shelter in or
phanages. He then lived in Istanbul (1919-24), Aleppo (1924-25), and eventually 
settled in France ( 1926). Took up residence in Paris in 1928 and attended courses 
in literature, histoiy, and social sciences at the Sorbonne. Began publishing his 
poetry and prosein this period, and launched two literary periodicals: Jant (1930), 
jointly with M. Manusean (q.v.), and Msakoyt (1935-37). He was killed fighting 
for France in May, 1940.

Texts
Zrahawor garun. (Paris, 1936,1946). (Verse).
Paron Kaluni. (Paris, 1937). (Play).
Samiram. (Paris, 1938). (Play).
Atmacean, M. Lusamatean banasteltzA. Semayi (Gelam Atmacean, 1910-1940) 

yisatakin. (Paris, 1970).

Translations

Italian

LPAM, 309-11.
Russian

“Bez rodiny.” PCN, 142-52.

Criticism
Chöpanean, A. “ErelChay herosakan nahatakner (Gelam Atmacean, Misak4 Manu

sean, Luiza Aslanean).” AAA, 12(1946/1), 1-9.
Stepanyan, S. “Spyurfcahay kyanld ëjerë.” SG, 1966/10, 132-36.
Vahë-Vahean. “A. Sema.” Ani, 4 (1950-51), 94-95.

SERAM, GUSAN (1857-1938)
Pen name: Gusan Seram.
Bom Grigor Talean in Alexandrapol (Leninakan, now Gyumri). A popular asul 
(minstrel) with no formal education. Subsequently settled in Tiflis (1915-35), but 
he spent the last three years of his life in Erevan.

Texts
Ergich Grigor Taleantsi knarë. (Alexandrapol, 1902).
Gangati sanfer. (Alexandrapol, 1905).
Sër ew kriw. (Alexandrapol, 1907).
Anjur partez. (Alexandrapol, 1913).
Anzusp arsaw. (Alexandrapol, 1915).
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Erger. (Erevan, 1946).
Siro erger. (Erevan, 1948). (Includes score).
Erger. (Erevan, 1959). (104 songs with scores).
Erger. (Erevan, 1969).
Erger. (Erevan, 1979).
Siro erger. Thur antsyalits. Ergitzakan. (Erevan, 1981).

Criticism

Brutyan, Ts. “Seram.” SG, 1960/6,169-72.
Daryan, Z. “Hayrer ev zavakner.” SG, 1971/8, 137-45. (On Seram and the 

folklorist Bense, i.e., Sahak Movsisyan, 1867-1939).
Eremean, A. Asul Grigor Talean. (Venice, 1930).
Talyan, V. ^Seram.’ SG, 1967/3, 146.
-------- . “Seram.” SG, 1986/8, 71-77. (A short story on Seram).

SEPEAN, YOVHANNËS (1853-1930)
Pen name: Eosëy Vananfnseh.
Bom in Constantinople. Poet. Studied at the Kedronakan and taught in Armenian 
schools in his birthplace. Fled the Armenian massacres of the mid-1890s and 
settled in Cairo permanently.

Collections
Arsaloysën verjaloys. (Cairo, 1912).

Texts
Grakan zbösank. {Constantinople, 1882).
Yuzman zamer. (Constantinople, 1888).
Blum iver. ([Constantinople], 1896).
Taragrin tnarë. ([Cairo], 1912).

Criticism
Alpdar, Y. “Yovhannës Sefean.” HG, 12 (1913), 28-31.
Eremean, S. “Yovhannës Sefean (dimagitz).” B, 87 (1930), 157-59. 
Tër-Margarean, Y. “Yovhannës Sefeani yobeleanë.” HA, 26 (1912), 563-64. 
Yovhannës Setean. (Constantinople, 1913).

SEVUNTS, GAREGIN (1911-1969)
Pen name: Garegin Sevunts.
Bom Garegin Grigoryan, in Hndzoresk, a village in Goris, Armenia. Novelist. 
Studied Armenian language and literature and received military training in Baku. 
Worked for the Armenian newspaper Komunist (Baku, 1935-38) and edited the 
Armenian monthly Horhrdayin grot (Baku, 1938-4-1). After active service in the 
Soviet Army (1941^-5), he resided permanently in Erevan. In Armenia, Sevunts 
pursued journalism and adminstrative work.

Collections
Erker. 5 vols. (Erevan, 1963-65).

✓  Texts (novels)
Depierkir. (Baku, 1935).
Tzovahorsum. Book 1. (Baku, 1938).
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Visapasarï aljikë. (Baku, 1945).
Azatutyan polota. (Erevan, 1947).
Arajin sark. (Erevan, 1947).
Iranakan noter. (Erevan, 1949).
Tehran. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1952,1953 [Vols. 1 and 2], 1973 [Vols. 1 and 2]; Beirut, 

1954 [Vol. 1]).
Danubits Ganges. (Erevan, 1957).
Geriner. (Erevan, 1958).
Vietnami gar une. (Erevan, 1960).
Petakan galtnik. (Erevan, 1967).
Chika. (Erevan, 1968).
Ayn örerin. (Erevan, 1979).
Kjankë teveri vra. (Erevan, 1984).

Translations

Russian

Asoiants, T. V’etnamskaia vesna. Putevye ocherki. (Moscow, 1963). 
Barkhudarian, A. Vpervom riadu. [Rasskazy dlia detei]. (Erevan, 1952). 
Rusalka. Rasskazy. (Moscow, 1969).
Sadovskii, A., and Tadeoèian, A. Tegeran. Roman. 2 vols. (Moscow, 1952,1953, 

1956, 1959).
Sevunts, A. Vbukhte. Roman. (Moscow, 1970).
Taronian, A., and Zuev, A. Plenniki. Roman. (Erevan, 1960).

SEWAK, RUBÉN (1885-1915)
Pen name: Rubën Sewak.
Rubën Chilinkirean was bom in Silivri (Turkey) and educated in his birthplace as 
well as at the American school in Partizak (Bahçecik, Turkey) and the Përpërean 
school of Constantinople. Studied (1905-11) and practiced medicine in Lausanne. 
Returned to Constantinople with his Swiss-bom wife in 1914. Made a name for 
himself as a leading poet and writer of short stories and as a highly respected 
professional. He was tortured to death near Çankin (northeast of Ankara), soon 
after the collective arrest of Armenian intellectuals in April, 1915.

Collections
Karmir girkë, Siroy girkë, Tsriw kerfuatzner. (Jerusalem, 1944).
Bziskin girkën prtsuatz ëjer ew Kertuatzner. (Paris, 1946).
Erker. (Erevan, 1955).
Topchyan, A. Erker. (Erevan, 1985).
Erker. (Anfilias, 1986).

Texts
Karmir girkë. (Constantinople, 1910). (Poems).
Bziskin girkënÿrtsuatz ëjer. (Salonica, 1925; Jerusalem, 1943). (Prose). 
Tbpchyan, A. “Sevaki antip banasteltzufyunnerits.” SG, 1985/4, 18-19.

Translations

French  anthologies

APA, 213-20.
LPA, 229-30.
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Russian anthologies

AAP,530-38.
DILS, 37-54.
IZAP, 75-92.

Spanish anthologies

APAS, 247-52.

Criticism
Aznavuryan, G. “Anhayt ejer hay nahatakneri grakan zarangufyunits.” EJ, 

1965/2-4, 43-57. (Previously unpublished letters and other material by 
Komitas, G. Zöhrap, D. Varuzan, Siamanfö, Tlkatintsi, R. Zardarean, and 
R. Sewak).

Jrbasyan, Èd. Ruben Sevak, steltzagortzufyan hamarot aknark. (Erevan, 1965). 
Karapetean, Y. “Èj me aksori yisataknerës.” Z (amsaferf), 2 (1957/1-2), 6; 2 

(1957/3^1), 2; 2 (1957/5-6), 6.
Kirakosyan, V. “Ruben Sevaki azgayin-kaiakakan poezian.” PBH, 1965/1, 63- 

74.
-------- . “Ruben Sevaki steltzagortzufyunë.” T, 1965/12, 65-72.
-------- . Ruben Sevak (kyankë ev steltzagortzutyum). (Erevan, 1972).
Sewan, A. “Rubën Sewak.” HK, 9 (1930-31/1), 43-60; 2, 62-83. 
Yovhannësean, A. “K‘alakakan gortzidië R. Sewaki mêj.” HK, 17 (1938-39/8), 

83-87.
-------- . “R. Sewaki kartziknerë Metzarentsi masin.”///C 17 (1938-39/9), 110-13.

SËYEAD, (1810-1872)
Pen name: Sëyead.
Petros Tër Yovsëpean Madafeants was a minstrel bom in Artsah (Karabagh) and 
educated at the Nersisean school of Tiflis. Little else is known about him save 
that he rose to the rank of captain in the Russian cavalry and spent the last part 
of his life in Constantinople.

Poetry
ANA, 1929/5, 25-26.
Crakat, 1859,415-16. 1860, 34. 1861, 263, 275-76, 292, 308-9, 326-27, 341- 

42,356-58,365-67,383.
MKH, 115-16,257-61,366-67,395-96,405-15,465-66,483-84,495-97,513- 

14, 530-34, 539-41, 568-69, 572-78.
THG, 79-85.

Criticism
MKH, 590.

SEYRANYAN, BEN1K (1913 )
Bom in Kofi, a village renamed Savarsavan (in Noyemberyan, Armenia). Edu
cated in Tiflis, where he resided from an early age. In 1958 he received his first 
degree in education from the H. Aboyvan Pedagogical Institute of Erevan (by 
correspondence). For many years from the early 1930s onward he worked as a 
journalist for the daily Sovetakan Vrastan (previously Proletar) and headed the 
Armenian section of the Union of Soviet Writers of Georgia. His literary works 
consist of prose and plays.
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Texts
Karajfi katiane. (Tiflis, 1935).
Tziranakar. (Erevan, 1945). (Stories).
Tzalkatz husardzan. (Erevan, 1946). (Stories).
Lernayin byurel. (Erevan, 1949). (Stories).
Dzularani kraknerë. (Erevan, 1950). (Stories).
Albyurner. (Erevan, 1953).(Stories).
Astieri hovit. (Tbilisi, 1959). (Novel).
Astladzor. (Erevan, 1963). (Novel).
Lernerum. (Erevan, 1963). (Stories).
Ayn ahnkot gaman, (Erevan, 1967). (Stories).
Camjfanerev cakatagren (Erevan, 1968). (Novel).
Siro luys. (Erevan, 1974). (Stories).
Karoti krakner. (Erevan, 1976). (Stories).
Elbayr kalaknerë. (Tbilisi, 1976).
Tzovahavki kanchë. (Tbilisi, 1976). (Stories).
Arsaluysits verjaluys. (Erevan, 1979). (Prose).
Gugarki urah zruytsner. (Erevan, 1982).
Es kez kgtnem. (Erevan, 1988).
Masruti elnikë. (Erevan, 1988).

Translations

Russian

Golubaia pesnia: Povesti, rasskazy, novelty. (Moscow, 1984).
Perim, A. Puti i sud’by: roman. (Tbilisi, 1982).

SEZA, (cl 903-1973)
Pen name: Seza.
Bom Siranoys Zarifean in Constantinople. A writer of short stories and sister of 
the poet Matfêos Zarifean (q.v.). Educated at the American College for Girls in 
Constantinople, which she left for Beirut in the early 1920s. Pursuing her higher 
studies at Columbia University (late 1920s through early 1930s), she obtained an
M.A. in journalism and literature. Back in Beirut, she launched her well-known 
monthly Eritasard hayuhi (1932-34,1946-68).

Texts
Ogii uzov. (Beirut, 1954).
Patnësë. (Beimt, 1959).
Melaworuhin. (Beimt, 1960; Erevan, 1967). (Selections).
Hëkeatneni asharhën. (Beimt, 1973).

Criticism

ICasuni, Z. “Siran Seza (kensagrakan gitzer). Sirak (Beimt), 16 (1973/9-10), 89- 
92.

SIAMANTÖ (1878-1915)
Pen name: Siamanfö.
Bom Atom Earcanean in Akn (Egin, now Kemaliye, Turkey). Studied in Akn 
and Constantinople and sought safety in Europe during the Armenian massacres
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of the mid-1890s. In Paris, he attended literature classes at the Sorbonne, and 
shortly after his return to Constantinople in 1908, he sailed for Boston on a visit 
to the United States that lasted until 1911. In 1913-14 he visited Tiflis and Eastern 
Armenia (most memorably Ëjmiatzin and the village of Osakan), and returned to 
the Ottoman capital via Geneva. He was one of the intellectuals rounded up in 
Constantinople in April and murdered in the interior in mid-1915.

Collections
Amboljakan erker. (Beirut, 1974).
Amboljakan erker. (Anrilias, 1989).
Amboljakan gortzer. (Paris, 1902).
Amboljakan gortzë. (Boston, 1910). (Includes “Hayreni hrawêr”).
Amboljakan gortzë. (Delmar, NY: Caravan Books, 1979). (A reproduction of the 

1910 Boston edition).
Entir erker. (Erevan, 1957).
Siamanto, Daniel Varuzan, Erker. (Erevan, 1979).

Texts
Diwtsaznôrën. (Paris, 1902).
Hayordiner. 1st cycle. (Geneva, 1905).
Hogewarki ewyoysi jaher. (Paris, 1907).
Hayordiner. 1st and 2d cycles. (Paris, 1908; Constantinople, 1908).
Hayordiner. 3d cycle. (Paris, 1908).
Karmir lurer barekamës. (Constantinople, 1909; Beirut, 1969).
Surb Mesrop. (Constantinople, 1913).

Translations

English

Blackwell, A. “My Native Fountain.” Armenia, 4 (1910/1), 3.
----------. The Song of the Knight. (Constantinople, 1912).
----------. “The Dance.” The New Armenia, 8 (1916/24), 373-74.
----------. “Fountain of My Fatherland,” “Tears,” “The Song o f the Knight.” The

New Armenia, 20 (1928/4), 57-59.

English anthologies 
AP, 141-67.

French

Tchobanian, A. “Je veux mourir en chantant.” Hommage à VArménie {Paris, 
1919), 32-33.

French anthologies 
APA, 171-79.
Gaucheron, J. E, 50-52.
EPA, 64-65.
JM, 58-71.
LPA, 206-14.

G erman anthologies 
ALG, 131-32.

Italian

Bazardjian, R. “Casa paterna.” Armenia: Confemza (Milano, 1917), 22. 
“Caucazo!” Armenia (Torino), 1917/5, 5.
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“Noi dobbiamo lottare,” “Lutto,” “Il sogno d’una madré.” Armenia (Torino), 
1916/11, 12.

Italian anthologies 
DIA, 13-16.
LPAM, 207-1L 

Russian anthologies 
AAP, 527-29.
ARPO, 193-98.
BPA, 474—78.
DILS, 11-16.
IZAP, 55-70.
Shatova, M. Loza gneva. (Erevan, 1987).

Spanish anthologies

APAS, 225-28.

Criticism
Aharonean, V. “Handipumner Siamantöyi het.” HK, 20 (1942/2), 55-61. 
Aznavuryan, G. “Anhayt ëjer hay nahatakneri grakan zarangutyunits.” EJ, 

1965/2-4,43-57. (Previously unpublished letters and other material by Komi- 
tas, G. Zöhrap, D. Varuzan, Siamanto, Tlkatintsi, R. Zardarean, and R. Sewak). 

Bekmezyan, H. “Siamantöyi bnapastutyune.” PBH, 1977/3,115-20. 
Chöpanean, A. “Atom Earcanean, ‘Diwtsaznören’ ANA, 4 (1902), 50-54.
----------. “Atom Earcanean, Hogewarld ewyoysijaher.” ANA, 1907/3-5, 87-94.
Rstuni,H. “Siamantöyi poeziayi zolovrdakan akunknerë.” PBH, 1968/4,170-84.
---------- . “Siamantöyi kertutyan arvestë.” SG, 1968/9,119-31.
----------. Siamanto. (Erevan, 1970).
----------. “Lavatesutyan akunknerë Siamantöyi banastehzakan asharhum.” PBH,

1974/3, 93-104.
----------. “Makarman ergichë.” SG, 1978/8, 138—45.
Sargsyan, G. “Azgayin tarapanki, makarman ev huysi ergichë.” PBH, 1978/2, 

45-54.
Sasuni, K. “Siamanto.” HK, 33 (1955/4), 11-23.
Sirvanzadë. “Siamanton.” HK, 3 (1924—25/2), 50-52.
Tamrazyan, H. “Siamanto.” SG, 1964/6,109-42.
Varduni. “Siamanto ew ir grakan gortze.” HA, 74 (1960), 595-604.
V[aruzan], D. Grakan asulisner, Atom Earcanean. (Constantinople, 1913).
---------- . “Surb Mesrop.” Nawasard, 1914, 254.
V. K. “Ëntertsum ‘Diwtsaznôrën’i.” B, 127 (1969), 210-16.
----------. Siamantoyi ‘Diwtsaznören’i masin grakan hoher. (Venice, 1974).
Zawën, T. “Siamanto, Hayordinerë, Zenew, 1905.” Mure, 1905/6, 137-41.

S IM Ë O N  A P A R A N E T S I, " M E T Z N "  (d. 1615?)
Bom in the village of Aparank in the southern part of Lake Van. Studied in the 
famous monastic schools of Balës (Bitlis) and Ostan. Took the holy orders and 
taught at various monasteries in Armenia proper. Died in Van.

Texts (verse)
Vipasanutiwn saks Pahlawuneatsn zarmi ew Mamikoneantsn seri. (Valarsapat, 

1870).
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“Otbank4.” TH, 151-63. (“Oïbatsek4 anloytz sëgov/ Ekeletsis Hayastaneats . . .”). 
Suidasyan, K. Banastettzufyunner. (Erevan, 1976).

Translations

French anthologies

LPA, 126-27.
RA, 2 ,167-77.

Criticism
Akinean, N. “Simëon v. Aparanetsi.” HA, 33 (1919), 79-96.
----------. “Simëon V. Aparanetsi ‘MetznV’ Balësi dprotsë, 1500-1704, by N. Aki

nean (Vienna, 1952), 122-50.
Sargisean, B. “Simëon Aparanetsi ew keltz Sebëosi areltzuatzë.” B, 73 (1915), 

1-9, 33-39.
Suidasyan, K. “Simeon Aparantsu Vipasanufyan albyumerë.” L, 1970/8, 30-38.
----------. “Simeon Aparantsu ‘VipasanutyunëV’ BEH, 1970/2, 246-50.
Suidasyan, K. “Simeon Aparantsun patkanatz dzeragrerë.” BM, 10 (1971), 373- 

77.

S I M Ë O N  I, E R E W A N T S I (d. 1780)
A native of Erevan, Simëon received instruction in religious studies in Ejmiatzin. 
He became a vardapet in 1747 and was created bishop in 1754. As nuncio of the 
Catholicos of Ëjmiatzin, he visited many parts of Western Armenia and Armenian 
communities in other parts of the Ottoman Empire. Elected Catholicos o f All 
Armenians in 1763, a position he held to his death. One of his several memorable 
initiatives was the founding of the printing press in Ëjmiatzin in 1771.

Texts
Girk handisuteants tônits kayserakanats. (Ëjmiatzin, 1771, 1833, 1915).
G irt alötits or kochi zbôsaran hogewor. (Ëjmiatzin, 1772).
Talaranÿokrik. (Ëjmiatzin, 1772, 1777).
Karg tahnan hayrapetats, episkoposats ew kahanayits. (Ëjmiatzin, 1777).
Girk or kodii partavcar. (Ëjmiatzin, 1779-83).
MKH, 59-63. (2 poems).
Jambr. (Valarsapat, 1873).
“EpTem kafolikos, Yisatakaran. Simëon kafolikos.” A, 1875, 333-40. (Texts and 

criticism).
“Tsutsak dzefnadrelotsn i Simëon kafolikosë.” A, 1876, 171-77. (Includes two 

poems).
“Lutzmunk4 artaknots.” A, 1888, 155-58.
“Simëon kafohkosi yisatakaranë.” Diwan hayots patmutean, by G. Alaneants, 

vols. 3, 8, 11 (Tiflis, 1894,1908, 1913).
“Mejberumner Simeon Erevantsi kafohkosi matenagrakan vastakits.” EJ, 1972/ 

12, 18-20.
MPT, 59-63. (3 poems).

Criticism
Gevorgyan, P. “Simeon kaüolikos Erevantsu jankerë hayots ekeletsu miasnufyan 

ev hay zolovrdi azgapahpanman gortzum.” EJ, 1972/12, 35-41.
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Hatityan, A. “Simeon Erevantsi” EJ, 1972/12, 21-34. (Includes a list of unpub
lished works).

“Simeon kafolikosi kensagrufiwnë.” A, 1896, 495-500. (Colophon). 
Tër-Mkrtdiean, K. (On finding a collection of Simeon’s sermons in the German 

Royal Library). A, 1894,154.
“Vkayukyunner Simeon Erevantsi kafolikosi masin.” EJ, 1972/12, 8-17.

S IM E O N  JU tA Y E T S I (d. 1657)
Simeon was as a child among the Armenians forcibly deported from Julay (Julfa) 
to Isfahan at the turn of the seventeenth century. In Nor Julay (New Julfa), Simëon 
studied under Hachatur Kesaratsi and collaborated with him closely. He taught 
at various monasteries and universities in Iran and Eastern Armenia and wrote 
works concerning grammar and philosophy. Died in Tokat.

Texts
Girk or kochi kerakanutiwn. (Constantinople, 1725).
Girk tramabanutean. (Constantinople, 1728, 1794).
“Yafajaban Meknufean Prokii (hatuatz).” PHG, 523.
“Es ëi azat azgi.” MPT, 39-42.

Anthologies
SUM, 2, 260-66.

Criticism
Mhiraryan, H. “S. vrd. Julayetsu matenagrakan ev kerakanagitakan vastakë.” EJ, 

*1968/7, 35-44.
Mirzoyan, H. “Simeon Julayetsu kyankë ev gortzuneufyunë.” PBH, 1966/2,189- 

98.
----------. “Hogu ev marmni pfohharaberufyan hartsn ëst Simeon Julayetsu.” BEH,

1967/1,231-36.
----------. Simeon Julayetsi. (Erevan, 1971).
----------. “Simeon Julayetsi ev Oskan Erevantsi.” BEH, 1978/3, 186-93.
Tzarukyan, Y. “Sarahyusakan hartserë Simeon Julayetsu kerakanakan erkum.” 

PBH, 1974/4, 133—42.

S IM Ë O N  LEH A TSI (cl 584-?)
Bom in Zamostsa (Zamosc), Poland (hence, he is also referred to as Zamostsatsi), 
to parents who had emigrated to this Polish city from Kafa, Crimea. In 1608, 
he embarked on an extensive tour which took him to Italy, Armenia proper, and 
the Near East. Upon his return from his voyage in 1618, he married, settled in 
Lvov in 1624, and taught in the local school. He opposed the Roman Catholic 
N. Tbrosovidi (Torosowicz) in the religious strife that bedeviled the Armenian 
community and eventually led to its assimilation into Polish society. It is believed 
that Simëon made a second trip to the Middle East in 1632-36, but nothing is 
known of him after 1639.

Texts
“Vipasanufiwn Nikolakan” [incomplete]. Kamenits, taregirk hayots Lehastani 

ew Rumenioy, by Alisan (Venice, 1896), 202-14.
Akinean, N. Simeon dpri Lehatswoy Uiegrufiwn, taregrutiwn ew yisatakarank. 

(Vienna, 1936). (Previously published in HA, 1932, 1933, 1934, 1935).
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----------. “Simëon dpir Lehatswoy erku yisatakarank4.” HA, 50 (1936), 246-58.
Kiwrtean, Y. “Simëon dpir Lehatsii yisatakaranov dzeragirk4 Nor Julayi Ame- 

naptkidi matenadaranë.” B, 96 (1938), 313-16.

SUM, 2 ,91-118.
Anthologies

Translations

Russian

Darbinian, M. Putevye zametki. (Moscow, 1965).

Criticism
Abelean, A. “Simeon dpir ew ir ulegrufiwnë.” HK, 16 (1937-38/6), 97-104; 11, 

104—17. 17 (1938-39/2), 78-83; 3, 105-12; 4,160-65.
Dashkevich, Y. “Simeon dpir Legatsi-kto on?.” Ksiega pamiatkowa hi czci 

Eugeniusza Sluzkiewicza. (Warsaw, 1974), 67-77.
----------. “Siméon dpir Lehatsi. Qui est-il?” REArm. 12 (1977), 347-64.
----------. “Le second voyage de Siméon de Pologne en Orient et les questions

relatives à l ’étude ultérieure de son héritage littéraire.” REArm, 13 (1978-79), 
251-57.

Schütz, E. “The Turkish Loanwords in Simëon Lehatsi’s Travel Accounts.” Acta 
Orient Hungarica, tomus XX, fasc. 3,1967, 307-24.

S I M O N E A N , S I M O N  (1914-1986)
A  native of Aintab (Gaziantep, Turkey). A journalist and novelist. Educated in 
his birthplace and, after his family’s deportation, at Krfasirats Elementary School 
and other schools in Aleppo. Was one of the first students to graduate from the 
newly founded seminary in Anrilias, Lebanon (1930-35). He taught in Aleppo 
(1935^46) and at the Anfilias seminary (1946-55), while also acting as editor 
of Hash, of the Armenian Catholicosate of Cilicia. Set up the Sewan publishing 
house in 1955, and three years later launched his well-known weekly Spiwrk 
(1958-74).

Texts (stories)
Këhndrui. . . hachadzewel (Beirut, 1965). (Satirical prose).
Hmbapet Aslani aijikë. (Beirut, 1967).
Sipanay kajer. 2 vols. (Beirut, 1967, 1970).
Lernakanneru verjaloysë. (Beirut, 1968).
Let ew cakatagir. (Beirut, 1972). (Includes some new stories and revised selec

tions from Sipanay kajer and Lernakanneru verjaloysë).
Anzamandros. Vëp. (Beirut, 1978). (Novel).

Other works
Arewelahay grakanutiwn: ëntir ëjer, kensagrutiwnner, gortzerë, bararan, mate- 

nagitutiwn. (Beirut, 1965).
Hin hay matenagrutiwnë orpës entahol ardi hay grakanutean. (Beirut, 1975).

S IR A S , H M A Y A K  (1902-1983)
Pen name: Hmayak Siras.
Hmayak Oskanean was bom and educated in Karakilise (northwest o f Alaskert, 
i.e., Ele§kirt), Turkey. A  novelist and short story writer. Following a seven-year
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sojourn in Tiflis (1914-21), he put down roots in Erevan. Studied at the State 
University of Erevan and held administrative positions in party organizations 
before his admission into Moscow University as a journalism student. Siras was 
the editor of Horhrdayin (later Sovetakan) grakanutyun (1938-40,1954—57) and 
a secretary to the Union of Soviet Writers of Armenia (1938-41, 1946-48).

Collections
Erker. (Erevan, 1956).
Erkeri zolovatzu. 4 vols. (Erevan, 1958-61).
Erkeri zolovatzu. 5 vols. (Erevan, 1976-80).

Texts (stories and novels)
Hartsrek nrants. (Moscow, 1931).
Kyanki karotë. (Erevan, 1934).
Mamen uAsen. (Erevan, 1934).
Latife. (Erevan, 1935).
Asmar. (Erevan, 1936).
Chgrvatz örenk. (Erevan, 1936).
Talisman. (Erevan, 1936).
Sasuntsi Davit. (Erevan, 1939).
Anahit. (Erevan, 1940, 1964).
Chariki erazë. (Erevan, 1941).
Hayr ev ordi. (Erevan, 1946).
Hayrevordi. (Erevan, 1947).
Ararat. (Erevan, 1950, 1955,1967).
Elbayrutyun. (Erevan, 1952).
Nahöryakin. (Erevan, 1954).
Ananun aljik. (Erevan, 1969).
Hayreni asharh. (Erevan, 1974, 1978).
Zamanaki hanguytsnerum. Ask. (Erevan, 1982).
Ksanmek tari Avetik Isahakyani het. Huser. (Erevan, 1984). (Reminiscences 

about Avetik* Isahakyan).

Translations
Russian

Anait. (Moscow, 1949, 1958).
Ararat. Roman. (Moscow, 1956, 1962). (2d ed. “Pererabot. i  dop. izd.”). 
Devushka bez imeni. Povesti. Rasskazy. Legendy. (Moscow, 1968).
Khitarova, S., and Petrosian, A. Nakanune. Roman. (Moscow, 1965).
[Tadeosian, A., and Musatov, A.] Pesnia. (Erevan, 1952).

Criticism
Manukyan, S. “Hmayak Siras.” SG, 1962/2,159-68.

S IR A Z , H O V H A N N E S  (1915-1984)
Pen name: Hovhannes Siraz.
Bom Önik Karapetean in Alexandrapol (Leninakan, now Gyumri). His father was 
killed during the Turkish onslaught in 1920, and his childhood was unhappy. After 
a brief teaching career in his birthplace, Siraz moved to Erevan and completed
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his studies at the State University of Erevan (1937-41). He was awarded the 
Armenian State Literary Prize in 1975.

Collections
Hatëntir. (Erevan, 1949).
Hatëntir. (Erevan, 1954).
Hatëntir. (Erevan, 1971).
Erker 4 vols. (Erevan, 1981-86). (5 vols projected).
Umërsatyan, U. Mi petur im artziv ky a n t its. (Erevan, 1984).

Texts
Gamanamut. (Erevan, 1935).
Siamanto ey Hajezare. (Erevan, 1935, 1947, 1955, 1957, 1970, 1978; Beirut, 

1955,1957).
Arevierkir. (Erevan, 1938).
Bevefi arumë. (Erevan, 1938).
Pokrik hovivë. (Erevan, 1938,1943).
Bronze artzivë. (Erevan, 1940).
Erg Hayastani. (Erevan, 1940).
Banastettzi dzaynë. (Erevan, 1942).
Ergeri girt. (Erevan, 1942).
Lirika. (Erevan, 1946).
G irt halalutyan ev siro. (Erevan, 1950).
Im ënker Lorikë. (Erevan, 1950, 1960).
Rustavtsi Sotan ev Tamarë. (Erevan, 1952; Beirut, 1952).
Ödzn u melon. (Erevan, 1953).
Banasteltzutyunner. (Erevan, 1954).
Knar Hayastani. Books 1-3. (Erevan, 1958,1964,1974).
Sltayvatz melediner. (Erevan, 1962).
Hayots Dantëakanë. (Beirut, 1965,1978,1985; Erevan, 1990).
Husardzan mayrikis. (Erevan, 1968,1972,1980; Beirut, 1968).
Siraname. (Erevan, 1969).
Banasteltzutyunner (Erevan, 1971).
Yotnapatum. (Erevan, 1977).
Araks zinch tsutsane. . . (Erevan, 1978).
Halahtfyun amenetsun. (Erevan, 1982). (Poem).

Translations

English

Botting, T. [“A woman’s heart so crystal clear”]. SL, 1973/9, 130-31. 
Rottenberg, D. “Water-vendor.” SL, 1966/3,147.
Tempest, P. [“You, cherished homeland, in my heart. . .”]. SL, 1979/7, 95. 

English anthologies 

SAP, 24—26.

French

Antonian, A. “Tu es dans mon cœur, ô Patrie sacrée.” LS, 247 (1979), 104.
Falk, C. [“Qu’est-ce qu’un cœur de femme? Un verre de cristal”]. OO, 177 (Sept. 

1973), 147.
Malkhassian, L. Poème biblique. (Paris, 1964).
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Martirossian, L. “Poésies; Les colombes ont f ui . . .  ; Mes enfants m’appel
lent . . .  ; Qu’elle est triste la demeure . . LS, 195S/3, 153-54.

----------. “Ma mère.” OO (Dec. 1960), 130.
—--------. “A  ne pas lire les poètes.” OO, 123 (March 1969), 55.

French anthologies

Gaucheron, J. E, 87-88.
FPA, 66-67.
LPA, 340^15.

G erman

Movsessian, L. “Leist diese Welt.” Armenische Grammatik (Vienna, 1959), 282. 
Österreicher, S. “Der Wasserverkäufer.” Sowjet-Literatur, 1966/3,145.

Russian

Adamian, N. Moi tovarishch Lorik. (Erevan, 1952).
Izbrannoe, (Erevan, 1956).
Pamiatnik mate ri: Stikhi i poema. (Moscow, 1981).
Spendiarova, T. Rodnik. Stikhi. (Moscow, 1945).
----------., et al. Lirika. (Erevan, 1986).
Stikhi. (Moscow, 1939, [1952]).
Stikhi i poemy. (Moscow, 1960).
Stikhotvoreniia i poemy. (Moscow, 1956).
Tarkovskii, A. Siamanto i Khadzhezare. Poema-skazka. (Moscow, 1956). Erevan, 

1960.

Spanish

Silvestre, L. “El aguadorP Literatura Sovietica, 1966/3,145.

Bibliographies

Melyan, B. Hovhannes Siraz (kensamatenagitutyun). Part 1. (Erevan, 1989).

Criticism

Alababyan, S. “Hovhannes Sirazi canaparhë.” SG, 1964/10,120-38.
----------. Hovhannes Siraz. (Erevan, 1984).
Aleksanyan, V. “Sirazi poeziayi patkeravorufyan mi kani dzeveri masin.” SG, 

1964/4, 145-50.
----------. “Hovhannes Sirazi ‘Bnutyan gluhgortzotsë’ poemi lezva-ocakan arandz-

nahatkufyunnerë.” T, 1965/2, 17-30.
Arakelean, A. “Yovhannës Siraz.” Z (amsaferf), 1 (1957/10-11), 1; 1 (1957/12), 

4.
Afabekyan, S. “Seri ev tzalki metaforë Hovhannes Sirazi knarergufyan mej 

( ‘Ergeri erg’, ‘Lirika’).” SG, 1974/4, 129-35.
----------. Hovhannes Sirazi knarergutyunë. (Erevan, 1979).
Barselyan, H. H. Siraz. (Husanovelner, masunkner). (Erevan, 1986).
Batikyan, L. “ ‘Siamanfo ev Hjezare’ poemë nor msakumov.” SG, 1972/2, 124- 

32.
--------- Hovhannes Sirazi mayrakanë. (Erevan, 1976).
Bazyan, S. Erekt urvagitz—Nairi Zaryan, Siraz, GelamSaryan. (Erevan, 1941). 
Grigoryan, A. Patumner Sirazi masin. (Huser). (Erevan, 1987).
Hanzadyan, S. “Hovhannes Siraz.” SG, 1985/1, 76-86.
Hayrapetyan, L. “Banasteltzi het.” SG, 1982/3, 106-11.
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Hovhannisyan, Hr. “Sirazi fenomenë.” SG, 1984/3, 107-09.
Hovsepfyan, G. “Zamanakin arzani hnchelufyun.” SG, 1975/5, 153-57. 
Karapetyan, G. “Banasteltzakan patkeri karutsvatzkë Hovhannes Sirazi poezi- 

ayum.” L, 1983/11,55-61.
Laribjanyan, G. “Handipumner Hovhannes Sirazi hetLeninakanum (1960— akan

t f ) ” Banter Hayastani arhivneri, 1989/2, 207-22.
Mahari, G. “Hoher Hovhannes Sirazi masin.” SG, 1970/6,108-14.
----------., et al. Hovhannes Sirazi masin. (Erevan, 1974).
Melkonyan, S. “Gelarvestakan lezvi barapasari harstatsume Hovhannes Sirazi 

steltzagortzutyunnerum.” L, 1977/2, 25-36.
Sahakyan, P. “Hovhannes Siraz.” SG, 1962/4,115-23.
Solomonyan, S. “Sovetahay akanavor banasteltzë.” PBH, 1964/3, 43-58. 
Tamrazyan, H. “Hovhannes Siraz.” SG, 1974/4, 115-28.

S IR IN  ( 1 8 2 7 - 1 8 5 7 )

Pen name: Sirin.
Yovhannês Karapetean, a popular äsul, was a native of Kolb, a village near Erevan. 
He lost his eyesight at the age o f two and served his apprenticeship with minstrels 
in Alexandrapol (Leninakan, now Gyumri) and Karin (Erzurum). Spent his short 
life as an itinerant asul, writing and singing in both Armenian and what is now 
called Azeri-Turkish.

Poetry
Hovhannisean (sic), Oskan, Erewantsi. Zanazan ergk pawn Hovhannësi [s/c] 

Karapetean asëg Sirin makanwaneloy. (Moscow, 1856).
MKH, 197-98, 251-52, 404-5, 436, 464-65, 527-29, 570, 579-80.
M, 1885/3770,1021; 3773,1093; 3792, 279-80.

MKH, 588-89.
Criticism

S IR V A N I ( 2 0 t h  c .)

Pen name: Sirvani.
An early twentieth-century author whose original name was Lewond Hadipanean.

Poetry
Lewond Yarufiwnean-Hadipaneani e rg e re uSirvani. ” (Valarsapat, 1905).
THG, 256-64.

S IR V A N Z A D E  ( 1 8 5 8 - 1 9 3 5 )

Pen name: Sirvanzade.
Aleksandr Movsisean was bom and educated in Samahi (Shemakha, now in 
Azerbaijan). Went to Baku and worked as a clerk in the local government (1875- 
78), as an accountant for oil companies (1878-81), and as a librarian for the 
Mardasirakan Armenian Society of Baku (1881-83). He then lived in Tiflis (1883- 
1905) and was briefly employed as a secretary to the weekly Ardzagant (1885— 
90). He spent the years 1905-10 in Paris, and from 1911—19 in the Caucasus.
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Went abroad for a final time (1919-26) before returning permanently to Erevan 
in 1926. Died in Kislovodsk and interred in Erevan.

Collections
Zolovatzu erkeri. 4 vols. (Tiflis, 1903 [Vols. 1—3]; 1912 [Vol. 4]).
Havakatzupokrik erkeri. (Erevan, 1930).
Erkeri liakatar zolovatzu. 8 vols. (Erevan, 1930-34).
Éntirerker. (Erevan, 1939).
Erkeri liakatar zolovatzu. 9 vols. (Erevan, 1950-55).
Erkeri liakatar zolovatzu. 10 vols. (Erevan, 1958-62).
Erker. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1971).
Tsamakyan, A. Erker. (Erevan, 1982).
Felekyan, H. Erken (Erevan, 1983).
Tamrazyan, H., et al. Erker. 5 vols. (Erevan, 1986 [Vols. 1 and 2], 1987 [Vols. 3 

and 4], 1988 [Vol. 5]).

Texts
Gortzakatari yisatakaranits. . . ew Hrdeh nawtagortzaranum. (Tiflis, 1884). 

(Stories).
Hnamatan (Tiflis, 1885). (Novelette).
Namus. (Tiflis, 1885, 1901; Constantinople, 1920; Erevan, 1937). (Novel). 
Arambin. (Tiflis, 1888). (Novel).
Zur yoysen (Tiflis, 1890). (Novel).
Tasnuhing tari antsatz. (Tiflis, 1890; Erevan, 1937 [published with “Fattnan ev 

Asadë”]). (Story).
Arsen Dimaksean. (Tiflis, 1893). (Novel).
Vëpiknen (Tiflis, 1894). (Stories).
Krak. (Baku, 1896; Erevan, 1937). (Stories).
Tsawagarë. (Tiflis, 1897). (Story).
Kaos. (Baku, 1898; Erevan, 1926, 1934,1944, 1975). (Novel).
Melania. (Tiflis, 1899; Erevan, 1938). (Novelette).
Artistë. (Tiflis, 1903; Tiflis, 1911;Erevan, 1934,1938,1946,1951,1959,1964). 

(Story).
Ewginë. (Tiflis, 1903). (Drama).
Patui haman (Tiflis, 1905; Constantinople, 1920). (Drama).
Awerakneri vray. (Tiflis, 1911). (Drama).
Tsawagarë ew Jhudi akanjë. (Tiflis, 1911). (Stories).
Sarlatanë. (Tiflis, 1912). (Comedy).
Char ogi. (Tiflis, 1914; Constantinople, 1923; Erevan, 1934, 1937). (Drama). 
Kortzanuatzë. (Tiflis, 1914). (Drama).
Armenuhi. (Tiflis, 1916). (Drama).
Eot patmuatzknen (Boston, 1920). (Stories).
Artistë. Fatman ew Asatë. ÖriordLiza. (Boston, 1924). (Stories).
Kyanki bovits. 2 parts. (Erevan, 1930-32). (Autobiography).
Morgani hnamin. (Erevan, 1930, 1934). (Comedy).
Vardan Ahrumyan. (Erevan, 1934, 1955). (Novel).
“Niwfer Sirvanzadëi masin.” Vëm, 3 (1935/4), 89-99. 4 (1936), 93-100.
Hrdeh navtagortzaranum. (Erevan, 1937,1956). (Story).
Imkyankits. (Erevan, 1938, 1953).
Ishanuhi. (Erevan, 1948). (Drama).
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Herosi veradardzë. (Erevan, 1949). (Story).
Ënkemerë. (New York, 1959). (Story).
Fatman evAsadë. (Erevan, 1960). (Story).
Orn ë mayrë. (Erevan, 1963). (Story).
Kyanki bovits. Hisohtfyunner. (Erevan, 1982).
“Sirvanzade! antip namaknerë.” SG, 1985/8,102-14.
Madoyan, G. “Sirvanzadei namaknerë Raffu masin.” Banber Hayastani arhiv

neri, 1986/2, 63-76.
Patmvatzkner. (Erevan, 1986).
“Sarilamisi cakatamarti skizbë.” BEH, 1990/1,101-6.

Translations

English

Kooyoomdjian, H. “Fire at the Oil Wells.” Alexander Shirvanzade, Eminent 
Armenian Dramatist and Novelist. . . (New York), 11-16. (Extract). 

Parlakian, N. For the Sake of Honor, (New York, 1976).
----------.EvilSpirit ([New York], 1980).

French

D ’Herminy, S. L’Artiste. (Paris, 1909).
----------. “Fatma et Assad.” Les Milles Nouvelles Nouvelles, 22 (n.d.), 97-122.
Tchobanian, A. La possédée. (Paris, 1910).

French anthologies 
Tchalikian, A. E, 106-8.

G erman anthologies 
AN, 82-113.

Russian

Adonts, G. Khaos. (Moscow and Leningrad, 1930).
Aivazian, S. Khaos. (Tiflis, 1936).
Chest’. (Tiflis, 1902; Moscow, 1912; Moscow and Leningrad, [1927], 1929, 

1930).
Goian, G. P ’esy. (Moscow, 1958).
Khachatriants, la. Izbrannoe. (Moscow, 1947,1949).
— ----- . Khaos. (Moscow, 1956; Erevan, 1983).
----------. Zloi dukh. Povesti i rasskazy. (Moscow, 1959).
Khatisov, AL Liza. (Tiflis, 1891).
Korneev, B. Namus. (Tiflis, 1935).
Iz gomila zhizni. (Tiflis, 1932).
Iz-za chesti. (Moscow and Leningrad, 1941).
Izbrannoe. (Moscow, 1952).
Izbrannye proizvedeniia. 2 vols. (Moscow, 1958).
Izbrannye sochineniia. 3 vols. (Tiflis, 1936-38).
Melik-Karakozova, M. Pozhar na neftianom zavode. (Tiflis, n.d.).
Ogon\ (Erevan, 1939).
Povesti. Rasskazy. (Erevan, 1958).
Sobranie sochinenii. 3 vols. (Moscow, 1957).
Sochineniia. 3 vols. (Tiflis, 1935 [Vol. 1]).
Ter’ian, V. Zloi dukh. Povesf. (Moscow and Leningrad, 1929; Tiflis, 1934; 

Moscow, 1959).



Bibliographies
Pamrazy an, H. Aleksandr Sirvanzade (1858-1958), bibliografia. (Erevan, 1959).

Criticism
Aharonean, V. “Gtzer Sirvanzade! keankits.” HK, 14 (1935-36/1), 117—24. 
Antonean, A. Sirvanzade. (Constantinople, 1911).
Awdalbegean, P. “Sirvanzadëi vëperi niwfe.” A, 1910, 358-75, 437-41. 
Babayan, A. “Metz grob csmartatsi dimankarë.” SG, 1962/1, 137—42.
Bebutov, G. “K tvorcheskoi istorii romana Shirvanzade tNamus, .,, T, 1957/6, 

111-14.
Chopanean, A. “Sirvanzadëi ‘Ewginën’ .” ANA, 4 (1902), 128-31.
■--------- . “Sirvanzade.” ANA, 1909/7-8, 145^19.
Eng. G. “ ‘Hnamatar’ Sirvanzadëi.” Ardzagank, 1885/7,101-5.
----------. “Hin tsaw.” HGP, 1 (1888), 252-65. (On “Öriord Liza”).
Gyulbudalyan, S. Aleksandr Sirvanzadëi lezvakan msakuytë. (Erevan, 1966). 
Hay. “Sirvanzadë (kensagrakan aknark),” Lumay, 7 -8  (1910), 64-77. 
Hovakimyan, H. “Sirvanzaden ev tatronë.” T, 1964/8,11-18. 
fCalanfaryan, Z. “Aleksandr Sirvanzadëi steltzagortzut^yune sovetakan sijanum.” 
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----------. Dramaturgiia Shirvanzade. (Erevan, 1956).
----------. Sirvanzade: hamarot aknark. (Erevan, 1958).
-------- “Traditsiayi uzë.” T, 1958/10, 11-18.
----------. “Sirvanzaden ev nra nahordnerë.” SG, 1960/7, 123^-2.
----------. Sirvanzade, kyankë ev gortzë. (Erevan, 1961).
----------. Shirvanzade, zhizn ’ i tvorchestvo. (Erevan, 1962).
----------. Taiandi tznundë (Sirvanzadei kyankits). (Erevan, 1971).
----------. “ cK‘aosë’ ev hay realizme.” SG, 1983/4, 87-103.
Tërtërean, A. Sirvanzade, hay ëntaniki ew inteligenti vipasanë. (Tiflis, 1911).
----------. “Sirvanzadei tipakan arvestë.” T, 1946/8, 3-30.
------- —. “Sirvanzadei tiperi ëpohan.” T, 1947/2, 3-28.
----------. Sirvanzadei grakan tiperi hanragitaranë. (Erevan, 1959).
Tbpfdiyan, S. “Sirvanzaden realizmi ev tipakanufyan masin.” SG, 1958/9, 163- 

72.
----------. “Geletsike ev csmarite.” SG, 1962/7,148-50. (On Sirvanzade’s concep

tion of realism).
----------. Sirvanzadei ëstetikan. (Erevan, 1963).
----------. “Sirvanzaden arevmtaevropakan ‘Nor arvesti’ knnadat.” PBH, 1963/1,

3-14. v
----------. “Sirvanzaden realizmi tesaban.” T, 1963/4,45-60.
------ — . “Sirvanzadei patmvatzkfterë.” SG, 1983/4, 104-12.
Tbfovents, V. Sirvanzade (kensagrutyun), (Erevan, 1930).
Vahanyan, G. “Aleksandr Sirvanzaden ev gelarvestakan hosld varpetufyan 

hartserë.” SG, 1958/11, 96-105.
Vanandetsi, G. Sirvanzadei steltzagortzutyan himnakan gtzere. (Erevan, 1930). 
Yerdyan, G. “Tarber bnuyri nahadasut^yunnerë Al. Sirvanzadei dramatikakan 

erkerum.” BEH, 1984/2,170^77.
Yakobean, S. Sirvanzade, grakan-knnakan usumnasirutiwn. (Tiflis, 1911).
----------. “Sirvanzade: nra grakan gortzunëufean eresnameaki afifov.” HA, 25

(1911), 321-34.
Zoryan, S. “Sirvanzade.” SG, 1958/11, 63-74.

SIT A L , K A R A PE T  (1891-1972)
Pen name: Karapet Sital.
Karapet Sahinean was bom in Kast (or Kacet), a village near Satah, south of Lake 
Van. Poet; educated in local schools and in American institutions in Van and 
Tabriz’ Lived in Philadelphia from 1914 until his death. Was a staunch supporter 
of and a frequent traveler to Soviet Armenia, where some of his books were 
published. He used Armenian and Kurdish folklore extensively in his poems.

Collections
Lusabats. (Erevan, 1936).
Paykari erger. (Erevan, 1953).
Dyutsaznakan. (Erevan, 1957).
Oske hundz. (Erevan, 1962).

Texts (verse)
Gusanerger, (New York, 1919).
Giserën minchew lusabats. (Philadelphia, 1931).
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Lusabatsi erger. ([Philadelphia], 1933).
Giwln im hefawor. ([Philadelphia], 1936).
Sasna tzfer. (Philadelphia, 1939).
Kastikajer. (Philadelphia, 1942).
Hazaran blbul. ([Philadelphia], 1946).

X MamuZin. (Philadelphia, 1951).
HoviwAzon. (Philadelphia, 1954).

Other works
Tesa mer erkri arewtzagë. (New York, 1948). (Impressions o f Soviet Armenia). 
Hayastani lusapfar arewtzagë ew Vratseani maroldzëti cragë. (New York, 1949).

Translations

English

“From America to Armenia.” Armenian Affairs, 1 (1950/2), 159-66. (Excerpt 
from book).

French anthologies 

Gaucheron, J. E, 54.

Criticism
Eremean, A. Karapet Sitali keankn u steltzagortzutiwnnerë. (Philadelphia, 1957). 
Selyan, P. Karapet Sital (Erevan, 1961).

S IT A N E A N , A R M Ë N  (1870-1932)
Bom in Aliwr, a village near Van. Novelist and playwright. Studied at the 
Kedronakan of Constantinople. Fled to Bulgaria during the Armenian massacres 
of the mid-1890s and taught at Plovdiv and Burgaz. Died in Varna.

Texts (novels)
Tiapartë kam Vanakanë. (Varna, 1902-03, 1910; Constantinople, 1910, 1911, 

1912; Athens, 1933; Beirut, 1936,1965).
. . . Karip ahpër. . . (Varna, 1908).

Aksorakanë. (Constantinople, 1911; Beirut, 1937).
Andranik. (Varna, 1911).
Awazakapetë. ([Constantinople, 1911], Constantinople, 1912, 1913; Athens, 

1932; Behüt, 1937, 1959,1972).
Tapfarakan hayu ordin. ([Constantinople, 1911]; Beirut, 1938, 1961).
VaSharun. (Constantinople, 1911).
Sultan Hamid. (Varna, 1913).
Taÿarakan hayë. ([Constantinople, 1914]; Varna, 1925; [n.p.], 1934; Alexandria, 

1938; Beimt, 1956).
Fatma. (Varna, 1925).
Nëtëlka. (Sofia, 1928).
Paterazmë. (Sofia, 1929).
Kahalanën etkë. (Cairo, 1930).
Matnichë. (Alexandria, 1938).

S R A P E A N , A R A M A Y IS  (1910-1969)
Bom in Geyve (southeast of Izmit, Turkey). After his father was slain during the 
1915 massacres, Srapean grew up in orphanages in Constantinople and Corfu.
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Educated at the Murat Rapayëlean school (1925-29) of Venice, where he and 
some other orphans had been sent in 1923. Specialized in medicine in Milan and 
served in the Italian Army in France and the Balkans. Resided permanently in 
Milan. Wrote both prose and poetry.

Collections
Anavarterf. (Erevan, 1971).

Texts
Handiputnner Musayin het. (Venice, 1949).
Azoloyën Venetik. (Venice, 1953).
Zënki tak. (Venice, 1956).
Alpean razmikneru het. (Paris and Venice, 1959).

S R U A N D Z T E A N T S , G A R E G IN  (1840-1892)
Pen names: Garegin Sruadzteants, Vard.
Bom Ôhannës Sandents in Van and educated at the seminary of the monastery 
of Varag near Van. Ethnographer, folklorist, teacher, and writer. Toured certain 
parts of historic Armenia (1860-61) in the company of his mentor, (Mkrtich) 
Hrimean Hayrik (q.v.), and took the vows of celibacy in Karin (Erzumm) in 
1864. In 1878 he was commissioned by Nerses Varzapetean (1837-84), Patriarch 
of Constantinople, to tour Western Armenia to report on his fellow countrymen. 
As on his previous visits, Sruandzteants recorded, thus preserving, fragments of 
a rich tradition that all but perished in 1915. He was created bishop in Ëjmiatzin 
in 1886. Served as primate o f the Armenians of Trebizond and of Tarön and as 
father-superior of the monastery o f Surb Karapet in Mus. Spent the last few years 
of his life in Constantinople.

Collections
Erker. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1978 [Vol. 1], 1982 [Vol. 2]).

Texts (literary)

Susan Sawarsana. (Constantinople, 1875). (Play).

Texts (folklore)
Grots u brots ew Sasuntsi Dawit kam Mheri dur. (Constantinople, 1874).
Hnots ew norots. (Constantinople, 1874).
Manana. (Constantinople, 1876).
Toros Albar Hayastani cambord. 2 vols. (Constantinople, 1879, 1884). 
Hamov-hotov. (Constantinople, 1884; Tiflis, 1904; Paris, 1949-50).

Translations

English

Andreassian, K. “The Martyrs of Avarair.” Armenia, 4 (1910/7), 14.
“Avarair.” The Armenian Church, 1962/11, 5.
Wingate, J. “God Gives to the Giver.” Armenian Affairs, 1 (1949-50/1), 82-83. 

English anthologies 

ALP, 25-26.
AP, 253-54.

Criticism
Acaiyan, H. “Garegin epis. Srvandztyants.” EJ, 1950/5-6, 29-32.
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Bdoyan, V. “Hayrenikë Garegin epis. Srvandztyantsi erkerum. Hayrenasirufyunë 
Garegin episkopos Srvandztyantsi erkerum.” EJ, 1944/2-3, 38-46; 1944/4—5, 
27-36.

----------. “Garegin Srvandztyantsë orpes azgagraget.” EJ, 1946/1,37-42.
Eremean. M. “Garegin Sruandzteants.” B, 70 (1912), 4—11, 50-59.
Kostandyan, Ë. “Garegin Srvandztyants.” BEH, 1970/1, 127-37.
----------. “Garegin Srvandztyantsë ev arevmtahay azgayin azatagrakan sarzum-

nerë.” L, 1970/1, 18-25.
----------. “Garegin Srvandztyantsi lusavorakan gortzuneufyunë.” PBH, 1970/1,

187-96.
----------. “Garegin epis. Srvandztyants.” EJ, 1972/3, 27-36.
----------. Garegin Srvandztyants: kyanke ev gortzuneutyunë. (Erevan, 1979).
tanalanyan, A. “Hay banahyusufyan metz erahtavorë.” PBH, 1966/1,17-32.
Petrosyan, H. “Mso Gelami namaknerë Garegin Srvandztyantsin.” BEH, 1977/1, 

181-96.

S T E P A N O S  D A ST E T SI (17fh-18th c.)
A  widely traveled native of Isfahan, Stephanos was educated in Nor Julay (New 
Julfa) and Isfahan. Many of his writings are still unpublished, including those of a 
theological and religious nature that he wrote from a Roman Catholic viewpoint.

Texts (verse)
“Julayetswots hayreni parz lezun ay, zor ku partzenan.” Lumay, 4 (1899), 275-76. 
Chôpanean, A. “Otk4 saradreal i veray aylewayl irats.” ANA, 10 (1939/1-2), 3-11. 
Abrahamyan, A. “Stepanos Dastetsu haneluknerë.” EJ, 1947/1-2, 46-54. 
Simonean, S. “Hayewar tajnis Stepani.” Z (efamseay), 1 (1948/3), 205. 
Abrahamyan, R. “Stepanos Dastetsi.” T, 1956/12, 101-17. (Includes several 

texts).

Criticism
Simonean, S. “Stepanos Dastetsi, norayayt asul me.” ANA, 10 (1939/3), 51-68. 
“Stepanos Dastetsi.” Z (efamseay), 1 (1948/3), 203-5.
Melik-Bahsyan, S. “Stepanos Dastetsu mi zamanakagrufyan masin.” Gitakan 

ashatutyunner, V. M. Molotoyi anvan Erevani petakan hamalsaran. Vol. 47 
(Erevan, 1955), 117-32. (Includes text of “Karg fagaworats Hëndkats,” 129- 
32.)

S T E P A N O S  R Ö S K A  (1670-1739)
Stepanos, noted for his chronicle, was bom in Kamenits (Kamenets-Podolsk) and 
was also known as Kamenetsatsi or Kamentsi. He studied in Rome, and as a man 
of religion, he served the various Armenian communities in Poland.

Texts
Oskean, H. Stepanosi Röstay Zamanakagrufiwn kam tarekank ekeletsakank. 

(Vienna, 1964).

Criticism
Canasean, M. “Stepanos Röskeani bararanë.” B, 113 (1955), 129-38, 185-91, 

249-55.
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Dachkévytch, Ya. REArm, n.s. 3 (1966), 471-77. (Review of Oskean’s article 
listed below).

“Stepfanos Roska.” B, 43 (Ï885), 247.
L. M. “Tesufiwn i Gandz lezuin hayots kam i Steptanean bararan.” B, 10 (1852), 

86-95.
Oskean, H. L Steÿanos v. Röska. 2. Mattëos v. Julayetsi. (Vienna, 1968).

STEFANOS, TOHAPETSI (1558-?)
Bom in Tokat. Married at age nineteen and became a priest in 1580. Fled native 
town after the Jelali onslaught in 1602. Arrived in Constantinople in 1603 and 
went on to Crimea, where he taught and copied manuscripts. Returned to Tokat 
in 1621, but nothing is known of him after this date.

Texts (verse)
“Gangat i veray lvanun ew cancerun.” PHG, 486-88.
“Govasanufiwn Kafayu kahanayits veray.” Azgagrakan handës, 9 (1902), 71-72. 
“I veray canci.” KNZ, 1, 62-64.
“Olb ew otanawor ta li veray Ewdokia metzi kalakin . . .” Hayapatum, 605-8. 
“Patmakan yisatakaran Saraknotsin . . .” in Yoys (Armas), 4 (1870), 126-27. 
T[ayean],L. “Bank mlnfarakank Stephanos v.-iTbhat‘etswoy.” .B, 79(1922), 129- 

32. (Prose).
----------. “Stephanos Tohafetswoy Olb i veray valamerik elbor iwroy Yakob

kahanayi Ewdokeatswoy.” B, 79 (1922), 161-66. (Followed by an untitled 
poem).

Anthologies
SUM, 1, 501-30.

Criticism
Akinean, N. “Stephanos Tohafetsi.” AHPT, 117-37.

STEFANYAN, ANZELA (1917 )
A  native of Tiflis. Novelist; educated at the State University of Erevan. Taught 
German (1942^16), worked for the Committee for Cultural Relations with Arme
nians Abroad (1969-74), and worked for some years for the monthly Sovetakan 
grakanutyun beginning in 1975.

Texts (novels and stories)
Kuyrer. (Erevan, 1947).
Oske medal (Erevan, 1952,1958).
Tateviki canaparhordutyune. (Erevan, 1955).
Amarnamut. (Erevan, 1959, 1979).
Antzanot izanotner. (Erevan, 1964).
Gunavor kayler. (Erevan, 1967).
Erb ijnum ë  erekon. (Erevan, 1974).
Mormok. (Erevan, 1982).

Translations
Russian

Chailakhian, T. Zolotaia medal\  Povesf. (Moscow, 1954, 1956).
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Criticism
Margaryan, A. “ ‘Amamamut’ vepi lezun,” SG, 1960/6, 131-40.

S U N D U K E A N , G A B R IÉ L  (1825-1912)
Pen names: Hadid, Hamal.
Bom in Tiflis; educated at the University of St. Petersburg (1846-50). Had a 
good command of a number of Western and Middle Eastern languages and held 
administrative positions within the Russian bureaucracy. Began to write rather 
late in life. Spent all of his life in Tiflis except for the years 1854-58, when he 
was banished to Derbend (Dagestan, Russia).

Collections
Ëntir erker. (Erevan, 1938).
Harufyunyan, S. Erkeri liakatar zolovatzu. (Erevan, 1934).
Zaryan, R. Erkeri liakatar zolovatzu. 4 vols. (Erevan, 1951-61).
Erkeri zolovatzu. 3 vols. (Erevan, 1973-75).
Hatëntir. (Erevan, 1976).
Erker. (Erevan, 1980).
Petrosyan, J. Erker. (Erevan, 1984).

Texts
Giseruan sabre her ë. (Tiflis, 1866, 1901, 1908).
Kandatz öjah. (Tiflis, 1873,1882,1905).
Pepö. (Tiflis, 1876, 1901, 1903, 1904, 1906, 1920; Erevan, 1933, 1950, 1971;

Venice, 1960). (Literary E. Armenian by L. Sewumean-Arzumanean). 
Hafabalay. (Tiflis, 1881, 1904).
Ëlimëkzoh. (Tiflis, 1884,1888, 1902).
Amusinner. (Tiflis, 1893, 1896, 1897, 1905).
Öskan Petrovidin ën kinkumë. (Tiflis, 1899,1906).
Ew ayln kam Nor Dioginës. (Tiflis, 1907).
Balnësi bohdiay. (Tiflis, 1908).
Sër ew azatutiwn. (Tiflis, 1910).
Gabriël Sundukeantsi ktakë. (Tiflis, 1912).
Hamali maslahatnirë. (Tiflis, 1912).
Varinki vecherë: vepik. (Erevan, 1976).

Translations

English

Megerditchian, E. Bebo. (Boston, 1931).

English anthologies 

AL, 81-142. (“The Ruined Family”).

G erman

Rubenli, L. Die ruinierte Familie. (Leipzig, n.d.).

Russian

Izbrannoe. (Moscow, 1953).
P ’esy. (Moscow and Leningrad, 1941, 1949).
Suprugi. (Tiflis, 1897).
Tsaturian, A., and Veselovskii, Iu. Pepo. (Moscow, 1896).
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Russian anthologies
Ter’ian, V. SBAL, 11-62. (Pepo).
Veselovskii, Iu., and Berberian, M. ABS, 2, 348-410, 411-27. (Selections from 

Pepo and Razorennaia sem’ia).

Bibliographies
Babayan, M., etal. Gabriel Sundukyan (1825-1912); kensamatenagitakan tsank. 

(Erevan, 1976).

Criticism
Abov, G. Gabriel Sundukyan. (Erevan, 1953).
----------. Gabriel Sundukian. (Erevan, 1956). (Russian).
Aleksanyan, E. “Östrovsku ev Sundukyani dramaturgiakan kaperits.” SG, 1973/5, 

102-7.
----------. “Gabriel Sundukyani grakan mefodi mi kani arandznahatkufyunnerë.”

PBH, 1975/4,58-62.
Arveladze, B. Sundukyanë ev vrats irakanutyune. (Erevan, 1976).
Asmaryan, L. “Gabriel Sundukyan.” L, 1976/5, 3-13.
----------. Gabriel Sundukyan. Kyankë ev steltzagortzutyunë. (Erevan, 1980).
Babayan, A. “Gabriel Sundukyani val sijani fateragrufyune” L, 1982/1, 22-28.
----------. “ ‘Hafabala’ katakergufyan stetizman patmufyunits.” BEH, 1982/1,152-

58.
----------. “ Tepoyi’ stehzman patmutyunits.” BEH, 1983/2, 142—49.
----------. Gabriel Sundukyani steltzagortzutyunë. (Erevan, 1988).
Baldasaryan, G. “Sundukyanë Demircyani hayatskov.” SG, 1976/5, 111-16.
Basayan, R. “ ‘Pepon’ Polsum.” SG, 1976/5, 117-21.
Bazyan, S. “Sundukyani steltzagortzufyunnerë.” L, 1970/8, 37-62.
Demircean, D. “Sundukeani stetizagortzufiwnë ” Ani, 4 (1950-51), 253-56.
Eremean, A. “ ‘Pëpô’i arajin nerkayatsumë.” Z (amsöreay), 1 (1938/4), 30-31.
Gyuli-Kevhyan, H. Gabriel Sundukyan. (Erevan, 1944).
Halafyan, L. “ ‘Amusinneri’ veradardzë Matron.” SG, 1974/9, 138-45.
Harufyunyan, S. Gabriel Sundukyani kyankn u steltzagortzutyunë. (Erevan, 

1934).
----------. “Vaveragrer Gabriel Sundukyani tznolneri cort linelu masin.” EJ,

1950/11-12, 76-80. 1951/1-3, 54-57.
---------- . Gabriel Sundukyan. (Erevan, 1960).
----------. “Hay metz dramaturgë.” PBH, 1975/4,45-57.
----------. Gabriel Sundukyan. (Erevan, 1975).
Hovnan, G., and Harutfyunyan, N. Zamanakakitsnere Gabriel Sundukyani masin. 

(Erevan, 1976).
Janibekean, G. “Hay irapastfateragrufean himnadirë.” An/, 4  (1950-51), 163-71.
Jrbasyan, Ëd. “Gabriel Sundukyani ( ‘Varinki vecher’) miak patmvatzkë.” PBH, 

1981/4,52-57.
Karapetian, O. “Perevod komedii ‘Pepo’ na russkii iazyk.” L, 1976/12, 59-65.
Kodioyan, A. “Tbilisii barbari hndiyunayin karutsvatzkë Gabriel Sundukyani 

erkerum.” T, 1957/6, 65-76.
----------. “Gabriel Sundukyani lezvi barayin kazmi knnufyunë.” % 1958/10, 85-

94.
Lahramanyan, N. “Sundukyani ev Ostrovsku stehzagortzakan afndiufyune.” SG, 

1970/3, 129-32.
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Madoyan, G. “Gabriel Sundukyanë ev vrats grakanufyunë.” SG, 1976/5,105-8. 
Mhifaryan, A. “Gelarvestakan ëndhanratsumë Gabriel Sundukyani dramatur- 

giayumP BEH, 1976/1,43-55.
----------. “Patmakan ara^elutyamb.” SG, 1976/5, 96-99.
Mkryan, M. “Gabriel Sundukyan.” PBH, 1976/2, 29-38.
N., H. “Tanfë ew Sundukean.” B, 123 (1965), 362-63.
Naryan, M. “Sundukyani chapatzon.” PBH, 1976/2, 89-98.
----------. Sundukyan ev Sayat-Nova. (Erevan, 1976).
Sahaziz, E. Gabriel Sundukyan: kensagrakan nyuter. (Erevan, 1927).
Sargsyan, G. Hay rrietz dramaturgë. (Erevan, 1976).
Sirvanzade. “Gabriel Sundukeants ” HK, 2 (1923-24/7), 69-73.
Sundukyants, E. “Im hisolufyunnerë hors masin.” SG, 1976/5, 101-4.
Tiwrean, K. “Gabriel Sundukeants.” #A, 2 (1888), 125-27, 136-38.
Zawrean, Y. “Gabriel Sundukean.” Vëm, 4  (1936/5), 1-23.

S U S A N E A N , V A Z G Ë N  (1903-1941)
Pen name: Yovhannës TYakatsi.
Önnik Susanean was bom in Rodosto (Tekirdag, Turkey) to a well-to-do family. 
Survived the genocide of 1915, which claimed the lives of his parents, sister, 
and brother. Ended up in France in 1922, after short stays in his birthplace, 
Armenia, and Istanbul. Lived in various parts of France, studying and working 
as an administrator in the French educational system in Nemours (1933-35) and 
Rouen (1935^10). Died in a hospital in Paris, and his remains were interred in an 
unidentified spot. A considerable part of his work is still scattered in the Armenian 
periodical press.

Collections
Topchyan, Al. Erkir hisatakats. (Erevan, 1966).

Texts (prose and novels)
Garnanayin (siroy hez namakner). (Paris, 1928; Beimt, 1956).
Amran giserner. (Cairo, 1930).
Mtin patanufiwn. (Beirut, 1956). (First published in IIK, 18 (1939-40/7), 115— 

29; 8, 24-37; 9, 13-28; 10, 41-55; 11, 19-31; 12, 29-41. 19/1 (1940-41), 
32-38.

Siroy ew arkatzi tlakë. (Beimt, 1957). (First published in HK, 6 (1927-28/3), 
1-24; 4, 41-53; 5, 28-39; 6, 30-43; 7, 29-42; 8, 33-51.

Siroy ew melki partez. (Beimt, 1958).
Mahuan aragastë and Arajin sërë. (Beimt, 1959).
Cermak Varsenik. (Beimt, 1960).

Works in periodicals
HK, 2 (1923-24/2), 17-19; 6 ,14-18; 9, 53-55; 10, 17-26. 3 (1924-25/4), 1-20;

_ 5, 34-35; 12,1-23. 4 (1925-26/2), 22; 4 ,1 -3 4 , 37.
“Orerë geletsik dien.” 7 (1928-29/8), 1-37; 9, 37-64; 10, 25^13; 11, 34-62. 8 

(1929-30/4), 22-45; 5 ,49-66; 6, 66-84; 7 ,46-65; 8, 68-82; 9, 64-85. “Dam  
hatsë.” 18 (1939^40/1), 7-26; 2, 8-30; 3, 22-33.

“Öragirs.” 20 (1942/4), 1-11; 5, 18-23; 6, 13-18. 21 (1943/1), 8-16; 2, 14-21; 
3, 36-41. 26 (1948/12), 28. 40 (1962/11-12), 11-22. 42 (1964/3), 23-25.
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Ani, 3 (1948-49), 301-4.
AND, 10 (n.d.), 79. 12 (1961), 17-20. 15 (1964), 18-22. 16 (1965), 7-11. 17 

(n.d.), 32. 18 (n.d.), 103-4.

Bibliographies
“Abmoljakan tsankë Vazgëh Susaneani grakan ashatanhneru.” HK, 21 (1943/3), 

111- 12.
Criticism

Addarean, G. Vazgen Susanean, höslc mahuan 25ameakin. (Beirut, 1966). 
Azatean, D. “Amran gisemer.” HK, 9 (1930-31/9), 95-97.
Minasean, P. “Vazgen Susanean.” Ani, 3 (1948-49), 297-301, 377-82.
Sevan, G. Vazgen Susanyan (kyantn u steltzagortzutyunë). (Erevan, 1968). 
Simkësean, E. “Vazgen Susanean.” Z (amsaferf), 3 (1959/8-10), 8.

T A D Ë O S  T O H A T E T S I (16th c ?)
No biographical information is available on this poet, who is believed to have 
written in Armenian and in Turkish.

Texts
Poturean, M. “Mijnadarean talasats Pafos Tohafetsi.” B, 68 (1910), 2 0 7 -8 ,2 7 3 -  

82. (Study and texts).
Kiwrtean, Y. “Mijnadarean hay talasats Tafos sarkawag Tohafetsi.” HK, 13 

(1935/11), 74-82.

Anthologies
SUM, 1, 464-98.

Criticism
Akinean, N. “Tadëos v. Koloniatsi, Tohafetsi ew Tadëos erëts Sebastatsi 

talasatsner.” HA, 61 (1953), 53-71.
Kiwrtean, Y. “Tadëos v. Koloniatsi, Tohafetsi ew Tadëos erëts Sebastatsi 

talasatsner.” B, 112 (1954), 70-77.

T A L IA D E A N , M E S R O P  (1803-1858)
Bom  in Dzoragiwl, near Erevan. Sent to the seminary at Ejmiatzin, he was 
ordained a deacon, but he never became a priest. In the early 1820s, he left 
Armenia for India, returning to Ëjmiatzin in 1831 after completing his studies at 
the Bishop’s College in Calcutta. Lived briefly in Nor Julay (New Julfa, Isfahan, 
1834—36), where he met his first wife; in Tabriz (1837-38); and in Constantinople 
(1838). From the Ottoman capital he was banished to Trebizond for suspected 
Protestant sympathies. After an adventurous escape, he returned to India, married 
for a second time (1841), and roamed Calcutta as apeddlar. His business enterprise 
failed, and he set up a school and published Azgasër (1845-52; later Azgasër 
araratean). Following the death of his second wife, and in view of unending 
conflicts with the community, he sold his printing press and set off for home. He 
never completed his journey; he died and was buried in Shiraz.

Collections
Gelarvestakan erker. (Erevan, 1965).
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Nanumyan,R. Ulegrutyunner, hodvatzner, namakner, vaveragrer. (Erevan, 1975).
Ascean, M. Diwan Mesrop D. Taliadean: antip öragrutiwnner erker ew 

kertuatzner, vaweragrer, namakner. (New Julfa, 1979).

Texts
Astuatzasër ew azgasër hasarakutean hayots ptrkeal kalakin Erewanay srbakrön 

kahanayits, baretznund ishanats ew hamayn barepastön zolovrdots. (Calcutta, 
1828).

Vëp Vardgisi T[ear]n Tuhats. (Calcutta, 1846).
Canaparhordutiwn Mesrovbay D. Taliadeants V. A. sarkawagi srboy Êjmiatzni i 

Hays. (Calcutta, 1847).
Sös ew SondipL (Calcutta, 1847; Constantinople, 1871).
Tutak Taliadeants. (Calcutta, 1847).
Vëp Varsenkan skayuhwoy aluanits: i hnuteants hayreneats poheats yardi oc ew 

girM. D. (Calcutta, 1847).
Elerergutiwn yörhas Tankay Taliadeants. (Tiflis, 1893).

Other works
Ditsabanutiwn. (Calcutta, 1830).
Mesrovbean aybbenaran. (Calcutta, 1840).
Mesrovbean saradrich hay ew angliakan lezuats. Child's First Attempt at English 

and Armenian Composition. (Calcutta, 1840).
Patmufiwn hin Hndkastani yanyisatak daruts anti tsyardzakumn mahmetakanats. 

History of Ancient India, From the Earliest Ages to the Invasion of the 
Mahomedans. (Calcutta, 1841).

Patmufiwn parsits. (Calcutta, 1846).
Zuarcahös arakk parsits. Targmaneal handerdz yaweluatzovk. (Calcutta, 1846).
Car dastiarakutean öriordats. (Calcutta, 1847).
Karg ew kanonk surb Sanduht dprotsi öriordats ew paronkats. (Calcutta, 1847).
Mesrovbean arajnord mankants. (Calcutta, 1847).
Vkayabanutiwn srboyn Sandhtoy. (Calcutta, 1847).

Criticism
Acëmean, H. Mesrob Taliadean: yusardzan mahwan hariwrameakin artiw. 

(Teheran, 1958).
Amatuni, L. “Mesrop Taliadyan.” EJ, 1956/4-5, 93-96.
Ëd., S. “Mesrop Taliadyan.” EJ, 1947/1-2, 55-58.
Grigoryan, G. “Mesrop Taliadyani asharhayatsld himnakan gtzerë.” T, 1963/2, 

53-64.
Harufyunyan, G. “Norahayt nyufer Mesrop Tialiadyani masin.” EJ, 1947/3-4, 

31^13.
Mirzabekyan, J. “Mesrop Taliadyanë hay banasirufyan mej.” T, 1960/12,39-46.
----------. “Mesrop Taliadyani ‘Vep Vardgisi’ steitzagortzutyan tzagume.” T,

1961/7, 69-72.
----------. “Mesrop 'Taliadyani grakan zarangutyan suqë.” T, 1962/11, 61-66.
----------. Mesrop Taliadyan. (Erevan, 1971).
Mkrean, Y. Kensagrutiwn Mesrovbay Dawtean Taliadeants Erewantswoy. (Tiflis, 

1886).
Nanumyan, R. Mesrop Taliadyan. (Erevan, 1948).
----------. “Mesrop 'Taliadyani ôragrerë.” SG, 1980/6, 134-38.
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Sargsean, Y. Ditolagir i veray kensagrutean Mesrovbay D. Taliadeantsi. (Con
stantinople, 1888).

Sèfean, M. Grich oskegrich matenagrin Mesrovbay Dawtean Taliadeants ew 
Kensagrakan aknark. (Venice, 1926).

Tamrazyan, H. “Éjer hay Unnadatufyan patmutyumts.” BEH, 1986/2, 11-23.

T A P A L T S Y A N , K R IS T A P O R  (1910-1967)
Bom in Kopf, a village near Bulamk, northwest of Van. Novelist; educated inLeni- 
nakan (now Gyumri), at the State University o f Erevan, and at the Gorky Institute 
for Literature in Moscow. Worked as a journalist, editor, and in administrative 
positions in the field of education.

Texts (novels and short stories)
Viktoria. (Erevan, 1937).
Kyanki arsaluysë. (Erevan, 1939,1957).
Hayrenik. (Erevan, 1942).
Paterazm. 4 vols. (Erevan, 1946-65).
Oske hovit. (Erevan, 1955).
Azniv hovivnerë. (Erevan, 1958).
Patani kombaynavare. (Erevan, 1958).
Hayrenasen. 2 books. (Erevan, 1963, 1973).
Kyanki arsaluysë; Viktorya. (Erevan, 1981).

Translations
Russian

Nersesian, G. Zolotaia dolina. (Moscow, 1959).
Tadeosian, A. Airenashen. (Moscow, 1966).
Tax tebia Moskva. (Erevan, 1956).

T Ä R G Y U L , LYUSI (1905-1955)
Bom in Van. Left her native city for Eastern Armenia in 1914. Educated in the 
Yovnanean school in Tiflis and graduated from the State University of Erevan in 
1929. Wrote short stories and novels.

Texts
Canker. (Erevan, 1931). (Story).
Cakatum. (Erevan, 1932). (Novel).
Azatarar aljikë. (Erevan, 1937).
Ëdiki afajin hamergë. (Erevan, 1937).
Iskapes haneluk. (Erevan, 1937).
Hskaneri sarkum. (Erevan, 1937). (Novel).
Mankakan erkatulL (Erevan, 1938).
Depi Ispania. (Erevan, 1939). (Novelette).
Erkumayr. (Erevan, 1939).
Ulti pare kamrji vra. (Erevan, 1940).
Erazistë. (Erevan, 1942).
Iskakan paterazm. (Erevan, 1942).
Mayrer. (Erevan, 1942).
Pokrikneri metz gortzë. (Erevan, 1942).
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Lusni sonat (Erevan, 1944).
Te inchu hozi ktin erkate öl hagtsrin. (Erevan, 1947).
Tzalkavan. (Erevan, 1948).
Pionerakan hostum. (Erevan, 1952).
Patmvatzkner (Erevan, 1954).
Tfchol tzalikner. (Erevan, 1955).
Komitas. (Erevan, 1956).

T A R O N T S I, S O t O M O N  (1905-1971)
Pen name: Solomon Tarontsi.
Bom Solomon Movsisyan in Kop (a village near Bulamk, northwest of Lake 
Van). Emigrated to Eastern Armenia with his parents in 1914. Studied at the 
State University of Erevan (1930). Wrote both verse and prose; also worked as a 
translator and journalist.

Collections
Novelner. (Erevan, 1962).
Erker. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1964—65).
Kamrjvol after. (Erevan, 1973).
Melraget. (Erevan, 1980).

Texts (poetry and prose)
Afavot. (Erevan, 1930).
Kfiv Dnepri het (est Marsaki). (Erevan, 1932).
Serundneri ergë. (Erevan, 1933).
Dareri legende. (Erevan, 1934).
Astlapus. (Erevan, 1934).
Adavia. (Erevan, 1936).
Hopöp. (Erevan, 1938).
Banasteltzutyunner. (Erevan, 1940).
Tzuyl dan. (Erevan, 1940).
Agravë. (Erevan, 1941).
Erjankufyan etevits. (Erevan, 1941).
Razmi sepor. (Erevan, 1941).
Krak. (Erevan, 1942).
Paterazm. (Erevan, 1942).
Mi tup lutsku hamar. (Erevan, 1942).
Zruyts sataker Sreyteri, zinvorPiki ev mi aklori masin. (Erevan, 1942).
Aspet Liparit. (Erevan, 1944).
Krake karulinerov. (Erevan, 1944).
Davti ergë. (Erevan, 1946).
Ampropits heto. (Erevan, 1948).
Chljikë. (Erevan, 1948).
Stalingrad. (Erevan, 1951). (Verse).
Metzawrya. (Erevan, 1953).
Banastelizufyunner. (Erevan, 1954). (Verse).
Kapuyt heruner. (Erevan, 1956).
Aveli luys. (Erevan, 1958).
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Zruyts arevi tak. (Erevan, 1959).
Oskedar. (Erevan, 1960).

Translations
French anthologies

Faure, L. E, 82-83. (Adaptation).
LPA, 316-17.

Russian

Kniga schast’ia. (Erevan, 1952).
Stikhi. (Erevan, 1956).

Criticism
Hunanyan, A. “Stellzagorlzakan inknahastatman canaparhov.” SG, 1971/6, 113—

21.

Muradyan, H. “Hohakan knarergufyun.” SG, 1985/9,137-38.
Norents, V. “Bazmabehm vastak.” SG, 1965/1, 115-17.
Yuzbasyan, B. “Solomon Tarontsi.” SG, 1960/2,130-37.

T A T R E A N , A T R IN Ë  (1915 )
Bom in Çomm, Turkey. A  novelist, playwright, and poet. Educated in Armenian 
and French schools in Constantinople. Her higher studies in Germany and Austria 
were interrupted by World War EL Later, she resided in France. Some of her early 
plays and stories are for children.

Texts
Aniin gandzanakë. (Istanbul, 1946). (Play).
Gotisuatz atjikë. (Istanbul, 1946). (Story).
Anerewoyt ôdanawordnerë. (Istanbul, 1947). (Story).
Koyraljkan ënkerë. (Istanbul, 1948). (Story).
Dzknorsin aijikë. (Istanbul, 1950). (Play).
Susikin kalandë. (Istanbul, 1952). (Play).
Zartik hôrkurin tunë. (Istanbul, 1953). (Play). (Written with B. Tewean). 
Ayspës metztsan anonk. (Istanbul, 1954). (Play).
Mayterun vray. (Istanbul, 1955). (Novel).
Miranta ewZirönta. (Istanbul, 1956). (Story).
Vanö ew Marö. (Istanbul, 1957). (Play).
Patën kahuatz kosiknerë. (Istanbul, 1963). (Story).
Gehëni cambun vray. (Istanbul, 1966). (Novel).
Hrdeh kay . . . maretsëk: banastehzutiwnner. (Istanbul 1968). (Verse).
Chorrord m ëkëpntrul (Istanbul, 1971). (Novel).
Helinak, ketsir. (Istanbul, 1980). (Novel).

T A T R E A N , V A H R A M  (1900-1948)
Bom in Çomm, Turkey. Novelist. Survived the Armenian massacres and depor
tations o f 1915 and safely arrived in Constantinople in 1919. Emigrated to the 
United States in 1936 and settled in Fresno, California.

Texts
Dëpi anapat (prtsuatz ëjer oragrës), (New York, 1945). (Diary).
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Gerezmanneru mejen (prtsuatz ëjer ôragrës, 2. Sark). (New York, 1945). (Novel). 
Sew hogin (ezrapakum). (New York, 1945). (Novel).
Irantsealë (noravëp polsahay keankë). (New York, 1946). (Novelette).
Koyr Anna (noravëp polsahay keankë). (New York, 1946). (Novelette).
Nelli Pella (noravëp polsahay keankë). (New York, 1946). (Novel).
Hing taterahaler ew îsruatz ëjer. (Boston, 1950). (Plays and essays).
Gabiki arkatznerë. (Fresno, 1947). (Humorous stories).
Chawartatz hamanuagë. Ariwnot matnahetkerë ew Hrabuhi vray. (Boston, 1952). 

(3 detective stories).

T Ä T U L , V A H R A M  (1887-1943)
Pen name: Vahram Paful.
Bom Vahram Garagasean in Constantinople. Poet. Had his schooling, and stud
ied architecture, in his birthplace, but devoted himself to teaching and literary 
activities. Spent the latter part of his life in France.

Texts (verse)
Amenayn zgusuteamb: kertuatzner. (Paris, 1941).
Hin u nor taler, 1907-1940. (Paris, 1941).

Criticism
Metzarents, M. “Antip banastehz me.” AM, suppl. 1,1908, 92-99.
Ulurlean, M. “Karc patashan më.” AM, 1908, 574-75.

T A T U R E A N , A H A R O N  (1886-1965)
Pen name: Aharon.
Bom in the village of Övacek (Ovacik, near Izmit, Turkey). Educated in Con
stantinople and in the Murat Rapayëlean school in Venice (1907-09). Survived 
the Armenian massacres and deportations of 1915. After a brief sojourn in 
Constantinople and Bulgaria, he pursued his studies in Prague (1923-28) and 
settled in France in the late 1920s.

Texts
Magalatner. (Paris, 1938 [cover says 1937]).
Pohemakank. (Paris, 1939).
Söseats antar. (Paris, 1948 [cover says 1949]).
Erkner erkir. (Paris, 1957).
Baginnerus krakin dëm. (Paris, 1958).
Karmir awetaran. (Paris, 1959).
Ankrkneli aprumner (Cairo, 1971).
Hin kertuatzner. (Beirut, 1971).
Verjin katilner. (Beirut, 1971).

Translations (Italian anthologies)
LPAM, 279-83.

Criticism
A. S. V. “Pohemakank4 (Aharon Taturean, 1939).” S, 1939, 270-72.
Canasean, M. “Aharon Taturean.” B, 123 (1965), 34—61. Reprinted separately, 

Venice, 1965.
T[ërtërean], E. “Magalatner (Aharon Taturean, 1937-38).” S, 1938, 303-04.
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TEK‘E E A N , V A H A N  (1878-1945)
Pen names: Aspatak, Asup, B. K. M., Bikmalion, Hamsirak B., Horën Orotum, 
Iskuhi Hovean, Nsan Hartsakan, Skayordi, Surën Tiranean, Tafew, V. T., V. 
Tiranean, Vahan Tiranean, Vëfô, Yovhannës Karapet.
Bom in Constantinople. Attended the Përpërean and Kedronakan schools in 
his birthplace. Spent several years in Europe (Liverpool, Marseilles, Hamburg) 
working for various businesses. Arrived in Egypt in 1903, and with a number 
of colleagues, he founded the literary periodical Sirak (1905) and Arew (1915). 
Returned to Constantinople in 1908, visited Eastern Armenia in 1910, and went 
back to Egypt in 1914. As a member of the Armenian National Delegation based 
in Paris, Tëkëean traveled to Armenia in 1919 and spent the next two years in 
Constantinople. During these years he was actively involved in efforts to locate 
and shelter Armenian orphans. Under his leadership, the Ramkavar and Azatakan 
parties merged in 1921. Wandered far and wide in the years 1922-24, before 
settling permanently in Egypt. Died in Cairo and is buried next to A. Arpiarean 
and E. Ötean.

Collections
Amboljakan erker. (Cairo, 1949-50). (Only vols. 3 ,4 ,5 ,7 ,8 , and 9 have appeared). 
Hatëntir, (Beimt, 1954).
Erker. (Erevan, 1958).
Hayergutiwn ew Hatëntir kertuatzner. (Beimt, 1958).
Hatëntir. (Beimt, 1978).
Irikvan horhurdner: sër, hoh, hayergufyun. (Erevan, 1978).

Texts (verse)
Hoger. (Paris, 1901).
Hrasali yarutiwn (1901-1914). (Constantinople, 1914).
Kës-giserën minchew arsaloys (1914—1918). (Paris, 1919).
Sër: kertuatzner, 1919-33. (Paris, 1933).
Hayergutiwn ew ayl kertuatzner (tpagreal ew antip). (Cairo, 1943).
Talaran (sark kertuatzneru). (Cairo, 1944).
Vahan Tëkëeani namaknerë Lewon Zawën Siwrmëleanin [ew] Loys zuart. (New 

York and Paris, 1950; Beimt, 1972). (Letters to Z. Siwrmëlean).
Sancean, A. Vahan Tëkëean. Namakani. (Los Angeles, 1983).
Lazarean, V. Mamuli mëj tpuatz ev antip erker u namakner Vahan Tëkëeanën. 

(Beimt, 1987).

Translations

English

Asadian, A. “Ode to Vardan.” The Fifteen-Hundredth Anniversary of Saint Vardan 
the Brave. V  Haig, (New York, n.d.), 39^-0.

Chrakian, E. “Meditation on Vardanantz.” The Armenian Mirror-Spectator, 
April, 20, 1963, 2.

Der Hovanessian, D., and Margossian, M. Sacred Wrath: The Selected Poems of 
Vahan Tekeyan. (New York, 1982).

Essefian, S. “Armenian Church.” The Fifteen-Hundredth Anniversary of Saint 
Vardan the Brave. V. Haig (New York, n.d.), 39-40.

Natalie, S. “Armenian Church.” The Armenian Guardian, 14 (1960/6), 11.
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French

Sahakian, S. “Ta main,” “Prière du soir,” “Ave.” AND, 11 (1960), 44—66. 
Simkechian, E. “Au large,” AND, 12 (1961), 147.

French anthologies 
APA, 167-69.
Tëkëean. E, 52-54.
FPA, 53.
JM, 78-106.
LPA, 215-17.

G erman anthologies 
ALG, 132.

Italian anthologies 
LPAM, 257-64.

Russian anthologies 
BPA, 465-67.
IZAP, 97-110.

Spanish

Agemian, B. “La Iglesia Armenia.” El Mundo, 1960, set 11, suppl. 4.

Spanish anthologies

APAS, 135-38, 219-23.

Criticism
Alababean, S. “Vahan Tëkëeani knarë.” HA, 91 (1977), 239-52.
--------- . “Vahan Tekeyani knarë.” SG, 1978/11, 132-37.
Alpôyacean, A. Vahan Tëkëean ihr hanrayin mard ew hraparakagir. (Beirut, 

1988).
Asmaryan, L. Vahan Tekeyan: kyankë ev steltzagortzutyunë. (Erevan, 1971).
----------. “Vahan Tekeyan.” PBH, 1978/2,74-80.
Baluean, H. “Vahan Tëkëean.” Z, 1 (1929-[30]), 97-101.
Chôpanean, A. “Vahan Tëkëean, ‘Hoger’.” ANA, 3 (1902), 45-50.
------— . “Vahan Tëkëean [car].” ANA, 1933/3-4, 109-11.
Eremean, S. “Vahan Tëkëean.” B, 90 (1933), 497-512.
Grigoryan, H. “Vahan Tekeyani steltzagortzakan uKn.” PBH, 1958/2,151-61. 
tazarean, I. Vahan Tëkëean. ([Los Angeles], 1984).
Lazarean, V. “Vahan Tëkëeanë zamanakakitsneru namaknerun mëj.” Haykazean 

hayagitakan handës, 1981/9, 225-34.
----------. “Vahan Tekeyani kyanld u steltzagortzuüyan arajin sijanë.” BEH,

1982/3, 62-75.
Mhalean, G. “Vahan Tëkêeani grakan gortzunëufiwnë.” S, 1934, 45-52. 
Mhiüarean, G. “Vahan Tëkëeani namaknerë.” HK, 29 (1951/5), 110-12. (Re

view).
Ösakan, Y. SpHwrkë ew iraw banasteltzutiwnë (V Tëkëeani aritov). (Jerusalem, 

1945).
Parsamean, M. “Vahan Tëkëean.” Vëm, 1 (1933/2), 47-54. 2 (1934/1), 50-61. 
----------. Vahan Tëkëean. (Beirut, 1985).
L. S. “Tëkëean Vahan, Hoger, Fariz, 1901.” Mure, 1901/11, 221-23. (Review). 
Vahë-Vahean. “Vahan Tëkëean.” Am, 1 (1946), 170-71.
----------. “Vahan Tëkëean.” Ani, 2 (1947^18), 452.
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----------. “Vahan Tfekeyan.” SG, 1976/11, 112-28.
Yobelean Vahan Tëkëeani karasnameay grakan gortiunëutean. (Paris, 1933).

T Ë M ÏR C IP A S E A N , E t iA  (1851-1908)
Pen names: A. Azatahohean, Cgnawor, Cin Yakob, Grasër Atom, Z. Hayttmi, 
Hur Hayran, Melania, Monazn, Msak, Nurania, Sarzeants or Sarzents, Ttewaniô, 
and others.
Bom in Constantinople. Received his elementary education at the local Nersësean 
and Sahnazarean schools. In the 1870s, he briefly studied at Marseilles and worked 
for the Ottoman bureaucracy as an interpreter. In the 1880s, he taught in Armenian 
schools, contributed to numerous Armenian periodicals, launched the periodical 
Grakan ew imastasirakan sarzum (1883-88), and edited Erkragunt (1884—88). 
Overwhelmed by consumption and ever-worsening mental and emotional distur
bances, Tëmïrcipasean committed suicide.

Collections
Nazareanls, H. Namakk sirayin Elia Tëmircipasedni, 1886-1889. (Constantino

ple, 1910).
Ardzak ëjer, namakner, kertuatzner. (Paris, 1955).
Sargsyan, R. Erker. (Erevan, 1986).

Texts

Sahnazareani me Mein parz knnutiwnë. (Constantinople, 1870).
Dambaran. (Constantinople, 1878; New York, 1920). (Includes pieces by 

M. Cheraz).
Nor keank. A. Azgayin lezu, pastpanufiwn Minas Cherazi ëntrolakan asharha- 

barin. (Constantinople, 1879).
Pitzak. (Constantinople, 1879).
Pilisopayakan bararan. 2 vols. (Constantinople, 1879).
Hatëntir enfertsuatzk. (Constantinople, 1881).
Aljkants dastiarakutean vray car. (Constantinople, 1890).
Srjagayufiwn im falis mëj. (Constantinople, 1890).
Tarerkpatmufean imasiasirutean. (Constantinople, 1891).
Grpani bararan hayerëne gallierën, 25000 bar. (Constantinople, 1894).

Works in periodicals
AM, 1885, 337-38, 392-95, 500-02, 550-51. 1894, 747-48. 1906, 1040-41. 

1907,23.
ANA, 1929/1, 21-22. 1931/3-4,14-17.
AND, 14 (1963), 82.
EJ, 1976/4, 48-49.
M, 1892/3957, 28-29; 3959, 71; 3962, 117-18. 1893/3978, 101; 3981, 136-41; 

3982, 146-48. 1899/7, 204-7; 8-9, 247-50; 10, 300-303, 313-14. 1901/8, 
113-15; 11, 166-68; 12, 179; 13, 193-95; 15, 232-33; 17, 260; 20, 309-11; 
21, 324—25; 23, 355; 24, 369-71; 26,403; 29, 454-55. 1902/26, 408-9; 29, 
460-61. 1906/1, 5; 2, 26; 3, 43; 4, 64. 1907/3, 57-58; 6-7, 111; 9, 169; 15, 
293; 23-29, 576. 1908/9, 179; 12-13, 238.

Z, 1 (1929-[30J), 11.200.
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Translations
English

Turpanjian, M. “The Prayer o f a Desperate Mother.” The Armenian Herald, 
February-Apiil, 1919, 231-32.

English anthologies 
ALP, 9B-100.

French anthologies 
APA, 67-73.

Italian anthologies 
LPAM, 137-48.

Spanish anthologies 
APAS, 139^4.

Criticism
Antonean, A. “Bats namak Eha Tëmircipaseanin.” M, 1899/8-9, 262-64. 
Armën, E. “Elia Tëmircipaseani keanLên.” ANA, 1 (1929/2), 40-43.
Atrusan, “Elia Tëmircipasean.” HG, 1 (1911-12/2), 5-9; 4, 4—8; 8, 16-21; 9, 

15-19; 11, 8-12; 2 (1912-13/1), 14-18; 3, 22-26; 5, 31-34; 8,11-15; 9, 6-9. 
Chiftë-Saraf. “Eliayin murale.” M, 1907/28-29,567-69.
“Elia Temircipasean.” A, 1908, 631-32.
Ësacanean, L. Elia Temircipasean. (Constantinople, 1909).
Fënërcean, G., and Petrosean, H. Etia Temircipasean, ir keankë ew ir gortzë. 

(Constantinople, 1921).
Galëmkearean, Z. “Elia Tëmircipasean.” ANA, 2 (1931/5-6), 17-112. 
Hamtyunyan, S. “Imastuüyan tesuPyan hartserë Elia Temircipasyani erkerum.” 

BEH, 1972/2, 207-13.
--------- . “Elia Temircipasyani kyanki u gortzuneutyunë.” L, 1972/6, 90-94.
Kamsarakan, T. “Elia Tëmircipasean.” M, 1892/3956,11-18.
Kostanyan, A. “Etia Temircipasyan.” SG, 1970/9, 132-43.
Mamurean, M. “Talaran 'Fevanioyi.” AM, 1885, 335-36.
Orberean, R. “ErkuM baznuatz, L Etia Tëmircipasean.” M, 1902/6, 81-87. 
Ôtean, G. “Azniw Tëmircipasean.” Z (eramseay), 1947/2,94—96. (2 letters from 

G. Ôtean).
Parsamean, M. “Etia Tëmircipasean.” AND, 14 (1963), 65-81.
Sahnur. “Tîfaktsufiwn.” AM, 1882, 364-73.
----------. “Tîtaktsutdwn.” AM, 1887, 135^12,
----------. “Tlfaktsuriwn.” AM, 1893,342-44.
Samikean, R. Etia Tëmircipasean, 1880—1908. (Constantinople, 1909).
Tayean, L. “Etia Tëmircipasean.” B, 66 (1908), 57-73.
Yarufiwnean, A. “Grakan dimastuemer, Etia Tëmircipasean.” M, 1899/15, 473- 

76.
----------. “Grakan dimastuemer, Etia Tëmircipasean.” AM, 1902, 243-53.
Zôhrap, G. “Elia Tëmircipasean.” M, 1907/38, 759-62.

T E O L E O L E A N , M IN A S  (1913-1997)
Pen names: Armën Amatean, Noceats Tlan, Vazgën Vanandean.
Bom in Partizak (Bahçecik, Turkey). Writer, teacher, literary historian, and a 
prolific journalist. Educated in Armenian schools in Istanbul. Lived and taught in 
Bulgaria (1936-37) and Rumania (1937-38). In 1944, he moved to Aleppo where
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he co-edited the daily Arewelk ( 1946-56) and taught at and became first principal 
of the Karen Jeppe secondary school (1947-56). After brief sojourns in Egypt 
(1956-57) and Lebanon (1957-60), he settled in Boston in 1960, where he served 
as the Armenian Revolutionary Federation’s executive secretary (1960-66) and 
edited the daily Hayrenik from 1966 to his retirement in 1978.

Texts
Nahergank. (Sofia, 1937). (Poems).
Mtnolort. (Aleppo, 1945). (Verse and prose poems).

Other works
Kerakanutiwn. (Aleppo, 1950). (2 parts; elementary grammar).
Dar më grakanufiwn. 2 vols. (Cairo, 1955-56; Boston, 1977-82 [revised and ex

panded]). (Anthology with biographical and literary introductions to Western, 
Soviet, and Diaspora Armenian writers, 1850-1950).

Haykakan artasahmanë ew Azgayin sahmanadrutiwnë. (Beirut, 1968). (On the 
Armenian National Constitution of 1863 and its role in Diaspora). 

Hayastaneayts ekeletsin ew hay ekeletsakanutean kochumë. (Montreal, 1986). 
(Articles previously published in Hayrenik).

T E R -G R IG O R Y A N , G R IG O R  (1916-1981)
Bom in Erevan. Dramatist. After a brief teaching career (1931-34), he studied 
construction at the Erevan Polytechnic Institute (1939), a profession he practiced 
for only a few years. Studied history at the Hachatur Abovyan Pedagogical 
Institute of Erevan (1947). Held administrative and political positions within 
the Soviet Air Force, the government, and the Communist party. From 1951 to 
1955, he was the secretary of the Union of Writers and editor of Grakan ferf. 
From 1955 to his death, was editor in chief o f Ozni, the only Soviet Armenian 
satirical periodical.

Texts
Ays astlerë mem en. (Erevan, 1950). (Written with Levon Karagyozyan, 1913—

86).
Gaman andzrev (piesneri zolovatzu). (Erevan, 1962).
Tasë tari. (Erevan, 1969).
Im helc Portos. (Erevan, 1977).
Amen inch kam odiinch (Piesner). (Erevan, 1987).

Translations
Russian

Dramy i komedii. (Erevan, 1981).
Pogodin,N .Etizvezdynashi. (Moscow and Erevan, 1949;Moscow, 1950; Erevan, 

1952).

Criticism
Avagyan, H. Grigor Ter-Grigoryan. (Erevan, 1983).

TER  K A R A P E T E A N , G E tA M  (1865-1918)
Pen names: Asolik, Msoy Gelam, Tatrak.
Bom in the village of Hëybian on the plain of Mus. Educated in the venerated 
monastery of Surb Karapet and the Armenian school in the town of Mus. For many
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years, though with some interruptions (e.g., working for the Armenian church in 
Diyarbakir, 1894-97), he worked as a secretary in the Armenian church in Mus. 
Elected to the Ottoman Parliament in 1908, he moved to Constantinople in early 
1909. A selection from Ter Karapetean’s short stories and novelettes previously 
published in the periodical press in Constantinople was published posthumously.

Texts
Taröni asharh. (Paris, 1931).

Criticism
Sasuni, K. “Gelam Ter Karapetean (keanlCn u gortzë).” HK, 9 (1930-31/12), 

109-22.
Petrosyan, H. Gelam Ter-Karapetyan (Mso Gelam): kyankë ev steltzagortzutyunë. 

(Erevan, 1983).

T E R -M A R T IR O S Y A N , A R T A S E S  (1892-1937)
Bom in Alexandrapol (Leninakan, now Gyumri, Armenia). A poet and literary 
critic. After graduating from the Institute of Commerce in Moscow (1917), he 
became a Bolshevik revolutionary and was incarcerated twice, once in Tiflis and 
once in Erevan, for his participation in the May rebellion against the Armenian 
Republic. Resided in Moscow from 1924 until his death.

Texts (verse)
Asnut. (Alexandrapol, 1912).

Poetry
Gevorg Afrikyan, Isahak Isahakyan, Art. Ter-Martirosyan, erek knar. (Erevan, 

1963), 157-203.

TËR S A R G S E N T S , S E D R A K  (cl 853-1941)
Pen name: Tewkants (brother of Aristakës vardapet Tevkants).
Bom and educated in Van. A novelist and poet. Found employment in Con
stantinople as a private tutor and teacher, but he returned to Vaspurakan, the 
region around his native Van, to teach. After a visit to Transcaucasia in 1884, he 
settled in Europe, residing mainly in England and France. Died in Nice.

Texts
Vararani m ’kaytzer. (Constantinople, 1875). (Verse).
Sahënn i Sipirkam Galtakan hayë. (Constantinople, 1877,1911). (Novel). 
Manukneru arkayutiwn. (Constantinople, 1878).

T E R -S T E P Ä N E A N , M IH R A N  (1899-1964)
Bora in Dörtyol (now Turkey) and educated in the local Armenian school and the 
Pëzazean school in Constantinople. Survived the genocide of 1915 and worked as 
an interpreter for the French administration in Cilicia. After the French withdrawal 
from the region, he took up residence in Syria and held a high-ranking position in 
the Syrian bureaucracy. In his birthplace he edited, with Martiros Ter Step^anean, 
the short-lived periodical Nuik (1914), and with Aris Salrfyan (q.v.), the weekly 
Sisuan (1920-21). Contributed to a number of Armenian periodicals, especially 
the daily Zartönk of Beimt, Lebanon. Wrote verse and prose.
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Texts
Yoysi haroykner (Beirut, 1959). (Prose).
Erker. (Beirut, 1967). (Verse and prose).

T Ë R -Y O V H A N N IS E A N , G A B R IE L  (1837-1920)
Pen name: K‘ajberuni.
Bom in Uzunfala, a village in Ijevan, Armenia. Novelist. After graduating from 
theNersisean school o f Tiflis,he studied medicine in Moscow. He has also written 
ethnographic and travel accounts.

Texts
Ter Sargis. Surb Georgi lute. (Erevan, 1938).

Criticism
Baldasaiyan, H. “ ‘Ter Sargsi’ hehnakë. SG, 1975/7, 164—66.

T É R E A N , V A H A N  (1885-1920)
Pen name: Vahan Tërean.
Bom Vahan Tër-Grigorean in Gandza, a village in Georgia. Educated in 
Ahalkalak (Akhalkalaki, Georgia), Tiflis, the Lazarean (Lazarevskii) Insititute 
in Moscow, the University of Moscow, and the University of St. Petersburg, 
where he studied under N. Marr. Supported the Bolshevik Revolution and held 
administrative positions within the “Commissariat for Armenian Affairs” based 
in Moscow. His fragile health deteriorated seriously, and he died in Orenburg on 
his way to Central Asia.

Collections
Makintsyan, P. Erkeri zolovatzu. 4 vols. (Constantinople and Erevan, 1923-25). 
100 otanavor. (Tiflis, 1930).
Banasteltzutyunner. (Erevan, 1936).
Isahakyan, A. Banasteltzutyunneri liakatar zolovatzu. (Erevan, 1940).
Entir kertuatzner. (Aleppo, 1945).
Erkeri zolovatzu. Vol. 1. (Erevan, 1950).
Vahan Tërean. (Beimt, 1953). (Poems).
Lazaryan, H. Erker. (Erevan, 1956).
Mtnsali anurjner, Giser ew yuser, Oski hekiat, Veradardz, Oskë sltay, Psëpsakë, 

ErkirNayiri. (Venice, 1956).
Partizuni, V. Erkeri zolovatzu. 3 vols. (Erevan, 1960-63).
Erker chors hatorov. (Erevan, 1972—79).
Namakner. (Erevan, 1972).
Jrbasyan, Ëd. Banasteltzutyunner. Liakatar zolovatzu. (Erevan, 1985). 
Simonyan, G. Erker. (Erevan, 1989).

Texts
Mtnsali anurjner. Book 1 (Uflis, 1908; Beimt, 1939).
Banasteltzutiwnner Vol. 1 (Moscow, 1912).
Banasteltzutyunner. (Erevan, 1980).
Fanoyan, Ö. Banasteltzutyunner. (Erevan, 1982).
Banasteltzutyunner. Vol. 1 (Erevan, 1985). (Facsimile edition o f author’s manu

scripts).
Davfyan, V. 100 banasteltzutyun. (Erevan, 1985).
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Translations

English

Abelian, D. “Automn Melody.” The Armenian Mirror-Spectator, January 19, 
1963, 2.

Evans, G. [“Glory to you, rubescent. . SL, 1966/3,11.

English anthologies 

SAP, 8-10.

French anthologies

APA, 207-11.
Loriol, P. E, 57-58.
JM, 111-32.
LPA, 231-36.

G erman anthologies

ALG, 130.

Italian anthologies

DLA, 3-4.
LPAM, 237-44.

Russian

Borian, G., and Vartazarian, R. Izbrannoe. (Erevan, 1952).
Lirika. (Erevan, 1985).
Partizuni, Y. Stikhi. (Moscow, 1950).
Pirverdiev, S. Armianskiipoet Vagan Terian. (Alexandrapol, 1917). 
Rozhdestvenskii, V., and Grigor’ian, K. Stikhotvoreniia. (Moscow and Leningrad, 

1960).
Stikhotvoreniia. (Leningrad, 1973).
Terian, N., and Ioannisian, A. Neizdannyepis’ma. (Erevan, 1970).
Uspenskii, L. Izbrannoe. (Erevan, 1941).

Bibliographies

Melikian, S. Vaan Ter’ian na russkom iazyke: bibliografiia perevodov i kritich- 
eskoi literatury. (Erevan, 1956).

Spanish anthologies

APAS, 241-46.

Criticism
Aharonean, Y. “Vahan Tërean.” HK, 23 (1945/2), 44-52; 3, 88-92; 4 ,102-6 . 
Alababyan, S. “Vahan Teryan.” PBH, 1975/1, 8-22.
----------. “Vahan Teryan.” PBH, 1985/1, 7-20.
Alihanyan, S. “Vahan Teryanë Hoktemberyan sotsialistakan metz revolyutsiayi 

galap'ameri propagandist.” T, 1955/2,13-28.
----------. Vahan Teryani petakan gortzuneufyunë. (Erevan, 1955).
Alikhanian, S. Vaan Terian: obshchestvenno-politicheskaia i gosudarstvennaia 

deiateTnost'. (Erevan, 1960).
Arveladze, B. Vahan Teryanë ev Vrastanë. (Erevan, 1985). (Translated by M. Sa- 

hakyan).
Baburyan, M. “ ‘VagrenavorT naherganlri Teryani üargmanüfyunë.” PBH, 1966/ 

4, 187-92.
B[aluean], H. “Nsmamer-Vahan Tërean.” 2, 1 (1929—[30]), 376.
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Bolsakov, L. Vahan Teryani verjin gortzulumë. (Erevan, 1985). (Translated from 
Russian by F. Meloyan). (Essay).

----------. “Verjingortzulumë” SG, 1985/5,135^4.
Daronian, S. “Vaan Ter’ian i russkii simvolizm.” Briusovskie chteniia 1980 goda 

[sbomik statei], (Erevan, 1983), 185-97.
Engibarean, G. “ ‘Mtnsali anurjner’ Vahan Tëreani.” Lumay, 7 -8  (1909), 81-85. 
Erkaf, A. “Vahan Tërean.” B, 79 (1921), 340-43; 80 (1922), 8-10.
Grigor’ian, K. Vaan Ter’ian: ocherk zhizni i tvorchestva. (Moscow, 1957). 
Grigoryan, A. “Teryanakaniniaynut<yanpatkerikarutsvatzk‘ë.” SG, 1973/10,138— 

45.
Grigoryan, K. Vahan Teryan. (Erevan, 1956).
----------. “Vahan Teryanë ev Simvolizmë.” T, 1956/1, 25—42.
----------. “Vaan Terian v peterburgskom universitete.” L, 1970/1 96-105.
----------. Vahan Teryan (kyantn u steltzagortzutyunë), (Erevan, 1983).
Harufyunyan, Z. “Blok ev Teryan.” SG, 1974/7,157-61.
Hotsanyan, M. Teryanë leninyan erkeri propagandist ev targmanick. (Erevan, 

1985).
Ishanyan, R. “Vahan Teryanë ev hay grakanufyan lezvi hartserë.” BEH, 1970/2, 

' 26-42.
----------. “Vahan Teryani ‘Mftisali anuijnerë’ lezvakan arumov.” L, 1971/1, 5 8 -

67.
----------. “Tumanyan-Teryan hartsi suij.” PBH, 1971/2,125-43.
----------. “Teryani erek4 sere.” SG, 1979/2,138—42.
----------. “Teryani hohë, aprumë, serë.” BEH, 1985/1,42-57.
Jrbasyan, Ëd. “Vahan Teryanë ev Lermontovi poezian.” PBH, 1974/2, 3-17.
----------. Chors gagat, Tumanyan, lsahakyan, Teryan, Charents. (Erevan, 1982).
Kiparean, K. “Vahan Tërean.” B, 84 (1927), 49-52, 82-85.
Kirakosian, L. Na perelome. (Erevan, 1989). 
tanalanyan, H . Vahan Teryan. (Erevan, 1960).
----------. “Inchpes en steltzvel ergem ays poeti.” SG, 1983/6, 120-26.
----------. Hay knari kahard ergichë. (Erevan, 1985).
Manukyan, S. “Hangutsayin hartseri skzbunkayin k^inuryun.” SG, 1982/8,142- 

44. (On Ëd. Jrbasyan’s Chors gaga t. . . ).
Melikian, S. “Perevody Vaana Teriana dlia ‘Poezii Armenii’ PBH, 1963/4,241- 

48.
----------. “Teryanë Sundukyani ev Sirvanzadëi fargmanich.” SG, 1964/10,139-45.
----------. “Perevody Vaana Ter’iana iz russkoi literatury.” PBH, 1965/3, 239-45.
Minasyan, K. “Vahan Teryanë Lenini masin.” SG, 1987/11,127-28.
Mkrtchyan, A. Talcmdi dzevavorman akuntnerum. (Erevan, 1981).
----------. “Teryani stettzagortzutyan arandznahatkufyunneri mi k‘ani hartser.” L,

1988/7, 32-42.
Mkrtchyan, V. “Vahan Teryanë JavahkVm,” SG, 1960/8,113-16.
Oganian, Z. “Obshchnost’ poezii A. Bloka i V. Teriana.” PBH, 1976/1,159-68. 
Öhanyan, A. “Teryani ‘K‘narakan poemi’ herosë.” L, 1988/2, 22-39.
Partizuni, V. Vahan Teryanë zamanakakitsneri huserum. (Erevan, 1964).
----------. “Vahan Teryan.” PBH, 1965/2, 61-76.
----------. “Vahan Teryanë ev Elise Charentsë.” SG, 1966/2,139-59.
----------. “ ‘Tbmanyan ev Teryan’ problemi surje.” PBH, 1970/2, 137-58.
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----------. “Ëjêr V. Teryani ‘skzbnakan krfuryan’ patmuüyunits.” L, 1982/6, 32-42.
----------. Teryani kensapaîumë. (Erevan, 1984).
----------. “ ‘Mtnsali anurjneri’ arajin ardzaganknerë.” SG, 1985/5, 117—27.
----------. Vahan Teryani het. (Erevan, 1989).
Rstuni, H. “Teryanë ev dari grakan mfnolortë.” SG, 1985/5,128-34.
Saharuni, S. “Vahan Tëreani tunë.” HK, 32 (1954/12), 85-87.
Sargsyan, G. “Myasnikyanë ev Teryanë.” SG, 1975/3, 125-34.
Sargsyan, H. Vahan Teryan. (Erevan, 1926).
Sarinyan, S. “Vahan Teryani haytnufyunë.” L, 1985/5, 39-50.
Sedrakyan, M. Teryani Gandzan. (Erevan, 1986).
Simëôneants, A. “Yuser Vahan Tëreani ew ir ënkemeri masin.” HK, 24 (1946/4), 

80-89.
Suidasyan, S. Ëjer Vahan Teryani kyankils. (Erevan, 1959).
Tamrazyan, H. Vahan Teryan. (Erevan, 1985).
Taragir, “Handipumner V. Tëreani het.” HK, 10 (1931-32/1), 87-96. 
Ter-Grigoryan, N. “Vahan Teryani m an k u tyu n ëSG, 1964/8, 80-98.
Terian, N. “Dva pis’ma Vaana Teriana.” BEH, 1972/1, 169-71.
Tërtërean, A. Vahan Tërean, tsnorki tzarawi ew hastutean ergichë. (Tiflis, 1910). 
Tbpfchyan, Ë. Vahan Teryan. (Erevan, 1945).
Tumanyan, N. “Teryanë ev Thmanyanë.” T, 1950/9, 77-80.
V. K. “Tërean, Verlên ew urisner” and “Tërean ew Potlër.” B, 127 (1969), 313-21 ; 

128 (1970), 1274-0.
Yakobean, S. Vahan Tërean: grakan-knnadatakan verlutzutiwn. (Berlin, 1923). 
Zakaryan, A. “Vahan Teryani zarangufyunë.” SG, 1964/11,145-59.

T E R Z E A N , T O V M A S  (1840-1909)
Bom in Constantinople to an Armenian father and an Italian mother. A  poet 
and playwright. Educated at the Murat-Rapayëlean school in Venice (1852-58) 
and became a teacher upon his return. Wrote the libretto for Arsak II (in both 
Armenian and Italian), the first Armenian opera, which was based on the accounts 
of bothPawstos Buzand or Buzandaran patmutiwnk, i.e., The Epic Histories, and 
Movsës Horenatsi. It was put to music by Tigran Chuhaëean (1837-98) in 1868 
and remains popular today.

Collections
Banasteltzuteants amboljakan hawakatzon. 2 vols. (Venice, 1929).

Texts (plays)
Sanduht. (Constantinople, 1862; Venice, 1871; Jerusalem, 1881 [includes French 

text]).
Arsak II. (Constantinople, 1871).
Yovsëÿ Geletsik. (Venice, 1872).

Other works
Banalihay-gallierênkerakanutean Ôllëntorfidruteamb. (Constantinople, 1868). 
Nor kerakanufiwn gallierën lezui Ôllëntorfi druteamb. (Constantinople, 1868). 
Gortznakan kerakanufiwn franserën lezui. (Venice, 1873, 1879, 1882, 1886, 

1891, 1896, 1899).
Erkrordakan krtutiwn. (Constantinople, 1878-79).
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Mtamarzufmn ëstBëlisiëi. 2 vols. (Constantinople, 1879, 1885 [Vol. 1]). 
Hrahangk. (Venice, 1882). (Exercises for Gortznakan . . . above). 
Kerakanutiwn asharhàbar lezui. (Constantinople, 1882, 1884).
Nahnakan ënfertsaran patkerazard. (Constantinople, 1884).

Translations
English anthologies

ALP, 44—45.
AP, 128-29.

French

Fëruhhan, M. Sanduht. (Jerusalem, 1881). (Armenian text with French transla
tion).

French anthologies

APA, 63-66.

Italian anthologies

LPAM, 107-18.

Criticism
Qiôpanean, A. “Tovmas Tërzean.” ANA, 1909/1-2, 35-39.
----------. “Tovmas Tërzean.” B, 94 (1936), 289-93.
Dawfean, S. “Tovmas Tërzean.” AM, 1903,509-13.
Eremean, S. “ICnarakan Tërzeanë.” B, 88 (1931), 80-84.
Gamer, “Uruagitzner-Tovmas Tërzean.” M, 1904/15, 233.
Iskandaryan, S. “Tovmas Terzyani khnadatakan zarangutyune.” L, 1982/11,29- 

37.
----------. “Tovmas Terzyanë zamanaki knnadatutyan gnahatmamb.” BEH,

1983/2, 158-65.
----------. “Tovmas Terzyani dramaturgian.” PBH, 1984/4, 99-107.
----------. “Turkman brnapetutyan harazanumc Tovmas Terzyani stehzagor-

tzutyan m ej” L, 1988/3, 33^40.
Mamikonyan, K. “Tovmas Terzyani steltzagortzutyunë.” L, 1974/9, 44—55. 
Yarufiwnean, A. “Grakan dimastuemer, Tovmas Tërzean.” AM, 1903, 825-30.

T IW S A B , S R B U H I (cl 841—1901 )
Bom Srbuhi Vahanean to a well-to-do family in Constantinople. Educated pri
vately. One of her tutors was Mkrtich Pësikfaslean (q.v.). Her deteriorating health 
compelled her to seek treatment in Paris (1889-91). Her daughter’s untimely 
death in 1891 shattered her, and she spent her remaining years in total seclusion.

Collections
Lazaryan, H. Erker mi hatorov. (Erevan, 1959).
Erker. (Erevan, 1981).

Texts
Mayta. (Constantinople, 1883).
Siranoys. (Constantinople, 1884 [cover says 1885], 1925).
Araksia kam Varzuhi. (Constantinople, 1887 [cover says 1886]).

Criticism
Acafyan, H. “Tikin Srbuhi Tyusab.” EJ, 1971/1-3, 41^45.
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Alpöyacean, A. “Usumnasirutiwn Srbuhi Tiwsabi,” B, 58 (1900), 359-63, 466- 
75, 552-58. Reprinted separately, Venice, 1901.

A[rpftarean], T. “Oman maherë.” M, 1901/2, 30-32.
L. “Tikin Srbuhi Tiwsab.” M u re1901/6, 283-87.
[Mamurean, M.] “Mayta.” AM, 1883, 339-43.
Mërsêtës. “Gragëtn u hasarakufiwnë (Tikin Tiwsabi mahuan artiw).” M, 1901/2, 

17-22.
N. S. “Andznakan yisatakner Tikin Tiwsabi u Dprotsasër Tiknants vray.” M, 

1901/6, 89-91.
Sahnur, “Tlfaktsutiwn.” AM, 1883, 331-39. (On Mayta).
Saruryan, A. “Knoj dati pastpanë.” SG, 1960/8,164—68.
----------. “Srbuhi Tyusab.” PBH, 1961/3^, 166-80.
----------. “Srbuhi Tyusabë banastehz uhraparakahos.” T, 1961/9, 69-80.
----------. Srbuhi Tyusab: kyanfcë ev steitzagortzufyunë. (Erevan, 1963). (Includes

bibliography, pp. 215^-5).
Zöhrap, G. “Mayta.” Erkragunt, 10 (1883), 305-12.

T L K A T IN T S I, (cl 860—1915)
Pen names: Fafnak, Tlkatintsi.
Bom Yovhannës Yarufiwnean in the village of Tlkatin (Huylu, near Harput, 
Turkey). Moved to Harput at an early age and studied at the local Smbatean 
school. After teaching in a numbr of schools, he became permanently associated 
with the Kedronakan school of Harput, which attained prestige as one of the 
finest schools in the Armenian provinces under his directorship. At the outbreak 
of the Armenian massacres of 1915, Tlkatintsi went into hiding at the home of a 
Muslim friend, but he was caught and imprisoned. He was killed outside Harput, 
after having learned of the deportation of his second wife, his only son, and his 
six daughters, who were never seen again.

Collections
Tlkatintsin ew ir gortzë. (Boston, 1927).
Gyulikyankë. (Erevan, 1966).

Texts
Or mëkun etewën[?] (Boston, 1912).

Works in periodicals
M, 1899/8-9, 239^ 0.1905/13, 201-3. 1906/18, 273-75; 19, 292-93. 1908/10, 

198; 11,216; 12-13, 244; 17, 352; 18, 373.
AM, 1908,942-44,1058-62. Suppl. 2,170-82. Suppl. 3 ,369-78.1909,760-66. 
ANA, 1909/11-12, 272-76. 1929/3, 19-20.
Norgir (New York). 12 (1950/3-4), 207-56.

Criticism
Aznavuiyan, G. “Anhayt ëjer hay nahatakneri grakan zarangufyunits.” EJ, 

1965/2-4,43-57. (Previously unpublished letters and other material by Komi- 
tas, G. Zöhrap, D. Varuzan, Siamanfö, Tlkatintsi, R. Zardarean, andR. Sewak). 

Gasbarean, M. (Jrvëz). Tasë tari Tlkatintsiin sunchin tak ew dëmker u dêpker. 
(Fresno and Beirut, 1968).

Gisak. “Tlkatintsin (mankufean yisataknerës).” M, 1900/39, 612-13.
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HamasteL “Gawarë ew Tlkatintsin.” HK, 6 (1927-28/6), 49-57; 7, 63-72. 
Hantsean, G. “Thur patker me.” AM, 1901, 873-78.
Karapetyan, L. “Tlkatintsin ev ‘Valvan’ grakanufyunë.” T, 1965/8, 41-52.
----- :— . Tlkatintsi. (Erevan, 1966).
Parsamean, M. “Gawari harazat dëmkë Tlkatintsin.” Z (amsafert4), 2 (1957/1-2), 

9,12.
Sahinean, G. “Tande ew Tlkatintsi.” AM, 1902, 334-35.
----------. “Tante ew Tlkatintsi.” B, 123 (1965), 360-61.
Stepanyan, K. “Tlkatintsi.” SG, 1968/2 ,142^4.
Yaruttiwnean, A. “Tlkatintsin.” AM, 1904,463-65.
----------. “Grakan kronik.” AM, 1908,626-28.
----------. “Tlkatintsin.” AM, 1908, 574.
Zamkochean, H. Mer arzëknerë. Tlkatintsin ew ir kroniknerë. (Cairo, 1949).

T N K E R E A N , S O N A  (1918-1986)
Born Söna Tër Margarean in Constantinople. Short story writer. Educated at the 
celebrated Esayean and Kedronakan Armenian schools of her birthplace. Taught 
and held administrative positions in the local Armenian schools. She lived in the 
United States for the last five years of her life.

Texts (stories)
Keanki mëjën. (Istanbul, 1950).
Keankin het. (Istanbul, 1968-69).

T O P A L E A N , B IW Z A N D  (1902-1970)
Bom in Aintab (Gaziantep, Turkey). A  survivor of the genocide, he took up 
permanent residence in France in the 1930s. Set up a printing press in Paris 
(“Araks”) and published the literary periodical Andastan (1952-69). His artistic 
talent found expression in both poetry and painting.

Collections
Arevagal. (Erevan, 1968).
B. Töpalean. (Paris, 1970). (Includes “Miayn 1500 tolov” and Matenasar 

zamanakakits sÿiwfkahay banasteltzutean).
Hatëntir. (Paris, [1970]).

Texts
Aygahandës: kertuatzner, 1924-29. (Aleppo, 1930).
Arewagal (kertuatzner). (Paris, 1936).
Hamaynakan sër. (Paris, 1950).
Hrahalutiwn. (Paris, 1953).
Ardzanagir. (Paris, 1960).
Dastankar. (Paris, 1976).

Translations

French anthologies

LPA, 307-8.

Italian anthologies

LPAM, 293-98.
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Criticism
Baluean, H. “Aygahandês: lCeiTuatzner B. Popaleani.” Z, 2 (1931), 35.
----------. “Arewagal: banasteltzufiwnner Biwzand Tôpfaleani.” Z (taregirk4), 1

(1937),211-12.
Taturyan, S. “Byuzand Tbpfalyan.” SG, 1970/8,146-48.

T O R G O M Y A N , T Z E R U N  (1896-1986)
Pen name: Tzerun Tbrgomyan.
Bom Tzemn Deltrikyan in Van. Received his elementary education in his native 
city, which he fled amid death, destruction, and deportation, finding his way to 
Tiflis. Became a journalist and published the literary almanac Hrazdan (Tiflis, 
1918), along with Ardzagank and Karmir astl (both in Krasnodar, 1918-21). 
Blinded in the early 1930s due to an accident.

Collections
Erkeri zolovatzu. Vol. 1. (Tiflis, 1926).
Erker. (Erevan, 1948).

Texts (novels and stories)
Alayi peSkesë. {Tiflis, 1930).
Patmvatzkner (Tiflis, 1930).
Hordzankum. (Erevan, 1931).
Mrayl örer. (Tiflis, 1935).
Kanach bardzunkner. (Tiflis, 1935).
Kaputak jreri mot. (Erevan, 1936).
Zptatsol kyanke. (Erevan, 1936).
Hndutyun. (Tiflis, 1936).
Bnutyan grkum. (Erevan, 1939).
Artzate zapaven. (Erevan, 1940).
Bldan jure. (Erevan, 1940).
Harazat larer. (Erevan, 1947).
Patmvatzkner. (Erevan, 1951).
Anmar krakner. (Tbilisi, 1953; Erevan, 1955, 1959).
Herosi mahov. (Tbilisi, 1956).
Patmvatzkner. (Erevan, 1956).
Huser. (Erevan, 1962).
Alekotz tzove. (Erevan, 1965).
Anmorats örer. (Erevan, 1967).
Patmvatzkner. (Erevan, 1973).
Hogefov huyzer. (Tbilisi, 1975).
Andznver martike. (Tbilisi, 1978).
Aletzuÿ srter. (Erevan, 1981).

Translations
Russian

Mililova, A. Rodnye struny. Rasskazy. (Tbilisi, 1961).

Criticism
Stikyan, S. “Huseri canaparhov.” SG, 1983/11, 124—26.
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T O P O V E N T S , V A H A N  (1894-1938)
Bom and educated in Mezre (Harput, Turkey). Left his birthplace in 1909, went to 
Paris and New York, and studied at the University of Wisconsin (1912-15). As a 
volunteer, he participated in the self-defense of Van and Erzurum. Spent the years 
1917-20 in Transcaucasia and visited the United States a second time (1920-22), 
before returning to Armenia permanently in 1922. The Stalinist purges claimed 
his life.

Collections
Hayreni patmuatzkner. (Beirut, 1939).
Erker. (Erevan, 1957).
Kapuyt izalikner (Erevan, 1972).
Erker. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1988, 1989). (3 vols, projected).

Texts
Awerak. (Constantinople, 1906,1908).
Sring. (Constantinople, 1909).
Olb anmahutean. (Tiflis, 1917). (Poem).
Tonon. (Tiflis, 1917; Beirut, n.d.). (Story).
Arewelk. (Tiflis, 1918). (Poem).
Afawôtin mëj. (Tiflis, 1921).
Garunin sirtë. (Constantinople, 1921).
Hayastani Ton-Kisotë. (Constantinople, 1921).
Patmuatzkner, arajinsark. (Constantinople, 1921). (Stories).
Patmuatzkner. (Boston, 1921). (Stories).
Doktor Burbonyan. (Vaiarsapat, 1923). (Satirical novel).
Mahvan bataleon. (Erevan, 1923). (Play).
Polpate cas. (Erevan, 1924). (Play).
Selbose. (Erevan, 1924).
Im horakuyrë. (Erevan, 1925). (Stories).
Nor Byuzandion. (Erevan, 1925; Beirut, 1958). (Play).
Sasma tzrer. (Erevan, 1925). (Play).
Kritiko-tzitzal (Erevan, 1927).
Nyu-York. (Erevan, 1927). (Prose).
Amerika. (Erevan, 1929). (Stories).
Asatur ev Kleopatra. (Erevan, 1929). (Story).
Lao-ho. (Erevan, 1929, 1930).
Baku. 3 vols. (Erevan, 1930-34). (Novel).
Erku sur. (Erevan, 1930). (Play).
Sirvanzade. (Erevan, 1930). (Biography).
Hay azgi “ÿrkich” dasnaknerë. (Moscow, 1931).
Kyankëhinhrovmeakancanaparhivra. (Erevan, 1933,1966,1979;Beirut, 1956). 

(Prose).
Alavniner. (Erevan, 1934,1957, 1966). (Story).
Hovnatan ordi Eremiayi. (Erevan, 1934). (Story).
Hrkizvatz titer. (Erevan, 1934). (Story).
Bats-kapuyt tzalikner. (Erevan, 1935). (Story).
Mohrakuyt. (Erevan, 1936). (Play).
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Translations
English

Kudian, M. Scenes from an Armenian Childhood. (New York, 1962).
----------. Tell Me, Bella. (London, 1972).
----------. Jonathan, Son of Jeremiah. (London, 1985).

French

Verdun, P. Une enfance arménienne. (Paris: Julliard, 1985). (‘Traduit de 
l’anglais/’ “revu par Jean-Pierre Mahé”).

Russian

Zhizn * na staroi rimskoi doroge. Povesti i  rasskazy. (Moscow, 1970).

Criticism
Arzumanyan, S. “Kyanke p'okr ktavi vra.” SG, 1960/10, 168-89.
----------. Vahan Totovents. (Erevan, 1961).
----------. “Vahan Tbfovents.” SG, 1966/6,124-25.
Gevorgyan, A. “Tbfoventsi arvesti knarakanufyunë.” SG, 1974/11,126-30.
----------. “Vahan Toroventsi steltzagortzakan ulu hartserits.” SG, 1978/11,161-65.
Haratyan, A. “Vahan Tofoventsë Andraniki masin.” PBH, 1990/1,3-14. 
Manukyan, S. “Vahan Totovents.” SG, 1958/6, 139-49.
----------. “Vahan Tofoventsi ergitzakan erkerë.” T, 1958/7, 17-26.
----------. Vahan Totovents. (Erevan, 1959).
Meliksefyan, S. “Mer Tofoventsë ” SG, 1971/11, 156-59.
Toranean, T. “Mer niwtë Tofoventsn ër.” AND, 17 (n.d.), 137—41.
Zakaryan, M. “V. Tbfoventsi ‘Kyankë hin hromeakan canaparhi vra’ vipakë.” 

SG, 1984/8, 137-41.

T U M A N E A N , Y O V H A N N É S  (1869-1923)
Bom in the village of Dsel (Lori, Armenia). Received an incomplete education in 
Jalalölli (now Step‘anavan, Armenia) and the Nersisean School in Tiflis (1883- 
87). Resided permanently in Tiflis and was closely involved in community 
affairs. Such activities brought him into conflict with the Russian authorities, 
who incarcerated him twice, in 1908-09 and 1911-12. Founded (with others) and 
headed the Union of Armenian Writers in Tiflis (1912-21). From 1915-22, he 
actively organized relief for orphans and refugees fleeing the Armenian genocide 
and sought support for the Armenian state. Visited Constantinople in 1921 and 
underwent serious surgery upon his return. Died at a hospital in Moscow on his 
way to Berlin for treatment. He was buried in Tiflis,

Collections
Banasteltzutiwnner. (Constantinople, 1922 [cover says 1923]).
Erkeri zolovatzu. (Erevan, 1926).
Makintsyan, P. Ëntir grvatzkner (Erevan, 1929).
Hekiafner. (Erevan, 1930).
Poemner. (Erevan, 1933).
Charents, E. Gelarvestakan erker. (Erevan, 1934).
Legendner, balladner, erger. (Erevan, 1934).
Tëm u tzaran ew uris patmuatzkner. (Bucharest, 1934).
Patmvatzkner. (Erevan, 1937).
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Banasteltzutyunner. (Erevan, 1938).
Erger. 5 books. (Erevan, 1938).
Hekiatner 2 vols. (Erevan, 1938).
Kendanineri keankits. (Erevan, 1938).
Tlimanyan, N. Erker. (Erevan, 1938).
----------. Tumanyanë knnadat. (Erevan, 1939).
Hatëntir. (Erevan, 1940).
Sahakyan, S., et. al. Erkeri zolovatzu. 6 vols. (Erevan, 1940-59).
Entirerker. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1940—4-1).
Erger, kareakner. . . hekiatner. (Venice, 1944).
Hekiatner (Erevan, 1944).
PBchikean, E. Zolovrdakan erger poemner. (Venice, 1944).
Mankakan erger (Erevan, 1945).
Patmuatzkner u hekiatner. (Cairo, 1945).
Fnjik (erkeri zolovatzu). (Stuttgart, 1947).
Kaluatzoyk. (Cairo, 1948).
Patmvatzkner. (Erevan, 1948).
Entirerker (Erevan, 1953).
Erker. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1958).
Hatëntir (Erevan, 1959).
Hekiatner (Erevan, 1967).
Akhverdian, L. O Rossii i russkoi kuVture: s ta fi i pis 'ma. (Erevan, 1969). 
Erkeri zolovatzu. 4 vols. (Erevan, 1969).
Hatëntir (Erevan, 1969).
Safrazbekyan, I. Arvesti masin. (Erevan, 1969).
----------. Sekspiri masin. (Erevan, 1969).
Sahazizyan, A. Asuytner, tevavor hosker, kensagrakan ev matenagitakan 

telekutyunner. (Erevan, 1969).
Entirerker. (Erevan, 1978).
Erker. (Erevan, 1980).
Karmenyan, K. Banasteltzutyunner ev legendner. (Erevan, 1981).
Hahverdyan, L. Ëntirerker. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1985).
Safrazyan, K. Banasteltzutyunner, karyakner, poemner, legendner ev balladner.

(Erevan, 1986). (In Armenian and Russian).
Karyakner ev balladner. (Erevan, 1987).
Erkeri liakatar zolovatzu. (Erevan, 1988-). (6 vols, to 1994; 10 vols, projected). 
Hekiatner. (Erevan, 1988).

Texts (verse, stories, and tales)
Banasteltzutiwnner. 2 vols. (Moscow, 1890,1892).
Dasnakner. (Tiflis, 1893, 1896 [revised]).
Loretsi Sakon. (Tiflis, 1896).
Banasteltzutiwnner, 1892-1899. (Tiflis, 1899).
Yovhannës Tumaneants. (Tiflis, 1899).
Banasteltzutiwnner. (Tiflis, 1903).
Hazaran-Blbul. (Tiflis, 1903).
Anoys. (Tiflis, 1904,1916; Constantinople, 1921 [with Tmkaberdi arumë], 1922, 

1959; New York, 1923; Aleppo, 1925; Beirut, 1935 [with Tmkaberdi arume\ , 
1953; Cairo, 1946; Erevan, 1952).
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Legendnen (Tiflis, 1904).
Sasuntsi Dawitë. (Tiflis, 1904; Erevan, 1934, 1936, 1941, 1943, 1950; Cairo, 

1939; Istanbul [n.d.]).
Gikorë. (Tiflis, 1907, 1908; Erevan, 1924, 1936; Istanbul, 1939 [in Western 

Armenian], 1960; Beirut, 1970). (Story).
Kakawi erge. (Tiflis, 1908).
Sunn u katun. (N.p. 1908; Tiflis, 1909; Erevan, 1927, 1935, 1942, 1948, 1982; 

Paris, 1969).
Aluësë. (Tiflis, 1909; Erevan, 1939).
Anbaht vacarakanner. ([Tiflis, 1909]; Erevan, 1949; Paris, 1969).
Anyalt aklorë. ([Tiflis], 1909; Erevan, 1976).
Garnik ahper. (Tiflis, 1909; Erevan, 1946).
Mi kafil melr. (Tiflis, 1909, 1911; Erevan, 1936, 1948; Paris, 1969 [in Western 

Armenian]).
Tmkaberdi arume. (Tiflis, 1909; Constantinople, 1921; Erevan, 1958,1959 [with 

“Anus”]; Paris, 1969).
Tzitë. ([Tiflis], 1909).
Ulikë, (Tiflis, 1909).
Hôsoldzukë. ([Tiflis], 1910).
Tërn u tzafan. (Tiflis, 1910; Erevan, 1925,1936,1985).
Oski katakë: hndkakan hekiat. (Tiflis, 1911; Erevan, 1985).
Këf anotin kêf dii paksil (arewelean patmuatzk). (Tiflis, 1911; Erevan, 1941, 

1973,1985).
Fokrik dzknorsë. (Tiflis, 1912).
KajNazarë. (Tiflis, 1912; Erevan, 1931,1937,1944,1985; Istanbul, 1963; Paris, 

1969).
Hayrenikis het (Tiflis, 1916).
Nalas Yovnatanë ew nra, Kuchak Nahapeti u Sayeat-Novayi sërë. (Tiflis, 1916). 
Kareakner (Tiflis, 1920; Erevan, 1934, 1938).
Gëlë. (Erevan, 1925,1983).
Eljerun. (Erevan, 1928).
Arjavors. (Erevan, 1929).
Gabo bidzu seramapahutyune. (Erevan, 1935).
Chari verjë. (Erevan, 1937, 1948, 1966, 1975,1982, 1987).
Kalnu tnvomerë. (Erevan, 1938).
Trchuni mtaîzmunkë. (Erevan, 1939).
Camfiordner. (Erevan, 1939).
Fisiki gangatë. (Erevan, 1941,1983).
Fokrik erkragortzë. (Erevan, 1944).
Potos-Petros. (Erevan, 1945).
Sayaf-Nova. (Erevan, 1945,1963). (Essays and lectures).
Motzakn u mrjyunë. (Erevan, 1948).
Farvana. (Erevan, 1949; Istanbul, 1960 [in Western Armenian]; Erevan, 1966; 

Paris, 1969).
Tzalikneri ergë, (Erevan, 1950).
Chahchah tagavorë. (Erevan, 1957).
Sutasanë. (Erevan, 1958).
Ahfamar. (Erevan, 1959).
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Katsin a/iper. (Erevan, 1959).
Osku karas. (Erevan, 1959).
Sutlik orskanë. (Erevan, 1960, 1981,1983).
Zarmanali asulë. (Erevan, 1969).
Alawnu vankë ew Hösol dzukë. (Paris, 1970).
Irikun. (Erevan, 1976).
Bzezi dprotsë. (Erevan, 1983).
“Ëjer Hovhannes Tumanyani antip namaknerits.” BEH, 1984/3,130-40. 
Sutasanë. (Erevan, 1984).
“Talov ekav . . .” SG, 1987/10, 80.
“Hovh. Tumanyani mi antip hodvatz.” PBH, 1988/2, 201-11.

Translations

English

Abeghian, A. “Kiko’s Death.” Hairenik Weekly, May 3, 1956, 6, 8.
Kudian, M. The Bard ofLoree. (London, 1970). (Poems and tales).
Hämalian, L. “Before a Painting by Ayvazovsky.” Ararat, Spring, 1963, 61. 
Mangouni, N. “The Big Jar of Gold.” Lraber, August 19, 1961, 4.
----------. “The Handless Girl.” Lraber, August 24, 1961/4; August 26, 1961, 4.
----------. “The Master and the Servant.” Lraber, August 29, 1961, 4.
----------. “The Talking Fish.” Lraber, September 9, 1961, 4.
Manukean, M. “Homesickness.” S, 1971, 417.
----------. “Parvana.” S, 1971, 227-30.
Mesrobian, P. Gikor. (Erevan, 1950).
Rottenberg, D., and Bean, B. Hovhannes Toumanian: A Selection of Stories, Lyrics 

and Epic Poems. (New York: T&T Publishers, 1971).
Tempest, P. “Far from Home.” SL, 1969/9, 165.
----------. “The Kitten’s Complaint.” SL, 1969/9, 165.
Tolegian, A. David ofSassoun. (New York, 1961).
Tbrikean, Y. Tumaneani Sasuntsi Dawit. (New York, 1971). (Armenian and 

English).

English anthologies

AFT, 27-31, 43-62, 137-41.
ALP, 62, 79-80.
AP, 186-89.
SAP, 1-4.
WM, 59-62.

French

Champenois, J. Œuvres choisies. (Moscow, 1969).
D ’Herminy, S. “Anouche.” REArm, 10 (1930/1), 85-116.
“Dans les montagnes d’Arménie,” “L’Adieu de Sirius,” “La vieille bénédiction,” 

“Illusion,” “Descente.” AND, 18 (n.d.), 97-102.
Gaspard, A. La geste de David le Sassouniote. (Geneva, [1945]).
Hekimian, G. “Requiem.” Notre voix, 1965/7,1.
“A minuit, suspendue au c ie l . . .” Pour les peuples d ’Orient. 1913/16, 9-12. 
Portookalian, V. “La Saule.” Sinarar, 1960/47,16.
Tchobanian, A. “Parmi les montagnes d’Arménie,” “Appel.” Hommage à 

TArménie. (Paris, 1919), 16-18.
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French anthologies

APA, 107-12.
Gamara, P. E, 43-47.
FPA, 47.
LPA, 191-97.

G erman

“Das Licht des Herrn. (Gedichte).” Armenier und Armenien. (Sofia, 1941), 57. 
Das Taubenkloster. (Berlin, 1972).

G erman anthologies 
AD, 40-44.
ALG, 128.
AN, 67-71.

Italian

“Tra le montagne d’ Armenia,” “Appello.” Armenia, 2 (1916/11), 7.

Italian anthologies 
LPAM, 151-63.

Russian collections

Akhverdian, L., and Mkrtchian, L. Izbrannye proizvedeniia. 3 vols. (Erevan, 
1969).

Gorodetskii, S. Izbrannye stikhotvoreniia. (Tiflis, 1919).
Grebnev, N. Chetverostishiia. (Erevan, 1968).
[Grigor’ian, K.] Stikhotvoreniia ipoemy. (Leningrad, 1958,1969).
Izbrannoe: stikhi iproza. (Tiflis, 1937).
Izbrannye proizvedeniia. (Moscow, 1937).
Khachatriants, la., et al. Skazki. (Erevan, 1985).
Khitarova, S. Izbrannye proizvedeniia. (Moscow, 1946).
Legendy i skazki. (Erevan, 1948).
Lirika. (Moscow, 1969).
Madatian, A. Skazki. (Erevan, 1948).
[Mkrian, M.] Izbrannye sochineniia. (Erevan, 1956).
Ovnan, G. Izbrannoe. (Erevan, 1969).
Safrazyan, K. Banasteltzutyunner, tafyakner, poemner, legendner ev balladner.

(Erevan, 1986). (Russian and Armenian).
Shaginian, M. Izbrannye sochineniia. (Erevan and Moscow, 1950).
Shervinskii, S. Izbrannoe. (Erevan, 1941).
Tumanian, N. Izbrannye proizvedeniia. (Moscow, 1952).
----------, and Indzhikian, A. Izbrannye proizvedeniia. 2 vols. (Moscow, 1960).

Spanish anthologies 
APAS, 167-72.

M ultilingual

Polosyan, A. Hayots lernerum. (Erevan, 1969). (Armenian text with translations 
in 13 languages, including English, French, German, Russian).

Safrazbekyan, R. Ahfamar. (Erevan, 1969). (Armenian text with translations in 
14 languages including English, French, Russian).

Bibliographies
Babaian, A. Ovanes Tumanian: bibliografiia russkikh perevodov (1893-1968). 

(Erevan, 1969).
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Ishkhanian, R. Ovanes Tumanian na iazykakh narodov SSSR i inostrannykh 
iazykakh. (Erevan, 1983).

Jrbasyan, Ed. Hovhannes Tumanyan (1869-1923): Matenagitutyun. (Erevan,
196i).

Sahazizayan, A. Hovhannes Tumanyan (1869-1969). Asuytner, tevavor hosker, 
kensagrakan ev matenagitakan telekufyunner. (Erevan, 1969).

Tascyan, L. Hovhannes Tumanyanë SSHM zotovurdneri ev ötar lezunerov. Mate- 
nagit. (1893-1983). (Erevan, 1983).

Criticism
Abelyan, H. “Nor ëjer Hovhannes Tumanyani banasteltzakan zarangutyunits.” 

PBH, 1977/1,111-16.
Aharonean, V. “Amenayn hayots banasteltze.” HK, 14 (1935-36/2), 125-32; 3, 

126-39; 4, 126-37; 5, 137-50; 6 ,140-54; 7 ,144-55; 8, 114-24.
----------. Yovhannës Tumanean, mardë ew banasteltze. (Boston, 1936).
Akhverdian, L. “Hovhannès Toumanian (1869-1923).” OO, 123 (March 1969), 

170-73.
----------. “Hovanes Tumanian.” SL, 1969/9,160-64. (In English).
----------. Mir Tumaniana. P u f poeta. (Moscow, 1969).
----------. Tumanian. (Erevan, 1969).
AJababyan, S. “Hovhannes Tumanyanë ev ardiakanutyunë.” L, 1979/9, 7-19.
----------. “Norovi ëntertsvatz Tumanyanë.” SG, 1966/9, 138-44.
Albalean, N. “Y. Tumaneani ‘Alawnu vante’,” HK, 25 (1947/3), 66-72.
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F r e n c h  a n t h o l o g ie s

APA, 121-22.
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G e r m a n  a n t h o l o g ie s

ALG, 127-28;

R u s s ia n  c o l l e c t io n s

Polonskaia, E. Izbrannoe. (Erevan, 1940).
Stikhotvoreniia, (Moscow, 1958).

Ru s s ia n  a n t h o l o g ie s  

AAP, 414-20.
BPA, 313-20.
SBAL, 113-16.
Sovremennye armianskie poety. (Moscow, 1903), 51-66.
Veselovskii, Iu. Stikhotvomye perevody. (Moscow, 1898), 39-57.

Criticism
Antonean, A. “Aleksandr Tzaturean, Banastehzufiwnner, 2 hator (1892-98), 

Moskua.” M, 1898/10, 304-13.
Aramyan, A. “Aleksandr Tzaturyanë Puskini fargmanich.” L, 1972/4,44—50. 
Bezanyan, A. Aleksandr Tzaturyan. (Erevan, 1960).
Calarbegean, Y. “Aleksandr Tzaturean. Banasteltzutiwnner, erkrord hator.” 

Lumay, 2 (1899), 282-302.
Felekyan, H. Aleksandr Tzaturyan. (Erevan, 1965).
Haratyan, A. “Aleksandr Tzaturyani mi anhayt banasteltzut‘yan masin.” SG, 

1965/2, 152.
Incikyan, A. Tzaturyani kyankë. (Erevan, 1940).
Mhif aryan, M. “Aleksandr Taturyanë zamanakaktsi huserum.” L, 1973/2,43-50. 
S. L. “Tzaturean, At. Grchi hanakTier, Moskua, 1901.” Muré, 1901/6, 208-9.

TZERENTS, (1822-1888)
Pen name: Tzerents.
Bom Yovsëft Sismanean in Constantinople. Studied with the Mekhitarists at 
St. Lazarus, Venice (1837), but later specialized in medicine in France (1848- 
1853). Believed that Armenian solidarity transcended religious loyalties, and 
he was intimately involved in communal affairs, particularly in the so-called 
Hasunean conflict that rent the Armenian Catholic community apart. After his 
wife's death, he was posted to a medical position in Cyrprus (1876-78), but 
lived in Tiflis thereafter. He frequently traveled to Armenia and Constantinople. 
Suffered devasting grief over the untimely loss of his daughter in 1885 and never 
quite recovered; he died and was buried in Tiflis.

Collections
Erker. (Erevan, 1957, 1968).
Selbosyana, L., and Nersisyan, V. Erker. (Erevan, 1983).
Sargsyan, R. Erker. (Erevan, 1985).

Texts (historical novels)
Toros Lewoni. (Constantinople, 1877, 1911; Tiflis, 1881, 1902; Boston, 1917; 

Aleppo, 1933; Beirut, 1935, 1956).
Erkunk T. dam. (Tiflis, 1879; Constantinople, 1911, Beirut, 1936; Cairo, 1940; 

Boston, 1944).
Tëôdoros Rstuni. (Tiflis, 1881; Constantinople, 1911; Beirut, 1936; Cairo, 1941).
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Other works
Ewropakan kalakakanutean nerkay zamanaknerus hay azgin vray eratz azdetsu- 

tiwnë. (Constantinople, 1873). (About the influence of European politics on 
Armenians).

Translations

En g l is h

Toros Levoni. Armenian Stories. (Boston, 1917).

R u s s ia n

Ioannisian, A. Vmukakh rozJideniia. (Erevan, 1961,1969). (Published with Toros 
Syn Levona).

Khachaturian, N. Toros Syn Levona. (Erevan, 1969). (Published with V mukakh 
rozJideniia).

---------., and Ioannisian, A. V mukakh rozJideniia; Toros, Syn Levona. (Erevan,
1981).

Criticism
Adamyan, A. “Tzerentsi asharhayatski zargatsman ënüatskë.” BEH, 1986/2, 92-

1 0 ° .

Arpfiarean, A. T. Zakarean, H. Asatur, Y Sismanean. (Cairo, 1946).
Avetisyan, Z. “Tzerentse ev hay patmavepi skzbnavorumë.” BEH, 1982/2,47-59.
---------. “Tzerentsi patmavepi fabulan, syuzen ev kompozitsian.” L, 1982/3, 27-

35.
Gelamean, Y. “Erkunk T. dam, Tiflis, 1879.” Fordz, 1880/8-9,199-225.
Grich. “Tbros Lewoni, K. Polis, 1878.” Fordz, 1879/2, 126-45.
Nanumyan, R. Tzerents. (Erevan, 1961).
---------. “Tzerents.” AND, 14 (1963), 112-16.
---------. Tzerents. Kyankë ev gortzë. (Erevan, 1986).
Ötean, E. “Yovsëp Sismanean (Tzerents).” M, 3997 (1893), 387-90.
Samlyan, V. “Tzerentse orpes hraparakahos.” L, 1966/11, 39-56.
---------. “Tzerentsë ev patmakan antsyalë.” L, 1970/5,63-67.
Sarinyan, S. “Tzerents.” PBH, 1972/3, 28-36.
Saruryan, A. “Tkerentsi ‘To’ros Levoni’ vepi patmakan himke.” BEH, 1975/2, 

193-97.

V A H E-V A H EA N , (1907-1998)
Pen name: Vahë-Vahean.
Bom Sargis Aptalean in Gürün, Turkey. Survived the carnage of 1915 and spent 
a few years in Aintab (Gaziantep, Turkey) and Aleppo, attending local Armenian 
schools, before settling in Beirut, Lebanon. Graduated from the engineering 
school of the American University of Beirut (1930), but gave himself over to 
teaching and cultural activities. Taught at the celebrated Melkonian Educational 
Institute in Cyprus (1935^-6), at the A. G. B. U. Daruhi Yakobean High School 
for Women in Beirut, and at the Eruand Hiwsisean Armenian Studies Program. 
From 1946 to 1955, he published the literary monthly AnL

Collections
Oskikamurj. (Erevan, 1958).
Matyan siro ev mormoki. (Erevan, 1971).
Hatëntir. (Beirut, 1986).
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Texts
Arew-andzrew: kerfuaizner, 1930-32. (Beirut, 1933). (Verse).
Oski kamurj: kerf uatzner (1933^5). (Beirut, 1946). (Verse).
Yaralêznerun hastutiwnë, hayrenakan yuser. (Beirut, 1953). (Impressions of a 

visit to Soviet Armenia).
Matean siroy ew mormoki: kertuatzner, 1945-68. (Beirut, 1968). (Verse). 
Yusardzan Vahramis. (Beirut, 1977). (Verse).
Berkahawak. 2 vols. (Beirut, 1978-87).

Translations

F r e n c h  a n t h o l o g ie s

Viguier, M. E, 85-86.
LPAt 327-38.

It a l ia n  a n t h o l o g ie s

LPAM, 287-90.

Criticism
Bjaluean], H. “Girkeru mot: Arew andzrew, banasteltzufrwnner Vahë-Vaheani.” 

Z (amsöreay), 1 (1938/6), 45; 7, 53.
“Hogevin barekamë geletsiki ev ardari. . . (hartsazruyts).” SG, 1981/5, 125— 

29.
Kurtikyan, S. “Talandavor knarergun.” SG, 1959/5, 144-51.
Taturyan, S. “Vahe-Vahyan.” SG, 1968/1,132-38.

V A RU ZA N , DANIEL (1884-1915)
Pen name: Daniel Varuzan.
Bom Varuzan Chpugkearean in Brgnik, a village near Sebastea (Sivas, Turkey). 
Educated in the Mekhitarist schools in Constantinople (1896-1902) and the Murat 
Rapayëlean of Venice (1902-05). Pursued his higher studies at the University of 
Ghent, Belgium (1905-09). Upon his return home, he taught in Armenian schools 
in Sebastea (1909-11), Tokat (1911-12), and Constantinople (1912-15). He was 
among the Armenian intellectuals arrested on the night of 24 April 1915. A little 
later in the year, he was brutally murdered in the interior.

Collections
Hetanos erger. Hatsin ergë. (Venice, 1944). (Selections).
Sarsufner. Tselin sirtë. (Venice, 1944). (Selections).
Entir erker. (Aleppo, 1946).
Tarontsi, S. Erker. (Erevan, 1946).
--------- . Amboljakan erker. (Erevan, 1955).
--------- . Banasteltzufyunner. (Erevan, 1955).
Namakani. (Erevan, 1965).
Erker. (Erevan, 1969).
Banasteltzakan erker. (Anfilias, 1986).
Asmaryan, L., et al. Erkeri Liakatar zolovatZM- 3 vols. (Erevan, 1986,1986,1987).

Texts
Sarsurner. (Venice, 1906, 1927; Jerusalem, 1950).
Jardë. (Paris, 1908).
Tselin sirtë. (Constantinople, 1909; Jerusalem, 1953).
Hetafios erger. (Constantinople, 1912; Jerusalem, 1953).
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Hatsin erge. (Constantinople, 1921; Jerusalem, 1950; Erevan, 1964).
Harcë. (Erevan, 1946; Aleppo, 1946; Beirut, 1952; Erevan, 1977).

Translations

E n g l is h

X. ‘When God Wept.” Kilikia, 9 (1965/1), 64.

E n g l is h  a n t h o l o g ie s  

AP, 168-74.

F r e n c h

Godel, V. Le Chant du pain. (Paris, 1959).
---------. Le Chant du pain. (Marseilles: Editions Parenthèses, 1990). (Bilingual

edition).
-----— . “Vahagn/Vahak.” AND, 10 (n.d.), 42-50. (Armenian and French on

facing pages).
Marcel, L.-A. “Les coquelicots.” Hayastan, 1964/61, 3.
--------- . “Ov Lalagë/O Lalake,” “Ôrhneal es du i kanays/Tu es benie entre

toutes les femmes,” “Gurë/L’abreuvoir.” AND, 10 (n.d.), 26-37. (French and 
Armenian on facing pages).

---------and Poladian, G. “Le Pâtre.” AND, 15 (1964), 105-10.
Minassian, J. La Concubine. (Constantinople, 1914; n.p. 1955).
Simkechian, E. “A la statue de Van Artévelde.” B, 97 (1939), 172.
--------- . “A la statue de beauté.” AND, 12 (1961), 148.
T. A. “Les Montagnes natales.” La Revue des amitiés franco-etrangères, 1916/4, 

31-33. Also in Hommage à l ’Arménie. (Paris, 1919), 42—44.
Varuzan, D. “Poème arménien.” B, 97 (1939), 131-32.

F r e n c h  a n t h o l o g ie s

APA, 197-206.
CPA, 129-212.
JM, 14-54.
LPA, 218-28.
PAM, 197-210.

G e r m a n  a n t h o l o g ie s  

ALG, 132-33.

It a l ia n

“Armenia,” “La terra rossa.” Armenia, 2 (1916/4), 8.

It a l ia n  a n t h o l o g ie s  

DLA, 5-9.
LPAM, 221-34.

R u s s ia n  a n t h o l o g ie s  

AAP, 517-22.
ARPO, 154-92.
BPA, 481-84.
DILS, 19-34.
IZAP, 39-50.

Criticism
Aharonean, V. “D. Varuzani inkliakensagrutiwnë.” HK, 4 (1925-26/3), 46-50. 
Aïababyan, S. “Daniel Varuzan.” PBH, 1984/2, 3-17.
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Andrikean, N. “Daniel Varuzani banasteltzutiwnë.” B, 64 (1906), 221—26.
Aznavuryan, G. “Anhayt ëjer hay nahatakneri grakan zarangutyunits.” EJ, 

1965/2-4,43-57. (Previously unpublished letters and other material by Komi- 
tas, G. Zöhrap, D. Varuzan, Siamanfö, Tlkatintsi, R. Zardarean, andR. Sewak).

---------. “Anhayt ëjer Daniel Varuzani zarangutyunits.” BEH, 1969/3, 145-63.
Balagyan, L. “Daniel Varuzanë halahifyan ergich.” SG, 1984/6, 107-9.
B[aluean], H. “Daniël Varuzan ew ir 'Hatsin ergë\” Z (amsöreay), 1 (1938/6), 

42; 1 (1938/7), 50.
Chöpanean, A. “Grakan kronik.” ANA, 1906/6-7,97-113.
Cizmecean, D. Daniel Varuzan: dprotsakan keanké, antip namaknerë, grakanu- 

tiwnë. (Cairo, 1955).
--------- . “Dasënkers Daniël Varuzan.” HK, 39 (1961/2), 69-70.
Daniel Varuzani ‘Hetanos ergerë’. (Constantinople, 1913).
Davtyan, V. “Arnakan tarapank4, arnakan ser u erazank4.” SG, 1974/4,102-7.
Eremean, S. “Daniël Varuzan.” HK, 5 (1926-27/5), 51-55.
---------. “Daniel Varuzan.” B, 88 (1931), 328-31, 442-^7, 489-99.
Ësacanean, L. Daniël Varuzan (keankn ew ir gortzë). (Constantinople, 1919).
Gabrielyan, V. “Daniel Varuzani grkeri stehzman patm utyunitsPBH, 1975/4, 

103-16.
---------. “Daniel Varuzani ‘Sarsurner’ zolovatzui nahnakan kazmë.” BEH,

1976/2, 177-89.
---------. “Kinë Varuzani ‘Hetanos ergerum’.” L, 1977/12,15-24.
---------. “Banastehzi inknutyunë.” BEH, 1978/1, 44—60.
---------. Daniel Varuzan. (Erevan, 1978).
---------. “Daniel Varuzani gelagitakan hayatskherë.” L, 1978/4, 24-33.
—-------. “Tarapolneri zayruyte ev tarapardd geletskutyunë: Daniel Varuzani

‘Golgotayi tzalikner’ sarkë.” SG, 1978/5, 148-56.
---------. Daniel Varuzani steltzagortzutyunë. (Erevan, 1982).
---------. “Daniel Varuzani ardzakë.” BEH, 1984/3, 56-67.
Galioncean, S. “Bnazdi astuatzatsumë-D. Varuzani ‘Hetanos ergeru’ hratara- 

kutean aMw.” HG, 1913/9,21-24.
Gasparyan, H. “Grakan mi usagrav iradardzutyan suijë.” SG, 1964/4,113-19.
Gazazean, Z. “Grakan verlutzumner.” HG, 1913/2, 28-32. (On Tselin sirtë and 

Hetanos erger).
Hachatryan, A. “Hayreni vsti ev paytzar galiki ergichë.” L, 1984/5, 12-22.
Jrbasyan, Ëd. “Daniel Varuzani veijin matyanë.” L, 1975/4, 3-14.
Karapetean, Y. “Ëj me aksori yisataknerës ” Z (amsatert), 2 (1957/1-2), 6; 2 

(1957/3-4), 2; 2 (1957/5-6), 6.
Kirakosyan, V. “Banastehzutyan aspetë.” SG, 1984/6, 99-107.
Kiwfëcean, Y. “Mer banastehznerë—Daniël Varuzan (Tselin sirtë u Hetanos 

erger).” HG, 1912/12, 4-14. 1913/1, 8-14; 2, 6-12; 3, 5-12; 4, 14-18; 5, 
28-31.

Kurtikyan, S. Daniel Varuzan. (Erevan, 1976).
Lanalanyan, H. Daniel Varuzan. (Erevan, 1961).
Madoyan, A. Daniel Varuzan. (Erevan, 1976).
Madoyan, G. “Daniel Varuzani arajin grkuykë.” SG, 1972/9, 151-53.
---------. “Ëjer Daniel Varuzani kensagrutyunits.” SG, 1974/2,160-67.
Manukyan, A. “Daniel Varuzani 'Hetanos ergerë’.” PBH, 1960/1, 167-78.
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Mattevosyan, V. “Erkeri liakatar zolovatzu.” B, 1989/1—4,437-39.
Movsisyan, H. “Daniel Varuzanë parskeren.” SG, 1984/6,110-11.
Narduni, S. “Entakayakan ew tselayin lare hay zamanakakits banasteltzutean mëj 

ew Daniel Varuzan.” Z (amsöreay), 1 (1938/6), 41; 7, 50.
Nersësean, N. “Varuzan dardzeal Pelcikayi mëj.” B, 116 (1958), 39-40.
Patrik, A. “Ogekodiumner (usutsdiis Varuzani yisatakin).” Z  (amsöreay), 1 

(1938/6), 42; 7, 51; 2 (1939/8), 60.
---------. Daniel Varuzann im huserum. (Erevan, 1965). Beirut, 1968.
Pësiktaslean, N. “Daniël Varuzanë ew kertolikë.” HK, 41 (1963/5), 32-35. 
Petrosyan, E. “Daniel Varuzani banasteltzutyunneri arajin antip zolovatzun.” L, 

1974/6, 59-64.
---------. “Fusi akosner.” SG, 1974/4, 108-10.
---------. Daniel Varuzan. (Erevan, 1987).
Fölatean, K. Yusamatean Daniël Varuzani (1884-1915). (Paris, 1958).
Poturyan, M. “Daniel Varuzan. (Huser).” £7,1958/8, 35-37.
Rstuni, H. Daniel Varuzan. (Erevan, 1961).
---------. “Daniel Varuzani poezian.” PBH, 1965/1, 69-84.
— ---- . “Hetanos hosanke ev Daniel Varuzani poezian.” PBH, 1982/3, 73-84.
Sargsyan, G. “Varuzani steltzagortzakan ulin.” SG, 1959/5,120-31.
---------. “Varuzanë zamanakakitsneri gnahatutyamb.” BEH, 1984/2, 27-41.
Sarinyan, S. “Daniel Varuzan.” PBH, 1974/3,21-34.
Saruryan, A. “Daniel Varuzanë Sebastiayum.” SG, 1980/10,149-51.
---------. Daniel Varuzani kyanki ev steltzagortzufyan taregrutyun. (Erevan,

1984).
---------. Daniel Varuzani steltzagortzutyunë. (Erevan, 1984).
---------. Misak Metzarentsë ev Daniel Varuzanë zamanakakitsneri huserum. (Ere

van, 1986).
Siruni, Y. “Dëpi albiwrë loysin.” Nawasard, 1914, 220-24. (On Hetanos erger).
---------. “Gitzer Daniël Varuzani keankën.” HK, 2 (1923-24/1), 33-52.
---------. “Mhitareank Daniël Varuzani mëj.” B, 94 (1936), 305-19.
---------. Daniël Varuzan. (Bucharest, 1940).
Tonyan, R. “Brgniki luysë.” SG, 1984/6,109-10.
Tbpchyan, S. “Daniel Varuzani ‘Tselin sirtë’ zolovatzun.” PBH, 1968/1,165-73.
---------. “Daniel Varuzani ‘Hetanos ergereV’ SG, 1968/3,141-54.
---------. “Daniel Varuzan.” AAA 18 (n.d.), 121-24. (Mispaginated).
Vardanyan, H. “Daniel Varuzani ‘Hetanos ergeri’ gnahatman suij.” L, 1987/8, 

25-35.
---------. “Varuzani ‘Hetanos’ mtatzolutyan baresrjume.” BEH, 1990/1, 31-45.
Varduni, “Varuzan ew ir grakan gortzë.” HA, 74 (1960), 435^43.
Zëldean, L. “Daniël Varuzan banasteltz ew aruestagët: banasteltzutean nkaragirë 

ew aruestin kazmaworumë.” B, 1984/1-2,10-25.

VERDYAN, B O G D A N  (1919-1993)
Bom in Elizavetpol (Kirovabad, now Ganja). A novelist and linguist. In 1941, he 
graduated from the Pedagogical Institute in Erevan (later named after Hachatur 
Abovean) and obtained a doctoral degree in 1970. Following his discharge from 
the Red Army after World War H, he served his alma mater in a number of teaching 
and administrative positions.
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Texts
Rez hamar, Leningrad. (Erevan, 1951).
Lernen ordin. (Erevan, 1952).
Indipes ë gaits erjankufyunë. (Erevan, 1958).
Tzalikners mnatsin hefvum. (Erevan, 1969,1990).
Errordkursë. (Erevan, 1975).
Ayrvol alikner. (Erevan, 1977). (Book 1 of trilogy).
Erkhosutyun. (Erevan, 1980). (Book 2 of trilogy).
Artakarg despanner. (Erevan, 1985). (Book 3 of trilogy).
“Na gtnum ë iren.” SG, 1985/12, 3-30.

Other works
Bard storadasakan nahadasufyan sarahyusutyun. (Erevan, 1970).

Translations

R u s s ia n

Dohikhanian, V. Ognennye volny. Roman. (Moscow, 1980). 
Ioannisian, A. Rozhdennyi v gorakh. Roman. (Moscow, 1965).

VESPER, (1893-1977)
Pen name: Vesper.
Bom Martiros Dabalyan in Van. Educated in the local Eramean school. Fled 
to safety in Eastern Armenia in 1915. Taught and worked primarily as a jour
nalist and translator. His literary output consists of poetry, short stories, and 
novelettes.

Hatëntir. (Erevan, 1973).
Collections

Texts
Kayaranner. (Tiflis, 1925).
Rendant ev krake mardkants het. (Tiflis, 1931). 
Paytzarutyun. (Erevan, 1936).
Manukneri het. (Erevan, 1937).
Telikn uMelikë. (Erevan, 1938).
Elevni (Erevan, 1939).
Urah im dzi. (Erevan, 1939).
Vets harvatz. (Erevan, 1940).
Mayisyan varder. (Erevan, 1941).
Nkarich hayriki hostwnë. (Erevan, 1942).
Aygn ë batsvum. (Erevan, 1944).
Hisatak. (Erevan, 1948).
Arajin asun. (Erevan, 1956).
Andzrev ev arev. (Erevan, 1957).
Hrazdan. (Erevan, 1959).
Horelbor sring. (Erevan, 1960).
Ardzakëjer. (Erevan, 1963).
Mayreni erger. (Erevan, 1965).
Susani saprakner. (Erevan, 1968).
Mer kaj Dzxkon. (Erevan, 1972).
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Translations
R u s s ia n  a n t h o l o g ie s

AA P, 620-21.
AASL, 127-28.

Criticism
Avetisyan, S. “Vastakavor hobelyarë.” SG, 1963/11,143-45.

VRTANËS SRNKETSI (16th c.)
Bom in the village of Gilan (the town of Azagiran in Nakhichevan, now in ruins) in 
Eastern Armenia. Emigrated to Poland and later became bishop of the Armenians 
of Kafa in Crimea.

Texts
“Mëk mard mi crag varer, Bardzr i tel drer. . ” Maseats alawni, 1863, 264-65. 

(Also published in HA, 34 [1920], 360-63, and in AHPT, 31-37, titled “I 
Vrfanës vardapetë asatseal banlfs ays, Omn metzatun unër. . .”).

“Astuatz, Hayr erknawor, zton gohanam, Tër. . HNV, 396—400. (Also pub
lished in AHPT, 47-53, titled “Tal nor nahatakin K‘ristosi, surb Paron 
Lusin.”).

“Hayastaneayts hazar fëvin . . HNV, 401-8. (Also published in AHPT, 38-47, 
titled “Tal Vrdanës vardapeti asatseal yalags nor vkayin K‘ristosi surb Paron 
Lusin. . .”).

“Vkayabanufiwn Paron Loys Kafatswoy.” HNV, 386-94. (Prose; titled “Paron 
Loys Kafatsi”).

“Aybën minchew i ton  toz gohufiwn, Tër, Bareats tots gohanamk4 yawitenits 
T ër. . .” HA, 34 (1920), 359. (Also published in AHPT, 29-30, titled “Tal 
azniw ew geletsik. . .”).

“Aybën minchew i ton  K‘ristos melay toz, Bazum hrovufeants hetewetsay es . . .” 
HA, 34 (1920), 283-84. (Also published in AHPT, 15-16, titled “Vrfanës 
vardapeti, Vasn haStufean . . .”).

“Aybën minchew i kën govetsi ztoz, Aybën minchew i ton  elbayr melay to z  . .  .” 
HA, 34 (1920), 284-85. (Also published in AHPT, 16-18, tided “Norm 
Vrfanisi asatseal”).

“Aybën minchew i gim veijin melay asem es ICristosin, Bazum baniw hrovufeants 
hetewetsal^ihetcharin . . HA, 34 (1920), 285-88. (Also published in AHPT, 
18-23, titled “Otanawors norin Vrfanisi asatseal ë”).

“Ays sut kentsaloys veray es miayn sutov habetsay . .  HA, 34 (1920), 288-92. 
(Also published in AHPT, 23-29, titled “Norin Vrdanisi”).

Anthologies
SUM, 1,223-50.

Translations
F r e n c h

Verthanès Kafayetsi. “Les dits du prêtre Verthanès (Extraits).” LPA, 131-33.

Criticism
Akinean, N. “Vrfanës Sinketsi, Episkopos Kafayi.” AHPT, 3-53.
“Vrfanës Sfnketsi (15007-1570?).” PHG, 457-59.
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V STU N I, AZAT (1894-1958)
Pen names: Azat, Azat Vstuni, Karap, Karapet Tascyan, Seyid Ë1 Nur.
Bom Karapet Mamikonean in Van. Poet; received his education in the local 
Eramean school, at the Kedronakan of Constantinople ( 1908-11). Audited courses 
at the Sorbonne (1911-14). Spent the years 1914—1918 in Tiflis, and after a 
brief stay in the Crimea (1919-20) he traveled to Iran and Iraq to organize the 
repatriation of Armenians to Soviet Armenia. Became the first chairman of the 
Association of Writers of Soviet Armenia, the first literary organization to be 
founded in the Second Republic of Armenia. He was one of the writers making 
up the famous group known as the “Three” (along with E. Charents and G. Abov, 
q.q.v.), who rejected the past and advocated forging a new Armenian culture that 
would befit the new socialist society.

Collections
Erker. (Erevan, 1935).
Ëntir erker. (Erevan, 1941).
Hatëntir. (Erevan, 1944).
Erkeri zolovatzu. (Erevan, 1947).
Erker. (Erevan, 1956).
Erker. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1960-61).
Ëntir erker. (Erevan, 1971).

Texts
Kamawori yusatetrits. (Baku, 1915).
Srtis larerên. (Baku, 1915).
Banasteltzutiwnner. (Tiflis, 1918).
Huzank u zang. (Alexandrapol, 1923).
Neo Orientana (zarfnol Arewelki erger). (Erevan, 1923).
Salamname. (Tiflis, 1924).
Arewelkë hur ë hima. (Erevan, 1927).
Banasteltzutyunner. (Erevan, 1929).
Hosum ë radio Alzirë. (Erevan, 1931).
Ram-Roy. (Erevan, 1936).
Lusademin. (Erevan, 1939).
Nor serundë. (Erevan, 1941).
Villi Volf. (Erevan, 1941).
Erb kaytzakëpaylatakum ë. (Erevan, 1942; Aleppo, n.d.).
Mankakan razmahak (Erevan, 1942).
Mankikn u katvikë. (Erevan, 1944).
Ser ev atelutyun. (Erevan, 1946).
Mankutyan ôrer. (Erevan, 1953).
Banasteltzutyunner ev poemner. (Erevan, 1954).
Girk manukneri hamar. (Erevan, 1972).

Translations

F r e n c h  a n t h o l o g ie s

FPA, 57-58 
LPA, 244-45.
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R u s s ia n

Kreitan, G. Govorit radio-Alzhir. Poema-satira. ([Tiflis], 1933).
Izbrannye stikhi. (Moscow, 1937).
Novy Vostok. Stikhi. (Moscow and Leningrad, 1930).
StikhL (Erevan, 1952).
Stikhi i poemy. (Tiflis, 1936; Erevan, 1951).

Criticism
Alazan, V. “Azat Vstunu het, hayrenaser artistn u grote.” SG, 1962/7,106-13.
---------. “Zarftiol AreveM handavar ergichë.” SG, 1964/8, 135-36.
Hovhannisyan, H. “AreveM ergichë.” SG, 1974/7, 125-31.
Hovhannisyan, Y. “Banastehzi ulin.” SG, 1984/7, 84—88.
---------. “A. Vstunu mi grakan tzatzkanvan masin.” L, 1984/11, 61-62.
Lazaryan, H. Azat Vstuni. (Erevan, 1959).
Rstuni, H. “Azat Vstuni. SG, 1959/3,124—32.
Solahyan, A. “Azat Vstunin im huserum.” SG, 1969/7, 117-18.

YAKOB KARNETSI (1618 ?)
Bom in Karin (Erzurum). Historian. He was ordained a priest in Ëjmiatzin in 
1641, and is believed to have spent most of his life in his native city.

Texts
“Hakob Kametsu Zamanakagrufyunë.” Manr zamanakagrutyunner, Vol. 1, (Ere

van, 1951), 237-44.
“Patmufiwn S. Astuatzatzin ekeletswoyn Kamoy.” Telagir Venn Hayots: yisata- 

karan ZËdaru, Yakovb Kametsi, (Valarsapat, 1903), 53-61.
“Patmutiwn vasn hörn merum Gëorga kahanayin ë . . Manr zamanakagrutyun

ner, Vol. 1, (Erevan, 1951), 246^49.
“Sinuatz Kamoy kalaldn, or kodietsaw Tëudupôlis, or ayzm Arzrum veraydzay- 

nial kodii.” Manr zamanakagrutyunner, Vol. 2, (Erevan, 1956), 548-82. 
(Critical edition of “Hakob Kametsi, Telagir Verin Hayots’ ”).

Yakovb Kametsi. Telagir Verin Hayots: yisatakaran ZË dam. (Valarsapat, 1903).

Translations
F r e n c h

Hakovb Kamétsi. Erzeroum ou topographie de la Haute-Arménie. Traduit et 
annoté par F. Macler (tirage à part du /.As.). (Paris, 1919).

YAKOB SSETSI (17thc.)
Yakob was a priest who took the vows of celibacy upon his wife’s death.

Texts (verse)
“Angin gohar.” Erkragunt, 1884, 424—25. (Also published in KNZ, 4, 9-11). 
Tzovakan, N. “Yakob erëts Ajpan Ssetsi ew iwr patmakan mëk otanaworë.” Hash, 

14 (1945/1-2), 28-31. (“Saradrutiwn vardapetats hayots i Gôsay hetë otiw 
chapeal, est anuan ergoïi ew chapoli.”).

“Vasn paharakeloy örinazantsitsn.” BM, 2 (1950), 193-95.
Kiwrtean, Y. “Yakob erëts Ssetsi talasats.” S, 1965, 362-67. (A study and texts 

including “Saradrutlwn . .  . first published by N. Tzovakan in Hask).

Anthologies
SUM, 2,267-76.
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Criticism
Sahakyan, H. “XVII dari banastehz Hakob Ssetsi.” PBH, 1968/1, 184-92.

YAKOB TOHATETSI (cl 560-1660s)
Bom in Tokat. Spent most of his life in Moldavia and Poland. Also known as 
Battik (or Battikents) Yakob erëts; he was a priest and a man of letters, a scribe, 
and a translator.

Texts (verse)
“Norin Yakobi asatseal iveray Erusalëmi. . V HA, 23(1909), 371-74. (Published 

under the title “Yakob erëts Kesaratsi, ZË dam talasats” by N. Akinean, who 
concluded [cf. AMH, 4, 7, footnote 2, and HA, 44 (1930), 368-69] that he 
wrongly attributed this poem to Yakob erëts Kesaratsi).

“Olb i veray erkrin Ölahats.” AMH, 4, 13-21.
“Olb i veray Ewdokia kalakin or ayzm asi Tbhatt” Hayapatum, 608-10.
“Tal vasn kenats mardkan.” Hambawaber Rusioy, 1863/40-43, 7-8. Also pub

lished in B, 23 (1865), 208-11.

Anthologies
SUM, 1, 531-73.

Criticism
Akinean, N. “Yakob erëts Tbhafetsi, 1573-1680.” HA, 35 (1921), 273-85, 374- 

85, 472-85. (Reprinted in AHPT, 141-202).
--------- . “Yakob Tohafetswoy Olb i veray erkrin Ölahats.” AMH, 4, 3-21.

YAKOBEAN, Z A G  (1917 )
Bom in Jerusalem. Moved to Cairo with his family at an early age and was 
educated in local Armenian schools. Traveled to Beirut (1938) for medical studies, 
but World War II forced him to continue his studies in pharmacology in Cairo. 
Graduated in 1942 and served three years in the Egyptian Army as a chemist. 
He then lived two years in Melbourne, Australia (1949-51), five years in Cairo 
(1951-56), ten years in Beirut (1956-65), two more years in Melbourne (1965- 
67), before making Los Angeles his home in 1967. Since the 1960s, religious 
themes have been predominant in his verse.

Texts (verse)
Gahni camban. (Cairo, 1938).
Melralusin. (Cairo, 1943).
Mesropasunch. (Cairo, 1946).
Mord më mefaw . . . (Cairo, 1947).
Veratznund. (Cairo, 1949).
Visus, Kiraki, Hayastaneayts Ekeletsi. (Beirut, 1959).
Masisatzin. (Beirut, 1963).
Jahert. (Beirut, 1964).
Yisusaboyr. (Beirut, 1965; Pasadena, 1994).
Zagapunj. (Beirut, 1969). (Includes some prose).
Hayatroÿ. (Beirut, 1970).
Hrasadar. (Pasadena, 1978).
Ulunkasar, (Pasadena, 1983).
Kranke kë kanchë. (Pasadena, 1986).
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Hogin haykakan. (Cairo, 1987). (Selections).
Ogin aprilean. (Cairo, 1990). (Selections).
Hayagoyn. (Pasadena, 1991).
Holasndium. (Pasadena, 1991).
Tër-Zôr delin. (Pasadena, 1991).
Hayrenatrop. (Cairo, 1992). (Selections).
Hay zolovurdi ogetën zoyg bardzunknerë. (Cairo, 1993). (Selections). 
Mesropatrop. (Cairo, 1993). (Selections).
Eötnöreay mah. (Pasadena, 1995).
Armas hritak. (Cairo, 1995). (Selections).
Aprileank ksanchorst (Cairo, 1995). (Selections).
Harsnagnats eram. (Pasadena, 1996).

Translations (English)
Selected Poems. (Cairo, 1988; Pasadena, 1993).

YARTUN O tL I (cl 760-1840)
A native of Asdabad (Chahar Mahall, Isfahan, Iran). An asul. Was instructed in 
the art of minstrelsy by both Amir Ölli and Lui Yovhannës (q.q.v.). Made the 
traditional pilgrimage to the monastery of Surb Karapet in Mus to seek divine 
grace in the art, a long-standing custom for Armenian minstrels.

Poetry
Eremean, A. Asul Yartun Ölli. (New Julfa, 1920; Teheran, 1946).
THG> 59-60.
SHA, 213-64.
Eremean, A. “Antip taler asul Yartun Olluts.” HA, 79 (1965), 525-28.
---------. “Antip ëjer Yarfun Öllu asulakan elanaknerits.” S, 1971,68-71.

YARUT1W NEAN, ARTASES (1873-1915)
Pen names: Karo, Manisak, Pan, Sahën-Kar, Uruakan.
Bom and educated in the town of Malgara, Turkey. A poet and literary critic. In 
1912, he moved with his family to Constantinople, taught in Armenian schools, 
and worked for a French insurance company. He was among the Armenian 
intellectuals slain in 1915.

Collections
Ardzak ëjer ew kerf uatzner. (Paris, 1937).
Giservan campordë. (Erevan, 1968).

Texts
Lkuatzknar. (Constantinople, 1902).
Erkunk. (Constantinople, 1906).
Nor knar. (Constantinople, 1912).

Criticism
Avetisyan, A. “Artases Harufyunyan.” PBH, 1989/2, 215-19. 
Gazancean, Y. “Matenahösakan.” AM, 1903,223-36. (On Lkuatz knar).
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Mnatsakanyan, L. “Artases Harutyunyani graknnadatakan hayatsknerë.” BEH, 
1974/3,191-99.

Nahapetyan, A. “Artases Harufyunyanë graknnadat.” PBH, 1982/2, 81-88. 
Faylak, “Artasës Yamfiwneani ‘Nor knare’.” HG, 1912/2, 29-34.
Samlyan, V. “A. Harutyunyani poezian.” L, 1977/6, 24—34.
Yarutiwnean, V. “Artasës Yarutiwneani kensagrutiwnë.” ANA, 10 (1939/4—5), 

1-17.

YOVASAPSEBASTATSI (cl510 ?)
Bom in Sebastea (Sivas). A deacon of the Armenian Church. Instructed by his 
father, who was a scribe and a poet. Emulating his father, he copied manuscripts 
and wrote poems of love, religion, and history in spoken Armenian.

Texts (verse)
“Tal urahufean, siroy.” TH, 109-16. (Published anonymously; “Yayn aiajin 

zamanaki”).
“Dardzeal hayerën.” CHE, 32-35. (Published under the name Yovasapf Piwstatsi) 
“Tër im gfatz, Astuatz bari. . A, 1918, 267.
Gevorgyan, Y. Hovasaÿ Sebastatsi, Banasteltzufyunner. (Erevan, 1964).

Translations

F r e n c h

LPA, 115-17.
RA, 2,137^49; 3, 139-46.

Ru s s ia n  

AAP, 290-92.

Criticism
Gevorgyan, V. Hovasap Sebastatsi, Banasteltzufyunner. (Erevan, 1964). (Study 

and texts).
Yovsëpean, G. “Yovasap Sebastatsi.” A, 1918,226-61. (Study and texts; reprinted 

separately, ValarSapat, 1918).

Y O V H A N N ËS JUtAYETSI (1643-1715)
Bom in Nor Julay (New Julfa, Isfahan, Iran). Also known by the sobriquet 
“Mrkuz” or “Mrguz.” Took his holy orders as a vardapet (a celibate priest) in 
1669. Had a good command of Arabic and Persian and used the latter in some of his 
works, many of which are still unpublished. He wrote mainly on philosophical and 
theological themes and was often involved in theological disputes with Catholic 
missionaries and Muslim theologians and rulers.

Texts
G irt hamaröt vasn iskapës ew csmarit hawatoy ew dawanutean ullaÿar katoUkë 

ew ënthanur [sic] Hayastaneayts ekeletswoy. (Nor Julay, 1688; Constantino
ple, 1713 [two editions]).

Hamaröt kerakanutiwn ew tramabanutiwn. (Amsterdam, 1711).
Girk patmutean. (Calcutta, 1797).
Girk or kochi srbaznagortzufiwn. (Madras, 1812).
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Criticism
Mirzoyan, H. “Hovhannes Julayetsu ‘Girk4 srbaznagortzufean” erki tpagrufyan 

suijë.” BEH, 1980/3, 58-68.

Y O V H A N N ËS KAMENATSI (16th-l7th c.)
No biographical information is available on this author, whose written histoiy
depicts the Polish-Ottoman War of 1621.

Text
Anasyan, H. Patmutiwn paterazmin Hotinu. (Erevan, 1964).

Translations (Russian)
luzbashian, K. “Istoriia Khotinskoi voiny, proiskhodivshei vo vremena turetskogo 

sultana Osmana, kogda armianskim katolikosom v sviatom Echmiadzine byl 
Melkhisedek.” PBH, 1958/2, 262-86.

Criticism
Anasian, A. “Ottolski bitv pri Khotine (1621 g.) v armianskikh istochnikakh ” 

Velikaia druzhba. Sbomikposviaschenny 300—letiiu vossoedineniia Ukrainy 
s Rossiei. (Erevan, 1954), 225-38.

Y O V H A N N ËS KARNETSI (cl 755-cl 820)
No biographical details are available on this poet, save that he was bom in Karin 
(Erzurum) and was a teacher and a scribe. He wrote in both Armenian and Turkish 
and rendered poetical works from Armenian into Turkish and vice versa.

Texts
“Yalags metzi sovoyn ew slufean . . B, 42 (1884), 118-22.
“Patmutiwn Dëvnëktsi nahatakatsn . .  A, 1895,445-52.
“Yalags umemn Mser kochetseal Sahak mankan. . .” HNV, 572-601. (Under 

“Sahak Msër Kametsi”).
“Kametsi omn Yarufiwn anun eritasard nahatakeal i ylzmir. . HNV, 620-26. 

(Published as “Yarutïwn Kametsi”).
“Yalags umemn Varvar anun ariasirt aljkan . . .” HNV, 646-73. (“Patmutiwn 

Dëvnëktsi nahatakatsn” is a shorter version of this poem).
Nazaryan, S. Hovhannes Kametsi, Talaran. (Erevan, 1962).
Oskean, H. Chors hay talasatsner ew anonts talerë. Yovhannës Karnetsi, Grigor 

arkep, Ösakantsi, Movses dpir Kametsi ew Martiros v. Lrimetsi. (Vienna, 
1966). (Biographical sketches and texts).

Y O V H A N N ËS tRIM ETSI (d 1848)
Little is known about this author, who is also referred to as Yovhannës Sureneants 
Fôtisantsi. As a secretary and translator, he was active in Ëjmiatzin and helped 
draft the preliminary version of the Polozhenie (“Statute,” promulgated in 1836), 
which regulated the affairs of the Armenian Church in the Russian Empire. He 
was the prelate of the Armenians of Nor Julay (New Julfa, Isfahan, Iran) from 
the early 1840s until his death.
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Text
Oskean, H. Yovhannu Lrimetswoy patmutiwn hfdiakawor vanits Halbatay s. 

Nsanin. (Vienna, 1965). (History of Surb Nsan in Halbat),

Translations (Russian)
Brosset, M. “Opisanie monastyrei Akhpatskago i Sanaginskago, arkhimandrita 

Ioanna Krymskago” (Description des monastères arméniens d’Haghbat et de 
Sanahin, par T archimandrite Jean de Crimée, avec notes et appendice par 
M. Brosset. Vile Série, tome VT, no. 6, St. Pétersbourg, 1863; an abridged 
version of the original).

Y O V H A N N Ë S, tU L  (cl 740-1834)
Birthplace uncertain. An architect and builder by profession, he turned into an 
itinerant asul after making the traditional pilgrimage to the monastery of Surb 
Karapet in Mus, where Armenian minstrels went to seek divine grace in the art. 
Died in Nor Julay (New Julfa, Isfahan, Iran).

Poetry
B, 86 (1929), 48.
Eremean, A. Asul Lui Yovhannës. (Venice, 1929).
SHA, 160-212.

Criticism
Eremean, A. Asul Lui Yovhannës. (Venice, 1929).
---------. “Nor Julayi 18-19 daresijani kalakakan dêpkerë ew asul Lui Yovhannësi

patmakan antip talere.” Ditsawan, 1 (1923), 124—36.

Y O V H A N N ËS SEBASTATSI (d. 1830)
Presumably bom in Sebastea (Sivas, Turkey). Birthdate unknown. Took the vows 
of celibacy as a vardapet in 1797. Primate of the Armenians of Sebastea from 
1809 to 1829. Wrote a history of Sebastea and a number of poems.

Texts
Nerbolakan nuagergufiwnt yôrineal i srbazan Yovhannës arkepiskopos Sebas- 

tatswoy. . . (Tiflis, 1825).
“Yôhannës Sebastatsi patmich.” Diwan hayots patmutean, G. Alaneants, Vol. 10 

(Tiflis, 1912), 385—438. (Excerpts from his “History of Sebastea.”) 
Chugaszyan, B. Patmutiwn Sebastioy. (Erevan, 1974). (A critical edition of the 

above).

Criticism

Përpërean, H. “Hamematufiwn Ananun Sebastatsi! (ZG dar) ew Yovhannës 
Sebastatsii (ZË-ZT dar) kani me hatuatznerun mijew.” Hash, 1957, April- 
May, 146-51.

Y O V H A N N ËS VANANDETSI (1772-1840)
Pen name: Yovhannës Vanandetsi.
Bom Amirzadë Mirzayean in Van. Educated at the Ktuts monastery on the islet of 
Ktuts in Lake Van, and in Constantinople, where he resided briefly from 1792 to
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1798. Moved to Smyrna, married in 1802, and became a priest in 1817. From the 
time of his arrival in Smyrna until his death, he taught at the celebrated Mesropean 
school that was founded in 1799.

Texts (poems)
Arpiakan Hayastani. (Constantinople, 1836).
Kerakur kahanayits. (Èjmiatzin, 1841).
Oski dar Hayastani. (Smyrna, 1841).
Car nerbolakan i surb hadin Kristosi. (Moscow, 1853).
Tesaran handisits Haykay, Aramay ew Arayi. (Smyrna, 1856).

Criticism
Oski dar Hayastani, (Smyrna, 1841), 1-16. (Biography).

Y O V H A N N ESEA N , SARGIS DPIR (cl 735-1805)
Bom in Constantinople. Also known as Sargis dpir Saraf Yovhannêsean. He 
was a teacher by profession and wrote a number of books, some of a historical- 
descriptive nature, most of which are still in manuscript form.

Texts
K‘iwrtean, Y. “Kanonk* ew sahmank* Palafu sb. Hrestakapetats ekeletswoyn 

(1778ën noragiwt vaweragrufiwn me Sargis dpir Saraf Yovhannëseanë).” 
Solakat, 1952,112-16.

Vipagrutiwn Kostandnupolis mayrakalakin. (Jerusalem, 1967). (Previously pub
lished in Sion; a description of Constantinople).

Criticism
Bampukcean, G. “Sargis dpir Yovhannêsean ew ir antip tapanagim u norayayt 

‘ICristonëakan’ë.” S, 1969, 38-49.

Y O V H A N N ÊSEA N , V A H A N  (1894-1977)
Bom in the village of Tzhalfptila (Akhaltsikhe, Georgia). Joined the Mekhitarist 
Congregation of Venice in 1908, and having completed his studies in Rome (1916— 
22), he took the vows of celibacy in 1922. Supervised or taught at Mekhitarist 
schools in Italy (1922-29), France (1931—37) and Aleppo (1948-55). At the 
outbreak of World War H, he was principal of the Armenian school in Addis 
Ababa. Drafted into the Italian Army as a chaplain and was captured by the 
British. He was released in 1946, returned to Venice, and founded the monthly 
Mhitarean ëntanik in 1947. Primarily a poet, but he also wrote short stories and 
plays.

Texts
Hayreni krakaran. (Venice, 1930).
Srteru ergë-Vanki tzalikner. (Venice, 1939).
Haykakan giwtë. (Venice, 1948).
Hetc mardkutiwn. (Venice, 1948).
Maremakan. (Venice, 1954).
Anien kar me ber. (Venice, 1957, 1970).
Arginayi zangaknerë. (Venice, 1957,1970).
Tawrosi ariwtzë. (Venice, 1959).
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Es u du. (Venice, 1960).
DëpiAwarayr. (Venice, 1962).
Inchpës tesay Hayastanë. (Venice, 1962).
Mastotsakan. (Venice, 1963).
Susan Vardeni (Venice, 1964).
Trtmutean erger. (Venice, 1964).
Hogineru hangruanë. (Venice, 1970).
Semkori affin-Manukneru yelaÿohutiwnë. (Venice, 1970).
Smbati gandzerë. (Venice, 1970).
Gayianêi vrezë. (Venice, 1971).
Lefneru ergë. (Venice, 1971).
Bakin pztikë. (Venice, 1973).
Lezun or kë mefni. (Venice, 1973).
Erazneru klzin Surb Lazar. (Venice, 1974).
Sewanën Surb Lazar. (Venice, 1979).

Translations (Italian)
Baslini, F. Poesie. (Venice, 1947).

Criticism
Tër-Nersësean, N. “H. Vahan vrd. Yovhannësean (1894—1977).” 'B, 137 (1979), 

356-400. (Includes a detailed bibliography, 384-400).

Y O V H A N N ISIK  TZARETSI (cl560-?)
Very little is known of this priest, also known as Yohanisik Vardapet, whose
chronicle reflects historical events in Transcaucasia between 1572 and 1600.

Texts
“Yohanisik vardapeti Hamaröt patmutiwn antsits antselots i verin kobnans Hayas- 

tani est kargi zamanakagrutean—skseal i RIA tiiakanën hayots ts RHP (ayn 
ë yami Team 1572 ts 1600).” Cfakal, 3 (1859), 69-76; 4,105-12; 6,195-99; 
7, 227-30.

Samueli kahanayi Anetswoy Hawatmunk i grots patmagrats yalags giwti 
zamanakats antselots minchew i nerkays tzayrakal arareal. A. Tër-Mikelean, 
(Valarsapat, 1893), 185-200. (Reprint of above).

“Patmutiwn Ahianits asharhin arareal Tzaretsi Yovhannës vardapetin.” Pat
mutiwn Arakel vardapeti Dawrizetswoy (Valarsapat, 1896), 605-19. (Another 
version of the above text).

“Hovhanisik Tzaretsu zamanakagrutyunë (XVI d.).” Manr zamankagrutyunner. 
Vol. 2, (Erevan, i956), 235-55. (Third edition of above text).

Y O V N A TA N  N A tA S  (1661-1722)
Bom in the village of Sorot in the region of Nahijewan. A poet and artist. 
Acquired some formal education at the monastery of Surb Tovma in Agulis, 
but was basically sëlf-taught. Traveled widely, and for a while in the 1710s he 
was the favorite poet in the Georgian court. Just as vivid as his portraits and 
murals, his poetry encompassed themes of nature and love, merrymaking and 
satire.
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Texts

“Tal urahufean.” Crakal, 1861, 216.
“Tal i veray katui, zor mknem tanin falel.” MKH, suppl., 45.
“Qrhnufiwn gelatsi iritsi.” MKH, suppl., 46.
“Tal i veray Tiflisu.” TH, 122-23.
“Gawarakan erger. Ginergufiwnk4 Nalas Yovnafani.” M, 3755 (1885), 657-58 

(Includes four poems).
“Tal Nalas Yovnafanê asatseal.” M, 3789 (1885), 208.
“Julayetsik4 ank4, ku partzenk4.” Lumay, 1899, 275-76.
“Grem kartes yoyz olbali.” Lumay, 1899,276-80.
“Govern srtiw urahakan.” Lumay, 1899,280-82. (“Govasank Guijustanoy”). 
Chöpanean, A. Nalas Yovnafan asulë ew Yovnafan Yovnafanean nkariche. (Paris, 

1910).
Mkryan, M. 13-18 dareri hay asharhik grakanufyun. (Erevan, 1938), 235-70. 
Mnatsakanyan, A., andNazaryan, S. Banasteltzutyunner. (Erevan, 1952, 1961). 
Nazaryan, S., and Mnatsakanyan, A. “Nalaâ Hovnafani antip talerë.” T, 1954/7, 

71-80.
Mkrtchyan, M. “Nalas Hovnafani mi antip tale.” T, 1955/8, 101—4.
Abrahamyan, R. “Nalas Hovnafani mi anhayt banasteltzufyunë.” T, 1956/1, 95-

100.

Minasean, L. “Erku tal Nalas Yovnafanits ew Tohafetsi Sëpdl Palits.” S, 1970, 
263-64.

Mnatsakanyan, A. Taler. (Erevan, 1983).

Translations

F r e n c h

CPA, 109.
LPA, 147-48.
RA, 2, 283-95.
TA, 24—47.

Ru s s ia n  

AAP, 304-12.
BPA, 218-21.

Criticism
Akinean, N. “Yovnafan ew Nalas Yovnafaneank4 ew irents banasteltzakan ew 

nkardiakan ashatufiwnk.” HA, 25 (1911), 211-31, 390-410. (Reprinted sep
arately, Vienna, 1911).

Avdalbegyan, M. “Hay nor grakanufyan nahansannerë XVI-XVTI dareri taler- 
gufyan mej ew Nalas Hovnafanë.” PBH, 1962/1, 84—93.

Dr. Bazil. “Yovnafan Nalas.” B, 69 (1911), 476-78.
Hovhannisyan, N. “Bayakan haradrufyunnerë Nalas Hovnafani talerum.” L, 

1984/9, 36-41.
---------. “Nalas Hovnafani taleri saraharufyamb bard nahadasufyunnerë.” PBH,

1985/2,138-44.
---------. “Nel barbarayin barer Nalas Hovnafani talerum.” L, 1987/4, 56-61.
Ishanyan,R. “Nalas Hovnafani steltzagortzufyanlezvakanbnufagire.”L, 1972/1, 

' 40-50.
Lazaryan, M. “Nalas Hovnafani norahayt ktavë.” L, 1968/7, 56-61.
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Mkrtchyan, M. Notas Hovnatan. (Erevan, 1957).
Oganesian, N. Iazyk poezii Nagasha Ovnatana kak proiavlenie ranne go ash- 

kharabara. (Erevan, 1988).

ZAI^ARIA AGULETSI (1630-cl 691)
A merchant bom in Agulis, Nakhijevan, Zafcaria kept a detailed diary of his 
travels in the Middle East and Western Europe.

Text
Aguletsu Oragrutymë. (Erevan, 1938). (Diary).

Translations (Russian)
Dnevnik Zakariia Agulisskogo. (Erevan, 1939).

Criticism
Avdalbegyan, M. “Nyuter Z. Aguletsu ‘Oragrufyun’ ev A. Erevantsu ‘Patmufyun 

paterazmatsn’ grkeri hratarakman patmuüyan veraberyal.” PBH, 1974/1,224- 
38

ZAK^ARIA, EPISK O PO S G N U N EA TS (16th c.)
Bom in the village of Hziz on the shores of lake Van, hence his sobriquet, 
“Hzëzetsi.” Also identified as “Lmetsi,” for his possible religious and educational 
association with the island of Lim in Lake Van, and as ZalCaria “Gnuntsi” for 
having briefly been bishop of the ancient Gnuneats province north of Lake Van. 
He is believed to have studied at Alfamar, where he may have mastered the art of 
copying and illuminating manuscripts. It appears that he visited Rome. He was in 
Constantinople in the 1540s, but no other details are known about the latter part 
of his life.

Texts (verse)
“Arajin mardoy nman es . . TH, 78-81.
Akinean, N. “Zakaria ep. Gnuneats ew iwr talere.” HA, 23 (1909), 231-38,279- 

88, 341—45. (Reprinted separately, Vienna, 1910).
Poturean, M. “Tal surb Astuatzatznin.” B, 68 (1910), 155-60. (Includes 4 other 

poems).
“I kên tër haytsem, hayr gfakan.” MPT, 20-22.

Translations (French anthologies)
RA, 2,123-32.

ZAKARIA K6ANAI^ERTSI (1627 -d  699)
Bom in Kanaker (now a northern suburb of the Armenian capital). Studied at 
Yovhannavank* (near Astarak, Armenia). A deacon of the Armenian Church. 
Devoted his life to teaching. His history seems to be his only written work.

Text
Zatareay Sarkawagi patmagrutiwn. 3 vols. (Valarsapat, 1870).

Translations (Russian)
Darbinian-Melikian, M. O. Zakarii Kanakertsi, Khronika. (Erevan, 1969).
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Criticism
Mhifareants, Abel. “Kensagrutfiwn Zakariay patmagri Sarkawagi Yovhannava- 

nats.” A, 1870/5, 151-55.

ZARDAREAN, HRACH (1892-1986)
Bom in Harput, Turkey. Son of Ruben Zardarean (q.v.). Attended some of the 
distinguished Armenian schools of the time: Sanasarean (Karin), Kedronakan 
(Constantinople), and when he escaped his father’s fate and found safety in 
Transcaucasia, he resumed his studies at the Nersisean of Tiflis, the Gëorgean 
seminary at Ëjmiatzin, and the district school in Erevan. Took up residence in 
Paris, attended courses at the Sorbonne, and eventually specialized in dentistry. 
Numerous short stories and other writings by him are still scattered in the 
periodical press.

Texts
Merkeanke. (Paris, 1934).
Orbatsol mardik. (Paris, 1953).
Zamanak ew horhurdk iwr. (Paris, 1955).
Topchyan, Al. Merkyankë. (Erevan, 1982). (Articles).

Works in periodicals
HK, 2 (1923-24/2), 31-34; 9,10-25. 3 (1924-25/3), 9-12; 4, 31-34; 6, 22-25.4 

(1925-26/3), 1-22. 5 (1926-27/10), 1-13. 6 (1927-28/6), 14-28. 12 (1933- 
34/10), 1-21.

ANA, 2 (1930/4), 89-94.1933/3^1, 106-8. 6 (1935/12), 35-36.
Z, 1 (1938/3), 17; 4, 27; 5, 37.
Ani, 2 (1947-48/11), 569. 3 (1948-19), 337-15, 456-60. 4 (1950-51), 3-7. 
AND, 1 (1952), 49-51.2 (1952), 28-32.4 (1953), 3-12.11 (1960),4-8.12(1961), 

49-78. 15 (1964), 12-17.16 (1965), 5-6,41-52.18 (n.d.), 3-8.

ZARDAREAN, RUBEN (1874-1915)
Pen names: Achk Ehovayi, Aslan, Eztahar, and others.
Bom in Siverek, Turkey; educated in Harput. Taught in Armenian schools. 
Incarcerated in 1903 for suspected political activités. Fled to Plovdiv, Bulgaria, in 
1905, and published the periodical Razmik (1906-09). Returned to Constantinople 
in 1909 and launched the daily Azatamart (1909-15). In this period, journalism 
and political activities absorbed most of his attention and left him with no time 
to add to his small but fine literary writings. Participated in the Congress of the 
Armenian Revolutionary Federation (Dasnaktsufiwn), held in Erzurum in 1914. 
He was arrested by the Young Turk regime on the night of 24 April 1915, and 
was put to death a little later in the year.

Collections
Amboljakan erker, 1. Ardzak ëjer ew hekeatner. (Paris, 1930).

Texts
Tsaygaloys (ardzak ëjer). (Constantinople, 1910; Venice, 1945). (Selections; 

Antilias, 1977).
Melraget. (Constantinople, 1914).
Tsaygaluys. (Erevan, 1959).
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Works in periodicals
M, 1893/3979, 108-9. 3995, 36^-66. 1898/1, 22. 1899/3, 75. 1900/40, 629-32. 

1901/16, 249-52. 1902/9, 131-35.
AM, 1901, 904—8. 1902, 63-73, 201-9, 309-12, 521-26, 691-98, 806-10, 845- 

51.1904, 367-71, 631-33, 662-65, 701-5, 725-30, 925-28,1044-49. 1905, 
83-88,118-21, 139-41, 167-70,537-41,573-78.

Sirak, 1905/1, 15-18; 3, 182-87; 5, 321-32; 10-11,262-67.
ANA, 12 (1911/9-12), 195-96; 1 (1929/2), 29-3; 5, 6-9. 1934/5-6, 20-22.
Nawasard', 1914, 7-18.
HK, 16 (1937-38/6), 117-18; 27 (1949/5), 18-22.
AND, 15 (1964), 9-11.

Translations

En g l is h

Ashjian, S. “A Sultan in His Heart.” Nor asharh, January 19, 1963, 4; January 
20, 1963, 4; February 2,1963, 4; February 9, 1963, 4.

“The Bride of the Lake.” The Oriental World, 1914/5, 142. (Also published in 
The New Armenia, 9 [1917/4], 59).

Keljik, B. “How Death Came to Earth.” Armenia, 4 (1910/1), 4—5.
Mangouni, N. “The Bride of the Lake.” Lraber, September 16, 1961, 4.
---------. “The Truthful Boy.” Lraber, September 21,1961, 4.
---------. “When Men Did Not Die.” Lraber, October 28, 1961, 4; October 31,

1961,4.
F r e n c h

“U Arbre solitaire.” Hayastan, June 24, 1965, 4.
“La mort n’existait pas . . .” Hayastan, June 13, 1965, 4; July 8, 1965, 4.
Tchobanian, A. “La fiancée du lac,” “Fleurs! Rouges fleurs!,” “Les pétrifiés.” 

Mercure de France, 18 (1896), 202-4.
--------- . Clarté nocturne. (Paris, 1913).

It a l ia n

“La fidanzata del lago.” Armenia, 1916/5, 6.
R u s s ia n

“Ulitsa.” KHAN, 1, 26-30. (Also published in RAN, 76-80).

Criticism
Antonean, Y. “Rubên Zardarean.” HK, 10 (1931-32/6), 107-10.
Aznavuryan, G. “Anhayt ëjer hay nahatakneri grakan zarangutyunits.” EJ, 

1965/24,43-57. (Previously unpublished letters and other material by Komi- 
tas, G. Zöhrap, D. Varuzan, Siamanfö, Tlkatintsi,R. Zardarean, andR. Sewak).

Baluean, H. “R. Zardareani amboljakan gortzë.” Z, 2 [1931], 32-35.
Kostanyan, A. “Ruben Zardarean.” EJ, 1965/24,136-39.
Kurtikyan, S. “HayreniM bnasharhi ergichë.” SG, 1974/12, 87-96.
Mhifarean, G. “Y. Ösakani ‘R. Zardareane’.” HK, 6 (1927-28/7), 165-66.
Orberean, R. “Vah, es mernëi.” AM, 1902, 205-9. (Criticism of work of the same 

title).
Osakan, Y. “Rubën Zardarean.” HK, 4 (1925-26/11), 14-20; 12,29-36. 5 (1926- 

27/1), 89-96; 2,57-60; 3,50-63; 11,49-58; 12,52-57.6(1927-28/1), 68-74; 
2, 53-58; 3, 53-56.

Rubën Zardareani (Tsaygaloysë\ (Constantinople, 1913).
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Sargsyan, G. “Ruben Zardaryanë ev ir noraveperë.” PBH, 1989/2, 89-100. 
Siruni, Y. “Rubën Zardarean.” HK, 3 (1924-25/3), 28-44.
Stepfanean, K. “Bats namak ar Ruben Zardarean.” AM, 1902, 135. (On “Vah, es 

memëi”).
Zardarean, H. “89ameak tznndean Rubën Zardareani.” AND, 15 (1964), 9-11.

ZARIFEAN, M ATTEOS (1894-1924)
A native of Constantinople. Brother of Seza(q.v.). Studied at thePërpërean school 
and taught for one year in Adana (1913). Served in the Ottoman Army in World 
War I, but soon symptoms of tuberculosis confined him to a military hospital. In 
1919, he worked as an interpreter for the British Army and briefly taught at his 
alma mater. Two collections of lyric poetry had already earned him fame, when 
consumption overpowered this young man of considerable athletic abilities.

Collections
Amboljakan gortzer (Beirut, 1956).
Ëntir kerfuatzner. (Aleppo, 1946).
Erger. (Erevan, 1965).
Erker. (Anfilias, 1990).

Texts
Trtmutean ew halahifean erger. (Constantinople, 1921; Jerusalem, 1951). 
Keanki ew mahuan erger. (Constantinople, 1922; Jerusalem, 1951).

Works in periodicals
Z (taregirk*), 1937,19,

Translations

F r e n c h  a n t h o l o g ie s

APA, 229-31.

It a l ia n  a n t h o l o g ie s

LPAM, 267-70.

S p a n is h  a n t h o l o g ie s

APAS, 261-64.

Criticism
Avagyan, A. “KyanlC, aprvatz ayrumov.” SG, 1975/12, 116-21. 
Kapents, P. “Namak hmbagrufean.” Z (amsöreay), 1 (1938/3), 27, 29. 
Oskean, S. “Matfeos Zarifean.” Vem, 2 (1934/5), 41-46.
Yaj/ujyan, S. “Matfeos Zarifyan.” SG, 1974/6,153-56.

ZARKEAR, (1824-1874)
Pen name: Zarkear.
Abraham, whose surname is unknown, was bom in Shemakha (now in Azerbai
jan). An asul who resided in Baku for most of his life.

Poetry
Zarkeari knare. (Baku, 1909).
THG, 165-72.
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ZARYAN, KOSTAN (1885-1969)
Bom KostanEîiazaryan in Samahi (i.e., Shemakha), now in Azerbaijan. Educated 
in a Russian school in Baku ( 1890-95). Pursued his higher studies in Paris (1895- 
1901), and in Brussels (1901-04). Learned Armenian in Venice (1910-13); went 
to the Ottoman capital; and published, jointly with colleagues such as Yakob 
Ösakan (q.v.), the short-lived periodical Mehean. Fortuitously escaped the fate 
of his colleagues, slaughtered in 1915 on orders from the Young Turk ruling 
circles, and lived in Italy for a while. Returned to Constantinople after World 
War I and published another short-lived periodical, Bardzravank (1922) jointly 
with V. TBLëean, Y. Ösakan and others. Took up residence with his family in 
Soviet Armenia in 1922, but returned to the West, having taught for three years 
at the University of Erevan. From 1925 to his second and final return to Soviet 
Armenia in 1961, he lived in Italy, France, the United States, and the Middle East. 
Published The Armenian Quarterly (1946) in the United States and lectured on 
Armenian studies at Columbia University (1944-46). Despite recent publications, 
some of his work still lies buried in periodicals.

Collections
Erker. (Beirut and Anrilias, 1975). (Includes “Antsordë ew ir campfan,” “Arew- 

mutL,” and “ICalataer”).
Girk diwtsaznergufean. (Jerusalem, 1978).
Erker. (Erevan, 1985).

Texts
Ôreri psakë. (Constantinople, 1922; Beirut, 1971). (Verse).
Tatragomi harsë. (Boston, 1930; Erevan, 1965). (Poem).
Erek erger aselu hamar vistë erkri ew vistë erknki. (Vienna, 1931). (Verse). 
Nawë leran vray. (Boston, 1943; Erevan, 1963 [revised ed.]). (Novel).
Bankôôpë ew mamuti oskomerë. (Antfilias, 1987).

Works in periodicals
Nawasard, 1914, 132-33.
HK, 4 (1925-26/2), 23-33; 4,40-41; 7, 7-9; 11, 10-12. 7 (1928-29/11), 1-12. 8 

(1929-30/2), 55. 6,1^14.
ANA, 1929/1, 8-13; 4, 37-38.
Z, 1 (1929-[30D, 2-4,51-53. Z(amsöreay), 1 (1938/3), 19. Z(efamseay), 1947/2, 

103-7. Z (amsatert), 1 (1955/1), 1. 1 (1956/8), 3.2 (1957/1-2), 5. 3 (1959/8- 
10), 1.4 (1959/1-2), 5. 4 (1960/5-6), 1-2.

“Bankôôpë ew mamuti oskomerë.” HK, 10 (1931-32/1), 1-22; 2, 10-26; 3, 6- 
29; 4, 39-56; 5, 11-30; 6, 52-69; 7, 26-46; 8, 28-^15; 9, 13-27; 10, 48-61; 
11, 33^48; 12, 58-70. 11 (1932-33/1), 19-34; 2, 32-13; 3, 68-71; 4, 29^12; 
5, 55-68; 6, 44-57; 7, 32^17; 8, 65-78; 9, 26^11; 10, 29-32; 11, 14-26; 12, 
29-11. 12 (1933-34/1), 25^11; 2, 42-55.

“Erkimer ew astuatzner.” HK, 13 (1934-35/12), 1-18. 14 (1935-36/1), 75-91; 
14/2,45-60; 14/3,38-54; 14/4,39-53; 14/5,44-60; 14/6,47-60; 14/7,67-83; 
14/8, 55-72; 14/9, 33^19, 84-85; 14/10, 1-15; 14/11, 25^10; 14/12, 41-57. 
15 (1936-37/1), 36-52; 15/2, 41-56; 15/3, 51-67; 15/4, 45-57; 15/5, 42-56; 
15/7, 29-44; 15/9, 27^12; 15/11, 53-63; 15/12, 43^19. 16 (1937-38/1), 37- 
44; 2,42-51; 3,59-70; 4, 59-66; 5, 89-99; 6,17-21. 26 (1948/11), 1-15; 12, 
8-19. 27 (1949/3), 1-5; 7, 1-20; 12,1-9.28 (1950/1), 10-19.
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Ani, 1 (1946), 57.
“Klzin ew mi mard.” HK, 33 (1955/2), 1-10; 3, 16-24; 4, 24-31; 5, 9-21; 6, 

17-29; 7, 23-32; 8, 14—24.

Translations

En g l is h

Amirian, L. ‘The Builders.” The Armenian Student, 5 (1934/3), 19-25. 
Baliozian, A. Thé Traveller & His Road. (New York, 1981).
--------- . Bancoop & the Bones o f the Mammoth. (New York, 1982).
---------. The Island & a Man. (Toronto, 1983).
Kanayan, M. “How It Rained on Sevan.” Hayrenik Weekly, August 16, 1956, 6. 

(Excerpts).

F r e n c h  a n t h o l o g ie s

LPA, 237-39.
Ter-Sarkissian, R Le Bateau sur la montagne. (Paris: Editions du Seuil, 1986). 

(Translation of the original 1943 edition).

Ru s s ia n

KorabT na gore. (Moscow, 1969, 1974). (Translation of the revised edition).

Criticism
Aharonean, A. “Kostan Zarean.” HK, 8 (1929-30/9), 57-62; 10, 109-20; 11, 

36-42; 12, 40-48.
Akhverdian, L. “Kostan Zarian: ‘Le Navire sur la montagne’.” OO, 139 (July 

1970), 166-68.
“Kostan Zaïyan.” SG, 1969/12,151-52.
Meliksefyan, S. “Kostan Zaryan: ffutsik hosk*.” SG, 1979/12, 126-27.
Snapean, P. Awazahratz nawë. (Beirut, 1964).
Tascean, B. “Kostan Zarean.” Z (amsafert), 4 (1960/7-8), 2-3.

ZARYAN, NA1RI (1900-1969)
Pen name: Nairi Zaryan.
Hayastan Eliazaryan was bom in Hafakonis, a village near Van. Losing his parents 
to the horrors of 1915, he fled to Eastern Armenia and found shelter in orphanages 
in Dilijan and Erevan. Participated in the defense of Eastern Armenia against the 
Turkish onslaught of 1918. Graduated from the State University of Erevan (1927), 
pursued his higher studies in Leningrad, and practiced journalism for a while. 
President of the Union of Soviet Writers of Armenia, 1944-46. He also held vari
ous political positions (deputy, etc.) in local party and government organizations, 
traveled abroad extensively, and was decorated on numerous occasions.

Collections
Erker. 5 vols. (Erevan, 1945-56).
Hatëntir. (Erevan, 1951).
Mihatoryah (Erevan, 1959).
Erkeri zolovatzu. 6 vols.; 1 supp. vol. (Erevan, 1962-65).
Mihatoryah (Erevan, 1975).
Erker. 4 vols. (Erevan, 1984-85).

Texts (verse, prose, and plays)
Hranusë. (Erevan, 1925).
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Jrantski kapuyt erkrum. (Erevan, 1926).
Noyemberyan örerin. (Tiflis, 1926).
Chin aljik. (Erevan, 1926).
Rusani karapë. (Erevan, 1930, 1932,1936).
Harvatzner. (Erevan, 1933).
Ôdachu Hanrin. (Erevan, 1934).
Amrots. (Erevan, 1935).
Sako Mikinyan. (Erevan, 1935,1936).
Hatsavan. (Erevan, 1937 [incomplete], 1947,1949 [revised], 1955, 1960,1977). 
Haverzakan gagatner. (Erevan, 1939).
Dyutsaznagirk. (Erevan, 1940).
Mankakan. (Erevan, 1940).
Arsak ev Sapuh. (Erevan, 1941, 1943).
Martakoch. (Erevan, 1941).
Vret (Erevan, 1942).
Tsasman zavakë. (Erevan, 1942).
Lsek, darer. (Erevan, 1943).
Dzayn hayrenakan. (Erevan, 1943).
Sikatsatz hogov. (Erevan, 1943).
Hitlerë zooparkum. (Erevan, 1944).
Ara Geletsik. (Erevan, 1946, 1968; Paris, 1960; Beirut, 1966).
Amenagazan. (Erevan, 1947).
Tnamerdz aygi. (Erevan, 1947).
Albyuri mot. (Erevan, 1950).
Armenuhi. (Erevan, 1950).
Ulegrufyunner. (Erevan, 1953).
Arev u stver. (Erevan, 1957).
Pawn Petros u ir nahararnerë. (Erevan, 1958).
Ser ev gztutyun. (Erevan, 1960).
Du indz kpntres. (Erevan, 1965).
Sasna Davit. (Erevan, 1966).
Spasum em kez. (Erevan, 1968).
Hayreni tun. (Erevan, 1970).
Erkrord kyank. Intnapatum. (Erevan, 1982).

Translations

E n g l is h

Zelikoff, L. “Flowers.” SL, 1966/3,139.

E n g l is h  a n t h o l o g ie s  

SAP, 14-17.

Fr e n c h

Mardirossian, L. “Mes petits-enfants.” OO, 123 (March 1969), 26.

F r e n c h  a n t h o l o g ie s  

Gamarra, P. E, 72-78.
LPA, 288-97.

G e r m a n

Leschnitzer, F. “Blumen.” Sowjet-Literatur, 1966/3,138.
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R u s s ia n

Antokorskii, R Vechnye vershiny. StikhL (Moscow, 1940).
Ara PrekrasnyL (Moscow, 1947).
Aramuni. Poema. (Moscow, 1953).
Atsavan. Roman. (Erevan, 1952).
David Sasunskii. Povesf po motivamarm. eposa. (Moscow, 1968).
Geroi Sovetskogo Soiuza kapitan N.G. Stepanian. (Erevan, 1943).
Golos rodiny. (Erevan, 1944).
Dudintseva, V., andTaronian, A. Gospodin Petros i ego ministry. (Moscow, 1961). 
la doma. Stikhi i poemy. (Moscow, 1960).
Izbrannoe. (Moscow, 1949).
Izbrannoe. ([Moscow], 1954).
Izbrannye stikhi, (Moscow, 1937).
Izbrannye proizvedeniia. (Moscow, 1947).
Opytnoe pole. (Moscow, 1956).
Otchii dom. Izbr. stikhi i poemy. ([Moscow], 1958).
Rushanskaia skala. Poema. (Moscow, 1935).
StikhL (Moscow, 1963).
Serebriakov, K. Tam tsvela vishnia. lapon, ocherki. (Moscow, 1965).

S p a n is h

Silvestre, L. “Aprem-chaprem.” Literatura Sovietica, 1966/3, 146.

Criticism
Alababyan, S. Nairi Zaryan. (Erevan, 1954).
---------. “Kyankihordzanutum.” SG, 197775, 155-56.
---------7’Nairi Zaryani utegitze.” SG, 1980/12, 104—25.
Avagyan, M. Nairi Zaryani steltzagortzutyan lezun ev oce. (Erevan, 1961). 
Bazyan, S. Eret urvagitz-Nairi Zaryan, Siraz, GelamSaryan. (Erevan, 1941). 
Daronyan, S. “N. Zaryani ‘AraGeletsikë’ ev dasakan olbergutyan avanduyftiere.” 

PBH, 1981/4, 58-71.
---------. Nairi Zaryan. (Erevan, 1982).
Ëmin, G. “Nairi Zaryan.” SG, 1976/1, 123-26.
Manassian, G. “L’œuvre de Nairi Zarian.” OO (Nov. 1961), 166-69.
Matoyan, Ch. “Nairi Zaryanë ev krdakan irakanufyunë.” SG, 1980/12, 126-29. 
Muradyan, H. “Brnakalutyan ev azatasirutyan bahurne.” SG, 1962/1, 130-36. 
Oskerdiyan, A. “Nairi Zaryani 20—akan t'vakanneri steltzagortzutyan masin 

(ditohityunner).” T, 1954/5,41-60.
Petrosyan, Z. “Nairi Zaryan.” SG, 1961/3,133-44.
Safaryan, V. “Martakodii ergiche ” SG, 1975/5, 146-52.
---------. Nairi Zaryan. (Erevan, 1985).
Sargsyan, G. “Mer zamanaki harazat dzaynë.” PBH, 1961/3—4, 149-65.
Zaryan, R. “Nairi Zaryan, Paruyr Sevak.” SG, 1975/6, 81-96.

ZOHRAP, G R IG O R  ( 1861- 1915)

Bom in Constantinople. Educated in Armenian elementary and secondary 
schools. Studied engineering and law at higher institutions in his native city. 
Eminently active in public life as a writer, a journalist, a brilliant and audacious 
lawyer, and an illustrious professor of law. Elected to the Ottoman Parliament
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in 1908 and distinguished himself as an eloquent orator and a dedicated public 
figure. Stood up for his fellow countrymen and was stunned by the carnage in 
Adana, coming so soon after the dawn of freedom and fraternity as proclaimed 
by the Young Turks. Instrumental in reviving the Armenian Question in the early 
1910s. He was arrested on 20 May 1915, a few weeks after the collective round
up of Armenian intelligentsia on 24 April 1915, and was brutally murdered in the 
interior a few weeks later.

Collections
Tzanöt dëmker u patmuaizkner. (Paris, 1932).
Hyusyan, M. Novelneri liakatar zolovatzu. (Erevan, 1954).
Amboljakan hawakatzoy noravëperu ewpatmuatzkneru., (Constantinople, 1959). 
Gamalelyan, T. Novelner. (Erevan, 1961, 1987).
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Gaziyan, A. Hay azgayin zinvorakan erger. (Erevan, 1989). (Martial songs). 
Gehini, L. Yaraji sanerë: tzalkepunj. (Paris, 1939).
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Girksiro. (Erevan, 1975). (Love poems).
Grakan almanah (Adrbejani hay groineri steltzagortzufyunnerits). (Baku, 1951). 
Grakan gelarvestakan zolovatzu. (Berlin, 1943).
Grigoryan, H., and Topfchyan, Ë. Artasahmanyan zamanakakits hay grolner. 

Zolovatzu. (Erevan, 1946).
Grigoiyan, R. Hay zolovrdakan ôrorotsayin ev mankakan erger. (Erevan, 1970). 
Guyumcyan, H. Kani arev ka: spyurkahay grolner. (Erevan, 1971).
Hakoby an, G., and Mirijanyan, L. Hay knarergufyun. Antik srjanits minchev E dar.

(Erevan, 1981). (Armenian lyric poetry from antiquity to the eighth century). 
Hakoby an, V. Manr zamanakagrutyunner X1II~XVIII d.d. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1951,

1956) .
Hay grakanufiwn: patmuatzkner. (Beirut, 1978).
Hay grobierë ev banahyusufyunë ënddem kroni: ateistakan krestomatia. (Erevan, 

1976).
Hay hin ev mijnadaryan knarergufyun. (Erevan, 1986).
Hisun garun. (Baku, 1971). (Armenian writers from Artsah-Karabagh).
Hovnan, G. Haverzutyun: hay banasteltznerë Rusastanin. (Erevan, 1978). 
Iranahay ardi grolner. Vol. 1. (Teheran, 1964).
Kalantaryan, Z. Hay grakan knnadatutyan krestomatia. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1981— 

84).
Koryun, M., and Sevan, H. Punj: sovetahay mankakan grakanufyan. (Erevan, 

1961).
Kostaneants, K. Tzalkakal ardzak ew diapatzoy banits, ipets varzaranats. 3 parts. 

(Tiflis, 1881).
---------. Nor zolovatzu: mijnadarean hayots taler ew otanaworner. 4 parts. (Tiflis,

1892 [parts 1-2], 1896 [part 3]; Valarsapat, 1903 [part 4]).
Lenini masin: balladner. (Erevan, 1967).
Lemayin nvagner: Lernayin Larabali banasteltzneri stehzagortzufyunnerë. 

(Baku, 1973). (Armenian writers of Nagomo-Karabagh, in Armenian and 
Azeri).

Macler, F. Chrestomathie de l'arménien moderne. (Paris, 1932).
Madoyan, A., and Nersisyan, V. Oskeporik: nmusner hay hin ev mijnadaryan 

ardzakits. (Erevan, 1977).
Margaritner hay knarergutyan. Vol. 1: hnaguyn srjanits minchev 18. dar. Vol. 2: 

nor srjan. (Erevan, 1974).
Markosean, M. Nor gir ew ir ashatakitsnerë: ëntir ëjer. (New York, 1984). 
Melik-Öhanjanyan, K. Ëjer hay mijnadaryan gelarvestakan ardzakits. (Erevan,

1957) .
Mkrtchyan, L., and Madoyan, A. Hay dasakan knarergufyun. 2 vols. Vol. 1: 

5th-12th centuries (Erevan, 1986); Vol. 2 :13th-18th centuries (Erevan, 1986 
[cover says 1987]). (Classical lyric poetry).

Mkrtchyan, M. Hay mijnadaryan pandhtufyan taler (XV-XVIII dd.). (Erevan, 
1979).

Nawasard 66: grakan zolovatzoy. (Beirut, 1966).
Nazareants, Y. Ëntir hatuatzner. Vol. 1: ardzak. (Tiflis, 1889).
Nersisyan, V, and Madoyan, A. Hayots hin ev mijnadaryan ardzaki krestomatia.

(Erevan, 1981). (Classical and medieval prose).
Nor garun. (Erevan, 1973). (Young Armenian poets).
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Norents, Y., and Haruüyunyan, M. Sovetahay grakanutyan ëntir ëjer: poezia. 
(Erevan, 1960).

Oskean, H. Chors hay talasatsner ew anonts talerë: Yovhannës Kametsi, Grigor 
arkeps. Ôsakantsi, Movsës dpir Kametsi ew Martiros v. Lrimetsi. (Vienna, 
1966).

Palean, T. Hay asubier, zolovrdakan hay ergichner ew talasatsk. 2 vols. (Smyrna, 
1911, 1914).

Patkanean, K‘. Nshark matenagrutean hayots. (Petersburg, 1884).
Patmuatzkneru zolovatzoy: arewmtahay grolner. (Beirut, 1938).
Piesneri zolovatzu. 4 vols. (Erevan, 1946-51).
Pipërcean, S. Casak ardi hay matenagrutean. 2 vols. (Constantinople, 1888, 

1910).
Sahakyan, H. Us mijnadari hay banastelizutyunë (XVI-XV1I dd.). 2 vols. (Erevan, 

1986-87).
Sahakyan, S. Hay dramaturgia. (Erevan, 1985).
Saïyan, M. ‘HyusisapaylU poezian: zolovatzu. (Erevan, 1957).
Sannen, and Tajfaltsyan, IC. Eritasard grol, almanah. Part 2 (Erevan, 1951). (For 

Part 1, see H. Siras).
Sasuni, K. Grakan gohamer, mijnadarean asharhabar grakanutean ew zolovrda- 

kan banahiwsutean. (Beirut, 1949).
Savil. (Abhaziayi hay grolneri ardzak gortzerë). (Sukhumi, 1962).
Sevan, G., and Gabrielyan, V. Spyufkahay patmvatzk: Vol. 1. (Erevan, 1984).
Simonean, S. Arewelahay grakanutiwn: ëntir ëjer, kensagrutiwnner, gortzerë, 

bararan, matenagitutiwn. (Beirut, 1965).
Simonyan, D. Hayastani grobierë tasnhingamyakin, gelarvestakan zolovatzu. 

(Erevan, 1935).
Siras, H., and Vahuni, S. Eritasard grot, almanah. Part 1. (Erevan, 1950). (For 

Part 2, see Sannen).
Sovetahay dramaturgia, piesneri zolovatzu. (Erevan, 1959).
Srapyan, A. Hay mijnadaryan zruytsner. (Erevan, 1969).
Tamazyan, A. Hay gyulagimer. (Erevan, 1950).
---------. Psak. Hayrenakan metz. paterazmum zohvatz hay grolneri steltzagortz-

utyunneri zolovatzu. (Erevan, 1944).
Tëmircipasean, E. Dar: hawakatzoy azgayin grakan ew gitnakan hatuatzots. 

(Constantinople, 1889).
Tëôlëôlean, M. Dar më grakanutiwn. 2 vols. (Cairo, 1955,1956); 2d ed., 2 vols. 

(Boston, 1977).
Tëôsëmecean, V. Hawakatzoy arewmtahay grobieru. Three vols. (Istanbul, 1971, 

1972, 1973).
Tevkants, A. Hayerg: meledik, talk ew ergk. (Tiflis, 1882).
Toneryan, E. Hay revolyutsion poezia (1900-1920). (Erevan, 1961).
Tontsean, A. Andastan iranahay banasteltzutean. (Beirut, 1963).
Tbranean, T. Hayastani 8 eritasard ardzakagirner. (Beirut, 1969).
Tbfnean, T. Hatëntir ënfertsuatzk i matenagruteants nahneats handerdz tzanô- 

tuteambk. (Vienna, 1893).
Vahë-Vahean. Hay grakanutiwn. Patmuatzkner. Vol 1. (Beirut, 1978). (Short 

stories by nineteeth and early twentieth-century authors).
---------. Tzalkakat ardzaki hay grobierë. 3 vols. (Beirut, 1984, 1985, 1988).
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Vantsean, G. Hay helinakner. 3d ed. (Tiflis, 1908).
Vardanyan, H. Karmir aragil (Erevan, 1977). (Stories by Soviet Armenian 

writers).
Zangakner (Erevan, 1974). (Soviet Armenian poetry for young people).
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Antologiia armianskoi sovetskoi literatury. (Erevan, 1958).
Antreassian, J. Tales from the Armenian. (New York, 1955).
Armianskaia klassicheskaia lirika. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1977).
Armianskaia literatura. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1955).
Arsharuni, A. Pod chuzhim nebom. (Moscow, 1967).
Arutiunian, S., and Kirpotin, V. Antologiia armianskoi poezii s drevneishikh 

vremen do nashikh dnei. (Moscow, 1940).
Ashjian, S. Classical Armenian Short Stories. (Beirut, 1959). (Nineteenth- and 

twentieth-century authors).
--------- . Great Armenian Short Stories. (Beirut, 1959). (Nineteenth- and twen

tieth-century authors).
Basmadjian, G. Armenian-American Poets: A  Bilingual Anthology. (Detroit, 

1978).
Blackwell, A. Armenian Poems. (Boston, 1896,1917; New York, 1978).
Boghossian, S., et al. “Littérature arménienne.” Europe, (February-March, 1961), 

1-207. (Selections from thirty-three writers in French translation).
Boyajian, Z. Armenian Legends and Poems. (London, 1916; London and New 

York, 1958).
Bratstvo. Literatumo-khudozhestvennyi sbomikpisatelei Zakavkaz’ia. (Erevan, 

1957).
Briusov, V. Lirika i epos. (Tiflis, 1935).
—------. Poeziia Armenii. (Moscow, 1916; Erevan, 1966 [revised], 1987).
Gianascian, M. La poesia Armena modema. (Venice, 1963).
Glagoleva, F. We of the Mountains. (Moscow, 1972).
Godel, V. La Poésie arménienne, du Ve siècle à nos jours. (Paris: Editions de La 

Difference, 1990).
Gorodetskii, S. Dzheiran. (Batum, 1919).
Gullakian, S. Skazki armianskikhpisatelei. (Erevan, 1988).
Der Hovannessian, D., and Margossian, M. Anthology o f Armenian Poetry. (New 

York, 1978).
Dinolov, K. Armenska poeziia. (Sofia, 1942)
Dzhanpoladian, M., et al. Armianskie poety novogo vremeni. (Leningrad, 1983).
Ganalanian, O. Poeziia Armenii. Vperevodakh i otsenke V. Ia. Briusova. (Erevan, 

1963).
Gor’kii, M. Sbomik armianskoi literatury. (Petersburg, 1916).
Izbrannaia armianskaia sovetskaia poeziia. (Vilnius, 1982).
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Izbrannye stranitsy sovetskoi armianskoi literatury. Proza. (Erevan, 1960). 
Karapetian, A. Sovremennye armianskie povesti. (Moscow, 1981). 
Khachatriants, la. Armianskie novelty. 2 parts. (Moscow, 1945,1948). 
Khitarova, S. Tsvet abrikosa. Povesti i rasskazy armianskikh pisatelei. (Erevan, 

1981).
Kudian, M. Soviet Armenian Poetry. (London, 1974).
Leist, A. Armenische Dichter. (Dresden and Leipzig, 1898).
Lerena Acevedo de Blixen, J. Antologia de poetas armenios. (Montevideo, 1943). 
Melik, R. Poésie arménienne: anthologie des origines à nos jours. (Paris, 1973). 
Misakian, B. Au Jardin des Muses de la littérature arménienne. (Venice, 1961). 
Mkrtchian, L. Srednevekovaia armianskaia poeziia. (Moscow, 1981).
---------. Ot “Rozhdeniia Vaagna” do Pondra Sevaka: Antolog. sbomik armian

skoi liriki. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1983).
Mnogogolosie. Armianskaia poeziia v perevodàkh msskikh poetov. (Erevan, 

1978).
Navarian, A. Anthologie des poètes arméniens. (Paris, 1928).
Rachian, Kh. Armianskie novelty. (Erevan, 1962).
Safrazbekian, I. Komochek nezhnogo serdtsa. (Erevan, 1973).
Sarkisian, I. Armianskaia literatura (rasskazy v perevode). (Tiflis, 1912).
Sevan, G. Antologiia armianskoi sovetskoi detskoi literatury. (Erevan, 1981). 
Sharti, S. Armianskie poety. (Tiflis, 1917).
Shervinskii, S. Iz armianskoi poezii. (Erevan, 1966).
Shklovskii, V. Armianskie rasskazy. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1953).
Sovetskaia armianskaia literatura. Sbomik poezii i prozy. (Erevan, 1953). 
Sovremennaia armianskaia literatura. Part I. (Moscow, 1906).
Spendiarova, T. Izbrannye perevody. (Erevan, 1971).
Tchéraz, M. Poètes arméniens. (Paris, 1913). (A prose rendition of modem 

poetry).
Tchobanian, A. Poèmes arméniens anciens et modernes. (Paris, 1902).
---------. Chants populaires arméniens. (Paris, 1903).
---------. Les trouvères arméniens. 2d ed. (Paris, 1906).
---------. La Roseraie d'Arménie. 3 vols. (Paris, 1918, 1923,1929).
Ter-Akopian, A. Iz zapadnoarmianskoi poezii. (Erevan, 1979).
Tikhonov, N. Dni otkrytii. Kniga ob Armenii. (Erevan, 1970).
Tolegian, A. Armenian Poetry Old and New. (Detroit, 1979).
Umanets, L., and Dervish, A. Sovremennye armianskie poety. (Moscow, 1903). 
Veselovskii, Iu. Stikhotvomye perevody. (Moscow, 1898).
---------and Berberian, M. Armianskie belletristy. Sbomik. 2 vols. (Moscow,

1893-94).
---------and G. Khalatiants. Armianskaia muza. Sbomik. (Moscow, 1907).
Zviagintseva, V. Moia Armeniia. (Erevan, 1964).
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Special Topics



Asuis (Minstrels)

Some significant asuis are included in part 2. This section includes general ref
erence works on Armenian asuis. Listed under Collections are works containing 
poems by Armenian minstrels (such collections often list poetry by other authors 
as well). Found under Texts are collections of some of the asuis who are not listed 
in part 2. The section on Criticism includes secondary literature on asuis and the 
asulakan genre.

C o l l e c t i o n s

Ahverdean, G. Hay asulner. G usant A. Sayeaf-Növay. (Moscow, 1852).
---------. Gusant B. Hay asulner. (Tiflis, 1903). (Published by M. Ahverdean).
Brutean, A . Ramkakan mrmunjner (Alexandrapol, 1895,1897,1901). 
Chôpanean, A. Hay ëjer, mernahneats banasteltzutiwnn u aruestë. (Paris, 1912). 
Eremean, A. Asul Yarfun Ölli. I: Psrankner asulakan grakanutiwnits. (Nor Julay, 

1920). Part 2: Parskahay asulner. I-Amir Ölli. II-Lul Égaz. IITAbdin Ölli 
Hayrapet.

---------. Parskahay noragoyn asulner. (Vienna, 1925).
---------. Parskahay asulner. (Tiflis, 1930).
-------- . “FSranlCner hay asulakan grakanufiwnits (19 dar).” B, 115 (1957), 274-

79. 116 (1958), 26-31, 91-96.
--------- . “P&ranlCner asulakan grakanutdwnits.” S, 1968, 465-67.
---------. “Ëjer hay asulakan grakanutiwnits.” S, 1969, 232-34.
Kostaneants, K. Nor zolovatzu, mijnadarean hayots taler u otanawomer. 4 parts.

(Tiflis, 1892 [parts 1-2], 1896 [part 3], 1903 [part 4]).
Lewonean, G. Hay asulner. (Alexandrapol, 1892).
Mhifareants, A. Taler u haler. (Alexandrapol, 1900).
Miansareants, M. Knar haykakan. (Petersburg, 1868).
Minasean, L. Periayi hay asulnerë: irents hamafot kensagrakannerov ew 

steltzagortzuteants nmoysnerov. (Teheran, 1964).
Mkrtdiyan, M. Hay mijnadaryan pandhtutyan taler (XV-XVIII dd.). (Erevan, 

1979).
Nazariantz, H. 1 Trovieri delTArmenia nello loro vita e nei loro canti. Con cenno 

sui cantipopulari arment (Bari, 1916).
Palean, T. Hay asulner, zolovrdakan hay ergichner ew talasatsk. 2 vols. (Smyrna, 

1911-14).
Sahakyan, H. Hay asulner, XVII-XVIII dd. (Erevan, 1961).
Siraki hay asulner ë. (Erevan, 1986).
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Tarsiwni, T. Nor ergaran. (Tiflis, 1898).
Tarverdyan, G. Hay asulner. (Erevan, 1937).
---------. Hay gusanner. (Erevan, 1957).
T[ër] Gëorgean-Yovhannisean, O. Nor knar Hayastani. 5 parts. (Moscow, 1855- 

59).
Tevkants, A. Hayerg: meledik, taik ew ergk. (Tiflis, 1882).

T e x t s

AsëlHaziri ergerë. (Moscow, 1892).
Asël Sazayi. Amrah ew Salvi. (Nor Payazit, [1890]).
Asul Tati. (Tabriz, [1921]).
Eremean, A. “Asul Aralfel Yarufiwnean.” B, 118 (1960), 72-78; 125-30.
Ergich Jamalu knarakan ergerë. (Alexandrapol, 1892).
Minasean, L. Ergasats Tër-Karapet: keankn u hayerën ergerë. (Teheran, 1967). 
Mnatsakanyan, As. “17-rd dari ergich K‘osa Eretsë ev nra ergerë.” BM, 3 (1956), 

265-76.

C r it ic is m

Amiryan, H. “Trifalezuhay asulnerë ev M. F. K‘yoptulyun.” SG, 1976/3,151-57. 
Eremean, S. “Hay asulner.” B, 61 (1903), 362-66; 431-36; 62 (1904), 81-84. 
Gevorkian, N. “K voprosu ob ashugskoi poetike.” L, 1982/7, 82-92.
Grigoryan, S. Hayots hin gusanakan ergerë. (Erevan, 1971).
Hakobjanyan, A. “Gusana-asulakan poeziayi mi lfani hartser.” SG, 1972/7,161— 

64.
Kurtikean, S. “Trkagët hay banasteltzner ew asulner.” Taretsoyts Azgayin 

hiwandanotsi. 1935, 116-27.
K‘ocharyan, A. Hay gusanakan erger. (Erevan, 1976).
Levonyan, G. “Hay zolovrdakan ev asulakan ergerë, hamematakan tesubyun.” 

Telekagir git. ev arvesti inst. 4 (1929), 160-78.
---------. Asulnerë ev nr ants arvestë. (Erevan, 1944).
Macler, F. Quatre conférences sur VArménie. (Paris, 1932).
Muratean, M. “Sasnoy asulnerë.” B, 92 (1934), 462-63.
Narduni, S. “Npast me hay ew furie asulakan grakanufean hamematakan usum- 

nasirufean.” Vëm, 3 (1935/1), 45-56; 2, 78-81; 4, 30-36.
“S. Ëjmiatzinë hay asulneri ergerum.” A, 1903, 511-20.
Ter Lazarean, Y. “Hay asulakan grakanufiwnë.” B, 90 (1933), 263-67.



Folklore

Armenian texts

P r in c ip a l  c o l l e c t i o n s

Ëminean azgagrakan zolovatzu. 9 vols. Vol. 1 (Moscow and Alexandrapol, 1901). 
Vol. 2 (Moscow and Valarsapat, 1901). Vol. 3 (Moscow and Valarsapat, 1902). 
Vol. 4 (Moscow and Valarsapat, 1902). Vol. 5 (Moscow and Valarsapat, 1903). 
Vol. 6 (Moscow and Valarsapat, 1906). Vol. 7 (Moscow, 1908). Vol. 8 (Moscow 
andNorNahijewan, 1911). Vol. 9 (Tiflis, 1913). (Particularly relevant are vols. 
1,2, 4, 5, 6).

Nawasardeants, T. Hay zolovrdakan hëtiafner: zolovatzu. 10 vols. Vol. 1 
(Valarsapat, [1882]). Vol. 2 (Erivan, 1882). Vol. 3 (Tiflis, 1884). Vol. 4 (N.p., 
n.d.). Vol. 5 (Tiflis, 1889). Vol. 6 (Tiflis, 1890). Vol. 7 (Tiflis, 1891). Vol. 8 
(Tiflis, 1893). Vol. 9 (Tiflis, 1902). Vol. 10 (Tiflis, 1903). (Armenian folktales).

Orbeli, H., [et al.]. Hay zolovrdakan hekiatner. 13 vols, to 1985. (Erevan, 1959 
[Vols. 1-2]; 1962 [Vol. 3]; 1963 [Vol. 4]; 1966 [Vol. 5]; 1973 [Vol. 6]; 1979 
[Vol. 7]; 1977 [Vol. 8]; 1968 [Vol. 9]; 1967 [Vol. 10]; 1980 [Vol. 11]; 1984 
[Vol. 12]; 1985 [Vol. 13]). (Armenian folktales).

O t h e r  c o l l e c t i o n s

Abgareants, T. “Nor Julayi aratznerë.” HA, 78 (1964), 549-54.79 (1965), 111-20, 
283-90, 395^1-04. (New Julfa proverbs).

Abelyan, M. Gusanakan zolovrdakan taler, hayrenner yev antuniner. (Yerevan, 
1940). (Popular traditional songs).

Acëmean, H. “Tzalkakal Vaspurakani hay zolovrdakan banahiwsufean. Mokats 
Mirza. (Bun ergë Moksi barbarov). Karos Hach. (Bun ergë Vani barbarov).” 
A, 1917,543-68. (Samples of the oral tradition from Vaspurakan, east of Van).

Akinean, N. “Erek harsanekan taler hin zolovrdakan banahiwsufenën.” HA, 46 
(1932), 223-27. (Three old wedding poems).

Arakelyan, B., et al. Hay azgagrutyun ev banahyusutyun: nyuter ev usum- 
nasirutyunner. 11 vols, to 1980. (Erevan, 1970 [Vol. 1]; 1971 [Vol. 2]; 1972 
[Vol. 3]; 1973 [Vols.4—5]; 1974 [Vol. 6]; 1975 [Vol. 7]; 1978 [Vols. 8-9]; 1980 
[Vols. 10-11]). (Considerable folkloric material found in these volumes).

Ayvazean, G. Hazar ew mi arakawor bank, azgayink ew ötar. (Constantinople, 
1874). (Collection of allegorical sayings, Armenian and non-Armenian).

Azgagrakan handês. 26 books from 1895 to 1917. Vol. 1 (Susi, 1895). All 
subsequent volumes published in Tiflis. Vol. 2 (1897); Vol. 3, bks. 1-2 (1898); 
Vol. 4, bk. 5 (1899); Vol. 5, bk. 6 (1900); Vol. 6, bks. 7-8 (1901); Vol. 7, bk.
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9 (1902); Vol. 8, bk. 10 (1903); Vol. 9, bk. 11 (1904); Vol. 9, bk. 12 (1905); 
Vol. 9, bk. 13, (1906); Vol. 10, bk. 14 (1906); Vol. 10, bks. 15-16 (1907); Vol. 
11, bks. 17-18 (1908); Vol. 12, bks. 19-20 (1910); Vol. 13, bk. 21 (1911-12); 
Vol. 14, bks. 22-23 (1912); Vol. 15, bk. 24 (1913); Vol. 15, bk. 25 (1914); Vol. 
16, bk. 26 (1916-17). (Ethnographie journal; considerable folkloric material 
found in this periodical).

Berger, W. Beiträge zur armenischen Foklore. Unedirte Redensarten und 
Sprichwörte aus Türkisch Armenien. (Kolozsvar, 1883).

Culartean, S. Afatzk azgayink. (Venice, 1880). (Proverbs).
Eremean, A. Chaharmahali hay zolovrdakan banahiwsutiwnë. (Vienna, 1923). 

(Armenian folklore in Chaharmahal, Iran).
---------. “PSranLnerhay zolovrdakanbanahiwsutiwnits.” HA, 42 (1928), 536-52.

(Samples of Armenian folklore).
---------. Psrankner julahay ew hndkahay banahiwsutiwnits. (Taler ew zolovrda-

kanerger), 17—19 dar. (Vienna, 1930). (Folksongs of Armenians in New Julfa 
and India).

---------. “Charmahali zolovrdakan banahiwsutiwnits.” B, 124 (1966), 109-16.
(Folklore in Chaharmahal, Iran).

---------. “Antip ëjer Charmahali zolovrdakan araknerits ew sramtutiwnnerits.”
B, 125 (1967), 154—59, 269-72. (New proverbs and humourous sayings from 
Chaharmahal, Iran).

---------. “Ëjer zolovrdakan banahiwsufiwnits.” S, 1971, 345-50. (Samples of
folklore).

Garegin Sarkawag. Psrankner zolovrdakan banahiwsutiwnits. (Tiflis, 1892). 
(Samples of folklore).

Harufyunyan, S. Hay zolovrdakan hanelukner. 2 vols. (Erevan, 1960, 1965). 
(Riddles).

Haykuni, S. “Öhan Ötzeli.” A, 1898,412-14. (Folktale; transcribed by S. Haykuni 
and narrated by K‘rsetsi Arewsat-Saribek).

---------. “Barak sah, anus sah ew tiwliwn sah.” A, 1901, 375-82. (A folktale in
the dialect of Mokk4, south of Van).

Grigoryan-Spandaryan, M. Lernayin Larabali banahyusutyune. (Erevan, 1971). 
(Folklore in Larabal).

Kostaneants, Y. Siraki legendanerits ew zolovrdakan keankits. (Traditions in 
Sirak, Eastern Armenia).

Lalayeants, E. Jawahki burmunk. (Tiflis, 1892). (Folklore from Jawahk, north
west of Armenia, now in Georgia).

------—. Vaspurakan: banahiwsutiwn. Part 2. (Tiflis, 1914). (Folklore from
Vaspurakan, east of Lake Van).

Lanalanyan, A.Afatzani. (Erevan, 1960). (Proverbs).
—------ . Avandapatum. (Erevan, 1969). (Folkloric traditions).
Lisitsean, S. Sovatz gaylë. Zolovrdakan hëkiaf. (Tiflis, 1909). (A folktale). 
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Indexes

Note to the reader. There are two contemporary literary Armenian 
standards: Eastern (spoken in the Republic of Armenia, the former soviet 

dispersion, and Iran, and, in recent decades, notably in Northern America 
as well) and Western (spoken by the descendants of the survivors of the 

genocide of 1915, now dispersed throughout the world). Of the many 
differences between these two standards two are of central relevance
to us here: the phonetic and orthographic systems. Eastern Armenian 
has maintained the phonetic values of Classical Armenian but uses a 
new spelling system. Western Armenian has maintained the traditional 

spelling system of Classical Armenian but not all of its phonetic values. 

The following brief and simplified explanations of the shifts in the 
phonetic values and of a few fundamental spelling differences are meant 

to help the reader find an entry for an author in an easier fashion.
1. Basically, the following two columns of consonants have “re

versed” their sounds:

Eastern Western Eastern Weste

P b P tfi P b

et g k k k g
fi d t in t d
A dz ts Ö ts dz

2 J ch & c j

The “Western” consonants in the first column are pronounced the 
same way as the following corresponding aspirated consonants: l}i = p; 
p = k4; p  = f; g= ts; $ = ch; hence, the “identical” pairs of consonants in 
Western Armenian and some of the spelling difficulties faced by students 

of Western Armenian. Here are some examples to illustrate the resulting 

differences:

Surname

tF bpbhg
zSnLqnLpbuih
'fiuipnhbuih

Puj2hfi£u,rl ^ m Ĵ
O'Luppfitl.bmli
tmnfuujpuiLjujfi

Eastern pronunciation

Tzerents
Culurean
Paronean

Basinjalean
Gabriëlean
Kamsarakan

Western pronunciation

Dz erents 
J  ulurean 
B aronean

P asin ch alean 
K  ap  riëlean 
Gamsara g an
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R u iq .p L U L n n L l i | i  Bagratuni Pafcrai/uni
Sfciîhp£hLMW2 tw l i  Tëmircipasean - D ènàrj i b asean

The transcription system in this Guide follows the Classical/Eastem 
phonetic system; consequently, the names mentioned above, for instance, 
should be looked up under the forms listed under “Eastern pronunciation.”

2. As for the soviet orthographic reform, one principal change is very 
important to remember. The system reduced the dual phonetic value of the 
letter “y” ( j , 3) to one sound: y. In traditional spelling it is pronounced 
as an “h” at the beginning of a word and as a “y” in the middle of words 
(its value in final position is not of much relevance here); thus, Sujljnp 
is pronounced as “Hakob” or “Hagop” (Western), and luju as “ays.” The 
new system spells this and similar words beginning with a “y” (e.g., 
Yovhannës) with an “h” instead (Hovhannes), while leaving the phonetic 
value of “y” unchanged in middle position. Also, the letter “y” replaced 
the letter b = e in the diphthong bin = ea (always pronounced “ya”); hence 
the “yan” in surnames: Simonyan, as opposed to the traditional Simonean. 
But this and similar changes, such as the replacement in the middle of 
words of “ë” with “e,” as in “Tërean-Teryan”; of “ö” with “o ” as in 
“Pölosean-Polosyan”; of “w” with “v,” as in “Awetisean-Avetisyan” (the 
system did away with “w” as a separate, independent letter); of “u+vowel” 
with “v+vowel,” as in “Manuëlean-Manvelyan”; of the diphthong “iw” 
with “yu” when followed by a consonant in the middle of a word, as 
in “Yarufiwnean-Harufyunyan”; etc., are less crucial to this index since 
they occur in middle or rearward positions in names.



Index I
Principal Authors

This is an author list and an index of all the principal Armenian writers 
featured, discussed, or referred to in both the narrative and bio-bibliographical 
parts of this Guide; of their pen names; and of some variant forms of their names 
(i.e., Armenian forms rendered in accordance with Western Armenian phonetic 
values, and/or general, “unscientific” rendering of such forms into English, 
French, Russian, and other languages.) The latter are cross-referenced to names 
appearing in this index only, but most of these names are found in Index II as 
well. Such cross references nearly always appear without the Armenian surname 
endings ean, ian, yan (e.g., Hagop. See Hakob; Yakob). Authors’ real names and 
pen names are listed, with cross references to the form used as the primary entry. 
Also listed are individual titles analyzed or referred to in the narrative part of the 
guide and critical literature by principal authors listed under “Criticism” in the 
bio-bibliographical section.

Names in bold capital letters are those of the principal authors. Page numbers 
in bold italics refer to the discussion of the work of an author and/or to the bio- 
bibliographical entry for the author. Works are listed under the Armenian title; 
English translations are cross-referenced to the Armenian. Both traditional and 
new (reformed or “soviet”) orthography have been maintained.

A.A. See Antonean, Aram (1875- 
1951)

A. Azataöhean. See Têmirëipasean, 
Elia (1851-1908)

A. S. See SaMyan, Aris (1900-1959)
A. Tzar. See Tzarukean, Andranik 

(1913-1989)
Abdin Olli Hayrapet. See Hayrapet, 

Abdin Ölli (18th c.)
Abdulhamid and Sherlock Holmes: 

Aptiwl Hamit ew Serlofc Holms
Abisolomean Yovhannês, Aspet. See 

Chiffë-Saraf, Önnik (1874-1932)

ABOV, GEYORG (1897-1965),
204, 208, 247,255, 256, 311,493, 
519, 563

ABOVEAN, HACHATUR (cl809- 
1848), 105* 108,135-37, 139, 
140, 144, 153, 187, 193, 212, 
214-15,255-60, 266, 560 

ABOVYAN, ANUSAVAN (1862- 
1938), 260

Abovyan, Gevorg. See Abov, Gevorg 
(1897-1965)

Abraham. See Zarkear (1824—1874) 
ABRAHAM HI, KRETATSI,
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Catholicos of Armenia (d.1737),
61, 88, 89, 95, 96,261 

ABRAHAM EREWANTSI (18th 
c.), 87-88,260-61 

Abraham Rotosfotsi. See Abraham 
m , Kretatsi, Catholicos of 
Armenia (d. 1737)

Abraham Tëkirtaltsi. See Abraham 
m , Kretatsi, Catholicos of 
Armenia (d. 1737)

Abraham TVakatsi. See Abraham HI, 
Kretatsi, Catholicos of Armenia 
(d. 1737)

Abu-Lala-Mahari (Isahakyan, A.), 
183

ACËMEAN, ARSËN (1899-), 
261-62

ACËMEAN, MKRTICH (1838-
1917) , 262

Acemyan, Gurgen, See Mahari, 
Gurgen (1903-1969) 

AchkEhovayi. See Zardarean, Ruben 
(1874-1915)

Actress, The: Derasanuhin 
ADAM, AZBAR (1816-1846), 262 
ADELEAN, AZARIA (1871-1903), 

262-63
Adolescence: Patanekufyun 
Advice on singing a poem: “Hrat tal 

ergeloy”
AFRIKEAN, GEORG (1887-

1918) , 263
AGAPEAN, ARSAK (cl860-1905), 

263
Agriculture as the right path: 

Erkragortzutiwnë orpës util 
canaparh

Aharon. See Taturean, Aharon
(1886-1965)

AHARONEAN, AWETIS (1866- 
1948), 186-87, 263-66, 294, 474, 
578

“Ahawor ban më . . (Tëkëean, V.), 
161

Ahtabanutiwn baroyakan (Paronean,
' Y.), 124

“Ahfamar” (Tumanean, Y), 182

Ahtamerkean. See Patkanean, Rap 
’ ayël (1830-1892)

Ajemian. See Acëmean. See also 
Acemyan

Akloramarte (Ösakan, Y), 177 
Alamdarean, Georg. See Alamdarean, 

Yaruriwn (1796-1834) 
ALAMDAREAN, YARUTTWN 

(1796-1834), 115-16, 266-67 
ALASYAN, VARSENIK (1898- 

1974), 267
ALAVNI (1911-1992), 267-68, 490
“Alawnu vankë” (Tumanean, Y), 

182
ALAYEAN, LAZAROS (1840- 

1911), 109, 127, 139,148-49, 
268-70, 625

ALAZAN, YAHRAM (1903-1966), 
270-71, 564, 625 

ALEKSANDR I, JULAYETSI, 
Catholicos of Armenia (d.1714), 
64, 65-66, 66, 71-72 

Alemgir (Fapazean, V.), 194 
Alikean, Rubën. See Orberean, 

Rubën (1874—1931) 
ALIKSANEAN, AWETIS 

(1910-1984), 272, 406 
Alikyan, Mkrtich. See Armen, 

Mkrtich (1906-1972)
ALISAN, LEWOND (1820-1901), 

51, 71, 90, 105, 107,116-18, 120, 
140, 144,180, 212, 262,273-76 

Aljkan me sirtë (Asatur, Z.), 169 
ALLAHVËRDI, ASUL(1820- 

cl890), 276-77
Along the crossroads of history: 

“Patmufyan karulinerov”
Al paslan. See Panosean, Aleksandr 

(1859-1919)
Alpaftos. See Pöyacean, Eduard 

(1915-1966)
“Alpiakan manusak” (Bakunts, A.), 

213
ALPÎAR, YARUTTWN (1864- 

1919), 277,497
Alpine violet: “Alpiakan manusak” 
Atomean, Manuel. See Manuel 

Kiwmiwshanatsi (1768-1843)
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“Ambohnerë helagarvatz” (Charente, 
K), 208

“Amenapoem” (Charente, E.), 208 
American lyre: JCnar amerikean 
Amerika (Tbfovents, V.), 215 
Amid the ruins: Aweraknerun mëj 
AMIR ÖLLI (cl740-1826), 277, 

566
Amira’s daughter, The: Amirayin 

aîjikë
Amirayin aljikë (Eruhan), 163 
Amiryan family, The: Amiryanneri 

ëntanikë
Amiryanneri ëntanikë (Zoryan, S.), 

219
Amran gisemer (Susanean, V.), 242 
Amusinner (Sundukean, G.) 143 
Anahit. See Asatur, Zapël (1863- 

1934)
“Anahit” (Alayean, L.), 148 
ANANYAN, VAHTANG (1905- 

1980), 277-79, 304 
ANAYIS (1872-1950), 279-80 
Ancient gods: Hin astuatzner 
Andonian. See Antonean 
Andranik (Hanzadyan, S.) 225 
ANDRÉAS ARTZKETSI (17th- 

18th c.), 54-55,280 
Andréas Erëts (Muratean), 51, 187 
Andreas the priest: Andréas Erëts 
ANDRËASEAN, ANDRANIK 

(1909-1996), 238, 280-81, 447, 
599,612, 619

Andznakan patmutiwn Manuël 
Kiwmiwshanatsi vardapeti, 
Altuneani kam Sahinovi, (Manuël 
Kiwmiwshanat§i) 110 

Angliakan namakani ( Mamurean, 
M.), 121

Anhetatsatz serund me (Zöhrap, G.), 
130

Anjrpeti më grawumë (Sarafean, N.), 
245

Ankumn Arsakuni Harstutean 
(Durean, P.), 120 

“Anna” (Fapazean, V.), 193 
Anna Saroyean (Nar-Dos), 194 
Anoys. See Anus

ANOYS, ARMEN (1907-1958), 
281

Anfimosean, Arsen Komitas
Bagratuni. See Bagratuni, Arsën 
(1790-1866)

ANTONEAN, ARAM (1875-1951), 
172-73, 281-82, 333, 512, 530, 
555

Antsord. See Kamsarakan, Tigran 
(1866-1941)

Antsordë ew ir camÿan (Zaryan, K.), 
199

Anus (Tumanean, Y.), 181 
Anzamandros (Simonean, S.), 252 
Apisoghom/Apisoghomian. See 

Abisolom; Abisolomean 
Apov. See Abov 
Apraham. See Abraham 
Apricot wood flute: “Tzirani pol” 
Aprö. See Fapazean, Vrfanës 

(cl866-1920)
Aprsam. See Mamurean, Mattëos 

(1830-1901)
Aptalean, Sargis. See Vahë-Vahean 

(1907-1998)
Aptiwl Hamit ew Serlok Holms 

(Ötean, E.), 168
Ara Geletsik (Zaryan, N.), 205,224 
Ara the Fair: Ara Geletsik 
Aragastner (Izarukean, A.), 247 
Arakealë (Muratean), 188 
ARAKEL DAWRIZETSI (d.1670), 

44, 51, 61, 63, 68-69, 72, 96, 187, 
282-83

Arak‘elean, Hadiatur, Ërzrumetei. See 
Hachatur Ërzrumetei (1666-1740) 

Arakelean, Hambardzum. See Sahriar 
(1855-1918)

Arakelufiwn me i Tzaplvar (Otean, 
E.), 168

Arakelyan, Stepan. See Zoryan, 
Stepan (1889-1967)

ARAKS (1903-1978), 283-84 
“Araksi artasukë” (Patkanean, R), 

140
Araksia kam varzuhi (Tlwsab, S.), 

126
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ARARSMANYAN, ALEKSANDR 
(1911-1982), 284

Arambin (Sirvanzade), 189 
ARAMUNI, VAHAN (1914-1966), 

285
ARAMYAN, VALTER (1909-), 285 
ARANDZAR (1877-1913), 285-86
Arapacean, Georg. See Karvarents, 

Georg (1892-1946) 
ARARATEAN, ALEKSANDR 

(1855-1885), 286 
ARARATEAN, YARUTTWN 

(1774-1830S?), 115, 286-87 
ARAZI (1878-1964), 74,287-88 
Arew-andzrew (Vahë-Vahean), 248 
Argawand akösner (Manuëlean, S.), 

238
v

Arhawirki örerin (Sirvanzade), 191 
“Ari Astuatz hartsn merots” (Simëon 

I, Erewantsi)
ARLUTEAN, YOVSÉP (1743— 

1801), 76, 192,288-89 
Armën Amatean. See TëôIëÔlean, 

Minas (1913-1997)
ARMEN, ENOVK (1883-1968), 

289
ARMEN, MKRTICH (1906-1972), 

222-23, 289-90, 414 
Armën Zarparean, collective pen- 

name for  Basalean, Le won 
(1868-1943); Paitewean, Surën 
(1876-1921); and TBkëean,
Vahan(1878-1945)

Armenian Don Quixote, The: 
Hayastani Ton-Kisotê 

Armenian letters: Haykakan 
namakani

Armenians: Hayordiner 
Armored car ‘General Vardan/ The: 

“Zrahapat ‘Vardan Zoravar’ ” 
Arpiakan Hayastani (Yovhannës 

Vanandetsi), 112
ARP1AREAN, ARPTAR <1851- 

1908), 105,106,107,.127-29, 131, 
132, 164, 165,290-92, 305,475, 
527, 556, 599

Arsak[H], (Pêsikfaslean, M.), 119

ARSAKEAN, HERANOYS 
(1887-1905), 292

Arsën Bagratean. See Tzarukean, 
Andranik (1913-1989)

Arsen Dimaksean (Sirvanzade), 189 
ARSËN DPIR KOSTAND- 

NUPÖLSETSI (18th c.), 95,
292

Arsën Molar. See Kiwrcean, Mikayël 
(1879-1965)

Art of poetry, The: “Arvest 
kerttifyan”

Artasës ASharhakal (Durean, P.), 120 
Artashes [I] the Conqueror: Artases 

asharhakal 
Artist, The: Artistë 
Artistë (Sirvanzade), 190 
Artziwean. See Tzaturean, Aleksandr 

(1865-1917)
Arutiwn ew Manuel (Alayean, L.), 

148
“Arvest kerfutyan” (Charents, E.), 

212
AS APOV (17th c,), 54, 293 
ASAR SEBASTATSI (16th-17th

c .),293
ASATUR, ZAPËL (1863-1934), 

169-70, 293-94
ASATUREAN, YAKOB (1903-), 

238, 294-95
Asel. See Kamsarakan, Tigran 

(1866-1941)
“Asharhis sahmann ê hants” (Yovasap 

Sebastatsi), 36 
Asi (Papazean, V.), 193 
Asilyan, Hripsime. See Polosyan, 

Hfipsime (1899-1972)
Aslan. See Zardarean, Rubën 

(1874-1915)
ASLANEAN, LUIZA (1906- 

cl945), 295
ASLANYAN, MKRTICH (1906-), 

295-96
Asolik. See Têr Karapetean, Gelam 

(1865-1918)
ASOT, GUSAN (1907-),296
Aspatak. See Tëkëean, Vahan 

(1878-1945)
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Aspatakutiwnk parskats i Hays kam 
Awerumn Ani mayrakalakin 
Bagratuneats (Durean, R), 120 

ASTUATZATUR (16th c.?), 41, 
296

Astuatzaturean Muselean, Elia. See 
Elia Muselean (1689-?)

Asul .See Eruhan (1870-1915)
Asul Allahvërdi. See Allahvërdi, 

Asul(1820-c 1890)
Asul Jiwani. See Jiwani (1846-1909) 
Asul Karapet. See Patkanean, 

Rap^ayël (1830-1892)
Asup. See Tëkëean, Vahan (1878- 

1945)
At the Zvartnots cathedral: “Zuarttiots 

tacarin mej”
Atam. See Adam
Atamnaboyzn arewelean (Paronean, 

Y.), 123
Attnacean, Gelam. See Sema, A. 

(cl910-1940)
ATMACEAN, MARI (cl909-), 

296, 324
ATRPET (1860-1937), 297-98
Atrpetean, S. See Atrpet (1860-1937) 
Attempt, The: Fordze 
“Augustinus Casulano presbytero . . . 

dissertationem pro sabbati 
jejunio . . . 9 7

AVAGYAN, ABIG (1919-1983), 
298

Avetisyan, Araks. See Araiks 
(1903-1978)

Avetisyan, Margar. See Margar 
(1880-1944)

Awerakneri vray (Sirvanzade), 191 
Aweraknerun mëj (Esayan, Z.), 171 
Awetisean, Ewpïmë. See Anayis 

(1872-1950)
Awö. See Kiwrcean, Mellon 

(1859-1915). See also Lerents 
(1866-1939)

Aybayb. See Antonean, Aram 
(1875-1951)

“Ayisa” (Fapazean, V.), 193 
Ayn sew örerun (Antonean, A.), 173 
Ayrarat (Alisan, L), 116

Ayrvol aygestanner (Mahari, G.), 
214, 221

“Ays ë eïer” (Basalean, L.), 132 
Ayvazean, Askanaz. See Narduni, 

Sawars (1898-1968) 
AYVAZEAN, ELISË (1890-1993), 

298
AYVAZYAN, BAGRAT (1862- 

1934), 298-99
AYVAZYAN, SUREN (1915-1981), 

256,299-300
Azaria, Hlu. See Azaria Sasnetsi (d. 

1628)
AZARIA JULAYETSI (16th c.?), 

38, 300
AZARIA SASNETSI (d.1628), 

52-53, 68, 69, 300 
Azat. See Vstuni, Azat (1894—1958) 
Azatahohean, A. See Tëmircipasean, 

Elia (1851-1908)
Azatutean canaparhin (Aharonean, 

A.), 186
Azbar Adam. See Adam, Azbar 

(1816-1846)
Azerfeza (Fapazean, V.), 194 
Azgabanutiwn tagaworatsn hayots 

yordwots yordis, hamaröteal i 
Movsisê Horenatswoy (Minas 
Amdetsi), 72

Azgayin jojer (Paronean, Y.), 122

B. K. M. See Tek‘ëean, Vahan 
(1878-1945)

B. Tër-Zakarean. See Kamsarakan, 
Tigran (1866-1941)

Babahanyan, Arakel. See Leo 
(1860-1932)

BABKENTS (1860-1917), 300-301 
BAGRATUNI, ARSËN (1790- 

1866), 105, 107,113-15, 126, 
244,301-2

Baku (Tofovents, V.), 215 
BAKUNTS, AKSEL (1899-1937), 

205,213-15, 223, 257,302-4 
Baldasar. See also Pahasar 
Baidasarean, Aram. See Garônë, 

Aram (1905-1974)
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Baidasaryan, Gelam. See Saryan, 
Gelam (1902-1976)

Baler Olli Lazar. See Lazar, Baler 
Ölli (18th c.).

Balramean, Movsës. See Nor tetrak 
or kochi yordorak saradretseal 
saks stapeloy eritasardatsn, ew 
mankants haykazantsn i veheroteal 
ew i hetgatseal tmrufenê knoy 
tzulutean

Bankoopë ew mamuti oskomerë 
(Zaryan, K.) 199 

Barbed wire in bloom: Tzalkatz 
psalarer

Bargirk haykazean lezui (Mhifar 
Sebastatsi), 77

BARHUDAREAN, GËORG 
(1835-1913), 305

Baronian. See Paronean 
Barpa Hachik (Esayan, Z.) 172 
BARSELEAN, GELAM (1883- 

1915), 151,173,305, 445 
Bartevian. See Parfewean 
BASALEAN, LEWON (1868- 

1943), 132, 305-6, 339 
BASINJALEAN, GËORG 

(1857-1925), 306
Bats-kapuyt tzalikner (Tofovents, V.), 

215
Bamk ( or Batnkents) Yakob 

Erëts, See Yakob Tbhatetsi 
(cl560-1660s?)

Bedros. See Petros 
“Beram”(Fäpfazean, V.), 193 
Berberian. See Përpërean 
BES, GAREGIN (1910-1986), 307, 

315
Beshigtashlian. See Pësiktaslean 
“Bibliakan” (Siraz, H.), 226 
Biblical [poem]: “Bibliakan” 
Bikmalion. See rTëk‘ëean, Vahan 

(1878-1945)
BIWRAT, SMBAT (1862-1915),

151, 307-8
Black soil: Sew holer kam yetin giser 

araratean
Bide (Prösean, R), 144

“Bnutyan gluhgortzotsë” (Siraz, H.), 
226

Bohemian [songs]: Pohemakank 
Bois de Vincennes: Vënsëni antarë 
Bone of contention, A: Kruatzalik 
Book of flowers, The: Girk tzalkants 
Book of the intellect: “G irt 

imatsufyan”
Book of the road, The: Girk 

canaparhi
BORYAN, GURGEN (1915-1971),

308-9, 613
Boyajian. See Poyacean 
Bride fromTatragom, The: Tatragomi 

harsë
“Bruti flan” (Bakunts, A.), 214 
Burning orchards: Ayrvolaygestanner 
Bziskin girkën prtsuatz ëjer (Sewak, 

R), 159

Calendar of feasts: Tönatsoyts 
Cambun vray (Sani, L.), 196 
“Can of worms, A”: Hatabala 
Cankov Manuk. See Patkanean, 

Rajfayël (1830-1892)
Captain Shavarsh: “Hmbapet 

Savarsë”
Capture of Tmkabert, The: Tmkaberdi 

arumë
Car amenamakur Tznndean . . .

(Gëorg Mhlayim), 97 
Caravans are still on the move, The: 

Karavannerë der kaylum en 
Cënterëcean, Musel. See Khan, 

Musel( 1913-1990)
Cërëan Öllu Minas. See Minas, 

CërëanÔllu (1730-1813)
Cermak Varsenik (Susanean, V), 242 
Cgnawor. See Temircipasean, Elia 

(1851-1908)
Chained one, The: Slfayuatzë 
Chairman of the revolutionary 

committee: Helkomi nahagahë 
Chalabi invasion, The: Chalabineri 

arsawankë
Chalabineri arsawankë (Manuëlean, 

Lewon), 193
CHAMCHEAN, MIKAYËL
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(1738-1823), 60, 79, 89,92-94, 
95,109,110,113,309-10 

Chaos: Kaos
CHARËG, ARAM (1874-1947),

310- 11
CHARENTS, ELISE (1897-1937),

152, 203, 204, 205, 206,207-13, 
214, 216, 220, 223, 247, 255,
311- 18, 377, 563 

“Charents-name,” 208 
CHARHUTEÀN, NUPAR (192Ö-),

318- 19
Charlatan or humbug: Saflatane 
Charming Aleppo: Erazayin Halëpë 
Chekemcan, Aram. See Haykaz, 

Aram (1900-1986)
Chëlricean, Biwzand. See Kfanean, 

Biwzand (1912—) 
CHÉÔKIWREAN, TIGRAN 

(1884-1915), 151,166-67, 319, 
418

CHERAZ, MINAS (1852-1929),
319- 21, 630, 638

CHIFTË-SARAF, ÖNNIK (1874- 
1932), 321, 350, 388, 530,
582

Childhood: Mankutyun 
Chilinkirean, Rubên. See Sewak, 

Rubën (1885-1915)
Chizmëcean, Armenak. See Haykuni, 

Armenak (1835-1866) 
CHÖPANEAN, ARSAK (1872- 

1954), 130, 152,153-54, 160, 
177, 257, 276, 280, 292, 295, 
321-25, 336, 338, 339, 383, 411, 
429,465,467,472, 475, 476,480, 
496, 502, 512, 528, 537, 559, 582, 
600, 610,625,630,633,638,645, 
647

Chpugkearean, Daniel. See Varuzan, 
Daniel (1884-1915)

Chrakean, Tiran. See Intra (1875- 
1921)

v

Cin Yakob. See Tëmircipasean, Elia 
(1851-1908)

Circle or course of the days: Öreri 
psakë

Cizmëcean, Armenak. See Haykuni, 
Armenak (1835-1866)

Cockfight, The: Akloramartë 
“Commandment”: “Patgam” 
Comrade Panchuni in exile: Ënker 

Panjuni taragrutean mëj 
Comrade Panchuni in Vaspurakan;

Enker Panjuni Vaspurakani mëj 
Concubine, The: “Harcë” 
Conformists and dissidents: Hlunerë 

ew ëmbostnere
Construction of the railway, The: 

“Erkafuhi sinutiwnë” 
Conversion, The: Dardzë 
Country breezes, songs for the 

beloved: “Giwli siwker, earoj 
erger”

Crimson offertory, The: Karmir 
zamuts

Cruel boy, The: Zaîëm tlan 
Csmarit nsanakufiwn katuükëutean 

(Gëorg Mhlayim), 97 
CULURYAN, HARUTYUN 

(1864-1938), 263,325 
Cypress grove, A: Nocastan

Dabatyan, Martiros. See Vesper 
(1893-1977)

Dadalyan, Asot. See Asot, Gusan 
(1907-)

Dance, The: “Pare”
Daniëlean, Azaria. See Adëlean, 

Azaria (1871-1903)
“Danfeakan araspel” (Charents, E.), 

207
Dantesque inferno of the Armenians, 

The: Hayots danfeakanë 
Dantesque legend: “Danfeakan 

araspel”
DARB1NYAN, MATEVOS 

(1891-1937), 325-26 
DARBNI, ARSAVIR (1910-1980), 

326-27
Dardzë (Sanf, L.), 196 
DARFI, GËORG (1907-1964), 327 
DARYAN, ZARZAND (1912- 

1984), 327-28, 488, 493
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DA§TENTS, HACHIK (1910- 
1974), 315,328-29y 642 

David of Sasun: Sasuntsi Dawit 
David of Sasun: Sasuntsi Dawit kam 

Mheri dur
DAVTYAN, MARGAR (1910- 

1964), 329-30
DAWIT BALISETSI (d.1673), 330
Dawit Bek (Raffi), 74,146 
Dawif Bek kam “Patmufiwn 

Lap^antswots.” See Patmutiwn 
Lapantswots.

DAWIT SALADZORETSI (17th 
c.), 55-57,330-31 

Dawn of Sevan, the: Sevani lusabatse 
Dawfean Taliadeants Erewantsi 

Mesrovb. See Tatiadean, Mesrop 
(1803-1858)

Days are not attractive, The: Orerë 
geletsik chen 

Death: Make
Death of Vardan Mamikonean, The: 

“Vardan Mamikoneani mahc” 
Decent people: Snorhkov mardik 
Deltrikyan, Tzerun. See Tbrgomyan, 

Tzerun (1896-1986) 
Demircollyan, Derenik. See

Demircyan, Derenik (1877-1956) 
Demircyan. See also Tëmircean 
DEMIRCYAN, DERENIK (1877- 

1956), 203, 204, 205,216-19,
219,331-34, 383,519, 548 

Demirjibashian. See Tëmircipasean 
“Dëpi anhunë” (Tumanean, Y.), 182 
Dëpi artasahman (Tlkatintsi), 165 
“Depi lyarë Masis” (Charents, E.), 

211
“Dëpi ver” (Manuëlean, Lewon), 193 
Der-. See Ter-. See also Tër-

v

Derasanuhin (Sanf, L.), 196 
Derderian. See Tërtërean 
DEW (1901-1976), 334-35, 625 
Dgal me satar (Manuëlean, Surën), 

239
Dialogues of the dead: Hösaktsutiwnk 

merelots
Dinjian. See Tincean

Disadvantages of courtesy, The: 
Kalakavarutean vnasnerë 

Dispute with the Dyophysites:
Girk vicabanutean ënddêm 
erkabnakats

Ditak. See Kiwrcean, Mikayël 
(1879-1965)

Diwtsaznôrën (Siamanfö), 154 
DODOHEAN, GËORG (1830- 

1908), 335
Doktor Burbonyan (Tbrovents, V), 

215
Dön Emmanuël. See Nalbandean, 

Mikayël (1829-1866)
Dove monastery, The: “Alawnu 

vankë”
Drahti entanik (Hrimean, M.), 127 
Dream: “Eraz”
Drop of honey, A: “Mi karil melr” 
DUREAN, ELISË (1860-1930),

335-36, 339, 376, 594 
Durean, Mihran. See Durean, Elise 

(1860-1930).
DUREAN, PETROS (1851-1872), 

107,119-21, 154, 156, 212, 249, 
335,336-39

During those dark days: Ayn sew 
örerun

Dursetsinerë (Sant, L.), 196 
Dusap. See Tiwsab 
Dying is so difficult: Mernile orkan 

dzuarë
Dzayn hayrenakan (Zaryan, N.), 224 
“Dzayn tur oV tzovak” (Raffi), 144

E. Galfakan. See Eruhan (1870-1915) 
E. M. Kiwröt, joint pen-name of 

Kiwrcean, Mikayël (1879-1965), 
and Ötean, Eruand (1869-1926). 

E. Sarean. See Pöyacean, Eduard 
(1915-1966)

E. Tzovikean. See Pöyacean, Eduard 
(1915-1966)

Earcanean, Atom. See Siamanfö 
(1878-1915)

Ebb and flow: Telatuutiwn ew 
makëntatsutiwn 

ËGAZ, LUL (d.1734), 340
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Ejer ulewori me oragren (Zohrap, 
G.), 131

“Elbayr em t m e t” (PësikTaslean,
_ M.), 118, 119

“Elegia grvatz Vènetikum” (Charents,
R), 210

Elegy written in Venice: “Elegia 
grvatz Venetikum”

Eli mëkzoh (Sundukean, G.), 142 
Elia Astuatzaturean Muselean. See 

Elia Muselean (1689-?)
ELIA KAHANAY (16th or 17th 

c.), 340
Elia Kametsi. See Elia Muselean 

(1689- ?)
Elia Karnetsu divanë, 55 
ELIA MUSELEAN (1689-?), 55, 

85-87, 340-41
ELIAYÈAN, BIWZAND (1900- 

1995), 341
Eliazaryan, Hayastan. See Zaryan, 

Nairi (1900-1969)
Eliazaryan, Kostan. See Zaryan, 

Kostan (1885-1969)
Elie de Kharpout, père. See Elia 

K‘ahanay (16th or 17th c.) 
ELIVARD (1910-1990), 296, 

341-42, 526
Embost erger (Papazean, V), 193 
“Ëmbosti mahë” (Papazean, V), 193 
ËMIN, GEVORG (1919-1998), 56, 

229-30, 342-45, 580, 614 
Emin, Joseph. See Emin, Yovsep 

(1726-1809)
ËMIN, YOVSËP (1726-1809), 345
Emma (Papazean, V), 193 
Emperor, The: Kaysrë 
Ëndidëmên (Tlkatintsi), 165 
English letters: Angliakan namakani 
“Enicheri” (Papazean, V), 193 
Enker Panjuni taragrutean mëj 

(Ötean, E.), 168
Enker Panjuni Vaspurakani mëj 

(Ötean, E.), 168
Ënkuzin kolovë (Kamsarakan, T.),

130
Entanik, patiw, baroyakan (Ötean, 

R ), 167

Entertainment for spare time: Parap 
vahti halalik

Entir patmutiwn Dawit Bëgin ew 
paterazmats hayotsn Haÿanu ork 
elen ënddëm turkats i merum 
zamanaki, ayn ë yami Team 1722, 
ew hayots 1171. See Patmutiwn 
Eaÿantswots.

Ëôtsiwzean, Zareh. See Orbuni, 
Zareh (1902-1980)

Eosëy Vananfnseh. See Sefean, 
Yovhannës(1853-1930)

Epic dawn: Ëpikakan lusabats 
Ëpikakan lusabats (Charents, E.), 211 
Epileptic or Evil Spirit, The: 

Tsawagarë or Char ogi 
“Eprat” (TBtëean, V), 161 
“Eraz” (Sahaziz, S.), 141 
Erazayin Halëpë (Izarukean, A.),

248
Erazi më ginë (Arpiarean, A.), 128 
Erb aylews dien sirer (Esayan, Z.), 

172
“Erb Ôrë gay veijapës” (Tëtëean,

V), 161
“E re t erg thradaluk aljkan” (Charents, 

E.), 208
Erek tari 291 or (Hanzadyan, S.),

224
EREMIA diëlëpi K‘ËÔMIWRCEAN 

(1637-1695), 57, 59-63, 65, 80, 
345-47, 415,463 

“Erg hayreni” (Pësiktaslean, M.):
“Ma Normandie” (Bérat, F.), 119 

Erg kalaki masin (Armen, M.), 222 
Erger u vërker (Isahakyan, A.),182 
“E rg t Nahapeti” (Alisan, L), 117 
Eritasardutyan semin (Mahari, G.), 

221
Eritasardutyun (Mahari, G.), 221 
Eritsyan, Valarsak. See Norents, 

Vaïarsak (1903-1973)
ERKAP, ARSËN (1893-1969),

276, 339,347, 535 
“Erkafulu sinuriwnë” (Tumanean,

Y), 182
Er kir hayreni (Demircyan, D.), 218 
Erkir Nairi (Charents, E.), 208, 214
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Erkir Nairi (Tërean, V.), 185 
“Erkir yisatakats” (Susanean, V.), 242 
Erkragortzutiwnë orpês ulilcanaparh 

(Naîbandean, M.), 139 
Erku koyr (Alayean, L.), 148 
Erku tërov tzafay me (Paronean, Y.), 

122-23
Erkunk T. dam  (Tzerents), 125 
Eröt. See Ötean, Eruand (1869-1926) 
ERUHAN (1870-1915), 151, 

162-63, 347-48
Es drsetsi diem amer (Otean, E.), 

168
“Es im anus Hayastani arevaham bam 

cm sirum” (Charents, E.), 209 
Es kataretsi im partks (Tlkatintsi), 

165
“Es Isetsi mi anus dzayn” (Sahaziz, 

S.), 141-42
ESAYAN, ZAPEL (1878-1943), 

170-72, 348-50,601 
ESAYEAN, ËMMANUËL 

(1839-1907), 350
Esi marde (Sant, L.), 196 
Ëtlvays. See Antonean, Aram 

(1875-1951)
Euphrates: “Epfat”
Evening at Varinka’s, An: Varinki 

vecherë
“Everyone’s poem”: “Amenapoem” 
Ewginë (Sirvanzade), 190 
Ewterpë. See Galëmktearean, Zaruhi 

(1874—1971)
Ëztahar. See Zardarean, Ruben 

(1874-1915)

Fall of the Arsakuni dynasty: Ankumn 
Arsakuni Harstutean 

Familiar names: Tzanôt dêmker 
Family, honor, morality: Entanik, 

patiw, baroyakan
Family of an Armenian Protestant, 

The: Hay bolokakani ëntanikë 
Family of Paradise, A: Drahti ëntanik 
Farewell, childhood: Mnas barov 

mankutiwn
FA RM AN  MANUK, 350-51

“Farmani Asman,” See Forman 
Manuk

Fatherland: Erkir hayreni 
Fatma and Asad: Fatman ew Asadë 
Fatman ew Asadë (Sirvanzade), 189 
Fernando. See Arazi (1878-1964) 
Fertile furrows: Argawand akösner 
Filling up a void: Anjrpeti me 

grawumë
First among womankind: “Gluh 

hanur azgin kanants”
Flatterer, The: Solokortë 
Flickering flames of death and hope: 

Hogevarki ew yoysi jaher 
Flutist from the mountains of

Armenia, The: “Hayastani lefneru 
smgaharë”

Fool, The: Hentë 
For honor: Patui hamar 
For others: Urisi hamar 
Fortress of Armenia, The: Hayots 

berdë
Foundation of authentictiy, The:

Girk or kochi himn stugutean 14 
(Sarafean, N.), 247 

Frenzied masses, The: “Ambohnerë 
helagarvatz”

Frissons: Sarsurner 
From dark comers: Mat ankiwnnerë 
From midnight to dawn: Kësgiserën 

minchew arsaloys 
From the bottom of the heart: “I 

horots srti”
From the Crimean album: “Lrimi 

albomits”
From the crucible of life: Keanki 

bovits
From the other world: Ëndi dëmën 
“From your royal repose”: “I 

nnjmanëd arl^ayakan”
Future of Armenian literature, The: 

“Hay grakanufean galik* ôrë”

G. Zaruhi. See Galëmktearean, Zaruhi 
(1874-1971)

Gabriël-MackaL See Babkents 
(1860-1917)
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Gabrielyan, Hrachya. See Kochar, 
Hrachya (1910-1965)

Gabuzyan, Vahram. See Alazan, 
Vahram (1903-1966)

Gagatneri ergé (Armen, M.), 222 
GALËMKEAREAN, ZARUHI 

(1874-1971), 351, 530 
Galfayean, Horen. See Narpëy, Horen 

(C 1 8 3 1 -Ï8 9 2 )

Galileo and Milton: “Galiley ew 
Milton”

“Galiley ew Milton” (Manuëlean, 
Lewon), 192

Galfakan, E. See Eruhan (1870-1915) 
Gamar-Kafipa. See Patkanean, 

Rapayël (1830-1892) 
Gamsaragan. See Kamsarakan 
GAPASAHALEAN, GRIGOR 

(1740-4808), 351 
Garabed. See Karapet 
Garagasean, Vahram. See Tatul, 

Vahram (1887-1943)
Garbuzyan, Vahram. See Alazan, 

Vahram (1903-1966)
Gardens of Silihdar, The: Silihtari 

partëznerë
“Gaman giser” (Tekëean, V), 161 
Garnanayin (Susanean, V), 242 
GARÔNË, ARAM (1905-1974),

351-52
“Garun” (Pësiktaslean, M.), 119 
Gasparyan, Asot. See Saybon, Asot 

(1905-1982)
Gawaratsi. See Leo (1860-1932) 
Gawat me miayn (Tlkatintsi), 165 
“Gehenakank4” (Taturean, A.), 162 
Geti namakner (Tlkatintsi), 165 
Geljuk. See Ösakm, Yakob 

(1883-1948)
Gelö. See Barselean, Gelam 

(1883-1915)
Genealogy of Armenian kings: 

Azgabanutiwn tagaworatsn 
hayots yordwots yordis, 
hamawteal i Movsisë 
Horenatswoy

Gëorg Marzpetuni (Muratsan), 188

GEORG MHLAYIM (18th c.), 94, 
96-97, 352

Gharabegian. See Larabegean 
“Gikor” (Tumanean, Y), 182 
Gilanents, Petros di Sargis. See Petros 

di Sargis Gilanents (d. 1724) 
Gilanskii, Petr. See Petros di Sargis 

Gilanents (d. 1724)
G irt alötits or kochi Astuatzalers 

(Lazar Jahketsi), 96 
G irt alötits or kochi zbösaran 

hogewor (Simëon I, Erewantsi), 
92

G irt anuaneal orogayt parais, 75 
G irt a[stua]tzabanakan or kochi 

droht tsankali (Lazar Jahketsi), 95 
G irt canaparhi (Charents, E.), 211 
Girk halits (Elia Muselean), 87 
G irt hamaföt vasn iskapës ew 

csmarit hawatoy ew dawanutean 
ullapaf katolikë ew ënthanur 
[sic] Hayastaneayts ekeletswoy 
(Yovhannës Julayetsi), 64 

“Girk imatsufyan” (Charents, E.), 
212

G irt terakanutean (Paltasar Dpir), 
81

G irt noraboys or kochi ergaran 
(Lazar Jahketsi), 96 

G irt or kochi akn lusatu (Manuël 
Dpir Kostandnupolsetsi), 98 

G irt or kochi atenakan vicabanutiwn 
(Aleksandr I, Julayetsi), 66 

G irt or kochi himn stugutean
(Manuël Dpir Kostandnupolsetsi), 
98

G irt or kochi lutzich tarakusanats 
(Manuël Dpir Kostandnupolsetsi), 
97

G irt or kochi srbaznagortzutiwn 
(Yovhannës Julayetsi), 65 

G irt patmutean (Yovhannës 
Julayetsi), 65

G irt tramabanutean (Simëon 
Julayetsi), 64

G irt tzalkants (Demircyan, D.), 217 
G irt vicabanutean ënddëm

erkabnakats (Gëorg Mhlayim), 97
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Giser ewyuser (Terean, V.), 184 
“Gisem anus ë . . (Metzarents, M.),

156
Giwlatsi. See Cuhiryan, Harufyun 

(1864-1938)
“Giwli siwker, earoj erger” (Taturean,

A.), 162
Gleeful gal, The: Hndamolik aljike 
Glory unto the uncreate God: “Park* 

anelin astuatzufean”
“Gluh hanur azgin kanants” (Hachatur 

Haspëk Erëts Kafatsi), 55 
Godfather, The: Knkahayrë 
Going abroad: Dëpi artasahman 
Golden age of Armenia: Oski dar 

Hayastani
Golden bracelet: Oski aprjan 
Golden bridge: Oski kamurj 
Golden fairy tale: Oski hëkiat 
Golden rooster: Oski akalal 
Golgotayi tzatikner (Varuzan, D.),

157
Golgotha flowers: Golgotayi 

tzatikner
“Govasank tzalkants” (Dawit4 

Saladzoretsi), 55
Grandfather and grandchild: Papik 

ew tornik
Graser Atom. See Tëmircipasean, 

Elia (1851-1908)
GRASI, ASOT (1910-1973),

352- 53
GRIG, GEVORG (1893-1987),

353- 54
Grigor Daranaltsi. See Grigor 

Daranahsi or Kamahetsi 
(1576-1643)

GRIGOR DARANALTSI or 
KAMAHETSI (1576-1643), 47,
52, 53, 61, 67-68, 70,354 

Grigor Kamahetsi. See Grigor 
Daranaltsi or Kamahetsi 
(1576-1643)

GRIGOR ÖSAKANTSI (cl756- 
1798), 79-80, 111,354 

Grigor Siruantsi. See Grigor Stfayakir 
(1669-1749)

GRIGOR SLTAYAKIR (1669- 
1749), 47, 76, 81. 95,354-55 

GRIGOR VANETSI, 35, 355
Grigorean, Luiza. See Aslanean, 

Luiza (1906-cl945)
Grigoryan, Alavni. See Alavni 

(1911-1992)
Grigoryan, Asot. See Grasi, Asot 

(1910-1973)
Grigoryan, Garegin. See Sevunts, 

Garegin (1911-1969)
Grigoryan, Gevorg. See Grig, Gevorg 

(1893-1987)
Grigoryan, Hmayak. See Sahyan, 

Hamo (1914-1993) 
GRIGORYAN, SAMVEL (1907- 

1987), 355-56
Grkoyk kochetseal ergaran (Petros 

Lapantsi), 81
Grkoyk or kochi alötamatoyts 

(Aleksandr I, Julayetsi), 66 
Grkoyk or kochi tsank girk Nor 

Ktakaranin (Pahasar Dpir), 81 
Grkuks sahawët, uni yinkean bazum 

inch hawaketseal asti ew anti 
(Paltasar Dpir), 81 

Gulkaneants, Melko. See Melko, 
Samdii (18th-19th c.) 

GURJI-NAVÉ (d.1840), 356 
Gur(d)jian. See Kiwrcean 
Gusan Asot. See Asot, Gusan (1907-) 
Gusan Havasi. See Havasi, Gusan 

(1896-1978)
Gusan Sahen. See Sahen, Gusan 

(1909-1990)
Gusan Seram. See Seram, Gusan 

(1857-1938)
Guyumcean, Misak. See Arandzar 

(1877-1913)
GUYUMCEAN, YAKOB (1904- 

1961), 356-57
Gyulatsi. See Culuiyan, Harutyun 

(1864-1938)
GYULNAZARYAN, HAZAK 

(1918-), 279,357-58, 361, 371, 
549, 602, 615

H. A. G. See Leo (1860-1932)
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HACEAN, MKRTICH (1915- 
1985), 358, 620

Hadiagoli yisatakaranë (Raffi) 145, 
146

Hadiatryan, Taful. See Huryan, 
Taful (1912-1942) 

HACHATUR ËRZRUMETSI 
(1666-1740), 90, 94, 97, 358-59 

Hadiatur Erovpatsi. See Hadiatur 
Ewdokatsi (16th-17th c.) 

HACHATUR EWDOKATSI 
(16th-17th c.), 44-45, 359_ 

HACHATUR HASPËK ERËTS 
KAFATSI (1610-1686), 55, 359 

HACHATUR JULAYETSI (18th 
c.), 64, 89-90, 360 

HACHATUR KAFAYETSI 
(C1592-1659?), 55, 70-71, 360 

Hadiatur Kametsi. See Hadiatur 
Ërzrumetsi (1666—1740) 

Hadigruz (Kafayetsi). See Hadiatur 
Kafayetsi (cl592-1659?) 

Hadipanean, Lewond. See Sirvani 
(20th c.)

HaciAptullah (Ôsakan, Y,), 174 
Haci Murat (Ôsakan, Y.), 175 
Hadid. See Sundukean, Gabriel 

(1825-1912)
Hagop. See Hakob. See also Yakob. 
Haji Abdullah: Haci Aptullah 
Haji Murat: Haci Murat 
HAKOBYAN, HAKOB (1866™ 

1937), 152, 207, 325, 360-62 
Hamal. See Sundukean, Gabriel 

(1825-1912)
Hamapatker arewrntahay 

grakanutean (Ôsakan, Y.),
173,176

Hamarôt Uerakanutiwn ew 
tramabanutiwn (Yovhannës 
Julayetsi), 64

Hamarôtakan imastasirutiwn 
(Hadiatur Ërzrumetsi), 97 

HAMASTEL(1895-1966), 164, 
178, 236-37, 266,362, 447, 475, 
539

Hamcfai. See Patkanean, Rapayël 
(1830-1892)

Hamsayi melikutiwnnerë (Raffi), 146 
Hamsirak A. See Kiwrcean, Mik*ayël 

(1879-1965)
Hamsirak B. See Tekëean, Vahan 

(1878-1945)
Hanean, Galust. See Hanents, Galust 

(1910-1998)
HANENTS, GALUST (1910-1998), 

363
HANZADYAN, SERO (1915- 

1998), 74,224-26, 304, 363-64, 
508

Harazat ordi (Eruhan), 163 
“Harcë” (Varuzan, D.), 158 
Haroutioun. See Harufyun. See also 

Yarufiwn
Harutyunyan, Mkrtidi. See Armen, 

Mkrtich (1906-1972) 
Haruüyunyan, Movses. See Arazi 

(1878-1964)
Harufyunyan, Norayr. See Nor-Ayr 

(1912-1981)
“Hat Saba” (Papazean, V), 193 
Hatabala (Sundukean, G.), 142 
HATISEAN, MARIAM (1845- 

1914), 107,365 
Hatsavan (Zaryan, N.), 224 
Hatsi hndir (Prösean, R), 144 
Hatsin ergë (Varuzan, D.), 80,158 
HAVASI, GUSAN (1896-1978), 365 
“Hawatov hostovanim” (Nerses 

Snorhali), 96
Hay bolokakani ëntanikë (Muratsan), 

187
Hay busak (Alisan, L.), 116 
“Hày grakanufean galikôrë” (Tërean, 

V), 185
Hayapatum (Alisan, L.), 116 
“Hayastani lerneru smgahare” 

(Hamastel), 236
Hayastani Ton-Kisotë (Tbfovents,

V), 215
Hayergutiwn (Tekëean, V), 161 
Haygoyz (Hrimean, M.), 127 
HAYK, VÀHË (1896-1983), 237, 

365-66
HaykDiwtsazn (Bagratuni, A.), 105, 

107,113
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Hayk the hero: Hayk Diwtsazn 
Haykak. See Arpiarean, Arpiar 

(1851-1908)
Haykakan namakani (Mamurean, 

M.), 121,122
HAYKAZ, ARAM (1900-1986), 

239, 366
Hayk-Lewon. See Biwrat, Smbat 

(1862-1915)
HAYKUNI, ARMENAK (1835- 

1866), 366-67
Hayordiner (Siamanfö), 154 
Hayots berdë (Zoryan, S.), 219, 220 
Hayots danfeakanë (Siraz, H.), 227 
“Hayots hrask£: Mesrop Mastols” 

(Siraz, H.), 227
“Hayots lernerum” (Tumanean, Y), 

182
“Hayots vistë” (Tumanean, Y), 182 
HAYRAPET, ABDIN ÖLLI (18th 

c.), 367-68
HAYRAPETYAN, HAYRAPET 

(1874-1962), 368
Hayreni hrawër (Siamanfö), 155 
“Hayrenhds het” (Thmanean, Y), 

182
Hayfuni, Z. See Tëmircipasean, Elia 

(1851-1908)
Hay-Venet (Alisan, L.)» 116 
“Hazarpesen” (Abovean, H.), 136 
Hcankar hogu ev kartezi guynerits 

(Kaputikyan, S.), 229 
Heading for Mount Masis: “Depi 

lyarë Masis”
Heart of a girl, The: Aljkan më sirtë 
Heart of the race [i.e., nation]: Tselin 

sirtë
Hediumyan, Vidok. See Hechumyan, 

Vigen (1916-1975) 
HECHUMYAN, VIGEN (1916- 

1975), 304,368-69 
Heci-Ala. See Patkanean, Rapayel 

(1830-1892)
Heghnar foutain: Hebiar albyur 
HËKÜMEAN, SRAPION (1832- 

1892), 369
Heikomi nahagahë (Zoryan, S.), 219 
Hebiar albyur (Armen, M.), 222

“Henfë” (Fapazean, V), 193 
Heute (Raffi), 146 
Heraz. See Orbuni, Zareh (1902- 

1980)
Hero, The: Herosë 
Heroically: Diwtsaznôrên 
Herose (Chëôkiwrean, T.), 166, 167 
Hetanos erger (Varuzan, D.), 155, 

157
Hikeayëi Faris vë Vëna, tëëlif 

ôlunmus latin lisanënta vë 
tërcëmë ôlunmus hay lisanëna, 
pir ëhli mëarif zat marifëtiylë, 
Homeros istillahi ilë, vë tëkrar 
tërcëmë ôlunmus lisant fiwrkiyë, 
mëvzun vë mugajfa ôlarag, 
Eremia Chëlëpi Këômiwrceants 
marifëtiylë. .  . See Patmutiwn 
Parëzi ew Vennayi 

Hin astuatzner (Sanf, L.), 196 
HISAREAN, YOVHANNÉS 

(1827-1916), 107, 369-70 
Hisohityunner Yerevani ulliài tnits 

(Charents, E.), 210 
History of Russian Armenian 

literature, A: Rusahay 
grakanutean patmutiwn 

Hlunerë ew ëmbostnerë (Esayan, Z.), 
171

“Hmayafapë” (Basalean, L.), 132 
“Hmbapet Savarsë” (Charents, E.),

’  210
Hndamolik aljikë (Arpiarean, A.),. 

128
HNKO-APER (1870-1935), 370-71
Hnkoyan, Afabek. See Hnko-Aper 

(1870-1935)
“Hogehangist” (Tumanean, Y), 180 
Hogevarki ewyoysijäher (Siamanfö), 

155
“Hogewor Hayastan” (Tërean, V), 

185
Hoginerë tzarawi (Sant4, L.), 196 
Hogis aksoreal (Esayan, Z.), 172 
“Hogis cermak varderov” (Taturean, 

A,), 162
Holë (Hanzadyan, S.), 224 
Honarhnerë (Ôsakan, Y), 173
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Honor, or good repute: Namus 
Hordzank. See Alazan, Vahram 

(1903-1966)
Horen Orotum. See Tekëean, Vahan 

(1878-1945)
Horhrdawor miandznuhi (Muratsan), 

188
Hortakuatz keank (Manuelean, 

Lewon), 193
Hösaktsutiwnk mefelots (Paronean, 

Y), 124
Hoset, Hayastani lerner (Hanzadyan, 

S.), 225
“Hosk4 im ordun” (Kaputikyan, S.), 

"228
Hosrov ew Makruhi (Hisarean, Y.), 

107
Hovhannesian. See Hov- 

hannesyan. See also 
Hovhannisyan;Yovhannësean; 
Yovhannisean

Hovhannesyan, Zapel. See Esayan, 
Zapel (1878-1943) 

HOVHANNISYAN, HOV- 
HANNES (1864-1929), 109,
154,179-80, 180, 183, 192, 
371-73,378, 585 

HOVHANNISYAN, HRACHYA 
(1919-1998), 373-74, 509 

Hovhannisyan, Mikayel. See 
Nar-Dos (1867-1933)

Hovkul (Kamsarakan, T.), 130 
Hovnan metzatun (Demircyan, D.), 

217
Hovnatan ordi Eremiayi (Tokovents, 

V), 215
Hradieay. See Arpiarean, Arpiar 

(1851-1908)
Hrahat. See Leo (1860-1932)
Hrand. See Kiwrcean, Melkon 

(1859-1915)
Hrant. See Pësiktaslean, Mkrtidi 

(1828-1868)
Hrasali yarutiwn (TBkëean, V), 161 
“hrat hogewor ew arakawor vasn 

sayli” (Grigor Vanetsi), 35 
“Hrat tal ergeloy” (Karapet Bahsetsi), 

' 34

Hrawirak araratean (Hrimean, M.),
127

Hrawirak erkrin aweteats (Hrimean, 
M.), 127

Hrazdan. See Arpiarean, Arpiar 
(1851-1908)

Hrdeh nawtagortzaranum 
(Sirvanzade), 189 

Hrestak azdetsutean ar hays
hrovmayatseals (Taliadean, M.), 
134

HRIMEAN, MKRTICH (1820- 
1907), 100, 101, 122,126-27, 
160, 164,166, 178,375-77, 515 

Hrimean Hayrik. See Hrimean, 
Mkrtidi (1820-1907)

Hrpet. See Arpiarean, Arpiar 
(1851-1908)

Humble, The: Honarhnerë 
Hur Hayran. See Tëmircipasean, Elia 

(1851-1908)
HÜRYAN, PATOL (1912-1942), 

377
Husardzan mayrikis (Siraz, H.), 227

I fulfilled my obligation: Es kataretsi 
im partks

“I heard a sweet voice”: “Es lsetsi mi 
anus dzayn”

“I horots srti” (Orbuni, Z.), 243 
I love the sun-drenched: “Es im anus 

Hayastani arevaham bam cm 
sirum”

“I nnjmanëd arkayakan” (Paltasar 
Dpir), 80

I shall not marry an outsider: Es 
drsetsi chem amer

I was requested to deliver this to you: 
Patviretsin handznel dzez 

“Im dzeratetre” (Paronean, Y), 122 
“Im enker Neson” (Tumanean, Y), 

182
“Im ergers” (Yakobean, Z ,), 240 
Im katolik harsnatsun (Muratsan), 

187
Imperial exultation: Kayserakan 

yaltergutiwn
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In praise of flowers: “Govasank* 
tzalkants”

In the days of terror: Arhawirki orerin 
In the waiting room: Spasman srahin 

mëj
Incontinent woman, The: Tzakptukë 
Incursions of the Persians into 

Armenia, or the destruction of 
the Bagratid capital of Ani: 
Aspatakutiwnk parskats i Hays 
kam Awerumn Ani mayrakalakin 
Bagratuneats

Indra. See Intra (1875-1921)
Infernal songs: “Gehenakank*”
Inkatz berdi ishanuhin (Sant, L.), 197 
Inner world: Nerasharh 
INTRA (1875-1921), 170, 171, 

377-78
Invitation to [return to] the native 

land, An: Hayreni hrawër 
ISAHAKEAN, ISAHAK (1893- 

1916), 378
ISAHAKYAN, AVETIK“ (1875- 

1957), 148, 152, 156,182-84, 
184,203, 210, 216, 217, 226, 263, 
378, 378-86, 549 

ISHAN, MUSEL(1913-1990), 
*249-50, 386, 604 

Ishanuhin (Sarafean, N.), 247 
Iskuhi Hovean. See Tëk‘ëean, Vahan 

(1878-1945)
Island and a man, The: Ktzin ew mi 

mard
IWAN (1800-1865), 386

Jalaleddin (Raffi), 145 
Jambr (Simeon I, Erewantsi), 91 
JAVAHETSI (1874-1937), 387 
“Jewish bride, The,” 62 
Jilted lover, A: Merzuatz sër 
JIWANI (1846-1909), 78,387-88 
Joachim’s grandchildren: Yovakimi 

tornere
Joachim’s great-grandchildren;

Yovakimi tornordinerë 
Jonathan, son of Jeremiah: Hovnatan 

ordi Eremiayi
Journey to infinity: “Dëpi anhunë”

Kabasak(h)alian. See Gapasahalean 
Kaj Nazar (Demircyan, D.), 217 
Kajaran (Hanzadyan, S.), 224 
Kajberuni. See Tër-Yovhannisean, 

Gabriel (1837-1920) 
Kaiakavarutean vnasnerë (Paronean, 

Y.), 124
“Kaîand” (Basalean, L.), 132 
Kamar-Katiba. See Gamar-Kafipa 

(1830-1892)
KAMSARAKAN, TIGRAN (1866- 

1941), 107,129-30, 306, 388, 
512, 530

Kandatz öjah (Sundukean, G.), 143 
K‘antak. See Kiwrcean, Mik*ayël 

(1879-1965)
Kaos (Sirvanzade), 189, 190 
Kapkaz tamasa (Charents, E.), 210 
Kapriei. See Gabriel. See also 

Gabriel.
KAPUTIKYAN, SILVA (1919-), 

228-29, 240,388-91 
Karakashian. See Garagasean 
Karap. See Vstuni, Azat (1894—1958) 
KARAPET BALISETSI (cl475- 

cl520?), 33-35, 391-92 
Karapet Tascyan. See Vstuni, Azat 

(1894—1958)
Karapetean, Yovhannës. See Ohan 

Karo (1890-1933). See also Sirin 
(1827-1857)

Karapetyan, Onik. See Siraz, 
Hovhannes (1915-1984) 

Karavannerë der kaylum en 
(Kaputikyan, S.), 229 

“Karg ew tfiw fagaworats hayots” 
(Martiros Lrimetsi), 58 

Karmir girkë (Sewak, R.), 158 
Karmir lurer barekamës (Siamanfö), 

155
Karmir zamuts (Arpiarean, A.), 128 
Karmrakar (Bakunts, A.), 214 
Karo. See Yarufiwnean, Artasës 

(1873-1915)
Karo, Ohan. See Ohan Karo 

(1890-1933)
Karöt (Haykaz, A.), 239
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KARVARENTS, GËORG (1892- 
1946), 392

Kasbar. See Gaspar 
Kayserakan yaltergutiwn (Ôsakan, 

Y), 175
Kaysrë (Sant, L.), 196 
Kaytzer (Raffi), 146 
Ke hndrui, .  . hachadzewel 

(Simonean, S.), 251 
KeaniCi bovits (Sirvanzade), 191 
Kefetsi "Tatar Martiros. See Martiros 

Lrimetsi (d.1683)
Këlênean, Hambardzum. See 

Hamastel( 1895-1966)
Keitz hancarner (Esayan, Z.), 171 
Kerestëcean, Sahan, See Sahnur, 

Sahan (1903-1974)
Kesarean, Manuel Srmakës. See 

Manuël Dpir Kostandnupolsetsi 
(18th c.)

Kësgiserën minchew arsaloys 
(Tëkëean, V.), 161 

Kevork. See Gëorg; Gevorg 
KTCHIK-NÖVAY (18th c.), 392 
“Kilikia” (N. Rusinean): “Ma 

Normandie” (Fr. Bérat), 106, 119 
Kilikioy arkan (Ishan, M.), 249 
King of Cilicia, The: Kilikioy arkan 
King Pap: Pap tagawor 
Kiwfëcean, Yakob. See Ôsakan, 

Yakob (1883-1948) 
K3WRCEAN, M ELKON (1859- 

1915), 151,163-64, 258, 292, 
339,392-93,458

KIWRCEAN, MIK AYEL (1879- 
1965), 130,393

Klzin ew mi mard (Zaryan, K.), 200 
Knar amerikean (Alihan, L), 117 
Knkahayrë (Ôsakan, Y), 177 
KOCHAR, HRACHYA (1910- 

1965), 393-95
Komalmanah (Charents, E.), 210 
Koms Emmanuel. See Nalbandean, 

Mikayël (1829-1866)
Kofnak (Pêsikfaslean, M.), 119 
KORYUN, MKRTICH (1913- 

1984), 395-96, 626

KOSTANDEAN, YARUT (1909- 
1979), 396

Kötak. See Chiftë-Saraf, Önnik 
(1874-1932)

Krake sapikë (Easyan, Z.), 172 
KRANEAN, BIWZAND (1912-), 

396-97
Krasny smekh (Andreev, L.), 167 
Krikor. See Grigor 
Krizanfëm. See Alpiar, Yarutiwn 

(1864—1919)
[“Krtutiwn kristonëakan”] Pu 

g ir t ôlturki kristonëakan 
hawatkëmëza igtizalë kerëk 
ôlan pir gach ëôyrênilëcëklêr 
hayca pilmëyën kristoneay 
elbayrlarëmëz ichin fiwrkcë 
saradrel ôluntu, vë atënë krfutiwn 
kristonëakan tëtik (Paltasar Dpir), 
81

Kruatzatik (Pfôsean, R), 144 
“Ksan kahalanner” (Tekëean, V.), 

161
Ksanerord dar (Emin, G.), 56 
“Ksmifner” (Paronean, Y.), 122 
Ktakë (Tlkatintsi), 165 
“Ktor me erkink.” See Bats-kapuyt 

tzalikner
Kudiak, Nahapet. See Nahapet 

Kuchak
KÜRLINYAN, SUSANIK (1876- 

1927), 152, 207,397-98 
KURTIKYAN, STEPAN (1908- 

1986), 362, 398-99, 489, 557, 
559, 575, 582, 621,634, 638 

kusan. See gusan 
Kuyumjian. See Guyumcean 
Kyankë hin hrovmeakan canaparhi 

vra (Tofovents, V.), 216 
Kyores (Bakunts, A.), 214

L. Zartumean. See Basalean, Lewon 
(1868-1943)

“Lalafioy Reste” (Basalean, L.), 132 
“Laloy” (Papazean, Y.), 193 
Lament on the fall of Constantinople: 

“Olb mayrakalakin Stampôlu” 
Lament on the invasions of Shah
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Ismayel, A: “Olb i veray 
arsawanats Sah Ismayëli”

Land, The: Holë 
Land of memories, A: “Erkir 

yisatakats”
Land of Nairi : Erkir Nairi 
Larabegean, Margar. See Dew 

(1901-1976)
Las. See Aslanean, Luiza (1906- 

cl945)
Last cup, The: Wer jin bazake 
Last innocent, The: Verjin anmele 
Laughter: Tzitzal
Laz Minasean, Sepuh. See Minasean, 

Sepuh (1825-1887)
LAZAR, BALER OLLI (18th c,), 

399
LAZAR JAHKETSI (d.1751), 

95-96,399
LAZAR SEBASTATSI (16th-17th 

c.), 42, 399-400
Lazarosean, Karo. See Mehean, Karo 

(1898-1984)
Léart, Marcel. See Zöhrap, Grigor 

(1861-1915)
Legitimate son: Harazat ordi 
LEO (1860-1932), 88,151,191-92, 

283, 289,400-401, 605 
Leo. See Leo (1860-1932)
LER KAMSAR (1888-1965), 401-2 
LERENTS (1866-1939), 402 
Lernakanneru verjaloysë (Simonean, 

S.), 251
Lefnordi. See Biwrat, Smbat 

(1862-1915)
Letter (addressed) to Erevan, A: Tutt 

ar Erewan
Letter to my children: Tult 

zawaknerus
Letter to the king of the Russians, A: 

“Namak rusats fagavorin”
Letters of a merchant, or the art 

of being a perfect person, The: 
“Vacarakani me namaknere kam 
katareal mard ëllalu arueste” 

Levon’s grief: “Lewoni vistë” 
Lewonean, Serovbë. See Jiwani 

(1846-1909)

“Lewoni vistë” (Sahaziz, S.), 141 
Life on the old Roman highway: 

Kyankë hin hfovmeakan 
canaparhi vra

Light blue flowers: Bats-kapuyt 
tzatikner 

Longing: Kamt
“Lofetsi Sakon” (Tumanean, Y.), 181 
Love: Sër
Love and freedom: Sër ew azatutiwn 
Love and genocide: Sërë Eternin mëj 
Loveless romance: “Romans anser” 
Lovesong: “Sirerg”
“Lrimi albomits” (Tzaturean, A.), 180 
Lrutyan dzaynë (Mahari, G.), 221 
Lubin, Armen. See Sahnur, Sahan 

(1903-1974)
LUKAS KARNETSI (cl722-1799), 

402-3
Lukas Sebastatsi Stepanosean 

(1709-1752). See Patmutiwn 
Lapantswots

LUKASYAN, HOVHANNES 
( 1 9 1 9 403-4

LUL ARZUNI (17th-18th c,), 404
Lui Egaz. See Egaz, Lui (d. 1734)
Lui Yovhannës. See Yovhannës, Lui 

(cl740-1834)
LUNKIANOS KARNETSI (d. 

1841?), 111-12, 404
“Lur-da-lur” (Fapazean, Y.), 193 
Lusignan, Corène de. See Narpëy, 

Horën (cl831-1892)
Lusinean, Horën Narpëy. See Narpëy, 

Horën (cl 831-1892)
Lutz armatoyn meroy (Manuël 

Kiwmiwshanatsi), 110

M. Hadiuni. See Markosean, Hadiik 
(1894—1977)

M. M. See Mamurean, Mattëos 
(1830-1901)

M. Vayeldiean. See Patkanean, 
Rapayël (1830-1892)

Magalatner (Taturean, A.), 162 
MAHARI, GURGEN (1903-1969), 

204, 214, 216,220-22, 223, 317, 
364, 405-6, 509, 550
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Mähe (Nar-Dos), 195 
Mahlas (Sundukean, G.), 142 
“Mahvan tesil” (Charents, E.), 212 
MALËZEAN, VAHAN (1871- 

1967), 406-7
Mamikonyan, Karapet. See Vstuni, 

Azat (1894—1958) 
MAMIKONYAN, NIKOLAYOS 

(1860-1937), 407
MAMUREAN, MATTEOS (1830- 

1901), 121,122, 388, 407-9, 457, 
530, 538,582, 599 

Man of the Black Mountain, The: 
Sew lerin mardë 

Man of the I, The: Esi mardi 
Man who came out of the refrigerator, 

The: Sarnaranën elatz mardi 
Manikean, Simëon. See Nalbandean, 

Mikayël (1829-1866)
Manisak. See Yarufiwnean, Artaêês 

(1873-1915)
Mankutiwn chunetsol mardik 

(Tzarukean, A.), 248 
Mankutyun (Mahari, G.), 216, 221 
Manuël Alfunean. See Manuël 

Kiwmiwshanatsi (1768-1843) 
MANUËL DPIR KOSTANDNU

POLSETSI (18th c.), 97-98,
409

Manuël Karcik. See Manuël Dpir 
Kostandnupolsetsi (18th c.) 

MANUËL KIWMIWSHANATSI 
(1768-1843), 110-11,‘409-10

Manuël Fokr. See Manuël Dpir 
Kostandnupolsetsi (18th c.) 

Manuël Sahinov. See Manuël 
Kiwmiwshanatsi (1768-1843) 

Manuël Srmakës Kesarean. See 
Manuël Dpir Kostandnupolsetsi 
(18th c.)

MANUELEAN, LEWON (1864-
1919), 192-93, 410, 605 

MANUËLEAN, SURËN (1906- 
1980), 238-39, 410 

MANUKEAN, MARTIROS 
(1846-1922), 411 

Manukyan, Aleksandr. See

Araksmanyan, Aleksandr 
(1911-1982)

MANUSEAN, MISAK (1906- 
1944), 411, 496 

MANVELYAN, MIKAYEL 
(1877-1944), 411-12

Mara. See Antonean, Aram 
(1875-1951)

Maraslean, Armën. See Anoys, 
Armën (1907-1958)

Mardorsi (Ishan, M.), 249 
MARGAR (i880-1944), 412-13 
Margarean, Lewond Alisan. See 

Alisan, Lewond (1820-1901) 
MARGARYAN, MARO (1915- 

1999), 413-14
Marisean, Mariam. See Hatisean, 

Mariam (1845-1914)
MARK, HAYKANOYS (cl883- 

1966), 294, 351,414 
MARKOSEAN, HACHIK 

(1894—1977), 414 
Markosyan, Armenak. See Havasi, 

Gusan (1896-1978)
“Maron” (Tumanean, Y.), 181 
Married woman, A: Arambin 
Marfalean, Toros. See Turinj 

(1790-1875)
MARTIROS HARASARTSI (16th 

c.?), 42, 414-15
MARTIROS LRIMETSI (d. 1683), 

57-58, 59,415-16 
Martiros Kafatsi. See Martiros 

Lrimetsi (d. 1683)
“Martyrs of Awarayr” (Sruandzteants, 

G.), 127
Marvel of Armenia, The: Mesrop 

Mastots: “Hayots hraskë: Mesrop 
Mastots”

“maslahaf” (Sundukean, G.), 143 
Matchmaker priest, The; Mijnord ter 

papan
Matnichi (Ötean, E.), 168 
Matter of bread, A: Hatsi hndir 
Mayta (Tiwsab, S.), 126, 131 
Mazaktsi. See Asaturean, Yakob 

(1903-)
Mediterranean: Mijerkrakan
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Meeting of kings, A: Tagaworats 
zolov

MEHEAN, KARÖ (1898-1984),
416

Mehekan. See Chëôkiwrean, Tigran 
(1884-1915)

Mekhitar, commander-in-chief: 
Mhitar Sparapet 

Melania. See Tëmircipasean, Elia 
(1851-1908)

Melania (Sirvanzade), 190 
Melediner, melediner (Narduni, S.), 

243
Meliha Nuri Hanëm (Esayan, Z.), 

172
Melikdoms of Khamsa: Hamsayi 

melikutiwnnerë 
Meliki aljikë (Leo), 192 
Melik’s daughter, The: Meliki aljikë 
MELIK-SAHNAZARYAN, 

KOSTANDIN (1856-1940), 416 
MELIR-SAHNAZARYANTS, 

SOLOMON (1862-1942), 
416-17

Melik4-Yakobean, Yakob. See Raffi 
(cl835-1888)

Melikzadë. See Raffi (cl 835-1888) 
MELKO, SAMCHI (18th-19th c.),

417
Melodies, melodies: Melediner, 

melediner
Memoirs of a robber, The: Hachagoli 

yisatakaranë
Memorial to my Vahram, A: 

Yusardzan Vahramis 
Men deprived of childhood: 

Mankutiwn diunetsol mardik 
Men in our battalion, The: Mer gndi 

mardik
Mën Kën. See Kiwrcean, MiLayël 

(1879-1965)
Menik. See Basalean, Lewon 

(1868-1943)
“Menk* chenk* moratsel” (Abov, G,), 

247
Mer erespohannerë (Otean, E.), 169 
Mer gndi mardik (Hanzadyan, S.), 

224

“Mer hayrenik*” (Nalbandean, M.), 
139

Mer keankë (Zardarean, H.), 244 
Mer tale (Nar-Dos), 194 
“Mer uhtë” (Tumanean, Y), 182 
Merelahartsuk (Nalbandean, M.), 

138
Mernilë orkan dzuar ë (Ishan, M.),

249
Mërsëtës. See Antonean, Aram 

(1875-1951)
Merzuatz sër (Eruhan), 163 
“Mesrop Mastots” (Siamanfö), 153 
Metzapatiw muratskanner (Paronean, 

Y), 123, 124
METZARENTS, MISAK (1886- 

1908), 152,156-57, 160, 166, 
240,249, 336,417-19, 526, 583 

Metzaturean, Misak*. See Metzarents, 
Misak* (1886-1908) 

Mgrdi(t)chian. See Mkrtchyan 
Mhitar Pontatsi. See Kiwrcean, 

MiLayël (1879-1965)
MHITAR SEBASTATSI (1676- 

1949), 28, 77, 90, 94, 98,
419-22

Mhitar Sparapet (Hanzadyan, S.),
* 74,224

“Mi giser Karachobanum” (Fapfazean, 
V.), 193

“Mi katil melr” (Tumanean, Y), 182 
Mi kyanki patmutyun (Zoryan, S.), 

216
Mijerkrakan (Sarafean, N.), 245, 246 
Mijnord tërpapan (Ötean, E.), 167 
MIKAYËLEAN, PAYLAK 

(1905-1936), 235, 422 
MIKAYELYAN, KAREN (1883- 

1942), 422-23 
MINAS, CERËAN ÖLLU 

(1730-1813), 423 
MINAS, LUTEI (1892-1957), 

423-24
MINAS AMDETSI (cl630-1704),

72-73,423
Minas Amfetsi. See Minas Amdetsi 

(cl630-1704)
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Minas Hamdetsi. See Minas Amdetsi 
(C 1630-1704)

MINAS TOHATETSI (cl510-?), 
39-40, 424

MINASEAN, SEPUH (1825-1887), 
425

Minin host miwsin harsn 
(Naibandcan, M.)138 

MIRAKYAN, VAHAN (1866- 
1942), 425

“Mirhav” (Bakunts, A.), 214 
Mirzayean, Amirzadë. See Yovhannës 

Vanandetsi (1772-1840) 
MISKIN-BURJI (1810-1847), 425 
Miss Liza: Oriord Liza 
Miss Saliha or the army against the 

tyrant: Saliha hanëm kam banakë 
brnaworin dëm

Mission to Tzaplvar, A: Afakelutiwn 
me i Tzaplvar 

Missionary, The: Afateale 
Mkrtchyan, Koryun. See Koryun, 

Mkrtich (1913-1984)
Mkrtich Vanetsi (kafolikos). See 

Hrimean, Mkrtich (1820-1907) 
Mnas barov mankutiwn (Ishan, M.), 

249
Mnatsakanean, Gabriel. See Babkents 

(1860-1917)
Mnatsakanyan, Arsavir. See Darbni, 

Arsavir (1910-1980)
Mnatsordats (Osakan, Y.), 175 
MNDZURI, YAKOB (1886-1978), 

178-79, 426
Molorak. See Kamsarakan, Tigran 

(1866-1941)
Monastery, The: Vante 
Monazn. See Temircipasean, Elia 

(1851-1908)
Monument to my mother, A: 

Husardzan mayrikis 
Moral pathology: Ahtabanufiwn 

baroyakan
Morgani hnamin (Sirvanzade), 191 
Morgan’s in-law: Morgani hnamin 
Mosaic composed of the colors of 

the soul and the map, A: Hcankar 
hogu ev tartezi guynerits

Most Honourable Beggars, The: 
Metzapatiw muratskanner 

Mourning Horenatsi, The: Olbatsol 
Horenatsin

Movsisyan, Aleksandr. See 
Sirvanzade (1858-1935) 

Movsisyan, Solomon. See Tarontsi, 
Solomon (1905-1971) 

Movsisyan, Zarzand. See Daryan, 
Zarzand (1912-1984)

“Mrots” (Bakunts, A.), 213 
Msak. See Tëmircipasean, Elia 

(1851-1908)
Msoy Gelam. See Ter Karapetean, 

Gelam (1865-1918)
Mtnadzor (Bakunts, A.), 213 
MtnsaU anurjner (Tërean, V.), 184 
Mtorumner canaparhi kesin 

(Kaputikyan, S.), 229 
Mtrak. See Biwrat, Smbat (1862- 

1915)
Mubayajyan, Sargis. See Atrpet 

(1860-1937)
Muradyan, Karlen. See Ëmin, Gevorg 

(1919-1998)
MURATSAN (1854-1908), 51, 105, 

109,187-88, 426-28
Mut ankiwnnerë (Tlkatintsi), 165 
My Catholic bride-to-be: Im katolik 

harsnatsun
My friend, Neso: “Im ënker Neson” 
“My God, Jesus Christ,” 34 
My heart with red roses: “Sirts karmir 

varderov”
My notebook: “Im dzeratetrë”
My songs: “Im ergers”
My soul in exile: Hogis atsoreal 
My soul with white roses: “Hogis 

cermak varderov”
Mysterious sister, A: Horhrdawor 

miandznuhi

Nahanjë arants ergi (Sahnur, S.), 240 
Nahanjol uzerë (Esayan, Z.), 172 
NAHAPET KUCHAK (16th c,?), 

82, 154, 228,428-30 
Nahaspetean, Lewon. See Sant4, 

Lewon (1869-1951)
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Nalas Yovnafan. See Yovnatan, 
Nalas (1661-1722) 

NALBANDEAN, MIKAYËL 
(1829-1866), 137-39, 140, 141, 
144, 203,430-35

NALEAN, YAKOB (cl706-1764), 
435

“Namak hisats tagavorin” (Bakunts, 
A.), 214

Namus (Sirvanzade), 189 
Napoleon Korkotyan (Demircyan, 

D.), 217
Nardik (Zöhrap, G.), 130 
NAR-DOS (1867-1933), 109, 

194-95, 436-37
NARDUNI, SAWARS (1898-1968), 

235,243-44, 437-38, 560, 634 
NARPËY, HOREN (cl831-1892),

438- 39 '
NATALI, SAHAN (1884-1983),

439- 40
National Big-wigs: Azgayinjojer 
Nature’s masterpiece: “Bnufyan 

gluhgorlzotsë”
Nawë leran way (Zaryan, K.), 200 
NAZANI (1870-1912), 440 
Nazar the brave: Kaj Nazar 
Nazarbëkean, Awetis. See Lerents 

(1866-1939)
Necromancy: Mefelahartsuk 
Nemesis. See Natali, Sahan 

(1884-1983)
Nerasharh (Intra), 170 
Nerbolakan nuagergutiwnk 

(Yovhannës Sebastatsi), 110 
Nerses Bellu. See Nerses Mokatsi 

(cl575-cl625)
NERSES MOKATSI (cI575- 

cl625), 48, 50-52, 63, 69, 187, 
440

Nerses Vanetsi. See Nerses Mokatsi 
(cl575-cl625)

Neso’s steam bath: “Nesoyi 
Itarabaïnisë”

“Nesoyi karabalnise” (Tumanean, 
Y), 182

Nestor. See Kamsarakan, Tigran 
(1866-1941)

Net. See Barselean, Gelam (1883— 
1915). See also Kamsarakan, 
Tigran (1866-1941)

New Byzantium: Nor Byuzandion 
New songs: Nor taler 
New wedding, The: Nor psakë 
Night and recollections: Giser ew 

yuser
Ninth century travail: Erkunk T. daru 
NIRANI (1822-?), 441
“Nkarichë” (Fapazean, V.), 193 
Noah’s raven: Noyi agfawë 
Nocastan (Intra), 170 
Noceats Han. See Tëôlëôlean, Minas 

(1913-1997)
Nor Byuzandion (Totovents, V.), 216 
Nor Nahijewani knar (Patkanean, 

R.), 140
Nor psakë (Osakan, Y.), 177 
Nor taler (Metzarents, M.), 156 
NOR TETRAK OR KOCHI

YORDORAK SARADRETSEAL 
SAKS STAPELOY 
ERITA SARD A TSN, EW  
MANKANTS HAYKAZANTSN 
I  VEHEROTEAL EW I  
HELGATSEAL TMRUTENE 
KNOY TZULUTEAN, 75, 92, 
441-42

“Nor zgestë”(Basalean, L.), 132 
NOR-AYR (1912-1981), 441 
NORENTS, VALARSAK (1903- 

1973), 317, 324, 442-43, 512, 
525, 627

Noyi agfawë (Muratsan), 188 
Nsan Harisakan. See Tëk‘ëean, Vahan 

(1878-1945)
Nstrak. See Patkanean, Rapayël 

(1830-1892)
(Alisan, L.), 116, 117 

Nurania. See Tëmircipasean, Elia 
(1851-1908)

NURIKEAN, BENIAMIN (1894- 
1988), 164, 237-38, 443,
618

O, Armenia: “Ov Hayastan”
Odian. See Ötean
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Of loving and adventurous
youngsters: Siroy ew arkatzi tlakë 

“Oh, inch anus ew inchpës zov . .
(Pësikraslean, M.), 119 

ÖHAN KARÖ (1890-1933), 443 
Ohan TzojTetsi. See Hamastel(1895- 

1966)
Ohannës Sandents. See Sruandzteants, 

Garegin (1840-1892)
“Olb ew otanawor tal i veray 

Ewdokia metzi kalaldn” 
(Stephanos Tbhafetsi), 53 

“Olb i veray arsawanats Sahlsmayëli” 
(Karapet Balisetsi), 33 

“Olb mayrakalakin Stampölu” 
(Arakel Balisetsi), 40 

Olbatsol Horenatsin (Hrimean, M.), 
127

Old man from Van, The: “Tzem 
Vanay”

On mankind: Tal araratzots 
“On the Albanian baker Dimo who 

fell in love with a Jewish maiden 
by the name of Mrkada“: “Vasn 
ëkmck‘chi amawut Timöyi umemn 
or sireats zaljik mi hrëi Mrgatay 
anun. . . ”

On the road: Cambun vray 
On the road to freedom: Azatutean 

ëanaparhin
On the ruins: Awerakneri vray 
On the threshold of youth: 

Eritsardutyan semin 
Only one glass: Gawat me miayn 
“Öragrufiwn” (Minas Amdetsi), 73 
Öragrutiwn Eremia chêlêpi 

Këômiwrceani. . . , 60, 73 
Orbatsol mardik (Zardarean, H.), 244 
ORBEREAN, RUBËN (1874- 

1931), 339, 409, 443-44, 530, 
575

ORBUNI, ZAREH (1902-1980),
235,243, 334, 444-45, 618 

Ore re geletsik dien (Susanean, V), 
242

Oreri psakë (Zaryan, K.), 198 
Oriental dentist, The: Atamnaboyzn 

arewelean

Örinakk barewagrats norapës 
saradretseal (Paltasar Dpir), 81 

Öriord Alis. See Asatur, Zapël 
_ (1863-1934)

OriordLiza (Sirvanzade), 190 
Orphaned men: Orbatsol mardik 
“Oman keank*e” (Arpfiarean, A.), 128 
ÔSAKAN, YAKOB (1883-1948), 

151, 152, 154, 160, 161,173-78, 
197, 235, 236, 244, 245, 266, 317, 
319, 324, 346,378,384, 385, 388, 
419,445-47, 457, 512, 528, 551, 

_ 559, 575  ̂577, 582, 596, 607, 621 
Osin Payl (Sanf, L.), 197 
Ösin-Zarfönk. See Barselean, Gelam 

(1883-1915)
Oskanyan, Hmayak. See Siras, 

Hmayak (1902-1983)
Oski akalal (Raffi), 145 
Oski aprjan (Arpfarean, A.), 128 
Oski dar Hayastani (Yovhannës 

Vanandetsi), 113 
Oski hëkiat (Tërean, V.), 184 
Oski kamurj (Vahë-Vahean), 249 
OSTANIK (1896-1954), 447 
ÖTEAN, ERUAND (1869-1926), 

122, 123, 151,167-69, 215, 236, 
393,447-49, 527, 556, 582 

Our deputies: Mer eresptohannerë 
Our life: Mer keankë 
Our quarter: Mer talë 
Outsiders, The: Dursetsinerë 
“Ov Hayastan” (Tekëean, V), 161 
“Ov Lalagë” (Varuzan, D.), 157 
Ôvkitë. See Kamsarakan, Tigran 

(1866-1941)

Pagan songs: Hetanos erger 
Pages [or excerpts] from the diary 

of a traveler: Ëjer ulewori me 
ôragrën

Pages or extracts from the diary of a 
physician: Bziskin girkën prtsuatz 
ëjer

Pagunts. See Bakunts 
Pahlawuni. See Pfosean, Perc 

(1837-1907)
Pakraduni. See Bagratuni
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Paltasar Albar (Paronean, Y), 123 
PALTASAR DPIR (cl683-cl768), 

64, 80-81, 449-51 
Pan. See Yarutiwnean, Artases 

(1873-1915)
Panorama of Western Armenian 

literature, A: Hamapatker 
arewmtahay grakanutean 

FANOSEAN, ALEKSANDR 
(1859-1919), 451

FANOSEAN, SMBAT (1909-), 451
Pap tagawor (Zoryan, S.), 219, 220 
Papakhanian. See Babahanyan 
PAPAYAN, ARAMASÖT (1911-), 

452
Papayan, Asot. See Papayan, 

Aramasot (1911-)
FAFAZEAN, VRTANËS (cl866-

1920) , 193-94, 452-54, 596,
607

Papik ew tofnik (Hrimean, M.), 127 
Parap vahti halalik (Abovean, H), 

136
“Parasites”: Tsetser 
Parasites of the revolution: 

Yelapohutean makaboytinerè 
Parchment: Magalatner 
“Pare” (Siamanfö), 155 
Paris and Vienne. See Patmutiwn 

Parêzi ew Vennayi 
Paris et Vienne. See Patmutiwn 

Parêzi ew Vennayi 
“Park4 anelin astuatzufean” (Karapet 

Balisetsi), 33
Phmak. See Tîkatintsi (c l860-1915) 
PARONEAN, YAKOB (1843- 

1891), 105, 106, 107,121-24, 
126, 167, 455-58 

Paroyr. See Kiwrcean, Mikayël 
(1879-1965)

Paroyr Haykazn (Raffi), 146 
Paroyr Haykazn ew Movsës Horenatsi 

(Ishan, M.), 249 
PARSAMEAN, MERUZAN 

(1883-1944), 321,407,458 
Parsekhian. See Barselean 
PARTEWEAN, SURÉN (1876-

1921) , 172, 458-59

Partizpanean, Sisak. See Parfewean, 
Surën (1876-1921)

“Farvana” (Tumanean, Y), 182 
Pashalian. See Basalean 
“Pastime”: Parap vahti halalik 
Patanekufyun (Mahari, G.), 216, 221 
“Patgam” (Charents, E.), 212 
PATKANEAN, GABRIËL 

(1802-1889), 115, 459-60 
PATKANEAN, RAFAYEL (1830- 

1892), 108, 109, 115,139-41, 
141,144,149,179, 180,183,205, 
212,459,460-62 

Patkerner (Aharonean, A.), 186 
Patmutiwn antsits antselots Sëwanay 

vanuts (Manuël Kiwmiwshanatsi), 
HO

Patmutiwn Elia Kahanayi. See Elia 
Kahanay (16th orl7th c.) 

Patmutiwn Farman Mankan. See 
Farman Manuk

“Patmutiwn Farmani Asmani.” See 
Farman Manuk

Patmutiwn hamafôt (Eremia diëlëpi 
Këômiwrcean), 61 

Patmutiwn imn karcarôt i 
veray andzkuteants Eliayis 
Astuatzaturean Museleants zors 
kretsi i azgën frankats, manawand 
i habebay krönaworats notsa 
ew i surb ehpayrts ew barekam 
kochetselots (Elia Muselean), 86 

PATMUTIWN LAPANTSWOTS, 
463

PATMUTIWN PAREZI EW  
VENNAYI, 463 

Patmutiwn paterazmin Hotinu 
(Yovhannës Kamenatsi), 71 

Patmutiwn Sebastioy (Yovhannës 
Sebastatsi), 109

“Patmufyan Karulinerov” (Charents, 
E.), 211

Patui hamar (Sirvanzade), 191 
Patviretsin handznel dzez (Armen, 

M.), 222
Pawstos. See Raffi (cl835-1888) 
PAYAZAT, SERGO (1909-1971), 

463-64
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Paykar (Nar-Dos), 195 
PAYTZARË (1859-1904), 464
People in the agony of death, A: 

“Zolovurdi me hogevarkë” 
“Penthesilea, Penthesilea” (Orbuni, 

Z.), 243
Pëpô (Sundukean, G.), 143 
Perc Pröseants. See Prösean, Perc 

_(1837-1907)
PERPERFAN, RETEOS (1848- 

1907), 464
PËSIKTASLEAN, MKRTICH 

(1828-1868), 107,118-19, 125,
_ 126,154, 464-66, 537 

PESIKTASLEAN, NSAN (1898- 
1972), 235, 385, 444, 466-67, 
560

Petr Gilanskii. See Petros di Sargis 
Gilanents (d. 1724)

Petros Agafan. See Kiwrcean, 
Mikayël (1879-1965)

PETROS DI SARGIS 
GILANENTS (d. 1724),
87, 467-68

PETROS LAPANTSI (d. 1784),
81-82, 450, 468

Petrosean, Aleksandr, See Sandal 
(1858-1922)

PETROSYAN, MADAT (1867- 
1944), 468-69

“Pharmani Asman.” See Farmern 
Manuk

Pheasant: “Mirhav”
Phoney geniuses: Keltz hancamer 
Piece of sky, A: “Ktor me erkink” 
Pinches: “Ksmifner”
“Piti ësenk Astutzoy” (Fëkëean, V.), 

161
Fiwnik. See Kamsarakan, Tigran 

(1866-1941)
Please . .  . boycott: Kè hndrui. .  .

hachadzewel
Please - . . organize conflicting 

functions: Kë hndrui. . . 
hachadzewel

“Plpuln Awarayri” (Alisan, L.), 140 
Poems of the Mekhitarist fathers: 

Talk mhitarean vardapetats

Poezozurna (Charents, E.), 210 
Pohemakank (Taturean, A.), 162 
PÖLATEAN, KARAPET (1914- 

1986), 469
POLOSYAN, HRIPSIME (1899- 

1972), 469-70
Pont. See Kiwrcean, Mikayël 

(1879-1965)
Pontatsi. See Kiwrcean, Mellon 

(1859-1915)
Fopolcyan, Susanik. See Kurlinyan, 

Susanik (1876-1927)
Fordze (Orbuni, Z.), 243 
Postal (Ishan, M.), 249 
Fötisantsi, Yovhannës Surëneants.

See Yovhannës Lrimetsi (d. 1848) 
“Foforik” (Manuëlean, Lewon), 192 
Potter’s son, The: “Bruti tlan” 
PÖYACEAN, EDUARD (1915- 

1966), 250-51, 470, 608,
621

Price of a dream, The: Erazi më ginë 
Princess, The: Ishanuhin 
Princess of the fallen fortress, The: 

Inkatz berdi ishanuhin 
Prkank (Kamsarakan, T., and 

Kiwrcean, M.), 130 
Proaeresius and Movsës Horenatsi: 

Paroyr Haykazn ew Movsës 
Horenatsi

Proletar. See Hakobyan, Hakob 
(1866-1937)

Prometews azatagruatz (Esayan, Z.), 
172

Prometheus unchained: Prometews 
azatagruatz

PRÖSEAN, PERC (1837-1907),
109,138, 139,144, 388,471-72 

“Provintsiayi mayramute” (Bakunts, 
A.), 215

Ptoyt më Pôlsoy talerun mëj 
(Paronean, Y), 124 

Pu girk ölturki kristonëakan 
hawatkëmëza..  . . See 
[“Krfufiwn kristonëakan”]

Pu patmutiwn girki ôltur ki, 
Grigorios surb Lusaworichin 
ëvëlintën ahërënatak
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patmutiwnunu vë pu Hayots 
azgën nê sëpëpten kristonëakan 
hawatkna këlip lusaworel 
ôlmasënë, tiynëyënë nagl ëtër 
(Paltasar Dpir), 81 

Purad. See Biwrat

Queen of the Armenians: Taguhin 
hayots

RAFFI (cl835-1888), 74, 105, 109, 
124, 140,144-48, 153, 205, 212, 
249, 270,410, 472-77 

Rainbow: “Tziatzan”
Rainbow: Tziatzan 
Ransom: Prkank 
“Rasid” (Faptezean, V.), 193 
Rasid. See Ayvazyan, Bagrat 

(1862-1934)
Ratamës. See Alpiar, Yarutiwn 

(1864—1919)
Rebellious songs: Embost erger 
Red book, The: Karmir girkë 
Red laugh, The: Krasny smekh 
Red news from my acquaintance: 

Karmir lurer barekamës 
Reflections at the halfway point: 

Mtorumner canaparhi kesin 
Rejected love: Merzuatz sër 
Requiem: “Hogehangist”
Respond, O, lake: “Dzayn tur ov 

tzovak”
Retreat without song: Nahanjë arants

ergi
Retreating forces, The: Nahanjot 

uzerë
Return: Veradardz
Review of the brave deeds of Hayk, 

Aram, and Ara, A: Tesaran 
handisitsn Haykay, Aramay ew 
Arayi

Rhetorician Proaeresius, The: Paroyr 
Haykazn

“Rise, O God of our fathers”: “Ari 
Astuatz hartsn merots”

Rock: Zayr
“Romans anser” (Charents, E.), 208 
Rose and lily . . .  : Vard ew Susan 

kam hoviwk Maseats

Rusahay grakanufean patmutiwn 
(Manuëlean, Lewon), 193 

Rusani karapë (Zaryan, N.), 223,224 
Rustavtsi Sotan ev Tamarë (Siraz, 

H.), 227
Rusahay. See Leo (1860-1932)

S. Tziatzan. See Metzarents, Misak 
(1886-1908)

S. Zaruhi. See Galëmkearean, Zaruhi 
(1874-1971)

S. Zirayr. See Ötean, Eruand 
(1869-1926)

Sad people: Thur mardik 
Sahamirean, Yakob. See Nor tetrak 

or kochi yordorak saradretseal 
saks stapeloy eritasardatsn, ew 
mankants haykazantsn i veheroteal 
ew i helgatseal tmrutenë knoy 
tzulutean

Sahan. See Esayan, Zapel (1878- 
1943). See also Natali, Sahan 
(1884-1983)

SAHAZIZ, SMBAT (1840-1907), 
108,139,141-42, 179,477-78 

Sahazizean(ts) Smbat. See Sahaziz, 
Smbat (1840-1907)

Sahen. See Kiwrcean, Melkon 
(1859-1915)

SAHEN, GUSAN (1909-1990), 478 
Sahën-Kar. See Yarutiwnean, Artases 

(1873-1915)
Sahinean, Karapet. See Sital, Karapet 

(1891-1972)
SAHINYAN, ANAHIT (1917-), 

478-79
SAHNAZARYAN, ARSAK 

(1872-1942), 479
Sahnur. See Mamurean, Matteos 

(1830-1901)
SAHNUR, SAHAN (1903-1974), 

235,240-41, 244,479-81 
Sahri. See Nirani (1822- ?) 
SAHRIAR (1855-1918), 481 
SAHYAN, HAMO (1914-1993), 

228, 481-83 
Sails: Afagastner
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SAKLYAN, ARIS (1900-1959),
324,483, 532

SALATELYAN, LEVON (1884— 
1968), 483-84

Saliha hartem kam banakë bfnaworin 
dëm (Ötean, E.), 168 

Samdii Melkt). See Melkt), Samdii 
(18th-19thc.)

Samlean, Arsën. See Erkaü, Arsën 
(1893-1969)

Samuel (Raffi), 146, 147 
SANDAL (1858-1922), 484 
Sandents Ohannës. See Sruandzteants, 

Garegin (1840-1892)
SANr, LEWON (1869-1951), 152, 

166, 116,195-97,484-86 
“Sanfoy” (Papazean, V.), 193 
SARAFEAN, NIKOLOS (1905- 

1972), 235,244-47, 486-87 
Saramanean, Yovhannës. See Nirani 

(1822- ?)
SARGIS APUCHEHTSI, 79,487
Sargis Dpir Saxaf Yovhannësean.

See Yovhannësean, Sargis Dpir 
(cl735-1805)

Sargis Dpir Yovhannësean. See 
Yovhannësean, Sargis Dpir 
(C1735-1805)

Sargsean, Yovhannës. See Iwan 
(1800-1865)

Sargseants Sargsean Yovhannës. See 
Iwan (1800-1865)

Sargsyan, Armenak. See Sannen 
(1901-1984)

Sargsyan, Sahen. See Sahen, Gusan 
(1909-1990)

Sarinyan, Garegin. See Bes, Garegin 
(1910-1986)

SARKAWAG BERDAKATSI, 41, 
487

Sarkisian. See Sargisean. See also 
Sargsean; Sargsyan 

Sarlatane (Sirvanzade), 191 
SARMEN (1901-1984), 487-89,

627
Safnaranën elatz mardë (Ishan, M.), 

249
Sarsurner (Varuzan, D.), 157

SARYAN, GELAM (1902-1976),
489- 90

Sarzeants. See Tëmircipasean, Elia 
(1851-1908)

Sarzents. See Tëmircipasean, Elia 
(1851-1908)

“Sasuntsi Davife” (Charents, E.), 211 
“Sasuntsi Dawit4” (Tumanean, Y), 

181
“Sasuntsi Dawit4 ew Msray Melik4” 

(Manuëlean, Lewon), 192 
Sasuntsi Dawit kam Mheri dur 

(Sruandzteants, G.), 127 
Sawasp. See Kiwrcean, Melkon 

(1859-1915)
Sawasp Tziatzan. See Metzarents, 

Misak (1886-1908).
Say at4 Nova. See SayeatsNövay 

(1722 7-1795)
SAYBON, ASOT (1905-1982),

490- 91
SAYEAT-NOVAY (17227-1795), 

83-85, 209, 226, 228,491-96 
Scenes: Patkemer 
Scout No. 89: SkautNo 89 
Scutari twilights: Skiwtari 

verjaloysnerë 
Sdepan, see Stepan.
Selbosean, Lewon. See Sanf, Lewon 

(1869-1951)
SEMA, A. (C1910-1940), 296, 411, 

496
Sensations: Sarsurner 
Sër (Tëkëean, V.), 161 
Sër ew azatutiwn (Sundukean, G.), 

143
SERAM, GUSAN (1857-1938), 

496-97
SërëElernin mëj (Tzarukean, A.), 248 
Servant of two masters, A: Erku tërov 

tzafay më
Set4. See Cuhiryan, Harutyun 

(1864—1938)
SETEAN, YOVHANNËS (1853- 

1930), 378, 457,497 
Sevani lusabatsë (Hanzadyan, S.),

224
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Seven songs about Armenia: Yot erg 
Hayastani masin 

SEVUNTS, GAREGIN (1911- 
1969), 497-98, 512

Sew holer kam yetin giser araratean 
(Durean, R), 120

Sew lefin mardë (Mamurean, M.), 

121
SEWAK, RUBEN (1885-1915), 

151,158-59, 248,498-99 
SËYEAD (1810-1872), 499
Seyid El Nur. See Vstuni, Azat 

(1894—1958)
SEYRANYAN, BENIK (1913-), 

499-500
SEZA (cl903-1973), 161, 500, 576 
Shattered family, A: Kandatz ojah 
Shattered life, A: Hortakuatz keant 
Shield of the faith: Vahan hawatoy 
Ship on the mountain, The: Nawe 

leran vray
Shirt ablaze, A: Krake sapikë 
Shota of Rustavi and Queen Tamar: 

Rustavtsi Sotan ev Tamarë 
SIAMANTÖ (1878-1915), 151,

152, 153,154-56, 156, 160, 166, 
197, 240, 376, 500-2 

Siamanto ev Hjezare (Siraz, H.), 226 
Sibil. See Sipil
Silihtari partëznerë (Esayan, Z.), 172 
SIMËON I, EREWANTSI, 

Catholicos of Armenia, (d. 
1780), 28, 75, 79, 91-92, 110, 
402, 403,450,503-4 

SIMEON APARANETSI, 
“METZN” (d. 1615?), 42-43,
68,502-3

SIMËON JULAYETSI (d. 1657), 
63-64, 69,504

SIMËON LEHATSI (b.1584), 
69-70, 504-5

Simëôn Manikean. See Nalbandean, 
Mikayël (1829-1866)

Simeon Zamostsatsi. See Simëon 
Lehatsi (b. cl584)

SIMONEAN, SIMON (1914-1986), 
82,251-52, 505, 516, 627 

Sipil. See Asatur, Zapël (1863-1934)

Sirak (Alisan,L.), 116 
Siran Mihran. See Manuëlean, Surën 

(1906-1980)
“Siraname” (Siraz, H.), 227 
Siranoys (Tiwsab, S.), 126 
SIRAS, HMAYAK (1902-1983), 

385,505-6, 627
SIRAZ, HOVHANNES (1915- 

1984), 183, 205, 226-28, 240, 
506-9

“Sirerg” (Metzarents, M.), 156 
SIRIN (1827-1857), 509
Siroy ew arkatzi tlakë (Susanean, V.), 

242
“Sirts karmir varderov” (Taturean, 

A.), 162
Siruantsi, Grigor. See Grigor 

Slfayakir (1669-1749)
SIRVANI (20th c.)? 509 
SIRVANZADE (1858-1935), 105, 

109, 152, 157, 176,188-91, 270, 
376, 462, 472, 502,509-13, 520 

Sisakan (Alisan, L.), 116 
Sismanean, YovsëR. See Tzerents 

(1822-1888)
Sisuan (Alisan, L.), 116 
Sitakean. See Tzaturean, Aleksandr 

(1865-1917)
SITAL, KARAPET (1891-1972), 

513-14
SITANEAN, ARMËN (1870-1932), 

514
Siwlëyman Efinti (Osakan, Y.), 174 
Siwliwk. See Patkanean, RaRayël 

(1830-1892)
“Siwzëni varpetë” (Basalean, L.), 

132
SkautNo 89 (Armen, M.), 222 
Skayordi. See Tëkëean, Vahan 

(1878-1945)
Skeptik. See Arpdarean, ArRiar 

(1851-1908)
Skiwtari verjaloysnerë (Esayan, Z.), 

171
Slain dove: Spanuatz alawni 
Slakean. See Tzaturean, Aleksandr 

(1865-1917)
Sltayuatzë (Sant4, L.), 197
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Snare of glory, The: Girk anuaneal 
orogayt parais 

Sniper, The: Mardorse 
Snorhali ew paragay iwr (Alisan, L.), 

116
Snorhkov mardik (Esayan, Z.), 171 
Solegridi, See Kamsarakan, Tigran 

(1866-1941)
Solokortë (Paronean, Y), 123 
Solomonyan, Elise. See Charents, 

Elise (1897-1937)
“Soma” (Charents» E.), 208 
Something terrible . . .  : “Ahawor 

ban me . . .”
Song for the city, A: Erg kalaki masin 
Song of bread, The: Hatsin ergë 
Song of the Homeland, A: “Erg 

hayreni”
“Song of the Italian girl” 

(Nalbandean, M.), 139 
Song of the summits, The: Gagatneri 

ergë
Song-book: Talaran 
Songs and wounds: Erger u vêrker 
“Songs of the Patriarch”: “Ergk* 

Nahapeti”
Songs on, or a celebration of, 

Armenia and the Armenians: 
Hayergutiwn

Sös ew Sondipi (Taliadean, M.), 135 
Sös ew Varditer (Prösean, P.), 138, 

139,144
Söseats Tlan. See Mehean, Karo 

(1898-1984)
Sound of silence, The: Lrutyan 

dzaynë
Spanuatz alawni (Nar-Dos), 195 
Sparks: Kaytzer
Spasman srahin mëj (Esayan, Z.), 

171
Speak, you mountains of Armenia: 

Hosek, Hayastani lerner 
Spiritual and allegorical advice on 

a cart, A: “hrat hogewor ew 
arakawor vasn sayli”

Spiritual Armenia: “Hogewor 
Hayastan”

Spitak dziaworë (Hamastel), 236

“Spitak dzin” (Bakunts, A.), 214 
Spoonful of sugar, A: Dgal me sakar 
Spouses: Amusinner 
Spring: “Garun”
Spring night, A: “Gaman giser”
Spy number seventeen: Tiw 17 haften 
SRAPEAN, ARAMAYIS (1910- 

1969), 276,514-15 
Srbaznagortzutiwn. See Girk or kochi 

srbaznagortzutiwn 
Srcep A.. See Kiwrcean, Mitayël 

(1879-1965)
Srmakëshanlean, Eruand. See Eruhan 

(1870^1915)
SRUANDZTEANTS, GAREGIN 

(1840-1892), 126,127, 164,166, 
178, 515-16, 637 

St. Roffor. See Zoryan, Stepan 
(1889-1967)

“Stambol” (Charents, E.), 210 
Stepannos Siwnetsi (Ôsakan, Y), 176 
Stepannosean Gulamireants, A. See 

Patmutiwn Lapantswots 
Stepanos Basilios Sirupalakean, See 

Stepanos Dastetsi (17th-18th c.) 
STEPANOS DASTETSI (17th- 

18th c.), 66-67, 516 
Stepanos Kamenetsatsi. See Stepanos 

Rosk^a (1670-1739)
Stepanos Kamentsi. See Stepanos 

Rosk^a (1670-1739)
STEPANOS RÖSKA (1670-1739), 

90-91,516-17
Stepanos Sahumean (18th c.). See 

Patmutiwn Lapantswots 
STEPANOS TOHATETSI 

(1558-?), 39, 53, 57,517 
Stepanosean, Lukas Sebastatsi 

(1709-1752). See Patmutiwn 
Lapantswots

STEPANYAN, ANZELA (1917-), 
517-18

Storm: “Foforik”
String of beads: Ulunkasar 
Struggle: Paykar
“Such is life”: “Asharhis sahmann ë 

hants”
“Suetia” (TëlÆean, V.), 161
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Süleyman Efendi: Siwleyman Efênti 
Summer nights: Amran gisemer 
SUNDUKEAN, GABRIËL (1825— 

1912), 108, 109,142-43, 203, 
255,411,518-20 

Sun-rain: Arew-andzrew 
Sunset of the province, The: 

“Provintsiayi mayramute”
Suren Tiranean. See Tëkeean, Vahan 

(1878-1945)
Susanean, Onnik. See Susanean, 

Vazgen (1903-1941) 
SUSANEAN, VAZGÉN (1903- 

1941), 235, 242-43, 318,
520-21

Sweet is the night. . .  : “Gisem anus

Tab. See Biwrat, Smbat (1862-1915) 
TADËOS TÖHATETSI (16th c.?), 

39,40-41,521
Tagaworats zolov (Hrimean, M.), 

127
Taguhin hayots (Hanzadyan, S.), 225 
“Tat araratzots,” 33 
Talakanin knikë (Otean, E.), 167 
Tataran (Charents, E.), 209 
Talaran (TCkëean, V), 161 
“Taler ev horhurdner” (Charents, E.), 

212
TALIADEAN, MESROP (1803- 

1858), 64, 65, 108,133-35, 
521-23

Talk mhitarean vardapetats, 107 
Talyan(ts), Grigor. See Seram, Gusan 

(1857-1938)
Taniel. See Daniel. See also Daniel 
TAPALTSYAN, KRISTAPÖR 

(1910-1967), 523, 627 
Taparik. See Basalean, Lewon 

(1868-1943)
“Taregrakan patmutiwn“ (Eremia 

chëlëpi K‘ëômiwrcean), 60 
TARGYUL, LYUSI (1905-1955), 

523-24
Targyulyan, Lyusi. See Targyul, 

Lyusi (1905-1955)

TARONTSI, SOLOMON (1905- 
1971), 524-25

Tashdents. See Dastents 
Tasnerku tari Polisën durs (Ötean, 

E.), 169
Tatew. See Tëkëean, Vahan 

(1878-1945)
Tatragomi harsë (Zaryan, K.), 198 
Tatrak. See Ter Karapetean, Gelam 

(1865-1918)
TATREAN, ATRINE (1915-), 525 
TATREAN, VAHRAM (1900- 

1948), 525-26
Tatron kam tsuarner (Durean, P.), 

120-21
PATUL, VAHRAM (1887-1943), 

526
TATUREAN, AHARON (1886- 

1965), 162, 526
Tavit. See Davit. See also Dawit 
Tchéraz, M. See Cheraz, Minas 

(1852-1929)
Tchobanian, A. See Chöpanean, 

Arsak (1872-1954)
“Të hayreneats psakadir. . . “ 

(Sruandzteants, G.), 127 
Teacher’s daughter, The: Varzapetin 

aljikë
Tears of the river Araxes, The: 

“Araksi artasuke”
TÉK‘ËEAN, VAHAN (1878-1945), 

151, 152,160-61, 235, 236, 239, 
249,527-29, 577 

Telagir Verin Hayots (Yakob 
Kametsi),71

Telatuufiwn ew makëntatsutiwn 
(Sarafean, N.), 245 

Tëmircean. See also Demircyan 
Tëmircean, Yakob. See Mndzuri,

_ Yakob (1886-1978) 
TËMIRCIPASEAN, ELIA 

(1851-1908), 132-33, 529-30, 
627

Tëodoros Rstuni (Izerents), 125 
TËOLËÔLEAN, MINAS (1913- 

1997), 530-31, 610, 627 
Ter Awetik kahanay. See Patmutiwn 

Lapfantswots
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Ter Grigorean, Vahan. See Terean, 
Vahan (1885-1920)

TER KARAPETEAN, GELAM 
(1865-1918), 531-32 

Ter Margarean, Sôna. See Tnkërean, 
Söna(1918-1986)

TËR SARGSENTS, SEDRAK 
(cl853-1941),532 

TËR STEFANEAN, MIHRAN 
(1899-1964), 532-33 

Ter Yakobean, Yakob. See Natali, 
Sahan (1884-1983)

Ter Yovsëpean Madafeants, Petros.
See Sêyead (1810-1872) 

Tër-AraLelean, Yovhannës. See 
Prösean, Fere (1837-1907) 

TËREAN, VAHAN (1885-1920), 
152, 156,184-86, 208, 211, 213, 
216,240,533-36 

TER-GRIGORYAN, GRIGOR 
(1916-1981), 531

Ter-Grigoryan, Lazaros. See Javahetsi 
(1874-1937)

Tër-Lazareants, Smbat. See Biwrat, 
Smbat (1862-1915) 

Tër-Martirosean, Ohanës. See Nazani 
(1870-1912)

TER-MARTIROSYAN, ARTASES 
(1892-1937), 532

T[ërtërean], E. See Elivard (1910- 
1990)

Tërtërean, Ehazar. See Elivard 
(1910-1990)

Tërtërean, Elise. See Elivard 
(1910-1990)

Ter-Tovmasyan, Aram. See Ler 
Kamsar (1888-1965)

Ter-Yovhannësean, Grigor. See 
Muratsan (1854-1908) 

TËR-YOVHANNISEAN, 
GABRIËL (1837-1920),
533

TËRZEAN, TÖVMAS (1840- 
1909), 536-37

Tesaran handisitsn Haykay, Aramay 
ewArayi (Yovhannës Vanandetsi), 
112,114

“Testimonies from Church

Fathers . . Vkayutiwnk 
hayrapetats yalags mioy bnutean 
Kristosi

Tevosyan, Aleksandr. See Bakunts, 
Aksel (1899-1937)

Tewaniö. See Tëmircipasean, Elia 
(1851-1908)

Tewkants. See Tër Sargsents, Sedrak 
(C1853-1941)

Theater or wretched people: Tatron 
kam tsuarner

Thirsty souls: Hoginerë tzarawi 
Thou, Homeless Lad: To lac tnawer 
Three songs for a pale girl: “Erek4 erg 

thradaluk aljkan”
Three years and 291 days: Erek tari 

291 ör
Thur mardik (Zoryan, S.), 219 
“Tigranuhi” (Manuëlean, Lewon), 

192
Time and its mysteries: Zamanak ew 

horhurdk iwr
Tincean, Vahë. See Hayk, Vahë 

(1896-1983)
Tiw 17 hafiën (Ötean, E.), 168 
TTWSÀB, SRBUHI (cl841-1901), 

107,125-26, 130, 131, 169,
537- 38

TLKATINTSI (cl860-1915), 126, 
151,164-65, 166, 178, 234,443,
538- 39

Tïfakits i Pontos. See Kiwrcean, 
MelLon (1859-1915)

Tmbladii Hachan. See Melik4- 
Sahnazaryan, Kostandin 
(1856-1940)

Tmkaberdi arumë (Tumanean, Y.), 
182

TNKÉREAN, SÖNA (1918-1986), 
539

To lac tnawer (Asaturean, Y.), 238 
Tönatsoyts (Simëon I Erewantsi), 92 
Tonoyan, Hachik. See Dastents, 

Hachik (1910-1974) 
TÖFALEAN, BIWZAND (1902- 

1970), 235, 539-40 
“Torches of dying breath and hope”: 

Hogevarki ew yoysi jaher
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TORGOMYAN, TZERUN 
(1896-1986), 540

Toros Lewoni (Tzerents), 125 
Toros [son] of Lewon: Toros Lewoni 
TOTO VENTS, VAHAN (1894- 

1938), 204, 215-16, 513,
541-42

Tovmasyan, Aram. See Ler Kamsar 
(1888-1965)

Traitor, The: Matnichë 
Trdateants, Varsam. See Paytzafê 

(1859-1904).
Treason of the gods, The: Yaralëznerun 

dawacanutiwnë 
Trouble: Hatabala 
True meaning of catholicity,

The: Csmarit nsanakutiwn 
katulikëutean

Tsawagarë, or Char ogi (Sirvanzade), 
189

Tsaygaloys (Zardarean, R.), 165 
“Tselin dzayne” (Basalean, L.), 132 
Tsetin sirtë (Varuzan, D.), 157 
Tsetser (Prösean, P), 144 
Tuft ar Erewan (Tzarukean, A.), 247 
Tuft zawaknerus (Pöyacean, E.), 250 
TUMANEAN, YOVHANNËS 

(1869-1923), 127, 148, 152, 156, 
180-82, 183, 184,203, 211, 216, 
217, 223, 260,542-52 

TUMANYAN, HENRIK (1916- 
1982), 376, 479, 496, 552-53 

Tuiian. See Durean.
TURINJ (1790-1875), 553 
Twelve years spent away from 

Constantinople: Tasnerku tari 
Polisën durs 

Twilight: Tsaygaloys 
Twilight of the mountain dwellers: 

Lefnakanneru verjaloysë 
Twilight or crepuscular reveries: 

Mtnsali anurjner 
Two sisters: Erku koyr 
Tzakptukë (Ösakan, Y.), 174 
Tzalkatz ÿsalarer (Mahari, G.), 221 
Tzanöt dëmker (Zöhrap, G.), 132 
TZARUKEAN, ANDRANIK 

(1913-1989), 247-48, 553-54

TZATUREAN, ALEKSANDR 
(1865-1917), 180, 180, 462,478, 
554-55

TZERENTS (1822-1888), 106,107, 
124-25, 555-56

“Tzem Vanay” (Pësikfaslean, M.), 
119

“Tziatzan” (Charents, E.), 208 
Tziatzan (Metzarents, M.), 156 
“Tzirani pol” (Bakunts, A.), 214 
Tzitzal (Paronean, Y.), 124 
Tzitzefnak. See Basalean, Lewon 

(1868-1943)

Ulunkasar (Yakobean, Z.), 240 
Uncle Balthazar: Paltasar Albar 
Uncle Hachik: Barpa Hachik 
Unër irawunk [?] (Sirvanzade), 190 
Upward climb: “Dëpi ver”
Urisi hamar (Sant, L.), 196 
Uruakan. See Yaruhwnean, Artasës 

(1873-1915)

V. See Mamurean, Matfëos 
(1830-1901)

V. Hazak. See Tzarukean, Andranik 
(1913-1989)

V. T. See Tëkëean, Vahan (1878— 
1945)

V. Tiranean See Tëkëean, Vahan 
(1878-1945)

“Vacafakani me namaknerë kam 
katareal mard ëllalu aruestë” 
(Ötean, E.), 168 

“Vahagn” (Charents, E.), 207 
Vahan hawatoy (Chamdiean, M.), 93 
Vahan [Mamikonean] (Pësikfaslean, 

M.), 119
Vahan Tiranean. See Tëkëean, Vahan 

(1878-1945)
Vahanean, Srbuhi. See Tiwsab, 

Srbuhi (cl841-1901)
Vahë (Pësikfaslean, M.), 119 
Vahean, Vahë. See Vahë-Vahean 

(1907-1998)
VAHË-VAHEAN (1907-1998), 161, 

248-49, 295, 296, 329, 376, 438, 
445, 447, 481, 489, 496, 528, 
556-57, 627
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Vahram. See Otean, Eruand 
(1869-1926)

Vahram Vahramean. See Otean, 
Eruand (1869-1926)

Vain hopes; Zuryoyser 
Vanandetsi, Yovhan. See Yovhannës 

Vanandetsi (1772-1840)
Vangoyz (Hrimean, M.), 127 
Vanished generation, A: Anhetatsatz 

serund më
Vante (Chëôkiwrean, T.), 166, 167 
Varazdat [Arsakuni] (Zoryan, S.), 

219
Vard. See Sruandzteants, Garegin 

(1840-1892)
Vard ew Susan kam hoviwt Maseats 

(Durean, P.), 120 
“Vardan Mamikoneani mahë” 

(Patkanean, R.), 140 
Vardanant (Demircyan, D.), 205, 

218
“Vardani ergë” (Patkanean, R.), 140 

Vardan’s song; “Vardani ergë” 
Vardgës. See Papazean, Vrfanës 

(C 1866-1920)

Varinki veàiere (Sundukean, G.), 143 
VARUZAN, DANIÉL (1884-1915), 

80, 151, 152, 153, 155, 156, 
157-58, 160, 166,197, 212, 240, 
242,248, 249,502, 557-60 

Varuznak Aris. See SaMyan, Aris 
(1900-1959)

Varzapetin aijike (Kamsarakan, T.), 
129

“Vasn ëkmëkchi arnawut Timôyi 
umemn or sireats zaljik mi hrëi 
Mrgaday anun. . (Eremia 
diëlëpi Këômiwrcean), 62 

Vazgën Tërunean. See Tzarukean, 
Andranik (1913-1989)

Vazgën Tiranean. See Pöyacean, 
Eduard (1915-1966)

Vazgën Vanandean. See Tëolëôlean, 
Minas (1913-1997)

Vënsëni antarë (Sarafean, N.), 245, 
246

Vëp Vardgisi T[ear]n tuhats 
(Taliadean, M.), 134

Vep Varsenkan (Taliadean, M.), 134, 
135

Veradardz (Tërean, V), 184 
VERDYAN, BOGDAN (1919- 

1993), 307,560-61 
Verjin anmelë (Tzarukean, A.), 248 
Verjin bazakë (Esayan, Z.), 172 
Vert Hayastani (Abovean, H.), 105, 

135, 136, 137, 139 
Vemal: Gamanayin 
VESPER (1893-1977), 561-62 
Vëfô. See TBkëean, Vahan (1878- 

1945)
Village letters; Geli namakner 
“Visap” (Papazean, V.), 193 
Vision of death; “Mahvan tesil”
Vkayutiwnt hayrapetats yalags 

mioy bnutean Kristosi (Gëorg 
Mhlayim), 96

Voice of the fatherland: Dzayn 
hayrenakan 

Volb. See Olb 
Vorperian. See Orberean 
Vorpuni. See Orbuni 
Voskanian. See Oskanyan 
Voski. See Oski 
Vostanik. See Ostanik 
Vroyr. See Mamurean, Matfëos 

(1830-1901)
Vrfanès. See Papazean, Vrfanès 

(C 1866-1920)

VRTANÈS SRNKETSI (16th c.), 
3 6 ,39, 562

VSTUNI, AZAT (1894-1958), 204, 
208, 255,311,563-64 

Vtarandi. See Charëg, Aram 
(1874—1947)

Walk in the quarters of
Constantinople, A: Ptoyt më 
Pölsoy talerun mëj 

Walnut basket, The: Enkuzin kotovë 
Was she right ?; Unër irawunt [?] 
Wayfarer and his route, The: Antsordë 

ew ir campan
We are brothers: “Elbayr emk“ mek4” 
We have not forgotten; “Menk4 dienk4 

moratsel”
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We shall say to God: “Piti ësenk* 
Astutzoy”

When the day finally comes: “Erb öre 
gay veijapës”

When they no longer love: Erb 
aylews dien sirer 

White horseman, The: Spitak 
dziaworë

White stallion, The: “Spitak dzin” 
White Varsenik: Cermak Varsenik 
Wife of the parish council’s chairman: 

Tatakanin knikë 
Will, The: Ktakë
“With faith do I confess”: “Hawatov 

hostovanim”
Wonderful rebirth: Hrasali yarutiwn 
Word to my son, A: “HoslC im ordun” 
Wounds of Armenia: Vërk Hayastani

YAKOB KARNETSI (1618-?), 71, 
564

YAKOB SSETSI (17th c.), 54, 
564-65

YAKOB TOHATETSI (cl560- 
1660s?), 53-54, 565 

YAKOBEAN, ZAG (1917-), 
239-40,565-66

Yakovb Kametsi. See Yakob Kametsi 
(1618-?)

Yaralëznerun dawacanutiwnë 
(Sahnur, S.), 241 

Yaijanian. See Earcanean 
Yard (Kamsarakan, T), 130 
YARTTJN ÖLLI (cl760-1840), 276, 

566
YARUTTWNEAN, ARTASËS 

(1873-1915), 151, 152,159-60, 
177, 294, 321, 350, 409,419, 530, 
537, 539,566-67, 583 

Yaruttwnean, Yovhannës. See 
Tlkatintsi (cl860-1915) 

Yaruüiwnean-Hachpanean, Lewond.
See Sirvani (20th c.)

Yeghia. See Elia;
Yelapohutean makaboytznerë (Ötean, 

E.), 168, 169 
Yeremia. See Eremia 
Yerevan (Armen, M.), 222

Yergat. See Erkaf 
Yerukhan. See Eruhan 
Yesaian or Yesayan. See Esayan. See 

also Esayean
Yet another victim: Eli mek zoh 
Yisatakaran . . .  (Nalbandean, M.), 

138
Yoke of our root, The: Lutz armatoyn 

meroy
Yot erg Hayastani masin (Ëmin, G.), 

230
Youth: Eritasardutyun 
Yovakimi tomerë (Asaturean, Y),

238
Yovakimi tornordinerë (Asaturean,

Y), 238
Yovhan Mirza Vanandetsi. See 

Yovhannës Vanandetsi (1772- 
1840)

Yohanisik Vardapet. See Yovhannisik 
Tzaretsi (c. 1560-?)

YOVASAP SEBASTATSI (cl510- 
?), 35-38, 567

Yovh. Tohmik. See Chiffë-Saraf, 
Önnik (1874-1932) 

YOVHANNËS, LUE (cl740-1834), 
566, 569

Yovhannës Abisolomean Aspet. See 
Chiffë-Saraf, Önnik (1874-1932) 

Yovhannës Aspet. See Chiftë-Saraf, 
Önnik (1874-1932) 

YOVHANNËS JULAYETSI 
(1643-1715), 64-65, 65, 66, 89, 
96, 567-68

YOVHANNËS KAMENATSI 
(16th-17th c.)? 71, 568

Yovhannës Karapet. See Tëtëean, 
Vahan (1878-1945) 

YOVHANNËS KARNETSI 
(cl755-cl820), 111, 568 

YOVHANNËS LRIMETSI (d.
1848), 110, 568-69 

Yovhannës Mrguz. See Yovhannës 
Julayetsi (1643-1715)

Yovhannës Mrtuz. See Yovhannës 
Julayetsi (1643-1715)

Yovhannës Pros Astaraketsi. See 
Prösean, Perc (1837-1907)
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YOVHANNËS SEBASTATSI (d. 
1830), 109-10, 569

Yovhannës Surëneants Fôrisantsi. See 
Yovhannës Lrimetsi (d. 1848) 

Yovhannës Tërzntsi (16th-17th c.).
See Patmutiwn Parëzi ew Vennayi 

Yovhannës Trakatsi. See Susanean, 
Vazgën (1903-1941) 

YOVHANNËS VANANDETSI 
(1772-1840), 112-13, 114, 
569-70

Yovhannësean. See also
Hövhannesean; Hovhannisyan; 
Yovhannisean

Yovhannësean, Ostanik. See Ostanik 
(1896-1954)

YOVHANNËSEAN, SARGIS 
DPIR (C1735-1805), 570 

YOVHANNËSEAN, VAHAN 
(1894-1977), 336, 373, 570-71, 
619, 622

Yovhannësean, Yakob. See Osakan, 
Yakob (1883-1948) 

Yovhannësean, Zapël. See Esayan, 
Zapel (1878-1943) 

Yovhannisean-Hudoyean, Gëorg. See 
Darfi, Gëorg (1907-1964)

Y O VHANNISIK TZARETSI 
(cl560-?), 44, 571 

YOVNATAN NALAS (1661-1722), 
79, 82-83, 85,154, 571-73 

Yunon (Prösean, P.), 144 
Yusardzan Vahramis (Vahë-Vahean), 

249
Yusikk hayreneats hayots (Alisan, L.), 

116

Z. See Kamsarakan, Tigran (1866- 
1941)

Z. Hayfuni. See Tëmircipasean, Elia 
(1851-1908)

ZAKARIA, EPISKOPOS 
GNUNEATS (161h c.), 32-33, 
573

ZAKARIA AGULETSI (1630- 
cl691), 72, 88, 573 

Zakaria Gnuntsi. See Zakaria, 
Episkopos Gnuneats (16th c.)

Zakaria Hzëzetsi. See Zakaria, 
Episkopos Gnuneats (16th c.) 

ZAKARIA KANAKERTSI 
(1627-C1699), 72, 573-74

Zakaria Lmetsi. See Zakaria, 
Episkopos Gnuneats (16th c.) 

Zalëm tlan (Tlkatintsi), 165 
Zamanak ew horhurdk iwr 

(Zardarean, H.), 244 
Zamanakagrutiwn kam tarekank 

ekeletsakank (Stepanos Rôska), 
90

ZARDAREAN, HRACH (1892- 
1986), 235,244, 574, 576 

ZARDAREAN, RUBËN (1874- 
1915), 126, 151, 164,165-66, 
178, 237, 244, 294, 458, 574, 
574-76, 611

ZARIFEAN, MATTËOS (1894- 
1924), 161-62, 500,576 

Zarifean, Siranoys. See Seza 
(C1903-1973)

ZARKEAR (1824-1874), 576
Zarmayr Sahakean. See Kiwrcean, 

Mikayël (1879-1965)
Zaroukian. See Tzarukean 
Zarparean Armën. See Armën 

Zarparean
ZajTumean, L. See Basalean, Lewon 
ZARYAN, KOSTAN (1885-1969), 

173,197-200, 445,577-78 
ZARYAN, NAIRI (1900-1969),

205, 210, 221, 223,223-24, 386, 
578-80

Zayf (Papazean, V.), 194 
Zëmpayean, Petros. See Durean, 

Petros (1851-1872)
Zepiwr. See Malëzean, Vahan 

(1871-1967)
Zirayr Glents (Armen, M.), 222 
ZÖHRAP, GRIGOR (1861-1915),

107, 122, 126,130-32, 151, 249, 
292, 294, 530, 538,580-83, 611 

“Zolovurdi me hogevarkë” (Esayan, 
Z.), 172

ZORYAN, STEPAN (1889-1967),
148, 203, 204, 205, 216,219-20, 
318, 437,483, 513,552,583-86
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“Zrahapat ‘Vardan Zoravar’ ” 
(Charents, E.), 212 

“Zuaifnots tacarin mëj” (Tëkëean, 
V.), 161

Zuryoyser (Sirvanzade), 189 
ZZZ. See Kamsarakan, Tigran 

(1866-1941).



Index II
General Names and Subjects

This index is necessarily selective. It is chiefly an index of critics and literary 
historians whose writings appear under “Criticism” in the bio-bibliographical part 
and in parts 3, 4, and 5 of this Guide. As a general rule, editors and translators 
have been excluded, but exceptions have been inevitable. This index also includes 
all critics and authors, Armenian and non-Armenian alike, to whom or to whose 
works references have been made in the narrative part. This is in addition an 
index, not always exhaustive, of certain subjects and place names. Only a single 
reference is made to names occurring more than once on the same page. Armenian 
clergymen are listed by their first name.

No cross-references are made to Armenian surname endings ean, ion, yan 
(though they are used to distinguish identical Eastern and Western Armenian 
forms), nor to diacritical marks that do not essentially alter the phonetic value of 
a letter, nor to inconsistencies in spelling (e.g., P  ë chikean / P  e chikean). Thus, 
die traditional Tërtërean, and the reformed Terteryan, are grouped together. Only 
a few cross-references are given from the variant forms of Armenian names with 
a view to complementing the extensive list of such references in Index I.

Due mainly to the lack of certain letters in the Russian script, Russian 
forms of Armenian names pose a major problem. Thus, Hakobyan/Yakobean is 
rendered as Akopian, Janpoladyan as Dzhanpoladian, Lazaryan as Kazarian, etc. 
If the bearer of such a surname writes exclusively or mostly in Russian, and no 
other authors with the same name are found in the index, no cross-references are 
given to the corresponding Armenian form of that name (e.g. Agaian / Afayan). 
If, however, the author writes solely in Armenian, or in both Armenian and 
Russian, or his/her Armenian writings are frequently translated into Russian, 
a cross-reference is made from the Russian form to the main Armenian entry 
(e.g., Dzhrbashian, E. / Jrbasyan, Êd.). Diacritical marks and slight variations in 
spelling and transcription systems (e.g. Armenian “s,” “h” = Russian “sh,” “kh”) 
are disregarded if both first and last names of the same author are, or appear to 
be, identical (e.g. Terzibasyan, V[ahram] / Terzibashian, V[agram]; Gaïssarian, 
S. / Gaisarian, S.; Ayvazyan / Aivazian; Aleksanean-Aleksanian-Aleksanyan; 
Amirhanyan / Amirkhanian). A cross-reference is provided if the initial letter 
or both or either of the last or first names is different in the Russian form (e.g., 
Khachatrian / Hachatryan; Orbeli, I[osif] / Örbeli, Hjovsep].
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A., 487 
A. A., 477 
A. H., 493 
A. S. V., 526
A.-Stepanos v. Rôska b.-Mattëos v.

Julayetsi (Oskean, H.), 90 
Abaellino, The Bravo of Venice (M.G.

Lewis, tr.) 134 
Abällino, der grosse Bandit 

(Zschokke, H.), 134 
Abajyan, G., 611 
Abazyan, G., 398
Abeghian, M. See Abetyan, Manuk 
Abël Sarkawag, 269 
Abeîean, Artasës, 256, 324,427, 429, 

505, 594, 598
Abetyan, Hasmik, 382, 461, 547 
Abetyan, Manuk, 31, 151, 372, 429, 

594, 598, 635, 638,647 
Abgar Tohafetsi, 25, 27 
Abgareants, T., 635 
Abgaryan, G., 360 
Abgaryan, R., 585 
Abovian, A., 491 
Abovyan, S., 456, 461 
Abraham II, Hosabetsi, Catholicos of 

Armenia, 88, 95 
Abraham Ankiwratsi, 30 
Abrahamyan, A. A., 431, 493 
Abrahamyan, A. G., 330, 360, 493, 

598
Abrahamyan, G., 589 
Abrahamyan, H., 256, 336 
Abrahamyan, R., 431 
Abro Chelebi, 59,60, 62, 63 
Abuladze, I., 641
Acaiyan, H., 151, 376, 408, 423,464, 

515,537, 598 
Acëmean, H., 522 
Acëmean, Hayk, 376, 635 
Acemyan, G., 406 
Acemyan, V., 598
acrostic and similar patterns, 30, 33, 

42, 80, 81 
Adalyan, N., 611 
Adamyan, A., 303, 333, 382, 556 
Adamyan, H., 333 
Addarean, G., 521, 619

A-dô, 431
Adonts, N., 151, 256, 303, 465 
Afrikyan, G., 382 
Afrandilean, A., 474 
afyün. See opium 
Agababian, A. See Alababyan, A. 
Agaian, G., 641 
Agaian, Ts., 641 
Agapi, 104
Agafangelos, 29, 71, 96, 112 
Agafon or Agadron, 40 
agitka, 210, 221 
agit-operet, 220 
Agonts, S., 420
Aharonean, V., 265, 290, 303, 314, 

329, 382, 474, 485, 502, 512, 534, 
547, 558

Ahverdean, G., 83,633 
Aivazian, M., 641 
Ajapahean family, 54 
Akabi. See Agapi 
Akhmatova, A., 203 
Akhverdian, L. See Hahverdyan, L. 
Akinean, N., 33, 40, 52, 300, 330, 

346, 359, 372,420, 424,429, 440, 
503, 517, 521, 562, 565,572,573, 
598, 625, 635

Akopian. See also Hakobyan;
Yakobean 

Akopian. E.. 641 
Akopian. P. See Hakobyan, P. 
Akopova, A., 429 
Alababyan, A.. 314 
Alababyan, G.. 314 
Alababyan, S., 268. 290, 303, 314, 

333, 382. 406, 483. 508, 528, 534, 
547, 558, 580, 585, 598, 611, 641 

Alabekyan, K., 315. 406, 612 
Alacanean, G. P, 420 
Alaneants, G., 91, 427 
Alawnuni, M., 598 
Albalean, N., 152, 239, 263, 325, 

493, 547, 594 
Albertus Magnus, Saint, 96 
Aleksandryan, M., 338 
Aleksanean, T., 324 
Aleksanian, E., 329, 333, 382, 456, 

461,519, 585, 612,641
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Aleksanyan, S., 598 
Aleksanyan, V., 508, 612 
Alexander Romance, The, 30, 31, 32, 

35, 36, 60, 85 
Alfieri, V., 119 
Alihanean, A., 275 
Alihanyan, S., 534,
Alil^yan, A., 362, 480 
Allahverdean, A., 399 
Allahverdean, H., 335 
Aloyan, L., 599
Alpôyacean, A., 320, 528, 538, 582 
Altark, 27 
Altunean, G., 465 
Aluësagirk, 182 
Aluzumtsyan, V., 432 
Amaduni, G., See Amatuni, K. 
Amatuni, K., 420, 423 
Amatuni, L., 522 
Ambrose, Saint, 110,111 
Amiel, H.-E, 160 
amiras, 99, 163 
Amirhanyan, H., 300, 315, 612 
Amirhanyan, V., 585 
Amirian, S., 641 
Amirkhanian, A., 641 
Amirkhanian, M., 429 
Amiryan, H., 634 
Amiryan, S., 612 
Anania Nahavkayetsi, 43 
Ananyan, G., 315, 333, 382, 493, 

599, 612
Ananyan, N., 599 
Anasean, Y. See Anasyan, H. 
Anasyan, H., 493, 568, 589,594, 599 
Andranik (Ozanean), 225, 227 
Andreas Erëts. See Martyrs and 

martyrdom 
Andreasean, S., 493 
Andreev, L., 167, 187 
Andrikean, N, 324, 351, 401, 559, 

639
Aninski, L., 483 
Anfabyan, R , 333 
Antonean, R., 275, 362,599 
Antonean, Y., 575 
Antonyan, G., 641 
Antonyan, H., 589

Antreassian, L, 629 
antuni, 31
Apinyan, A., 582, 585 
April 24, 1915. See Armenian 

genocide 
Aproyean, E., 275 
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Tër-Margarean, Y., 373, 497 
Tër-Mkrtchean, G., 462 
Tër-Mkrtchean, K., 504, 610, 
Tër-Nersësean, N., 302, 422, 571 
Tëroyents, Karapet, 107 
Ter-Petrosyan, L., 201, 596 
Tër-Pôlosean, G., 486 
Tër-Sahakean, K., 640 
Ter-Sarkisian, L., 290, 586 
Ter-Stepfanyan, A., 352 
Terteryan, A., 260, 373, 428, 435, 
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Tër-Yarufiwnean, A., 472 
Tërzean, M., 422
Terzibasyan, Vahram, 267, 288, 339 
Tërzipasean, A., 376 
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Fathers . . “Vkayuriwnk 
hayrapetats yalags mioy bnufean 
Kristosi”

Tevkants, A., 627, 634 
Thaddaeus, Saint, 38, 96 
theater, 104, 107,118,120, 124,142, 

144,176
Theophano (Consort to Nicephorus II 

Phocas), 196 
Theosophy, 170 
Thomson, R. W., 125 
Thorossian, H., 112, 596 
Tietze, Andreas, 62 
Tigranean, G., 637 
Tigranyan, Armen, 74, 181 
Tikhonov, N., 385,630 
Timurean, Mnatsakan, 139-40,460 
Tîrabyan, N., 552, 586 
Tlrcakean, Y., 647 
Tiroyean, A., 648 
Tisserant, E., 422 
Titanyan, N., 449 
Tiwrean, K., 401,520 
Tiyatro, 124 
Tolegian, A., 630 
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Toflakyan, B., 637, 640 
Tornean, T , 627
Toros n, Rubinean, Prince of Cilicia, 

125
Tbrosean, Y., 422 
Torosyan, S., 385 
Tovma Metzoptetsi, 42 
Tovmasian, St., 435 
Tovmay Artzruni, 125 
translators and translations, 28, 49, 

60, 77, 87, 103, 104, 111, 134, 
153,182, 203, 301, 308, 319, 321, 
422,438

travel, 131,229,504 
Trdat the Great, 25, 40, 43, 92, 96, 

110,117 
triolet, 186 
Trisagion, 97, 98
Tült* ëndhanrakan (Nersës Snorhali), 

41
“Tnlt4 s[r]boyn Ögostinosi, Af 

Kasulanos ërëtsn hromayetswoy 
urumn, or gréai ër v[a]s[n] 
paheloy zawurs sabath,” 97 

Tumacyan, M., 637 
Tumanyan, N., 536, 552 
Turgenev, I. S., 138 
TurSyan, H., 318 
Tuttmjyan, H., 419 
24 April 1915. See Armenian 

Genocide 
Tzaïkurd, Z., 385 
Tzarukyan, V., 504 
Tzovakan, N. See Norayr Polarean, 

Bishop

U. S., 610
“ulekits” (“companion” writers), 204, 

216-17
Ulubabyan, B., 483 
Ulurlean, M., 350, 526 
Umanets, L., 630
Uniate Brothers. See Fratres Unitores 
Union of Proletarian Writers of 

Armenia. See Writers’ unions 
Union of Soviet Writers of Armenia.

See Writers’ unions 
“universities.” See monastic schools

Urbafagirt, 27 
Ubujyan, A., 310

V. B., 458
V. K., 466, 502, 536 
Vahagn, 157,207 
Vahanyan, G., 513 
Vahram Rabun, 43 
Valinak, 458 
Vanandean, V, 554 
Vanandetsi, Gurgen, 210, 513 
Vanandetsi family, 28 
Vantsean, G., 267, 628 
Varandean, M., 266, 476 
Vardan Areweltsi, 34, 109,110 
Vardan Aygektsi, 30 
Vardan Balisetsi, 47, 54, 61,77 
Vardanean, G., 336 
Vardanean, V, 637 
Vardanean, Yovsëpf (pasha), 104 
Vardanyan, A., 362, 552 
Vardanyan, E., 395 
Vardanyan, G. S., 476 
Vardanyan, H., 628 
Vardanyan, H., 560, 610 
Vardanyan, R., 552 
Vardanyan, S., 640 
Vardanyan, V, 373, 462 
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Varduni, 502, 560
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36
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Varvarë. See Martyrs and martyrdom 
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Vasak Siwni, 218, 219 
Vauni, S., 386
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376, 377 
Vehazat, A., 467 
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Veratzin, M., 477 
Verdyan, G., 513
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Viadro, S., 552
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(Werfel, F.), 250
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43
Virgil, 114
Vkayutiwnk hayrapetats yalags mioy 
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Vlasyan, E., 592 
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Vram, 610
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68, 72, 74,415 

Yakob Melapart, 27, 68 
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Constantinople, 95, 98, 292, 450 
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Yakobean, A., 445
Yakobean, S., 152,318,339,513,536 
Yapfujyan, S., 576 
Yarutiwn Kametsi, a martyr, 111 
Yarutiwnean. See also Arutiunian;

Harutyunyan 
Yarutiwnean, A., 262 
Yarutiwnean, L, 260 
Yarutiwnean, V, 567 
Yarutiwnean, Y, 466 
Yisus Ordi (Nersês Snorhali), 38 
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Yovhannësean, A., 321, 419, 499 
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Armenian Bibliographies



A Bibliography of Classical Armenian Literature to 1500 A.D., compiled by Robert W. Thomson (Turnhout, 1995), in 321 bookmarked and searchable pages.

A Reference Guide to Modern Armenian Literature 1500-1920, compiled with an Introductory History by Kevork B. Bardakjian (Detroit, 2000), in 706 bookmarked and searchable pages.



Հայ հին և միջնադարյան գրականության համառոտ բիբլիոգրաֆիա (5-19 դար)  [Concise Bibliography of Ancient and Medieval Armenian Literature (5th-19th centuries)], compiled by Hovhannes Petrosyan and X. Samuelyan (Erevan, 1941), in 259 bookmarked and searchable pdf pages.



Bibliography of Haig Berberian, prepared by Angele Kapoian and Dickran Kouymjian, in 14 searchable pdf pages, from Armenian Studies in Memoriam Haig Berberian (Lisbon, 1986), Dickran Kouymjian, editor, Calouste Gulbenkian Armenian Library series, pp. xxix-xli. 



Bibliographie arménienne de la revue Xristjanskiy Vostok, by Bernard Outtier, in 8 searchable pdf pages, from Armenian Studies in Memoriam Haig Berberian (Lisbon, 1986), Dickran Kouymjian, editor, pp. 645-651. This is a French translation of titles of articles of interest to Armenists, published in Russian in the journal Христианский восток/Khristianskiy vostok [The Christian Orient], between the years 1912 and 1922. The bibliography includes articles by Adontz, Kalantarian, Marr, Melikset-Bek, Orbeli, Ter-Ovsepian, and others. 



A History of Armenian Literature from the 5th to the 19th Centuries, by Srbouhi Hairapetian (Los Angeles, 1995), in 648 searchable and bookmarked pdf pages, translated into English by multiple translators, and edited by Barlow Der Mugrdechian and Yervant Kotchounian. This is a translation of the author's outstanding Armenian original (1986), and is the best general work on the subject freely available in English.



Studies by Hagop Manandian at Internet Archive, in 3 pdf pages. This is a clickable index for some of the author's foundational works. H. A Manandian (1873-1952) was a major historian of Armenian economic and cultural life, and the author of numerous studies.  A Wikipedia entry (Hakob Manandian) describes his life, interests, and legacy, and provides additional bibliography. 



Studies by Nicholas Adontz at Internet Archive, in 7 searchable pdf pages. This is a clickable index for Internet Archive's large collection of Adontz' writings. Nicholas Adontz (1871-1942), one of the greatest investigators of Armenian and Byzantine history, "left more than 80 monographs on the history and literature of Medieval Armenia, Armenian-Byzantine relations, Armenian-Greek philology, mythology, religion, linguistics in the Armenian, Russian and French languages." A Wikipedia entry (Nicholas Adontz) describes his remarkable life and enduring achievements. 



Մովսես Խորենացի Մատենագիտություն [Movses Xorenats'i Bibliography], by Petros Hovhannisyan (Erevan, 2013), in 440 bookmarked pdf pages. The celebrated Armenian philologist has produced a thorough and very welcome work. Hovhannisyan's edition catalogs and characterizes the many publications of the Classical Armenian texts, the translations, and studies that deal with Xorenats'i's History, other works attributed to him, and the enigmatic author himself. 



Miscellaneous Armenian-Language Books of the 19th and Early 20th Centuries at Internet Archive, in 11 searchable pdf pages.  This is a clickable index for some of Internet Archive's Armenian-language resources. These books were selected for their illustrations, charts, tables, topics, and/or antiquarian interest.  Though mostly unrelated to Armenian studies, they are examples of the breadth and fineness of some  popular Armenian printed works.



Studies of Armenian Literature (5th-17th Centuries) at Internet Archive, in 109 pdf pages. This is a clickable index for some of Internet Archive's resources. It includes studies of Armenian historical sources, secular medieval poetry, and the works of fabulists, as well as general reference works and bibliographies. 



Travellers to Armenia (in the 17th through early 20th centuries) at Internet Archive, in 28 pdf pages. This file is a clickable index for some of Internet Archive's resources about journeys to the Armenian Highlands and neighboring lands. Additionally, the document contains links to relevant materials at Encyclopaedia Iranica online.



Ցուցակ հայագիտական հրատարակութեանց յԵւրոպա 1896-1910  [Catalog of Armenological Publications in Europe, 1896-1910], compiled by Petros Fe'rhat'ean/Ferhatian (Vienna, 1919), in 265 pdf pages. Azgayin matenadaran series, volume 82. The material is arranged alphabetically and also by year. 



Bibliography of Published Works by Vahakn N. Dadrian, in 14 searchable pdf pages. During the course of his long and fruitful scholarly career, Dr. Dadrian has published numerous trailblazing studies, which are as remarkable for their factual information as for their methodology and depth. This listing (current to 2005), which is from the website of the Zoryan Institute, is a bibliography of his books, monographs, articles, and encyclopedia entries about genocide and genocide-related topics, written in English and other languages. 



The Image of Armenia in European Travel Accounts of the Seventeenth Century, by Jack Lewis Vartoogian, in 368 searchable and bookmarked pdf pages. This superb study, which is a contribution to Middle Eastern and European history, is Vartoogian's Ph.D. dissertation (Columbia, 1974), with extensive bibliography.



Armenian Folklore Bibliography, by Anne M. Avakian (Los Angeles, 1994), in 234 bookmarked and searchable pdf pages. This excellent work contains citations of articles and books on Armenian folklore, in multiple languages. Probably the best available resource in English for bibliography on this subject.



Armenian Books 1525-1800 and Undated Books from the Hakob Meghapart Project Bibliography website, in 100 searchable pdf pages. Made on June 7, 2013, and current to that date.





Clickable Indices for Armenological Journals



Eminean Ts'ankk' 1901-1913 [Indices for Emin's Ethnographic Review]. A publication of the Lazarean Institute in Moscow, this journal issued nine volumes between 1901 and 1913 in various cities: Alexandropol, Vagharshapat, Moscow, Nor Naxijewan, and Tiflis. The journal's editors and contributors include some of the giants of early Armenian ethnography.




Lraber Ts'ankk' 1966-2015 [Indices for Lraber hasarakakan gitut'yunneri/Bulletin of Social Sciences].  The articles are mostly in Armenian and Russian and include material of Armenological interest. Published in Erevan. 



PBH Ts'ankk' 1958-2015 [Indices for the Armenological publication Patma-banasirakan handes/Historico-Philological Journal]. This renowned journal publishes in Erevan.



Teghekagir Ts'ankk' 1943-1965  [Indices for the journal Teghekagir]. This journal was succeeded by Lraber, which still publishes.



BM Ts'ankk' 1941-2014 [Indices for the Armenological journal Banber Matanadarani/Journal of the Matenadaran]. Published in Erevan.



HA Ts'ankk' 1887-1961 [Indices for the journal Handes Amsorya/Monthly Review]. This venerable journal still publishes in Vienna, Austria. The download includes in one file scans of indices published by HA in 1912 and 1962, arranged by author's last name and sometimes by topic. 



AH Ts'ankk' 1896-1916 [Indices for Azgagrakan Handes 1896-1916]. The journal Azgagrakan Handes/[Ethnographic Review was founded by the renowned ethnographer/folklorist Ervand Lalayan (1864-1931), and contains descriptions of Armenian village life, topography, antiquities, dwellings, ornaments, feasts, songs, beliefs, etc.,  as well as rare photographs of historical Armenian areas.







Catalogue de la littérature Arménienne depuis le commencement du IV-ème siècle jusque vers le milieu du XVII, by K. Patkanian. Invaluable bibliographical listing of Classical Armenian historical sources and their translations into European languages. This article appeared as columns 49-91 in Bulletin de l'Académie impériale des sciences de St.-Pétersbourg (1860, vol. 2).



Bibliographia Caucasica et Transcaucasica, volumes 1 and 2 (St. Petersburg, 1874-1876), compiled by M. Miansarof, in 873 pdf pages. Invaluable, extensive bibliographical information about the Caucasus and Transcaucasus. Preface and tables of contents in French and Russian. Categories include: natural history, ethnography, peoples, expeditions, antiquities and inscriptions, numismatics, history, religion, ecclesiastical literature. 



Библиографический очерк армянской исторической литературы [Bibliographical Sketch of Armenian Historical Literature], by K. P. Patkanov (St. Petersburg, 1880), in 75 pdf pages. Bibliography of Armenological works published in Armenian, Russian, French, German, and English through 1879. 



Հայկական մատենագիտութիւն [Armenian Literature] (Venice, 1883). Bibliography of Armenological works and Armenian-language literary works published from 1565 through 1883, in 761 pdf pages.







Armenian Resource Guides, with topical bibliographies.



Հայկական մատենագիտություն [Armenian Bibliography], at the Academy of Sciences website in Armenia.
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Some Reference Works about 
 Ancient and Medieval Armenia 
 at Internet Archive


Prepared by Robert G. Bedrosian


Resource Guides


Eastern Asia Minor and the Caucasus in Remote and Classical Antiquity. This file has clickable links to resources at
Internet Archive, Encyclopaedia Iranica, The Ancient World Online (AWOL), Sacred-Texts; LacusCurtius; Livius;
Attalus; Tertullian; Perseus; Wikipedia and others. The material is divided into the following categories: 1. Prehistory;
2. Hittite, Hurrian, Urartian; 3. Assyrian; 4. The Hebrew Bible, Levantine Sources; 5. Iranian; 6. Greek; 7. Latin.
Attached to the document are chronological tables.


Historical Geography of Armenia and Neighboring Lands at Internet Archive. This file contains clickable links to
resources at Internet Archive, Wikipedia, and other sites, for Armenian historical geography from remote antiquity
through the 20th century.


Armenia and Neighboring Lands in Classical Antiquity. Historical Geography of Armenia, the Caucasus, and
Neighboring Lands, in Classical Antiquity. This is a file of clickable links to entries in Encyclopaedia Iranica. Topics
include: Asia Minor/Caucasus, Pontus, Cappadocia, Commagene, Cilicia, Armenia and Neighbors, Iberia/Georgia, Pre-
Islamic Iran, as well as relevant peoples and places in Remote and Classical Antiquity. A selection of beautiful color
maps from Heinrich Kiepert's Atlas Antiquus (Berlin, 1869) appears as an attachment to the document.


Medieval Kingdoms and Communities. This is a clickable index of some of Internet Archive's resources about
Armenian kingdoms, principalities, and some non-traditional groups on the Armenian Highlands during the 10th-15th
centuries. Available in pdf and HTML formats.


Armenians and Byzantium. This file has clickable links to resources at Internet Archive; Fordham University;
Encyclopaedia Iranica; The Ancient World Online (AWOL); Dumbarton Oaks; Tertullian; Google Images; Wikipedia;
and scholarly journals in Armenia, as well as materials for the study of the Armenian Highlands in the 4th-14th
centuries. Chronological tables are attached to the document.


Armenian History and Some Turco-Mongolica at Internet Archive. This file has clickable links to resources at Internet
Archive, Encyclopaedia Iranica, and scholarly journals in Armenia, as well as materials for the study of the Armenian



https://archive.org/details/Bedrosian2019EAMCRCA

https://archive.org/details/ia_armenian_hist_geography

https://archive.org/details/ia_ei_histgeo

https://archive.org/details/ia_medkingcom

https://archive.org/details/ia_armenians_byzantium

https://archive.org/details/ia_armenian_turco-mongolica





Highlands in the 11th-15th centuries (the Saljuq, Mongol and early Ottoman periods). Chronological tables are attached
to the document.


Armenian Historical Sources (5th-15th Centuries) in English Translation at Internet Archive. Available in pdf and
HTML formats.


Classical Armenian Historical Texts (5th-15th Centuries) at Internet Archive, in 12 pdf pages. This file is a clickable
index for some of Internet Archive's grabar resources. Additionally, the document contains links to relevant materials
at the Armenian journals Patma-banasirakan handes [Historico-Philological Journal], Lraber hasarakakan
gitut'yunneri [Bulletin of Social Sciences], the serial Banber Matenadarani [Journal of the Matenadaran], and the
Armenian Academy of Sciences.


Studies of Armenian Literature (5th-17th Centuries) at Internet Archive, in 109 pdf pages. This is a clickable index for
some of Internet Archive's resources. It includes studies of Armenian historical sources, secular medieval poetry, and
the works of fabulists, as well as general reference works and bibliographies.


Armenian Lawcodes and Legal History (5th-15th Centuries) at Internet Archive, in 6 pdf pages. This file is a clickable
index of some of Internet Archive's resources. Additionally, the document contains links to relevant materials at
Encyclopaedia Iranica, Wikipedia, Fordham University, Yale Law School, The Ancient World Online (AWOL), and
the Armenian journals Patma-banasirakan handes [Historico-Philological Journal], Lraber hasarakakan gitut'yunneri
[Bulletin of Social Sciences], and the serial Banber Matenadarani [Journal of the Matenadaran].


Armenian Noble Houses at Internet Archive, in 186 searchable pdf pages. This file is a clickable index for some of
Internet Archive's resources. Additionally, the document contains links to relevant materials at Encyclopaedia Iranica
and Wikipedia.


Armenian Church Resources (5th-19th Centuries) at Internet Archive, in 27 pdf pages. This file is a clickable index for
some of Internet Archive's resources. Includes Apostolic, Roman Catholic, and Protestant confessions, as well as
catalogs, philosophical, patristic, and theological materials. Additionally, the document contains links to relevant
materials at other sites.


Armenian Folklore and Mythology Resources at Internet Archive, including some Iranica and Indica and other
reference materials, in 33 pdf pages. This file is a clickable index for some of Internet Archive's rich resources. The
index is available in pdf and HTML formats.


Travellers to Armenia (in the 17th through early 20th centuries) at Internet Archive, in 28 pdf pages. This file is a
clickable index for some of Internet Archive's resources about journeys to the Armenian Highlands and neighboring
lands. Additionally, the document contains links to relevant materials at Encyclopaedia Iranica.


Armenian Genocide Resources at Internet Archive, in 7 pdf pages. This file is a clickable index for some of Internet
Archive's resources about the Armenian Genocide (1915-1923). Additionally, the document contains links to relevant
materials at Wikipedia, and maps (as attachments).


Armenian Dictionaries and Grammars at Internet Archive, in 9 pdf pages. This is a clickable index for some of Internet
Archive's Armenian resources, and also includes some Georgian and Kurdish material.


Learning Western Armenian at Internet Archive, in 7 pdf pages. This file contains clickable links to resources at
Internet Archive for learning to read, write, and speak Western Armenian. The guide is intended for speakers of
English, French, or Turkish. Wikipedia has an excellent article on Western Armenian, describing the language's history
and development and where it is spoken. Internet Archive's collection includes textbooks/grammars, readers,
dictionaries, as well as bilingual works (which also make terrific and fun study aids).


Learning Classical Armenian on the Internet. This page of links points the way to a completely free education in
grabar, Classical Armenian. Includes URLs to: 1. A college-level course in grabar at the University of Texas website.
Available using both the Armenian alphabet and Romanization, this course [Classical Armenian Online] was prepared
by John A. C. Greppin, Todd B. Krause, and Jonathan Slocum. Material from Armenian historical sources is used in
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the exercises. 2. Clickable links which will download a fair number of grabar texts with English translations and a
Grabar-English dictionary, all available at Internet Archive. Pdf and HTML formats available.


Gems from the Bible Series


These are study aids for those wanting to learn Classical Armenian irrespective of native language. These
selections from the Old Testament include passages of historical, folklorical, and literary value, as well as
those containing beautiful phraseology and important vocabulary. The format for the passages shows the
grabar text on the left, and a translation on the right. The default translation language is English. However,
there is a Google Translate box at the upper right of that screen which allows translation of the English into
many languages. Texts used: Astuatsashunch' matean hin ew nor ktakaranats', hamematut'eamb ebrayakan
ew yunakan bnagrats' [Old and New Testaments of the Bible, compared with the Hebrew and Greek texts]
(Constantinople, 1895); Oxford Annotated Bible, Revised Standard Edition (New York, 1962).


Genesis through Deuteronomy 
Joshua through Esther 
Job through the Song of Songs 
The Prophets


Some Reference Works about Ancient and Medieval Armenia at Internet Archive. This page, available in pdf and
HTML formats. 
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Maps


Maps of Historical Armenia and Neighboring Lands. This download, in 62 bookmarked pdf pages, is a collection of
color and black-and-white maps in Armenian, Russian, and English, showing historical Armenia from remote antiquity
through the 14th century. Most of the maps were drawn by the renowned cartographer Suren T. Eremyan. Other
cartographers include E. V. Xanzadyan, M. A. Katvalyan, B. H. Harut'yunyan and Cyril Toumanoff.


Maps of Asia Minor, the Caucasus, and Neighbors in Antiquity. A collection of 283 beautiful historical maps of Asia
Minor (including the Armenian Highlands), the Caucasus, Iran, and neighboring lands including the Aegean Basin, the
Levant, and northern Africa ca. 1500 B.C. to 1500 A.D. Cartographers include: Samuel Butler, William Shepherd,
Ramsey Muir, Heinrich Kiepert, William Ramsay, Keith Johnston, George Adam Smith, Suren Eremyan, Cyril
Toumanoff, W. E. D. Allen and others. Graphics in zipped HTML file.


Armenia: A Historical Atlas, by Robert H. Hewsen(Chicago, 2001). A Wikipedia entry describes the life and
achievements of Robert Hewsen, an extraordinary American historian and cartographer. His magnum opus is the Atlas.
Internet Archive has the entire Atlas, divided into parts. The document referenced here is a page of clickable links to
those parts, and is available in pdf and HTML formats. Note: the HTML version here is ideal for viewing the maps
online.


A Manual of Ancient Geography (London, 1881) by the great cartographer Heinrich Kiepert, G. A. Macmillan,
translator in 335 searchable and bookmarked pdf pages. Attached to the document is a selection of Kiepert's beautiful
maps from Atlas Antiquus (Berlin, 1869).


Chronological Tables


Ancient and Medieval Chronological Tables. This is a pdf page with clickable links to tables of importance for ancient
and medieval history (ancient times through the 15th century A.D.) at Internet Archive. The tables also appear as
attachments to the pdf document. The index is available in pdf and HTML formats.


Armenian Chronological Tables. This is a pdf page with clickable links to tables of importance for Armenian history
(ancient times through the 15th century A.D.) at Internet Archive. The tables also appear as attachments to the pdf
document. Categories: Rulers of Armenia and of Western and Eastern Empires; Rulers of Armenia and Iberia/Georgia;
Kat'oghikoi and Corresponding Secular Rulers of the Armenians; Arab Governors (Ostikans) of Arminiya, 8th Century;
Medieval Rulers of Antioch, Cyprus, and Jerusalem; and Rulers of the Mongol Empires. The index is available in pdf
and HTML formats (armchrons.html).


Chronological Tables ca. 1500 B.C. to ca. 1500 A.D. Accurate chronological tables based on chronologies from the
Cambridge Ancient History, Cambridge History of Iran, Cambridge Medieval History, and other reliable sources.
Chronologies cover the period ca. 1500 B.C. to 1500 A.D. and include Western Empires (Hellenistic, Roman,
Byzantine (to 1453)); Eastern Empires (Iranian, Arab, Saljuq, Mongol, Timurid, Ottoman (to 1481)); Rulers of
Armenia and Georgia; Arab Governors (ostikans) of Armenia; Medieval Rulers of Antioch, Cyprus, and Jerusalem;
Heads of the Syrian, Armenian, Nestorian, and Roman Catholic Churches to ca. 1500; Rulers of the Mongol Empires;
as well as tables to accompany Eusebius' Chronicle (Rulers of Egypt (partial), Assyria, Babylonia, Israel, Judah,
Palestine, Judea, Galilee, and Ituraea). Zipped HTML files.


Armenian Writers (5th-13th Centuries), is an HTML application which displays lists of the major Armenian authors,
heads of the Church, and corresponding secular rulers of the Armenians, in adjacent scrollable frames. Information
about the writers includes their major works, and biographies. This material is based on a course entitled History of
Armenian Literature taught by Professor Krikor H. Maksoudian at Columbia University in Autumn-Spring of 1972-
1973, and compiled by his student, Robert Bedrosian, from class notes, handouts, and other sources.
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Art History


Books and articles about Armenian art, at Internet Archive.


Ancient Arts of Western Asia and Northeastern Africa: Images and Texts, in 10 searchable pdf pages. This file has
clickable links to resources at Google Images, Wikipedia, Internet Archive, The Ancient World Online (AWOL),
Encyclopaedia Iranica, Sacred-Texts, and the Heilbrunn Timeline of Art History, at New York's Metropolitan Museum
of Art. Categories include Mesopotamia, Western Iran, Asia Minor and the Caucasus, the Levant, Northeastern Africa,
and Classical Art (Greece and Rome).


Ancient Arts of Eastern and Southern Asia: Images and Texts, in 11 searchable pdf pages. This file has clickable links
to resources at Google Images, Wikipedia, Internet Archive, Encyclopedia of East Asian Art, The Ancient World
Online (AWOL), Sacred-Texts, and the Heilbrunn Timeline of Art History, at New York's Metropolitan Museum of Art.
Categories include China, Korea, Japan, India, and Southeast Asia.


Ancient and Medieval Gardens, in 961 searchable and bookmarked pdf pages, with a section of Armeniaca. This file
includes clickable links to resources at Internet Archive, Wikipedia, Encyclopaedia Iranica, Dumbarton Oaks, The
Ancient World Online (AWOL), Sacred-Texts, Google, Google Images, Bard University, and other sites. Topics
include: Gardening in antiquity and the Middle Ages, Fragrance/Perfume/Incense, Herbology, Folklore and Mythology.


Miscellaneous Armenian-Language Books of the 19th and Early 20th Centuries at Internet Archive. This is a clickable
index for some of Internet Archive's Armenian-language resources. These books were selected for their illustrations,
charts, tables, topics, and/or antiquarian interest. Though mostly unrelated to Armenian studies, they are examples of
the breadth and fineness of some popular Armenian printed works.
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*


A History of Armenian Literature from the 5th to the 19th Centuries, by Srbouhi Hairapetian (Los Angeles, 1995), in
648 searchable and bookmarked pdf pages, translated into English by multiple translators, and edited by Barlow Der
Mugrdechian and Yervant Kotchounian. This is a translation of the author's outstanding Armenian original (1986), and
is the best general work on the subject in English. Contents: I. Literature of the Ancient Period (Beginning to 10th
Century); II. Medieval Literature (10th to 17th Centuries); and III. Literature of Restoration (17th through 18th
Centuries).


Bibliographia Caucasica et Transcaucasica, volumes 1 and 2 (St. Petersburg, 1874-1876) compiled by M. Miansarof.
Invaluable, extensive bibliographical information about the Caucasus and Transcaucasus. Preface and tables of contents
in French and Russian. Categories include: Natural history, ethnography, peoples, expeditions, antiquities and
inscriptions, numismatics, history, religion, ecclesiastical literature. 873 pdf pages.


Հայկական մատենագիտութիւն Haykakan matenagitut'iwn (Venice, 1883) by Armenak Salmaslian.
Bibliography of Armenological works and Armenian-language literary works published from 1565 through 1883. 761
pdf pages.


Armenische Grammatik (Leipzig, 1897) by the German philologist Heinrich Hubschmann (1848-1908). An
encyclopedic German-language study of the probable origin of numerous Armenian words listing, in dictionary
fashion, Persian, Syriac, and Greek loanwords, followed by native Armenian vocabulary. 611 pdf pages.


Armenian translation by Jacobus Dashian/Yakovbos Tashean of predecessor works by Hubschmann and C.
Brockelmann: Ուսումնասիրութիւնք հայերէնի փոխառեալ բարից Usumnasirut'iwnk'
hayere'ni p'oxar'eal barits' [Studies of Armenian Loanwords] (Vienna, 1894), in 233 pdf pages. 1. H.
Hubschmann, Semitic; 2. C. Brockelmann, Greek; 3. H. Hubschmann, Native Armenian. Azgayin
matenadaran series, volume 15.


Die Umschreibung der iranischen Sprachen und des Armenischen, by Heinrich Hubschmann (Leipzig, 1882), in 54 pdf
pages.


Armenische Studien, by Heinrich Hubschmann (Leipzig, 1883), in 116 pdf pages.


Persische Studien, by Heinrich Hubschmann (Strassburg, 1895), in 315 pdf pages.


Untersuchungen zur Geschichte von Eran, by Joseph Marquart, in two volumes: volume 1 (Gottingen, 1895), in 792
pdf pages; volume 2 (Gottingen, 1905), in 260 pdf pages.


Chronologische Untersuchungen, by Joseph Marquart (Leipzig, 1899), in 87 pdf pages.


Osteuropäische und ostasiatische Streifzüge, Ethnologische und historisch-topographische Studien zur Geschichte des
9. und 10. Jahrhunderts, ca. 840-940, by Joseph Marquart (Leipzig, 1903), in 624 pdf pages.


Armenische Studien, by Paul de Lagarde (Gottingen, 1877), in 190 pdf pages.


Gesammelte Abhandlungen, by Paul de Lagarde (Leipzig, 1866), in 302 pdf pages.


Materialien zur älteren Geschichte Armeniens und Mesopotamiens, by Ferdinand Friedrich Carl Lehmann-Haupt and
Max von Berchem (Berlin, 1907), in 226 pdf pages.


Armenien, einst und jetzt, by Ferdinand Friedrich Carl Lehmann-Haupt, volumes 1 and 2 (Berlin, 1910-1931), in 568
pdf pages.


Iranisches Namenbuch (Marburg, 1895), by the Iranist Ferdinand Justi (1837-1907). This study, perhaps Justi's finest
work, contains some 4,500 names and 9,500 different individuals mentioned in Iranian-language sources (Avestan,
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Middle and New Persian, etc.) from the oldest Avestan texts up to Justi's day. It also lists names recorded since the 9th-
century B.C. in the literary, epigraphical, numismatic, and other traditions of peoples that Iranians came into contact
with or which mention Iranian names (including in languages such as Assyrian, Hebrew, Greek, Syriac, Armenian,
Georgian). The entries provide extensive documentation, transforming this work into an historical onomasticon. Justi's
meticulous scholarship makes his writings invaluable more than 100 years after his death. 571 pdf pages.


Eranshahr nach der Geographie des Ps. Moses Xoranac'i (Berlin, 1901), by Joseph Marquart/Markwart [Iran according
to the Geography of Pseudo-Moses Xoranac'i]. Classical Armenian text, German translation and commentary about the
districts of Iran in the famous Geography [Ashkharats'oyts'], a 7th century work by the Armenian polymath Anania of
Shirak (610-685). In Marquart's day this work was attributed to the historian Moses of Xoren. However, the reassigned
authorship in no way compromises its information or Marquart's study. An invaluable work for Iranian, and Armenian
studies, as well as for the study of Asian geography.


Die altarmenischen Ortsnamen by Heinrich Hubschmann (Strasbourg, 1904). This is a listing and morphological
analysis of Old Armenian toponyms and is invaluable for studying the historical geography and civilizations of the
Armenian Highlands.


Armenian translation of the above: Հին հայոց տեղւոյ աննունները Hin hayots' teghwoy
annunnere" [Ancient Armenian Place Names] (Vienna, 1907), by Heinrich Hubschmann.


The Historical Geography of Asia Minor (London, 1890; reprinted numerous times), by the distinguished archaeologist
and New Testament scholar W. M. Ramsay (1851-1939), in 538 pdf pages.


J. Saint-Martin, Mémoires historiques et géographiques sur l'Arménie (Paris, 1818-1819), in two volumes: 
volume 1, in 474 pdf pages. 
volume 2, in 536 pdf pages.


Neilson C. Debevoise, A Political History of Parthia (Chicago, 1938), in 348 bookmarked and searchable pdf pages.
The dynasty of the Arsacids or Parthians ruled Iran/Persia and neighbors from about 247 B.C. to 224 A.D. Contents: 1.
The Growth of Parthia; 2. Early Foreign Relations; 3. The Indo-Iranian Frontier; 4. Drums of Carrhae; 5. The Struggle
in Syria; 6. Antony and Armenia; 7. The Contest for the Euphrates; 8. The Campaign of Corbulo; 9. Parthia in
Commerce and Literature; 10. Trajan in Armenia and Mesopotamia; 11. The Downfall of the Parthian Empire; Rulers:
Parthian, Seleucid, Roman Emperors; Map.


V. Chapot, La frontière de l'Euphrate de Pompée à la conquête arabe (Paris, 1907). A detailed study of the historical
geography and ethnography of western historical Armenia from Roman times through the 7th century A.D.


Armenian translation of the above: Եփրատի սահմանագլուխը Պոմբէոսի ժամանակէն
մինչեւ Արաբացւոց աշխարհակալութիւնը Ep'rati sahmanagluxe" Pombe'osi zhamanake'n
minch'ew Arabats'wots' ashxarhakalut'iwne" [The Euphratean Frontier from the Time of Pompey until the
Arab Conquest], by V. Chapot, translated by Y. Tashean (Vienna, 1960), in 802 pdf pages. Azgayin
matenadaran series, volume 189.


Karl Güterbock, Römisch-Armenien und die Römischen Satrapieen im vierten bis sechsten Jahrhundert (Königsberg,
1900).


Armenian translation of the above, Karl Güterbock's Հռովմէական հայաստան եւ
հռովմէական սատրապութիւնները դ-զ դարերուն Hr'ovme'akan hayastan ew hr'ovme'akan
satraput'iwnnere" d-z darerun [Byzantine Armenia and the Byzantine Satrapies in the 4th-6th centuries]
(Vienna, 1914). Azgayin matenadaran series, volume 74.


Pascal Asdourian, Die politischen Beziehungen zwischen Armenien und Rom (Venice, 1911).


Hakob Manandyan, Տիգրան Բ և Հռոմը Tigran B ev Hr'ome" [Tigran II and Rome] (Erevan, 1977), in 208 pdf
pages. This work was published originally in 1940. The scan was made from Manandyan's Erker A [Works I] (Erevan,
1977) pp. 407-607.
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Karl Güterbock, Byzanz und Persien in ihren diplomatisch-völkerrechtlichen beziehungen im zeitalter Justinians
(Berlin, 1906).


Armenian translation of the above, Karl Güterbock's Բիւզանդիոն եւ Պարսկաստան եւ անոնց
դիւանագիտական եւ ազգային-իրաւական յարաբերութիւնները Biwzandion ew
Parskastan ew anonts' diwanagitakan ew azgayin-irawakan yaraberut'iwnnere" Yustinianu zhamanak
[Byzantium and Persia and Their Diplomatic and National-Juridical Relations in the Time of Justinian]
(Vienna, 1911). Azgayin matenadaran series, volume 62. Unfortunately, the title page is mangled, and
pages 68-69 are missing.


W. Tomaschek, Sasun und das Quellengebiet des Tigris (Wien, 1896), in 47 pdf pages.


Armenian translation of the above, W. Tomaschek's Սասուն եւ Տիգրիսի աղբերաց
սահմանները Sasun ew Tigrisi aghberats' sahmannere" [Sasun and the Sources of the Tigris] (Vienna,
1896). Azgayin matenadaran series, volume 21.


Theodor Nöldeke, Aufsätze zur persischen Geschichte (Leipzig, 1887).


Armenian translation of the above, Theodor Nöldeke's Պատմութիւն Սասանեան տէրութեան
Patmut'iwn Sasanean te'rut'ean [History of the Sasanian Empire] (Vagharshapat, 1896).


K. Patkanov/Patkanian, Essai d'une histoire de la dynastie des Sassanides, d'àpres les renseignements fournis par les
historiens arméniens, in 149 pdf pages. This valuable monograph, which appeared in Journal Asiatique ser. VI, vol. VII
(1866) pp. 101-238, translates and examines passages from Classical Armenian historical sources of the 5-13th
centuries for information on the dynasty of the Sasanians/Sassanians in Persia/Iran (A.D. 224-651). Historians include:
Agat'angeghos, P'awstos Buzand, Koriwn, Ghazar P'arpets'i, Eghishe, Sebeos, Ghewond, Zenob Glak, Moses of
Khoren, John Mamikonean, John Kat'oghikos, T'ovma Artsruni, Step'annos Asoghik, Movses Dasxurantsi, Samuel of
Ani, Mxit'ar of Ayrivank', Vardan Arewelts'i, Kirakos of Ganjak, and Step'annos Orbelean. The monograph was
subsequently published as a separate book. The article is a French translation done by E. Prud'homme of K. Patkanian's
Russian work.


H. Gelzer, Die Genesis der byzantinischen Themenverfassung (Leipzig, 1899).


Armenian translation of the above, H. Gelzer's Սկզբնաւորութիւնք բիւզանդեան
բանակաթեմերու դրութեան Skzbnaworut'iwnk' biwzandean banakat'emeru drut'ean [Beginnings
of the Byzantine Military Theme System] (Vienna, 1903). Azgayin matenadaran series, volume 44.


H. Gelzer, Համառօտութիւն Բիւզանդական կայսրների պատմութեան Hamar'o'tut'iwn Biwzandakan
kaysrneri patmut'ean [Concise History of the Byzantine Emperors] (Vagharshapat, 1901), in 526 pdf pages.


H. Gelzer, Համառօտ Պատմութիւն Հայոց Hamar'o't Patmut'iwn Hayots' [Concise History of the Armenians],
translated into Armenian by G. Gale'mk'earean (Vienna, 1897), in 146 pdf pages. The book includes two appendices by
Gale'mk'earean: 1. List of Books Published about the Massacres of the Armenians of 1895-1897; and 2. List of the
Kat'oghikoi and Patriarchs of the Armenians. Azgayin matenadaran series, volume 25.


Material on the Armenian naxarar (lordly) families is available on another page of this site: Armenian Noble Houses.


Joseph Marquart/Markwart, Die armenischen Markgrafen (bdeashxk') Exkurs I from Eranshahr nach der Geographie
des Ps. Moses Xoranac'i (Berlin, 1901), pp. 165-179.


Armenian translation of the above, Joseph Marquart/Markwart's Հայ բդեաշխք Hay bdeashxk' [The
Armenian Border Lords] (Vienna, 1903). Azgayin matenadaran series, volume 43.


Louis Vivien de Saint-Martin, Recherches sur les populations primitives et les plus anciennes traditions du Caucase
(Paris, 1847), 220 pdf pages.
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Simon Weber, Ararat in der Bibel, from Theol. Quartalschrift, LXXXIII. Jahrg., 1901, III. Quartalheft, p. 321-374.


Armenian translation of the above, Simon Weber's Արարատը սուրբ գրոց մէջ Ararate" surb grots'
me'j [Ararat in the Bible] (Vienna, 1901). Azgayin matenadaran series, volume 39.


Vahan Inglizean, Հայաստան Սուրբ Գրքի մէջ Hayastan Surb Grk'i me'j [Armenia in the Bible] (Vienna, 1947),
in 286 pdf pages. Azgayin matenadaran series, volume 152.


Maximillian Streck, Armenien, Kurdistân und Westpersien, nach den babylonisch-assyrischen keilinschriften (Munich,
1898).


Armenian translation of the above, Maximillian Streck's Հայաստան քրդաստան եւ
արեւմտեան պարսկաստան բաբելական-ասորեստանեայ սեպհագրերու
համեմատն Hayastan k'rdastan ew arewmtean parskastan babelakan-asorestaneay sephagreru
hamematn [Armenia, Kurdistan, and Western Persia according to Babylonian-Assyrian Inscriptions]
(Vienna, 1904). Azgayin matenadaran series, volume 50.


Yushardzan/Huschardzan: Festschrift aus Anlass des 100jährigen Bestandes der Mechitharisten-Kongregation in Wien
(1811-1911) und des 25 Jahrganges der philologischen Monatsschrift "Handes amsorya" (1887-1911), in 470 pdf
pages. This volume (Vienna, 1911) contains articles in German and Armenian on topics including history, linguistics,
ethnography, philology, and mythology by some of the most prominent Armenists of the 19th-early 20th centuries.


Some Works on Armenian Linguistics, and related topics.


Armenian Toponyms by Nina G. Garsoian. Tables of the provinces, cities, towns, villages, mountains, plains, rivers,
lakes, and seas in historical Armenian states and areas of Armenian settlement in Asia Minor including map and
literary references, prepared by Nina G. Garsoian as an accompaniment (Appendix V "Toponymy", pp. 137*-246*) to
her 1970 translation of N. Adontz's study Armenia in the Period of Justinian (1908). Tables provide (where available)
Classical Armenian, Greek, Latin, and modern designations. Included is Garsoian's updated Bibliography (pp.
247*-303*) for this important work of Adontz on the lords (naxarars) of Ancient Armenia. Despite some omissions,
this is an invaluable tool for the study of historical Armenia. Searchable pdf.


Nicholas Adontz


Historico-Geographical Survey of Western Armenia by Nicholas Adontz. These sections from Nicholas
Adontz's celebrated work Armenia in the Period of Justinian (1908) treat the historical geography of parts
of Western Armenia. English translation, updated notes and bibliography, and new appendices by Nina G.
Garsoian (1970). Included are Chapters 2-4 (pages 25-74), their Footnotes (pages 386-399), Appendix V
"Toponymy" (pages 137*-246*), and full Bibliography (pages 247*-303*). In these chapters Adontz
describes: 1. The "satrapies" of Asthianene and Balabitene, Sophene, Anzitene-Tsovk', Xarberd,
Ashmushat, Anzita; 2. Armenia Interior: Xordzayn, Paghnatun, Mzur, Daranaghik', Kemah/Ekegheats',
Erzincan, Derjan, Managhik, Karin, Saghagom, Aghiwn-Analibna, Tzanika; 3. Lesser Armenia/Armenia
Minor: districts of Orbalisene, Aitulane, Hairetike, Orsene, Orbisene, and their chief cities.


The Origin of the Naxarar System. These sections from Nicholas Adontz's Armenia in the Period of
Justinian (1908) treat the history of the lordly (naxarar) system on the Armenian Highlands. English
translation, updated notes and bibliography, and new appendices by Nina G. Garsoian (1970). Included are
Chapters 9-15 (pages 165-372), their Footnotes (pages 433-529), Appendices I-V (pages 1*-246*), and full
Bibliography (247*-303*). Eastern Armenia: Chapter 9, Armenia—the Marzpanate; Chapter 10, A
Quantitative Analysis of the Naxarardoms; Chapter 11, Territorial Analysis of the Naxarar System;
Chapter 12, The Naxarar System and the Church. The Origin of the Naxarar System: Chapter 13,
Preliminary Excursus; Chapter 14, The Tribal Bases of the Naxarar System; Chapter 15, The Feudal Bases
of the Naxarar System. 
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The Reform of Justinian in Armenia. These sections from Nicholas Adontz's Armenia in the Period of
Justinian (1908) describe the substance, intent, and effects of the reforms of the Byzantine emperor
Justinian (A.D. 527-565) in Armenia. English translation, updated notes and bibliography, and new
appendices by Nina G. Garsoian (1970). Included are the Introduction (pages 1-6), Chapter 1 (pages 7-24
), Chapters 5-8 (pages 75-164), their Footnotes, Appendices I-V (pages 1*-246*), and full Bibliography
(247*-303*). Chapter 1, The Political Division of Armenia; Chapter 5, Administration: Western Armenia
before Justinian; Chapter 6, The Reform of Justinian in Armenia; Chapter 7, The Civilian Reorganization
of Armenia; Chapter 8, The Significance of Justinian's Reform in Armenia.
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Cyril Toumanoff


Studies in Christian Caucasian History (Georgetown, 1963):


Searchable pdf files


I. The Social Background of Christian Caucasia 
 II. States and Dynasties of Caucasia in the Formative Centuries 


 III. The Orontids of Armenia 
 IV. Iberia [Georgia] between Chosroid and Bagratid Rule 


 V. The Armeno-Georgian Marchlands


Ghukas Inchichian


Հնախոսութիւն աշխարհագրական Հայաստանեայց աշխարհի Hnaxosut'iwn
ashxarhagrakan Hayastaneayts' ashxarhi [Antiquities of Armenian Geography] (Venice, 1835): 
vol. 1; 
vol. 2; 
vol. 3.


Ստորագրութիւն հին Հայաստանեայց Storagrut'iwn hin Hayastaneayts' [Description of
Ancient Armenia] (Venice, 1822).


Garegin Zarbhanalean


Հայկական հին դպրութեան պատմութիւն Haykakan hin dprut'ean patmut'iwn [History of
Ancient Armenian Literature] (Venice, 1897). This classic study describes works of Armenian literature
from the 4th through the 13th centuries. 1011 pdf pages.


Մատենադարան հայկական թարգմանութեանց նախնեաց (դար դ-ժգ) Matenadaran
haykakan t'argmanut'eants' naxneats' (dar d-zhg) [Catalog of Ancient Armenian Translations (4-13th
centuries)] (Venice, 1889) describes works of foreign literature that were translated into Armenian through
the 13th century. 827 pdf pages.


E. Ter-Minassiantz


Die Beziehungen der armenischen Kirche zu den syrischen bis zum Ende des 6. Jahr-hunderts (Leipzig,
1904).


Armenian translation of the above, Eruand Ter-Minaseants' Հայոց եկեղեցու
յարաբերութիւնները Ասորւոց եկեղեցիների հետ Hayots' ekeghets'u yaraberut'iwnnere"
Asorwots' ekeghets'ineri het [The Relations of the Armenian Church with Syrian Churches] (Ejmiatsin,
1908).
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Levon (Ghewond) Alishan


Հին հաւատք կամ հեթանոսական կրօնք Հայոց Hin hawatk' kam het'anosakan kro'nk'
Hayots' [The Ancient Faith or Pagan Religion of the Armenians]. Written by the renowned 19th century
polymath Levon (Ghewond) Alishan, this work has been highly praised and extensively used by
mythologists and folklorists since its publication (Venice, 1910). Earlier, it had been serialized from 1895
in the journal Hande's Amso'reay. Topics include: nature worship, worship of celestial bodies, animal
worship, monsters, spirits, mythological heroes, pagan gods, magic, charms/divination, the next world, and
cult objects. A major source for the folk beliefs, customs, myths, and history of the Armenian Highlands.
556 pdf pages.


Հայաստան յառաջ քան զլինելն Հայաստան Hayastan yar'aj k'an zlineln Hayastan [Armenia
Before Becoming Armenia], by Levon (Ghewond) Alishan, (Venice, 1904). Alishan's remarkable ideas
about the prehistory of the Armenian Highlands, mostly based on the Old Testament and Armenian
legends. 291 pdf pages.


Հայբուսակ Haybusak [Armenian Botany], by Levon (Ghewond) Alishan (Venice, 1895), in 697 pdf
pages. An invaluable encyclopedic work on the flora of the Armenian highlands. This massive study
contains alphabetical entries for the major plants, trees, shrubs, as well as fungi. Many entries are
accompanied by gorgeous, life-like drawings. There is also precious anecdotal evidence of these plants'
usage by the Armenians of the 19th century and before. Latin, French, Turkish and Arabic names (the last
two in Armenian characters) appear in cross-referenced indices at the back. This is a major source for the
study of Armenian ethnobotany.


Շիրակ, Տեղագրութիւն պատկերացոյց Shirak, Teghagrut'iwn patkerats'oyts' [Illustrated
Topographical Study of Shirak] (Venice, 1881), in 217 pdf pages.


Սիսական, Տեղագրութիւն Սիւնեաց աշխարհի Sisakan, Teghagrut'iwn Siwneats' ashxarhi
[Sisakan, Topography of the Land of Siwnik'] (Venice, 1893). Alishan's thorough study of the twelve
districts of Siwnik' in eastern historical Armenia. Topics include geography, topography, natural resources,
flora, fauna, history, current conditions, customs, folklore, and much more. Lavishly illustrated with
drawings, and numerous photographs unavailable elsewhere, in 642 pdf pages.


Տեղագիր Հայոց Մեծաց Teghagir Hayots' Metsats' [Topography of Greater Armenia], by Levon
(Ghewond) Alishan (Venice, 1855), in 121 pdf pages.


Շնորհալի եւ պարագայ իւր Shnorhali ew paragay iwr [Shnorhali and His Times] (Venice, 1873). A
detailed study of the life, times, and works of Saint Nerses Shnorhali ("The Gracious" or "The Graceful")
(1098-1173), kat'oghikos of the Armenian Church (1166-1173), poet, theologian, and philologist, in 641
pdf pages.


Սիսուան: համագրութիւն Հայկական Կիլիկիոյ եւ Լեւոն Մեծագործ Sisuan:
hamagrut'iwn Haykakan Kilikioy ew Lewon Metsagorts [Sisuan: a Study of Armenian Cilicia and Levon
the Magnificent] (Venice, 1885). Historico-philological study of Cilicia including natural resources,
folklore, flora and fauna, in 674 pdf pages.


Léon le magnifique, premier roi de Sissouan ou de l'Armenocilicie, by Ghewond M. Alishan (Venice,
1888), in 428 pdf pages.


Assises d'Antioche par Sempad le Connétable (Venice, 1876). Original grabar text and French translation.


Արշալոյս քրիստոնեութեան Հայոց Arshaloys k'ristoneut'ean Hayots' [The Dawn of Christianity
among the Armenians], by Levon (Ghewond) Alishan (Venice, 1901), in 304 pdf pages.


Հուշիկք հայրենեաց հայոց Hushikk' hayreneats' hayots' [Memories of the Armenian Homeland] by
Levon (Ghewond) Alishan. Download includes both volumes of this two-volume work (Venice, 1869-
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1870, in 1176 bookmarked pdf pages.


Հայապատում Hayapatum [Armeniaca] vol. 1 (Venice, 1901), in 985 pdf pages. vols. 2-3 (Venice,
1901), in 1042 pdf pages.


Հայ Վենետ, կամ յարընչութիւնք հայոց եւ Վենետայ ի ԺԳ եւ ի ԺԵ դարն Hay Venet, kam
yare"nch'ut'iwnk' hayots' ew Venetay i ZhG ew i ZhE darn [Relations between the Armenians and Venice
in the 13th-15th Centuries] parts 1 and 2 (Venice, 1896), in 637 pdf pages. Part 2 continues to the 18th
century.


Italian version of the above: L'Armeno-Veneto (Venice, 1893) part 1, 13th-14th centuries, in 358 pdf
pages.


Արցախ [Artsakh], by Ghewond Alishan (Erevan, 1993), in 123 searchable pdf pages. This is G. B.
T'osunyan's Modern Armenian translation of Alishan's Classical Armenian monograph on the district of
Artsakh (Nagorno-Karabakh/Mountainous Karabagh) in eastern historical Armenia. It is perhaps the most
detailed study of the area, especially for the medieval period, and contains precious material not found
elsewhere.


Writings of Ghewond Alishan, at Internet Archive.


Victor Langlois


Collection des historiens anciens et modernes de l'Arménie, volume 1 (Paris, 1867). Mar Apas Catina,
Bardesane, Agathange, Faustus de Byzance, Léboubna d'Édesse, Zénob de Glag, Jean Mamigonien.


Collection des historiens anciens et modernes de l'Arménie, volume 2 (Paris, 1869). Gorioun, Moise de
Khorèn, Élisée, Lazar de Pharbe, Eznik de Goghp (extrait du ch. II).


Documents pour servir a l'histoire des Lusignans de la petite Arménie (1342-1394) (Paris, 1859). Langlois'
valuable study of the French noble family of Lusignan with branches in Cyprus, Antioch, and the
Armenian kingdom of Cilicia. After the murder of the Hetumid Leon IV in 1341, his cousin Guy de
Lusignan was elected king of Cilicia. The pro-Latin family tried unsuccessfully to impose Catholicism in
the country, which led to constant civil unrest. Lusignan kings of Cilicia included: Constantine II (1342-
1344); Constantine III (1344-1362); Constantine IV (1362-1373); and Leo V (1374-1393). The Cilician
Armenian kingdom was inherited by the Cypriot Lusignans in 1393. 71 pdf pages.


Chronique de Michel le Grand patriarche des Syriens Jacobites (Venice, 1868). This is a French translation
of the medieval Armenian version of Michael the Syrian's Chronicle. Langlois used most of the
manuscripts published in the later Classical Armenian editions of Jerusalem 1870 and 1871. His edition is
very readable and accompanied by extensive scholarly notes. 399 pdf pages.


Inscriptions grecques, romaines, byzantines et arméniennes de la Cilicie (Paris, 1854).


Le trésor des chartes d'Arménie, ou, Cartulaire de la chancellerie royale des Roupéniens: comprenant tous
les documents relatifs aux établissements fondés en Cilicie par les ordres de chevalerie institués pendant
les Croisades et par les républiques marchandes de l'Italie, etc. (Venice, 1863).


Mémoire sur la vie et les écrits du prince Grégoire de Magistros, duc de la Mésopotamie, auteur arménien
du XIe siècle. This study by Langlois appeared in Journal Asiatique XIII 6(1869) pp. 5-64. It is an account
of the life and works of Grigor Magistros Pahlawuni (990-1058), an Armenian scholar, author, translator,
and political functionary. After serving as governor-general of the city of Edessa, Magistros was named
Duke of Mesopotamia by the Byzantine emperor Constantine IX Monomachus. Throughout his life
Magistros collected ancient texts, made translations from Greek, Syriac, and Arabic, and trained a
generation of scholarly ecclesiastics.
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Inscriptions grecques, romaines, byzantines et arméniennes de la Cilicie (Paris, 1854).


Numismatique genéralé de l'Arménie. Langlois' study is preceded by another noteworthy monograph,
Édouard Dulaurier's Bibliothèque historique arménienne ou Choix des principaux historiens arméniens
traduits en français et accompagnés de notes historiques et géographiques, collection destinée à servir de
complément aux Chroniqueurs byzantins et slavons (Paris, 1859).


Numismatique de la Géorgie au moyen âge (Paris, 1852), in 68 pdf pages.


Description of the Armenian Monastery on the Island of St. Lazarus-Venice, followed by a compendium of
the history and literature of Armenia. English translation of Langlois' French original (Venice, 1874).


Marie-Félicité Brosset


Histoire de la Siounie par Stephannos Orbelian, volumes 1 and 2 (St. Petersburg, 1864-1866). 513 pdf
pages.


Histoire chronologique par Mkhit'ar Ayrivanets'i (St. Petersburg, 1869).


Deux historiens arméniens (St. Petersburg, 1870). Kiracos de Gantzac et Oukhtanes.


Collection d'historiens arméniens (St. Petersburg, 1876), tome II. Zakaria: Mémoires historiques sur les
Sofis, Cartulaires de Iohannon-Vank. Hassan-Dchalaliants: Histoire d'Aghovanie. Davith-beg. Abraham de
Crete: Histoire de Nadir-chah. Samouel d'Ani: Tables chronologiques. Souvenirs d'un officier russe.


Les ruines d'Ani capitale de l'Arménie sous les rois Bagratides, aux X et XI s Histoire et description vols. I
and II (St. Petersburg, 1860-1861). Invaluable study of the Armenian city of Ani by the French Orientalist
and translator Marie-Felicite Brosset (1802-1880). Includes a thorough history and description with
inscriptions and excerpts from historical sources, personal observations, diagrams, and genealogical tables.
205 pdf pages, plates absent.


Rapports sur un voyage archéologique dans la Géorgie et dans l'Arménie (St. Petersburg, 1849-51), in 996
pdf pages.


Inscriptions géorgiennes et autres, recueillies par le Père Nersès Sargisian et expliquées par M. Brosset (St.
Petersburg, 1864), in 40 pdf pages.


Histoire de Géorgie (St. Petersburg, 1849-1850) in two volumes: tome 1, in 716 pdf pages. This is
Brosset's translation of the Georgian K'artlis C'xovreba [Life/History of Georgia], made from the King
Vaxtang VI Redaction (1703/61); tome 2, in 590 pdf pages. French translations of Georgian historical
works from the 15th-19th centuries.


Additions et éclaircissements à l'Histoire de la Géorgie (St. Petersburg, 1851), in 518 pdf pages. Contains
Chronique arménienne ("Juansher") among other works.


Description géographique de la Géorgie, par le Tsarévitch Wakhoucht (St. Petersburg, 1842), in 606 pdf
pages. Georgian text and French translation by Brosset.


Mélanges Asiatiques tirés du Bulletin de L'Académie impériale des sciences de St.-Pétersbourg (St.
Petersburg, 1863), Tome IV. (1860-1863), in 788 pdf pages. Articles about Armenian and Georgian topics
by Brosset, Langlois, Patkanian, and others.


Bibliographie analytique des ouvrages de Monsieur Marie-Félicité Brosset, par Laurent Brosset (St.
Petersbourg, 1887), in 436 pdf pages.
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Édouard Dulaurier


Les Mongols d'apres les historiens armeniens; fragments traduits sur les textes originaux, in 192 pdf pages.
This study appeared in Journal Asiatique 11(1858) pp. 192-255, 426-473, 481-508 and JA 16(1860) pp.
273-322. The author, the noted historian, Egyptologist, and Armenist, Édouard Dulaurier (1808-1881),
translated extensive extracts from two invaluable Armenian historical sources of the 13th century
pertaining to the Mongols: Kirakos Ganjakets'i and Vardan Arewelts'i ("the Easterner").


Numismatique genéralé de l'Arménie (Paris, 1859). Langlois' study is preceded by another noteworthy
monograph, Édouard Dulaurier's Bibliothèque historique arménienne ou Choix des principaux historiens
arméniens traduits en français et accompagnés de notes historiques et géographiques, collection destinée à
servir de complément aux Chroniqueurs byzantins et slavons.


Recherches sur la chronologie arménienne, I. La chronologie technique (Paris, 1859), all that was
published, in 460 pdf pages.


Recherches sur la formation de la langue arménienne (Paris, 1871), in 188 pdf pages. This is a French
translation of K. Patkanov's Russian study, which Dulaurier annotated.


Etude sur l'organisation politique, religieuse et administrative du royaume de la Petite-Arménie, Journal
Asiatique, 5th ser., XVII, XVIII (1861), published as a separate monograph in 1862, in 160 pdf pages.
Unfortunately, a genealogical table at the end is mangled.


Histoire, dogmes, traditions et liturgie de l'Église Arménienne Orientale (Paris, 1859), in 211 pdf pages.


Bibliothèque historique arménienne, ou choix des principaux historiens arméniens, (Paris, 1858), in 588
pdf pages. French translation of Matthew of Edessa's Chronicle and its continuation by Gregory the Priest
to 1162.


Recueil des historiens des croisades, documents arméniens tome premier (Paris, 1869), French translations of
Armenian histories and chronicles relating to the Crusades, preceded by an extensive study of the kingdom of Cilician
Armenia. Matthieu d'Édesse, Grégoire le Prêtre, Basil, Nersés Schnorhali, Grégoire Dgh, Michel le Syrien (extrait),
Guiragos de Kantzag (extrait), Vartan le Grand (extrait), Samuel d'Ani (extrait), Héthoum, Vahram d'Édesse, Héthoum
II, Nersés de Lampron, le Connétable Sempad, Mardiros de Crimée, Mèkhitar de Daschir. 992 pdf pages.


Recueil des historiens des croisades, documents arméniens tome second (Paris, 1906), French and Latin documents
relating to Cilician Armenia. Jean Dardel, Hayton (La Flor...), Haytonus, Brocardus, Guillelmus Adae, Daniel de
Thaurisio, Les Gestes des Chiprois. 1310 pdf pages.


Colophons of Armenian Manuscripts, 1301-1480, A Source for Middle Eastern History, by Avedis K. Sanjian
(Cambridge, MA., 1969), in 470 searchable pdf pages. Colophons are additions to the ends of manuscripts, made by
their copyist(s). Some contain invaluable information on local and regional events. Sanjian's translations are selections
from the magisterial publications of Levon Khachikyan, and are accompanied by extensive glossaries.


Օտար աղբյուրները Հայաստանի և հայերի մասին O'tar aghbyurnere" Hayastani ev hayeri masin
[Foreign Sources on Armenia and the Armenians]


Two volumes from this important series contain modern Armenian translations of relevant passages from
Syriac sources, together with invaluable introductory studies and scholarly notes:


Ասորական աղբյուրներ Asorakan aghbyurner [Syriac Sources] I (Erevan, 1976), in 479 pdf pages.
Translation, study, and notes by H. G. Melkonyan. Translated selections from the sixth century historians
Mshikha Zekha, Joshua the Stylite, Zakaria Rhetor, and John of Ephesus.



https://archive.org/details/LesMongolsDapresLesHistoriensArmeniensFragmentsTraduitsSurLesTextes

https://archive.org/details/numismatiquegnr00langgoog

https://archive.org/details/recherchessurla01dulagoog

https://archive.org/details/recherchessurla02dulagoog

https://archive.org/details/tudesurlorganis00dulagoog

https://archive.org/details/histoiredogmest00unkngoog

https://archive.org/details/bub_gb_678HAAAAIAAJ/page/n7

http://www.archive.org/details/RecueilDesHistoriensDesCroisadesDocumentsArmeniensTomePremier

http://www.archive.org/details/RecueilDesHistoriensDesCroisadesDocumentsArmeniensTomeSecond

https://archive.org/details/Sanjian1969Colophons

https://archive.org/details/AsorakanAghbyurner01Melkonyan





Ասորական աղբյուրներ Asorakan aghbyurner [Syriac Sources] II. Անանուն Եդեսացի
ժամանակագրություն Ananun Edesats'i zhamanakagrut'yun [Chronicle of the Anonymous Edessan]
(Erevan, 1982), in 269 pdf pages. This a 13th century chronicle of importance for the Saljuq domination,
the Crusades, the Armenian principalities of Northern Syria, and other topics. Translation, study, and notes
by L. H. Ter-Petrosyan.


Five volumes contain modern Armenian translations of Byzantine sources, together with invaluable
introductory studies and scholarly notes. All five volumes are the work of the great Byzantinist Hratch
Bartikyan:


Prokopios Kesarats'i [Procopius of Caesarea] (Erevan, 1967), in 384 pdf pages.


Kostandin Tsiranatsin [Constantine Porphyrogenitus] (Erevan, 1970), in 444 pdf pages.


Hovhannes Skilits'ea [John Skylitzes] (Erevan, 1979), in 525 pdf pages.


T'eop'anes Xostovanogh [Theophanes Confessor] (Erevan, 1983), in 415 pdf pages.


T'eop'anesi Sharunakogh [Theophanes Continuator] (Erevan, 1990), in 438 pdf pages.


Three volumes contain modern Armenian translations of Arabic sources, together with invaluable
introductory studies and scholarly notes:


Yaqut al-Hamawi, Abu'l Fida, Ibn Shaddad (Erevan, 1965), A. T. Nalbandyan, translator and editor, in 366
pdf pages.


Ibn al-Athir (Erevan, 1981), Aram Ter-Ghewondyan, translator and editor, in 445 pdf pages.


Արաբ մատենագիրներ Թ-Ժ դարեր Arab matenagirner T'-Zh darer [Arab Authors of the 9th-10th
Centuries] (Erevan, 2005), Aram Ter-Ghewondyan, translator, in 706 pdf pages.


Three volumes contain modern Armenian translations of Ottoman Turkish sources of the 16-18th
centuries, accompanied by scholarly introductions, notes, and lexicons. All three volumes are the work of
the great Turkologist A. X. Safrastyan:


Թուրքական աղբյուրները Հ. 1 (Erevan, 1961), in 402 pdf pages. Contents include the chroniclers
Pechevi, Naima, Rashid, Chelebi-Zade, Suphi, Sami, Shakir, Sulayman-Izdi, Vassef, Ahmed Chevdet-
Pasha.


Թուրքական աղբյուրները Հ. 2 (Erevan, 1964), in 335 pdf pages. Contents include the chroniclers
Gharib Chelebi, Seloniki Mustafa, Solak Zade, Shani Zade, Munejjim Bashi, Feridun Bey, Kochi Bey.


Թուրքական աղբյուրները Հ. 3 (Erevan, 1967), in 347 pdf pages. Extracts from the writings of
Evliya Chelebi (1611-1682), Ottoman Turkish officer and diplomat.


Five volumes from the important series Հայ Ժողովրդի Պատմություն Hay zhoghovrdi patmut'yun [History
of the Armenian People] (Erevan, Armenia) cover earliest times through the 19th century. Each volume is the work of
multiple authors.


Hay zhoghovrdi patmut'yun [History of the Armenian People], volume 1 (Erevan, 1971), S. T. Eremyan,
editor, in 1012 searchable pdf pages. Devoted to Remote and Classical Antiquity: earliest times through



https://archive.org/details/AsorakanAghbyurner02TerPetrosyan

https://archive.org/details/ByuzAghbyurner01Bartikyan1967

https://archive.org/details/ByuzAghbyurner02Bartikyan1970

https://archive.org/details/HovhannesSkilitseajohnSkylitzes

https://archive.org/details/ByuzAghbyurner04Bartikyan1979

https://archive.org/details/ByuzAghbyurner05Bartikyan1990

https://archive.org/details/ArabakanAghbyurner01Nalbandyan1965

https://archive.org/details/ArabakanAghbyurner02TerGhewondyan1981

https://archive.org/details/ArabakanAghbyurner03TerGhewondyan2005

https://archive.org/details/TurkakanAghbyurner01Safrastyan1961

https://archive.org/details/TurkakanAghbyurner02Safrastyan1964

https://archive.org/details/TurkakanAghbyurner03Safrastyan1967

https://archive.org/details/HAP01





the second century A. D.


Hay zhoghovrdi patmut'yun [History of the Armenian People], volume 2 (Erevan, 1984), S. T. Eremyan,
editor, in 782 searchable pdf pages. Devoted to the third-ninth centuries.


Hay zhoghovrdi patmut'yun [History of the Armenian People], volume 3 (Erevan, 1976), B. N. Arakelyan,
editor, in 1036 searchable pdf pages. Devoted to the ninth-fourteenth centuries.


Hay zhoghovrdi patmut'yun [History of the Armenian People], volume 4 (Erevan, 1972), L. S.
Khachikyan, editor, in 687 pdf pages. Devoted to the fourteenth-eighteenth centuries.


Volume 5 in this series, covering the period from 1801 to 1870, has been split in two for manageability.
Հայ ժողովրդի պատմություն Hay zhoghovrdi patmut'yun [History of the Armenian People],
volume 5 (Erevan, 1974), Zh. P. Aghayan, editor.


Հայ Ժողովրդի Պատմություն, Հ. 5a. 
Հայ Ժողովրդի Պատմություն, Հ. 5b.


Cultural History


Sections dealing with culture and the arts from the above volumes are available as separate pdf files,
indexed and searchable. Multiple authors.


From volume 1 (Erevan, 1971), earliest times through the second century A.D., in 162 pdf pages.


From volume 2 (Erevan, 1984), the third-ninth centuries, in 327 pdf pages.


From volume 3 (Erevan, 1976), the ninth-fourteenth centuries, in 326 pdf pages.


From volume 4 (Erevan, 1972), the fourteenth-eighteenth centuries, in 256 pdf pages.


From volume 5 (Erevan, 1974), the period 1801-1870, in 187 pdf pages.


Selected Writings of


Nicholas Adontz 
 Babken Arakelyan 


 Garnik Asatrian 
 Hratch Bartikyan 


 Paul Z. Bedoukian 
 Peter Charanis 


 Sirarpie Der Nersessian 
 Igor M. Diakonoff 


 Suren T. Eremyan 
 Robert H. Hewsen 
 Levon Khachikyan 
 Ervand Lalayan 


 Krikor Vardapet Maksoudian


Hagop Manandian 
 H. A. Martirosyan 
 Vladimir Minorsky 
 Matti Moosa 


 Armen Petrosyan 
 Boris Piotrovsky 
 G. X. Sargsyan 



https://archive.org/details/HAP02

https://archive.org/details/HAP03

https://archive.org/details/HAP04

https://archive.org/details/HAP0501

https://archive.org/details/HAP0502

https://archive.org/details/Hzhp01HayMshakuyte

https://archive.org/details/Hzhp02HayMshakuyte

https://archive.org/details/Hzhp03HayMshakuyte

https://archive.org/details/Hzhp04HayMshakuyte

https://archive.org/details/Hzhp05HayMshakuyte

https://archive.org/search.php?query=Adontz+AND+Bedrosian&sort=-publicdate

https://archive.org/search.php?query=Babken%20Arakelyan%20AND%20Bedrosian

https://archive.org/search.php?query=Asatrian%20AND%20Bedrosian

https://archive.org/search.php?query=Bartikyan%20AND%20Bedrosian

https://archive.org/details/Bedoukian1981SelectedNumismaticStudies/page/n2

https://archive.org/search.php?query=Charanis%20AND%20Bedrosian

https://archive.org/search.php?query=Bedrosian%20AND%20%22Sirarpie%20Der%20Nersessian%22

https://archive.org/search.php?query=Diakonoff%20AND%20%28Bedrosian%20OR%20Bomhard%29

https://archive.org/search.php?query=Eremyan%20AND%20Bedrosian

https://archive.org/search.php?query=creator%3A%22Robert+H.+Hewsen%22&sort=-publicdate

https://archive.org/search.php?query=Khachikyan%20AND%20Bedrosian

https://archive.org/search.php?query=Lalayan%20AND%20Bedrosian

https://archive.org/search.php?query=Maksoudian%20AND%20Bedrosian

https://archive.org/search.php?query=Manandian+AND+Bedrosian&sort=-publicdate

https://archive.org/details/MartirosyanStudies19581986

https://archive.org/details/Minorsky2018SelectedWritings

https://archive.org/search.php?query=Moosa%20AND%20Bedrosian

https://archive.org/search.php?query=%22Armen%20Petrosyan%22%20AND%20Bedrosian

https://archive.org/search.php?query=Piotrovsky%20AND%20Bedrosian

https://archive.org/search.php?query=Sargsyan%20AND%20Bedrosian

https://archive.org/search.php?query=%28%28subject%3A%22Sayce%2C%20Archibald%20Henry%22%20OR%20subject%3A%22Sayce%2C%20Archibald%20H%2E%22%20OR%20subject%3A%22Sayce%2C%20A%2E%20H%2E%22%20OR%20subject%3A%22Archibald%20Henry%20Sayce%22%20OR%20subject%3A%22Archibald%20H%2E%20Sayce%22%20OR%20subject%3A%22A%2E%20H%2E%20Sayce%22%20OR%20subject%3A%22Sayce%2C%20Archibald%22%20OR%20subject%3A%22Archibald%20Sayce%22%20OR%20creator%3A%22Archibald%20Henry%20Sayce%22%20OR%20creator%3A%22Archibald%20H%2E%20Sayce%22%20OR%20creator%3A%22A%2E%20H%2E%20Sayce%22%20OR%20creator%3A%22A%2E%20Henry%20Sayce%22%20OR%20creator%3A%22Sayce%2C%20Archibald%20Henry%22%20OR%20creator%3A%22Sayce%2C%20Archibald%20H%2E%22%20OR%20creator%3A%22Sayce%2C%20A%2E%20H%2E%22%20OR%20creator%3A%22Sayce%2C%20A%2E%20Henry%22%20OR%20creator%3A%22Archibald%20Sayce%22%20OR%20creator%3A%22Sayce%2C%20Archibald%22%20OR%20title%3A%22Archibald%20Henry%20Sayce%22%20OR%20title%3A%22Archibald%20H%2E%20Sayce%22%20OR%20title%3A%22A%2E%20H%2E%20Sayce%22%20OR%20title%3A%22Archibald%20Sayce%22%20OR%20description%3A%22Archibald%20Henry%20Sayce%22%20OR%20description%3A%22Archibald%20H%2E%20Sayce%22%20OR%20description%3A%22A%2E%20H%2E%20Sayce%22%20OR%20description%3A%22Sayce%2C%20Archibald%20Henry%22%20OR%20description%3A%22Sayce%2C%20Archibald%20H%2E%22%20OR%20description%3A%22Archibald%20Sayce%22%20OR%20description%3A%22Sayce%2C%20Archibald%22%29%20OR%20%28%221845-1933%22%20AND%20Sayce%29%29%20AND%20%28-mediatype:software%29
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Journal Indices


HA Ts'ankk' 1887-1961. Indices for the Armenological journal Հանդէս Ամսօրեայ Hande's
Amso'reay (Vienna), for the years 1887-1961, in 56 pdf pages.


AH Ts'ankk' 1896-1916. Indices for Ազգագրական Հանդէս Azgagrakan Hande's [Ethnographic
Review] (Shushi and Tiflis), 1895/1896-1916, in 176 pdf pages.


BM Ts'ankk' 1941-2014. Indices for Բանբեր Մատենադարանի Banber Matenadarani [Journal
of the Matenadaran] (Erevan), for the years 1941-2014, in 51 pdf pages.


PBH Ts'ankk' 1958-2015. Indices for Պատմա-բանասիրական հանդես Patma-banasirakan
handes [Historico-Philological Journal] (Erevan), for the years 1958-2015, in 824 pdf pages.


Lraber Ts'ankk' 1966-2015. Indices for Լրաբեր հասարակական գիտությունների Lraber
hasarakakan gitut'yunneri [Bulletin of Social Sciences] (Erevan), for the years 1966-2015, in 858 pdf
pages.


Journal Searches


The Armenological journal Պատմա-բանասիրական հանդես Patma-banasirakan handes [Historico-
Philological Journal] (Erevan, Armenia) is now Open Access. All articles are freely downloadable:
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By Year 
By Subject 
By Author


Articles from Պատմա-բանասիրական հանդես Patma-banasirakan handes,
multiple topics, periods, and authors:


Ancient History 
Medieval History


The journal Լրաբեր հասարակական գիտությունների Lraber hasarakakan gitut'yunneri [Bulletin of
Social Sciences] (Erevan, Armenia) is now Open Access. All articles are freely downloadable:


By Year 
By Subject 
By Author


Teghekagir Ts'ankk' 1943-1965. Indices for Տեղեկագիր Teghekagir (Erevan, Armenia), 1943-1965, the predecessor
to Lraber, in 641 pdf pages.


Articles from the serial Banber Matenadarani [Journal of the Matenadaran], may be downloaded from this page of
the Matenadaran's website: Բանբեր Մատենադարանի.


Invaluable primary and secondary source material is available for reading and downloading at this page of the website
of the National Academy of Sciences of Armenia: Serials.


Online materials about West Asia (including Asia Minor/Anatolia and the Caucasus) from the Heilbrunn Timeline of
Art History, at New York's Metropolitan Museum of Art:


Chronology 
Essays 
Keywords


Material at Internet Archive 
uploaded by Robert Bedrosian.
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https://archive.org/details/TeghekagirTsankk19431965

http://www.matenadaran.am/?id=307&lng=3

http://serials.flib.sci.am/openreader/test/index.html

http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/chronology/#?geo=wa

http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/essays/#?geo=wa

http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/keywords/

https://archive.org/details/@robertbedrosian









